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The discussion presented in this thesis will analyse the relationship betweenlhe judicial øpproøch

of members of the High Court and the wider sphere of theoretical assumptions that surround law

generally and constitutional interpretation in particular. The theoretical perspectives that will

be considered in this thesis are the ideas associated with legalism, realism, naturøl law reasoning

artd pragmatism. The analysis presented will critically analyse the judicial approaches of the

Dixon, Mason and Gleeson eras. The area of constifutional law that is examined in detail is the

law relatingto judicial power.

The central thesis of this work is that the Gleeson High Court is a largely a-theoretical Court, in

that, decisions of the Court are characterised by a low-level of abstraction, and the Gleeson

Court does not theorise at length about the reasons for adopting a particular judicial approach.

It will be argued that the methodology of the current High Court is legalistic with a number of

elements of pragmatic thought also being of relevance. In the context of decisions relating to

judicial power it will be concluded that a central issue for the Court has been a concern to

protect the integrity of the federal judiciary. The Gleeson Courfs approach will be

distinguished from the realist based jurisprudence of the Mason Court, which articulated the

relevance of legal theory and tended to make broad statements of legal principle. It will be

argued that the approach of the Gleeson Court also diverges from Dixonian legalism, which the

analysis presented in this thesis will establish is a theoretical form of legalism. The thesis will

present the view that more theorised forms of legal reasoning are to be preferred over largely a-

theoretical approaches.
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IxTRoDUCTIoN

The 23'¿ of May L998 marked the appointment of the High Courfs 11th Chief Justice. The

appointrnent of Chief Justice Gleeson was seen to be 'welcomed by both sides of politics and

lauded by most in the legal profession and judiciary'.1 Yet headlines aside, the 'end of an era'

was the line that ran through the substance of the media reports following the appointment of

Chief Justice Gleeson.2 The day before, on the eve of his 70th birthday, Sir Gerard Brennan had

retired.3 Decisions of the High Court during the Brennan era considered together with the

preceding Mason era are often viewed as having transformed Australia's political landscape'a

The Mason Court earned a reputation as the most creative and progressive in the High Courfs

history,s with the Brennan Court having a 'reputation as a consolidator of the courfs

janine Macdonald,'A New Chiel A New Era In the Highest Cowt,The Age, (Melbourne),21 May 1998,6.

'Courts in the Firing Ltne', The Age (Melbourne), ?3May 1rÐ8,9; ]anine Macdonald,'A New Chief justics A New

Era In the Highest Cour(,The Age (Melboume), ZLMay1998'6.

David Iackson, 'Brennan Courl in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 68; Belinda Baker and Stephen Gageler, 'Brennan (Francis) Gerard

in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia

QOO1)-307; Margo KingstorU 'Public Farewell For a Very Private }l{an', The Sydney Moming Herald (Sydney), 22

May1998,4.

Cheryl Saunders, 'The Mason Court in Contexf in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final luisiliction: The Mason

Couri in Australia (1996) 2-8; Michael Lavarch, 'The Court, the Parliament and the Executive' in Cheryl Saunders

(ed), Courts of Finat lurisdiction: The Mnson Court in Australia $996) 1^5; Sir Maurice Byers, 'Vote of Thanks' in

Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Finnt Juisdiction: The Møson Court in Australia (1c)96) l09;'Courts in the Firing

Ltne;, The Age (Melbourne), 23 May 7998,9; George Williams, 'Brennan's High Times', The Sydney Moming Herald

(Sydney) 21MayL99B'17.

Michael Lavarch, 'The CourL the Parliament and the Executive' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Finnl

lurisdiction: The Møson Court in Austrnlia (1996) 15,1.5; Sir Maurice Byers, 'Vote of Thanks' in Cheryl Saunders (ed),

Courts of Final Jurisiliction: The Mason Court in Australiø (1996) 108, L08.
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Chaoter I

achievements under Sir Anthony Mason.'6 However, the Mason and Brennan Courts were the

subject of an 'unprecedented level of attack',2 with both Courts operating in 'a charged and

often hostile political environment.'s

Media speculation at the time of the appointment of Chief Justice Gleeson centred primarily on

tire changes, if any, that the new Chief Justice would make to the approach of the Mason Court.

The suggestion in the media was that the High Court would now move from the 'judicial

activism' that was generally associated with the Mason era.e The nature of the difference that

the approach of the Gleeson Court might bring to Australian jurisprudence was a matter of less

media concern with only a comparatively small amount of attention being given to Gleeson CJ's

views concerning judicial responsibility for 'economy and efficiency' in the judicial process.lo It

is clear that overall the newspaper reports of Chief Justice Gleeson s appointunent accorded

more significance to what the appointrnent was viewed as ending, than to what the

appointrnent of Gleeson CJ heralded for the future.

The 23'a of May 2008 will mark a decade since the appointrnent of Chief Justice Gleeson. It will

also signify the end of the Gleeson era.11 Chief Justice Gleeson will have presided over the High

Court for a period similar to the combined length of the Mason and Brennan eras. Yet,

commentaries on the state of Australian jurisprudence say comparatively little of the approach

of the Gleeson Court to constifutional issues. This may, of course, be partly a result of the

Gleeson Courfs reluctance to engage in dramatic terms with these issues. The central question

of significance raised by legal debate concerning the Gleeson Courfs approach has been the

6 'Courts ìn the Firing Lne', The Age (Melbourne), 23 May 1998, g. See also, George Williams, 'Brennan's High
Times', The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney) 2'!. }rlay 1998, 17 .

7 'Courts in the Firing Ltne' , The Age (Melbourne), 23 May 1998, g. See also, Margo Kingston 'Public Farewell For a
Very Private N['an , The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney) 22May 1998,4.

8 George Williams, 'Brennan's High Times', The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney), ZIMay 1ggï, 17. See alsq David
jackson,'Brennan Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), Thc Oxford Companion to
the High Court of Austrnlia Qm\ 68,68.

e fanine Macdonald, 'A New Chief Justice, A New Era In the Highest Cour( , The Age (Melbourne), 21.May 1998,6.
10 Swearing in of Chief Justice Gleesorç 193 CLR xi xii. See Bernard Lane, ,Gleeson Calls for Reorder in the Courf,

The Austtalian (Sydney) 23 lMay 1998, 4; Hans Van Leeuwer¡ 'Gleeson to Lead High Court on Efficienry Drive',
Finnncial Reoiew (Sydney) 23May 1998,6.

11 See Bret Walker,'Gleeson (Anthony) Murray' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), Tlæ
Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 305, 305.
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Chaoter I

question of whether the attitude of the current Court signals a 'refurn to legalism'l2 ot

,conservative orthodoxy'.13 Comparisons between the approach of the Gleeson Court and

influential Australian jurist and former Chief Justice of the High Court, Sir Owen Dixon are

often made, with the Gleeson Court being seen by some to be the 'new Dixonians'.14 The

relevant literature also tends to differentiate the approach of the Gleeson Court from that

associated with the Mason and Brennan eras.15 This is perhaps not surprising. The approach of

the High Court during any given period is often distinguished from the approach of its

immediate predecessor. For example, distinctions have been made between the Latham and

Dixon Courts,16 the Dixon and Barwick Courts,17 the Barwick and Gibbs Courts,18 and the Gibbs

and Mason Courts.le However, such comparisons may be made whether the Court is reacting

12 Haig patapar¡ 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Courl (2001) 37 Austtalian lournnl of
political Science 241.,241. See also Justice Michael McHuglu 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court:

:rg}g-2004'(Ihe Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November

2004), accessible via ìhe High Court website: <http:/ /www.hcourt.gov.au >, 1.4; Katherine Gelber, 'High Court

Review 2003: The Centenary Year' (2004) 29 Austrnlinn loumal of Political Science 33L,332; Justice Paul Finn,
,Australia Compared' in Rici< Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in Nan¡ Zealand (2001) 224,2291f; Justice Susan Kenny,

'The High Court on Constitutional Law; The 2l}2Terrrl (2003) 26 LJnioersity of New South Wales Lnzo lournal 210,

ã0; Dañ Meagher, 'Guided by voices? - Constitutional interpretation on the Gleeson Courf (2002) 7 Deakin Lm¡

Reaiew 26'1,;Justice Bradley Seiway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia'

(2003) 14 public Law neoieut Z3+; Leslie Zines,'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutionallaw' Q0O2)

E Constitutional Lmt nnd Policy Reoial2l; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and

George Williams (eds), The Oxford Compnnion to the High Court of Austtalitt (2001) 307.

13 Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),

The Oxford Companion to the High Coirt of Australia Q0O1) 139. See also Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, 'Judicial

Legitimacy' Q00O) 72 ludicinl Officers' Bulletin 4L' 42-43.

14 See, for example, Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Melh2d in New Zenland

(2001)221,; Haig Patapan,'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Court' (2002) 37 Australian

lournal of Politicnl Science 241.

1s Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Evolving Role and function of the High Courf in Brain Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler

(eds),The Ãustualian Federnl ludicial Systenr (2000) 95, 119; Justice Paul Finn,'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood

(ed), Legal Method in Neu Zealand Q0O1') 221^,229.

16 Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) S6. See generally, Leslie Zines, 'Si¡ Owen Dixon's Theory of Federalism' (1965) 1

Federal Law Reaiew 227, 225.

77 For example, Sir Paul Hasluck writing of Sir Garfield Barwick expresses the view that'He is far inferior to Owen

Dixon inloftiness of intellect, depth ãf understanding and scope of humane studies. I guess that he is keenly

interested in the law as a complei of intricate devices and in the Australian constitution as the starting point for

legal argument. He is inventivl rather than creativd: see Sir Paul Hasluck, The Chance of Politics (197) 98-99. See

aÈo, Gaieth Evans,'The Most Dangerous Branch? The High Court and the Constitution in a Changing Society' in

David Hambly and fohn Goldring (eds), Australian Lmuyers and Social Change (1976) 13,52; George Winterton,
,Barwick Garfield Edward John' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and Geotge Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australia QOOI) 56, 58; Sir Anthony Mason, 'Barwick Courf, in Tony Blackshield,

Michael Coper and Geo.g" Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 59.

1s For example, Anne Twomey has written of the Gibbs Court that'[t]he Gibbs Court bridged the transition from

the more conservative Barwick Court to the more liberal Mason Courf : see Anne Twomey, 'Gibbs Courf in Tony

Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Willians (eds), The Oxford Compønion to the High Court of Austtalia Q001\

3û3, 303. See also Daviá ]ackson andloan Priest, 'Gibbs, Harry Talbof in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and

George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to tlrc High Court of Australiø (2001) 300, 302-3. See generally Leslie

Zines]'Legalism, iealLm and iudicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2Cfl2) 5 Constitutional Lnw and Policy Reuiew

27,2'1.

1s See Sir Harry Gibbs, 'The Decline of Federalism?' Q994) 18 Uniaersity of Queensland Laut lournal l; Sir Harry Gibbs,

'Courage in Constitutional Interpretation and Its Consequence - One Example' (1997) 14 lJniaersity of New South

3



Chapter I

to the views of the previous era or simply applying its own interpretative method.zo It follows

that the approach of the Gleeson Court is a topic worthy of an extensive examination in a

manner that goes beyond general comparisons with its predecessors. Suggestions of a change

ftom judicial actiaism to judicial conseroatism do not impart a significant amount of information.2l

Importantly, such broad-brush comparisons may reveal little about any fundamental change in

the founciations of the High Courf s approach.

After almost a decade of the Gleeson Court, it is important to question the nature of the change

that has occurred in the jurisprudence of the High CourÇ and to examine the contribution that

the Gleeson Court has made to Austualian law. It is the charncter of the change that the Gleeson

Court brings that is of central significant to Australian constitutional law.

The thesis of this dissertation is that the Gleeson High Court is a largely a-theoretical Courf in

that the judicial decisions of the Court are characterised by a low-level of abstraction, and the

Gleeson Court does not theorise at length about the reasons for adopting a particular judicial

approach. This approach distinguishes the Gleeson Court from the realist based jurisprudence

of the Mason CourÇ which articulated the relevance of legal theory and tended to make

statements of wide legal principle. The approach of the Gleeson Court also diverges from

Dixonian legalism, which the analysis presented in this thesis will establish is a theoretical form

of legalism.

One central aim of this thesis is to examine the nature of the movement that has occurred. in the

High Courfs approach to constitutional issues by presenting a critical analysis of the High

Courfs jurisprudence that focuses upon a Dixonian approach, and the approaches of the Mason

and Gleeson eras. It says much about the centrality of Sir Owen Dixon to Australian

jurisprudence that both the Mason and Gleeson Courts are often defined by virtue of their

Wales Law loumal 325. See also, for examplq Sir Garfield Barwick, ,parliamentary Democrary in Australia,, in
Upholding the Australian Constitution , (1995) Volume 5, 205, 219; Leslie Zines, 'iegalism, t"ii"- and judicial
rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law and Policy Reuial n, 21,-22) ]ustice Michael lrricHugh
'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1.989-2004' (Ihe Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in
Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2C/J4) 4.

20 By way of clarification it should be noted that these two possibilities are not mutually exclusive.
21 See further, Michael Coper, 'Concern About Judicial Method' (2006,) 30 Melboume lJniaersity Lmu Reoiew 554,562-

3,570.
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movement towards or away from a Dixonian approach. The analysis presented in this thesis

will take a perspective that is often overlooked in Australian jurisprudence. Almost without

exception, the discussion presented in this thesis will consider the relationship between the

judicial approach of members of the High Court and the wider sphere of theoretical assumptions

that surround law generally and constitutional interpretation in particular.

The theoretical concepts that will be considered in this thesis are the ideas associated with

legølism, realism, nnturøl lazu reasoning and pragmatism. The analysis presented will focus upon

the Dixon, Mason and Gleeson eras and the area of constitutional law that will be examined in

detail is the law relating to judicial pou)er. The discussion of these ideas, by considering the role

that each approach accords to the judiciary, seeks to place Australian judicial attitudes within

the wider contemporary debate concerning constitutional interpretation. This form of analysis

also enables conclusions to be drawn about the direction of the change that has occurred in the

High Courf s constitutional jurisprudence. Perhaps most importantly the analysis presented in

this thesis provides a unique perspective upon the nature of the fundamental change, that it

will be argued has occurred in the foundations of the High Courfs approach. There are of

course, other factors that have significantly influenced constitutional interpretation in Australia,

with the most obvious example being considerations of federalism. That said, in order to

provide some parameters to the discussion presented in this thesis, the following analysis will

focus on the legalism, realism, pragmatismz and judicial Power, with considerations of

federalism only being considered in this context. The choice to concentrate on judicial power is

deliberate as it provides the best vehicle to critically analyse the operation of these three

theoretical perspectives.

Although this thesis seeks to establish an understanding of the relevance of theoretical

reasoning in an Australian constitutional context, it should be recognised that legal writers in

Australia have generally been reluctant to engage in this form of discussion. Professor Cheryl

Saunders in a speech given in 1998 noted that debate about the role of constitutional judges, 'is

As noted, natural law perspectives will also be considered in Chapter 4 of this thesis. However, as the discussion

in that Chapter will show the ideas associated with such theories have been largely rejected by the Gleeson Court,

and for this reason natural law concepts will not be discussed at length.

5
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Chapter I

not a debate we are accustomed to having'.23 Saunders stated that what has been written on the

judicial method in Australia has;

tended to focus on the important detail of constitutional interpretation: characterisation,

proportionality, connotation and denotatior¡ and so on. As a generalisation, it has tended

not to t¿rcKre tne role ol tne consnttttnnal Judge JTom ø bro^d theoretlcaL perspectrce.2+

Saunders expressed the view that Australian discourse needed to develop 'an informed

constitutional dialogue', ratlìer than focusing on'simple myths about the potential of a literal

approach, or the enlightenment of a progressive approach or the relevance of the subjective

intentions of the framers of the Constitution.2s Professor John Williams has also noted that,

'Australian constifutional lawyers have been reluctant to debate the theoretical foundations of

the constitutional arrangements we live under.'26

In many respects the analysis of constifutional decisions in Australian legal writing has a

tendenry to focus on outcomes rather than method.27 There ate, of course, some exceptions to

this approach, with perhaps the most influential of these being the analysis presented by

leading constitutional commentator, Professor Leslie Zinesn Flowever many Australian

lawyers have shown a deep distrust of anything'extra-constitutional'.2e For example, Justice

23 Cheryl Saunders, 'Oration: Sir Daryl Dawson' (199S) 20 Adelaide Law Reoiew 1,7. See also Bryan Horrigan,
'Paradigm Shifts in Interpretation: Reframing Legal and Constitutional Reasoning' in Charles Sampford and Kim
Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitutions: Tlæories, Pinciples and lnstitutions (1996) 37,3a.

24 Cheryl Saunders, 'Oration: Sir Daryl Dawson' (1995) 2O Adelnide Law Rnieu 1,,7 (emphasis added).
2s lbid.
26 John Williams, 'The Australian Constitution and the Challenge of Theory' in Charles Sampford and Tom Round

(eds), Beyond the Republic: Meeting the Globnl Chnllenges to Constitutionalistr (2001) 119,119.
27 See Bryan Horrigan, 'Paradigm Shifts in Interpretation: Reframing Legal and Constitutional Reasoning' in

Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitutions: Theories, Principles nnd Institutions (1996) 31,
35.

28 Leslie Zines, The High Court and the Constitution, (lvst published 1987,4t ed1997). See also, for example, Michael
Detmold, The Australinn Commonwealth: A Fundnmental Analysis of its Constitution (1985).

2e George Winterton, 'Extra-Constitutional Notions in Australian Constitutional Law' (1986) 16 Federat Lnw Reuiew
223,239. See also Tom Campbell, 'Democrary, Human Rights, and Positive Lat:y' (199a) 1.6 Sydney Lcrw Reaiew
195; Sir Harry Gibbs, 'The Threat to Federalisnf in Samuel Griffith Society, LJpholding the Australian Constitution
(1993) volume 2,183-194; Si¡ Garfield Barwicþ 'Parliamentary Democracy in Australia' in Sameul Griffith Society,
Upholding the Australinn Constitution (1995) volume 5, 2O5, 279; Address by |ustice Dyson Heydon to Quadrant
Dinner, 30 October 2002, reported as 'Judicial activism and the death of the rule of law' (2Cfl3) 47 Quadrant 9;
'|udicial activism and the death of the rule of law' (2003) 23 Austrnlian Bør Reaiew 110; ']udicial Activism and the
death of the rule of law' (Zflß) 1'4 Austrnliøn Intellectual Property loumnlTS;'ludicial activism and the death of the
rule of laly' (2004) 1O Otago Løw Reaiero 493. Reference in this thesis will be to the report in the Australian Bar
Reoiew.
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McHugh in McGinty a Western Australia strenuously advocated the avoidance of 'top-down'

reasoning on the basis that such an approach was inconsistent with the orthodox interpretive

principles of Australian constitutional law, because, '[a]^y theory of constitutional

interpretation must be a matter of conviction based on some theory external to the Constitution

itself .30

It is perhaps because of the general disinclination to consider theories that concern

constitutional interpretation that the use of the text of the Australian Constitution as the sole

source of interpretation remains a persistent view in Australian constitutional 1aw.31 Geoff

Lindsay SC in a2006 article commented that:

[i]n Australia debates about judicial method in an age of change adopt as their centre-point,

as much for those who reject it as those who embrace it, Sir Owen Dixon's aphorism that

'there is no other safe guide to judicial decisions in great conflicts than a strict and complete

legalism.'32

These comments to a large degree accurately describe the current state of Australian legal

discourse concerning constifutional interpretation. Although, as Chapter 2 will discuss, there is

some variance in the meaning accorded to the term legølism. That said, the tendenry for

Australian debates concerning judicial method to cling to the reference or 'centre-poinf

provided by Sir Owen Dixon's statemen! would seem unnecessary given that, as Sir Anthony

Mason has opined: '[o]nce the inadequacy of the text as a touchstone is recognised, a variety of

theoretical approaches to constitutional interpretation begin to open uP.'33 It may be that all

constifutional interpretation rests upon theoretical assumptions, with this being so even when

30 McGinty o Westem Austrnlia (1996) 186 CLR 1,40, 232(McHugh ).
¡r Sanford H. Kadish 'Iudicial Review in the High Court and in the United States Supreme Court Part 1' (1959) 2

Melbourne unbersity Lmt Ret¡iao 4, 19; Jelhey Goldsworthy, 'Australia: Devotion to Legalism' in Jeffrey
Goldsworthy (ed), Interpreting Constitutions: A Comparatíae Study (2ffi6) 106, 156; |ohn Williams, 'The Australian
Corrstitution and the Challenge of Theory' in Charles Sampford and Tom Round (eds), Beyond the Republic:

Meeting the Global Clullenges to Constitutionalisttr Q0O7)779,179.
32 Geoff Lindsay, 'Book Review of E W Thomas, The ludicial Process: Realism, Prngmatism, Practicnl Rensoning and

Principles' (2Cl|i6) 27 Australian Bar Reuiew 245,247 footnote 7. See further, Michael Copeç 'Concern About fudicial
Method' (2006) 30 Melbourne uniaersity Law Rsoieu) 554, 557; Leslie Zines, The High Court and tlte Constitution (4n

ed.,1997) 424.

33 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford
and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constih.rtions: Theoies, Principles and Institutions (1996) 73, 13.
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tlte nature of these assumptions is not clear. For example, even the idea that the text is

controlling reflects a particular perspective or theory of interpretation. The connection of

constifutional interpretation with theoretical constructs is not surprising as it may be argued

that all knowledge and deliberative thought will reflect a specific viewpoint.aa The idea of

knowledge being contextual, and the related idea that the existence of absolute definitive all-

embracing principles are open to doubt, suggests that a number of issues should be noted

before commencing an analysis that seeks, in par! to identify broad general trends. These

issues relate to three general ideas, which may be fairly simply stated at the outset. Firs! it is

necessary to acknowledge that although this Introductiory and the analysis presented

tfuoughout this thesis, will at times use the short-hand term the 'Mason Courf, as Sir Gerard

Brerutan makes clear 'it is not a term which accurately describes the dynamics of a Court

constituted by Justices of robust independence of mind, willing and able to give cogent

expression to their own views.'3s A similar qualificatiory of course, also attaches to the use of

the terms the'Dixon Courf, the 'Brennan Courf or the'Gleeson Courf .

The second matter that should be noted at the outset attaches to the equation of a specific

theoretical position with the approach of a particular judicial officer or a specific Court. Implicit

in the analysis presented in this thesis is the reference to concepts such as 'Dixonian legalism',

the 'realist-based jurisprudence of Mason CJ' or'the natural-law perspectives of Justices Deane

Michael J Dehold,'Intention: Meaning in Relatiorf in Ngaire Naffine, Rosemary Owens and ]ohn Williams (eds),
Intention in Lnut and Philosoplry QWl) 1,87,191; Ludwig Wittgenstein, Trnctatus Logico-Philosophicus (D F Pears & B
F McGuinness 196L trans) see especially pages 115 and117, paragraphs, 5.5571.-5.621, and 5.641[First German
edition Lo gis ch-philo sophis clrc Abhandlung pablished. 1Ð11.

Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A Tribute to Sir Anthony Mason' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final lurisdiction: The
Mason Court in Australin (1996) 70, 10. Of the description 'Mason Courl, Sir Anthony Mason speaking partly
'tongue in cheek' has commented that: 'To anyone familiar with the Courfs judgments, it consisted of a Chief
Justice and six Justices, united only by a disposition to disagree with each other': Sir Anthony Mason, 'A Reply'
in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final luisdiction: The Mason Court in Australia (7996) 713, 11.3. Sir Anthony
Mason has also written that: 'The High Court is not a monolithic institution. It is at any time a group of seven
justices who are obliged to hear and determine, according to their individual judgmen! particular cases. The
justices may have conflicting views on the role of the Court as well as on the principles of law which should
govem the case in hand. It would therefore be a serious mistake to assume that in deciding a case, the Court as
an institution embarks upon any general policy with a view to achieving a particular goal, politicat or otherwise,
external to the disposition of that case': Sir Anthony Masorù Foreword to Haig Pataparç ludgrng Demouacy: The
New Politics of the High Court of Australia (2N0) vüi-ix. See also Justice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional
Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (Ihe Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law,
Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2C[4),1,2.
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and Toohey'. It is however important to emphasise tha! as the analysis in this thesis will

demonstrate, judicial approaches cannot be described wholly within the terms of a particular

abstract theoretical position. Furthermore, theory in action often best exemplifies the relative

influence of a theoretical perspective. For these reasons, this thesis will analyse the relevance of

particular theoretical perspectives to judicial approaches, rather than categorising specific

judicial approaches within an all encompassing theoretical framework.36

One reason why judicial approaches cannot be viewed as falling neatly within the four-corners

of a specific legal theory,37 relates to a third issue, which should be mentioned at the start of this

thesis. That is, the distinction that is at times drawn between 'practical' or 'pragmatic'

considerations on the one hand and theoretical reasoning on the other. Although there is a

tendency to counterpoise these two approaches it is important to note that in common law

countries, judicial reasoning usually involves a connection between a theoretical perspective or

method, and a practical controversy. This is particularly apparent in Australian constitutional

law as the jurisprudence of the High Court always develops in the context of a'matter'.38 For

example, even the idea that judicial reasoning can be based solely upon the 'facts of ttre case'

can be seen to reflect a particular viewpoint or theoretical approach.¡s The reverse also applies,

in that theoretical reasoning by judges does not occur in the absence of a particular factual

controversy.ao Thus, although both the use of 'theoretical' and 'practical' constructs in judicial

36 For example, natural law principles may be held up as being abstract, universal and transcendent doctrines: see

Aristotle The Ethics, Book 5, vt+ 113/.b8-24, [translation by ] e K Thomson first published 19531 189-90; John

Locke, Two Treatises of Gooemment, Chapter II, paragraphs 4-8, [Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"d ed, 7967] 287-

9; Iohn Finnis, Nøhrra I Lml and Natural Rights (19S0) 24. However, as the analysis in Chapter 4 will show the

reasoning of fustices Deane and Toohey is more accurately viewed as involving a complex Process that balances

"oo,petitrg 
issues, in a manner that is informed by natural law principles; rather than as an approach that may be

charãcterised as the deductive application of natural law principles. Fo¡ an analysis of the complex process of

legal reasoning see further: Iulius stone Legal system and Løuryers' Reasonings (196 \304.
37 See Justice Keith MasorL 'What is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasonng?' (2004) 78 Australian Løw lournal574,

582.
38 In re The ludiciary Act L903-1920 and In re the Naoigation Act 1972-1920 í921) 29 CLR 257 ('ln te ludiciary and

Naaigation Acts); Meltiþnt a Attorney-C,eneral (Queensland) (1W1) 173 CLR 289; DPP t¡ B (199î3) 194 CLR 566;

Croome o Tasnania (9n ßL CLR 119; Truth About Motorwryls Pty Ltd o Macquørie Inf'rastructure lnoestment

Manøgement Ltd (2OOO) 200 CLR 591.

3s See further Allan C Hutchinson, 'Heydon' Seek Looking for Law in all the Wrong Places' QOOS) Monash

Uniaersity Lmo Reoieu¡ 85; Dennis Patterson, Law and Truth (1c)96) 13; Ludwig Wittgensteþ Philosophical

Inaestigations, Part I, Section 198 (G E M Anscombe, trans, 1f)6& 3'd ed) 80e.

40 This suggestion relates to the ideas presented by Ludwig Wittgenstein. Wittgenstein argues that all theory

derives in some way from action or experiences of the world: see Ludwig Wittgenstein, Ttactatus Logico-

Philosophicus (D F Pears & B F McGuinness 1.961. trans) see especially pages 115 and,117, paragraphs, 5.5577-5.62'L'

ana S.øt¡first German edition Logisch-philosophische Abhandlung published 1921} See further, Michael J

Detmold,'Intention: Meaning in Relation' in Ngaire Naffine, Rosemary Owens and John Williams (eds)' lntention
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reasoning are examined in this thesis, and often the relevance of either a theoretical or non-

theoretical approach will be emphasised, in Australian constitutional law, both theoretical and

practical constructs will be relevant to judicial reasoning. Whilst a conceptual division between

these concepts can be used to better understand the general approach of a cour! or individual

judges, it is important to acknowledge that the divide between these concepts is artificial.ar

For the reasons outlined above, the discussion in this thesis will not seek to describe the

approach of a particular judge or a Court as wholly theoretical or entirely pragmatic. Rather,

the analysis presented will seek to identify more general trends such as a greater willingness to

consider pragmatic considerations/ or an inclination to engage in theoretical reasoning. The

central issue that will be presented will often concern the level of theorisation involved in a

particular judicial approach. For example, judicial approaches may be referred to as 'highly

theorised' or they may be said to exhibit a low level of theorisation. A low-level of theorisation

is often associated with approaches that are commonly referred to as being tied closely to the

facts before the Court.

Although the matters referred to above should be kept in mind, an analysis of the manner in

which the approach of differently constituted High Courts relates to theoretical concepts can

increase the current level of understanding of the jurisprudence of the High Court.+z By

considering judicial approaches from a broad theoretical perspective the analysis presented in

this thesis can conhibute to some of the recognised vacancies in theoretical analysis in

Australian constitutional jurisprudence. More specifically, the analysis presented in this thesis

will provide particular insights into the relative influence of theorised and largely non-theorised

47

in Law and Philosophy Q0O1) 187 , 191. Wittgenstein also points out tha! 'no course of action could be determined
by a rule, because every course of action can be made out to accord with the rule': Ludwig Wittgenstein,
Philosophical lnaestigations, Part I Section 198 (G E M Anscombe, trans, 1968 ) 80e. See further, Dennis Patterson,
Law nnd Truth (196) 13. See also Michael Debnold, The Australian Cor¡tmonweølth: A Fundamental Analysis of its
Constitution (1985) 5. See further, Chapter 5, Section IV, suÞsection B below, which considers these ideas in the
context of a discussion of the instrumental nafure of pragmatism.

See further, Karl Llewellyn, The Common Law Tradition (1960) 3545; Julius Stone, 'From Principles to Principles'
(7981) Law Qunrterly Rniew 224,253; Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Lnw
Reoiew 1733,1771-72. See also P S Atiyah, 'From Principles to Pragmatism; Changes in the Function of the fudicial
Process and the Law' (1978) also appearing in (1980) lotua Law Reoieut 7249; P S Atiyah, Pragmatism and Theory in
English Law (1987).

See also, for example, justice Keith Mason's analysis of three cases argued by Sir Maurice Byers QÇ before the
High Court Austrnlian Capital Teleaision Pty Ltd a Commonwealth (1992) 777 CLR 106, Wik Peoples a Queensland
(7996) 787 CLR 1 and Kable a Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW (19916) 189 CLR 51: Justice Keith Mason, 'What is
Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasoning?' Q00\ 78 Australian Law lournal574,5Z4, SZZ, SB1,.
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reasoning in the context of the High Courfs Chapter III jurisprudence. The analysis presented

in this thesis will engage in discussion concerning these issues in the following way.

The thesis is divided into two Parts. Part I is comprised of Chapters 2 to 6. The analysis in

these Chapters will consider concepts that have been relevant to the approach of Sir Owen

Dixon, and members of the Mason and Gleeson Courts. In particular the theoretical

assumptions associated with legalism, realism, natural law reasoning and pragmatism will be

discussed and critiqued. More specifically, the analysis presented in Part I will take the

following form.

Chapter 2 will explore the concept of legalism. In particular it will examine the relationship

between the general concept of legalism, the perspective of Sir Owen Dixon's legalism and the

approach of the Gleeson Court. \,Vhilst the analysis presented in Chapter 2 will conclude that

legalism is a significant influence upon the current Cour! it will also argue that the approach of

the Gleeson Court generally diverges from the theoretical foundations of Sir Owen Dixon's

jurisprudence.

The discussion in Chapters 3 and 4 also exemplifies the manner in which debate about

constitutional interpretation can proceed from a theoretical perspective. Chapter 3 will consider

the theoretical constructs associated with realism. In particular it will be argued that the

developments in constitutional law led by the realist-influenced jurisprudence of the Mason

Court, and the approach of Sir Anthony Mason in particular, did not just extend the boundaries

of an accepted legalistic interpretation to incorporate poliry considerations. Rather, it will be

argued in Chapter 3 that the High Court during the Mason period developed a fundamentally

different and more transparent approach, which reconceptualised the role of the Court in a

manner that emphasised the important function that the judiciary plays in balancing the

interests of individuals with those of the State. The manner in which the Gleeson Court has

declined to consider this perspective will also be outlined.

1L
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Chapter 4 will consider the foundations of natural law thinking and explore the manner in

which the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey demonstrates the influence of a natural

law perspective and accords the judiciary a significant role in protecting the interests of

individuals. The manner in which there has been an outright rejection of this approach by the

Gleeson Court will be considered. Further, the significance of this refutation in the context of

tire argument presenteci in this thesis will be discussed.

Chapters 5 and 6 will focus on pragmatism. Although pragmatism and legal pragmatism in

particular is an influential and established movement in the United States, there has been little

analysis of this perspective in Australian jurisprudence. The analysis in Chapter 5 will aim to

fill this perceived gap in Australian literature by considering the central tenets of legal

pragmatism, and examining the extent to which legal pragmatism can assist a concepfual

understanding of the approach taken to constitutional issues. More specifically the analysis in

Chapter 6 will focus upon the manner in which pragmatic ideas are represented in the approach

of the Gleeson Court. This Chapter also contains the conclusion to Part I of this thesis. This

intermediate conclusion will draw together the analysis presented in the first half of the thesis.

In particular it will articulate the relationship between the approach of the Gleeson Court and

the theoretical strucfures of legalism, realism, natural law reasoning and pragmatism.

The analysis presented in Part I of this thesis will be based largely upon extra-curial comments

primarily because it is these comments that are often the most illustrative of the reasons for a

particular methodology or theory of interpretation being adopted. However, any conclusions

based solely upon extra-judicial comments may not give a complete understanding of the

approach taken by judges. Ultimately, what is said in decided cases is likely to be of primary

significance. For this reason, úe hypothesis developed in Part I of this thesis will be subject to

further scrutiny and testing in Part II of this thesis. The second half of this thesis will consider

the conceptual framework put forward iñ Part I in the context of some significant constitutional

cases concerning judicial power.

12
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A focus on judicial power and Chapter III of f}re Constittttion, in Part II of this thesis, will

provide some necessary païameters for the analysis presented in this thesis. The choice of

judicial power as noted is deliberate. The manner in which judges perceive their own role is

most apparent when addressing issues of judicial power and for this reason the themes

explored in this thesis are best illustrated in this area of law. In other words, the approach

taken to judicial power is likely to be illuminative of the judges' perception of the role that the

judiciary plays in constitutional interpretation. In additiorV as the analysis in Part II will

demonstrate, cases concerning judicial power provide perhaps the best example of the

contrasting influence that various theoretical assumptions have had upon the approaches taken

by differently constituted High Courts, including the Dixory Mason and Gleeson Courts. One

aim of the analysis in Part II is to consider whether the differing approaches taken to the

interpretation of Chapter III are reflective of the diverse underlying theoretical assumptions that

were considered in Part I of this thesis. The relevant assumptions in this regard are those

implicit in the approaches of legalism, realism, natural law reasoning and pragmatism. Part II

is comprised of Chapters 7 to 10.

Chapter 7 wlll briefly outline the theoretical presumptions that support the separation of

judicial power, and examine the development of the Australian doctrine of the separation of

judicial power. The cases to be examined are: New South Wales r¡ Commonwealth,+z Waterside

Workers' Federation of Australia o I W Alexander Ltd,M In re The ludiciary Act L903-1920 and In te the

Naaigation Act L9L2-1,92U5 and R u Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia.+a More

specifically, this analysis will accord particular attention to the influence of Sir Owen Dixon s

legalism upon the Boilermakers' decision'

Chapter 8 will consider the manner in which the Mason era, saw the High Courfs

jurisprudence move away from both the principles established in the Boilermøkers decisiory and

the methodology of legalism. A central concern of the discussion in Chapter 8 will be to

43 New SouthWales¡t Comnønwealth (1915)20 CLR 54 ('Wfuat Case).

M Watersiile Workers' Federation of Australina I W Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434 ( Alexander's Case).

4s tn re The ludiciary Act 1903-1920 and In re the Nauigation Act 1912-L920 (19 ) 29 CLR 257 ('ln te ludiciary and

Naaigation Acts).
46 Ru Kirby; Exparte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254 ('Boilemmkers').
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examine the use of theoretical reasoning generally and the use of realist and natural law

constructs in particular. This analysis will focus, in the context of the decisions of Chu Kheng

Lim o Minister for Immigration, Locøl Gooernment ønd Ethnic Affairs+z and Polyukooich a The

Queen,a8 upon the Courfs use of these forms of reasoning, together with the Courfs

understanding of judicial power, and the concern that the High Court expressed for the

interests of the individual.

Chapter 9 will firstly consider the manner in which decisions of the Breruran era, like those of

the Mason era, generally continued to support a flexible approach to the separation of judicial

powers doctrine. The second and central topic of discussion in Chapter 9 will concern the

marìner in which the judgments in Kable a Director of Pubtic Prosecutionsae witressed some

changes in judicial methodology without any substantive alteration to any of the principles

developed during the Mason era. The extent to which this decision also saw an increase in the

High Courfs concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary will also be outlined and

examined.

Chapter 10 will consider the approach of the Gleeson Court generally, as well as analysing the

views of individual members of this Court in some important cases concerning judicial power.

The decisions to be examined are Re Wakim; Ex parte McNølly,so Al-Kateb a Godwin,st Baker a R,sz

Fmdon a Attorney-General (Queensland),s3 and Forge a Australian Securities and Inaestments

Commission €¡ Orlu It will be argued that the methodologicøl changes from the Mason to Gleeson

eras have brought about some substantiue clrtanges in the law. The impact of these changes has

been to reduce the constitutional protections that decisions from the Mason era held the

Constihttion afforded to individuals. In short, the change in method has brought about

substantiae changes in the law.

47 Chu Kheng Limo Minister for Inrmigration, Local Gooernment ønd Ethnic Affairs (1992) 176 CLR 7 ('Chu Kheng Lim).
48 Polyukwich o The Queen (1991) 172 CLR 501 ('War Crimes Act Case).
4e Kable a The Director of Public Prosecutions for the State of Nal South Wnles (1996) 189 CLR 51 (' Kable').
so (1999)798 CLR s11 (ReWakinl).
sl (2004) 219 CLR 562 ('Al-Kateb).
s2 (2004) 223CLR513 ('Bnker).
s3 (2004)223CLR575 (Fardon').
54 

QOO6)229 ALR 223 ('Forge).
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In this way Part II of this thesis, by considering the approach of differently constituted High

Courts to judicial power within the detailed conceptual framework presented in Part I of this

thesis, aims to contribute to the recognised underdevelopment in theoretical jurisprudence in

Australian law. The analysis will do this by providing a particular perspective concerning the

fundamental influences upon the Courfs construction of constitutional jurisprudence generally,

and the High Courf s development of the law concerning judicial power, in particular.

The analysis presented in Part II of this thesis also provides a basis for the examination of the

approach of individual judges. In addition, this analysis together with that presented in Part I

of this thesis supports the drawing of three significant conclusions which will be presented in

the conclusion to this thesis. So as to provide an understanding of the direction that the

analysis presented in this thesis will be taking, it is informative to set out these findings, at this

stage.

The first conclusion is that the Gleeson Court is concerned with the integrity of the federal

judiciary and this can be contrasted with the approach of the realist-influence jurisprudence of

the Mason era which exhibited a tendency to seek to balance the interests of the State with the

interests of the individual.

The second conclusion is that the general approach of the Gleeson Court exhibits the influence

of legalism with a number of pragmatic concepts also being of relevance.

The key comparisons that have been made in this thesis between the Dixon, Mason and Gleeson

High Courts support the third, and perhaps the principal conclusion that may be drawn from

the analysis presented. This conclusion is that the Gleeson Court generally puts forward a

largely a-theoretical approach. The jurisprudence of the current Court in this way contrasts with

the jurisprudence of its two most revered predecessors namely, the Dixon Court and the Mason

Court. The reason for this distinction is that the respective judicial processes of both Sir Owen

Dixon and Sir Anthony Mason are supported by, and rest upon, some fundamental theoretical

foundations. The advantages and disadvantages of theorised and non-theorised approaches to

judicial reasoning will be examined in this thesis. It will be argued that the jurisprudential

15
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approach of the Gleeson Court is not to be preferred to the more theorised approaches, such as

that which is exemplified by the jurisprudence of the Mason era. Theorised approaches to

judicial reasoning provide a more transparent account of the judicial reasoning process, and

also offer greater theoretical justification for the choice of methodology employed.

16
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LnGALrsM, DtxoNIAN LEGALISvI ANt)
'fFIE GLEESoN CcluRT

I Ir.¡rRoDUcloN

The influence of legalism on the Gleeson Court has been the subject of some academic analysis.l

Whilst the approach of the Gleeson Court may be seen as signalling a teturn to Dixonian

legalism, a distinction is drawn in this thesis between the approach taken by Sir Owen Dixon

and that of the current High Court.2 This Chapter will begin by setting out the background

provided by the existing academic debate concerning legalism and the Gleeson Court. The

analysis undertaken will focus on three concepts that inform this discussion. First, the general

concept of legalism will be considered. The second discussion will present a particular

Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14

Public Law Reuiew %4; Katherine Gelbeç 'High Court Review 2003: The Centenary Year' (2004) 29 Austrnlian

lournal of Politiul Science 337; |ustice Susan Kenny, 'The High Court on Constitutional Law; The 2002 Term' (2003)

26 LJnipersi\¡ of New South Wales Law lournnl 210, 21:0; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in
constitutional lalvy' (2002) 5 Constitutional Lmo and Policy Reuiew 21; Iustice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick

Bigwood (ed), Legat Method in Ne(D Zealanil (2007) 227; Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism

u¡1ã th" Gleeson Courf (2@2) 37 Austrnlian lournal of Political Science 247; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? -
Constitutional interpretation on the Gleeson Court' (2002) 7 Denkin Law Rnieu) 261; Adrienne Stone,

'Constitutional interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australia (2N1) 139; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael

Coper and George Williams (eds), TIæ Oxford Compønion to the High Court of Australia (2N1) 307.

See also, Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in Neío Zealand (2@1) 221;

Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Courf (2002) 37 Australian lournal of

P oliti c al S cien ce 241..
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perspective on Sir Owen Dixon's legalism. The third topic analysed will be legalism and the

Gleeson Court. This final discussion will present a particular perspective on the relationship

between the general approach of the Gleeson Court and Dixonian legalism.

The analysis will take the form outlined above so that what is meant by 'legalism' in general

and the more specific variant of 'Dixonian' legalism, as well as the approach of the Gleeson

Court, may be accurately defined. The importance of defining the tfuee elements that inform

the analysis undertaken in this Chapter is, in parf a consequence of the fact that Sir Owen

Dixon's legalism has been the subject of numerous differing interpretations.3 It will be argued

tha0 the debate that has occurred about the extent to which the approach of the Gleeson Court

represents a Dixonian form of legalism, to a degree hinges upon the perspective taken of Sir

Owen Dixon's legalism, rather than being athibutable to differing interpretations of the

approach of the Gleeson Court. For any comparison of Dixonian legalism and the

jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court to be especially informative, it is necessary to accurately

specify the meaning athibuted to each concept that informs such discussion. Furthermore,

whilst the current literature is illuminative in a general sense about the influence of legalism

and Dixonian legalism on the current High Court, there is little analysis devoted solely to a

consideration of these issues. Thus, the detailed analysis provided in this Chapter aims to

further the current level of understanding about the relationship between legalism, Dixonian

legalism and the approach of the Gleeson Court.

In order to provide some understanding of the direction that the analysis presented in this

Chapter will be taking, it is informative to firstly set out the conclusions reached in this Chapter

about the relationship between legalism, Dixonian legalism and the approach of the Gleeson

Court. The following analysis suggests that legalism is a significant influence on the Gleeson

Court. However, rather than seeing the approach of the Gleeson Court as completely diverging

See, eg, Michael Coper, 'Concem About Judicial Method' (2006) 30 Melbourne LJniaersity Law Reüiew 554,556-561.;
Sir Daryl Dawson and Mark Nicholls, 'Sir Owen Dixon and Judicial Method' (1986) 15 Melboume lJnioersity Løw
Reoiew 543; Justice Dyson Heydon, ']udicial Activism and the Death of the Rule of Law' (2003) ZZ Australinn Bnr
Reaieu 111, 713-176; Michael Wait, 'The Slumbering Sovereign: Sir Owen Dixon's Common Law Constitution
Revisited' (2001) 29 Federal Lma Ret¡iew 57; Laurence Maher, 'Owen Dixon: concerning his political method' (2003)
6 Constitutional Law and Policy Reoiat 33; Justice Kenneth Hayne, 'Owen Dixon' in Tony Blackshield, Michael
Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Compnnion to the High Court of Australia (2007) 21.9; David Ritter,
'The Myth of Sir Owen Dixon' (2005) Australian loumal of Legøl History 249. See generally, Philip Ayres, Oøen
D ixon Q0O3) 1O9, 232-233.
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from Dixonian legalism or being wholly representative of Sir Owen Dixon's approacþ the

argument presented in this Chapter puts forward an alternative view which suggests that there

are both striking similarities and important differences in these approaches.

It will be argued in this Chapter that the methodology of interpretation put forward by Sir

Owen Dixon may be identified in the approach of most members of the Gleeson Court.

However, and this is critical for the ultimate conclusions of this thesis, it will also be contended

that Dixonian legalism as it is understood in this Chapter differs significantly from the

approach generally taken by the majority of members of the Gleeson Court. In particular, the

interpretation of Sir Owen Dixon's legalism presented herein views his Honour's perspective as

being based upon the idea that there is, or could be presupposed to be, an identifiable body of

legal knowledge.a It will be argued that, to the extent that Sir Owen Dixon's legalism is based

upon this theoretical position, it diverges from the general approach of the Gleeson Court as it

is difficult to identify a similar theoretical basis to the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court.

Put plainly, the hypothesis presented in this Chapter suggests that there are similarities in terms

of the legalistic methodology employed by Sir Owen Dixon and some members of the Gleeson

Court, however there is at least one fundamental underlying difference between these

approaches. In other words there is a tendency for a number of members of the Gleeson Court

to adopt an approach that mirrors the Dixonian legal methodology but is uncoupled from the

fundamental theoretical precepts of the Dixon approach. This final point and the ideas put

forward in this Chapter, will be expanded upon in Part II of this thesis which by virtue of

presenting an analysis of cases allows for a more detailed examination of the approach of

individual members of the Gleeson Court.

Sir Owen Dixon,'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Drxon, lesting Piløte (1965)156.

21,
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ll PenceprtoNs oF THE G¡-eesoN CoURT AND LecRusrra

A significant issue raised by legal debate concerning the Gleeson Court has been the question of

whether the approach of the High Court signals a 'return to legalism'S or 'conservative

orthodoxy'.6 It is important to acknowledge at the outset of this discussion that debate about

the influence of legalism has occurred in the context of other issues.T In relation to the recent

influence of legalism, Haig Patapan has written that:

An important aspect of Chief Justice Gleeson's tenure in office has been his endorsement of a

return to 'legalism' as the proper basis for judicial interpretation by the High Court.

Legalism refers to the approach in judicial interpretation that relies on the strict analytical

and conceptual techniques of formal legal argument.s

Haig PataPan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Court' (200L) 37 Australian lournnl of
Politicnl Science 247,241. See also ]ustice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court:
1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November
2004) 14; Katherine Gelber, 'High Court Review 2003: The Centenary Year' (20M) 29 Australinn lournal of Potitical
Science 337,332; Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in New Zealand (2001)
224,2291f; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? - Constitutional interpretation on the Gleeson Court' (2002) 7 Denkin
Law Reuiau 261; Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of
Australia' (2003) 14 Public Lnw Ret¡ieu 234; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional
law' Q002) 5 Constitutional Law nnd Policy Reuiew 21; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Court' in Tony Blackshield, Michael
Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Conryanion to the High Court of Austrnlin (2001) 307.

Adrienne Stone, 'Constituional interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),
The Oxford Conpnnion to the High Court of Australia (2001) L39. See also Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, 'Judicial
Legitimary' QO00) 12 ludicial Offcers' Bulletin 41,, 42-43.

One other issue that has been the focus of recent analysis of the Gleeson Court is the predominance of litigation
raising questions associated with Chapter III of the Constitution'. see, for example, Stephen Gageler, 'The High
Court on constitutional law: the 2001 term' (2002) 25 LJniaersity of New South Wales Lms loumal 194, 201-2O3; Leslie
Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional lnterpretation' in Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional
Interpretatiorl in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds), The High Court nt the Crossronds: Essnys in
Constitutional Law (200O) 231-237; Fiona Wheeler, 'The rise and rise of judicial power under Chapter III of the
Constitution: A decade in overview' (2000) 20 Australian Bar Reoiew 283. Yet another significant issue in
jurisprudential analysis of the Gleeson Court is the 'originalism' and 'non-originalism' debate: see, e& Justice
Michael Kirby, 'Constitutional Interpretation and Original Intenü A Form of Ancestor Worship?' (2OOO) 24
Melboume Uniaersity Lmt Reuiew 1.; Dan Meagher,'New day Rising? Non-originalìsm, Justice Kirby and Section 80
of the Constitution' (2(X)2) 24 Sydney Law Reoieu 14L; Mirko Bagaric, 'Originalism: why some things should never
change, or at least not too quickly' (2000) 19 Uniaersity of Tasmnnia Law ReoietD 173; Jeremy Kirk 'Constitutional
interpretation and a theory of evolutional originalism' (1W9) 27 Federnl Law Reaiero 323; Jeffrey Goldsworthy,
'Originalism in constitutional interpretation' (1997) 25 Federal Lmu Reaiew 1; Greg Craven, 'Original intent and the
Australian Constitution: coming soon to a court near you?' (1990) 1 Public Law Reuiew 1,66. See generally, justice
Antonin Scalia, 'The role of a constitutional court in a democratic society' (1995) 2 ludicial Reaiew 1,41; Tony
Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutionnl Lnw €t Theory Q,d'ed,'2OOi) 32.6f1.

Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Courf (2001) 37 Australian loumal of
P oliti c al S cien ce 241., 241..
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Patapan goes on to consider the relationship of Dixonian legalism to the approach of the

Gleeson Court writing that:

Without delineating the precise contours of Chief Justice Gleeson's conception of legalism,

what is clear is that he is not simply returning to a Dixonian conception. His endorsement of

judicial law making, of Constitutional implications, of the need to accommodate social

change, suggest that he would not reject the High Courfs recent jurisprudence on freedom

of speech or Native Title. Perhaps it would be more accurate to characterise his position as

'new legalism' tather than a simple return to a version of judicial positivism.e

Justice Paul Finn has also commented on the relationship between Dixonian legalism and the

approach of the Gleeson Court. In remarks that would appear to contrast with Patapan's

perspective Justice Finn has emphasised the similarities in these approaches. However, it

should be recognised that Finn J has also identified at least one distinction between Dixonian

legalism and the approach of the Gleeson Court. His Honour wrote that

[w]hile the lawmaking function of ]udges is ordinarily no longer regarded to be as restrictive

as Sir Owen Dixon would admit, some at least of the fustices of the High Court of Australia

as presently constituted would appear to wish that Judges would not stray far from the

Dixonian path.lo

|ustice Finn also comments that, '[t]here are some substantial indications of a re-embrace of

Dixonian legalism, even if the now admitted area of judicial lawmaking is not so tightly

confined.'11 The issue of whether the approach of the Gleeson Court is representative of that

advocated by Sir Owen Dixon would be thought to be of significance to debate about the form

of legalism that may be associated with the approach of the Gleeson Court. Howevet, it may

well be that any divergence of opinion about this issue arises from differing interpretations of

Sir Owen Dixon's positiory rather than divergent perspectives on the Gleeson Court. For

e lbid,243.
10 justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in New Zeøland (2001) 224.

11 lbid,229. GraemeHill,'TheDemiseof Cross-Vesting'$g99)27FederølLawReoieu;547,555.
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example, the view of Sir Owen Dixon s jurisprudence presented by Patapail, 
^uy 

be contrasted

with the perspective presented by fustice Keith Mason who views Sir Owen Dixon as offering a

highly theorised approach to legal reasoning.l3

The analysis of Sir Owen Dixon's legalism presented in this Chapter argues that Dixonian

legalism is not a conJined form of legalism. In part because of the diversity of meaning

athibuted to forms of legalism, the following discussion, having discussed the manner in which

the legal literature has analysed the approach of the Gleeson Court and Dixonian legalism, will

focus on defining the three concepts that inform this discussion. Firstly, the general concept of

legalism will be discussed, secondly the legalism of Sir Owen Dixon will be analysed; and,

thirdly, legalism and the approach of the Gleeson Court will be considered.

Turning firstly by way of background to the manner in which the issue of the relationship

between Dixonian legalism and the approach of the Gleeson Court has been specifically

addressed by commentators, it may be said that there appears to be a general agreement that

both approaches represent a form of legalism.ta However, the exact nature of any agreement

concerning the influence of legalism on these jurists may be difficult to determine. One reason

for this is the tendenry of contemporary legal writers not to seek to define legalism. It will be

argued in this Chapter that the disinclination of legal writers to define legalism has resulted

from legalism in legal writings, being in many ways a mindset.ls Legalism in law may

represent part of a common outlooþt6 as sucþ it may be said that legalism forms part of the

'intellectual air we breathe.'17

72 See Haig Patapan,'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Court' (2001) 37 Australinn loumnl
of Politicøl Science 24'1,,241.

to justice Keith Mason, 'What is wrong with top-down legal reasoning?' (2flC4) 78 Australinn Law lournal SZ4, S7B-9.
See also, for example, Michael Coper, 'Concem About Judicial Method' (2006) 30 Metbourne Llniaersity Løw Reuiew
554.

t¿ See, eg, ]ustice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed'¡, Legnl Method in Ne(D Zealand QOOI) 227;
Ad¡ienne Stone, 'Constitutional interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),
The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia Q001) 139; Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics,
Legalism and the Gleeson Court' (2002) 37 Australian lournal of Political Science 24L; Jeffrey Goldsworthy,
'Australia: Devotion to Legalism' in Jeffrey Goldsworthy (ed), lnterpreting Constitutions: A Compnratiae Stuãy
(2006) 106 ff; See also Brian Galligan, Politics of the High Court: A Study of the ludicial Branch of Gouernment in
Australin (1984203.

ts Judith ShkJar, Legalisttr: Law, Morals, and Political Trials (1964) 8; Anthony Arblaster, The Rise and Decline of Western
Liberalism (1984) 6. See furtler, Leslie Zines, The High Court nnd the Constitution, (4tt' ed 1gg7) 424.

1ó lbid.
77 Anthony Arblaster, makes this point of liberalism in the social sciences, writing that
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Sir Anthony Mason, in reference to the influence of legalism on the Gleeson Court, expressed

the view that '[t]he Court may be returning to a methodology that places great store by

doctrinal discussion ostensibly little influenced by discussion of policy considerations.'l8 Other

commentators, such as Justice Paul Finn, Katherine Gelber, Graeme Hill, Justice Susan Kenny,

Dan Meagher, Haig Patapan, Justice Bradley Selway, Adrienne Stone and Leslie Zines have also

commented upon the relationship of the approach of the Gleeson Court with legalism.le Justice

Bradley Selway in identifying the approach of the Gleeson Court with legalism, stated: 'It may

be not strict "legalism", but it is legalism nonetheless.'2o Justice Selway's analysis of the

approach of the Gleeson Court is particularly significant in that it not only connects the

approach of the Gleeson Court with legalism, but also seeks to identify some general principles

associated with this approach. Thus, Selway's analysis provides some guide as to the form of

legalism that may be being employed by the Gleeson Court, and for this reason his F{onour's

analysis will be discussed below.

Fundamentally, Justice Selway viewed the approach of the Gleeson Court as being inherently

flexible. Justice Susan Kenny has made a similar observation.2l Writing extra-judicially, Selway

J described the five members of the first Gleeson Court, namely Gleeson CJ, Gaudron,

fl]iberalism in its contemporary form is not so much a set of ideas or doctrines to which people subscribe by

conscious choice; it is a way of seeing the social world, and a set of assumptions about it, which are absorbed

by the individual in so natural and gradual a manner that he or she is not conscious of their being

aisumptions at all. Liberalism makes up a large part of the intellectual air we breathe: Anthony Arblaster,

Tlrc Rise and Decline of Western Libernlism (1984) 6.

18 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Evolving Role and Function of the High Courf in Brian Opeskin a¡d Fiona \Áy'heeler

(eds) The Australiøn Federal ludicinl System (2000) 119. See also Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial

rhetoric in constitutional lau/ (2002) 5 Constitutional Lmt and Poliql Reuiew A,26; Adriercte Stone, 'Constitutional
interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxfotd Companion to the High

Court of Australia Q0O1) 739.

7s justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14

Public Lml Reoiew 2fr4, 249. See, for examplq Katherine Gelber, 'High Court Review 2003: The Centenary Year'

(2O¡4) 29 Australian lournal of Politicnl Science 33L; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in

constitutional lar,r/ (2002) 5 ConstitutionalLmo and Policy Review 21; Justice Paul Finn,'Australia Compared' in Rick

Bigwood (ed), Legat Method in Neu¡ Zealanil Q0O7) 227; Graeme Hill, 'The Demise of Cross-Vesting' (1999) 27

Federal Lrw Reuiew 547,555; Justice Susan Kenny, 'The High Court on Constitutional Law; The 2002 Term' (2003)

26 LtniaersiQl of New South Wales Law lournal 210, 210¡ Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism

and the Gleeson Courl (2002) 37 Australian lournal of Political Science 24L; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? -
Constitutional interpretation on the Gleeson Court (2002) 7 Deakin Løw Reoietn 261; Adrienne Stone,

'Constitutional interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds)' The Oxford

Companion to the Higtr Court of Australia (2ffi1) 139; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Court' in Tony Blackshield, Michael

Coper and George Williams (eds), Tlæ Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia Q0[\ 307.

20 fustice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14

Public Løw Reoiew 234,250.

zr ]ustice Susan Kenny, 'The High Court on Constitutional Law; The 2002 Term' Q0O3) 26 Uniaersity of New South

Wales Law I ournal 210, 210.
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Gummow, Hayne and Callinan JJ as the'flexible five',zz due to their disinclination to be bound

by a particular method of constitutional interpretation.æ However, despite this flexibility, the

approach of the Gleeson Court to constitutional issues was not seen by Selway J to be

unprincipled.2a

Justice Selway's analysis of the Gleeson Court identifies some general patterns in the approach

to constitutional issues taken by a majority of members of the first Gleeson Court.2s These

principles are explained in more detail in Justice Selway's article in the Pubtic Law Reuiew,26

however they may be summarised as follows:

The'flexible five' are'fundamentally textualists'.27

These Justices prefer to adopt a'purposive approacK to interpretation.2s

They have'a strong predisposition' for'following previous authority'.2r

These Justices have 'shown a willingness to use history', however this is

generally limited to either,'the identification of a specialised meaning', oÍ'to

identify the purpose of the relevant concept.'3o

\A/hilst these principles allow for some degree of variance in the approach taken by the Gleeson

Court to constifutional issues,31 Justice Selway, like most other commentators, viewed the

approach of the Gleeson Court as representing a form of legalism.sz

22 Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14
Public Lrus Rniew 234,246.

23 lbid. See also Sir Anthony Masor¡ 'Constitutional Interpretation: Some Thoughts' (1998) 20 Adelaide Law Reuiew
49, 49; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? - Constitutional interpretation on the Gleeson Courf (2002) 7 Deakin
Law Reaiew261,273.

2a |ustice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14
Public Law Reoieut ?3'4,247.

25 lbid,248-249.
26 lbid.
27 lbid,248. See also Justice Michael McHugh'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' fihe

Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004), 9. See
generally, Cheryl Saunders, 'Future Prospects for the Australian Constitution' in Robert French, Geoffrey Lindell
and Cheryl Saunders (eds), ReJlections on the Australian Constitution Qt03) 221.

ze Justice Bradley Selwap 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 74
Public Law Rnieta %4,248.

2e lbid.

30 lbid,249.
31 Ibid.
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There has been, as the above discussion shows, a significant amount of debate about the

approach of the Gleeson Court and legalism, which generally draws a connection between the

approach of the Gleeson Court and some form of legalism.re Professor Leslie Zines is, however,

one writer who has questioned the unequivocal identification of the Gleeson Court with

legalism.aa In late 7999 Ztnes queried the manner in which the decision in Lange a Australisn

Broadcasting Corporation3s had been viewed as the beginning of a trend that saw the High Court

as becoming'more conservative/ more textual in interpretation and more doctrinal than was the

case, say, tfuee years before'.36 Although the Lange decision was decided under the leadership

of Chief Justice Brennary the decision has been regarded as significant in terms of signally the

beginrring of a movement away from the 'realisf jurisprudence or the progressive form of

interpretation often associated with the Mason era.37 Furthermore, four members who joined in

the unanimous decision in Lønge, together with Gleeson CJ, Hayne and Callinan JJ, formed the

first Gleeson Court.3s In his analysis of the Lønge decision Zines notes that 'whenever

representative goverrunent was mentioned there was added the words such as "as provided by

32 lbid. See, eg, Katherine Gelber, 'High Court Review 2003: The Centenary Year' (2004) 29 Australian loumal of

Political Science 331,; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5

Constih.ttional Lnw and Policy Reaiew 21; Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal

Method in New Zealand (2001) 221; Graeme Hill, 'The Demise of Cross-Vesting' (1999) 27 Federal Lmo Reoiru il7,
555; Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Court' (2002) 37 Australian

lournal of Political Science 241,; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? - Constitutional interpretation on the Gleeson

Court' (2002) 7 Deakin Law Reoiew 261; Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional interpretation' in Tony Blackshield,

Michael Coper and George Williams (eds\, The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 139; Leslie

Zines, 'Gleeson Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to

the High Court of Australia Q0O1) 307.

33 See, for exarnple, Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in Nau Zealand

(2007) 227; Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 139; Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review

2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Courf (2002) 37 Australian lournal of Political Science 241'; lefÍrey
Goldsworthy, 'Australia: Devotion to Legalisnf in feffrey Goldsworthy (ed), Interpreting Constitutions: A

Comp ar atiae S tudy (2N6) 106ff .

u Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional Interpretatiorf in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds),

The High Court at the Crossroads: Esstys in Constitutional Løw (2000) 227, 23L. See also Leslie Zines, 'Legalism,

realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law and Policy Review 27.

3s (1994189 CLR 520.

36 Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional Interpretation' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds),

The High Court at the Crossroøds: Essøys in Constitutional Lazl Qffi}) 227. See also Leslie Zines 'Gleeson Courf in
Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia

(2¡/oD3o7.
37 Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional lnterpretation' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds),

The High Court at the Crossroads: Essays in Constitutional Law (2CfJlO) 227. See also Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional

interpretatiorl in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High

Court of Austrnlia QCíJ1.) 139; Michael Coper, 'Constitutional lard' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia QOOI) 142'

38 Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional Interpretation' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds),

The High Court nt the Crossroads: Essays in Constitutional Law Q000) 227 '
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the Constitution" or other phrases to like effecf,3e thus producing a more legalistic style.

However, as Zines points ou! ultimately the decision provided unanimous support for the

concept of the implied freedom of political communication.ao

Zines identifies a similar legalistic tone to that found ín Lange in the approach of the majority in

many of the decisions that followed that case. Flowever, Zines argues that this more

conservative tone did not bring about dramatic changes in the law generally, or in the outcomes

of particular cases. For example, Zines notes that the judgments of the High Court in Egøn a

WiIIis,+r Sue a Hill,a2 and l(ørtinyeri a Commonweølthaz did not represent'any sharp break with the

recent past in judicial method.'aa As Zines points out in relation to Sue u HiIl, nothing said by

the judgments on the issue of whether the United Kingdom was a foreign power, 'can be

described as "literalis(', "legalistic", "textual", "otigirtalist" or narrowly doctrinal.'as Zines

suggests that these decisions represent a movement in constitutional law that signifies a change

that is 'more a matter of tone and style than of substance'.46

The emphasis that Chief Justice Gleeson has placed upon 'legalism', both in his Honour's

judgments, and when speaking extra-judicially will be considered further below. However it

may be suggested at this point that the extent to which Chief Justice Gleeson advocates a

legalistic approach indicates that Zines may be understating the influence of 'legalism' upon the

current Court.aT Put simply, although McHugh J continues to cite Zine's views concerning the

continuity between the Mason and Gleeson eras, it is argued that these views are no longer

sustainable.as A departure from Zines' early conclusions can now be made on the basis of nine

3e lbid.
q bid,228. See also Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 139.
41 (1998) 195 CLR424.
42 (799)199 CLR462.
43 (1998) 195 CLR337.
44 Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional Interpretation' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds),

The High Court at the Crossroads: Essøys in Constihttional Law QOm)231.
45 lbid,229.
46 Leslie Zines 'Gleeson Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Cottpønion to the High Court of Australla (2001) 308.
47 See Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, The Rule of Lnw and the Constitution, Boyer Lectures (2000); Chief Iustice Murray

Gleeson, 'fudicial Legitimary' QOC0) 12 ludicial Officers' Bulletin 41..

'a fustice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney,26 November 2OC4)3.
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years of jurisprudence. In contrast to the views that have been expressed by Zines, in this thesis

it is argued that legalism is a significant influence on the current Gleeson Court, and this

methodology has been employed to effect substantive changes in the law.

The suggestion that the legalistic methodology of the Gleeson Court has brought about substantiae

changes in the law is, however, not put forward as a criticism of Zines' earliet perspective.

Zines, when writing on the approach of the Gleeson Court, acknowledged the possibility that it

may be too early to say what approach was being adopted.+r Furthermore, if the view that

legalism often obscures the influence of underlying poliry considerations is accepted,s0 then it

follows that the use of legalistic reasoning to effect any substantial overhaul of doctrines

developed during the Mason era will be more covert than overt. For example, as it will be

argued in Chapter 1,0, the legalistic approach of the majority in AI-Kateb a Godwinsr may be

regarded as diminishing the substantive effects of the principles developed in decisions such as

Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immigration, Local Goaernment and Ethnic Affairssz in an understated

way.53

As mentioned, this form of change is not surprising-it would be expected that if a legalistic

style is employed to bring about substantial change in the law, any change generated from this

methodology would be subtle in its form, rather than representing a'sharp break'.sa A legalistic

methodology, consistent with the orthodox common law approach, generally advocates the

incremental change and development of the law. A result of this is that the substantive change

brought about by the change in methodology may only be apparent ovet an extended

timeframe. Consequently, it may be that it is only from a contemporary standpoint that the

substantiae effects of what Zines identified as largely stylistic changes are aPParent in decisions

4s Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (ed's), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 307; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in
constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Lw¡ nnd Policy Review 2'l',28-29.

50 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Aust¡alian and

United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Lnw Reuiero 1, 5.

sr (2004) 2f9cLR562.
s2 (7992)176 CLR 1.

st Q1ç4) 219 CLR 562. See also, Steven Churches, "'Tragic": the High Court decision in the indefinite mandatory

detention case of Al-Kateb' (2004) 3O Law Society Bulletin 30.

s4 Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional Interpretation' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds),

The High Couft at the Crossroads: Essays in Constitutional Law (2O0lJ)237.
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of the Gleeson Court. In any event, it is sufficient to note at this point, that legalism may have a

significant although subtle influence in bringing about legal change.

In summary, the influence of legalism on the Gleeson Court has been recognised in a general

way by most of the academic literafure that touches on this issue.ss It is in Zines' analysis that

the substantiae effect of a legalistic approach is the most understated. Although the relevant

academic literature identifies the approach of the Gleeson Court with some form of legalism

there has been relatively little analysis devoted solely to considering the precise form of

legalism being employed. The general principles that Justice Selway identified in the approach

of the Gleeson Court may be considered to be the most informative in this regard. Finally, the

comparisons that have been made between Dixonian legalism and the approach of the Gleeson

Court have not been as illuminative as they might have beery and this is probably because of

some diffetence in the interpretation of the concepts involved in these comparisons. For

example, Sir Owen Dixon's legalism has been the subject of a number of differing

interpretations.s6 For this reason the following discussion will begin by firstly, considering the

central tenets of the concept of legalism. Secondly, the expression of legalistic views by

members of the High Court and in particular by Sir Owen Dixon will be considered. Thirdly,

the approach of members of the Gleeson Court will be analysed. This form of analysis will seek

to contribute to debate about legalism, Dixonian legalism and the approach of the Gleeson

Court by developing a particular perspective on the relationship between these concepts.

55 Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2OOi) 1,4

Public Law Reuiew 234,249; Katherine Gelber, 'High Court Review 2003: The Centenary Year' (2004) 29 Austrnlian
lournal of Political Scienæ 331,; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rheto¡ic in constitutional law' (2002) 5
Constitutionnl Law and Policy Reaiao 21; Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legat
Method in New Zealanil (2001) 221; Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleesón
Courf (2002) 37 Austrnlian lournal of Politicøl Science 241,; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? - Constitutional
interpretation on the Gleeson Courf (2ffi2) 7 Deakin Law Reoiew 261; Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional
interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), Tfte Oxford Corrynnion to the High
Court of Australia (2001) 139; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Court in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George
Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australiø QOOI) 307.

See for example, fustice Keith Mason, 'What is wrong with top-down legal reasoning?' Q}C/^) 78 Australian Law
lournal 574; Jt¡Lsúce Dyson Heydon 'Judicial activism and the death of the rule oÍ law' (2OOg) Zg Australinn Bnr
Reoiew 110; Michael Coper, 'Concern About Judicial Method' (2006) 30 Melbourne lJniaersity Lnw Reoiew SS4.
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III LeenLrstvt

Legalism as an approach to constifutional interpretation has been variously expressed.sT As

Zines in his influential work, The High Court and the Constitution, points out, although the

description'legalism' is frequently used, it is 'not always easy to understand what meaning is

being given to that term in any particular context.'58 However, legalistic approaches generally

tend to refer to the 'plain meaning'so of any text to be interpreted. Although legalism generally

regards'the text as a touchstone',60 it also advocates a specific methodology by which legal text

may be interpreted that reflects 'the strict analytical and conceptual techniques of formal legal

argumenf.cl One method of interpretation that is central to legalism is 'reasoning by

analogy' .62 Legalistic approaches usually suggest that, 'one starts with the words of a statute or

other enactrnen! or with a case or a mass of cases, and moves from there-but doesn t move

fat'.63 In contemporary discussion this is sometimes referred to as a 'bottom-up approacK,

which is often counterpoised to theoretical or'top-down reasoning'.Éa A'bottom-uP' approach

suggests that judicial decisions may be the product of a process of reasoning from one case to

another.cs The idea that the words of the statute and previous cases can be used as an exclusiue

s7 See, for example, Sir Anthony Masory 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democrary' in

Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), lnterpreting Constitutions: Theories, Principles and lnstitutions (1996) 16;

Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Austrnlian Constitutional Law €t Theory (3ra ed, 2OO2) 307. This is perhaps

an inevitable result of the somewhat artificial to attempt to divide the approaches to constitutional interpretation
into categories. The approaches of individual judges, as acknowledged in the Introduction to this thesis, do not

always fit neatly into categories-there may be a great divergence between judges who are classed together.

Furthermore, the approaches of individual judges may vary across cases. That said, categorisation of approaches

to constitutional inìérpretation may of course assist in the conveying of meaning, see further, Charles Sampford

and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constihrtions: Theories, Principles and lnstitutions (1996) G9.

s8 Leslie Zines, The High Court and the Constitution, (4h edßgn 424.

ss Judge Richard Posner, 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Law Reoieu) 433,433.

60 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford

and Kim Preston (eds), lnterpreting Constih.ttions: Theoies, Principles and Institutions (1996)13.

61 See Stephen Gageler, 'Legalism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Coutt of Austtalia Q00\ a29.

62 judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unbersity of Chicago Law Reoiew 433,433.

63 lbid.

64 lbid, 433. See also fustice Keith Mason, 'What is wrong with top-down legal reasoning?' Qû0 ) 78 Australian Lnzu

lmrnal 574,574. Cf. Stephen Gageler, 'The Underpinnings of Judicial Review of Administrative Action: Common

Law or Constitution' (2000) 28 Feileral Law Reztiew 303.

6s Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unbersil¡ of Chicago Law Revian 433,4U.
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reference source for fufure decisions has, however, been subject to numerous criticisms.66 One

of the more prominent contemporary critics is Judge Posner of the United States Court of

Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. Posner argues that the process of reasoning from case to case

should itself be analysed. As Posner writes:

It sounds a lot like induction, which from Hume to Popper has taken hard knocks from

philosophers. Actually, most reasoning by analogy in law is an oblique form of logical

reasoning. Cases are used as sources of interesting facts and ideas, and hence as materials

for the creation of a theory that can be applied deductively to a new case.67

However, many expositions of legalism encompass a wider range of ideas than simply starting

with the words of a stafute or group of cases and then reasoning by analogy. In so doing

legalism may be viewed as extending beyond what has been identified as a 'bottom-up'68

approach.

Judith Shklar, in her classic work, has identified legalism as being, 'above all, the operative

outlook of the legal profession, both bench and bar.'6e The idea that law may be thought of as a

defined sphere of legal ideas, is represented in the 'shared professional outlook', that Shklar

identifies with legalism.To Shklar writes:

The tendency to think of law as 'there' as a discrete entity, discernibly different from morals

and politics, has its deepest roots in the legal profession's views of its own functions, and

forms the very basis of most of our judicial institutions and procedures.Tl

¿r See, for example, Michael Detmold, The Australian Commonwenlth: A Fundamental Analysis of its Constitution (1985)
5; Roscoe Pound, 'Call for a Realist )urisprudence' (1%7) M Haraard Law Rniett 697;ludge Richard Posner, 'Legal
Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights'
(7992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Løw Reaie(o 433, 435. See generally, MDA Freeman, Lloyd's Introductiin to
lurisprudence (7h ed, 2001) 810; Tony Blackshield, 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George
Williams (eds), Thc Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 5S2.

67 Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unioersity of Chicago Law Reaiew 433,435.

68 lbid,433.
6e Judith Shklar, Legalism: Law, Morals, and Political Tñals (1964) B.

70 lbid.
71 lbid, g.
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Professor Brian Galligan has expressed a similar perspective, identifying legalism with the idea

that the judiciary has a technical role in determining what the law is and applying such law to

the facts without any application of moral considerations.T2 Consistently with these ideas,

legalistic approaches generally regard it as possible to delimit the matters that are relevant to

the interpretation of a constitutional or statutory tex! or the scope of judicial precedent from

those that are not.73 This idea that legalism relies not just upon the words of any constitutional

or statutory text but also upon a wider, but defined, sphere of legal ideas, is perhaps best

explained by considering how legalism may be distinguished from literalism. However, in

considering this distinction it should be kept in mind that there might be some overlap in the

identification of these two approaches.Ta

Literalism in constitutional interpretation is most often seen in an approach that calls for the

words of the Constitution to be given their 'full and fair meaning'.zs A literal approach to

judicial interpretatiorl such as that often associated with Chief Justice Barwick, views this

meaning as being derived almost exclusively from the words themselves.T6 Whilst legalism,

like literalism, relies upon the text, and sees the words of the text as being of primary

significance, legalism also recognises that meaning may be deduced from an understanding of

the context in which words appear.77 Legalism also emphasises the method by which words

may be interpreted.Ts In other words, a legalistic approach acknowledges that meaning may be

derived from general references to authoritative legal materials; however, legalism requires that

the materials to which reference may be had fall within the'self-contained autonomous body of

72 Brian Galligan, A FederaL Republic (1995) 182-3.

73 See Stephen Gageler, 'Legalism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australiø QÛO\ a29.

74 See, for example, Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constih.ttional Law €t Theory (3'a ed, 2Cf,2) 307;

Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democrary', in Charles Sampford
and Kim Preston (eds), lnterpreting Constih.ttions: Theories, Pinciples and Institutions (1996)76.

7s Retirement of Sir Garfield Barwick as Chief Justice (1981) 148 CLR v, x.

76 Stricktand a Rocla Concrete Pipes Ltd ('Concrete Pipes Casd) (1971) 124 CLR 468, 489 (Barwick C). See generally,
Tony Blackshield and George Willi¿¡1s, Australian Constitutional Law t Theory (3'd ed', 2OO2) 310; leffiey
Goldsworthy, 'Originalism in constitutional interpretation' (1997) 25 Federnl Ltrw Reoiew \,14,35-7; Geoff Lindsay,
'Owen Dixon: A Biography' QOO3)23 Australian Bar Reoieu)198,203.

n See, for example, the commentators' comparison of Barwick Cf and Issacs I in Tony Blackshield and George

Williams, Australian Constitutional Lrw €t Theory (3'a ed 2(X)2) 309.

78 See, for example, Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning ]udicial Method' in Sir Owen Drxon, lesting Pilate (1965) 752'65.
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law'.7e Fundamental to the idea that there is a defined sphere of authoritative legal materials is

the emphasis that legalism places upon adherence to the doctrine of precedent s0 Examples of

such authoritative legal material in an Australian constitutional context include, 'ttre

circumstances in which [the Constitution] was made'sl together with a knowledge of the

recognized principles of the preceding common and stafute law that are seen as underlying the

expressed terms of the Constifution.s2

A corollary of the requirement that interpretation should only be assisted by a finite category of

legal considerations is the idea that any regard for matters falling outside of these categories

transgresses the boundaries of an accepted legalistic interpretation.s3 There may be some

divergence of opinion about the precise nature of this boundary, and this suggests that it may

be difficult to accurately define the legitimate reach and limits of a legalistic approach.sa

However, matters clearly beyond the scope of 'purely legal considerations'8s would include

political value judgments, such as whether a judge favours centralist Commonwealth

government or believes more strongly in States' rights.so Another matter that would be

irrelevant on a legalistic approach is any judicial view on the desirability of the policy behind

any challenged legislation.sz

From this discussion of the general concept of legalism, some central legalistic ideas and some

of the important implications they have for legal reasoning may be summarised as follows.

7e Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Austrnlian Constitutional Law €t Theory (3.0 ed, 2002) 310. See, for example,
Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A Critique of Criticism' (1993) 19 Monash Lml Reaiew 219,21,4.

80 Leslie Zines, The High Court ønd the Constitution, (4t, ed1997) 435.
et Amal7amated Society of Engineers a Adelaide Stemtship Co. Ltd. (1920) 2S CLR 129, 152 (Knox C], Issacs, Rich and

Starke ff) ( Engineers' Case').

82 lbid.
83 See, for example, Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning fudicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (1965) 152-65.
u Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law ønd Policy

Reaiao A,/7.
8s See Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Lato €t Theory (3rd ed, 2002) 311.
86 Reti¡ement of Sir Garfield Barwick as Chief justice (1981) 148 CLR v, ix.
87 See, for example, Re Wakim; Ex parte McNallV $999) 198 CLR 511, 540 (Gleeson CD, 548 (McHugh l). Interestingly,

Zines notes that this distinction between accepted legalistic considerations and unacceptable'poliry' atguments
was maintained by Chief fustice Brennan in constitutional cases: Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, lsalism and judicial
rhetoric in constitutional lar/ (2002) 5 Constitutional Law and Policy ReaiatA,23.
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First, legalism generally regards the text as being of central significance.ss Secondly, legalism

advocates a specific methodologyby which legal text may be interpreted.as Thirdly, legalism

accepts and advances a delineation of the matters that are relevant to the interpretation of a

constitutional or statutory texÇ or the scope of judicial precedent.eO Fourthly, and perhaps of

greatest significance, legalistic approaches generally use this idea that there exists or may be

presupposed to exist a defnable body of legal knowledge to support the view that an interpretation

of the text and the application of accepted rules and principles of interpretation usually leads to

only one sustøinable legøl conclusion.el Consistent with this perspective legalism often views

differing judicial opinions as resulting from differences in'impression'e2 or 'perception',e3 rather

than from judicial choice.ea Although it is not the focus of the immediate discussion, it is

important to note at this point that it was during Sir Anthony Mason's time as Chief Justice of

the High Court of Australia that many of these assumptions were questioned.ss The manner in

which these assumptions were questioned during the Mason era will be examined further in

Chapters 3,4 and 8 below.

88 Sir Anthony MasorL 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford

and Kim Pieston (eds), lnterpreting Constitutions: Theories, Principles and lnstitutions (1996) 13. See, eg, McGinty a

Western Australia G996)786 CLR 140, 232 (McHugh l).
Be Stephen Gageler, 'Legalism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Conrpanion to the High Court of Austrnlia QtÛ\  29.

e0 judith Shklar, Legnlisn: Lazo, Morals, and Political Trials (964) 8-9; Stephen Gageler, 'Legalisnf in Tony

Blackshield, Micháel Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Coutt of Australia QO01)

429;'Iony Blackshield and George Williams, Australinn Constih.ttional krw €t Theory (3'a ed, 2002) 310; Brian

Galligan, A Federnl Reyublic (1995)182-3.

e1 Leslie Zimes,'Legalism, reali.sm and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutionnl Lnw and Policy

Review 21,22-%; Sir Owen Dixon,'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (1965)155.

e2 SeeChief JusticeMurrayGleeson, TheRuleof LawandtheConstihttion,Boyer Lectures (2000)85,97-99.

Stephen Gageler, 'Legalism' Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion

to the Uigtr tourt of Australia Q001) 429; Sanford Kadish 'fudicial Review in the High Court and in the United

States Supreme Court Part 1' (1959) 2 Melbourne lJniaersity Law Reuiew 4ff; lelfuey Goldsworthy, 'Australia:

Devotionìo Legalisml in Jeffrey Goldsworthy (ed), Interpreting Constitutions: A Comparatioe Shldy (2006) 106ff'

s4 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constih'ttional Law and Poliql

ReviewA,22.
ss Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A comparison of the Australian and the

United States Experience' (19S6) L6 Federal Lnto Reoiew 1, 5; Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Use and Abuse of Precedent'

(1988) 4 Australiàn Bar Reoiæo 93, 17L; Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of the Courts at the Tum of the Century'

(1993) loumal of ludicial Adnúnistration156,\Ø; Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Evolving Role and Function of the High

Courf in Brian Opeskin and Fiona \¡Vheeler (eds) Tfte Australian Federal ludicial System Q}OO) 117; justice Michael

McHugh, 'The Constitutional |urisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason

Lccturc in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 20M), 3-4, 10-11; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism,

realism and judicial rhetoric in constitution allaw' (2Cfl2) 5 Constitutionnl Lmt¡ and Policy Reuiew 21, 23; Justice Paul

Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in Neu Zealand (2Cf1) 224-8¡ Leslie Ztnes, The High

Court and the Constitution (3d ed,1992)359-62. See further, Chapter 3 of this thesis.
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Legalism has been'the dominant theme of the judicial style of the [High] Court for much of the

twentieth century'.e6 It is associated with the decision in the Engineers' Case, wltrchis often seen

as 'the most visible symbol of the traditional supposedly non-political approach of the Corr(.sz

T}re Engineers' Csse presented the idea that the Australian Constitution, being an Act of the

Imperial Parliament, should be interpreted like any other statute. The joint judgment in that

case advocated an approach to interpretation based upon an examination of the text of the

Constifution assisted by'the settled rules of constructionl.es In t}re Engineers' Case it was said of

fhe Constihttionthat:

That instrument is the political compact of the whole of the people of Australia, enacted into

binding law by the Imperial Parliament, and it is the chief and special duty of this Court

faithfully to expound and give effect to it according to its own terms, finding the intention

from the words of the compact, and upholding it throughout precisely as framed.ee

The joint judgment in the Engineers' Case rejected that any implication could be drawn that was

not'the result of interpreting any specific language quoted, nor referable to any recognized

principle of the common law of the Constituüon./1o0 The emphasis that the joint judgment in

Engineers' places upon the text of the Constifution has given rise to a longstanding debate as to

whether the decision advocates a literal or a legalistic approach to constitutional

interpretation.lol For example, whilst the Engineers' Case has been identified with literalism,roz

the decision has also been seen as 'consummatirg u triumph of legalism, which is then

perceived as having dominated the High Courf s approach ever since.'103

e6 Stephen Gageler, 'Legalisnf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford
Conrpanion to tlæ High Court of Australia Q00\ a29.

e7 George Williams 'Engineers is Dead. Long Live the Engineers!' (1995) 17 Sydney Law Reoiew 62 g5; Leslie Zines,
'The Present State of Constitutional Interpretation' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds), The High Cour:t
at the Crossroads: Essays in Constitutional Law Q000) 227, 231.; Haig Patapan, 'põliUcs of Interpretation' QOOO¡ ZZ
Sy dney Lma Reuiqo 247, 250.

e8 Engineers' Case (7920) 28 CLR 129,747-1.48, particularly 143 (Knox CJ, Issacs, Rich and Starke J).e lbid,'142 (Knox CJ, Issacs, Rich and Starke l).
lm Ibid,145 (Knox CJ, Issacs, Rich and Starke J).
101 See further Michael Wait'The Slumbering Sovereign: Sir Owen Dixon's Common Law Constitution Revisited,

(2001) 29 Federal Law Reoieu 57 , 6Z lootnoTe 74.
102 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford

and Kim Preston (ed,s), Interpreting Constihttions: Tlrcories, Principles and Institutions (1996) i6.
103 Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Lmt t Theory (3ra ed, 2OO2) 3O7.
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The interpretation of. Engineers'by Sir Owen Dixon in a number of cases certainly gives the

decision a legalistic rather than literalist flavour.104 In West rs Commissioner of Tøxation Q'I.S'W')

Dixon J expressly rejected any suggestion that Engineers' supported the view that no implication

could be made in interpreting the Constitutiot,tos pointing out tha! '[s]uch a method of

construction would defeat the intention of any instrument, but of all instruments a written

constitution seems the last to which it could be applied.'106 This view was affirmed by Sir Owen

Dixon in a later case in which his Honour said '[w]e should avoid pedantic and narrow

constructions in dealing with an instrument of government and I do not see why we should be

fearful about making implications'.ro7 Ultimately, it would seem that f}re Engineers' decision

itself is open to interpretation and the manner in which it was viewed by Sir Owen Dixon

reflected ú:re particular forun of legalism that his Honour put forward. It is this form of legalism

that the following discussion will consider.

IV DIXOruIRN LEGALISM

Sir Owen Dixon is the High Court jurist that is most often identified with a legalistic

approach.los This is so even though other High Court judges, such as Chief Justice Latham and

Chief Justice Barwick, may be viewed as advancing a stricter and more confined form of

legalism.roe For example, Chief Justice Dixon has been seen as considering the implications of

104 Leslie Zines, 'Sir Owen Dixon's Theory of Federalisn/ (L965) 1 Federal Law Reoiew 221; Sir Daryl Dawson and

Mark Nicholls, 'Sir Owen Dixon and Judicial Method' (1986) 15 Melbourne Unioersity Løw Reoiew 543, 550; Sir

Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford and

Kim Preston (eds), Interpreiing Constitutions: Theories, Principles and Institutions (996) 24-25; Michael Wait, 'The

Slumbering Sovereign: Sir Owen Dixon's Common Law Constitution Revisited' eOf\ 29 Federal Law Rniao 57'

66.

105 West zt Conmissioner of Taxation (N.S.W.) O%n 56 CLR 652 681.-682 (Dixon |. See also Victorin a The

Commonwenlth ('PøyroltTax Case') (1971)122CLR 353, 401402 (Windeyer |.
10ó Westo Comnússioner of Taxation (N.S.W.) (1%n56CLR657,681 (Dixon).
1o7 Australian Nationnl Airwnys Pty Ltd a The Commonwealth (1945) 71 CLR 29, 35 (Dixon D. ft" also Lanshed a Lnke

(1953) 99 CLR 132, 1114-5 (Dixon Cl). See also Sir Daryl Dawson and Mark Nicholls,'Sir Owen Dixon and Judicial
Method' (1956) 15 Melboume L-lniaersity Lmu Reaial543, 550 citing Latham Papers, held at National Library, Dixon

to Latham, september 1942. See also Philip Ayres, owen Dixon (2oo3) 122,184 and254.

108 Brian Galligan, Politics of the High Court: A Sndy of the ludicial Branch of Gooernment in Australia (1987) 3U1';

Stephen Cãgclcr, 'Legalism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper ancl George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australia QOf\ a29.

10e feffrey Goldsworthy, 'Realism about the High Court' (1989) 18 Federal Law Reaiew 27,37. See, eg, Sticklando
Rocla-Concrete eipei ftd (Concrete Pipes Case') (1971) 124 CLR 468, 489 (Barwick C); Retirement of Sir Garfield
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the federal nature of the Australian Constitution, whereas Chief Justice Latham, in comparison,

has been regarded as paying greater regard to the'letter of the Constifution/.l1o

The connection of Sir Owen Dixon with legalism may be largely attributable to his Ffonour's

comments upon being sworn in as Chief Justice of the High Court in1952. On that occasion, as

it is well known, Sir Owen Dixon said: 'There is no other safe guide to judicial decisions in great

conflicts than a strict and complete legalism.'rrt These oft-repeated comments have been

viewed as representing Sir Owen Dixon's unequivocal endorsement of a strict form of

legalism.ttz However, as many commentators have noted these words are best understood in

the historical context in which they were made.113

Sir Owen Dixon's remarks were made a yeil after the High Cour! with Dixon in the majority,

gave judgment in Australinn Communist Party a Commonwealth.ll4 When making his comments

about'strict legalism' Dixon has been said to have had that case in mind, and in particular the

criticism that the High Court had received in the Sydney press as a result of the decision.lls In

the Communist Party Case legislation banning the Communist Party was invalidated. Prime

Minister Menzies, with whom Dixon had had a long association, was reportedly sfunned by the

result.116 A constitutional alteration to reverse the effect of that decision, was put forward by

the Menzies goverrunen! however, it was defeated in a referendum. Yet the same government

had chosen to appoint Dixon as Chief Justice.rrz So it was in that context that Dixon spoke of

Barwick as Chief Justice (1981) 148 CLR v, x; Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon QCfl3) 86. See generally, Tony Blackshield
and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Law €t Tlæory (3.a ed, 2OO2) 322; Geoff Lindsay, 'Owen Dixon: A
Biography' (2003) % Australian Bar Reuieu 198, 203; Sir Garfield Barwick, Foreword to the First Edition, in p H
Lane, Lane's Commentary on the Australian Constitution (2nd ed, 1992)v, vü-vüi.

110 Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) 86. See generally, Leslie Zines, 'Sir Owen Dixon's Theory of Federalism' (1965)1,
Federal Lmt Rnian 227; Brian Galligan, 'Realistic "Realism" and the High Court's Political Rold (1989) IB Federal
Lnw Reoiew 40, M.

111 (1952) 85 CLR xi, xiv. See generally Stephen Gageler, 'Legalism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George
Williams (eds), TIæ Oxford Companion to the High Court of Austrnlia eOOl) 429.

772 See, for examplq Justice Dyson Heydon 'Judicial activism and the death of the rule of law' (2001) 2l Australian Bar
Rniew170.

113 See, for example, Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) %3; Stephen Gageler, 'Legalism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael
Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia QOOI) 429.

114 Australian Communist Pnrty a commonwealth ('communist party Cnse') (1951) 83 cLR 1.
11s Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) 233.
776 lbid. See also Geoff Lindsay, 'Owen Dixon: A Biography' Q0O3) 25 Austrnlian Bar Reaieu TgB,2O2.
117 Philip Ayres, OwenDixon (2003) 53-4.
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'strict and complete legalism'118 ¿nd expressed the view that'close adherence to legal reasoning

is the only way to maintain the confidence of all parties in Federal corfficts./1le

The method of interpretation put forward by Sir Owen Dixon incorporates central legalistic

notions. However, there are several factors that suggest that the limits of the legalistic approach

that Sir Owen Dixon put forward were not narrowly confined. First it may be said that the

form of legalism that Sir Owen Dixon applied did not deny the practical significance of the

High Courfs decision,12o ns¡ the political character of the considerations that impacted upon

the judicial decision making process.l21 As his Honour stated in a much cited passage in the

Melbourne Corporøtion Case: 'It is not a question whether the considerations are political, for

nearly every consideration arising from the Constitution can be so described, but whether they

are compelliîg.'722

Secondly, the form of legalism employed by Sir Owen Dixon did not appear to impose narrow

limits on what could be regarded as a relevant consideration in determining constitutional

issues. For example in the Communist Party Case,lts his Honour held that the Constitution was:

'an instrument framed in accordance with many traditional conceptions, to some of which it

gives effect, as for example in separating the judicial power from other functions of

goverrunent, others of which are simply assumed./124 One such assumption identified in that

case by his Honour was the 'rule of law',t2s which may be regarded as a 'broad political and

philosophical concept./126 These factors mean that the judicial role as Sir Owen Dixon saw it

il8 (1952) 85 CLR xi, xiv.
77s lbid. See generally Stephen Gageler, 'Legalisrf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),

The Oxford Conryønion to the High Court of Austtalin QOO\ a29.

12o See Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning fudicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (1965) 156. See also Sir Daryl
Dawson and Mark Nicholls,'Sir Owen Dixon and Judicial Method' (1986) 15 Melboume Uniaersity Law Reaiew 543,

547,549.
727 See NSW u ComuonweøIth (No 1) (1932) 46 CLR 155, 181.-2, and the discussion of that case in Philip Ayres, Owen

Dixon Q003) 59-60. See generally Stephen Gageler,'Legalisnf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), The Oxford Conryønion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 429.

122 Melbourne Corporationzt Commorutealth (194n 74 CLR 31, 82'

123 Australian Communist Party o Commonroealth (1951) 83 CLRL (Comntunist Party Case').

724 lbid,7E3 (Dixon ).
72s Ibid.

726 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law nnd Policy

Review A, 22. See further Keith Mason, 'The Rule of Law' in Paul Finn (ed) Essays on Law and Gooemment;

Volume L Principles and Values (1995)11.4.
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was not narrowly confined in terms of the matters to which reference could legitimately be

made. That said, his Honour did advocate a particular view of the judicial role.

Whereas a narrow form of legalism sees the task of the judge being to ascertain the answer to a

constitutional question from an authoritative body of legal materials by a formal and in some

respects mechanical process,127 Sir Owen Dixon supported the view that the judiciary had a role

in making and developing the law.128 His Honour accepted that'[i]t is the very essence of the

accepted judicial method that the result is not predete¡minsd'12e what his Honour's

jurisprudence emphasises is the importance of the process by which judicial decisions are made.

In this regard Sir Owen Dixon distinguished between the lawful function of a member of the

judiciary to expound and develop the law tfuough the application of existing legal doctrine,

and that of the 'conscious judicial innovator'.130 Of this difference his Honour said:

It is one thing for a court to seek to extend the application of accepted principles to new

cases or to reason from the more fundamental of settled legal principles to new conclusions

or to decide that a category is not closed against unforseen instances which in reason might

be subsumed thereunder. It is an entirely different thing for a judge, who is discontented

with a result held to flow from a long accepted legal principle, deliberately to abandon the

principle in the name of justice or of social necessity or of social convenience. The former

accords with the technique of the common law and amounts to no more than an enlightened

application of modes of reasoning traditionally respected in the courts. It is a process by the

repeated use of which the law is developed, is adapted to new conditions, and is improved

in content. The latter means an abrupt and abnost arbitrary change.131

The function of the High Court in constitutional cases, as Sir Owen Dixon explained ig is in line

with this expectation. As Sir Owen Dixon described this role,'the Courfs sole function is to

interpret a constitutional description of power or restraint upon power and say whether a given

127 Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutionnl Law €t Theory (3d ed, 2OO2) 322.
128 Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (7965) 158-164.
12e Ibid, 1'64. See further, Michael Coper, 'Concem About fudicial Method' (2006) 30 Melbourne lJniaersity Law Reaiew

554,559-61.
130 lbid,]'59.
131 lbid,1SB.
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measute falls on one side of a line constitutionally so drawn or the other./132 This task his

Honour expressed as having 'nothing whatever to do with the merits or demerits of the

measure./133

It may be suggested that a fundamental and significant idea that Sir Owen Dixon put forward

in relation to the judicial role and legalism is the view that:

courts proceed upon the basis that the conclusion of the judge should not be personal to him

but should be the consequence of his best endeavour to apply an external standard.l3a

Further, his Honour wrote; '[t]he court would feel that the function it performed had lost its

meaning and purpose, if there were no external standard of legal correcbtess.'13s

Of central significance to the analysis of Sir Owen Dixon's jurisprudence presented in this

thesis, is his Honour's view that there is some external standard, by which judicial decisions

may be judged. Sir Owen Dixon saw judicial method as being based uPon a pre-suPPositiory as

his Honour explained:

The pre-supposition is that there exists a definite system of accepted knowledge or thought

and that judgments and other legal writings are evidence of its content.l3ó

In this thesis Sir Owen Dixon s jurisprudence is interpreted as including the principles of the

common law in this assumed body of legal knowledge.l37 It will be argued later in this Chapter

that Sir Owen Dixon's idea that the common law may form part of an assumed body of legal

732 Swearing in of Sir Owen Dixon as Chief Justice (1952) 85 CLR xi xüi-xiv.

133 lbid.
734 Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dv<on, lesting Pilate (1965) 157. See also, Sir Gerard

Brennan,'A Critique of Criticism' (1993)19 MonashLøw Reoiew 213'n4'
13s Sir Owen Dixon, 'Conceming Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Duon, lesting Pilate (1965) 155; See also |ustice

Kenneth Hayne, 'Owen Dixon' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Austtalia QClJl) 219-

136 Sir Owen Dixor¡'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Drxon, lesting Pilate (L965)156.

137 Sir Owen Dixon 'The Law and the Constitution' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilnte (1965) 4'l-53, and Sir Owen

Dixoru 'The Common Law as llltimate Constitutional Foundation' in Sir Owen Dtxon, lesting Pilnte (1965) 201-203

and 217-213. See further, Justice W M C Gummow, 'The Constitution: Ultimate foundation of Australian law?'

(2OOS) 79 Australian Law I ournnl 167, 170-2'
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knowledge provides a degree of flexibility in Sir Owen Dixon's approach that enabled Dixon to

engage with the ideas presented by realism.138 This view is consistent with the assumptive

nature of the fundamental precepts of Sir Owen Dixon's perspective. An important and central

point that the argument presented in this thesis seeks to make is that Sir Owen Dixon's

jurisprudence .r /as based upon the assumption of a corpus of legal knowledge. The following

analysis will seek to show that many of the ideas expressed by Sir Owen Dixon about legalism

can be seen as consistent with this perspective.

The role of the judiciary, as Sir Owen Dixon saw it, which is discussed above, is consistent with

the assumption of a body of legal knowledge. The idea that a'corpus juris'tzo exists or may be

presupposed, for Sir Owen Dixon, provided a theoretical basis which confines and legitimises

the judicial role.140 For example, consistently with this idea, Sir Owen Dixon spoke of the idea

that judicial decisions were made on the basis of a standard of reasoning 'which is not personal

to the judges themselves', and the idea that legal argument was for the purpose of persuasion as

to'the true principle or doctrine' or the'true application of principle or doctrine/.141

The supposition of the existence of a corpus of legal knowledge may also be seen as

fundamental to the form of constitutionalism that Sir Owen Dixon posfulated. One particularly

relevant example is the manner in which his Honour argued that the legitimacy of the Courfs

role in declaring invalid legislation that exceeded the relevant legislative authority of the

ParliamenÇ derived from the fact that the courts were observing the 'supremacy of the law'.1'42

For Sir Owen Dixorl federalism required this supremacy of tlìe law.143 This'supremacy of the

law' as Sir Owen Dixon described it was founded upon the assumption of an identifiable body

of legal knowledge that existed independently of the personal views of the judicial officer.laa

138 For a different perspective, see, Michael Detmold, The Australian Commonzlealth: A Fundantental Analysis of its
Constitution (1985) 5-7; Michael Wait 'The Slumbering Sovereign: Sir Owen Dixon's Common Law Constitution
Revisited' Q007) 29 Federal Law Reaiew 57 , 59.

13e Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning fudicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Piløte (1965)159.
1'$ lbid, 155-6. Cf. Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, The Rule of Law and the Constitution, Boyer Lectures 2000, 134; Chief

Justice Murray Gleeson, 'judicial Legitirnacy' (2000)72ludicial Offcers' Bulletin 4L.
141 Sir Owen Dixon, 'Conceming Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Duton, lesting Pilate (1965) 755.
t42 Sir Owen Dixon,'The Law and the Constitution'in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilnte (1965) 43.
143 lbid, 47-53. See generally, Leslie Zines, 'Sir Owen Dixon's Theory of Federalism (1965) 1 Federnl Law Reuiew 221..

7M Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (1965) 155-7.
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Sir Owen Dixon's writings also contain numerous examples of how the form of

constifutionalism that his Honour advocated required constifutional issues to be viewed in the

wider context of a defined sphere of legal knowledge.las þsv instance, Sir Owen Dixon spoke in

the context of the Australian constitutional system of the idea of 'the common law as an

antecedent system of jurisprudence',146 and put forward the view that 'constitutional questions

should be considered and resolved in the context of the whole law, of which the common law,

including in that expression the doctrines of equity, forms not the least essential pat( .1a7

This analysis of Sir Owen Dixon's writings reveals that his Honour explicitly based his

jurisprudence upon the assumption that there exists or may be presupposed to exist a'corpus of

legal knowledge' which provides a standard against which legal methodology may be assessed.

In line with this perspective, his Flonour consistently maintained the view that judicial method

could represent a form of reasoning that was distinguishable from political reasoning.lag

Although Sir Owen Dixon's comments overtly express faith in the rational and logical nature of

the judicial methods that he advocated, in his Honour's more private writings he acknowledged

the influence of 'arbitrary methods', arrd as an advocate he was known to be mindful ol and to

utilize, the personal persuasions of judges before whom he appeared.l4e Yet at the same time,

Sir Owen Dixon, at least privately, treated with distain what he viewed as being overtþ

political judgments.lso These factors suggest that there may be some tension between the

judicial method that Sir Owen Dixon publicly advocated, and his own private beliefs as to the

form of reasoning that informed judicial decision-making.

14s Sir Owen Dixon, 'The Common Law as Ultimate Constitutional Foundation' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate

(1e6s)211.213.

746 \bid,211.. See further, fustice W M C Gummow, 'The Constitution: Ultimate foundation of Australian law?' (2005)

79 Australian Law I ournnl 167, 170-2.

747 tbid,211.-213.

1'r8 Sir Owen Dixon,'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dtxon, lesting Pilate (1965)1,57.
-t4e 

See further, Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon QOOS) 25; Geoffrey Lindell 'Governor-General' in Timothy McCormack
and Cheryl Saunders (eds) in Sir Nininn Stephen: A Tribute, (2004 34.

1s0 See, Philip Ayres, 'Dixon diaries' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australiø QCÚl) 219; Philip Aytes, Ozoen Diron (2003). For example, Ayres writes
that, 'Dixon never much admired Evatt, seeing him as an essentially political judge and as dishonest..': Philip
Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003).59. Ayres also records Si¡ Owen Dixon disapproval of the political nature of Latham's
views: see Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003). 89-90, 256. See also, Laurence Maher, 'Owen Dixon: concerning his
political method' (2003) 6 Constitutional Law and Policy Rniew 33,35.
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The perceived conflict between Sir Owen Dixon's faith in rational legal methodology and his

private acknowledgement of the political nature of many judgments has been viewed as raising

the question of whether Sir Owen Dixon really believed in the methodology that he put

forward.lsl Ultimately that may be a questiory which it is difficult to answer. What may be

suggested is that in understanding the idea that Sir Owen Dixon accepted the possibility that

legal methodology may be based upon a presupposition, it is possible to in some way reconcile

Sir Owen Dixon's belief in legal method and legal reasoning with his Ffonour's

acknowledgement of the political nature of many judgments. This view is advanced for the

following reasons.

First Dixon clearly accepted that the external standard that justified the legal methodology that

his Honour put forward may be a pre-supposition. Thts perspective enabled Sir Owen Dixon to

acknowledge that the judicial method he advocated was the preferred, rather than the only

method, by which judicial decisions could be made. The suppositional, as opposed to necessary

status, of the fundamental principles upon which Sir Owen Dixon's jurisprudence rests, leaves

open the possibility of other fundamental principles being put forw¿rd.rsz

Secondly, consistent with the view that the legalistic approach that he advocated was to be

preferred, Sir Owen Dixon was often privately critical of what he saw as the political nature of

some of his fellow judges' decisions.rs3 Although, Sir Owen Dixon acknowledged the political

nature of considerations that impacted upon judicial reasoning,ls¿ he did not see his own

judgments as being politically motivated. It has been suggested that this may be, to a large

degree, a result of Sir Owen Dixon's 'convenient self-absolving definition of "politics"'.rss

However, even if that view is accepted, it should be recognised that Sir Owen Dixon s written

1s1 Geoffrey Lindell,'Governo¡-Generaf in Timothy McCormack and Cheryl Saunders (eds) in Sir Ninian Stephen: A
Tribute, (2OOn 34.

152 See, for example, Section V, sub-section B below, which discusses the manner in which this perspective facilitates
Sir Owen Dixon's engagement with the ideas of legal realism.

153 Philip Ayres, 'Dixon diaries' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford
Conrpanion to the High Court of AustraLia Q0O7) 219.

1s4 See NSW u Commonwealth No 1 (1932) 46 CLR 155,781-2 (Dixon f). See also philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) 60,
Stephen Gageleç 'Legalisrrú in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford
Companion to the High Court of Australia QW\  29.

1s5 Laurence Maheç 'Owen Dixon: concerning his political method' (2003) 6 Consfitutionnl Law and Policy Rniew 33,
34-5.
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judgments succeeded in outwardly representing the judicial methods that he advocated.

Despite the undeniable political effects of many of his Flonour's decisions, Dixon's own judicial

decisions are often characterised by the logical expressions of arguments developed from basic

principles.lso Not surprisingly, given this combination of influences, the period in which Dixon

presided over the High Court has been viewed as representing 'overt legalism' together with

the'subtle incorporation of policy considerations'.1s7

Finally, it may be argued that the interpretation of Sir Owen Dixon's work that is put forward

in this discussion enables his Honour's perspective to be seen as reflective of the philosophical

knowledge that Dixon must have acquired from his study of classical texts. Sir Owen Dixon's

jurisprudence can be viewed as applying, in law, the logical and rational forms of argument

that he found in classical texts.1s8 However, Sir Owen Dixon accepted that ultimately the

foundational principles of legal method lacked certainly.tse Professor Michael Coper writes of

the views expressed by Sir Owen Dixon at Yale that: 'He acknowledged the generally sceptical

intellecfual climate of the age, he held, nevertheless, to an "external standard" for judicial

decision making, but as a riposte to the provocative idea of law as mere predicdorf.l6O In Sir

Owen Dixon's writings, whilst there are frequent applications of rational forms of logical

arguments, there would appear to be also an acknowledgement of the impossibility of

rationalising some of the fundamental assumptions upon which such legal methodology was

þ¿sgd.16r

The view taken in this thesis is that Sir Owen Dixon in acknowledging the difference in the

extent to which legal methodology as opposed to the fundamental legal assumptions may be

rationalised, maintains a degree of intellectual integrity in his work, despite his Flonour's

756 See Sir Ninian Stepherç 'The Dixon Centenary' (1986) 60 Law Institute loumnl 534, ill. See, eg, Commissioner for
Raikttrys (Nero South Wales) a Cardy Q960) 704 CLR 274. See generally, Philip Aytes, Owen Dixon (2003)

particularþ 6O and. 27 1-28L.

7s7 Michael Coper, 'Constitutional law' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxfotd

Companion to the High Court of Australia Q0M) 1a1.

1s8 See, for example, Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) 88. See also, Philip Ayres, 'Owen Dixon's Causation lecture:

Radical Scepticism' (2O03)77 Australian Law loumal692'
1se See, for example, Si¡ Owen Dixon, 'Concerning judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (7965) 158-9.

See also Aristotle The Ethics, Book 5, vid',1134b8-24.

160 Michael Coper, 'Concem About fudicial Method' (2006) 30 Melboume lJnioersity Lnw Reoiew 554, 560-1 (references

omitted).
1ó1 Sir Owen Dixon,'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (7965)756.
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undeniable doubts about the certainty of the basic assumptions which supported the legal

methodology that he advocated. The intellectual strength of Sir Owen Dixon's work remains,

although questions may be raised concerning the integrity of some his Honour's extra-judicial

activities.l62 Put simply, it is argued in this thesis that Sir Owen Dixon's jurisprudence suggests

that Dixon had faith in the judicial method that he advocated. Sir Owen Dixon viewed the

judicial method he advocated as being the preferred metlìod.163 Flowever, his Honour also

acknowledged that this methodology may be based upon a presupposition. This suggests that

Dixon acknowledged that his legal method was not the only method of judicial reasoning. It

also suggests some doubt on Sir Owen Dixon's par! about the necessary nafure of the

foundational principles of upon which his Honour saw legal reasoning as being based.

Legalism, which was considered as a general concept in the previous section of this Chapter,

may be regarded as largely'non-theoretical' if it is considered as a methodology that does not

require judicial decision-making to rest in some way upon broad theoretical principles.

However, it may be suggested that Sir Owen Dixon's legalism represents not just a practical

methodology about how the Constitution should be interpreted, but a theoretical form of

legalism. It is contended that Dixonian legalism is theoretical, as it is based upon a belief that a

determinate body of legal knowledge exists or may be presupposed to exist.le This factor

represents a point of distinction between Dixonian legalism, and many other variants of

legalism.

As Dixon acknowledged, it may be possible to question the validity of theoretical assumptions

that underlie legal reasoning.l6s However, even if these assumptions are questioned, it is still

the case that the idea that there is or may be supposed to be a corpus of legal knowledge,

provides a standard by which any judge-made law may be assessed. Fundamental

1'62 See further, Laurence Maher,'Owen Dixon: conceming his political method' (2003) 6 Constih.ttional Law nnd Policy
Reoieut 3S, M-5; Geoffrey Lindell, 'Governor-General' in Timothy McCormack and Cheryl Saunders (eds) in Sir
Ninian Steplæn: ATribute, Q\On34.

163 See, Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Drxon, lesting Pilate (1965) 156. See also, Sir Daryl
Dawson and Mark Nicholls,'Sir Owen Dixon and Judicial Method' (19S6) 15 Melboume lJniaersity Lnw Reaiew 543,
547.

764 Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Drxon, lesting Pilate (1965) 156.
16s lbid,tST_8.
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assumptions, even if presuppositions rather than necessary principles,r66 still provide a

theoretical basis for the methodology that Sir Owen Dixon advocated. It is important, from the

point of view of the analysis of the approach of the Gleeson Court undertaken in the following

discussion, that the theoretical nature of Dixonian legalism is kept in mind, as it will be argued

that it is difficult to identify similar theoretical assumptions underlying the general approach

taken by the Gleeson Court.

V LeenusM AND THE GLEESoN Counr

The influence of legalism on the Gleeson Court has been noted in the relevant academic

1iterafure.167 However, as the above discussion of this literature demonstrates, although

commentators generally agree that some form of legalism is evident in the approach of the

Gleeson Court, there has not been any significant consensus on either the extent to which

legalism is influential, or on the issue of what form of legalism underlies the approach of the

Court.læ The question of whether the approach of the Gleeson Court resembles Dixionian

legalism, as discussed above, has also been the subject of divergent views.16e The following

discussion will contribute to that debate. This analysis will aim to clarify the form of legalism

166 Contrn, Sir Daryl Dawson and Mark Nicholl+ 'Sir Owen Dixon and Judicial Method' (1986) 15 Melboume

Uniaersity Lnw Reuiew 543' 552.

767 justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14

Public Lrw Reaiew 234,249. See, for example, Katherine Gelber, 'High Court Review 2003: The Centenary Year'

(20¡4) 29 Australian lournal of Political Science 331.; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in
constitutional law' Q002) 5 Constitutional Law and Policy Reuiøu 21.; Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick

Bigwood (ed), Legøt Method in Neu) Zealanil QCfI) 22'J.; Graeme Hill, 'The Demise of Cross-Vesting' (1999) 27

Feileral Law Reoiew 547,555; Haig Patapan,'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Courf
(2OO2) g7 Australian lournal of Politicnl Science 241.; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? - Constitutional

interpretation on the Gleeson Courl (2002) 7 Deakin Law Reaieto 261; Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional

interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxfotd Companion to the High

Court of Australin (2fl0\ ß9; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Court in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Coutt of Austrølia (2001) 307.

168 See, for example, Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of

Australia' (2003) 14 Public Lazo Reuiew 234, 248-249; Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional

Interpretatiorf in Adrienne Stone a¡rd George Williams (eds), The High Court at the Crossronds: Essqls in

Constitutionnl Lnw (2000) 227,237. See also Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional
law' (2ffi2) 5 Constíh.ttional krw and Policy Review 2L; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael

Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxþrd Companion to the High Court of Austrnlia (2001) 308.

16e lustice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legnl Method in New Zealnnd (200I) 224, 229;

Graeme Hill,'The Demise of Cross-Vesting' $999) 27 Federal kru Reuieu 547,555; Haig Patapan,'High Court
Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Courl (2001) 37 AustraLian lournal of Political Scimce 241.,241.
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evident in the approach of the current High Court. It will also endeavour to highlight the

precise similarities as well as the essential differences between the jurisprudence of Sir Owen

Dixon and the jurisprudence generally associated with the Gleeson Court.

The analysis in this thesis will show, that Gleeson CJ, in particular, has emphasised the role of

legalism, with a number of other members of the Gleeson Court also taking or advocating a

largely legalistic approach. This reveals that legalism is a significant influence on the current

Court. It should, however, be acknowledged that the changes in membership that have

occurred make it more difficult to impute a collective view to the 'Gleeson Court'.170 That said,

the analysis presented in this thesis will aim to identify with the approach of the Gleeson Court

what may be regarded as a core methodology.

Chief ]ustice Gleeson and Justice McHugh have undoubtedly been the most influential in terms

of openly advocating a legalistic approach. It can also be said that all of the current and former

Justices of the Gleeson Court generally regard the text of the Constitution as being central,171 and

all of these Justices, other than Kirby J,172 have a sÍong tendency to follow previous

authorities.lT3 l¡¡ general, the manner in which judgments are presented by Justices Gummow,

Hayne, Callinan and Heydon tends to represent'the strict analytical and concepfual techniques

of formal legal argumerr{.174 It should also be noted that Justice Heydon may well support a

170 With two retirements in the time in which Chief Justice Gleeson has presided; there has been what may be
termed, three 'naturaf courts, with a 'natural courf being defined as a Court that has a consistenry in
membership over a period of time: see further, Andrew Lynch, 'The Gleeson Court on constitutional law: an
empirical analysis of its first five years' (2003) 26 Llniaersity of New South Wales Lnw lournal32, 37.

171 Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14
Public Law Reoian 2M,248; Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-
2004' (Ihe lnaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November
2004),9. See generally, Cheryl Saunders, 'Future Prospects for the Australian Constitution' in Robert Frencþ
Geoffrey Lindell and Cheryl Saunders (eds), Refections on the Australian Constitution QOO3)221.

772 See Andrew Lynch, 'Dissenting Judgments' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), TIæ
Oxford Companion to the High Court of Austrnlia (2001) 216-275.

773 Justice Michael McHuglU 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-20M' (Ihe Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 2W\, 9; ]ustice Bradley
Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Public Løw
Reaiew 234,248; Leslie Zines,'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional la.vy' (2002) 5 Constitutional
Law and PolicyReview 27,26.

774 See Stephen Gageler, 'Legalism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford
Conrpanion to the High Court of Australin Q0O1) 429. See further Part II below.
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stricter and more confined form of legalism than that put forward by Chief Justice Gleeson and

Justice McHugh.tzs

Some of Justice Gummow's remarks would also tend to lend some support to the approach that

Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugh put forward,176 however, a significant argument that

will be developed in this thesis is that despite some similarities existing there are also some

identifiable differences in the reasoning process articulated by Chief Justice Gleeson, and

Justices McHugh, Hayne, Callinan and Heydon; and that represented in Justice Gummow's

judgments.177 This difference may be expressed in terms of the distinction between Chief

Justice Gleeson's legalistic methodology and Justice Gummow's more theorised form of

legalism, with Gummow J's approach engaging in a principled form of reasoning and also, at

times, articulating the principles upon which it is based. The approach of Gummow J has a

greater tendenry than that of other members of the Gleeson Court to engage in a theoretical

reasoning process and thus represent a theoretical form of legalism. In other words, Gummow

J's approach, whitst not embracing the particular perspective of Sir Owen Dixory like the

reasoning of Sir Owen Dixon, often articulates the fundamental principles upon which his

Honour's reasoning is based. Although Gummow J often engages in a theorised form of legal

reasoning it should also be noted that Justice Gummow has been reluctant to embrace any

particular theory or methodology of constitutional interpretaüon.178 l¡Vhilst this may be part of a

general judicial reluctance about being locked to a particular theoretical positiorylTe it may also

reflect the view that no definitive theoretical position exists.18O The manner in which Gummow

J questions the certainty of the idea of an'all-embracing and revelatory theory or doctrine of

interpretatisn'l8l dg1¡6nstrates a similarity with the doubt expressed by Sir Owen Dixon about

the necessary nature of fundamental legal assumptions.

175 Justice Dyson Heydon, ']udicial Activism and the Death of the Rule of Lar,r/ QO03) 23 Australian Bar Rniatt l1l.
176 See, for example, SGH Ltdo Comrússioner of Tøxation (2C[.2) 210 CLR 51, 75 (Gummow ).
1n See further, Chapter 10 below.
178 Ibid.

17s Sir Anthony Mason 'Constitutional interpretation; Some Thoughts' (1998) 20 Adelaide Lnw ReoieØ 49, 49; Chiel

Justice Murray Gleeson, Foreword to Michael White and Aladin Rahemtula (eds), Queensland ludges on the High

Court (2003)vlll-rx.
180 See SGH Ltd o Comrússioner of Taxation (2Cf,2) 210 CLR 51, 75 (Gummow |). See also Justice Selway,

'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 1.4 Public Law Reuiew 2M,
247.

181 SGH Ltd o Commissioner of Tnxation (2OO2) 210 CLR 51, 75 (Gummow |.
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Put simply, as the following discussion will suggest the approach of Kirby J, and the influence

of Gummow J aside, Chief Justice Gleeson and a majority of the other members of the Gleeson

Court often employ a legalistic methodology. Howver, these Justice, do not engage in the more

theorised reasoning process advocated by Sir Owen Dixon, nor do thcsc jurists tcnd to

articulate whether the reasoning process engaged in is based upon any fundamental

assumptions.

As the comments made above suggest the influence of legalism on the Gleeson Court will

result from the varying approaches of individual Justices. The analysis in Part II of this thesis,

which will consider some important constitutional cases, will facilitate the further examination

of these differences. In addition, it should be noted, as Justice McHugh does, that: 'It does not

follow that because courts use broadly similar methods of constitutional interpretation, or

judging generally, the results of applying those methods will be the same./182 Nor does it follow

that different methods will always produce different outcomes. For example, it should be

recognised that in constitutional cases it may be Justice Gummow that has the greatest influence

on majority opiniorytsr but this influence may be in terms of the outcome reached, rather than the

me tho dolo gy adopted.ta+

A The Gleeson Court: Faìth in Legalism

Leslie Zines writing before the commencement of the Gleeson era referred to judges according

legalism'a eulogistic quality'.ras As the following discussion will show, such a description may

reflect the attitude of a number of members of the Gleeson Court to legalism. When speaking

182 Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-20M' (Ihe Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lectu¡e in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 20C4),4.

183 Andrew Lynch, 'The Gleeson Court on constitutional law: an empirical analysis of its first five years' (2003) 26
Unioersity of New SouthWales Lmt lottmnl32,62.

184 See further Chapters 6 and 10.

18s Leslie Zines, The High Court and the Constitution, (4h ed 1994 424.
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extra-judicially, Chief Justice Gleeson has made numerous references to legalism.186 On one

occasion, his Honour said:

Different lawyers have different ideas as to the techniques that are appropriate to strict and

complete legalism, but who would care to suggest an alternative to legalism? A complaint

that a judgment is literalistic is one that I can understand, and with which on occasions, I

may agree. But what exactþ is the meaning of a complaint that a judgment is legalistic?

Judges are appointed to interpret and apply the values inherent in the law. Within the limits

of the legal method, they may disagree about those values. But they have no right to throw

off the constraints of legal methodology. In particular, they have no right to base their

decisions about the validity of legislation upon their personal approval or disapproval of the

policy of legislation. When they do so, they forfeit their legitimacy.lsT

Justice McHugh has also supported the idea that'the Court is required to interpret and apply

values inherent in the lad.188 In this way the form of legalism put forward by Gleeson CJ and

McHugh J suggests that there is a distinction to be made, in developing the law, between legal

and non-legal considerations or values. The precise nature of this distinction may be difficult to

determine.lse For example, Justice Paul Finn has questioned whether'legal values' are in some

instances'any less contrivances of indeterminate contenf than'community values' with which

they are sometimes compared.leo For Justice McHugh it would seem that legitimate

considerations would include, 'developments in tlte common law and stafute and events

outside the law courts that are consistent with the text and structure of the Constitution./le1

Chief Justice Gleeson recognises that'qualities of judgmenÇ compassion, human understanding

186 Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, The Rule of Law and the Constitution, Boyer Lectures 2000, 134; Chief fustice Murray

Gleeson,'fudicial Legitimary' (2000) 12 ludicial Offcers' Bulletin 41^.

187 Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, ']udicial Legitimacy' (2OOO) 12 ludicial Officers' Bulletin 41, M.

188 Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional furisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' fihe Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lectuie in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2OC4\ 13. See also |ustice
Michael McHugh 'The ]udicial Method' (1999) 73 Australian Lmt loumnl 37,46.

18e See Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law nnd

Policy Review A,27.
1e0 Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed\, Legal Method in New Zealnnd (2001) 23O.

1e1 justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-20M' (lhe Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 20C ), 12 (references

omitted).
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and fairness' may be relevant to the judicial tole,1s2 however, his Honour writes in reference to

the judicial role tha! 'there comes a point beyond which discretion cannot tavel.'1e3 It would

seem that clearly outside the scope of relevant considerations are the personal values of the

juclge, or political beliefs about the desirability of the legislation in question that may effect

judicial impartiality.tø

In line with the idea that judges should apply 'legal values', Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice

McHugh have suggested that change in the law should be based upon existing doctrines. This

perspective reflects what is generally termed a 'doctrinal approach',les which Justice McHugh

has identified as being the '[t]he principal mode of constitutional interpretation under the

Gleeson Court'.1e6 Justice McHugh has said of the doctrinal approach that: 'This methodology

applies principles derived from the Court's previous authorities relevant to the resolution of the

constitutional issues in question.'1ez Justice McHugh has identified the judgments of the

majority judges in Re Wakim; Ex pørte McNølly which 'relied heavily on past authorities in

holding that the Commonwealth's attempt to confer State judicial power on federal courts

pursuant to the national cross-vesting scheme contravened Chapter III of the Constitutiorl, as

representing this form of approach.tra

The views concerning judicial methodology expressed by Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice

McHugh provide a strong endorsement of a legalistic perspective. They suggest that a

particular judicial methodology should be employed and that there are limits on the range of

matters that are relevant to judicial interpretations. However, such a view does not for Chief

1e2 Chief Justice Murray Gleesor¡ 'Judicial Legitimacy' QOO}) 12 ludicial Offcers' Bulletin 47, 42.
1er lbid.
1e4 See for example, Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, The Rule of Lnw and the Constitution, Boyet Lectures 2000, 1M. See

also Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, 'Judicial Legitimacy' QCf,lO)72 ludicial Officers' BuUetin 41,,424.
les ]ustice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' fihe Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 20C/.),72.
7e6 Ibid. See also Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in New Zeatand (200I)

23\.
1e7 Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional ]urisprudence of the High Court: 1.989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lectu¡e in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 20C4), 12 (rãferences
omitted).

1e8 lbid,12 (references omitted).
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Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugh exclude the role of judicial law making.lee In particular,

both Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugh hold that judges may apply legal values and

recognise that there may be some divergence of opinion over the nature of these values.20O The

approach put forward by Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugh also accepts that

implications may be legitimately made provided they are based upon the text and structure of

the Conshtution.2ol

In reference to the judicial law-making role Chief Justice Gleeson has said that:

Some of the great developments in the common law have come from the discernment by

judges of a pattern of general principle capable of making sense and justice out of what the

poet Tennyson described as:

[a] codeless myriad of precedent

[a] wilderness of single instances.

But in doing so they have endeavoured to find and apply the values inherent in the law, not

to impose their personal values upon it. The technique is inductive and pragmatic, rather

than ideological and legislative.2o2

These comments are particularly interesting in that they may be interpreted as suggesting that

in reasoning from case to case it is Chief Justice Gleeson's view that reliance should be placed

more upon the facts and principles drawn from previous authorities rather than any guiding

re See, fo¡ example, Chief |ustice Murray Gleeson, 'Legal Oil and Political Vinegar' (1999) 10 Public law Reoiew 108;

Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional furisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (Ihe Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 20M),12.

2û See, for example, Chief fustice Murray Gleeson, 'Rights and Values' (Catholic Lawyers Association Dinner,

Melbourne, 18 June 2OC4) (?:OCA) 129 Victoian Bar News 45, 47; Jvstice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional

furisprudence of the High CourL 1989-2004' (Ihe Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law,

Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004),13'

201 Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-20O1' (Ú," Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004), 12; Dan Meagher,

'Guided by Voices? Constitutional interpretation on the Gleeson Courl (2002) 7 Denkin Lnw Reaieut 267,271-3.

2v2 Chief Justice Murray Gleeson , The Rule of Law nnd the Constitution, Boyer Lectures 2000, 99 (references omitted).
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theory or ideological position.203 Justice McHugh in his Honour's decisioninMcGinty aWestern

Australiq'2j4 expressed a similar perspective. In that case his Honour stated that:

... it is not legitimate to construe the Constittttion by rcfcrcnce to political principles or

theories that are not anchored in the text of the Constittttion or are not necessary implications

lrom rts structure. I pointed out that the Engineers' Case had made it plain that the

Constittttion was not to be interpreted by using such theories to control or modify the

meaning of the Constittttion unless those theories could be deduced from the terms or

structure of the Constitution itself. It is the text and the implications to be drawn from the

text and structure that contain the meaning of the Constittttion.2}s

\Alhilst Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugh advocate a particular methodology of

interpretatior! their Honours' comments in Brownlee u The Queenzoe suggest that different

constitutional questions may require different approaches, in terms of the extent to which the

circumstances surrounding the framing of the Constitution will be relevant.207 Tlre variance in

this aspect of their Honours' approach may also imply that the methodology put forward by

Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugh is not confined by some wider fixed theoretical

position.

It would also seem that for Justice Callinan, a less theorised approach than that taken by Sir

Owen Dixon in constitutional cases is desirable. Justice Callinan, although indicating that he

did not wish to'denigrate the importance of constifutional principle, and the need for clarity in

its expression', zoa went on to say that:

203 See also Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, Foreword to Michael White and Aladin Rahemtula (eds), eueensland
ludges on the High Court Qffi3) vüi-ix; Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, 'Clarity or Faimess: which is more
important?' (1990) 12 Sydney Lml Reaieu) 305,309-10.

2u (1996)186CLR140.
2os McGinty a Western Australin (1996) 186 CLR 140,232 (McHugh l).
206 Brnonlee o The Queen (2OOO) 207 C'LR278.
207 Ibid,285 (Gleeson CJ, McHugh J).
208 |ustice Ian Callinan, 'Comment on Philip Ayres article: Dixon's View of the Privy Councif (2003) 24 Austrnlian Bnr

Reoieu) 78,21..
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As the most recent of the significant common law constitutional courts and courts of final

appeal, appointees to the High Court including Dixon, have often thought it necessary to

write at length, unfortunately, it must be conceded, on occasions at inordinate length, on

their understanding of the underlying philosophy of the Constitution. Constitutional courts

need to be wary of this. Not every constitutional case throws up some novel or important

question to be decided in such away as to produce a constitutional principle for all time and

for all purposes.2oe

In summary, it may be said that the comments made by Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice

McHugh about legalism suggest that the Court should generally follow previous decisions. The

legalistic approach that their Honours put forward supports the law making role of judges and

the need to accommodate social change.210 However, it is suggested by their Honours that

change in the law should be developed from existing doctrines. Their Honours' approach also

accepts that implications may be legitimately made provided they are based upon the text and

structure of the Constitution.2lL In these ideas similarities may be seen with the Dixonian

approach. Dixonian legalism, like the legalistic methodology put forward by the Gleeson

Courg acknowledges that judges may legitimately make the law in a manner that provides for

some degree of judicial choice, and allows for the drawing of implications from the text and

structure of the Constitution In these ways, both approaches diverge from what may be

regarded as a strict or confined version of legalism.2l2 Consistent with this perspective, Chief

Justice Gleeson has sought to distinguish his own approach from formal legalism, describing it

as legalism that is consistent with judicial law making.213

2w lbid.
2ro Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (fhe lnaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney,2ó November 20C4)13 (references omitted).

211 lbid,72; Dan Meagher,'Guided by Voices? Constitutional interpretation on the Gleeson Courf (2002)7 Deakin Law

Ret¡iew 261,27L-3.

212 See, for example the definition of a confined form of legalism provided in Tony Blackshield and George Williams,
Australian Constih.ttional Law €t Theory (3'a ed, 2OO2) 3

273 Chief fusticeMurrayGleeson,TheRuleof LawnndtheConstitution,Boyer Lectures (2OOO),1^29.
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Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugh have also suggested that legalism may serve the

wider purpose of providing legitimary to the judgments of the Court.214 However, their

Honours would seem to stop short of theorising, as Sir Owen Dixon did, about the basis of this

legitimacy. Chief Justice Gleeson s commcnts may be interpreted as suggesting that for his

Honour 'fidelity' to 'legal methodology' is sufficient to maintain judicial legitimacy.2ls The idea

that adherence to legalism can overcome the 'counter majoritarian difficulty' has been

criticised.2l6 For example, American scholar Mark Tushnet writes that,

Interpretative methods do not resolve the counter-majoritarian difficutty because none of the

methods impose a sufficientþ powerful constraint on the mere policy preferences of

interpreters.2lT

In contrast to the assertion that adherence to legalism will provide legitimacy, Sir Owen Dixon

provided a theoretical argument in support of his Honour's view that judicial decisions should

employ a legalistic methodology. Sir Owen Dixon, it will be recalled, argued that legalism was

based upon the existence or pre-supposition of a finite body of legal knowledge. For Sir Owen

Dixon this theoretical belief provided an external standard by which the validity of judicial

decisions could be assessed.218 Although, the Dixonian approach ultimately relies upon an

assumption, the recognition and articulation of this assumption, enables Dixon to consider

alternate views. It is difficult to identify a similar approach in the jurisprudence of most

members of the Gleeson Court.

The suggested absence of theoretical arguments from the jurisprudence of Chief Justice Gleeson

and Justice McHugh may be exemplified by considering the distinction that Chief Justice

Gleeson and Justice McHugh make between legal and non-legal values. For their Flonours

214 Chief Justice Murray Gleesor¡ 'Judicial Legitimacy' (2000) 12 ludicial Offcers' Bulletin 47, M. See also Haig
Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Courf (2001) 37 Austrnlian loumal of
Political Science 241., 242.

275 See Chief Justice Murray Gleesoru 'Judicial Legitimacy' (2000) 12 ludiciøl Offcers' Bulletin 41, M.
276 See Alexander M Bickel The Leøst Dangerous Branch; The Supreme Court at the Bnr of Politics (1962) 1G18.
277 Mark Tushnet 'The United States: Eclecticism in the Service of Pragmatism' in Jeffrey Goldsworthy (ed),

lnterpreting Constitutions: A Comparatiae Study (2006)7,51,. See also, Sanford H Kadislu'Judicial Review in the
High Court and the United States Supreme Court - Part If (1959) 2 Melbourne LJniaersity Law Reaiew 127.

218 Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dtxon, lesting Piløte (1965) 1,55-7.
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judicial legitimacy is based upon this distinction. Their Honours' position is that legal values

may be lawfully applied, whereas non-legal values are illegitimate considerations. Although

this distinction is clearly significant to the perspective advanced by Chief Justice Gleeson and

Justice McHugh, their Honours' jurisprudence does not outline any general principles to define

the nature of this distinctiory nor do their Honours' legal writings offer any fundamental

theoretical arguments to support the division of legal from non-legal values. It might be

thought that there was a need for some reasoning to be offered to support this distinction

particularly if it is kept in mind that the distinction made by their Honours has itself been the

subject of some significant realist criticisms.2le Some realist critics suggest that'legal' values

which are applied by judges are not wholly distinguishable from 'non-legal' values, which may

include the personal views of judicial officers, or incorporate what may be described as political

or policy considerations.22o Put simply it is argued that the general jurisprudence of the

Gleeson Court does not engage with realist criticisms of legalism'

Professor Zines' analysis of some of Chief Justice Gleeson's comments provides further support

for this suggestion. Chief Justice Gleeson, as it will be recalled, questioned rhetorically: 'who

would care to suggest an alternative to legalism?'zt In reference to the speech in which Chief

Justice Gleeson made these comments, Zines has said:

I find this speech pazzltng in view of the fact that other High Court judges and Chief

Justices did indeed'care to suggest an alternative' to strict and complete legalism. They did

not, in my view, regard themselves as throwing off 'the constraints of legal methodology'.

But they found that that methodology was not confined to strict and complete legalism.z2

27s See fustice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of Law' (1894 10 Haroard Law Reoieu) 45f Roscoe Pound, 'Call for a

Realist Jurisprudence' (931) M Haraard Lnw Reoiew 697; Ka¡l Llewellyn, The Comrnon Law Trndition (1960) 19; Karl

Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) 44 Høn¡ard Lnw Reaiao 1'?'',1242-
49, 7252^ Julius Stone, Social Dimensions of Laut and lustice (1966) 670-1'; Julius Stone, Legnl Systems and Lntnyers'

Rensonings (964) 281-5,3M-6,321-3;.julius Stone, The Prouince and Function of Lmn $9aQ ß7ff.
220 See, eg, justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of Law' (189n ß Haroard Ltuo Reaiew 457i Roscoe Pound, 'Call

for a Realist jurisprudence' (7931) 44 Haruard Løw Reoiero 697. See generally, MDA Freeman, Lloyd's lntroduction to

lurisprudence (7ttr ed, 2001) 810; Tony Blackshield, 'Realisrf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), The Oxford Cottryønion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 582'

221 Chief fustice Murray Gleeson, 'Judicial Legitimary' Q000) 12ludicial Officers' Bulletin 41, M.

222 Leslie Zines,'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutionallaw' (20O2) 5 Constitutionnl Law and Poliql

RnisroX,27.
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Chief Justice Gleeson s views reflect a contemporary but largely uncritical representation of

orthodox legalistic methodology. Professor Lane states without any apparent criticism, in

reference to Chief Justice Gleeson's Boyer lecfures, that'one can say that Gleeson advocates

"adherence to legal principle", promoting certainty in the law.'n3 Chief Justice Gleeson,

according to Lane, 'does not aspire to be a bold spirit in the law.'24 It is argued that there is a

marked contrast between Lane's portrayal of Chief Justice Gleeson, and the jurisprudence of Sir

Owen Dixon.

The jurisprudence of Sir Owen Dixon it will be recalled also sought to distinguish what judicial

decision makers could regard as legitimate considerations, from those matters that it was

against a legalistic approach to consider. However, in comparison to the non-theoretical

approach that appears to have the support of most members of the Gleeson Cour! theoretical

arguments were offered by Sir Owen Dixon to support the form of legalism that his Flonour

advocated.2zs The following discussion will return to consider again the theoretical nafure of Sir

Owen Dixon's legalism as some of the specific details of this theoretical approach highlight the

fundamental dissimilarity between Sir Owen Dixon's jurisprudence and that of the current

Gleeson Court. One key distinction that will be identified is the manner in which Sir Owen

Dixon's theoretical approach addresses realist arguments.

B Realism ønd the Response of Legølism: A Compørison of the Dixon and Gleeson
Approaches

The arguments offered by Sir Owen Dixon in support of his Honour's legalistic methodology,

unlike the jurisprudence of Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugtu engage with realist

223 P H Lane, 'Constitutional Law' (2001) 75 Austrnlian Law lournal 77, 80.
224 lbid.
225 Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Drxon, lesting Pilate (1965) 156. See also, Sir Owen

Dtxon, Address upon tlrc occnsion of first presiding ns Chief lustice nt Melboum¿ 6¡ /n May, 1952 in Sir Owen Dixon,
lesting Pilate (1965) 250-1.
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views. Although legalism is often 'juxtaposed to' and compared with realisrr:.'226 Sit Owen

Dixon's jurisprudence has been viewed as suggesting that'the supposed dichotomy between

legalism and realism is a false dichotomy'.27 In the following discussion, it will be argued that

it is the theoretical basis of Sir Owen Dixon's jurisprudence that enabled his Honour to engage

with the ideas presented by realists, rather than seeking only to defend legalism from realist

criticisms. It will be suggested that whilst Dixon acknowledges aspects of a realist perspective

he maintains that the form of legalism he advocates is the preferred judicial method. Before

turning to that analysis it should, howevet, be acknowledged, that other factors may have

impacted upon Sir Owen Dixon's perceptions of realism. For example, Sir Owen Dixon's views

on American realism should be seen in the context of his friendship with influential legal

figures that were connected with the American legal realist movement.228

In 1955 Sir Owen Dixon spoke at Yale University to 'the very heart of American legal

realism'.ze On that occasion in reference to the time at which he spoke Sir Owen Dixon said: 'It

is not an age in which men would respond to a system of fixed concepts, logical categories and

prescribed principles of reasoning/.23o fls went on to state thal 'Philosophy appears to have

forgone the search for reality and seldom speaks of the absolute. History concedes the validity

of a diversity of subjective interpretatior{.23l Perhaps in reference to the views of contemporary

realist legal scholars such as fulius Stone, Sir Owen Dixon commented in relation to the law

that:

The possession of fixed concepts is now seldom conceded to the law. Rather its principles

are held to be provisional; its categories, however convenient or comforting in forensic or

226 See Tony Blackshield, 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australia Q001) 582. See also Brian Galligan, 'Realistic "Realism" and the High

Courf s Political Role' (1989) L8 Federal Lnu¡ Re¡tiew 40, 43; Brian Galligan, Politics of the High Court, A Study of the

ludicial Branch of Gouernment in Australia (1987).

227 Tony Blackshield, 'Realisnf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion

to túe High Court of Austratia Q001) 584. See also, Michael Coper, 'Concern About Judicial Method' (2006) 30

Melbourne LJniaersi$ Law Reuiew 554,560. See further Karl Llewellyn, The Common Law Tradition (1960) 19'

228 Philip Ayres, Outen Dixon (200!1,a2; Tony Blackshield, 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), Thc Oxford Companion to the High Coutt of Australia (2001) 584'

22e Tony Blackshield, 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Conpanion

to tlæ High Court of Australia (2001) 5U.
2æ Sir Owen Dixon,'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (1965)154'

237 Ibid.
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judicial life, are viewed as unreal. They are accommodated a place, it is true, but only as

illusory guides formerly treated with undue respect.232

Sir Owen Dixon went on to state that 'Law is confined to the realm of ideas. It is conccrned

with human conduct but otherwise it has no relation to objective fact.'%3 Whilst acknowledging

realist thought in these ways, Sir Owen Dixon went on to argue, in relation to the courts,

'considered as an entire hierarchical system',2s¿ that:

Such courts do in fact proceed upon the assumption that the law provides a body of doctrine

which governs the decisions of a given case. It is taken for granted that the decision of the

court will be "correcf' or "incorrec(', "tigh( oÍ "wtong" as it conforms with ascertained

legal principles and applies them according to a standard of reasoning which is not personal

to the judges themselves. It is a tacit assumption. But it ir 6us¿1.23s

As Professor Michael Coper points out it is significant that, 'Sir Owen Dixon put the words

"cottec{', "incorrect", "righ{'and "wrong" in inverted commas.'236 Speaking at yale of the

manner in which this assumption operated in an Australian context, Sir Owen Dixon said:

With us in Australia appeals are argued at length in open court and written briefs are not

filed. The argument is dialectical and the judges engage in the discussion. At every point in

an argument the existence is assumed of a body of ascertained principles or doctrine which

both counsel and judges ought to know and there is a constant appeal to this body of

knowledge. In the course of an argument there is usually a resort to case law, for one

purpose or another. It may be for an illustration. It may be because there is a decided case

to which the court will ascribe an imperative authority, if the court has established by its

practice a distinction between persuasive and imperative authority. But for the most part it

is for the Purpose of persuasion; persuasion as to the true principle or doctrine or the true

Michael Coper,'Concern Aboutludicial Method' (2006) 30 Melboume lJnioersity Lnw Reoiew 554, 559.
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application of principle or doctrine to the whole or part of the legal complex which is under

discussion.tsT

As these quotes demonstrate, the issue with which Sir Owen Dixon was engaging when

speaking at Yale was the question of how the legalistic idea of legal truth could be regarded

given the realist critics of this very notion. In relation to these seemingly divergent ideas about

the nature of legal certainty, Sir Owen Dixon points out that legal methodology which aPPears

to imply some form of objective truth may be viewed as being based uPon an assumption.23s In

taking t}re theoreticøl position that the legalisfs notion of legal truth may be based upon an

assumptiory Sir Owen Dixon responds to the realist criticism of legal truth, without wholly

rejecting the realist position. As his Honour states:

... it is a safe generalization that courts proceed upon the basis that the conclusion of the

judge should not be subjective or personal to him but should be the consequence of his best

endeavour to apply an external standard. The standard is found in a body of positive

knowledge which he regards himself as having acquired, more or less imperfectly, no doubÇ

but still as having acquired. It is open to the realist, if he is so minded, to attack the validity

of such an assumption. But he cannot deny its existence. To do so is in fact unreal. It is

open to him to condemn it, if he chooses, as a concept of judicial survival, as a judicial

method which responds insufficiently or perhaps not at all to the actual or supposed

demands of an ever-changing social order. It still remains true that it is the way in which

the administration of justice proceeds. Nor can the truth be avoided that it has always been

so in the long history of Anglo-American law.ne

In expressing this view Sir Owen Dixon has engaged with realist arguments rather that sought

to ignore or wholly dismiss the realist perspective. Although Sir Owen Dixon expresses

237 Sir Owen Dixor¡'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Drxon, lesting Pilate (1965) 155-56.

z3B lbid,156.
23e lbid,157-58.
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outright criticisms of 'conscious judicial innovators', significantly, Dixon did not criticise realist

ideas in the same way.24o

Sir Owen Dixon considered the ideas prcscntcd by realists and provided a principled

theoretical argument in response. In so doing, he did not reject the validity of some realist

views.241 But at the same time his Flonour continued to advance the view that legal

methodology should be adhered to. That is the manner in which Sir Owen Dixon's remarks are

interpreted in this thesis. It should, however, be acknowledged that Dixorls remarks at Yale

have been interpreted as being more critical of the realist perspective than this interpretation

implies;z+z and Dixon s own comments on his speech are open to interpretation.243 Ultimately it

would seem that whether or not Sir Owen Dixon's legalism is to be preferred, and whether or

not realist criticisms of legalism are accepted, it may be suggested that the form of argument

that Dixon puts forward responds to realism, and argues that legalism is to be preferred, rather

than rejecting entirely the validity of the realist perspective. This approach demonstrates a

degree of intellectual integrity and depth of analysis in Sir Owen Dixon's jurisprudence.

It is informative to compare the interpretation put forward in this thesis of Sir Owen Dixon's

theoretical legalism, which is expressed most clearly by Dixon in his speech at Yale, with the

writings of Chief Justice Gleeson. The reason for this is that Dixon's views provide an

alternative to the unteserved equation of adherence to legal methodology with legitimacy,

which is put forward at least in the writings of Chief Justice Gleeson.2ø This is not to suggest

that the current legalism put forward by the Gleeson Court cannot be seen as the preferred

2rc It is interesting to note in this regard that, although Dixon's criticism of 'judicial innovators' and was said to have
been, to a degree, directed at Lord Denning Denning, has been said to have agreed with the views that Dixon
expressed at Yale: see Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2OOJ) 353 citing Dixon to Felix Frankfurter, 19 October 1956, ln
Corresponden ce 1955-1956, Owen Dixor¡ Personal Papers.

247 See also Tony Blackshield, 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford
Conpanion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 583-535.

242 Sir Daryl Dawson and Mark Nicholls, 'Sir Owen Dixon and Judicial Method' (1986) 15 Melbourne lJniaersity Law
Reaieu 543,552.

243 Si¡ Owen Dixon is reported to have said in relation to his speech at Yale that: '... I ventured some views on
current academical theories concerning judicial method and the damage done by judges acting upon them. As
the paper was read at a University which had given me apize politeness (or was it only cowardice?) led me to
say less than I meant & to express myself perhaps rather indirectly.': see Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) 253
citing Dixon to Lord Reid, 9 |anuary 1956, in Correspondence 1955-1956, Owen Dixon, Personal Papers. Ayres
indicates that Dixon was not entirely positive about Denning's agreement with the views expressed by Dixor¡
and records Dixon as having said of his speech at Yale thal 'I was to a certain extent aiming at Denning'.

244 Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, 'Judicial Legitimacy' (2000) 12ludicial Offcers' Bultetin 41,, M.
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method of interpretation. It is however agued that the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court,

considered as a whole, can be criticised on the basis that it provides little justification for why

the form of legalism put forward is to be preferred over other methods. In this way it appears

that legalism becomes something of an article of faith. Any justification for the legalistic

approach taken by members of the Gleeson Court, considered as a whole, would certainly

appear to be less theorised than that put forward by Sir Owen Dixon.

Vl Cor.rc¡-ustoN

The renewed emphasis placed on legalism by the Gleeson Court would seem to deny the

suggestion made by Brian Galligan in1987, that certain attitudes concerning legalism would

become outdated, for 'the next generation of lawyers who will probably take for granted

Senator Gareth Evans's view that the court be "pragmatic, purposive and openly policy-

oriented in its decision-making style."'24s It has however, been suggested in this Chapter that

the Gleeson Court has emphasised legalism.

It has been argued that the point of distinction between Dixonian legalism, and the form of

legalism put forward by Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice McHugtr, is that Sir Owen Dixon saw

the methodology that he advocated as being based upon the existence or Presupposition of a

corpus of legal knowledge. It is difficult to identify a similar theoretical belief in the form of

legalism that has the general support of most members of the Gleeson Court. Although Gleeson

CJ and McHugh J assert that legalism provides legitimacy to judicial decision-making, it is not

apparent that this idea is supported by any principled argument. In summary, it is argued that

although much of the methodology of the Dixonian form of legalism has been adopted by the

current Court-it is difficult to find any support from the Gleeson Court for the underlying

tLrcoretical arguments that Sir Owen Dixon put forward in support of that approach.

24s Brian Galligan, Politics of the High Court: a Study of the ludicinl Branch of Gouernment in Austrnlia, $98n 37
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There is a tendenry for contemporary legal writers to accord legalism a broad-brush definitiory

perhaps because legalism in many ways represents a shared mindset of legal thinkers. Put

simply, legalism at its broadest may be considered to be a label for the way in which many with

legal training generally tend to approach legal issues. Howcvcr, as the analysis in this Chapter

has demonstrated, there are various forms of legalism. As discussed, the view that the

application of a legalist approach will be sufficient to establish the legitimacy of any judicial

decision is not always accepted. As this Chapter has demonstrated, even Sir Owen Dixory who

is sometimes viewed as the Australian deity of legalism,zao did not place such an unequivocal

faith in legalism. In this Chapter it has been argued that although the tacit belief that adherence

to legalism will be sufficient to provide legitimary is a perspective that is often expressed,

including by a number of members of the Gleeson Courf this belief does not of itself provide a

justification for the adoption of a legalistic approach. This is significan! because legalism has

been the subject of considerable criticism by realist thinkers, as the following Chapter will

demonstrate.

246 See further, Allan C Hutchinson, 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in all the Wrong Places' (2003) Monash
Uniaersity Lnw Reaiew 85,89.
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I lr.¡rRoDucloN

Realism has been viewed as posing a challenge to many of the legalistic ideasl that were

considered in Chapter 2. This Chapter will consider the manner in which many realist ideas

can be identified in the movement by the High Court over which Sir Anthony Mason presided

away from legalism and the approach of the Dixon Court.2 In general, comparisons of the

approach of the Gleeson High Court with its predecessors, as Chapter 2 discussed, tend to

emphasise the manner in which the approach of the current High Court is similar to that of the

Dixon era.3 As such, the approach of the Gleeson Court is often seen as different from that of

See Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (7931) 44 Haruard Lnw Reaiell

1222. See generally M D A Freeman, Lloyd's lntroduction to luisprudenæ (7th ed, 2Cf7) 799f1; Margaret Davies,

Asking the Løw Question (2"d ed, 2002) M211; Tony Blackshield 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and

George Williams (eds), Tlrc oxford Companion to the High Coutt of Australia (2001) 582ff.

Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal LMt Reoiew 1, 5.

fustice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14

Public Løw Reoiew 234; Katherine Gelber, 'High Court Review 2003: The Centenary Yeal (2004) 29 Austtalian

loumøl of Political Science 331; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5

Constit¡tional Løw and Policy Reoiew 21; fustice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legnl

Method in Neut Zealnnd (2001) 22L¡ Haig Patapan,'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson

Courf (2002) 37 Australian lournal of Potiticnl Science 241,; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? - Constitutional

interpretation on the Gleeson Court' (2002) 7 Deakin Løw Reoieto 261; Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional

interþretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High

Couri of Australia (2001) 139; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to tlæ High Court of Austtalin (2001') 307.
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the Mason era.a Although these general comparisons have been made there has been little

detailed analysis of the potential relevance of realist ideas to the approach of the Gleeson Court.

In parÇ this may be because the Gleeson Court has not tended to address realist criticisms of

legalism, as was discussed in Chapter 2.

The analysis presented in this Chapter will seek to provide a detailed conceptual analysis of

realism and the approach of the Gleeson Court. This Chapter will commence by firstly

considering the general concept of realism. Second, the approach of the Mason era will be

examined. The third topic of discussion will concern realism and the approach of the Gleeson

Court. This final discussion will develop a detailed critical analysis that provides a particular

perspective on the comparison of the Mason and Gleeson Courts. This analysis will also place

the jurisprudence of these Courts within the wider theoretical framework of legal realism.

Before commencing this analysis, a number of points of clarification should be made. The first

matter which should be acknowledged is that realist thought is diverse. The difficulty wittr

conceptualising 'realism' may be especially apparent when it is considered that 'realisf

approaches are so broad that that even in the L920's and early 1930's when this mode of legal

thought was gaining prominence in the United States, realism was considered to represent not a

school but a movement.s The discussion presented in this Chapter will, however, show tJrat

realism represents a shared perspective with common central themes. Perhaps the most

obvious of these themes is scepticism of legal formalism.o Although realism may question the

precepts of legalism, the distinction between realism and legalism is overemphasised,T and at

times, 'superficial'.8 It is argued that the nafure of any distinction between 'legalism' and

'realism' will vary according to which form of these theories is being considered, and as the

a Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Evolving Role and function of the High Courf in Brain Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler
(eds)' The Australinn Feilernl ludicial System (2000) 95, 11.9; justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood
(ed), Legal Method in New Zealand (2001) 221,229.

s Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (7931) 44 Hnruard Law Reaiant 1..a,
1233-4.

6 tbid,1241..

7 Tony Blackshield, 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Conpnnion
to the High Court of Austrnlia (2007) 582.

s Brian Galligan, 'Realistic "Realism" and the High Courfs Political Role' (1989) 18 Federal Løw Rnieu) 40,41,.
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discussion of the jurisprudence of Sir Owen Dixon in Chapter 2 demonstrated these two

theoretical positions are not necessarily diametrically opposed.e

The discussion in this Chapter will focus upon the general position of the Mason CourÇ and the

jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Mason in particular.lo The case analysis presented in Part II of

this thesis will facilitate a more detailed focus upon the approach of individual judges. There is

however one important difference between members of the Mason Court, which will be

considered in Part I of this thesis. This difference centres upon the distinction between the

realist-based jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Masor¡ and the relevance of a natural law

perspective to the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey, which will be discussed in

Chapter 4. It should also be foreshadowed in this introduction that the analysis presented in

this Chapter and Chapter 4 will aim to show that, despite the difference in the approaches of

members of the Mason Court, the Mason Court considered as a whole influenced a significant

movement in Australian law away from a traditional legalistic approach.ll

e tbid.

10 As mentioned previously, the qualifications attaching to the use of the term'Mason Courfshould be noted: see

Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law nnd Policy

Reaiew A, 24. Str Gerard Brennan has noted that 'it is not a term which accurately describes the dynamics of a

Court constituted by justices of robust independence of mind, willing and able to give cogent expression to their
own views': Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A Tribute to Sir Anthony Mason' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final

lurisdiction: The Mason Court in Australia (1996) 10,10. See also, Sir Anthony Mason, 'A Reply' in Cheryl Saunders

(ed), Courts of Finat Jurisdiction: The Mason Court in Australin (1996) 113, 113; Iustice Michael McHugh 'The

Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in
Constitutional Law, Banco CourÇ Sydney, 26 Novembet 2O04)1"2'

11 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional lary' (2002) 5 Constihttional Lnw and Poliq¡

Reoieta 2']... The eight years during which Mason presided over the High Court have been described as, 'among

the most exciting and important in the Courts history': Michael Lavarch, 'The Court, the Parliament and the

Executive' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Finøl lurisdiction: The Mason Court in Austrnlia (L996) 15, 15. In
addition, the Mason Court has been viewed as'one of the most gifted and courageous High Courts is our history':

See Sir Maurice Byers, 'Vote of Thanks' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Finnl lurisdiction: The Mason Court in

Austrølia (1996) 108, 108.
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Amcrican lcgal realisml2 developed primarily through the work of a group of legal academics

mostly from Yale and Columbia.l3 This movement is often associated with the writings of

Roscoe Pound and Karl Llewellyn, although there is some divergence between Pound's

'sociological jurisprudence' and the work of later 'realists' such as Llewelly+ as the following

discussion will show.la Foundational, however, to the work of both these two scholars and to

the diversity of American legal realism that was to develop most significantly in the 1920s and

early 1930s was the work of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes.

The challenges that the legal realist movement makes to orthodox legalistic views are usually

consistent with the idea expressed by Holmes that the formalistic rules of legalism fail to

adequately account for the various influences on both the practice of law and judicial

determinations. In this way, the work of Justice Holmes may be seen as being closely aligned

with the anti-formalism movem"tr¡.rs Justice Holmes wrote that:

12 The other school of realist thought is the Scandinavian legal realism, which is associated with writers such as Axel
Hägerström and Karl Olivercrona: see Axel Hägerström, Inquiries into the Nnture of Law and Morals (C D Broad
trans, 1953); Karl Olivercrona, Law as Fnct (2"d ed,7971). See generally M D A Freeman, Lloyd's Introduction to
lurisprudence (7th ed, 2001) 855ff; Margaret Davies, Asking tlrc Lnzu Question (2.a ed, 2002) 142-143; Tony Blackshield
'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Conrpnnion to the High Court
of Australia (2001) 582.

13 See Laura Kalman , YnIe Lnw School and the Sixties: Reoolt and Reaerberntions (2005) 18-19. See generally, Morton J
Horwitz, TIæ Transþrmation of Anrcricnn Law 1,870-1960: The Crisis of Legal Orthodoxy (1992) 247-65.

1a See Roscoe Pound, 'Call for a Realist Jurisprudence' (1931) M Hnrcnrd Law Reuieta 697; Kar! Llewellyo 'Some
Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) M Haruard Lnw Rer¡iew 1222.

1s It should be noted that the'anti-formalism' of justice Oliver Wendell Holmes' jurisprudence has resulted in the
Holmes' work being viewed as foundational to both legal realism and to contemporary pragmatic thought. This
issue will be examined further in Chapter 5. It should be fo¡eshadowed that it will be argued in Chapter 5 that
although the origins of realism and pragmatism may be similar in some tespectt there are some significant
differences between these perspectives. In particular it will be suggested that the sociological focus of Australian
realism diverges from many contemporary legal pragmatic perspectives. It should also be acknowledged at this
point that the precise extent to which philosophical pragmatism influenced Justice Holmes may be debated: For
an analysis that emphasises the pragmatic nature of the jurisprudence of Justice Holmes see: Catherine Wells
Hantzis,'Legal Innovation within the Wider Intellectual Tradition: The Pragmatism of Oliver Wendell Holmes, J1
(1988) 82 Northwestern Uniaersity Law Reaieu) 54L; Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1939) 41
Stnnford Law Reoiew 787; tÞ.ß may be compared with: Patrick J Kelley, 'Was Holmes a Pragmatist? Reflections on a
New Twist to an Old Argument' (1990) 1,4 Soutlærn lllinois l,lnioersity Law lournal 427. See also the discussion of
this issue in MDA Freeman, Lloyil's Introduction to lurisprudence (7ù ed, 2001) 800, footnote 5; Paul L Gregg, 'The
Pragmatism of Mr justice Holmes", (1943) 31 The Georgetown Lnn loumnl 262,262.
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The felt necessities of the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, intuitions of public

policy, avowed or unconscious, even the prejudices which judges share with their fellow-

men, have had a good deal more to do than the syllogism in determining the rules by which

men should be governed. The law embodies the story of a nation's development through

many centuries, and it cannot be dealt with as if it contained only the axioms and corollaries

of a book of mathematics.ló

In this questioning of legal formalism, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes and many subsequent

realist writers, have suggested that legalism fails to adequately account for the role of judicial

choice.17 As Justice Holmes eloquently stated:

The language of judicial decision is mainly the language of logic. And the logical method

and form flatter that longing for certainty and for repose which is in every human mind.

But certainty generally is illusion, and repose is not the destiny of man. Behind the logical

forrn lies a judgment as to the relative worth and importance of competing legislative

grounds, often an inarticulate and unconscious judgment, it is true, and yet the very root

and nerve of the whole proceeding.ls

In this way Holmes expressed the challenge to the idea that judicial law-making may be

explained as the application of pre-existing and determinable legal rules, with this idea forming

a common theme for subsequent realist writers.le In addition, the issues expressed by Holmes

may be regarded as fundamental in widening the boundaries of legal debate in a manner which

allowed realists and other writers to explore other dimensions of judicial decision.2O

76 Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes The Conmon Law (7881)1.

77 See ]ustice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of Law' (1894 L0 Haronrd Law Reuiew 457; Roscoe Pound, 'Call for a

Realist furisprudence' (1931) M Hnrcard Law Reaie.o 697; Karl Llewellyn, The Comnrcn Law Tradition (1960) 19; Karl
Llewelly+ 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) 44 Haraard Løw Reaiero 1)T,7242-
43, 1252; Julius Stone, Social Dimensions of Law anil lustice (1966) 670-1,; julius Stone, Legal Systems nnd Lawyers'

Rensonings (1964)281-5,3M-6,32L-3;Iulius Stone, The Proaince and Function of Law (!946)ß7ff.
18 justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of the Law' (189n n Haraørd Law Reaiau 457, 465-46.

1s See for example, Roscoe Pound, 'Call for a Realist furisprudence' (1931) 44 Haroard Law Reoiew 697,707-8; Karl
Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (7931) 44 Haruard LMt Ra¡ieID 12",1237 .

20 See for example, Jerome Fran]ç Law and the Modem Mind (fust published, 1930, 6t' impressiorç 1949) . See also,

Karl Llewellyn, The Common Lmt: Tradition (1960), Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to
Dean Pound' (1%1) M Haronrd Law Rez¿ieu) l1'nr 1)'11-3. See generally M D A Freeman, Lloyd's Introduction to

Jurisprudence (7ú ed, 2OO7) 802-3. Realism has also been seen as foundational in some way to many later
movements in jurisprudence including critical legal studies, and feminist legal theory: see Margaret Davies,
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Roscoe Pound's 'sociological jurisprudence', which considered the social impact of law,

provides an example of the broadened debate about law facilitated by Holmes' anti-

formalism.2l Pound emphasised that law should be understood as having a specific purpose,

namely that of 'harmonizing and securing interests and upholding and furthcring the social

order.'2 It should however be noted that Pound is not regarded either generally,z or by later

'realists' such as Llewellyn, as forming part of the legal realist movement.24 Pound gave a

negative assessment of the extent to which realist writings viewed legal rules as being

uncertain.2s Pound was also particularly critical of the extent to which realists did not consider

the role of values in law, and the influence of values in empirical research.26

Llewellyn sought to defend the realist movement from these criticisms.2T For example, in

response to Pound, Llewellyn suggested that realist criticisms of formalism were not overstated

but reflected the view that 'there is less possibility of accurate prediction of what courts will do

than the traditional rules would lead us to suppose.'28 In addition, in reply to Pound, Llewellyn

outlined the manner in which empirical research could be informative.2e Llewellyn also sought

to establish that realists did consider the role of values in law, however for Llewellyn it was

important to seek to divide the issue of what the law'is' from any discussion of what the law

'oughf to be.30 Llewellyn also argued that the analysis of what the law 'is' was the first

question of significance for realist writings.3r \¡Vhilst there are points of divergence between the

approaches of Llewellyn and Pound, both approaches are consistenÇ in some way, with the

Asking the Law Question (2no ed, 2002) 146,150. See also, Morton J Horwitz, The Transþmtation of American Law
1870-1960: The Crisis of Legal Orthodoxy (1992) 269-72.

21 See Roscoe Pound, 'Call for a Realist Jurisprudence' (1931) M Hnroard Law Reoieto 697, 7O3.

22 Ibid,709.
23 See M D A Freeman, Lloyd's Introduction to lurisprudence (7h ed, 2001) 672-78; Margaret Davies, Asking tlæ Law

Question (2.d ed, 2OO2)145.

24 See Karl Llewelly+ 'Se¡ns Rsalism u6oul ¡{galism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) M Hnranrd Løw Reuiew
1.)11.

2s See Roscoe Pound, 'Call for a Realist Jurisprudence' (1931) M Hnrcard Law Reoiew 697, 699.
26 See ibid, 697-8,7OO-7.

27 Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1937\ 44 Haroard Law Reoiew 7Dc.
28 tbid,7241 .

2e tbid,7242rf.
30 tbid,1255.
31 tbid,7255.
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emphasis that Holmes had much earlier sought to place upon the practical and pragmatic issue

of 'what the courts will do in lact.'32

Although there was debate on a number of issues between Pound and Llewellyn, another

similarity may be identified in the emphasis that Pound and Llewellyn placed upon the social

purpose of 1aw.33 For Llewellyn, the realist movement was not concerned to represent law as an

isolated entity but rather sought to understand'law and its place in society'.s By emphasising

the practical, and arguing that all judicial decisions need to be understood in the context of the

particular factual controversy, the writings of Llewellyn brought to the fore the social context of

law. In this way, the idea of objective legal rules was challenged.as In developing these realist

ideas, Llewellyn distinguished between two forms of judicial decision-making, which he

termed 'Grand-Style' and'Formal-Style'.36 'Grand-Style' as Llewellyn defined it was based on

reason; it called for an explicit examination of poliry considerations, and did not require the

automatic following of precedents.3T In contras! 'Formal-Style' was seen by Llewellyn to reflect

the notion that cases were to be decided by the following of precedents and the rules of law,

with issues of policy being for the legislature.38 Although Llewellyn counterpoised these two

styles, he recognised that most judicial decision making could be characterised as representing,

not one or the other, but varying degrees of each approach.3e

It may be suggested that the scope of legal realism in Australian jurisprudence is relatively

narrow in comparison to the range of thought associated with the realist movement in the

United States. The narrower purview of Australian realism may in part be a result of the

origins of this perspective in Australian jurisprudence. The perception of law as a practical and

social construc! which is broadly consistent with the writings of both Pound and Llewelly+

32 Justice Oliver Wendell Hol¡ne+ 'The Path of Law' $89n rc Haruard Law ReoieØ 457 , 46L.

33 Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) 44 Hart¡ntd Law Repiao 1c)2,

123,6.

34 Lbid,1234.

3s tbid,1255.
36 Karl Llewellyn, TIrc Common Lmt Tradition (1960) 3545.

37 lbid.
38 lbid.
3e lbid.
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gained currency in Australian jurisprudence through the writing and teaching of Professor

Julius Stone, a student of Pound.¿o As Tony Blackshield has written:

In the 1940s' Australian law schools encountered American influence through the teachings

of George Paton in Melbourne and |ulius Stone in Sydney. Both were influenced by Pound.

Stone had worked with lJound at Harvard (1937-7936) and had personal links with many of

the notable realists, including Frank and Llewellyn.al

Legal realism has been seen to be influential in Australian constitutional law primarily through

Professor Stone's work The Proaince and Function of Law+z and his teaching has been viewed as

directly impacting upon a generation of Australian lawyers and changing the method of

instruction in Australian law schools.a3 In particular, Professor Stone's teaching has been

viewed as being 'deeply influential' upon the 'future High Court Justices who studied at

Sydney-including Mason, Jacobs, Murphy, Deane, and Kirby.'aa Other High Court judges to

have studied at Sydney University include Chief fustice Gleesonas and Justices Gaudron and

Gummow, with both Gaudron and Gummow fJ being students of Sir Anthony Mason.aó Justice

Kirby has noted that:

40 Michael Kirby 'Law as 'Ministeting to justice' in A R Blackshield (ed), Legal Change: Esstl¡s in Honour of lulius
Stone (1983) 201. See also john Williams, 'The Australian Constitution and the Challenge of Theory' in Charles
Sampford and Tom Round (eds), Beyond the Republic: Meeting the Global Clnllenges to Constitutionalism (2001) 128.
See further, Julius Stone, Tlte Prooince nnd Function of Law (1946) 355ff .

¿t Tony Blackshield, 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), Tlre Oxford Companion
to the High Court of Australin (2001) 583.

42 Julius Stone, The Prouince and Function of Lnw: Lnw as Logic lustice and Socinl Control A Shldy in lurisprudence (1946).
43 Michael Kirby 'Law as 'Ministering to Justice"' in A R Blackshield (ed), Legnl Clnnge: Essays in Honour of lulius

Stone (\983) 201. See also, R J L Hawke, 'Julius Stone - Humanist, |urist and Internationalist Inaugural ]ulius and
Reca Stone Memorial Lecturd (1986) 9 Unioersity of New South Wales Law lournal l.; Gordon Samuels, 'Julius Stone'
(1986) 9 Uniaersity of New South Wales Law loumal L, 9; Sir Zelman Cowen, Foreword, Blackshield AR (ed) tegnl
Change: Essays in Honour of lulius Stone (1983) vü; Don Hardin, 'Professor ]ulius Stone - In Tribute to Fifty Years
of Teaching and Research' in AR Blackshield (ed) Legal Chnnge: Essays in Honour of lulius Stone (1983) xi. See also,
for example, Michael Coper, 'Interpreting the Constitution: A Handbook for |udges and Commentators' in AR
Blackshield (ed) Legal Change: Essalls in Honour of lulius Stone (7983) 52. See further, Justice K S lacobs, 'Comment:
The Successor Books to "The Province and Function oÍLaw"' (1964 5 Sydney Law Reoiew 425.

4 Tony Blackshield 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion
to the High Court of Australia QOOI) 583.

45 Bret Walker, 'Gleeson, (Anthony) Murray' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The
Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australiø (2001) 305, 305.

46 Henrik Kalowski, 'Gaudron, Mary Genevieve' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),
The Oxford Cottrpanion to the High Court of Australia (2001) 293, 293; Justice John Lehane, 'Gummow, William
Montague Charles' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Contpanion to the
High Court of Australin (2007)314,31,4.
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Through Stone, Pound's practical and realistic approach to jurisprudence, entirely

compatible with the spirit of English common law, found acceptance amongst young

lawyers of Australia and New Zealand in the 1940's, 1950's, 1960's and beyond. Those

young lawyers came in time to positions of influence in the law and its institutions in the

antipodes. It is only now that the impact of Stone's jurisprudential teachings upon lawyers

of Australia is coming to full flower.aT

Professor Stone dismissed the idea that judicial decisions could be derived from a determinable

body of law.a8 Like Pound and Llewellyn, Stone also emphasised the sociological dimension of

the law.ae It may be that the influence of these origins on realism in Australia, gives realism in

Australian legal writings a sociologicøl jurisprudential perspective. Arguably the most

influential aspect of the jurisprudence of Julius Stone is the detailed analysis that Stone's work

provides of a realist approach to judicial decision making. Stone's view of the judicial role

represents a significant and fundamental change from the manner in which this concept is

presented by legalism.

Judicial decisions, for Julius Stone, did not just reflect the application of legal rules; rather Stone

viewed all judging as a creative role in which judicial officers had a responsibility to balance

competing interests and to take into account any relevant policy considerations.sO Implicit

within this complex function, Stone acknowledged there was, what he termed, 'leeways for

judicial choice'.s1 Stone emphasised the role that this judicial choice could play, and provided a

detailed analysis of the manner in which all judicial decisions could be viewed as being

influenced by an indeterminate body of legal knowledge. This body of legal knowledge for

Stone included 'categories of illusory teference'.S2 As Stone writes:

47 Michael Kirby, 'Law Reform as 'Ministering to justice' in Blackshield AR (ed) Legal Change: Essøys in Honour of

luliusStone (L983)201. Seealso,GarrySturgessandPhilipChubb, ludgtngtlrcWorld (1988), 13-15.

ß Julius Stone, The Prouince nnd Function of Lnw (1946) 355ff. Tony Blackshield, 'Realisrn in Tony Blackshield,

Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Conrpanion to the High Court of Australia (2001.) 582 583.

4s See also, Edward McWhinney, 'Julius Stone and the Sociological Approach to lnternational Law' (1986) 9

Unioersity of Nau South Wales 14; Martin Krygiea 'Julius Stone: Leeways of Choice, Legal Tradition and the

Declaratory Theory of Law' (1986)9 Uniaersity of Neut SouthWales26.

s0 Julius Stone, The Proaince nnd Function of Law (1946) 19211.

sr Julius Stone, Legal System and Lmuyers' Reasonings (19Ø)ZM.
s2 lbid. See generally Tony Blackshield 'Realism' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),

The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Austrnlin (2001) 583.
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\Atrhen leeways for judicial choice exist ... decisions within the leeways are, objectively

speaking, creative of law. They may or may not be creative also in the subjective sense that

judges are aware of the leeways, ancl aware that by the decision, rules merely potentiølty law

become actuøIly so. When there is no such awareness judges are creating rules, without

recognising responsibility for what is created, often believing that they have but decided

^--^,-l:,- I - -1 -4LLUr(rurË LU Pre-cxrliLlrl8, re8ar PruPusruulrs. rf, r5 a qeeP Irrearung oI rne regar categorles of

illusory reference that they protect this belief into and after the climax of decision; and the

long dominant theory that judges always merely "discover" the law perhaps generalised

and legitimated this fact of objectioe creation subjectiaely unrecognised. The creativeness

remains nonetheless evident from the remarkable growth of the common law under judicial

cultivation.53

The indeterminate body of legal knowledge was seen by Stone as having a social purpose of

seeking to reconcile the interests that individuals have both in their relations with each other

and as individuals existing in a relationship with the State.sa This idea that law has as a specific

purpose, the balancing of the interests of individuals with those of the State, has significant

implications for constitutional law. It will be argued later in this Chapter that this view of the

function of law is reflected in the approach of the Mason Court.

In summary, it may be said that although legalism was a central target of realists, the criticism

made by realists of legalism may be overemphasised.Ss The realist movement generally did not

deny the normative character of legal rules but rather sought to emphasise that these legal rules

do not provide a complete account of the legal process and judicial decision-making.sc The

important contribution of 'sociological jurisprudence' and realist writings was to widen the

s3 Julius Stone, Legnl System and Lawyers' Rensonings $964) 304 (emphasis in original). See generally, Martin Krygier,
'Julius Stone: Leeways of Choice, Legal Tradition and the Declaratory Theory of Law' (1986) 9 Llnioersity of New
Sottth Wales Law loumal 26, 28-30; Michael Coper, 'Interpreting the Constitution: A Handbook for judges and
Commentators' in Blackshield AR (ed) Legal Chnnge: Essays in Honour of lulius Stone (1983) 52.

s4 See Julius Stone, Social Dimensions of Law and lustice (1966) 1Ø1|199. See also Roscoe Pound, 'A Survey of Social
Interests' (1943) 57 Harcard Lcrw Reaieu 1,1-4.

ss M D A Freeman, Lloyd's lntroduction to lurisprudence (7tt' ed, 2001) 800, 814; Tony Blackshield 'Realism' in Tony
Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), TIæ Oxford Cortpanion to the High Court of Australia (2007)
582.

s6 See Karl Llewellyo 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) M Haruard Law Reaiew
1222 1241,; See also Roscoe Pound, 'Call for a Realist Jurisprudence' (1931) 44 Haruard Lmu Reoiew 697, 699, 707-8;
M D A Freemary Lloyd's Introduction to lurisprudence (7tt' ed, 2001) 810. See further, justice K S Jacobs, 'Comment:
The Successor Books to "The Province and Function ofLaw"' (1964 5 Sydney Lmo Reoiew 425.
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debate about the nature of law and in doing so establish that law must be understood in a

social, cultural and political context.sT In this way the realist movement increasingly perceived

law not as an objective set of rules, but as a 'means to social ends.'s8 Again a possible genesis

for this debate may be found in the writings of Holmes. Writing at a time when law was widely

viewed as being formulistic, Holmes suggested that a consideration of the social advantage that

any legal principle produced, would lead to a greater uncertainly about the categorical nature

of the legal principle.so The significance of the work of Holmes, Pound, Llewellyn and Stone,

that this Chapter seeks to emphasise, is that these writers not only sought to explain judicial

decision making in a manner which emphasised the policy and factual component of law, but

that the work of each of these scholars offers a theoretical position which reconceptunlizes law as

something whichhas a social purpose.60 As Freedman writes:

Pound identified the task of the lawyer as 'social engineer', formulated a programme of

action, [and] attempted to gear individual and social needs to the values of Western

democratic society. The early Realist writings convey similar orientation. Pound, and

Holmes too, was a 'generaliser', a purveyor of 'grand theory': he provides the theoretical

context for an understanding of law in society.6l

The influence of realism on the jurisprudence of the Mason Court, which is analysed below, is

often regarded as resulting in an unmooring of the legalistic concept of a finite body of legal

rules which may be applied by judges. Even the Dixonian concept of legal certainty, which, as

Chapter 2 discussed was based upon the assumption of a corpus of legal knowledge, was

challenged by the approach of the Mason Court. These points will be emphasised in the

57 See further, Margaret Davies, Asking the Law Question (2'a ed, 2002) L42,1'48.

s8 Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (7931\ 44 Haraatd Lnw Reoiecu \222
1236. See also Benjamin N Cardozo, who wrote that: 'The final cause of law is the welfare of society...I mean that

when they are called upon to say how far existing rules are to be extended or restricted, they must let the welfare

of society fix the path, its direction and its distance': see Benjamin N Cardozo, The Nature of the ludicial Process

(1e27\e7.
se Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of Law' (189n ß Haruatd Lazu Reoisw 457,468.

60 See for example, Julius Stone, Socinl Dimensions of Law nrul Justice (1966) 1øf1,199; Roscoe Pound, 'A Survey of

Social Interests' (1943) 57 Haroard Lnw Reaietn 1, L-4; Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of Lavl (1897) 10

Haruard Law Reuiew 457,468.

61 M D A Freeman, Lloyd's lntroduction to lurisprudence (7th ed, 2001) 678-79. See also Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and

Legal Pragmatism'(19S9) 4L Stanford Lnw Ret¡iew 787. Thts may be contrasted to a degree with Llewellyn's
preference for 'narrow and real-world categories': see Karl LlewellyrL 'Some Realism about Realism -
Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) 44 Hnruard Law Reoiao 12?t; Thomas Grey, 'Holnes and Legal Pragmatisrl
(1989) 41 Stnnford Law Reaiew 787 , 8'25, foohrote 176.
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following discussion and it will be suggested that the purposive interpretative approach of the

Mason Court exhibited a methodology that moved beyond the confines of an orthodox legalistic

interpretation. It may, however, be argued that realism may have had a more significant effect

on the jurisprudence of the Mason Court than mcrcly cxtcnding legal discussion to include

social and political arguments. More specifically, the case analysis presented in Chapter 8 of

this thesis will suggest that the approach of the High Court in a number of judgments from the

Mason era concerning judicial power reflect the idea put forward by Julius Stone that law has as

a specific purpose the balancing of the interests of individuals, and the social interests of the

State of which the individual is a paft.62

The following analysis provides an important background to the discussion of the realists' idea

of law as the balancing of social interests. In particular, the following discussion will consider

the initial demise of legalism and the contextual influences upon this movement in Australian

jurisprudence. It will then be argued, later in this Chapter, that the realist perception of law as

having a social and political purpose broadened debate about the influences on judicial

decision-making in a manner that is identifiable in the general approach and jurisprudence of

the High Court of the Mason era.

Ill Tue 'DErrllse oF LEGALIsM' AND THE MAsoN Ene

The 'demise of legalism'63 in Australian constitutional law is often seen to have commenced

with the appointnent to the High Court of Justice Lionel Murphy in1975.6a As Professor Zines

notes, Justice Murphy's appointrnent put an end to Sir Owen Dixon's view that the High Court

had produced no deliberate innovator bent on express change of acknowledged doctrine.os

62 See Julius Stone, Socløl Dimensions of Lau and lustice (1966) 764f[199. See also Roscoe Pound, 'A Survey of Social
Interests' (1943) 57 Haruard Lnw Reaiau L,'L-4.

0¡ Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitubional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law and Poliql
Reoiew2l,23-24.

64 lbid,23.
es Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutionat Lntu and. Policy

Reaiew 2L,23; Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dtxon, lesting Pilate (1965) 154. See
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Flowever, whilst the influence of Murphy J cannot be overlooked, Murphy I although his

Flonour served with Mason J, was not a member of the High Court under the leadership of

Chief Justice Mason.66 The following analysis will begin by considering briefly the debate

concerning the influence of Justice Murphy in the movement of the High Court away from

legalism. The focus of the discussion will then turn to consider matters that have been

identified as being central to the movement by Sir Anthony Mason away from a legalistic

approach.

A Justice Murphy, Sociøl ønd Politícøl Values

Justice Murphy often had regard to broad social and political values, with the 'nahrre of our

society' as a free and democratic state being the basis upon which he drew implications from

the Constitution.6T However, Justice Murphy did not appear to exert a great influence on his

contemporaries whilst his Honour sat on the High Courg with Murphy J's judicial opinions

most often representing a dissenting view.68 The exact extent of Justice Murphy's influence

further, Paul Bickovski 'No Deliberate Innovators: Mr Justice Murphy and the Australian Constitution' $9m I
Federal Lmu Reaiæu 460.

66 See generally Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Austrnlian Constihttional Law €t Theory (3'a ed, 2002) 551.

67 McGrøw-Hinds (Aust.) Pty Ltd o Smith (1979) 1.44 CLR 633, 670 (Murphy ). See also Miller o TCN Clnnnel Nine Pty

Ltd (1986) 161 CLR 556,58'1,-2 (Murphy j). Justice Murphy suggested in numerous cases that the Constitution
supported a number of freedoms. In a series of decisions, including McGraw-Hinds (Aust.) Pty Ltd a Smith, Justice
Murphy referred to the right of persons to move freely across or within State borders: see Buck a Baaone (1976) 1,35

CLR 110, 137; AnsettTrnnsport lnilustries (Operations) Pty Ltda Conmonzuealth (1974139 CLR 54,88; McGrøw-Hinds

(Aust) Pty Ltd a Smith (1979) 1.M CLR 633, 670; and Miller a TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd (1986) 161 CLR 556, 582. ln
Ansett Transport Industies (Operations) Pty Ltd a Conmonu;enlth, }ustice Murphy held that the proper operation of

the system of representative govemment required freedom of movemen! speech and other communications. In
R a Director-General of SocialWelfare (Vic); Ex parte Henry Justice Murphy held that'[i]t would not be permissible

for the Parliament of Australia or for any of the States to create or authorize slavery or serfdom': see R o Directot-

General of Social Welfare (Vic); Ex parte Henry $975) 133 CLR 369, 388 (Murphy D; see also Genernl Practitioners

Society a Conmonwealtlt (1980) 145 CLR 532 565 (Murphy f). ln Sillery a The Queen, Murphy I held that there was a

presumption against interpreting legislation to impose 'cruel and unusual punishment', and it followed that

Commonwealth legislation should not be construed as irnposing a mandatory sentence of life imprisonment
regardless of mitigating circumstances: see Sillery a The Queen (1981) 180 CLR 353, 362. Murphy J also expressed

thè view that , '[i]t may be that an implication should be drawn from its terms that the Parliamenls legislative

powers do not extend to authorizing arbitrary discrimination between the sexes.': see Ansett Trønsport Industries
(Operations) P1t Ltd a Wnrdley (1980) '1.42 CLR 237, 267 . See generally, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds)

lustice Lionel Murphy Influential or merely prescient? (1Ð7); Jean and Richard Ely (eds), Lionel Mutphy: The Rule of

Law (1986)¡Jocelynne A Scutt (ed), Lionel Murphy: A Radicnl ludge (1987);jenny Hocking, Lionel Murphy: A Political

Biography (1997).

68 A R Blackshield, David Brown, Michael Coper and Richard Krever (eds), The ludgnents of lustice Lionel Murplry
(1986) xviü-xix; Justice Michael Kirby, 'Lionel Murphy and the power of ideas' (1993) 18 Altematiae Law lournnl
253; Haig Patapan, 'Politics of Interpretation' (2000) 22 Sydney Law ReaieID 247,258. See also George Williams,
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upon the High Court has been the subject of extremely divergent perspectives.oe For example,

Justice Kirby has praised the contribution made by Justice Murphy, and expressed in 1993 the

view that'the powerful ideas of this remarkable man are having their continuing, and ever

growing, effect on the Australian legal and judicial systcm.'7o Justice Kirby has also written of

Murphy J that,'[h]e saw the way in whictu with fresh eyes, the Constitution could be adapted

and could live as the guardian of basic rights and the protector of a democratic society.'71 This

opinion may be contrasted with the view of Murphy J expressed by Professor George

Winterton, who writes that,

Influence is difficult to prove, especially since it can operate indirectly through the medium

of other judges and lawyers, such as Justice Kirby himself. The High Court which adopted

views analogous to Murphy's was constituted differently from that of Murphy's Lime,

although the principal catalysts - Sir Anthony Mason and Sir William Deane - did serve

with Murphy, the former throughout Murphy's term. One can only speculate regarding

Murphy's influence on Deane. But Mason s adoption of positions earlier rejected when

Murphy espoused them might suggest the opposite of Justice Kirby's explanation, namely

that the identity of their propounder hindered serious consideration of Murphf'sviews.zz

Yet another view is presented by George Williams, who, whilst acknowledging that Justice

Murphy's 'impact is better measured by shifts in judicial method and the greater willingness of

today's judges to apply community values in making law' ,72 has also written thaÇ '[a] decade

after his deatlu Murphy's decisions on democracy and rights remain isolated from the

mainstream of constitutional interpretation.'7a George Williams also puts forward a more

'Lionel Murphy and Democracy and Rights' in Michael Coper and George Williams (eds) lustice Lionel Murphy
InÍluential or merely prescient? (1977) 50-64

re Justice Michael Kirby,'Lionel Murphy and the power of ideas' (1993) 18 Alternntiae Lntn loumnl253,258.
70 Ibid.

71 lbid. Cf. George Winte¡torl 'Murphy: A Maverick Reconsidered' $99n 2O(1) Uniaersity of Nnu South Wales Lml
loumnl 204, 207. See also George Williams, 'Lionel Murphy and Democrary and Rights' in lustice Lionel Murphy;
Influential or nerely prescient? Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), 50-64; and Michael Coper 'Commentary'
in lustice Lionel Murphy; Influential or merely prescienf ? Michael Coper and George Williams (eds) 64-70.

72 George Winterton, 'Murphy: A Maverick Reconsidered' (\994 20(1) IJniuersil¡ of Nao South Wales Lnw lournal 204,
207.

73 George Williams, 'Lionel Murphy and Democracy and Rights' in Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),
lustice Lionel Murphy; Influential or merely prescient? 50,63.

74 lbid, 62. Williams also argues: 'The recognition of popular sovereignty today owes more to the passing of the
Australia Acf and to the writings of Lindell than to the judgments of Murphy': see George Williams, 'Lionel
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debatable point stating that '[i]t could be said that Murphy enabled the significant

achievements of a more influential judge, Justice Deane.'75

Subsequent legal developments, which coincide with |ustice Murphy's earlier views, are not

always necessarily expressed as following from his Honour's decisions.T6 In part as a

consequence of this, categorical statements concerning Justice Murphy's influence may not be

accurate, and the position taken in this thesis is that Justice Murphy's long-term influence on

Australian constifutional law has been, and will remain, a matter of interpretation. However,

whatever view is taken of Murphy J's influenc¿ upon Australian jurisprudence, it should be

acknowledged that at least some of Justice Murphy's ideas have now gained wider

acceptance.TT Most notably his Flonour's view that the Australian system of representative

government protected the freedom of speech is, in part consistent with the freedom of political

communication which has been endorsed by a unanimous High Court.78 WhilstJustice Murphy

may have been the instigator of the challenge to the orthodox legalistic method,Te as the

following analysis will show, the work of Sir Anthony Mason was instrumental in the

development of this challenge, and more significant in terms of putting forward an alternative

approach that would command greater acceptance amongst other Justices.s0

Murphy and Democracy and Rights' in Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), lustice Lionel Murphy;
Influentinl or nerely prescient? 50,5'I,..

75 George Williams, 'Lionel Murphy and Democrary and Rights' in Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),

lustice Lionel Murpfu; Influentinl or merely prescient? 50,64. [n response to this latter point it may be suggested that
the theoretical basis of the reasoning put forward Justice Deane, and the nature of the principles that Deane J

articulates distinguishes the approach of Justice Deane from the methodology that ]ustice Murphy to such a

degree that it may suggested that the extent to which justice Murphy effected the approach taken by Deane j,
may, at times, be overstated. Put simply, it may be suggested that the broad theoretical position provided by
natural law theories are more readily identifiable in the jurisprudence of justice Deane than in the shorter
expression of particular, usually democratic values found in the judgments of Justice Murphy.

76 See Justice Michael Kirby, 'Lionel Murphy and the power of ideas' (1993) 18 Alternatiae Lnw loumal253.
77 lbid. Cf. George Winterton, 'Murphy: A Maverick Reconsidered' (199n 2O(1) Uniaersity of New Sortth Wales Lrw

lournal 204,207. See also George Williams, 'Lionel Murphy and Democrary and Rights' in lustice Lionel Murplry;
Influential or merely prescient? Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), 50-64 and Michael Coper'Commentart'
tn lustice Lionel Murplry; Influentinl or merely prescient? Michael Coper and George Williams (eds) 64-70.

78 fustice Michael Kirby,'Lionel Murphy and the power of ideas' (1993) 18 Alternatit¡e Law lournal253.
7e lbid. Ci. George Winterton, 'Murphy: A Maverick Reconsidered' (199n 2O(1) Uniaersity of New Sortth Wales Løw

Journal2M,207.
80 For an empirical analysis see Russell Smytb "'Some Are More Equal than Others" - An Empirical lnvestigation

into the Voting Behaviour of tJre Mason Courf, (1999) 6 Canbena Law Ret¡ian 793,207. See generally ]ustice
Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional |urisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir Anthony
Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2C[.4), 2. Professor Zines has also
commented on the manner in which other members of the High Court generally accepted Sir Anthony Mason's
approach: see Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rheto¡ic in constitutional law' Q002) 5 Constitutional
Lmn and Policy Reoiew 2'J., ?3.
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B The Evolving Jurísprudence of SirAnthony Møson

Sir Anthony Mason was a member of the High Court from -1972 unttl-1995. Although a

legalistic approach may be identified in many of Sir Anthony Mason's early judgments,sl it has

been said that'when he left the CourÇ he had been a party to more judgments making more

dramatic changes in the common law than any judge in the history of Australia'.82 This

movement in the jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Mason is particularly apparent in High Court

decisions given following Mason's appointrnent as Chief Justice in 1986.83 As Justice McHugtu

speaking extra-judicially has said: 'No one reading the Commonwealtfr Law Reports for the

period 1972 to 1995 could miss the change in Sir Anthony/s approach to judging'.s+ So apparent

is this change in approach that his Honour's opinions are often iclentified with'what has been

called Mason I and Mason II as a judge',8s a description that seems to imply two separate

personas. In order to gain a contextual understanding of such a dramatic change it is important

to consider the matters that have been viewed as influential in bringing about this change.

I Socíal and Political Change ín Australian Society

Justice McHugh has suggested extra-judicially that the 'true explanatiorl for the change in Sir

Anthony Mason's approach may be 'the political, economic and societal changes that

commenced in the L980s.'86 More specifically, Justice McHugh has stated that Sir Anthony

Masory 'regarded Australia's evolving status as an independent nation as inevitably requiring a

81 See for example, Stnte Got¡emnrcnt lnsurnnce Commission a Trigwell (1979) 142 CLR 617, 633. See also Justice
Michael Kirby, 'Sir Anthony Mason Lecture 1996: A F Mason Fron Trigwell to Teoh. (1996) 20 Melboume lJniuersity
Law Ret;iew1087.

82 justice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 2004),1,2.

83 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional lar¡/ (2002) 5 Constitutionnl Law ancl Policy
Reaiew2'1..

u See Justice Michael McHugh'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1.989-2004' (Ihe Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco CourÇ Sydney,26 November 2004),1,.

8s lbid.
86 justice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional furisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004), 2. See generally,
Cheryl Saunders, 'The Mason Court in Contexf in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final lurisdiction: The Mason
Court in Austrnlia (1996) 1,2-3.
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change in the approach of the High Court Justices to judging.'sz These factors may, as Sir

Gerard Brennan points out, have influenced a number of Sir Anthony Mason's judgments, such

as Victoria a Commonwealth and Hayden,88 Koowafta a Bjelke-Petersen,se Commonwealth a

Tasmania,eo and Daais a Commonwealth,n which'reveal a vision of Australia as an independent

nation fully equipped to take its place as a member of the international community.'ez

Although such a view may have underscored a number of Chief Justice Mason's judicial

decisions, it may be argued that the significance of the changing status of Australia as an

independent nation may nof of itsell account for the change in the approach to the judicial role

taken by 'Mason II as a judge'.r: Changes in Australian society may have contributed to the

development of the High Courfs jurisprudence away from legalism, however, it is argued that

the influence of these clevelopments is at times overly emphasised.ea Legalism may account for

this emphasis. A reason for this being, that the changes in Australia's legal status were laregly

brought about by legislatiae change. On an orthodox legalistic approacþ legislatiae change,

rather than factors external to the legal system, c¿ìn more readily justify a change in judicial

approach. However, as the following discussion will show, a number of other factors are also

likely to have contributed to the change in judicial methodology of the High Court.

2 Overseas Developments: Legøl Change in Common Løw Jurísdíctions

Despite the tendency for changes in the approach of the Mason Court to be ascribed to

Australia's evolving stafus as a nation, as Professor Cheryl Saunders points out'neither changes

87 |ustice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional furisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 20M), 2. See also Justice
Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Public

Law Reaiew 234, 235-6; Haig Patapan, 'Politics of Interpretation' (2000) 22 Sydney Law Reuiew 247, 255-6.

88 (1975)134CLR338,397.
8e (1982) 153 CLR168,229.
eo (1983) 158 CLR1.,124,127.

el (1988) 166 CLR79,94-95.
s2 Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A Tribute to Sir Anthony Mason' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final luisdiction: The

Mason Court in Australia (1996) 10, 1G11.

s3 Justice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (The lnaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 2004).

e4 lbid.
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in methodology or doctrine in the Australian court nor the tensions to which they sometimes

give rise are unique.'es As Saunders argues:

Many of the influences on Australian legal development in the latter part of thc 20th ccntury

have affected other countries with equal or greater force: the internationalisation of law and

strengthening of international norms; the communications revolution; the pressure for a

greater measure of popular sovereign$r.e6

Further support for the changes in Australian law being viewed as part of a wider change in

common law generally may be found in the comments of Sir Anthony Mason. As Sir Anthony

Mason notes, some controversial decisions such as Mabo (No 2)oz urrO the implied freedom of

political communication cases,es brought about substantive legal changes that were in line with

similar developments in the United States, New Zealand and Canada.ee

In contrast to the general view that the change in judicial reasoning in Aushalia was the subject

of influences comparable to that of other jurisdictions, Jason Pierce, an American political

scientist has written that

Put simply, Australia's transformation was endogenous to the High Court to an extent not

seen elsewhere. The High Court under Mason's leadership abandoned the orthodoxy not

out of statutory or constitutional obligation, but because the individual judges on the Court

held role conceptions that compelled them to pursue the politicized role.100

The views of Pierce, however, fall outside of the majority of opinion recorded in Australian

legal writings. The more orthodox view that is usually expressed in Australian legal writings

es Cheryl Saunders in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final lurisdiction: The Møson Court in Austrnlin (1996) 1,4. See
also Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in New Zealand (2Cf1) 221,224.

e6 Cheryl Saunders in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final lurisdiction: The Mason Court in Australia (1996) 1,,  .

e7 Queenslanda Mabo (No 2) (1992) 75 CLR 1.

e8 Nationwide News o WiIIs (1992) 177 CLRI; Australian Capital Teleoision Pty Ltd a CommonzueøIth (1992) 177 CLR1O6.
e Sir Anthony MasorL 'A Reply' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final lurisdiction: The Mason Court in Australin

(1996) 113,114. See also Cheryl Saunders, 'The Mason Court in Contexf in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final
lurisdiction: The Mason Court in Australia (1996) 2,7.

100 Jason Pierce, lnside tlu Mason Court Ret¡olution: The High Court of Australia Trønsþrned Q006).
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sees the substantive legal changes brought about by the Mason Court as being consistent with

international developments, with the movement by the Australian High Court away from

legalism following a similar movement by other international appellate ¡e¡1f5.101

A number of examples may be cited in support of this more widely articulated perception. For

example, in the United Kingdom, Lord Denning who was appointed to the bench in 1944 prut

forward an approach which emphasised the need to achieve justice for individuals in their

relationship with governments and gave judges a significant role in making tlìe law.102

Although Lord Denning's approach was not universally accepted by his Lordship's

contemporaries,loa from the 1960s onwards the role of the judiciary in the United Kingdom

could be regarded as being more interventionist in government decisions.l04 By 1972 Lord Reid

spoke of judicial creativity and made his now famous comments about the declaratory theory of

law being a 'fairy tale' that no one believed in anymore.lOs In addition, the European

Communities Act L972 (UK), decisions of the European Court of fustice and the European Court

of Human Rights have influenced English law.106 The emphasis on human rights in Canadian

jurisprudence also followed from the entrenchment of the Charter of Rights ønd Freedoms in

1982.1'07 In the United States, the emphasis on human rights had become prominent in the

101 Cheryl Saunders in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final þtrisdiction: The Mason Court in Australia (1996) L, 4. See

also jusdce Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in New Zenlnnd (2001) 221,224;

Michael Coper,'Concern AboutJudicial Method' (2006) 30 Melbourne Uniaersity Law Rer¡iew 554.

702 Garry Sturgess and Philip Chubb, ludgrng the World (1988)'31'-32259-264.

103 lbid, parrlratlarly 4, 31'-32, 257-293'

104 lbid,31-32.
105 Lord Reid, stated:

There was a time when it was thought almost indecent to suggest that judges make law-they only declare

it. Those with a taste for fairy tales seem to have thought that in some Aladdin's cave there is hidden the

Common Law in all its splendour and that on a judge's appoinhnent there decends on him knowledge of the

magic words Open Sesame. Bad decisions are given when the judge has muddled the pass word and the

wrong door opens. But we do not believe in fairy tales any more: see Lord Reid, 'The judge as Law Maker'

(1972) 12 lournal of Public Teachers of Lnw 22,22.

See also the approach of the House of Lords in Herrington a British Railways Board 119721 AC 877, and the

discussion of that case by Justice McHugh in'The Law-making Function of the Judicial Process - Part 1' (1988) 62

Austrølian Lrut I ournal 75' 18.

106 See Sir Anthony Mason, 'The role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation; A Comparison of the Australian and

the United States Experience' (1986) 1,6 Federøl Law Reoiew'1., 12-73. This position has also been effected by the

Human Rights Act 1995 (UK): see further K D Ewing, 'The Human Rights Act and Parliamentary Democracy'

(7ggg) 62The Modem Law Reoian 79. See also, Justice W M C Gummow, 'The Constitution: Ultimate foundation of

Australian law?' (2005) 79 Austrnlian Lnw lournal167,'l'68.
\07 See further, Judy Fudge, 'Reflections on the Twentieth Anniversary of the Canadian Charter of Rights anil Freedoms:

A Symposium' (2Cfl2) 40 Osgoode Hall Law loumnl215. See also Sir Anthony Mason, 'The role of a Constitutional

Court in a Federation; A Comparison of the Australian and the United States Experience' (1986) \6 Federal Lmo

Reuian1.,1L-12.
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constitutional dialogue of the Supreme Court much earlier. In the 1950s and 1960s the Supreme

Court under Chief Justice Earl Warrery with decisions such as Brown a Board of Educationlos gave

prominence to the civil rights debate.lOe In New Zealand law, Sir Robin Cooke, the President of

the Court of Appeal was regarded as bcing influential in developing the law in a manner that

would protect the rights and interests of individuals.llo

3 The Intellectual Clímate: Chøngefrom Outsìde the Legal Professíon

Not only did the specific legal developments in other common law countries demonstrate a

movement from legalism, it may be argued that by the mid-1980s 'legalism' was becoming

intellectually unsustainable in political and academic circles.111 Gareth Evans in 1974 gave a

speech that was considered at the time to provide a 'provocative review of the interpretation of

the constitution by the High Court of Aust'alia'.112 On that occasion Evans expressed

scepticism about the legalistic role of the High Court in constitutional adjudication.tt: In

contrast to Sir Owen Dixon's view that'the Courfs sole function is to interpret a constitutional

description of power or restraint on power and say whether a given measure falls on one side of

a line constifutionally so drawn or anottler',114 Evans argued that:

108 Brown o Board of Eiluction of Topeka,347 US 383 (1954). See also Morton J Horwltz, The Trnnsþrmation of Americnn
Law 1.870-1960: The Crisis of Legal Ortlrcdoty (1992) 258Íf.

10e Garry Sturgess and Philip Chubb, ludgrng the World (19SS) 31-32. See also Mark Tushnet, 'The United States:
Eclecticism in the Service of Pragmatisnl in Jeffrey Goldsworthy (ed), Interpreting Constitutions (2006) 7, 52-53; L
A Powe Jr, The Warren Court and American Politics (2000) 21ÍÍ.

110 See further, Rick Bigwood (ed), Legnl method in New Zealand (2001); Garry Sturgess and Philip Chubb, ludgtng thc
W o r I d (19 88), 11. -13, 37 5-38 4.

111 See Gareth Evans, 'The Most Dangerous Branch? The High Court and the Constitution in a Changing Society' in
David Hambly and John Goldring (eds), Australian Lnwyers nnd Social Chnnge (7976) 13ff; Brian Galligan, 'Realistic
"Realism" and the High Court's Political Role' (1989) 18 Federal Law Reaiew 40, 43; Brian Galligar¡ Politics of the
High Court, A Study of the ludicinl Branch of Goaemment in Austrnlia (1987). See also Leslie Zines, 'Comrnentary' in
David Hambly and John Goldring (eds), Australinn Lazoyers and Socinl Change (1976) 86-59 and Julius Stone, "Some
Reflections on the Seminar' in David Hambly and John Goldring (eds), Australian Lawyers and Social Change (1976)
376, 379; P S Atiyah, 'Judges and Policy' (1980) 15 Isrnel Law Reoiau 346, 347. See further, Horst Lücke, 'Judicial
Impartiality and judge Made Law' (1982) 98 Law Qunrteily Reaiew 29,33-40; Justice Michael McHugh'The Law-
making Function of the Judicial Process - Part 1' (1958) 62 Austrnlian Law lournal25.

172 David Hambly and John Goldring, 'Preface' to David Hambly and John Goldring (eds), Australian Lawyers and
Social Change (1976) v,vi.

113 Gareth Evans, 'The Most Dangerous Branch? The High Court and the Constitution in a Changing Society' in
David Hambly and John Goldring (eds), Australian Lawyers and Socinl Change (1976)1311.

174 Sir Owen Dixon, Address upon taking oath of office as Chief Justice (1952) 85 CLR xi, xüi-xiv. See Gareth Evang
'The Most Dangerous Branch? The High Court and the Constitution in a Changing Society' in David Hambly and
John Goldring (eds), Australian Lawyers and Social Change (1976)13,45.
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Of all the techniques in the High Court armouÍy, that of characterization-the process of

identifying the subject matter of a Commonwealth Act in order to match it with some

subject in the Commonwealth catalogue of powers-affords the greatest opportunity for

judicial manoeuvring.lls

Evans also expressed the view that:

Lawyers now widely acknowledge many of the fundamental tenets of realist

jurisprudence-the notions that judicial law-making involves creative choice, that formally

enunciated rules do not always produce the decisions that purport to be based on them, and

that the real grounds of judicial decision often rests on inarticulate major premises.116

Brian Galligan, in an article published in 1989 suggested that'legalism is no longer a plausible

public rhetoric for the Court./117 The criticisms made by writers such as Galligan and Evans not

only critiqued the High Courfs choice of a legalistic methodology, they also suggested that

even when the High Court had expressly adopted a legalistic approach, the decisions reached

could not be solely athibuted to the application of this methodology.118 For example, in his

study of the High Court in the late 1980s Galligan argued that in constitutional cases the High

Court used 'legalism' to give what were essentially political decisions a deceptively apolitical

appearance.lle þe¡ Galligan the 'public rhetoric of strict and complete legalism' had assisted the

Court by serving the 'useful political purpose of disguising the High Courfs sensitive political

role and hence facilitating its exercise and accept¿1çs./120 Whilst the extent to which legalism

was deliberately employed by the High Court to disguise the political nature of its decisions

115 Gareth Evans, 'The Most Dangerous Branch? The High Court and the Constitution in a Changing Society' in
David Hambly and John Goldring (eds), Australian Laullers nnil Socinl Change (1976) 13,47 (citations omitted).

11'6 Ibid (citations omitted).
117 Brian Galligan, 'Realistic "Realism" and the High Courf s Political Role' (1989) 18 Federøl Lnw Rniew 40,43.

118 See Gareth Evans, 'The Most Dangerous Branch? The High Court and the Constitution in a Changing Society' in
David Hambly and John Goldring (eds), Australian Lauryers and Socictl Change (1976) 13, 45; Brian Galligan,
'Realistic "Realism" and the High Court's Political Role' (1989) 18 Federal Law Review 40, 43; Brian Galligar¡
Politics of the High Court, A Study of the ludicial Branch of Gooernment in Australia (1987); Sanford Kadish 'Judicial
Review in the High Court and in the United States Supreme Court Part 1' (1959) 2 Melboume Uniaersity Law

Reaiew 4f1.

11s Brian Galligan, Politics of the High Coutt, A Study of the ludicial Branch of Goaernment in Austrnlia (1987).

120 Brian Galligan,'Realistic "Realisrn'and the High Courfs Political Role' (1989) 18 Federal Lru Reoiew 40,47;
Sanford Kadish 'Judicial Review in the High Court and in the United States Supreme Court Part 1' (1959) 2

Melbourne Unioersity Law Reaiatt 411.
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was disputed by some commentatoÍs,^|27 there was wider support for the idea that Dixon's

'strict and complete legalism,'l2z ' cou,ld no longer be defended as an adequate explanation of the

judicial method.'1%

4 Self-perception: Sír Anthony Mason and the Role of the Judicíary

The national and international societal changes, as well as the criticism of legalism in wider

political and academic circles are often pointed to as influences upon the Mason Court. It may,

however, be argued that the outlook of members of the Mason Court themselves have also

impacted upon the direction taken by the Mason Court. As Sir Anthony Mason stated in 1985,

'[t]he method of interpretation a court pursues has a close inter-relationship with the courfs

perception of its role./12a

Haig Patapan has suggested that although there were a number of politicat changes both

internationally and in Australia that influenced the change in the approach of the High CourÇ

these factors would not by themselves account for the difference in approach. For Patapary

'what made them decisive, however, was a theoretical perspective that was predicated on the

need to accommodate change. Here it is necessary to acknowledge the powerful influence of

Roscoe Pound, Julius Stone and sociological jurisprudence in shaping the courfs view of its role

within the regime./125 fl6v¡sver, the extent to which Sir Anthony Mason would accept all of the

views advanced by Patapan may be questioned. For example, Sir Anthony Mason wrote in the

foreword to Patapan's book that:

72r Jeffrey Goldsworthy, 'Reply to Galligan' (1989) 18 Federal Løw ReoieØ 50; Sir Anthony Mason, Response to
Interviewer, in Garry Sturgess and Philip Chubb, ludgtng the World (1988) 345.

122 (1952) 85 CLR xi, xiv.
123 Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A Tribute to Sir Anthony Mason' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final lurisdiction: The

Mnson Court in Australin (1996) 10,12; William Deane, 'Comrnentary' in David Hambly and John Goldring (eds),
Australian Lawyers and SociaL Change (1976) 76, 80.

'124 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation; A Comparison of the Australian and the
United States Experience' (1986) 1,6 Federal Law Reaieu) 1, 2.

725 Haig Patapan, 'Politics of Interpretation' (2000) 22 Sydney Lnw Reuiew 247, 258.
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The High Court is not a monolithic institution. It is at any time a group of seven justices

who are obliged to hear and determine, according to their individual judgment, particular

cases. The justices may have conflicting views on the role of the Court as well as on the

principles of law which should govern the case in hand. It would therefore be a serious

mistake to assume that, in deciding a case, the Court as an institution embarks upon any

general policy with a view to achieving a particular goal, political or otherwise, external to

the disposition of that case.126

Whilst the analysis presented in this thesis does not suggest that realist jurisprudence

influenced the Mason Court to adopt a result oriented approach to judicial decision making, it

will be argued that a realist and sociological jurisprudential perspective may be identified in the

manner in which Sir Anthony Mason came to perceive the role of the judiciary.

The jurisprudence of Julius Stone put forward the idea that the purPose of constihrtional law

was to balance the interests of individuals with those of the State. This approach accorded the

judiciary a very significant role in having regard to the rights and interests of individttals.l2T

This is significant as in Australian jurisprudence, which is dominated by a Constitution that

focuses on the powers of institutions, it would be expected that judicial decisions would place

less emphasis upon individual rights. Flowever, as Sir Gerard Brennan has commented:

Especially in his later judgments, Sir Anthony manifested a concern at the power of the

modern State to overreach the individual. Fastening on the proposition that the power of

government is derived from the people governed, he sought jealously to protect the

governed from any attempts to exceed or misuse legitimate Power.128

126 Sir Anthony Mason, Foreword to Haig Patapan, ludging Democracy: The New Politics of the High Court of Austrnlin

(2000) viü-ix.
727 Iulius Stong Social Dimensions of Law and lustice (196ó) 164ff, 199. See also Roscoe Pound, 'A Survey of Social

Interests' (1943) 57 Hnruard Law Reaieu) L, L-4.

128 Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A Tribute to Sir Anthony Mason' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Finnl lurisdiction: Tlrc

Mflson Court in Australia (1996) 70,11..
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Writing in 1992, Justice Brennan also expressed the view that the increasing amount of power

given to bureaucracies and institutions may cast a different role upon the Court. His Honour

said:

If the risk of discriminatory exercise of power to the disadvantage of minorities and the

weak and the risk of oppressive exercise of power by the political branches of government

are sufficientþ grave, and if there is no other means available to avoid or diminish those

risks, then a case can be made for casting on the Courts a supervisory role, albeit a role

which is radically different from the role which Courts have been accustomed to exercise.l2e

The manner in which Sir Anthony Mason described the modern conception of democracy also

brought the interests of the individual in their relationship with the State to the forefront of

judicial development of constitutional law.130 Of this 'evolving concept of a modern

democracy', Mason stated thaü

That concept goes beyond simple majoritarian government and parliamentary sovereignty.

It extends to a new notion of responsible government which respects the fundamental rights

and dignity of the individual and calls for the protection of the individual's rights against

undue interference and intrusion by authority.t:r

It is argued that these comments suggest that Sir Anthony Mason accorded the judiciary a role

in balancing the interests of the individual with those of the State. Importantly, from the point

of view of the argument presented in this thesis, this approach meets one of the objectives of

realism and sociological jurisprudence.

72e Sir Gerard Brennan, 'The Impact of a Bill of Rights on the Role of the Judiciary: An Australian Response' in Philip
Alston, Tounrds nn AustralinnBill of Rights (1994)177,18O.

r30 See also Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in Neut Zenlnnd (2001) 221,
227-8; JustlLce Michael Kirby, 'Sir Anthony Mason Lecture 1996: A F Mason Fron Trigwell to Teoh (7996) 20
Melbourne Uniaersity Lma Reoiew 1087.

131 Sir Anthony MasorL 'Opening Address', New South Wales Supreme Court Judges Conference, 10 April 1993,
reported in (1993) 1. ludicial Reaiew185,185-6.
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5 The Parameters of Legal Debøte and the Influence of Deane I

In addition to the outlook taken by Sir Anthony Mason as Chief fustice, the effects of Justice

Deane's position on the Mason Court may also be seen as influential in drawing the Mason

Court, considered as a whole, away from legalism and towards a perspective that considered

the interests of individuals.l32 In Chapter 4 it will be argued that fustice Deane often joined

with Justice Toohey to present a perspective that in some ways reflected natural law

jurisprudence and gave the judiciary a significant role in protecting the interests of individuals.

This position often drew support from |ustice Gaudron, particularly in circumstances which

also raised issues concerning the integrity of the judicial process. \¡Vhilst Brennan J did not

generally adopt a methodology and reasoning process that was similar to the perspective of

Justices Deane and Toohey, as will be seen in Chapter I Justice Brennar{s judgments often

demonstrate a similar level of concern for the particular issues that formed the focus of the

judgments of Justices Deane and Toohey.

C The Multítude of Influences upon the Movementfrom Legølßm

It would seem likely that it was a combination of the influences discussed above rather than a

single force that brought about the change in judicial approach which is associated with the

Mason II era. This would suggest that the change in the High Court's jurisprudence is at times

overly athibuted to the influence of events extemal to the Court, such as the independent legal

status that Australia achieved in this period.133 Put simply, it may be said that the approach of

all members of the High Court must be considered contextually, and the approach of Sir

Anthony Mason is no exception to this principle. It is likely that a combination of the social and

political change in Australian society, change in overseas jurisdictions, the changing intellectual

climate, Sir Anthony Mason's evolving perception of the judicial role, and the influence of

132 justice Michael Kirby, 'Sir Anthony Mason Lecture 1996: A F Mason From Trigaell to Teoh. (196) 20 Melboume

Unia e r si 11 Law Reui ao 7087, 1O9 4.

133 Justice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional ]urisprudence of the High Cou¡t 1989-200a' (The Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004) 2.
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Justice Deane's position on the CourÇ may all have contributed in some way to influence the

unique jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Mason. The High Courf s jurisprudence from this era will

be considered further in Chapter 8. However, it may be suggested at this point that the High

Court of this period, when considered as a wholc, was influcntial in expanding and

fundamentally changing the scope of legal debate in Australia.

The following section will consider the m¿ìnner in which the expanded nature of legal debate

put forward by Sir Anthony Mason addressed issues such as judicial choice, judicial policy and

purposive interpretation. The fundamental suggestion that will be drawn from the following

discussion is that whilst the change in the jurisprudence of the Mason era may be viewed as

expanding the boundaries of legalism to incorporate some realist policy considerations,l34 it will

also be argued that in doing so some of the fundamental theoretical assumptions that underlie

legalism came under challenge. It will be argued that the degree of change brought about by

this expansion of the boundaries of legal debate, resulted in a theoretical form of realism being

developed during the Mason era. If it is accepted that jurisprudence of the Mason era reflected

the theoretical idea of law having a social purpose of balancing the interests of individuals and

State, with the Court being accorded a role in achieving this balance, then this is an approach

which reconceptualises the role of the Court and the function of the Constitution. Put simply, it

may be said that not only did the jurisprudence of the Mason era expand. the boundaries of

debate beyond legalism, it provided an alternative theoretical position that at times challenged

the fundamental theoretical assumptions of Australian legalism.

734 See, for example, Geoffrey Lindell, 'Recent Developments in the Judicial Interpretation of the Australian
Constitution' in Geoffrey Lindell (ed) Future Directions in Australian Constitutional Law (799\1,, M46.
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IV Tne Masoru Enn: Juo¡clnl CHolcE, JuDlcllu PoucY AND
Punposlve INTeRPRETATIoN

Sir Anthony Mason referred to the approach that he put forward as a 'species of legal

realism'.13s It has been recognised of Sir Anthony Mason thaÇ '[a]s Chief Justice his judgments

provided the central point around which a majority of Justices could coalesce'.136 Furthermore

an empirical analysis of the High Courfs voting patterns under the leadership of Sir Anthony

Mason indicates that his Flonour was the central influence in the direction taken by the

majority.rsz Whilst Sir Anthony Mason was an influential member of the High Court when his

Honour was Chief Justice, it is important to keep in mind that there were some significant

differences in the approaches of various members of the Mason Court. As Chapter 4 will

consider, aspects of the jurisprudence of Justice Deane and Toohey may be seen to be consistent

with a nafural law perspective. It is also important to acknowledge that fustice Dawson and, at

times, Justices Brennan and McHugh, often articulated a reasoning Process that, in comparison

to other members of the Mason Court, followed more closely orthodox legalistic techniques.

This is, to a degree, reflected in the empirical data which illuminates the distance of Justice

Brennan and fustice McHugh from the centre of majority opinion of the Mason Court.138 The

empirical data does not reveal similar trends with Dawson J, with his Honour often being part

of a 'core ' group of Justices comprised of Mason CJ, Deane, Dawson and Gaudron JJ; this form

of analysis does however reveal that Dawson J did not form part of what may be regarded as

the 'stronger' core group of Mason CJ, Deane, Toohey and Gaudron JJ.13e In part because of

these differences, the following discussion will focus primarily upon the jurisprudence of Sir

Anthony Mason. In particular, the marìner in which concepts such as judicial choice, judicial

735 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 16 Feded Lnw Reuiew 1,5.

136 fustice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Courl 1989-2004' (Ihe Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2W4),2. Professor Zines has

also commented on the manner in which other members of the High Court generally accepted Sir Anthony
Mason's approach: see Leslie Zines,'Legaltsm, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional lary' (2002) 5

Constitutional Lø,t and Policy Reuiew A, ?3.

137 Russell Smyth, "'Some Are More Equal than Others" - An Empirical Investigation into the Voting Behaviour of
tlre Mason Court (1999) 6 Canberrn Law Reaiew 193, 207.

138 lbid.
13e lbid.
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policy and purposive interpretation that formed part of his Honour's jurisprudence challenged

some of the underlying assumptions of legalism will be considered.l4o

A Judiciul Choice

Sir Anthony Mason's time as Chief Justice of the High Court saw a challenge to the central

notions put forward by legalism, including the ideas that judicial determinations could result

from the formulistic applications of legal rules and be based upon'purely legal considerations',

to reveal one 'true application of principle or doctrine' .141 Itwill be argued that in tlds way, not

only did the Mason era move beyond the legalistic position that there exists a finite category of

legal ideas, the Mason era also challenged the Dixonian view that judges would proceed to

decide cases on the assumption that there was an accepted 'corpus' of legal knowledge.r+z

During the Mason era it was increasingly recognised that more than one view could be

reasonably held and ultimately judicial choice would play arole.143 \¡Vhilst Sir Owen Dixon had

not denied judicial choice,14+ Dixonian legal method accepted the assumption that there was one

legally cortect answer. His Honour identified the'tacif but'basal' assumption underlying this

view as being:

that the law provides a body of doctrine which governs the decisions of a given case. It is

taken for granted that the decision of the court will be"correct" ot "incorrec(,"righ{ or

"wtortg" as it conforms with ascertained legal principles and applies them according to a

standard of reasoning which is not personal to the judges themselves.l4s

1'10 Michael Lavarch, 'The Court, the Parliament and the Executive' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Finnt
luisdiction: The Mason Court in Australin (1996) 1^5, L5; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judiciat rhetoric in
constitutional latí QOO2)5 Constitutionnl Law nnd Poliq¡ RniewA.

141 Sir Owen Dixor¡ 'Concerning Judicial Method' tn lesting Pilnte (1965) 155. See also, Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A
Tribute to Sir Anthony Mason' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Finnl lurisdiction: The Møson Court in Austrnlia
(1996) 10, 12. See further, Justice K S Jacobs, 'Comment: The Successor Books to "The Province and Function of
Law"' (1967) 5 Sydney Lnw Reaiew 425,429-431.

1'42 Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (1965) 159.
741 See Queensland a Commonwealth (1977) 139 CLR 585, 603 (Stephen J), 606 (Mason ).
144 Sir Owen Dixor¡ 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (1965)1&.
145 lbid,1.55.
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AlthougtU as mentioned above, as Professor Michael Coper points out it is significant that Sir

Owen Dixon put these words in inverted commas.146 Dixon argued that whilst a realist might

challenge the aalidity of a belief in the existence of a finite and determinable body of legal

knowledge, a realist could not deny the existence of such a belief.147 For Sir Owen Dixon:'To do

so is in fact unreal,'14s Sir Owen Dixon's idea that judges proceed on the assumption that there

is an external and definite body of legal knowledge may have represented the generally

accepted belief amongst the judiciary at the time his Honour was writing, and it is a view that

continues to be expressed today.14e In many ways, this belief represents a working assumption

that underlies much legal thinking.lso However, it will be argued in this thesis that the Mason

Court increasingly came not to rely on such an assumptiorylsr and Sir Anthony Mason in

particular often questioned its validity.rsz

The perspective of some of the High Court judges in Queensland a Commonwenlth, the 'Second

Territory Senators Case',153 provides an example of the implicit challenge to the legalistic

assumption of there being one 'correcf legal answer to the issues raised.lsa The Second Territory

Senøtors Cøs¿ challenged the principles that had been laid down in Western Australian u

Commonwealth, f}re'First Territory Senøtors Case' .7ss In the Second Territory Senators Cøse Stephen J

and Mason J expressly recognised that the competing legal arguments considered in that case

were both rational,lsc although it was the majority judgment of Murphy J1s7 tlìat most directly

addressed the competing principles of federalism and representative democracy upon which

146 Michael Coper, 'Concern About judicial Method' (2006) 30 Melbourne Uniaersity Lrut Reoiæo 554, 559.

147 lbid, 158 (emphasis mine). See also Michael Coper, 'Concem About Judicial Method' (2006) 30 Melboume

Uniaersitl¡ Law Reuiew 554.

148 Sir Owen Dixon, 'Concerning fudicial Method' tn lesting Pilate (1965),158-

74e lbid. See alsq P S Atiyah, 'Judges and Policy' (1980) 15 lsrael Løw Ret¡iæo 346, 347; Justtce Dyson Heydon ']udicial
activism and the death of the rule of larl/' Q003\ 23 Australinn Bat Rniew 110.

1s0 Judith Shklar, Legnlisnr Lato, Mornls, and PoliticalTrials (1964) 8.

151 See further Chapter 8 of this thesis.

1s2 See for example, Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Use and Abuse of Precedenf (1988) 4 Australian Bar Reoiew 93,11'l'; Su

Anthony Mason,'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and United
States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Lnw Reoiew 1, 5.

1s3 (7974139CLR585.
754 See also Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional lard' (2002) 5 Constihttional Law nnd

Policy Reuiew 2L,23. See generally Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Law €t Theory

(3'd ed, 2002) 41.6.

155 Western Australian o Commonwealfh (the 'First Tenitory Senøtors Casd) (1975) 134 CLR 201.

7s6 $9m ß9 CLR 585, 603 (Stephen j), 606 (Mason ). See also Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in
constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law and Policy Reuiøn A,23.

1s7 Q9m139 CLR s85, 611-12 (Murphy f).
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the arguments of the parties and interveners were based.1s8 In relation to the two different

interpretations Mason J stated:

It seemed to me then in1975, as it seems to me now on furthcr rcflcction, that the arguments

which support the view that s. 122 should be construed according to its terms and that it

should prevail are the stronger and are to be preferred. This is not to say that the contrary

opinion deserves to be described as wrong, incorrect or erroneous; it is merely to say that in

resolving what is by no means an easy question I have found that one of the two proffered

solutions is more acceptable than the other.lse

This passage would seem to reflect Sir Anthony Mason's view that:

as judges we should frankly acknowledge when a decision is finely balanced, instead of

writing a judgment as if it were simply an exercise in the art of advocacy. We will thereby

enhance the integrity of the judicial process.160

Stephen J also referred to judicial choice. In doing so Justice Stephen supported the majority

decision in the Second Territory Senators Cas¿ although unlike Mason J, Stephen J had dissented

in the earlier case. Justice Stephen also presented a similar view to Mason J stating that the

issue that arose:

was very much one upon which different minds might reach different conclusions, no one

view being inherentþ entitled to any pre-eminence as conforming better than others to

principle or to precedent. In such a context phrases such as "plainly wrong" and "manifest

eÍror", which have gained currency in this field, are merely pejorative.r6r

1s8 lbid, 586-591 (submissions).
1se lbid, 606 (Mason ) (emphasis added).
160 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation; A comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Law Reuiew 1,28.
167 $9m ß9 CLR 585, 603 (Stephen ]). See generally (1977) 139 CLR 585, 620-31 (Aickin ), although though Aickin J

ultimately expressed his dissenting conclusiorç as'taking a different vieur (at 631).
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Justice Aickin discussed these terms at length,162 although Aickin J ultimately expressed his

dissenting conclusion as 'taking a different view/.163

In contrast to the comments of Stephen J and Mason J, Justice Gibbs in the Second Territory

Senøtors Cøse tsedterms such as'erroneous', and'wrong' in reference to the decision in the Flrsf

Territory Senators Case.le Notwithstanding these views Justice Gibbs, like Justice Stephen felt

that it was his duty in the case before him to follow the principles laid down in the Flrsf

Territory Senators Case}65 A different although similarly strongly worded perspective was

presented by Jacobs J who joined with the majority describing the conclusion reached in the

First Territory Senators Case, as one he would have thought was 'inevitable.'166 Barwick CJ who,

like Aickin J dissented, remained 'convinced that the earlier decision was erroneolJs.'767

This range of judicial opinions presented in 1977 in the Second Territory Senators Case evince

different perspectives about the correct or incorrect nafure of constitutional decisions. Chief

Justice Barwick's decision would appear to reflect most closely the orthodox Dixonian view

about the role of the Court being to 'say whether a given measure falls on one side of a line

constifutionally so drawn or the other./168 However, the acknowledgement by Justice Stephen

and Justice Mason of the idea that two competing views could both be validly held with the role

of the judge being to choose between them, appears to challenge this perspective. Justice

Murphy's judgment also provides an example of a more direct analysis of the competing

principles raised by the case. It is therefore possible to identify to varying degrees in the

judgments of Justices Stephen, Mason and Murphy a degree of reflection of the ideas that had

been expressed by Oliver Wendell Holmes. Justice Holmes questioned legal certaintlr,l6e and

suggested that '[b]ehind the logical form lies a judgment as to the relative worth and

762 g9mß9 CLR 585, 620-637 (AickinJ).
763 lbid, 631,(Aickin).
164 lbid, 597-8 (Gibbs).
16s tbid, 600-1. (cibbs l).
766 lbid, 608 (Jacobs ).
767 lbid,594 (Barwick C|.
168 Swearing in of Sir Owen Dixon as Chief ]ustice (1952) 85 CLR xi, xiü-xiv.
16s Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes,'The Path of the Law' (189n1o Haranrd Law Rer¡ieu 457,465466.
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importance of competing legislative grounds'.170 Julius Stone, interprets this perspective, in

clear terms, writing that 'A judge, said Oliver Wendell FIolmes, Jr., who believes that his

decision is absolutely right and that a dissent is wrong, is proceeding on the fallacy that

judgment consists of adding up his sums corrcctly.'17l The open acknowledgment of an issue

being finely balanced represents a movement from legalism and it is informative to note at this

point that this approach may also be distinguished from the manner in which some recent

questions of constifutional interpretatiory which will be considered in Part II, have been viewed

by members of the current High Court.tzz

Mason J in the Second Territory Senators Case in acknowledging the role of judicial choice

expressed an idea that appeared in the 1980s to gain momentum in Australian jurisprudence.

In 1983 Justice Kirby, prior to his Honour's membership of the High Courf gave a Boyer lecture

which acknowledged the influence of a judge's individual discretion or policy choices, and

stressed that 'there is no inevitable and objectively right decision in much judicial work,

particularly in the highest 
"ont1s./173 

For fustice Kirby, '[t]he demise of the civil jury, the growth

of judicial discretion and the growing realisation of the importance of judicial policy have

tended to cast the Judges adrift from the calm harbour of strict and complete legalism./174 Jn tlìe

late 1980s even those writers that sought to defend legalism no longer relied upon a narrow

version of that doch'ine.l7s For example, Jeffrey Goldsworthy a critic of Galligan's realism

expressed the view that 'Today's question is not whether or not judges must necessarily, on at

least some occasions, make moral or political value judgments, exercise discretion, "make law",

and so on, but to whøt extent they must d6 se.'176 In the 1988 decisionof Cole ol\IhitfltdlTT the

High Court which by that time was comprised of Mason CJ, Wilsorç Brennan, Deane, Dawson,

770

171

172

rbid.

Julius Stone, The Proaince and Function ofLaw (1946) 201.

See, for example, AI-Kateb a Godzuin Q0O4) 219 CLR 562 581 (McHugh D; 661 (Callinan f . See turther, Steven
Churches, "'Tragic"'. the High Court decision in the indefinite mandatory detention case of Al-Kateb' (2004) 26
Law Society Bulletin 30.

Justice Michael Kirby, 'The Judges' Boyer Lectures (1983) 40.

Ibid,42-43.

see, for example, Jeffrey Goldsworthy, 'Reply to Galligan' (19s9) 18 Federnl Law Reaiew s0,51,.

lbid, 51(emphasis in original).

(1988) 16s CLR 360.
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Toohey and Gaudron JJ, in a unanimous decision recognised that the application in that case of

accepted legal doctrine would not necessarily determine the issue.178

The High Court in Cole a l\tLitfieldrTe was concerned with the interpretation of section 92 of the

Australian Constitution That section, in par! provides that 'On the imposition of uniform

duties of customs, trade, commerce/ and intercourse among the States, whether by means of

internal carriage or ocean navigation, shall be absolutely free.' As the Court recognised in CoIe a

IMitfield, no provision of the Constitution had been'the source of greater judicial concern or the

subject of greater judicial effort than s. 92.'180 The existence of an underlying predisposition to

realist thought may be athibuted at the least to the manner in which the unanimous Court in

Cole a IMitfield approached previous High Court authorities concerning section 92. Their

Honours in CoIe a IMitfield commented that section 92had not'achieved a settled or accepted

interpretation at any time since federation.181 For the Court, '[t]he interpretation which came

closest to achieving that degree of acceptance was that embodying the criterion of operation

formula/.182 However, of that formula, their Honours noted that it 'appeared to have the

advantage of certøinty, but that advantage proved to be illusoryl.183 This phrase is spectacularly

reminiscent of the comments made nearly L00 years earlier by Oliver Wendell Holmes. As it

may be recalled from the earlier discussion of realism, in1897 Holmes in his famous essay'The

Path of Law' stated that'certøinþr generally is illusion' .lu

The decisionin Cole a IMitfeld,lss ¡¿y also be seen to further reflect a realist perspective, in that

the Court was more concerned with the impact of legal rules, than with their formal structure.

The Court in CoIe oI lhitfeldrs6 commented on,

778 lbid, 384, 402. See generally Sir Maurice Byers, 'Vote of Thanks' in Cheryl Saundets (ed), Courts of Finnl

lurisdiction: The Mason Court in Australia (1996) 108, 108-109'

17e (1988) 165 CLR360.
180 lbid,383-3U (the Court).
181 tbid,SU (the Court).
182 lbid.

183 lbid.
184 Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of the Law' (189nrc Haraard Lnw Reuiew 457,465466.

18s (1988) 165 CLR360.
186 lbid.
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the hazards of seeking certainty of operation of a constitutional guarantee through the

medium of an artificial formula. Either the formula is consistently applied and subverts the

substance of the guarantee; or an attempt is made to achieve uniformly satisfactory

outcomes and the formula becomes uncertain in its operation.l87

The Court in Coie a whtt¡ieia aiso, in relation to the 'criterion of operation formula' commented

tha! '[i]fs disadvantage was that it was concerned only with the formal structure of an

impugned law and ignored its real or substanfi.ve effect./188 It may be concluded that the

approach taken in the unanimous decision in CoIe a IMitfield demonstrates that the High Court

acknowledged judicial choice and moved from a confined legalistic approach. In addition this

case also brought into focus the issues of judicial policy and purposive interpretation which will

form the focus of the following discussion.

B Judiciøl Policy

The approach of Sir Anthony Mason placed 'less emphasis in legal reasoning on the formal

application of rules or formula/,l8e ¿nd was more policy-orientated.le0 Professor Zines

identifies the beginning of this trend stating that,

- the Tasmanian Dams Case - was probably the beginning of an express recognition that the

text and accepted legal rules and principles will not always determine the issues, and that it

may be necessary to resort to other factors if a reasoned conclusion was to be reached; that

is, one not fudged or disguised by indeterminative doctrinal language. The majority and the

minority judgments are replete with policy considerations and value judgments. While the

787 lbid,402 (the Court).
188 lbid,SU (the Court).
18e fustice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional furisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004', (Ihe Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law,26 November 2004, Banco cour! Sydney).
1e0 See Cheryl Saunders, The Mason Court in Contexl in Cheryl Saunders (ed) Court of Final luisdiction: The Møson

Court in Australin (1996) 3; Geofftey Lindell, 'Recent Developments in the Judicial Interpretation of the Australian
Constitution' in Geoffrey Lindell (ed), Future Directions in Australian Constitutionnl Lnw (7994); Greg Cravery
'Cracks in the Façade of Literalism: Is there an Engineer in the House??' (1992) 78 Melbourne lJnioersity Law Rsoisw
540; Greg Craven, 'After Literalism, What?' (1992) 18 Melboume Uniuersity Law Reaiew 874,878.
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issue was the meaning of 'external afÍairs', the judicial debate was about the place of

Australia in the world and the relationship of the States to the nation.lel

Not only were judicial decisions viewed in their wider political contex! but increasingly the

High Court during the Mason era began to give judicial recognition to the role that community

values and judicial policy considerations could play, with the influence of these factors on

judicial determinations at times being openly discussed.le2

In the late L980s Brian Galligan relied upon this change in judicial method to express the view

that legalism would increasingly be replaced by more realistic accounts of judging.le3 In

particular, Galligan sought to draw support for this view from articles by Chief Justice Mason

and Justice McHugh.le¿ The articles published by both these jurists emphasised the law-making

role of judges, in which values will play a role. Sir Anthony Mason stated thaÇ 'Constitutions

are documents framed in general terms to accommodate the changing course of events, so that

courts interpreting them must take account of community values./1es Sir Anthony Mason also

expressed the view that:

Because policy oriented interpretation exposes underlying values for debate it would

enhance the open character of the judicial decision-making process and promote legal

reasoning that is more comprehensive and persuasive to society as a whole. This

development would lead to a better understanding of constitutional judgrnents and, no

doubt, to a greater capacity and willingness to criticize them. But criticism is a small price to

pay rÍ the approach is one that contributes, as it seems to have done in the United States, to a

le1 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constihttional Lnw and Policy

ReaiewA,23.
7e2 See, for example, Dietrich o R (1992) 177 CLR 292, 329 (Deane ); Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional

Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and the United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federnl law

Reoiew 1.,5. Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional |urisprudence of the High Court: 1989-20M", (Ihe
Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, 26 November 2004, Banco Courq Sydney) 8;

Michelle Dillon and John Doyle, 'Mason Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),

The Oxford Compnnion to the High Court of Austtalin (200\ a62.

1sr Brian Galligan, 'Realistic "Realism" and the High Court's Political Role' (1989) 18 Federnl Løw Reoisw 40,43.

1s4 lbid, 45-6. See Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the

Australian and United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Lazp Rez¡iew 1. and Justice Michael McHugtu 'The Law-

making Function of the Judicial Process' (988) 62Austrnlian Lnw loumal7í,116.
1e5 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 1'6 Federnl Lau¡ Reuiew 1' 25.
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stronger sense of constitutional awareness on the part of the community and a more

accurate appreciation of the issues arising for decision.leG

The influence of realism in Sir Anthony Mason's jurisprudence may be seen in that not only was

his Honour's approach increasingly policy-orientated, it also challenged the idea that poliry

considerations could be absent from judicial decision-making. This idea is put forward in what

is perhaps Sir Anthony Mason's most well known challenge to legalism, namely his F{onour's

statement that:

The ever present danger is that "strict and complete legalism" will be a cloak for undisclosed

and unidentified policy values .... Legalism, when coupled with the doctrine of stare decisis,

has a subtle and formidable conservative influence. When judges fail to discuss the

underlying values influencing a judgmenf it is difficult to debate the appropriateness of

those values. As judges who are unaware of the original underlying values, subsequently

apply that precedent in accordance with the dochine of stare decisis, those hidden values are

reproduced in the new judgment - even though the community values may have changed.leT

In these ways, especially through the Chief Justice, the Mason era saw a challenge to the

certainty and claimed objectivity of a legalistic approach.

The manner in which Sir Anthony Mason as Chief Justice approached precedents also

represented a challenge to the legalistic perspective. Sir Anthony Mason came to express the

view that the doctrine of precedent was,

an exercise in judicial policy which calls for an assessment of a variety of factors in which

judges balance the need for continuity, consistency and predictability against the competing

need for justice, flexibility and rationalityr.ua

1e6 lbid,zg.
7e7 lbid,5 (citattons omitted). See also Chief justice John Doyle, 'Judicial law Making - Is Honesty the Best Policy?'

(1995) 17 A delaide Law Reuieu 1,61, 2\0-211'
1e8 Sir Anthony Masorç 'The Use and Abuse of Precedenl (1988) 4 Austrnlian Bar Reuie(D 93,111,. See generally Justice

Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: L989-20M' (Ihe tnaugural Sir Anthony
Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, 26 November 20(X, Banco Court, Sydney); Justice Michael Kirby, 'Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture 1996: A F Mason From TigweII to Teoh. (1996) 20 Melbourne lJnioersity Law Reaiew 1087 .
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This approach may be seen to resemble the perspective put forward by the writings of Karl

Llewellyn who argued that the doctrine of precedent was a method for achieving as well as

refusing change.ree For example Llewellyn stated that:

The growth of the past has been nchieaed by " standing on" the decided cases; rarcly by overturning

them. Let this be recognized, and precedent is clearly seen to be a way of change as well as a

way of refusing change. Let this be recognized, and that peculiar one of the ways of

working with precedent which consists in blinding the eyes to policy loses the fictitious

sanctity with which it is now enveloped some of the time: to wit, whenever judges for any

reason do not wish to look at policy.20O

For Llewellyn: 'the available leeway in interpretøtion of precedent is (relatively to what the older

tradition lnas consciously conceived) nothing less than huge.'zot

Underlying the express recognition of the realist idea that judicial policy may influence judicial

interpretatiory there may be identified in Sir Anthony Mason's jurisprudence a reflection of the

realist and sociological idea that law has a social purpose. Sir Anthony Mason said of the

judicial role that:

Our evolving concept of the democratic process is moving beyond an exclusive emphasis on

parliamentary supremacy and majority will. It embraces a notion of responsible

government which respects the fundamental rights and dignity of the individual and calls

for the observance of procedural fairness in matters affecting the individual. The proper

function of the courts is to protect and safeguard this aision of the democratic process.20z

This perspective of Sir Anthony Mason reflects the realist idea that the judiciary has a role to

play in balancing the interests of the individual with those of the State. The relevance that Sir

te Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1937) 44 Haroard Law ReoieØ 1222,

1253.

2û lbld (emphasis in original).
207 lbid.
2o2 Sir Anthony Mason, 'Future Directions in Australian Law' (1987) 13 Monash Lnw Ret¡iew 1.49, 163 (emphasis

added). See further, A R Blackshield, 'The Courts and Judicial Review' in Sol Encel, Donald Horne and Elaine

Thompson (eds) Change the Rules! Tøttards a Demouatic Constitution $9m 119,738.
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Anthony Mason placed upon community values may also be seen to represent a realist

perspective.2O3 Not surprisingly, this change from the orthodox approach of interpreting

constitutional provisions to determine the scope of State and Commonwealth powers, brought

about some significant substantive changes in the law. As Professor Geoffrey Lindell has

commented, a number of developments during this Mason era, which culminated with

decisions such as Nationwide News a Wills,zo+ Australian CapitøI Teleoision Pty Ltd a The

Commonwealth,zos ur.U Leeth a Commonwenlth,206 saw'the Court become much more concerned

with questions of fairness and justice from the point of view of the individral.'2l7 A focus on

the substantive issues raised in constitutional cases may also be seen in the purposive approach

that Sir Anthony Mason put forward.

C Purposive Interpretøtion

In moving from orthodox legalistic techniques and acknowledging judicial choice the approach

put forward by Sir Anthony Mason was purposive and policy-orientu1gd.zo8 As discussed, the

1988 decision of Cob a Whitfield demonstrated a movement towards a purposive approach to

constitutional issues. ln Cole u lMitfeld,20e tlìe High Court looked to the purpose of the

constitutional provision in question. In particular the High Court held that:

203 See Julius Stone, Social Dimensions of Law nnd lustice (1966) 1Øf1,199. See also Roscoe Pound, 'A Survey of Social
Interests' (1943) 57 Høroard Lnw Retsiew L,1.-4.

2u (1992)177 CLRI.
205 (1992)177CLR106.
206 (1992) 174 CLR 455.

2o7 Geoffrey Lindell, 'Recent Developments in the Judicial Interpretation of the Australian Constitution' in Geoffrey
Lindell (ed), Future Directions in Austrnlian Constih.ttional Lnw (1994) 1,, 20.

208 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and the
United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Lnzu Reoiew 1, 28; Cheryl Saunders, The Mason Court in Contexf in
Cheryl Saunders (ed) Court of Final lurisdiction: TIæ Mason Court in Australia (1996) 3; Geoffrey Lindell 'Recent
Developments in the Judicial Interpretation of the Australian Constitution' in Geoffrey Lindell (ed), Fltfirc
Directions in Australian Constitutionnl Law (1994); Greg Craven, 'Cracks in the Façade of Literalism: Is there an
Engineer in the House?' (1992) 18 Melbourne Uniuersity Law Retiew 540; Greg Craven, 'After Literalism, What?'
(7992) 18 Melboume Uniaersity Law Reaiew 874, 878.

2ú (1988) 165 CLR 360.
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Reference to the history of s. 92 may be made, not for the purpose of substituting for the

meaning of words used the scope and effect - if such could be established - which the

founding fathers subjectively intended the section to have, but for the purpose of identifying

the contemporary meaning of language used, the subject to which that language was

directed and the nature and objectives of the movement towards federation from which the

compact of the Constitution finally emerged.2l0

Notwithstanding that the terms of section g2bring into focus the issue of purpose, it may be

argued that Cole a lMitfield endorses an approach that looked at the substantiae purpose of the

law in question. More specifically, in Cole v lMitfield the Court looked not only to the purpose

of the constitutional provision in questiorU but also to the actual economic effect of the

challenged law.211 The Court established a test for invalidity that suggested that a law would

contravene section 92 if its effect is discriminatory and the discrimination is upon protectionist

grounds.'2l2 In doing so the Court acknowledged that'Whether such a law is discriminatory in

effect and whether the discrimination is of a protectionist character are questions raising issues

of fact and degree.'213 In this way the Court focused not merely upon the/orm of tlire law, but

upon its substantiae operation.2la

Sir Anthony Masory speaking extra-judicially, has also advocated a purposive approach, stating

that:

As the High Court moves away from "strict and complete legalism" and towatds a more

policy oriented constitutional interpretation, it is a natural parallel that the Court place

greater emphasis on the purposive construction of statues.2ls

210 (19SS) 165 CLR 360, 385 (the Court: Mason CJ, Wilson, Brennaq Deane, Dawson, Toohey and Gaudron J).
277 lbid,4O8 (the Court).
212 lbid,4O7 (the Court).
213 lbid,407408 (the Court).
2t4 Ibid, 4O8 (the Court) (emphasis added). See also, for example, Street a Queenslønd Bnr Association (1989) 168 CLR

467,569 (Gaudron).
215 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Law Reuian 7, 5.
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However, it is important to note that the purposive method of constifutional and statutory

construction put forward by Sir Anthony Mason was made in the context of advocating a

judicial approach which aimed at providing and elaborating as far possible the general

principles upon which judicial decisions were made.

Sir Anthony Mason viewed as desirable the disclosure and acknowledgement in judicial

decisions of the principles which support the particular conclusion reached.2ló Whilst, Justice

McHugh, like Sir Anthony Mason, has also advocated the use of a purposive approach to

questions of constitutional and statutory construction, it may be argued that the purposive

approach that McHugh J puts forward forms part of an incremental common law approach to

judicial decision-making, rather than as part of a methodology that relies on wider principles.

Justice McHugh, just prior to his Honour's appointrnent to the High Cour! wrote extra-

judicially concerning the law-making function of the judicial process and advocated an

incremental model of judicial law-making.ztz The approach put forward by McHugh J

recognised thal 'Law is a social instrument - a means, not an end', and that,'[i]f law is to serve

its purpose, its rules and principles must be periodically examined and, if necessary,

amended.'218 However, for Justice McHugh the law-making role of judges was confined by the

common law method. For example, his Honour wrote that:

A judge does not have authority to remake law generally. When the existing body of

principles and rules ate not appropriate for the resolution of the dispute before him, he must

determine whether he can fashion a rule which will dispose of this case. Beyond that the

judge is not authorised to go. More often than not he will be concerned only with whether a

rule, narrowly formulated by one of the parties, should be received into the body of the

law.279

276 lbid,2g.
217 See Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Law-making Function of the ]udicial Process - Part I' (1985) 62 Austrnlian Law

lournal 15 and Justice Michael McHuglu 'The Law-making Function of the Judicial Process - Part lI' (1988) 62
Au str ali an Law I ourn nl 11,6.

218 Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Law-making Function of the Judicial Process - Part II' (1988) 62 Australian Lrw
loumal116,116.

27e lbid,120.
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Not only did Justice McHugh view judicial law-making as being confined by the incremental

method, his Honour also advocated a position whereby the role of judicial law-making may be

limited when it did not accord with community values.22O For example, his Honour argued

that '[i]f a change in the common law would be rejected by the community, it should not be

made, however much the judge thinks that the change is in the community's interest.'z1

Justice Selway has argued of Justice McHugh's approach that: 'The problem with this

"purposive" approach is that there does not appear to be any obvious criteria by which to

determine whether a particular provision is to be read purposively oÍ not.'222 This analysis is

consistent with the criticism that is often made of constitutional method that is not based upon

broader theoretical perspective; namely, that legal reasoning that is not supported by a

theoretical stance fails to produce a coherent approach.223 It may be argued, as Justice Selway

has, that although Justice McHugh has at times advocated a purposive approacþ such an

approach may not have been consistently applied by his Honour.224

It is possible to suggest from the foregoing discussion that the jurisprudence of Chief Justice

Mason and Justice McHugh influenced the movement by the High Court during the Mason era

towards a more purposive approach to statutory and constitutional interpretation. There is

however a significant distinction in these approaches. \Ä/hereas Sir Anthony Mason sought to

establish a purposive approach that develops principles of 'appropriate generality', the

advancement of a purposive approach by Justice McHugh was made in the context of a more

220 lbid,122.
22r lbid.

222 Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14

Public Law Reuiew'234, 246.

223 Justice Keith Masoru 'What is wrong with top-down legal reasoning?' Q00q 78 Austrnlinn Law lournal 574, ciüng
the reference to 'legal coherence' tn Sulliann o Moody emQ 207 CLR 562,581-582 (Gleeson CJ, Gaudroru McHugh,
Hayne and Callinan |l) and Cøttnnach a Melchior (2003) 215 CLR 1, 21 (Gleeson j, dissenting). See also Judge
Richard Posner, 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated

Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unioersity of Chicago Lmt Reoiew 433,436. Justice Kirby has sought to show, tha!
in general, the approach of the Gleeson Court has not been consistent in its'rejection of the relevance of policy

considerations: see Re Wnkim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 609-610 (Kirby l); Brownlee u The Queen (2001) 207 CLR 278, 322

(Kirby D. Kirby J's decision in Eøst¡nnn a The Queen provides another example of this perspective, in that case His

Honour suggested that:

Constitutional elaboration, above all, should be approached in a consistent way, lest the inconsistencies of an

originalist approach here and a contemporary approach there be ascribed to the selection of whatever
approach produces a desired outcome: see Eastmnn o The Queen (2000) 203 CLR 1, 414 (Kitby D.

224 See further fustice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia'
(2003) 1.4 Public Lmo Reoiew 234,246.
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confined incremental common-law method. In addition whilst Justice McHugh in following

this approach has in general tended to apply principles of statutory construction to

constitutional interpretation,2zs Chief Justice Mason has often emphasised the unique nature of

the constitufion.226 ror example Chief Justice Mason has stated that it is,

somewhat surprising that we have in the past given such emphasis to the ordinary rules of

statutory interpretation. The significance of the approach, so foreign to the spirit of the

dynamic principle of constitutional interpretation, is best illustrated by reference to rules of

English statutory interpretation which have been applied to our Constitution.22T

It is important that the difference between these approaches are kept in mind as the discussion

undertaken later in this Chapter will suggest that to the extent that purposive interpretation has

been employed by the Gleeson Court it follows more closely from the incremental common law

approach of Justice McHugh, who was until relatively recently a member of the Gleeson Court.

Of course with the retirement of Justice McHugh the remaining influence of this perspective

may need in time to be reassessed. It may also be suggested that this discussion highlights a

more fundamental issue, namely that the Gleeson Court has not embraced the theoretically

realist position that was taken by Chief Justice Mason in support of a purposive approach.

V Tne JunrspRUDENcE oF THE G¡-eesoN ERA AND THE REALIsM
OF THE MESOru ENA AS AN AITERNATIVE TO LEGALISM

The following discussion will examine the manner in which the Gleeson Court has approached

the various elements of judicial method put forward during the Mason era. It will be concluded

that the Gleeson Court is applying its own interpretative method, rather than simply seeking to

225 Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2OOg) 14
Public Law Reoiew 2M. See also, Cheryl Saunders, 'Future Prospects for the Australian Constitution', in Robert
French, Geoffrey Lindell and Cheryl Saunders (eds), Reflections on the Australian Constitution, (2003) 212,227ff .

226 See generally Cheryl Saunders, 'Future Prospects for the Australian Constitution', in Robert French, Geoffrey
Lindell and Cheryl Saunders (eds), Reflections on the Australinn Constitution, (2003) 212,221.

227 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and
United States Experience' (1986) -l.,6 Federnl Lnw Rniew 1.,25.
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distinguish its approach from that put forward during the Mason era. This conclusion is

supported by the manner in which the Gleeson Court has approached the realism of the Mason

era, together with the emphasis that the Gleeson Court places on legalism and practical

considerations.

In 2000, Sir Anthony Mason noted that the High Court was increasingly relying upon a

doctrinal approach and moving away from an approach that acknowledged the relevance to

judicial decision-making of an examination of policy issues in judicial decisions.zs Whereas

members of the Gleeson Court in apptying a legalistic and doctrinal approach, as Chapter 4 will

consider, have been outright in their rejection of the theoretical form of reasoning put forward

by Justices Deane and Toohey,22e the movement of the Gleeson Court from the realist-based

jurisprudence of the Mason era has occurred in a more subtle manner. Although the movement

of the Gleeson Court from realist concepts is not always openly stated, this trend can be

distilled from the Gleeson Courts' general approach. It will be suggested that although the

jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Mason put forward a realist positiory which reconceptualised law

as having a social purpose, and in this way accorded the High Court a role in constitutional

adjudication of balancing the interests of individual with those of the State, it is difficult to

identify a similar perspective in the jurisprudence of the current Court. It will be concluded

that there is no indication from the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Cour! that the current Court

accepts, or is inclined to consider the theoretical standpoint developed by Sir Anthony Mason.

It will be recalled from Chapter 2 that when addressing the issue of constitutional interpretation

and methodology, Chief Justice Gleeson posed the rhetorical question: 'Who would care to

suggest an alternative to legalis¡n?'23o Professor Leslie Zines wrote that he found these remarks

are'puzzlins' as 'other High Court judges and Chief Justice did indeed "care to suggest an

alternative" to strict and complete legalism.'23l Chief Justice Gleeson's comments suggest that

2 See Sir Anthony Mason,'The Evolving Role and function of the High Courf in Brian Opeskin and Fiona lÁy'heeler

(eds), The Australian Federal ludicial System (2000) 95, 118-119.

22s McGinty t¡ Western Australia (L996) 186 CLR 140, 232 (McHugh ). See also, for example, Brownlee a The Queen

Q}Aq 207 CLR 278,285 (Gleeson CJ, McHugh ); SGH Ltd a Commissioner of Taxation (2002) 210 CLR 51, 75

(Gummow I); Iustice Dyson Heydon to Quadrant Dinner, 30 October 2002, reported as'Judicial activism and the

death of the rule of lar,r/ (2003) % Australinn B ar Reoie.o 110.

230 Chief justice Murray Gleeson, ']udicial Legitimacy' (2C[,O) 12ludicial Offcers' Bulletin 41, 44.

z)t Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutionnl Law and Policy

ReaiewA,27.
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his Honour does not seek to engage with the ideas presented by realism.232 It would appear

that this represents a dismissal of realist-based alternatives that is quite direct. However, by

putting forward a version of legalism, and employing a common law methodology, Chief

Justice Gleeson has enabled the substantive jurispruclence of the Gleeson Court to move in an

incremental way away from some of the broader constitutional principles established in the

Mason era. This gradual movement in the substantive law will be examined further in Part II of

this thesis, however there are a number of aspects of the methodologicøl change which are

relevant to note in the context of the current theoretical discussion.

It may be said that two readily identifiable trends may be associated with both the realist

movement and the Mason era. The first of these trends involves the according of less weight to

precedent. The second hend demonstrates a more open discussion of policy considerations.

The Gleeson Court may generally be regarded as moving away from both these approaches.

The Gleeson Court has shown a strong predisposition towards following and relying upon past

decisions.æ3 It may also be said that in general the Gleeson Court has sought to avoid engaging

in'policy' type arguments, although the Court has been at times been willing to consider the

practical consequences of its decisions.2e The adoption of this form of reasoning by the Gleeson

Court has been identified by McHugh J as being a doctrinal approach. A doctrinal approacþ as

it is defined by McHugh I, generally involves the application of principles that are derived from

previous authorities, with reference being had to developments in the common law, and

stafutes, as well as events outside of the judicial system only when such developments are

viewed as being consistent with the text and structure of the Constifution.us

232 See further, Chapter 2 of this thesis. It may be recalled that it was suggested in Chapter Z that this aspect of the
form of legalism put forward by Gleeson CJ distinguished His Honouls approach from the more theorised form
of legalism presented by Sir Owen Dixon which engaged with the ideas presented by realism.

n3 Justice Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Public
Law Reoiat2A.

234 See, for example, Re Gouernor Goulburn Correction C-entre; Ex parte Eastnnn (1999) 2OO CLR 322,332 (Gleeson CJ,
McHugh, Callinan JJ).

23s fustice Michael McHugh'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004).
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It will be argued in Chapter 10 that the majority decisions in Re Wakim, exemplify a 'doctrinal

approach'. æ6 In that case the majority did not use many of the available policy arguments, and

cast doubt upon whether it is appropriate to use arguments of this nafure.237 For example,

Chief Justice Gleeson in rejecting the argument for the constitutional validity of the legislation

challenged in R¿ Wakim; Ex parte McNallyzza stated that: '[a]pproval of legislative policy is

irrelevant to a judgment as to constitutional validity; just as disapproval of the policy would be

irrelevant.'æs His Honour went on to state, '[i]t is argued that the legislation is unconstitutional.

That argument must succeed or fail on its legal meritt'.2+o Justice McHugh expressed a similar

view, and held that'the judiciary has no power to amend or modernise the Constifution to give

effect to what the judges think is in the public interest./241 Justice Callinan and Justice Heydon

are other members of the Court that have been critical of the basing of implications on political

propositions or assumptions.242 These approaches may be contrasted to those of the Mason era.

For example, Sir Gerard Brennan has argued in relation to the Mason era that:

the risk of confusion between judicial policy and political policy had to be run in order to

guarantee the integrity of the judicial process and to bring the influence of contemporary

values to bear on modern expositions of legal principle.2a3

It should also be noted briefly, that whilst there is a tendenry for members of the current Court

to generally follow a doctrinal approacþ which involves a strong reliance uPon precedents and

236 Ibid.

237 Re Wnkim (1999) 195 CLR 511, 540 (Gleeson CI), 549 (McHugh l), 569 (Gummow and Hayne JJ), cf 610 (Kirby J in
dissent).

23a $999) 198 CLR 511 (Re Wnkin{). This case is discussed further in Chapter 10 below.

23e lbid,540.
2û (1999)198 CLR 511, 540 (Gleeson CJ).

247 lbid, 549. See also his Honours comments in this case at 548. There is some contrast between these suggestions

and the position previously outlined by Justice McHugh: See Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Law-making

Function of the |udicial Process - Part II' (1988) 62 AustralianLøtu loumøI116,716.
242 See for example, Australian Brondcasting o Lenah Game Meats (2001) 208 CLR 199, 331-7 (Callinan D¡ Al-Knteb a

Godwin (zlcA) 219 CLR 562 581 (McHugh J); 639 (Hayne), 658 (Callinan f; Heydon f (662, substantially agreeing

with Hayne ). See further Chapters 2,6 and 10 of this thesis.

243 Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A Tribute to Sir Anthony Mason' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Finøl lurisdiction: The

Mason Court in Australin (1996) 10,12.
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the avoidance of policy considerations,2M the approach of Kirby J falls clearly outside of this

approach.z+s

The Gleeson Court has criticised üre use of a policy-based perspective, and put forward a

legalistic and doctrinal methodology. However, there does not appear to be any judicial

justification offered for this choice. It is also difficult to identify in the jurisprudence of the

Gleeson Court any discussion of the realist argument that a doctrinal approach is itself an

exercise of a particular poliry.2a6 Rather as Chapter 2 discussed the approach of the Gleeson

Court appears to assume that provided the Court follows a legalistic and doctrinal approacþ

the application of this methodology will be sufficient to provide legitimacy to the Courfs

judicial decisions.2aZ

The only aspect of Sir Anthony Mason's approach that appears to have carried through to the

Gleeson era is an increased willingness to take a purposive approach to constifutional issues

and look at the'purpose' of legislative provisions.24s The'purposive approacK to constitutional

interpretation is at times apparent in the jurisprudence of Justice McHugh.z+r For example,

Justice McHugh in Cheng a The Queen held that:

2M Justice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 2004).

245 Justice Kirby's dissent in Re Wnkittt provides an example of this difference. In contrast to the majorities'
reluctance in Re Wakim to consider poliry considerations, Justice Kirby has demonstrated a willingness to rely
upon these types of matters. In Re Wnkim justice Kirby was willing to have regard to matters of 'constitutional
authority, principle and poliry' including the'benefits of the cross-vesting scheme'and the'inconvenience' of 'a
rigid construction of Chapter III': Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 51L,609-610 (firby l).

246 See Sir Anthony Mason,'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and
United States Experience' (1986) '1,6 Federal Lnw Reaiao 1, 5; Allan C Hutchinson 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law
in All the Wrong Placed (2003) 29 MonashlJniaersity Law Reaiew 85; Karl Llewellyru'Some Realism about Realism

- Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) 44 Haronrd Lm¡ Rniew 1222.
247 Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, 'Judicial Legitimacy' Q00O) 12ludicial Offcers' Bulletin 4'1,42, M.
248 See Cheng a The Queen (2000) 203 CLR 248, 291 (McHugh J); Grain Pool of Westem Austrctlia a Commonwealth (2OW)

202 CLR 479, 493-502 (Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, McHugh, Gummow, Hayne and Callinan ). See also justice Bradley
Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Public Lrut
Reaiew84,245.

24e Justice Bradley Selwap 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14
Public Lazo Reaiew ?34,245.
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It is always legitimate to give a constitutional or statutory provision a meaning which will

give effect to its purpose even if that requires a departure from its literal meaning. It is

legitimate even if it requires giving the provision a strained meaning.2sO

Although it should be noted that Justice McHugh has developed a purposive approach in a

constitutional context into a form of 'originalism' ,251 it should also be made clear that most

members of the Gleeson Court have not sought to apply McHugh J's originalism to all

constifutional questions.2s2 Generally, it may be said a purposive approach is at times used by

the Gleeson Court, however, this form of reasoning is usually engaged in, in the context of a

common law perspective which advances an incremental approach to judicial law making. In

summary it may be concluded that the Gleeson Court considered as a whole has at times

followed a narrow form of a purposive approach in a constifutional context that is similar to

that advocated by McHugh J, however, this approach is not consistently applied, even by

McHugh J, nor is it supported by all members of the Gleeson Court.2s3

It is concluded from this discussion that although the Gleeson Court has a tendenry to use a

form of purposive reasoning, the general approach of the Gleeson Court is dissimilar to the

jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Mason. The current Court has sought to interpret in a legalistic

way the provisions of the Constitution which focus largely upon the powers of institutions,

rather than to engage in a judicial role that seeks to balance the interests of the individual with

those of the State. To use the terms of Llewellyn, the current Court has shown a clear

preference for a'Formal-Style' over Llewellyn s'Grand-Style'.zs+

2so (2000) 203 cLR248,297.
2s7 See, for example, Cheng a The Queen (2000) 203 CLR 248, 291 (McHugh l); Re Wakirt; Ex parte McNnlly (1999) 198

CLR 511, 549-551 (McHugh J); Eastman a Tlrc Queen (2000) 203 CLR 1, 41-114 (McHugh ); Brownlee o The Queen

(2001.)2O7 CLR278,285 (Gleeson CJ and McHugh |.
252 See, for example, Grøin PooI of Westem Australia a Commonweahh (2000) 202 CLR 479, 493-502 (Gleeson C|,

Gaudron, McHugh, Gummow, Hayne and Callinan f). See also Al-Kateb o Godwin (200 ) 219 CLR 562 581

(McHugh l); 639 (Hayne), 658 (Callinan |); Heydon | (662, substantially agreeing with Hayne f .

253 See, for example, Al-Kateb a Godwin (20C4) 219 CLR 562, 581 (McHugh ); 639 (Hayne), 658 (Callinan ); Heydon j
(662, substantially agreeing with Hayne D. ft" further Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional

interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Public Lmt Reaiew 2M,246. lrustice Kirby has also sought

to show, that in general the approach of the Gleeson Court has not been consistent in its' rejection of the relevance

of policy consideration s'. Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 609-670 (XitUy l). See also Eastman o The Queen (2000) 203

CLR 1,44 (Kirby).
2s4 Karl Llewellyn, The Common Lrut Tradition (196Q35a5.
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VI CoNc¡-ustoN: ReRusv AND THE MnsoN Ennrue
ANreceDENTTo rHE AppnoncH oFTHE GleesoN CouRT

The jurisprudence of Chief Justice Mason can be viewed as being based upon a broad

iÍreoreticai perspective. Sir Anthony iviason not oniy put tbrwarci a purposive and policy-

orientated approach to judicial decision-making, his Honour questioned the validity of the idea

that any judicial decision making could be undertaken in the absence of such considerations.

More speciÍlcally, his Honour's jurisprudence pointed to the manner in which legalism could

obscure the relevance of poliry influences.2ss Even the doctrine of preceden! the binding nature

of which is often viewed from a legalistic perspective to deny any role for judicial choice, was

seen by Sir Anthony Masory as an exercise of a particular judicial policy.2s6 In these ways Sir

Anthony Mason's jurisprudence represents not just a methodology that provides a role for

judicial choice, it also presents a particular perspective which sees all judicial decision making

as an exercise of some particular policy.zsz This idea put forward by Sir Anthony Mason, bears

a similarity to the views expressed in the writings of Holmes, who was profoundly influential

on the development of realist thought.zss Put simply, the jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Mason

did not just extend the boundaries of a legalistic approach by taking account of purposive and

policy considerations in the context of the application of settled rules of statutory construction.

The approach of Sir Anthony Mason, like much realist and sociological jurisprudence,

reconcepfualised law as something which has a social purpose.

The realist perspective developed by Sir Anthony Mason gave the judiciary the role of

balancing the interests of the individual with those of the State, when called upon to decide

constitutional questions. This approach resulted in a shift in the focus of constitutional law

from the powers of State and Federal institutions, to a concern for the interests of individuals in

2s5 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and
United States Experience' (1986) '1,6 Federal Law Reuiew 1, 5 (references omitted). See also Chief Justice John Doyle,
'fudicial law Making - Is Honesty the Best Policy?' (1995) 77 Adelaide Law Reuiew'1,61,, 210-211,.

2s6 Sir Anthony Masory 'The Use and Abuse of Precedenf (1938) 4 Australian Bar Reaiew 93,111,. See generally Justice
McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 7989-2004', The Inagural Sir Anthony Mason
Lecture in Constitutional Law, 26 November 2004, Banco court, Sydney.

257 Sir Anthony Mason, 'Trends in Constitutional Interpretation' (1995) 18 LJniaersity of Nøru SouthWnles Law lournal
237.

258 Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of Law' (789nrc Haroard Law Reuiao 457,468.
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their relationship with goverrunent.2se In Chapter 2 it was argued that the form of legalism put

forward by Sir Owen Dixon was based upon a wider theoretical belief in the existence or

presupposition of a corpus of legal knowledge. Although the approach of Sir Anthony Mason

challenges this perspective, Mason CJ puts forward an approach which, like that of Sir Owen

Dixon, is based upon broad theoretical principles. In Chapter 2 it was further argued that the

Gleeson Court considered as a whole did not embrace the theoretical perspective put forward

by Sir Owen Dixon. The analysis offered in this Chapter has sought to show that the theoretical

perspective of realism is also not a perspective that is advocated by the current High Court.

Indeed, it is difficult to ascertain an alternative theoretical position in the approach of the

current Court, with the adoption of the methodology of legalism seeming to be accepted almost

as an article of faith.

The suggested absence from the jurisprudence of the current Court of an ascertainable

theoretical perspective, does not suggest that t}re methodology of the current Court is not

legitimate. The approach taken by the Gleeson Court can, for example, for the most part, be

justified on the basis that it retains public confidence in both the judiciary and the

Constitution.260 However, the argument of this thesis is that even accepting the legitimary of

the Gleeson Court's approacþ the jurisprudence of the current Court does not tend to answer

the more fundamental question that debate concerning the use of policy considerations in legal

arguments raises. This question is, whether a doctrinal approach which, at times, seeks to

exclude the discussion of such considerations, is to be preferred to the approach taken during

the Mason era when policy considerations were openly discussed. The approach taken also

leaves unanswered the argument that a particular ideological perspective will always underlie

the choice of a legal methodoloW.26l ZirÊs, for example, like Sir Anthony Mason has accurately

25e See further for example Harley Wright,'sovereignty of the People - The New Constitutional Grundnorm?' (L998)

26 Federnl Løw Reuie.o 165; See generally Paul Finn,'A Sovereign People, A Public Trusf in Paul Finn (ed) Essnys

on Law and Gooernment: Volume 1. Principles and Values (1995); Geoffrey Lindell, 'Why is Australian's Constitution
Binding? - The Reasons in 1900 and Now, and the Effect of lndependence' (1986) 76 Federal Lnw Reaiew 29; George

Winterton, 'Popular Sovereignty and Constitutional Continuity' (1998) 26 Federnl Law Reaiew 1; Justice Michael
Kirby, 'Deakin: Popular Sovereignty and the true foundation of the Australian Constitution' (1996) 3 Denkin Løw

Reaiew 129; Leslie Zines, 'The Sovereignty of the people' in Michael Coper and George Williams (eds) Power,

Parlinment and tlrc People (799n 91',95.

260 See ]ustice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003)

14 Public Law Reaiew 234,234,250.
261 See further, Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the

Australian and United States Experience' (1986) '1,6 Federal Law Reoiew 1, 5; Allan C Hutchinson 'Heydon' Seek:
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criticised the suggestion that 'policy' considerations can be absolutely excluded from

constifutional arguments. Zines argues that:

In an age of open government it is iurportant that, whatever the new legalism means,

judicial conclusions should not be seen as simply resting on different perceptions or

impressions, but examined in the light of consequences and appropriate policies

No one doubts that certainty, consistency and coherence of the law and legal system are

important social and legal values. They are not achieved by ignoring the factors which the

law (and in particular the Constitution, by reason of its indeterminacy and its longevity)

invites, or rather compels, the courts to consider. This is not to argue that judicial policy-

making is desirable; it is merely at times necessary.262

As the arguments presented by Zines suggest it may be inevitable that policy considerations

underlie judicial reasoning. In this way it may be argued that even the doctrinal approach of

the Gleeson Court reflects a particular judicial policy or ideology.2ó3 þ'6¡ example, the following

of precedent may be viewed as the implementation of a particular judicial policy-that of

conservatism, which as Allan Hutchinson has pointed ou!'is no less ideological than its activist

counterpart.'2e As Llewellyn has argued, any application of the doctrine of precedent involves

a choice between the available policy arguments and the felt need to follow previous

decisions.26s

Looking for Law in All the Wrong Places' (2003) 29 Monnsh lJnioersity Law Rez¿iew 85; Karl Llewellyn, 'Some
Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound (1%1) 44 Haraard Lnw Reuiew l)t .

262 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constihttionnl Law nnd Poliql
Rersisu 21,29.

263 Sir Anthony Mason,'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Aust¡alian and
United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Law Reaiau 1., 5; Allan C Hutchinson 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law
in All the Wrong Places' (2003) 29 MonashlJniaersity Law Reztiew 85.

264 Allan C Hutchinson'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in All the Wrong Places' (2003) 29 Monash Llnioersity Løw
Reoiew 85.

265 Karl Llewellyru 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1937) 44 Hantard Law Reaiew 1222.
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The failure to articulate the relevance of policy considerations means that it is difficult to

determine the influence of such considerations.266 It is an approach that undermines the

transparency of judicial decisions. When the influence of political or policy considerations on

judicial determinations are not disclosed in judicial reasons, these reasons fail to provide a

guide to future decisions.267 This may be particularly significant il as Professor Saunders

argues, tlrre Constitution is to be developed largely through its unwritten component.268 The

fundamental objection that may be made to judicial decisions which do not articulate the

relevance of policy considerations is that decisions that do not expressly state all of the relevant

reasons upon which they are based are likely to appear arbitrary, and consequently less

compelling, a feature which can undermine the integrity of judicial decisions.26e This objectiory

which is central to the realist movemenfs criticism of legal formalism, remains largely

unconsidered by the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court. This omission is significant because as

Part II of this thesis will argue, the decisions of the Gleeson Court concerning Chapter III of the

Constitution have demonstrated a concern to protect the integrity of the judicial process/ yet the

underlying importance of this concern is rarely articulated. Furthermore, it may be suggested

that a methodology which appears to accept, almost as an article of faith that adherence to

legalism will be sufficient to maintain the legitimacy of judicial decisions; puts forward the very

approach which realism has suggested will undermine the integrity of judicial decisions.

It may be that the Gleeson Court will not use poliry arguments or have regard to the practical

consequences of a decisioru unless the Court views the outcome of a formulistic application of

existing doctrine as necessitating such an approach.27o It is however interesting to note that in

7976 a similar suggestion was made by Gareth Evans, and Sir Anthony Mason in response

stated:

266 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Løw ReuieID 1, 5; Allan C Hutchinson 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law
in All the Wrong Places (2003) 29 Monaslt Uniaersity Law Reoieta 85.

267 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 16 Federal Law Review 1. 5.

268 Cheryl Saunders, 'Future Prospects for the Australian Constitution' Robert French, Geoffrey Lindell and Cheryl
Saunders (eds) Reflections on the Australian Constitution (2N3),235.

26s Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutimnl Law nnd Policy

Reoiew21,29.
27o Re Gooernor Goulburn Cotection Centre; Ex parte Eastnnn (1999) 200 CLF. 322, 332 (Gleeson CJ, McHuglu Callinan

D.
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I note in his reply Mr Evans states that in relation to interpretation of the Constitution he

advocates regard to policy considerations only when resort to relevant legal precepts is

genuinely inconclusive. When is resort to legal precepts genuinely inconclusive? One might

as well ask "How long is the Chancellor's foot?"' to traditionalists resort to legal precepts

never fails to produce an answer. To others, dazzled by a glimpse of the Elysian fields,

repiete as they are with pohcy consrderations, legal precepts would prove to be singularly

sterile.271

It may be argued that policies and values do underlie decisions of the Gleeson Court, just as

they do for all judicial decisions.2Tz On this basis, the difference in the style of judgments from

the Mason to Gleeson era is that any relevant policies and values are not articulated by a

majority of members of the Gleeson Court. This change in method, as Part II of this thesis will

show, has had a substantiae effect of the jurisprudence of the High Court. For example, the

emphasis that legalism places on the text of the Constitution, which focuses on the institutions

of government can draw attention away from the important principled arguments that were

developed to protect the interests of individuals in decisions such as Chu Kheng Lim u Minister

for Immigration, Local Gwernment and Ethnic Affairs.zzz

Further, it is argued that to apply a doctrinal approach without regard to the policy of legal

change can produce legal doctrines that are not reflective of contempotary values and

circumstances.2T4 As suggested above, even established common law principles and the legal

doctrines upon which the legalistic approach of the Gleeson Court appears to be based, are

themselves the constanf expressions of particular values and policies.27s It cannot be doubted

271 Sir Anthony Mason, 'Closing Reflections' in David Hambly and John Goldring (eds), AustralianLau4lers and Social
Change (1976) 385,390 (emphasis added).

272 Allan C Hutchinson 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in All the Wrong Places' (2003) 29 Monash lJniaersity Law
Reoiew 85.

273 (1992)176CLRI.
274 Sir Gerard Brennan, 'A Tribute to Sir Anthony Mason' in Cheryl Saunders (ed), Courts of Final lurisdiction: The

Mason Court in Australia (7996) 10,72.
27s Justice Keith Mason, 'What is wrong with top-down legal reasoning?' (2004) 78 Australian Lnw lournal574,583-4
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that the common law is itself dynafnic.276 It follows that the values inherent in law may

themselves be in a state of flux. Legal doctrine is not static. As Holmes wrote;

In order to know what [aw] is, we must know what it has been, and what it tends to

become. We must alternately consult history and existing theories of legislation. But the

most difficult labor will be to understand the combination of the two into new products at

every stage. The substance of the law at any given time pretty nearly corresponds, so far as

it goes, with what is then understood to be convenient; but its form and machinery, and the

degree to which it is able to work out desired results, depend very much upon its Past:2zz

In this way any common law approach, including that of the Gleeson Court, needs to be seen as

the implementation of a policy that regards law as evolving and changing, with the common

law being viewed as the fusion of developed principles with the facts of the particular case. It is

important to clarify that this discussion recognises that the Gleeson Court acknowledges legal

change. For example, Chief Justice Gleeson has described his Flonour's approach to legalism

that is consistent with judicial law-making.zza The discussion presented above does however

seek to point out that the acceptance of the changing state of law raises the issue of whether

continued reliance upon legalism can be justified. It is difficult to see how there can be any

unqualified acceptance of the belief that a legalistic methodology will always, or at any given

point in time will be, the most legitimate form of judicial decision-making. It might be that

legalism is, as Sir Owen Dixon argued, the preferred method. It is however argued that some

theoretical justification should be offered to support the choice of legalism.

This Chapter has sought to establish that Sir Anthony Masorç put forward a principled and

theoretical approach that fundamentally reconceptualised the judicial role in a manner that

reflected the theoretical perspective and principles found in realism and sociological

jurisprudence. The approach of Sir Anthony Mason not only differed from the perspective put

276 The introduction of the tort of negligence that brought the neighbourhood principle to the coÍunon law is, of
course, the most oft cited example of the influence of policy on this form of judicial law making: see Donoghue a

Steaenson f19321 AC 562. See generally, Garry Sturgess and Philip Chubb, ludgrng the World (1988),7 .

2n Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Common Lmu (7881)1.

z7B Chief Justice Murray Gleeson, The Rule of Law nnd tlrc Constitution, Boyet Lecture Q00O) 97, 129; see also Grnin Pool

of Westem Australia o Comntonuseahh (2000) 202 CLR 479, 498 (Gleeson Cj, Gaudron, McHugh, Gummow, Hayne

and Callinan l).
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forward by Sir Owen Dixon; it challenged the fundamental assumptions of legalism generally,

as well as Dixonian legalism in particular. However, there is a similarity between the

jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Mason and that of Sir Owen Dixon in that both these jurists

advocate the 'principled elabolation' of competing arguments, with judicial decisions 'resting

wherever possible on a principle of appropriate generality.'zze lllis thesis has argued that Sir

Owen Dixon's put forward a theorised and principledlegalisltc approach which was based upon

the assumption of a corpus of legal knowledge.28O Sir Owen Dixoru thought that jurists should

aspire to develop greater principles of rationalisation in the sense of the extent to which

arguments and principles could be developed in support of decisions. As Sir Owen Dixon

stated:

the demands made in name of justice must not be arbitrary or fanciful. They must proceed,

not from political or sociological propensities, but from deeper, more ordered, more

philosophical and perhaps more enduring conceptions of justice.281

This Chapter has demonstrated the divergence of Gleeson Court from the idea that legal

reasoning may be based upon the theoretical assumptions of the realist based jurisprudence of

the Mason era. Chapter 2 demonstrated the dissimilarity between the theoretical assumptions of

Dixonian legalism, and the legalistic methodology employed by most members of the Gleeson

Court, that does not articulate the nature of any theoretical assumptions that underlie their

Honours' approach. In this way the argument that has been developed to this point in this

thesis, is that the absence from the approach of Gleeson Court of a theoretical perspective most

clearly distinguishes the current Court from two of the Courts most revered predecessors,

namely the Dixon Court and the Mason Court.

The absence from the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court of an identifiable theoretical position

is a theme which will be considered throughout this thesis. In the following Chapter the extent

to which the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey represents a principled and theorised

27e Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and
United States Experience' (1986) 1,6 Federal Law Reoiat¡ 1.,28.

280 Sir Owen Düon, 'Concerning fudicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pitøte (\965) 156.
1 Ibid,165.
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approach, which demonstrates the influence of a natural law perspective and gives the judiciary

a role in protecting the interests of individuals, will be analysed. Although the discussion in

Chapter 4, will,like the discussion presented in this Chapter and Chapter 2, engage in some

critical analysis of the absence of theoretical reasoning in judicial decision-making, it should be

noted that in the United States, contemporary legal writings evince a resurgence of legal

pragmatism-which advocates a largely non-ttreoretical position.282 For this reason having

considered in Chapter 4 the central tenets of natural law reasoning and the jurisprudence of

Justice Deane and Toohey, the benefits of a non-theorised approach will be analysed further in

Chapters 5 and 6, which will consider contemporary pragmatic thought.

M D A Freeman, Lloyd's Introduction to lurisprudence (7tt' ed, 2001) 817. See, for example, Judge Richard Posner

'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional
Rights' (7992) 59 LJnioersity of Chicngo Law Reaiew 433; fudge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (7996) 18

Cardozo Law Reoiao 1.. Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haruørd Law Reaiew \733,

Cass Sunstein, Legal Rensoning and Politicnl Conflict (7996)
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NrruRAL L¿rw AND TtlE
JURISPRUDEI\CE OP JUSTICES DP¿TNE

ANO TOOFIEY

I Ir.¡rRoDUcrtoN

The analysis presented in this thesis seeks to provide a perspective that may further the current

understanding of approaches to constifutional interpretation in general and the approach of the

Gleeson Court, in particular. The analysis presented in previous Chapters focused upon

concepts such as Dixonian legalism, and the realist-based jurisprudence of Sir Anthony Mason'

This analysis has provided some significant insights into the broad general shifts that have

occurred in the jurisprudence of the High Court. The following discussion will consider with

comparative brevity the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey and a natural law

perspective. One reason for this approach is that the impact of their Honours' jurisprudence

upon the current Court may be fairly briefly stated. Put plainly, the Gleeson Court has in

general, openly sought to distance itself from the approach of Justices Deane and Toohey.l

]ustice Michael McHugtU 'The Constitutional furisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (Ihe Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004),10.
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Although the Gleeson Court's general disapproval of the approach taken by Justices Deane and

Toohey reduces the contemporary influence of their Honour's methodology, it is argued that

the approach developed by Justices Deane and Toohey made a fundamental and significant

contribution to Australian jurisprudence. Their Honours' jurisprudence was influential in

broadening the scope of legal discussion in Australia. Both these Justices formed part of

perhaps the 'strongesf, 'core' group of Justices from the Mason era, which was comprised of

Mason CJ, Deane, Toohey and Gaudroî JI.2 That said, the direct link between Deane and

Toohey JJ is perhaps not as strong as their Honours' methodologies may suggest, and the

empirical research indicates that Deane J may have been the more influential member of the

Court, being one of the two identified'pivotal' Justices of the Mason era, ttre other being Mason

CI.3

Tl:re influence of the approach of Justices Deane and Toohey upon the direction taken by the

current High Court aside, it is argued in this Chapter that their Honours' jurisprudence is of

continued releaance. The reason for this is that an understanding of the width of perspective

that Justices Deane and Toohey took facilitates an appreciation of the manner in which the

approach adopted by the Gleeson Court has narrowed the purview of legal debate in Australian

constitutional law.

A jurisprudential approach, such as that taken by Justices Deane and Toohey, is not the central

focus of the analysis presented in this thesis, and for this reason the advantages and problems

associated with this approach will not be considered at length in this thesis. However, some of

the grounds for preferring this form of legal reasoning will be considered. In particular, it is

argued in this thesis that more theorised approaches to judicial reasoning are to be preferred as

they offer a transparent account of the judicial reasoning process, as well as providing

considerable guidance for fufure courts. The argument presented in this and following

Chapters will demonstrate that the jurisprudence implicit in the approach of Justices Deane and

Toohey provides a highly theorised account of judicial reasoning. On this basis, it is noted in

Russell Smytþ "'Some Are More Equal than Others" - An Empirical Investigation into the Voting Behaviour of
the Mason Courf (1999) 6 Canberra Law Reoiew 193,207.

rbid.
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passing, that aspects of their Flonours' approach are to be preferred over the other forms of

legal reasoning, such as the jurisprudential approaches associated with legalism, realism and

pragmatism.

Legal writings concerning the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey generally regard

their Honours' approach as challenging the orthodox legalistic perspective in a manner that

extends beyond the approach taken by other members of the Mason Court.a For example

Justice McHugh has recently labelled the approach of these Justices as'radical' , stating that:

Two members of the Mason Court - Deane and Toohey fJ - challenged traditional modes of

constitutional interpretation. Their Honours propounded an approach to constitutional

interpretation during the Mason Court that the rest of the Court did not accept - even those

members who expressly rejected the earlier legalism. Deane and Toohey ff articulated a

radical approach that relied on sources external to the Constitution, such as the supposed

assumptions of the founders and fundamental common law principles, in order to derive

restraints on legislative and executive power. They also used the principle of popular

sovereignty - the sovereignty of the people - as a source of the authority of the Constitution

to create constitutional rights. Their Honours identified certain rights from "the conceptual

basis of the Constitution" such as a right to equality.s

Professor Leslie Zines has also expressed a similar view stating that:

In the general area of rights and freedoms, however, Deane and Toohey f| went beyond the

methods employed by the rest of the Court. They expounded doctrines which had less

connection with the text of the Constitution and which would have opened up a vast area of

judicial power in respect of the formulation of entrenched individual rights. They put

Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional Lrru and Policy

Reaiew 2'l-,25; Iustice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (Ihe
Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004),10.

|ustice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (The Inaugural Sir

Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney,26 November 2004),10.
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forward the principle that federal power was limited by fundamental rights and freedoms

recognised by the common law in 1900.6

The difference in the approach of Justices Deane and Toohey from other members of the Mason

Court, and in particular from the realist-influenced approach of Sir Anthony Mason which was

considered in Chapter 3, may result from the influence of a natural law perspective on the

jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey.T This suggestion is supported by Justice Toohey's

comments made in a speech given in Darwin shortly after the judgments in the implied

freedom of political communication cases had been delivered.s On that occasion Justice Toohey

expressly linked the role of the judiciary in protecting the rights of individuals with a'revival of

nafu ral law jurisprudence'.e

The discussion of natural law principles presented in this Chapter will focus upon the

jurisprudence of John Locke for the simple reason that Locke's analysis is particularly

illustrative of the relevance of natural law jurisprudence from a constifutional perspective.

Locke's work influenced the drafters of the American Declaration of Independence and his

theory of governance continues to be of significance to the development of American

constitutional law.10 FIowever, of particular relevance to contemporary Australian

constitutional law is the way in which Locke's work addresses issues such as the relationship

between the State and the individual, the role of the judiciary and the source of any ultimate

constitutional or legal authority. The analysis presented in this Chapter will therefore focus on

these aspects of Locke's work, as it is suggested that an understanding of these elements of the

Lockean view of governance enables the influence of a nafural law perspective to be identified

in constitutional interpretation.

6 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constih.ttional Law and Policy
Ret¡ieto 21,25. See further, Justice W M C Gummow, 'The Constitution: Ultimate foundation of Australian law?'
(2005) 79 AustraLinn Lazo I oumal 767, 175-7.

7 Justice john Toohey, 'A Government of Laws and Not of Men?' (1993) 4 Public Law Reuietu 158, D A Smallbone,
'Recent suggestions of an tmplied "Bill of Rights" in the Constitution, considered as part of a general trend in
Constitutional Interpretation' (1993) 27 Federal Law Reoie(o 254,262-269; Harley Wright, 'sovereignty of the People
- The New Constitutional Grundnorm?' (1998) 26 Federnl Lara Reuis.o 165.

8 ]ustice fohn Toohey, 'A Government of Laws and Not of Men?' (1993) 4 Public Lnw Reoieu 1^58.

e lbid.

10 Richard S Kay, 'American Constitutionalism' in Larry Alexander (ed) Constitutionalisnr Philosophical Foundations
(1998) 76-63, especially 1.8 footnote 8.
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Having considered the theoretical standpoint of a natural law perspective, the analysis

presented in this Chapter will seek to outline the influence of this perspective on the

jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey. The fundamental point that will be drawn from

this discussion is that whilst the realist-influenced approach of Sir Anthony Mason sought to

balance the interests of the individual with the interests of the State, the jurisprudence of

Justices Deane and Toohey gave greater significance to the interests of individuals by giving the

judiciary a role in protecting these interests, which allowed the judiciary to imply a restraint on

the powers of the legislative and executive.ll The final sections of this Chapter will demonstrate

that it is the approach of these Justices from which the judicial method of the current Gleeson

Court may be most clearly distinguished.

II A NeruRAL LAw PeRspEcrtvE

Natural law theories often assert that certain specified principles represent what is referred to as

the natural law. These principles are not themselves derived from a legal system, but represent

some form of universal reason.12 In this way a distinction is made between natural law

principles and human or posited law. As Aristotle, who is regarded as one of the early natural

law theorists, wrote inThe Ethics:

There are two sorts of political justice, one natural and the other legal. The natural is that

which has the same validity everywhere and does not depend upon acceptance; the legal is

that which in the first place can take one form or another indifferently, but which, once laid

down is decisive ... 13

These distinctions will be considered further in Chapter I of this thesis. See generally Justice Michael McHugh
'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Courh 1989-2004' fihe Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in
Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney,26 November 2004) 10'

See, for examplq Aristotle The Ethics, Book 5, vi,1134bL24, [translation by ] A K Thomson first published 1.953]

189; John Finnis, Nøfural Lazo and Natural Rtlts (1980) 24; loln Locke, Two Trentises of Gwemment, Chapter II,
paragraphs 4-8, l16q), Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"a ed, 1964 287-90. See generally, MDA Freeman, Lloyd's

Introduction to lurisprudence (7*'ed, 2001) 89-90.

Aristotle TIrc Ethics, Book 5, v1i, 1134b8-24, [translation by J e K Thomson first published 1953] 189. See also

Cicero who is quoted as saying of the natural law 'we need not look outside ourselves for an expounder or
interpreterof if: CiceroDeRePublica,bkIII,xxi: seeMargaretDavies,AskingtlæLawQuestion(2^aed,2002)73.
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John Finnis, whose work Nøf¿rral Lsw and Naturøl Rights provides a modern reinstatement of

natural law theory,1a expresses the universal and self-evident nature of natural law principles

by stating that 'of natural law itself there could, strictly speaking, be no history.'ls This form of

reasoning not only distinguishes between natural and posited law-it also accords a certain

status to natural law principles. Natural law principles as they are universal and discoverable

by rational introspection are viewed as being more fundamental than posited law.

The status of natural law principles as fundamental and universal has led nafural law theorists

to argue that the authority of human or posited law may be determined by reference to natural

law principles. Some proponents of the natural law perspective, view posited law, which does

not conform to the specified natural law principles, as not being law at all.10 Other natural law

theorists take the position that posited law, which is contrary to natural law principles, may

remain valid; however, it ought to be changed to accord with the natural law.17 FIowever,

common to most proponents of a nafural law perspective is a desire to establish that posited

law should be guided by moral principles and rules.ls In this way, natural law theories seek to

establish a relationship between law and morality. This may be compared to the positivist

perspective which often underlies a legalistic approach and whictu generally, does not seek to

make a connection between law and morality. This approach can be further contrasted with the

realist position whictu particularly in the writings of Llewellyn, may be seen to emphasise what

the law actually'is'over what it'oughf to be.1e Because natural law theories assert that the

principles of natural law represent some form of higher law based on reasory natural law

principles are capable of being seen to provide moral sanctity to posited law.20 Whilst much

14 MDA Freeman, Lloyd's lntroduction to lurisprudence (7th ed,2001)122.
15 John Finnis, Natural Law nnd Nnhral Rights (1980) 24.
1ó See Cicero D¿ Re Publicn, bk IIL xxi. , lex injusta non est law ('an unjust law is not law'): quoted by Margaret Davies,

Asking tlæ Law Question (2"d ed,2OO2)72.

77 See John Finnis, Natural Law anil Naturnl Rights,29\,35Lff. See generally Margaret Davies, Asking the Law Question
(2na ed, 2002)72ff.

18 John Finnis, Natural Lazu and Natural Rllfs (1980) 290. See generally, Bryan Horrigan, 'Natural Law' in Tony
Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Conryanion to the High Court of Australia QOOI)
500,500.

'Le Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1931) 44 Harcnrd Law Reoiew 1222,
\255.

20 See Margaret Davies, Asking the Lnw Question (2na ed, 2002)79,90.
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jurisprudential debate has been devoted to this issue, it is sufficient for present purposes to note

that the validity of this assertion has been questioned.2l

A John Locke

The idea that natural law principles derive from some higher source, and that these principles

should guide the development of posited law is implicit in the writings of John Locke. Locke

advocated the existence of certain inalienable natural rights and based his conception of the

purpose and limits of government on this theory of natural rights.zz Locke began his analysis

by considering the manner in which he saw man as existing, before the development of civil

society. For Locke, before civil society, man existed free from government intervention in an

idyllic natural condition.23 In such a natural state, the rule of reason and common equity

prevailed with all in a' State of perfect Freedom' and'EqualitA' .2a Tlis'perfect equality', for Locke,

derived from the fact that all are equal servants of God. As such, Locke argued, 'there cannot

be supposed any such Subordination among us'.2s For Locke, there were two duties in the

nafural state of man, which represented the natural law. The first duty to which Locke referred

was the duty to preserve oneself. The second duty was the duty to do as much as can be done

to preserve the rest of mankind.2o Like other natural law theorists, Locke held these two

principles of the natural law to be universal, and discoverable by the use of reason.27 For Locke,

in the natural state of mary each individual had the right to hold others accountable for a breach

21 lbid,78-90.
22 John Locke, Two Trentises of Gooernment, Chapter II, paragraphs 4-8, [Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"a ed, 1964

287-90; For example, Locke states "Ihe State of Nahre has a Law of Nature to govern it, which obliges every one:

And Reason, which is that Law, teaches all Mankind, who will but consult it, that being all equal and

independeng no one ought to harm another in his Life, Health, Liberty, or Possessions': see John Locke, Ttuo

Treatises of Goaemment, Chapter ll, paragraph 6, [Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"¿ ed, 1964 289.

23 John Locke, Two Treatises of Gouemment, Chapter IL paragraph 4, [Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"a ed, 1964
287. This can be contrasted with the view of Thomas Hobbes who also expressed the equality of man, but saw the

state of nature as a state of war, as Hobbes wrote 'and such a warre, as is of every man/ against every man' :see

Hobbes, Lninthan, Pt I Chapter 13 [first published 1651, edited by C B Macphersorç (1986) 185].

24 John Locke, Two Trcatises of Gouemment, Chapter II, paragraph 4, [Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"¿ ed, 1964
287.

25 lbicl, Chapterllparagraph6,289.
26 lbid.
27 lbid.
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of the principles of the natural 1aw.28 Locke saw the natural state of autonomy as being

voluntarily given up only as societies developed.2e In this manner, Locke's theory of

governance is based upon the idea of consent. Upon the entry by an individual into civilised

society, the rights that people have to enforce for themselves the principles of the nafural law

are given up.30 The State in this way becomes the custodian of the nafural law, and is required

to observe and enforce the natural law, which included rights to property, which form an

important part of Locke's analysis.3l The State, for Locke, is therefore bound to protect the

property rights of individuals, to preserve mankind by acting for the public good of the society,

and to reinforce the equality of individuals.

One important feature of Locke's analysis, that influenced the concept of governance that Locke

advocates, is the idea that as all are servants of God there is a limit to what can be given up

upon the entrance into civil society. A person, Locke argues, cannot transfer to the State greater

Power over individual rights than those that the individual, possessed as their own, in the state

of Nature. Rights such as those of life and liberty, being bestowed by God, cannot be cast off.

As Locke states:

[N]o Body can transfer to another more power than he has in himself; and no Body has an

absolute Arbitrary Power over himself, or over any other, to Destroy his own Life, or to take

away the Life or Property of another. A Maru as has been proved, cannot subject himself to

the Arbitrary Power of another; and having, in the State of Nature, no Arbitrary Power over

the Life, Liberty, or Possession of another, but only so much as the Law of Nature gave him

for the preservation of himself, and the rest of Mankind; this is all he doth, or can give up to

the Commonwealth, and by it to the Legisløtiae Pawer, so that the Legislative can have no

more than this. Their Power in the utmost Bounds of it is limited to the publick good of the

Society. It is a Power, that hath no end but preservation, and therefore can never have a

right to destroy, enslave, or designedly to impoverish the Subjects.32

28 lbid, Chapter II, paragraph 8,290.
2e lbid, ChapterYII, paragraph 89,343.
30 lbid, Chapter II, paragraph 7-9,289-90.
31 lbid, Chapter V,303-320.
32 lbid, Chapter Xl paragraph 735,375.
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This perspective, that Locke takes, on the inalienable nafure of natural law rights, influences the

view he takes of the relationship between the individual and the State. As individuals entering

civil society bestowed power on the government or Parliament Locke saw this power as being

held in a relationship of trust with the governed. This view remains influential in American

constitutional 1aw.33 Implicit in this Lockean view of goverrunenÇ which sees the power of

goverrunent being held in a relationship of trust with the governed, is the view that any

ultimate source of constitutional authority lies with the sovereign people.

For Locke it followed from this idea of there being a fiduciary relationship, that State Power

must be exercised in a manner which is consistent with the public good and the natural law

rights of individuals. Thus if a Lockean perspective is taken to the balancing of the rights or

interests of the individual with the rights or interests of the State, the interests of individuals

that accord with natural law rights will be of primary importance. Put simply, the State may

not derogate from the inalienable rights of individuals. Significantly, for Locke, rJlre judiciøry

were responsible for protecting these interests. Locke accorded this role to the judiciary, as

Locke viewed the right that each individual had in the natural state to hold others accountable

for a breach of the principles of the natural law,z+ as something which the individual transferred

to the judiciøry when the individual entered into civil society.3s This may be contrasted to the

realist or sociological perspectives analysed above in Chapter 3, which gives the judiciary a role

in balancing the interests of the individual with those of the State.

The idea that the judiciary, in developing the law, must have regard not only to the authority of

the Parliament but also to the paramount authority of the natural law, is often identified with,

tlre classic, though controversial, decision of Sir Edward Coke inDr Bonham's Cøse.36In that case

33 Richard S Kay, 'American Constitutionalism' in Larry Alexander (ed) Constitutionnlisnt: Philosophical Foundations

(1998)16-63, especially 1.8 footnote 8.

u lbid,Chapter II, paragraph 8,290.

3s lbid, Chapter VII, paragraph97,342. As Locke writes:'Those who are united into one Body, and have a common
establish'd Law and Judicature to appeal to, with Authority to decide Controversies between them, and punish
Offenders, are in Ciail Society one with another: but those who have no such corunon Appeal, I mean on Earth, are

still in the state of Nature, each being, where there is no othet fudge for himself and Executioner; which is, as I
have before shedd it, the perfect state of Nnture': see fohn Locke, Ttt¡o Trentises of Gotternment, Chapter VII,
paragraphST, [Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"a ed,1964342.

36 Dr Bonham's case (1609) 8 Co Rep 107a, 113b; 77 ER 638; 646; 2 Brownl. & Golds 254; 1% ER 928. For a
consideration of the earþ authorities concerning this issue see D A Smallbone'Recent suggestions of an Implied
"Bill of Rights" in the Constitution, considered as part of a general trend in Constitutional lnterpretatiof $993)
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'Coke struck down a law he found unsupportable'32 Consistently with a nafural law

perspective, ttre courts role in making such a finding has been viewed as being qualified by Sir

Edward Coke's requirement that such intervention is warranted onty when the common law

accords with natural law principles, and the laws of Parliament breach these natural law

principles.3s

In summary is can be said that that the Lockean natural law perspective translates to a view of

governance that may influence constitutional interpretation. The Lockean perspective sees

inalienable rights as being asserted in any relationship between the individual and the State.

This theory also accords the judiciary a role, in addition to that of considering the authority of

Parliament namely the function of maintaining the fundamental authority of nafural law

principles. Finally, implicit in the Lockean view is the idea that any ultimate source of

constitutional authority must lie with the sovereign people. These tfuee key issues may affect

the manner in which a constitution is interpreted-and it is the influence of these perspectives

that the following analysis identifies in the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey.

III T¡re JunlspnuDENcE oF JusrtcEs DeeNe AND Tooney

The jurisprudence of fustices Deane and Toohey demonstrates a concern for individual and

democratic rights, and may be viewed as reflecting a natural law perspective which accords the

judiciary a role in protecting the inalienable rights of individuals. For example Justice Deane in

21 Federal Law Reaiew 254,262-269. This may be contrasted to the more limited role that positivism accords to the
judiciary: see,forexample, AVDicey, IntroductiontotheShdyoftheLawof theConstitution(10ned, 1959)75. Any
suggestion based upon Sir Edward Coke's judgment in Dr Bonlnm's Cnss that the judiciary might hold a statue
invalid on the basis that it offended some natural law concept, whilst influential in the development of American
doctrines of judicial review, was largely abandoned in England, the case was described by Dicey (lntroduction to
the Study of tlrc Lmu of the Constihttion, 67-2n) in a footnote as obsolete: see Tony Blackshield and George
Williams, Australinn Constitutional Law t Theory (3ta ed, 2002) 83-84. See generally Paul Finn, 'A Sovereign People,
A Public Trust' in P Finn (ed), Essays on Lnw nnd Goaemment: Vohmte L Principles and Vnlues (1995) 1.; AV Dicey
Introduction to the Study of tlrc Lmu of the Constitution (10tt' ed,1959) 39.

A D Boyer, "'Unde¡standing, Authority, and Will": Sir Edward Coke and the Elizabethan Origins of Judicial
Review' (199n 39 Boston College Law Rerie.u 43. See further, Dr Bonlnm's case (1609) 8 Co Rep 107a; 77 ER 638,
646;2BrownL & Golds 254;123 ER 928.

See D A Smallbone, 'Recent Suggestions of an Implied "Bill of Rights" in the Constitution, considered as part of a
general trend in Constitutional lnterpretation' (1993) A Federal Law Reuiew 254,262. see further, Calain's case 7 Co
Rep 1.a, 13a1f; 77 ER3n,392ff.
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IJniaersity of Wollongong u Metwallyzo ¡.rU that section 109 of t}re Constitution would not only

direct the resolution of federal conflicts, but may also serve, 'the equally important function of

protecting the individual from the injustice of being subjected to the requirements of valid and

inconsistent laws of the Commonwealth and State Parliaments on the same subjecf .a0 In this

way Justice Deane may be seen as bringing to the question of the conflict of State laws with

Commonwealth laws a perspective that higtrlights the role of the judiciary in protecting the

interests of the individual. Justice Toohey has also, at times, expressed a similar view.

Speaking extra-judicially Toohey J commented that lawyers were part of an instihrtion that

'exists not only to resolve disputes between individuals but to protect the citizen against

excesses of State power.'41 For |ustice Toohey, '[a] society that lacks a strong and independent

judiciary is in real danger of seeing its civil liberties disappear and ultimately of losing its

freedom.'a2

A Natural Law Perspect¡ves and the Interest of the Indìvidual

The manner in which Justices Deane and Toohey interpreted Chapter III of the Constitution

consistently with a natural law perspective to give the judiciary a role in protecting the interests

of the individual will be discussed further in Part II of this thesis, however of particular note are

the judgments of Deane I and Toohey J in Polyukhouich ts Commonwealth, the'War Crimes Act

Cøse'.43 For fustice Deane who dissented in that case, the retroactive aspect of the legislation

was problematic.e Justice Deane's judgment emphasised the interest that individuals have in

only being punished for a'breach of the law', and the consequent need for criminal laws only to

apply to 'future conduct.'4s For Justice Deane the challenged legislation went beyond the

3e Unioersity of Wollongonga Metwnlly (1984) 158 CLRMT'

'ro lbid,4n peane J).

41 John Toohey, 'Without Fear or Favour, Affection of Ill-Wilf : The Role of Courts in the Community' (1999) 28

Westem Australinn LMt Reuiew 1,2.
42 lbitl, 1.

43 Polywlihwicho Contmonweakh (1991)172CLR501 ('War Crturcs Act Case').

M lbid, 632, see also 614ff (Deane J), 708, see also 69711 (Gaudron ).
45 War Cimes Act Case (1991)172CLR 501, 609 (Deane ).
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legislative power conferred by a Constitution which was based upon the doctrine of the

separation of powers.a6 This finding was based in part upon the view that the effect of the

legislation was to usurp the'exclusively judicial functiorf of determining'whether the accused

Person has in fact done an act which constituted a criminal contravention of the then applicable

law.'47 The reasoning expressed in Justice Deane's judgment emphasises not only the interests

of the individual, but also the role of the court in protecting those interests.

Justice Toohey also expressed a similar perspective, although ultimately he joined with the

majority, finding that the Act in its application to the information laid against the plaintiff was

not 'retroactive in a way offensive to Chapter III of the Constitution.'a8 Toohey J in the War

Crimes Act Cqse expressed concern about retroactive criminal legislation holding tha! 'a law,

which purports to make criminal conduct which attracted no criminal sanction at the time it

was done, may offend Ch III, especially if the law excludes the ordinary indicia of judicial

process.'4e For Justice Toohey the general objection to 'retroactively applied criminal liability'

was based upon'a fundamental notion of justice and fairness.'50

Further, although the analysis presented in this thesis will not focus upon the implied freedom

of political communications cases it is relevant to note that perhaps the most evident expression

of the Lockean view of governance may be found in the judgment of Justices Deane and Toohey

inNationwide News. In that case their Honours held that:

the powers of government belong to, and are derived from, the governed, that is to say, the

people of the Commonwealth. The repositories of governmental power under the

Constitution hold them as representatives of the people under a relationship, between the

representatives and the represented, which is a continuing one.s1

46 lbid,614 (Deane ).
47 lbid,614 (Deane ).
'r8 lbid, 692. This finding was based upon the existence of the offence of murder in Australian law, the universal

condemnation of murder in municipal laws generally, and the international condemnation of such conduct
reflected in laws with respect to war crimes and crimes against humanity.

4e lbid,689.
50 tbid,689 (Toohey ).
51 NationwideNaosoWills(1992)177CLR1.,72(DeaneandTooheyJJ) SeealsoTheophanousaHerald€tWeeklyTimes

Ltd G994) 182 CLR 104, 18s-186 (Deane J).
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This view drew some support from Mason CJ.s2 However, significantly for Deane and Toohey

lI this idea that power was held in a fiduciary relationship was explicitly extended to the

judiciary.ss These comments, which are consistent with a nafural law perspective, sparked

much discussion in Australian legal writings,sa perhaps because the view that the people are

ultimately sovereignss represents a deparfure from what may be regarded as the orthodox

positivist perspective of parliamentary sovereignty, which may at times be identified in the

perspective of Dawson J.so The idea of there being a fiduciary relationship between 'the

s2 Chief Justice Mason in Australian Capitnl Teleoision Pty Limited nnd Others a Contmonwealth of Austrnlin (ACTV')

expressed the view that'the sovereign power which resides in the people is exercised on their behalf by their
representative{: ACTV (1992)In CLR 106, 137 (Mason C)'

s3 The repositories of government power for Deane and Toohey JJ extended to all arms of government including
the judiciary: N ntionwide Naus u Wills (1994 ln CLR 1, 7 4 (Deane and Toohey lf .

54 See for example Harley Wright 'sovereignty of the People - The New Constitutional Grundnorm?' (1998) 26

Federal Lnzo Ret¡iao 1,65. See generally Paul Finn, 'A Sovereign People, A Public Trust', in Paul Finn (ed) Essnys on

Law and GoaernnLent: Volttnte 1. Principles and Vnlues (1995) 1; Anthony Dillon, 'A Turtle by any Other Name: The

Legal Basis of the Australian Constitution' (2001) 29 Federnl Lrw Reuiew 241; iarnes Thomson, 'The Australian
Constitution: statute, fundamental document or compact?' Q985) Law lnstitute lournal1199; Geoff Lindell, '\Á/hy is

Australian's Constitution Binding? - The Reasons in 1900 and Now, and the Effect of Independence' (1986) 16

Federal Law Rcoiew 29; George Winterton, 'Popular Sovereignty and Constitutional Continuiry' (1998) 26 Federal

Lazo Ret¡iaa 1; John Tate, 'Giving Substance to Murphy's Law: The Question of Australian Sovereignty' (2001)

Monash Llniaersity Law Reaiau 21; Justice Michael Kirby, 'Deakin: Popular Sovereignty and the true foundation of

the Australian Constitution' (1996) 3 Deakin Lnzu Reaiew 129; Keith Mason, 'The Rule of Lar/ in Paul Finn (ed),

Essnys on Lazu and Goaernnent: Volume 1 Pinciples nnd Values (1995); Leslie Zines, 'The Sovereignty of the people'

in Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), Power, Pnrlianænt and the People, (1997) 97.

55 Nationwide News o Wills (1992) 177 CLR 1, 72, 74 (Deane and Toohey lJ); Theophanous a Herald t Weekly Tintes Ltd

(1994)152 CLR 104, 185-186 (Deane ). See also ACTV (1992)ln CLR 106, 137 (Mason CJ).

s6 The views of justice Dawson appear to reflect the influence of British constitutionalism espoused in the late 19ü

century by AV Dicey. Dicey expressed the view that the power of the Parliament was plenary: see AV Dicey
Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution (10n ed, 1959) 39, 81. See generally G de Q Walker, 'Dicey's

Dubious Dogma of Parliamentary Sovereignty' (1985) 59 Austrnlian Lazo loumnL 276, thls may be compared with.

feffrey Goldsworthy, TIrc Swereignty of Pailinnrcnt: History and Philosophy (1999). Dicey also expressly rejects that
Parliament holds power in a relationship of trust with electors, for example, Dicey wrote,'Nothing is more certain

than that no English judge ever conceded, or under the present constitution, can concede, that parliament is in
any legal sense a "trustee" for the electors. Of such a feigned'trusf' the courts know nothing': see A V Dicey,

Introduction to tlrc Study of the Law of the Constihttion (LOn ed,1959) 75. See generally, Paul Finn, 'A Sovereign

People, A Public Trusf in Paul Finn (ed), Essnys on Løw nnd Goaernment: Volume 1 Pinciples and Vnlues (7995)

(1995) 1. Dicey drew a distinction between what he referred to as 'legal sovereignty', which resided with the

Parliament, and 'political sovereignty', which resided with the people. Although as Dicey used the term,

Parliament referred to the'Queen in Parliamenl which was the three bodies known as the Queen, the House of
Lords and the House of Com-urons acting together: see AV Dicey Introduction to the Study of tlæ Lnw of the

Constitution (10ù ed, 1959) 39,72-74. Whrlst the electors formed part of the political sovereigru the legal sovereign

consisted of Parliament alone: AV Dicey Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution (10n ed, 1959) 76.

For Dicey the role of judges was limited to applying the laws of Parliament. Whilst Dicey recognised that the

application of precedent led to the development of fixed rules, such rules did not impinge upon the sovereignty
of Parliament. For Dicey, judge-made law was always subordinate to the law of Parliament, and remained

subject to supervision by Parliament: see AV Dicey Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution (10ttt ed,

1959) 60. Dicey rejected any suggestion that the judiciary should exercise a supervisory role over Parliament.

Dicey maintained this position even if the laws passed by Parliament were morally reprehensible, as in Dicey's
oft-cited remark concerning blue-eyed babies:

If a legislature decided that all blue-eyed babies should be murdered, the preservation of blue-eyed babies

would be illegal but legislators must go mad before they could pass such a law, and subjects be idiotic
before they could submit to it: see AV Dicey Introduction to the Study of the Lnw of the Constitution (10n ed,

1959) 81 citing L Stephen, Science of Ethics (1882) at 143.

Justice Dawson's approach in ACTT would seem to reflect Dicey's views in that Dawson J went so far as to admit
of the possibility that even if the Parliament used their powers to 'injure the people of Australian considered
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representatives and the represented' would seem to directly reflect the natural law perspective

presented by John Locke. The influence of a natural law perspective is also apparent in the

marìner in which this idea of the 'sovereign people' put forward in ACTVI7 and Nationwide

Nezrsss was developed in subsequent cases by Justice Deane.se Whereas, in Theophanous, Chief

Justice Mason and fustices Toohey and Gaudron, followed the majority position in Nøtionwide

Nezrs and ACTV, and referred to the implied freedom of political discussion as being based

upon the provisions and structure of the Constifution and the specific concept of representative

government that the Constitution enshrined;60 Justice Deane took a wider view of the implied

freedom. Deane J, in TheophanoLts, reasoned that the Court should give effect to the 'rights,

privileges and immunities from either the Constitutiorls express terms or the fundamental

doctrines upon which it was structured and which it incorporated as part of its very fabric.'6t

The idea that there may be implied from the Constitution or the fundamental doctrines upon

which the Constitution was based some form of inalienable or constitutional rights was perhaps

given its widest operation by Justices Deane and Toohey in Leeth u Commonwealth.oz The

majority judges,6a and in particular the joint judgment of Chief Justice Mason and Justices

Dawson and McHugtr, dealt with the issue raised in Leeth primarily as a question about

Commonwealth power.6a In contras! the dissenting judgment of Justices Deane and Toohey

sectionally', no protection would be afforded by the courts: see ACTV (1994 In CLR 106, 182 (Dawson ).
However, that said, Justice Dawson did hold that legislation that had the effect of denying access to information
by the electors would be incompatible with the Constitution: see ACTV (1992)In CLR 106, 18G8 (Dawson ).

s7 ACTV (1992)In CLR106,1^37 (Mason Cf .

s8 Nntionzoide News a Wills (1992) 177 CLR 1., 72 (Deane and Toohey fl).
se Theophanous u Herald ù Weekly Titnes Ltd (1994) 182 CLR 104.

60 lbid,120-7.
øt' 1bid,171.. (Deane ).
62 Leeth a Conntonwenlth (1992) 774 CLR 455, 488 (Deane and Toohey JD, 499-503 (Gaudron ).
63 lbid, 466-70 (Mason CJ, Dawson and McHugh fJ), 479-50 (Brennan f).
64 lbid, 466-70 (Mason CJ, Dawson and McHugh JD, 479-80 (Brennan f . It should however be noted that Justice

Brennan did comment that the plaintiff's arguments would have much force if they where di¡ected against a law
prescribing different maximum penalties for the same offence. In particular Brennan I @t 475) stated that 'It
would be offensive to the constitutional unity of the Australian people "in one indissoluble Federal
Commonwealth", recited in the first preamble to the Contmonwealth of Austrnlia Constitution Act 190O, to expose
offenders against the same law of the commonwealth to different maximum penalties dependent on the locality
of the court in which the offender is convicted and sentenced. It follows that the maximum penalty prescribed for
a breach of the law must be the same irrespective of the locality of the court before which the offender is tried and
sentenced.' That said, Justice Brennan went on to state (at 475-476) that a law that discriminates between conduct
in one part of Australia and like conduct in another part of Australia may be supported by the relevant head of
Commonwealth power. It may therefore be argued that Justice Brennan's judgment dealt with the issue
primarily as a question of power, and the suggestion by Professor Michael Detrnold that Brennan I supported a
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focused on the individual.os Their Honours found that'there was to be discerned in the

Constitution as a whole an assumption of the fundamental common law doctrine of legal

equality which operates to confine the prima facie scope of the legislative powers which the

Constitution vests in the Commonwealth.'66 Althougtu their Honours held that this doctrine

was not infringed by a law 'which discriminates between people on grounds which are

reasonably capable of being seen as providing a rational and relevant basis for the

discriminatory treatrnen!'67 for Deane and Toohey JJ the challenged legislation discriminated in

a way that was inconsistent with the doctrine of the underlying equality of the people of the

Commonwealth under the law and before the courts.68 In these ways/ in some important cases

tJne influence of a natural law perspective may be identified in the approach taken by fustices

l)eane and Toohey to constitutional issues.

B Nutural Law Perspectives: Intluential Rather than Directory ín the Jurispruclence
of lustice Deøne and Toohey

It has been argued that a natural law perspective is associated with the jurisprudential

approach of Justices Deane and Toohey. It is, however, important to note that the identification

of the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey with a natural law approach should be

qualified. It is not accurate to suggest that the approach of Justices Deane and Toohey reflects

precisely a purely natural law perspective. Nor should it be expected that a particular judicial

approach would fit neatly within the constructs of one theoretical position.6e The judicial

method put forward by Justice Deane and Toohey does zof outline a number of inalienable

human rights or natural law principles, and reason from these principles to establish limits on

the powers of Parliament. For example, notions such as the text of Constifutiory the doctrine of

general principle of equality based in the constitutional unity of the Australian people may be questioned: see M
J Detmold,'The New Constitutional Law' (1994)16 Sydney Law Rniew 228,2M.

6s Leetho The Commontoealth (1992)174 CLR 45t 488 (Deane and Toohey J).
66 lbid.
67 lbid.

68 lbid.
6s See ]ustice Keith Mason, 'What is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasoning?' (2OC4) 78 Australian Law loumnl574,

582.
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separation of powers, and fundamental common law rights, were/ as Deane J stated in

Theophnnous, employed to discern'a limitation or confinement of laws and power [which] gives

rise to a protanto immunity on the part of the citizen from being adversely affected by those

laws or by the exercise of those powers rather than to a'rigl:t( in the strict sense.'7o

Although the distinction between an immunity and a right has been criticised,Tl the High Court

in Lange a Australian Broadcasting Corporation unanimously endorsed tlrjs pørticular point made

by Justice Deane in Theophønous.72 Another example, of the distinction from a purely natural

law perspective may be identified in the approach of Justice Toohey. The jurisprudence of

Toohey J may be viewed as having regard to the rule of law ancl giving greater deference to the

Parliament than would follow from a strict application of Lord Coke's dicta in Dr Bonham's

case.73 This is evidenced by Justice Toohey's comments that judges do not have 'a free hand to

dispose of the cases before them'.74 Justice Toohey has also articulated numerous constraints on

judicial law-making, including the need to have regard to the law as it was'found in Acts of

Parliamenf federal and State.'zs

C The Broødening of Legal Debate

It is important in considering the approach of Justices Deane and Toohey to note that although

their Honours' approach is often represented as going beyond the interpretative method that

70 (1994)182CLR104,168.
71 See Adrienne Stone, 'Rights, Personal Rights and Freedoms: The Nature of the Freedom of Political

Communicatiol (1997) 25 Melboume Uniaersity Lnw Reaiew 374,374-4M; Adrienne Stone, 'Justice Gaudron and
constitutional rights' (2004) 15 Pt tblic Lnw Reoiew 297 , 297 .

72 (7997)189CLR520,560.
73 See James Edelman and Natalie Gray, 'Toohey, John Leslie' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), The Oxford Conrpanion to the High Court of Austrnlia (2001) 673, 673, 674. John Toohey, 'Without
Fear of Favour, Affection or Ill-Will': The Role of Courts in the Commtnity' (1999) 28 Western Australian Lmn
Reaieu 1,3.

74 John Toohey, 'Without Fear of Favour, Affection or Ill-Will': The Role of Courts in the Communily' (1999) 28
Western Australinn Law Reuiew'L, 3.

75 lbid.
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was acceptable to other members of the Mason Cottrt,76 the position advanced by Justices Deane

and Toohey did draw some support from other members of the Court. Justice Gaudron for

example, joined 'relatively frequently' with Justices Deane and Toohey.77 In addition, although

Justice Brennan did not regularly join with the decisions of Justices Deane and Toohey, His

Honour often considered, (albeit in a manner which reflected more closely an orthodox form of

legal reaso^i.g), similar concerns to those presented by Justices Deane and Toohey, and these

concerns where at times reflected in Brennan J's judgments.Ts

Like Justices Deane and Toohey, Justice Gaudron was also inclined to consider the interests of

individuals and to find invalid legislation which interfered with the integrity the Court in a

manner which impacted upon the Courfs role in upholding those interests.Te For example,

Justice Gaudron in Leeth and in Kruger u Commonwealtha\ emphasised the importance of the

'liberty of the individual'.s1 In Leeth,Jusfce Gaudron held that the principle that'a11 are equal

before the law' was fundamental to the judicial process.s2 For Justice Gaudron the challenged

legislation was invalid because it purported to require a court named or indicated in s.77 of the

Constifution to exercise a power in a way that would involve impermissible discriminatioru

namely, by preventing the treating of like offences in a like manner.83 Justice Gaudron also

emphasised the importance of the freedom of the individual in Her Honour's dissent in Kruger

o CommonweøIthu in which her Honour held that an ordinance, which was directed to

restricting an individual's freedom of movement was invalid.ss

76 See, eg. Justice Michael McHugh'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-200a' (Ihe Inaugural
Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2OO4) 10.

77 Cheryl Saunders, 'Interpreting the Constitution' (2004) 15 Public Law Reoiew 289,289.

78 See eg PolyuWøaich o Cotnr¡rcnwealth (1991) 172 CLR 501, 576, 5U (Brennan ); Leeth a The Commonwealth (1992) 174

CLR 451 479-80 (Brennan ).
7s See generally Cheryl Saunders, 'Interpreting the Constitution' (20O4) 15 Public Law Reaiew 289,293; Justice Susan

Kenny, 'Concepts of judicial responsibility: The contribution of "one of seven"' (2004) L5 Public Lnw Reaiew 283,

284-288.

80 ('t994190 CLR 1,115.

81 Leeth o The Commonwealth (1992) 174 CLR 455, 499 (Gaudron D. See generally Adrienne Stone, 'Justice Gaudron
and constitutional rights' (2004) 15 Public Lmu Reaiew 297,299-301'.

82 Leeth a The Conmonwealth (1992) 174 CLR 455, 502 (Gaudron ).
83 lbid. For Justice Gaudron discrimination in a constitutional context arose in two ways. It arose where there was

different treahent of persons or things which where not relevantly different. It also arose if there was a relevant
difference but the different treatment was not appropriate and adapted to that difference: Leeth o The

Commonwealth í992) 174 CLR 455, 498 (Gaudron |.
u $99nßO CLR1,115 (Gaudron).
8s lbid.
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In summary, it is suggested that there is a tendenry for the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and

Toohey to demonstrate the influence of a natural law perspective, rather than the unmediated

application of the doctrines of natural law. Although Justices Deane and Toohey drew upon a

wider range of ideas than those represented in orthodox legalistic reasoning, the importance of

some of the ideas represented by legalism to their Honours' reasoning should be recognised.

For example, the approaches of )ustices Deane and Toohey remained constrained by the text of

the Constitution. It is also important to keep in mind that whilst their Honours' jurisprudence

may not have been endorsed in its entirety by the other members of the Mason Court, the

approach of Deane and Toohey JJ may be seen as being towards the forefront of the general

movement of the Mason Court away from a confined legalistic approach to constitutional

interpretation.

IV Txe GleesoN CoURT: DtsrANctNG FRoM THE AppRoAcH oF
Jusrrces DEANE AND Toonev

\Â/hilst the idea that the development of constitutional law may be guicled by broad theoretical

principles is a position that gained prominence in the Mason era, and was particularly apparent

in the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey,86 it would seem that fustice McHugKs

criticisms of this type of approach have received some support from members of the Gleeson

Court.

In McGinty a Western AustraliasT Justice McHugh disapproved top-down or theoretical

reasoning, stating:

... I cannot accept, as Deane and Toohey JJ held in Nationwide News Pty Ltd u Wills, that a

constitutional implication can arise from a particular doctrine that "underlies the

Constitution". Underlying or overarching doctrines may explain or illuminate the meaning

86 See Chapter 2 above.
87 (1996) 186 CLR 140.
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of the text or structure of the Constitution but such doctrines are not independent sources of

the powers, authorities, immunities and obligations conferred by the Constitution. Top-

down reasoning is not a legitimate method of interpreting rJcre Constitution. As I pointed out

in Theophanous a Herald €+ Weekly Tfutes Ltd, after the decision of this Court in the Engineers'

Case, the Court had consistently held, prior to Nationzuide Ne?rs and Attstralian Cøpitøl

Teleaision Pty Ltd u Commonwealth, that it is not legitimate to construe the Constitution by

reference to political principles or theories that are not anchored in the text of the

Constittttion or are not necessary implications from its structure.88

Justice Gummow has also questioned the idea that there exists an all encompassing theory of

legal interpretation.se Similarly, Justice Callinan has queried the necessity of always seeking in

constifutional cases to produce'a constitutional principle for all time and for all purposes.'eo A

more recent member of the Gleeson Court, |ustice Dyson Heydon, in an extra-judicial speecþ

given before his appointrnent to the High Court, has also openly advocated focusing on the

immediate controversy and the avoidance of theoretical reasoning.el

The movement away from an approach to constitutional interpretation based on broad or over-

arching theoretical principles may also underlie the idea that different constitutional questions

call for different approaches. For example, Chief Justice Gleeson has stated:

88 McGinty a Western Australia (1996) 186 CLR 140, 231-2 (McHugh |) (references omitted). His Honour went on to
state that:

I pointed out that the Engineers' Case had made it plain that the Constitution was not to be interpreted by
using such theories to control or modify the meaning of the Constitution unless those theories could be

deduced from the terms or structure of the Constitution itself. It is the text and the implications to be drawn
from the text and structure that contain the meaning of the Constitution. With all due respect to the judges

of this Court who have held that there is a free-standing principle of representative democrary in the

Constitution, their conclusion necessarily involves a rejection of the principles of interpretation laid down in
the Engineers' Cnse although perhaps not the philosophy that lies behind that decision: McGinty o Western

Australia (1996) 186 CLR 140, 232 (McHugh ).
8e See SGH Ltd t¡ Commissioner of Taxation (2002) 210 CLR 51, 75 (Gummow |. See also, McGinty o Westem Australian

(1996) 1S6 CLR 140, 291 (Gummow |. See also the comments of Justice McHugh and Gummow in Re Minister for
Immigration and Multiatltural Affairs; Ex parte Lam wherc their Honours state:

In Australia the observance by decision-makers of the limits within which they are constrained by the

Constitution and by statues and subsidiary laws validity made is an aspect of the rule of law under the

Constitution. It may be said that the rule of law reflects values concerned in general terms with abuse of
power by the executive and legislative branches of government. But it would be going much further to give
those values an immediate normative operation in applying to the Constitution: see Re Minister for
Intmigrntion ønd Multicultural Affairs; Ex parte Lnnr (2003) n4 CLId.I, 23.

so justice Ian Callinan, 'Comment on Philip Ayres article: Dixon's View of the Privy Council' Q003) 24 Australian Bnr

Reoiew18,A.
sr fustice Dyson Heydon']udicial activism and the death of the rule of lau/ (2003) 23 Australiøn Bar ReoiaullÙ.
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The approach [is] to start with the questiory not the answer. Of course, an accurate

identification of the question is informed by legal principle, but the problems vary. The

nature of the problem will determine the range of possible solutions. Principles of

interpretation, exemplified by authoritative solutions, help to define the point, point to

legitimate methods of performing it and eliminate methods that are illegitirnate or simply

unireipfui. There is no singie soiution. This rs rettecteci rn the approach of ¡uciges. It may be

possible, by observing the way in which a particular judge sets about resolving a sufficiently

large number of different problems, to describe the judge's methodology by some succinct

and convenient formula; or it may not. But most Australian judges, if they were ever

tempted to perform such task for themselves, would think it prudent to do so in their last

case; not their first.e2

In this matìÍ.er Gleeson CJ, not only criticises result-orientated judicial reasoning; His Honour

also declines to endorse the idea that constitutional interpretation is likely to be guided by

broad principles of general application. In Brownlee a The Queen, Gleeson CJ and McHugh I

commented that the regard had to the 'significance of the circumstances surrounding the

framing of the instrument will vary according to the nature of the ptoblern.'rs A similar

reference to the need to interpret the Constitution according the to nature of issues arising was

made by Justice Gummow in SGH Ltda Commissioner of Taxation.0+

Of the current High Court it would appear that only Kirby J openly acknowledges the influence

of a wide range of ideas. Kirby J, advances a 'texfualisf approach to constifutional

interpretatiory however His Honour has also shown a strong tendency to consider the influence

of principles of universal and fundamental rights.rs It should however be noted that for Kirby J

e2 Murray Gleeson, 'Foreword' to Michael White and Aladin Rahemtula (eds), Queenslnnd þñges on the High Court
(2003) viü-ix.

e3 Brownlee a The Queen (2000) 207 CLR 278, 285 (Gleeson CJ, McHugh ).
SGH Ltd o Contttrissioner of Taxation (2002) 210 CLR 51, 75 (Gummow ).

es See Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003)
1.4 Public Law Reaiew 234,238-9. See, for example, Justice Kirby's reliance in Knrtinyeri o Conmtonwealúlr, upon the
text of the Constitution. In that case his Honou¡ stated that:

The duty of the Court is to the Constitution. Neither the Court, nor individual justices, a¡e authorised to
alter the essential meaning of that document. The Court itself is created by the Constitution which is
expressed in a form the text of which cannot be altered except with the authority of the electors qualified to
vote. It is the text (with its words and structure) which is the law to which the Court owes obedience. ...
This emphasis upon the text of the document is beneficial. It tames the creative imagination of those who
might be fired by the suggested requirements of changing times or by the perceived needs of justice in a
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Chønter 4

reference to a broader range of ideas at times tends to be founded upon the role of Australia as

part of the international community, with membership of this community being for |ustice

Kirby the foundation which justifies in some circumstances judicial reference to international

law or prevailing international norms.e6 This perspective may differ from that offered by

natural law reasoning which founds the idea of natural law principles as being something held

by individuals.eT By way of synopsis it is suggested that, the approach of Kirby J aside, the

majority of other members of the Gleeson Court have tended to distinguish their Honours

judicial approach from a broad theoretical approach which is based upon natural law

principles.es

V GonclusroN

Natural law perspectives emphasise the fundamental inalienable rights of individuals. The

development of natural law ideas by John Locke is particularly significant in a constitutional

context, as Locke teasons that the judiciary has a role in protecting the rights and interests of

particular case. The text is law. It may be elaborated by the most ample construction as is appropriate to a
grant of legislative power in a relatively inflexible fundamental law intended to provide indefinitely the legal
foundation for the government of the Australian people. But judicial interpretation of the Constitution risks
the loss of legitimacy if it shifts its ultimate focus of attention away from the text and structure of the

document: Kartinyeri o Conmonwenhh (1998) 195 CLR 337, 399-4OO (Kitby J) (citations omitted).

His Honour went on to state that:

Where the Constitution is ambiguous, this Court should adopt that meaning which conforms to the

principles of universal and fundamental rights rather than an interpretation which would involve a

departure from such rights .. . There is no doubt that, if the constitutional provision is clear and if a law is
clearly within power, no rule of intemational law, and no treaty (including one to which Australia is a party)
may override the Constitution or any law validly made under it ... \¡Vhere there is ambiguity, there is a

strong presumption that the Constitution, adopted and accepted by the people of Australia for their
government, is not intended to violate fundamental human rights and human dignity ... Likewise, the

Australian Constitution, which is a special statute, does not operate in a vacuum. It speaks to the people of
Australia. But it also speaks to the international community as the basic law of the Australian nation which
is a member of that community: Kartinyerio Commonwealth(1998) 195 CLR 337,417-418 (Kirby |).

Aspects of this approach may be contrasted to that advocated by |ustice Callinan: see Justice IDF Callinao
'lnternational Law and Australian Sovereignty' Quadrant, (2005) fuly -August, 9, 13.

rbid.

s7 See, for example, fohn Locke, Two Treatises of Goaernment, Chapter II, paragraph 6, [Critical edition by Peter

Laslett, 2"d ed, 19671 289.

e8 See, for example, Brou.¡nlee a The Queen (20W) 207 CLR 278,285 (Gleeson C|, McHugh J); McGinty a Western

Australin (1996) 1S6 CLR 14O 232 (McHugh l); SGH Ltd a Comttissioner of Taxttion (2002) 21O CLR 51, 75

(Gummow D; Iustice Dyson Heydon, ']udicial activism and the death of the rule of lary' (2003) 23 Australian Bar

ReoieØ 11:O; fustice Ian Callinan, 'Comment on Philip Ayres article: Dixon's View of the Privy Council' (20Æ,3) 24

Australian B ar Reaiew 18, 2'1..

1,41,
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Chapter 4

individuals. The analysis presented in this Chapter has argued that the theoretical perspective

offered by nafural law theorists is reflected in some ways in the jurisprudence of Justices Deane

and Toohey. Put simply, the approach of Justices Deane and Toohey had a tendency of have

regard to the rights and interests of individuals and their Honours jurisprudence accorded the

judiciary a significant role in safeguarding these interests. That said, the approach of Justices

Deane and Toohey,like most Australian jurists remains within the broad rubric of textualism,ee

and the extent to which their Honours departed from the text of the Constitution may at times

be overemphasised.loo

The jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey and its links with a natural law perspective

have been emphasised in this Chapter. It is however important to appreciate that the approach

of Justices Deane and Toohey is best understood in the context of the various movements in

constitutional law and methodology that occurred whilst their Honours were members of the

High Court. These contemporaneous developments were considered further in Chapter 3 and

included the significant development by Sir Anthony Mason of a realist-based jurisprudential

approach. Although it may be that in the context of the discussion presented in this thesis, an

analysis of the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey considered in isolation would not be

sufficient to establish some of the broader general themes that are considered in this thesis,

there are at least three important points that may be drawn from a consideration of the

jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey which contribute to the analysis presented in this

thesis.

From the point of view of the larger argument of this thesis, the first and perhaps the most

fundamental idea that can be drawn from the above analysis is that the jurisprudence of Justices

Deane and Toohey is based upon a principled and theoreticøl position. It is the theoreticøl aspects

of their Honours' approach from which the current Court has most directþ sought to distance

itself. It will be recalled from the analysis presented in Chapters 2 and 3 that the Gleeson Court

also moved, albeit more subtlety, in a similar direction away from the theoretical øssumptions of

ee Justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14
Public Law Reaiew 234, %8-9.

100 See further, Justice Keith Mason,'What is wrong with top-down legal reasoning?' (2OC4)78 Austrnlian Law loumal
574,576.
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Dixonian legalism, and from the realist based theoretical arguments put forward by Sir

Anthony Mason. Although the Gleeson Court has not embraced the theoretical aspects of

judicial reasoning offered by the jurisprudence of Sir Owen Dixory Sir Anthony Mason, Sir

William Deane or Justice Toohey, it is difficult to identily in the jurisprudence of most members

of the current Gleeson Court an alternative theorised or principled argument being offered by

their Honours, in support of their Honours' doctrinal approach.

The second important point that may be drawn from the discussion presented in this Chapter

concerns the manner in which the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey emphasised the

interests of the individual. Although a similar concern was identified in the jurisprudence of Sir

Anthony Masory it is suggested that the approach of Deane and Toohey JJ was significantly

different from the Mason perspective in terms of role accorded to the judiciary to protect the

interests of the individual. The influence of Justices Deane and Toohey upon the Mason Court

may also at times be underestimated.lOl Although their Honours' methodology stands outside

that of other members of the Mason Court, the position put forward by Justices Deane and

Toohey on a number of occasions drew support from other members of that Court roz and it is

argued that their Flonours' ideas were a significant influence upon the general movement by

the High Court during the Mason era away from legalism. In particulat, tlte Mason Court

considered as a whole can be viewed as moving towards a position in which the interests of the

individual were a fundamental concern, for the judiciary, in deciding constitutional questions.

The current Gleeson Court has resiled from this approach.

The analysis presented in Part II of this thesis will seek to show in more detail the manner in

which the legalistic interpretation of constitutional terms by the Gleeson Court has evidenced a

shift in focus away from the perspective of Deane and Toohey JJ. In particular, it will be

demonstrated that the Gleeson Court tends to highlight as a matter of concern the need to

preserve the integrity of the institution of the judiciary, rather than the interests of individuals.

Although the protection of the institution of the judiciary can have a flow on effect upon the

r01 See, for example, Justice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (The

Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004).

102 Most notably Gaudron J. See further, Russell Smyth, "'Some Are More Equal than Others" - An Empirical
Investigation into the Voting Behaviour of the Mason Courf (1999) 6 Canberra Law Reoian 193.
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interests of the individual, the analysis presented in this thesis argues that even when this

occurs/ a perspective which focuses upon the institution of the judiciary is different from a

natural law focus, which considers the primary interests of the individual. There is an

important dissimilarity in the conception of the judicial role. For example, a perspective that

focuses on the terms of the Constitution can emphasise the institution of the judiciary and may

accord the judiciary a role in the interpretation of the scope of the powers of Parliamenü in

contrast a natural law perspective sees the judicial role as being derived from the interest that

an individual has in ensuring that others, including the State, preserve and protect the interests

of the individual. The third significant conclusion is that a consideration of the width of Justice

Deane's and Justice Toohey's perspective provides a basis for recognising the manner in which

the scope of jurisprudence offered by the Gleeson Court is comparatively narrowet.

This Chapter has focused upon the movement of the Gleeson Court away from a theorised

approach to legal reasoning which is based upon broad natural law principles. This movement

is consistent with the general tendencies of the Gleeson Court to avoid engaging in theorised

reasoning, and to offer instead a largely practical legalistic approacþ as suggested in Chapters 2

and 3. Not only is theory absen! but its avoidance is actively encouraged. Yet, numerous

criticisms attach to a legal reasoning, in the absence of a sound theoretical foundatiory as was

discussed in Chapter 3.

The absence of theoretical reasoning in judicial decision-making is however an approach which

is at times advocated. For example, jurisprudential writings in the United States evidence, with

the decline of the legal realist movemen! a resurgence of legal pragmatism-which advocates a

largely non-theoretical position.ros For this reason the following Chapter will consider the

relevance of contemporary legal pragmatism to the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court.

M D A Freeman, Lloyd's Introduction to lurisprudence (7tt ed, 2001) 8U. See, for example, Judge Richard Posner
'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional
Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Law Rer¡iew 433; Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 1S
Cardozo Law Reoiew 1; Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 10S Hnranrd Law RnietD 1733,
Cass Sunsteþ Legnl Reasoning and Political Conflict (1996).

1,44
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CoNTEMPoRARY PnTcMATIC
TnoUGFIT

I lrurRoDucrtoN

Pragmatism has a long history in American thought. It is now an established and influential

movement in American jurisprudence. In contrast, as Geoff Lindsay SC points out, the 'centre-

poinl of Australian debate, whether it is embraced or rejected remains Sir Owen Dixon s

'aphorism' that'there is no other safe guide to judicial decision in great conflicts than a strict

and complete legalism'.1 The discussion in this Chapter will begin by contrasting the influence

of pragmatism upon constitutional interpretation in the United States and Australia. It will be

concluded from this discussion that Australian jurisprudence has not tended to examine the

potential relevance of pragmatic thought. The analysis presented in this thesis will seek to fill

this perceived vacancy in this field of inquiry. A fundamental aim of this Chapter and Chapter

6 will be to critically assess in an Australian context, the extent to which an understanding of

legal pragmatism may assist a conceptual understanding of the approach taken to constitutional

issues by the current High Court.

Geoff Lindsay, 'Book Review of E W Thomas, The ludicinl Process: Realism, Pragmatisnt, Ptncticnl Reasoning and

Principles' (20Cf) 27 Austrnlinn Bar Reoiew 245,247 footnote 7. See also, Michael Coper, 'Concem About Judicial
Method' (2W6) 3O Melboume Unioersity Lnw Reoiew 554'
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To understand the approach of the current High Court from a pragmatic perspective, it is

necessary and desirable to firstly define in some detail what is meant by pragmatism. For this

reason, having considered the contrasting influence of pragmatism in the United States and

Australia, the discussion presented in this Chapter will focus on contemporary pragmatic

thought. This discussion will seek to distinguish pragmatic approaches from other modes of

thought.

The presentation of the central ideas associated with a pragmatic approach will be followed by

a more detailed examination of the work of two prominent and leading writers associated with

the development of pragmatic thought in a legal context.2 The first is Judge Posner of the

United States Court of Appeals. The second is American writer Professor Cass Sunstein. The

descriptive analysis of the central tenets of pragmatism and the discussion of legal pragmatism

presented in this Chapter will establish some workable parameters for the analysis presented in

this thesis. It will also provide a basis for engaging with the final topic examined in this

Chapter, namely the criticisms that have been made of pragmatic approaches. This analysis

provides a critical perspective upon the benefits and disadvantages of theorised andlargely non-

theorised approaches to judicial decision making.

The analysis presented in this Chapter aims to provide a foundation for the discussion

presented in Chapter 6, which considers the extent to which an understanding of pragmatism

may assist a conceptual understanding of the approach taken by the current High Court. In

additioru the conceptual understanding of pragmatism and the criticisms made of this approach

that are discussed in this Chapter, will underlie the critical analysis in Part II of this thesis of the

approaches taken by differently constituted High Courts in some significant constitutional

decisions. In particular this analysis provides the foundations for the critical examination in

Part II of the use of theoretical approaches in constitutional decisions.

See Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles
Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitutions: Theories, Pinciples nnd Instihttions (1996) 13,19-20,2L-
22.
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Chapter 5

CorusrlturroNAL lNrenpnETATtoN AND PnecultlsM lN THE
UNrrEo Srnres AND AustRlun

The traditional view that the constitutional text is the sole source of authority in any

constitutional question is widely held to be untenable in contemPorary times.3 For example,

Professor Michael Detrnold has argued tha!

the truth of the matter is that law is not text, it is the use made of text. If there is a

constitutional truth to be found it is not in the text of the constitution, but rather in the

function of applying the text to the governance of a community.a

In addition, Professor Michael Coper has suggested that 'It will be a rare case indeed in which

the Constitution compels a particular answer to a disputed question.'s The recognition of the

limited extent to which the text will guide constitutional law, together with the relative

difficulty generally associated with attempts to amend the text of a constitution, affects the role

that constitutional interpretation plays in any legal system based uPon a written constitution.

In the context of the American system, it has been said that '[c]onstitutional interpretation has

been the only method available as a practical matter in United States constitutional law to deal

with change and its consequence for the constitutional order.'6 Similar observations have often

been made of the Australian system.T It might be expected given the dependenry of

Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional Interpretation' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds),

The Oxford Contpanion to the High Court of Australia Q001) 737,139; Sir Anthony Masoru 'The lnterpretation of a
Constitution in a Modem Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting

Constítutions: Theories, Principles and Institutions Q996) 13, 13'

Michael Detnold, The Australiøn Comnrcnwenlth: A Fundamental Analysis of its Constituñon (1985) 5.

Michael Coper, 'Interpreting the Constitution: A Handbook for Judges and Commentators' in Tony Blackshield
(ed), Legnl Chønge: Essnys in Honour of lulius Sfone (1983) 55.

Mark Tushne¡, 'The United State: Eclecticism in the Service of Pragmatisnf in Jeffrey Goldsworthy (ed),

Interpreting Constitutions: A Comparatiae Study (2006)7,16-17. See generally, John Vile Constitutionnl Change in the

Llnited States: A Compøratiue Study of the Role of Constitutionnl Amendments, ludicial Interpretntions, and Legislatitte and

E xe cu tfu e A ction s (199 4).

Michael Coper,'The People and the judges: Constitutional Referendums and judicial Interpretation' in Geoffrey
Lindell (ed), Future Directions in Austrølian Constitutional Law (1994) 73, 73, 87-89; Leslie Zines, Constitutional

Change in the Commonwealth (1997); Geoffrey Lindell, 'Recent Developments in the ]udicial Interpretation of the

Australian Constitution' in Geoffrey Lindell (ed), Future Directions in Australian Constitutional Lmt (799\ l.; Brian

Galligan,'The Australian High Courfs Role in lnstitutional Maintenance and Developmenf in Charles Sampford

and Kim Preston (eds), lnterpreting Constitutions: Theories, Principles and lnstitutions (1996) 184; Gareth Evans, 'The

Most Dangerous Branch? The High Court and the Constitution in a Changing Society'in David Hambly and John
1,47
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constitutional developments upon judicial interpretatiory that in both the United States and

Australia at the forefront of constitutional law discourse would be a wide ranging debate about

issues of constifutional interpretation. However, the manner in which jurists, from each of

these jurisdictions, analyse issues of constitutional interpretation differs significantly.

The lack of analysis from a wider theoretical perspective in Australian writings is particularly

apparent when the large amount of jurisprudence that has developed in other jurisdictions is

considered. In a survey of constitutional theories, Sir Anthony Mason focuses upon the work of

only one Australian theorist.s In constitutional jurisdictions other than Australia, contemporary

debate concerning constitutional interpretation has expanded beyond questions concerning

what other reference points beyond the text of the Constitution may be legitimately used as

guides in constitutional decisions. Debate in other jurisdictions, with the United States being

perhaps the most obvious example, has expanded to focus attention on more general questions

about the role of the constitution and the purpose that it is intended to serve.e It is also

apparent from even the briefest survey of legal writings in the United States that there are

countless movements, themes and methods of interpretation that may be identified in

constifutional cases.1O Of particular influence in contemporary United States jurisprudence

concerning constitutional interpretøtionhas been the work of a number of writers associated with

legal pragmatism.ll

10

Goldring (eds), Austrnlinn Lntuyers nnd Socinl Chnnge (1976) 13; Brian Galligan, 'The Politics of Constitutional
Change' in Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), Pouer, Parliament and the People (199n 6,14.
Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democrary' in Charles Sampford
and Kim Preston (eds), tnterpreting Constitutions: Theories, Principles and Insfitutions (1996) 13, 22. Stt Anthony
Mason considers Professor Michael Detnold's articles, 'The New Constitutional Law' (1994) 16 Sydney Law Reuiew
228, and 'Australian Law: Federal Movement' (1991) Sydney Law Reoiew 31.

Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democrary' in Charles Sampford
and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constih.ttions: Theoies, Principles and lnstitutions (1996) 1-3,1.4.

See Sir Anthony Masor¡ 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democrary' in Charles
Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constittttions: Theories, Principles and Institutions (1996) 13; Sir
Anthony Mason, 'Trends in Constitutional Interpretation' (1995) 78 lJniuersity of New South Wales Løw loumnl 237,
249; Mark TushneL 'The United State: Eclecticism in the Service of Pragmatism' in Jeffrey Goldsworthy (ed),
Interpreting Constihttions: A Contparatiae Sndy (2006) 7; fJaig Patapan, 'Politics of Interpretation' (2000) 22 Sydney
Law Reaiew 247, Z7O-277. For example, Jed Rubenfeld comments in the context of United States jurisprudence
thaç '[i]n constitutional law today, there is a surfeit of interpretive approaches: originalist literalist, activis!
moral-philosopical, structural, law-and-economica! precedent-based, process-based, hadition-based, justice-
based; and more besides': Jed Rubenfeld 'Legitimacy and Interpretation' in Larry Alexander (ed),
Constitutionalism: Philosophical Foundations (1998) 194, 198.

See in particular, Judge Richard Posner'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The
Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Lau¡ Reaiew 433; ludge Richard
Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Law Reaiew 1; Judge Richard Posner, The Problems of
lurisprudence (1990); |udge Richard Posner, Ouercoming Law (1995);Jndge Richard Posner, Tlæ Problenntics of Moral
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Contemporary United States legal pragmatism may be regarded as developing significantly

following the perceived decline of the legal realist movement in American jurisprudence.l2

Flowever, pragmatic thought has a long history in America that predates the L960s, with

pragmatic thought being foundational to both legal realism and legal pragmatism. Both John

Deweyl3 and William James,la who where writing at the turn of the last cenfury, where

exponents of pragmatism. The work of these writers has been influential, however there is a

tendency for legnl pragmatism, like the legal realist movement, to traces its origins to the

writings of Justice Oliver Wendall Holmes.ls Although contemporary writers tend to portray

the initial origins of legal pragmatism as being confined, legal pragmatism is currently an

expanding area of jurisprudence in the United States and the literafure associated with

pragmatism is correctly described as 'vasf .16

This Chapter will draw upon a number of writings that have been identified as being

'representative' of legal pragmatic thought,tz u" well as considering a number of additional or

and Legal Theory (1999); Judge Richard Posner, Frontiers of Legnl Theory Q0O1); Judge Richard Posnet, Lrno,

Prngmntism, and Democrncy (2003); Cass Sunsteirç 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) L08 Hnruard Lazo

Reaiew 1733; Cass Sunstein, Pnrtial Constihttion (1993); Cass Sunstein, Legnl Reasoning nnd Political Conflict (1996);

Cass Sunstein, One Cnse nt aTime: ludicial Minintnlism on the Supreme Court (1999).

72 MDA Freeman, Lloyd's IntrodtLction to lurisprudence (7t' ed,2001) 817. See, for example, volume 18(1) of the

Cardozo Law Reaiew (1996) entitled 'The Revival of Pragmatism', and volume 63(6) oÍ the Soutlrcrn Caliþmia Løw

Reaiew (1990) entitled'symposium on the Renaissance of Pragmatism in American Legal Thoughf .

13 See, for example, |ohn Dewey 'Logical Method and Law' (1924) 10 Cornell Law Qunrterly 17.

14 William Jartes, Prøgmntism: A Nø.u Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking (1907); William James, The Menning of

Truth: A Sequel to'Prayntisttr' (1909).

1s MDA Freeman, Lloyd's lntroduction to luisprudence (7u ed'2OO1) 79911. There has, however, been some debate

over the influence of the philosophy of pragmatism on the work of ]ustice Oliver Wendell Holmes. For an

analysis that emphasises the pragmatic nature of the jurisprudence of Justice Holmes see: Catherine Wells
Hantzis, 'Legal Innovation within the Wider Intellectual Tradition: The Pragmatism of Oliver Wendell Hotnes, J1
(198S) 82 Nortltwestern LJnioersity Lnw Reuiew 541; Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41

Stanford Lazo Ret¡iew 787. These views may be compared with: Patrick j Kelley, 'Was Holmes a Pragmatist?

Reflections on a New Twist to an Old Argumenf (1990) 14 Southern lllinois llnioersity Law loumal 427. See also the

discussion of this issue in MDA Freeman, Lloyd's Introduction to luisprudence (7tt' ed,2001) 800, footnote 5, and

Paul L Gregg, 'The Pragmatism of Mr Justice Holmes", (7943) 31, The Georgetowm Law loumnl 262,262. On the

relevance of the philosophy of pragmatism to the work of writers associated with realism, see further: Julius
Stone, Tft¿ Prouince and Function ofLaw (1946)35511.

16 See Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and Economics Movemenf (1996) M The Georgetown Ltrw

lournal2071, footnote 1. See also, Steven Smith, 'The Pursuit of Pragmatism' (1990) 100 Yale Lrw Journal 4t9, 409;

Patrick j Kelley, 'Was Holnes a Pragmatist? Reflections on a New Twist to an Old Argumenf (1990) 74 Southern

lllinois Uniaersity Løw lournnl 427,427.

77 Thomas Cotter, Steven Smith and Patrick Kelly have identified a number of pragmatic writings as being
'representative': see Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and Economics Movemenf (199Q 8a The

Georgetøwn Law lournal2071, footnote 1; Steven Smith, 'The Pursuit of Pragmatism' (1990) 100 Ynle Lnw loumnl
4Og, 409 and Patrick J Kelley, 'Was Holmes a Pragmatist? Reflections on a New Twist to an Old Argumenf (1990)

1.4 Southern lllinois lJnioersity Law lournal 427,427. The pragmatic works presented as rePresentative by these

articles, which are considered in this Chapter include: Daniel A. Faber, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Constitution'
(1955) 72 Minnesota Law Reuiew 1331; William N. Eskridge, Jnr and Phillip P. Frickey, 'Statutory Interpretation as

Practical Reasoning' $990) 42 Stanford Løw Reoiew 321; Daniel A. Faber and Phillip P. Frickey, 'Practical Reason
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more recent sources.ls The voluminous nature of the writings associated with pragmatism is

perhaps, in part a consequence of the diversity of opinion that may be associated with

pragmatic perspectives.le For example, the relevance of pragmatism to 'progressive and

feminist scholars' has been a matter of debate: and some participants in this discussion, have

stressed the similarities between feminism and pragmatism.2o However, it should be noted that

some writers have viewed legal pragmatism as justifying the existing societal structures to such

a degree, that pragmatism is seen as diverging from the perspective of thinkers that challenge

aspects of the existing social order.21 Conservative scholars may also be associated wittr

pragmatism. Perhaps the most notable, and certainly the most prolific conservative scholar

associated with pragmatism is Judge Richard Posner, who is also aligned ideologically with the

law and economics movement.22 Within and to the centre of this political spectrum of writers

and the First Amendment' (1987) 34 Uniaersity of Calþmin Los Angeles Lnw Reuiew 1.615, 1,639-56; Margaret Radin,
'The Pragmatism and the Feminist' (1990) 63 Southem Cnliþrnia Lau Ret¡iew 1699; Robin West, Liberalisnt
Rediscoaered: A Pragmatic Definition of the Libernl Vision (1985) 46 Llniaersity of Pittsburgh Lnzu Reoieru 673, 680;
Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41, Stanford Law Reaiew 787; fudge Richard Posner,
Ouercoming Law (1995); Judge Richard Posner, 'What has Pragmatism to Offer Law? (1990) 63 Soutlrcrn Cnlíþrniø
Lnw Reaiew 1653; Judge Richard Posner, The Problems of lurisprudence (1990); Catherine Wells, 'situated
Decisionmakin g' (1990) 63 Soutlærn Cnlifomia Lnw Rnieru 1728.

18 More recent or additional works considered in this Chapter that relate to legal pragmatism include: Mark
Tushnet 'The United State: Eclecticism in the Service of Pragmatism' in Jeffrey Goldsworthy (ed), lnterpreting
Constitutions: A Contparatiae Study QOO6) 7; Jay Feinmann, Prncticnl Legal Studies nnd Criticnl Legnl Studies (19S8) 87
Michigan Lnw Reaiao 724; Parl L Gregg 'The Pragmatism of Mr Justice Holmes' $9 l 31 The Georgetowm Lnzu

Journnl 261 Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 1S Cnrdozo Law Reoiew'|.,S Judge Richard
Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated
Constitutional Rights' (7992) 59 Uniaersity of Aicago Lnw Reoian¡ 433; Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic
Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Law Reaiew L; Judge Richard Posner, The Problems of lurisprudence (1990); Judge
Richard Posner, Ooercorning Lmu (1995); Judge Richard Posner, The Problemntics of Moral and Legal Theory (1999);

Judge Richard Posner, Frontiers of Legal Theory Q001); Judge Richard Posner, Law, Prngmntism, and Democrncy
(2003); Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 10S Haroard Law Ret¡iew 1733, Cass Sunstein,
Partial Constitution (1993); Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict (1996); Cass Sunstein, One Cnse nt n
Tfure: ludicinl Minfunlism on tlrc Suprenre Court (1999); E. W. Thomas, Tlæ ludicial Process: Renlism, Prngmntisrr,
Practical Rensoning and Principles (2005); ]oshua Getzler,'Pragmatism and the End of Ideology' (1997) 17 Oxford
lournal of Legal Studies 525,532; Edward Rubir¡ 'Legal Reasoning, Legal Process and the Judiciary as an
lnstitution' (1997) 85 Caliþrnia Lau Reoiæo 265.

le See Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and Economics Movement' (1996) U TIrc Georgetown Ltrw
I ourn nl 207 1, 207'l.., 207 3 -4.

20 See Margaret Radin, 'The Pragmatism and the Feminist' (1990) 63 Southem Caliþrnin Law Rer¡iew 1699, 1:705;
Catherine Wells Hantzis,'Legal Innovation within the Wider Intellectual Tradition: The Pragmatism of Oliver
Wendell Holmes, i/ (1988) S2Nortlrutestern LJniuersity Lnw Reaiew 541,543.

21 See , eg. Jay Feinmann , Practical Legnl Shñies nnd Critical Legal Studies (9SB) S7 Michigøn Law Reaiew 724,727-31,.
22 Judge Richard Posner, Frontiers of Legnl Theory (200I) 95-1.41.. See also Judge Richard Posner, 'What has

Pragmatism to Offer Law? (1990) 63 Southem Caliþrnia Law Reoiew 1653; Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning
From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59
Uniaersity of Clicago Lnw Reaiew 433; Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Lazo Reaiew
1; Judge Richard Posner, Tlæ Problems of lurisprudence (1990); Judge Richard Posner, Ouercoming Law (1995); Judge
Richard Posner, The Problematics of Moral and Legal Tlæory (1999); Judge Richard Posner, Frontiers of Legal Theory
(2001); )udge Richard Posner, Lmu, Pragnutism, and Denrocracy (2003).
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associated with pragmatism are the 'mainstream liberal moderate-conservative'23 views of

writers such as Thomas Grey and Professor Cass Sunstein. This diversity of opinion suggests

that like realism, pragmatism may be more accurately described as a movement than a fixed

ideological position.2a The diversity of legal pragmatic thought has however not undermined

the influence of legal pragmatic perspectives. In the early L990s, leading legal thinkers in the

United States celebrated the 'revival'2ï or 'renaissance'26 of pragmatism in American legal

thought.zz Legal pragmatism in the United States may now be regarded as an established and

influential movemen! and it is in the context of this debate, that in the field of constitutional

interpretation the writings of Judge Posner and Cass Sunstein have been influential.

Significantly, the work of both these writers engages in the wide theoretical debate about the

role of a constitutional judge.28

If it is accepted that in general the 'lure of theoretical illuminatiorl, has been'resisted by many

of Australia's constitutional scholars',2r then the deficit in this form of analysis would seem to

be strikingly apparent when considering legal pragmatism. Although Sir Anthony Mason has

considered the writings of Posner and Sunsteiryao utt4 Adrienne Stone has commented upon the

work of Sunsteiry3l it would seem that Australian legal writings have not tended to consider in

detail the ideas put forward by pragmatic writers such as fudge Posner and Professor Sunstein.

23 See Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and Economics Movement' (1996) 84 Tlæ Georgetøwn Lnto

lournnl 2071,2074.

24 See, for example Judge Richard Posner, 'What has Pragmatism to Offer Law? (1990) 63 Southem Califomin Lnzu

Reaieø 1.653; Margaret Radin, 'The Pragmatism and the Feminist' (1990) 63 Soutlrcrn Calþmia Law Reaiæu 1699,

1705.
25 See, for example, volume 18(1) of the Cnrdozo Lnw Reoieu (L996) entitled'The Revival of Pragmatism'.

26 See, for example, volume 63(6) of the Southern Caliþmia Law Reaiew (1990) entitled 'Symposium on the

Renaissance of Pragmatism in American Legal Thought'.

27 The revival of pragmatic thought has been associated with the decline of legal realism, see: MDA Freeman, Lloyd's

lntrotluction to lurisprudence (7h ed,2001) 577. It should also be noted at this point that legal realism and

contemporary legal pragmatism both rely upon philosophical pragmatism. Some links between realist thought

and recent writings on legal pragmatism may be identified, with the most apparent similarity being the emphasis

that these methodologies place upon the practical content of the law, and a scepticism of legal foundationalism.

However, it will be argued later in this Chapter, that there are significant differences between these perspectives.

Furthermore, it will be argued that these differences are particularly apparent from an Australian perspective.

The reason for this being that that Australian realism, as Chapter 3 discussed, has sociological emphasis that may

be associated with the writings of fulius Stone and the development of legal thought in the Mason era.

28 See, for example, fudge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cnrdozo Lmt Reaiau 1', 17; Cass

Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Law Reuieto1733'175'L-63.

2s See John Williams, 'The Australian Constitution and the Challenge of Theory' in Charles Sampford and Tom

Round (eds), Beyond the Republic: Meeting the Global Chnllenges to Constitutionalisttr Q001) 119,719,120.

30 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford

and Kim Preston (eds), lnterpreting Constih.ttions: Theories, Pinciples and Institutions (1996) 13.

31 Adrienne Stone, 'Incomplete Theorizing in the High Courf (1998)26 Federnl Law Rniew195.
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Furthermore, the implications of these pragmatic approaches remain largely unexplored in the

context of Australian decisions.32 It may be suggested that to the extent that legal pragmatism

has been considered in Australian legal writings, it has tended to generate and renew the

existing debate, rather than to extend the parameters of legal discussion. For example, debate

concerning constitutional methodology in Australia tends to focus discussion on the legitimacy

of judicial approaches that consider reference points beyond the text of the Constitution. The

idea that pragmatic or result-orientated reasoning processes could be informing judicial

reasoning is at times immediately rejected,33 and discussion concerning such approaches is

rarely put forward. As noted above, Geoff Lindsay SC sees the centre point of this Australian

debate being Sir Owen Dixon's comments about legalism.e+ It is however interesting to note

that Lindsay's comments3s were made in the context of a review by Lindsay of a recent work on

pragmatism by New Zealandjudge, Justice E W Thomas.36 Although, Lindsay applauded the

extent to which that work engaged in a theoretical analysis, in general Lindsay's comments may

be interpreted as suggesting that pragmatic writings may be of limited relevance to an

Australian audience because they do not generally engage with the orthodox perspective

athibuted to Sir Owen Dixon.37 Ffowever, the contrary perspective, as Lindsay appears to

acknowledge, may also be equally arguable.3s That is, because pragmatic reasoning diverges

from the more formulistic approach found in orthodox legalistic techniques, it can provide a

different and potentially informative basis for analysing constitutional decisions.

Although pragmatism could have some relevance to Australian jurisprudence it should be

noted that as Justice Bradley Selway has pointed ou! 'American debate cannot simply be

32 See further, lbid.

33 For example, as discussed in Chapter 4, Gleeson CJ has written tha! 'The approach [is] to start with the question,
not the answel: see Murray Gleesor¡ 'Foreword' to Michael White and Aladin Rahemtula (eds), Queensland
Judges on tlæ High Court (2003) viii-ix. See also the comments of Sir Anthony MasorL discussed in Chapter 3, by
which Mason CJ expressed the view that: 'It would therefore be a serious mistake to assume that, in deciding a
case, the Court as an institution embarks upon any general poliry with a view to achieving a particular goal,
political or otherwise, external to the disposition of that case': see Sir Anthony Mason, Foreword to Haig Patapan,
ludgrng Democracy: The New Politics of the High Court of Australia (2000) vüi-ix.

34 Geoff Lindsay, 'Book Review of E W Thomas, The ludicial Process: Realism, Prngnatisrn, Practical Reøsoning nnd
Pinciples' (2006) 27 Australian Bar Reoieut 245, 245. See also, Michael Coper, 'Concern About Judicial Method'
(2006) 30 Melboume Uniaersity Law Reaiew 554.

3s lbid.
36 E. W. Thomas, The ludicial Process: Renlisttr, Pragmatistn, Practical Reasoning and Principles QOOS).
37 Geoff Lindsay, 'Book Review of E W Thomas, The ludicial Process: Renlism, Pragmntism, Prnctical Reasoning and

P rin cip le s' Q0O6) 27 Au s tr ali an B ar Reoiew 245, 245.
38 Ibid.
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"transplanted" to Australia.'3e In addition, Professor Cheryl Saunders has cautioned against

Australia adopting United States theories of adjudication indiscriminately, particularly at a time

when 'the new prøgmøtism is on the rise'.4o The new pragmatism to which Saunders specifically

referred was the writings of Judge Posner.al Although some caution should attach to the use of

United States jurisprudence in an Australian context, and the central tenets of pragmatic

thought should not be uncritically adopted, pragmatism represents a particular outlook whictu

for the following four reasons, it is important to consider in the context of the argument

presented in this thesis.

The first Íeason for the relevance of pragmatism in an Australian context is that Australian legal

writings have not remained completely insulated from the debate generated by United States

writers that are associated with legal pragmatism. In 1996 in McGinty a Western Austrøliaaz

Judge Posner's references to 'bottom-up' reasoning as being the 'more hallowed Vpe'ot of legal

reasoning were picked up and quoted with rapturous approval by Justice McHugh.e Flowever,

Justice McHugKs comments focused on the dichotomy drawn by Judge Posner between'top-

down and 'bottom-up' reasoning, and did not consider in detail the pragmatic approach to

judicial decision making advocated by Judge Posner.as That said, the use of fudge Posner's

comments, by Justice McHugh inMcGinty oWestern Australia ignited some debate in Australian

legal writings, however this debate, like McHuBh I's comments, has tended to focus on the

divide between 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' reasoning.aó

3s justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14

Public Lnw Ret¡ieto 234,238.
40 Cheryl Saunders 'Oration: Sir Daryl Dawson' (1998) 20 Adeløide Lnw Reoiew 1',7 (emphasis mine).

41 ln particular, fudge Richard Posner, 'Legal Reasoning from the Top Down and from the Bottom Up' i.
Oaercoming Lno (1995) 171-: see Cheryl Saunders 'Oration: Sir Daryl Dawson' (1998) 20 Adelaide Lazu Reuiew L,7
footnote 32.

42 McGinty o Westem Australia (1996) 186 CLR 140 ( Mccintl/).
4i Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992\ 59 Unioersity of Chicngo Lmu Rniew 433' 4M.

M See McGinty a Western Austrnlia (1996) 186 CLR 140, 230-232 (McHugh |.
4s lbid. fudge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (7992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Law Rsoieu) 433,433.

46 See, for example, justice Keith Mason, 'What is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasonng?' (2OC4) 78 Austrnlian

Law lournal 574, 574; ]ustice Dyson Heydon, 'Judicial activism and the death of the rule of law' (2003) 23

Australian Bar ReoiqD 110; Allan C Hutchinson, 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in all the Wrong Places' (2003)

Monnsh LJnioersity Law ReL,iew 85. See also Stephen Gageler, 'The Underpinnings of Judicial Review of

Administrative Action: Common Law or Constitutiorú (2000) 28 Federal Law RettiewS0S'313.
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Justice Keith Mason made a relevant contribution to this debate in an article that defended the

use of theoretical reasoning.aT In contrast to the views that Justice Keith Mason expressed,

Justice Dyson Heydon, in an extra judicial speech, given before his appointrnent to the High

Court, advocated an approach that has been described as 'fundamentalist in its formalism'.48

Justice Dyson Heydon supported a judicial methodology that focuses on the immediate

controversy and avoids theoretical reasoning. Both Justice Keith Mason and Justice Dyson

Heydon seek to tie their respective positions in some way to the jurisprudence of Sir Owen

Dixon. But clearly Justice Keith Mason and Justice Heydon are at odds in terms of their

respective positions.ae From the point of view of the current discussion these articles illustrate

the nature of the debate generated by Justice McHugh's reference to Judge Posner's work.so

The second reason which indicates the importance of considering a pragmatic perspective is

that an analysis of contemporary pragmatic thought covers much new ground in an Australian

context. Even if the relevance of a pragmatic thesis to current Australian jurisprudence is found

to be limited or is ultimately rejected, a consideration of the different mode of thinking that

pragmatism offers has the potential to enhance and further current understandings of existing

approaches.sl

A third reason for considering pragmatism is that a number of leading commentators have

noted the extent to which the Gleeson Court considers the practical implications of its decisions.

For example, Leslie Zines has suggested that the Gleeson CourÇ particularly in relation to

Chapter III cases, has at times had regard to practical consequences,s2 and Justice Paul Finn has

47 See Justice Keith Mason, 'IÂr'hat is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasoning?' (2OC4) 78 Australinn Law loumaL 574,
574.

'm Allan C Hutchinson 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in All the Wrong Places' (2003) 29 Monash Law Rerliew 85, 86.
4e See Justice Dyson Heydon, 'Judicial activism and the death of the rule of law' (2003) 23 Austrnlinn Bar Rniew 11:0.
50 It may be recalled that these articles were also refereed to in Chapter 2, to illustrate that even contemporary

debate concerning the legitimacy of the use of theoretical reasoning in judicial decisions in an Australian
constitutional context, continues to takes as its reference point the jurisprudence of Sir Owen Dixon. ln addition
the variance of the views of justice Keith Mason and Justice Dyson Heydon, was referred to in Chapter 2 as
exemplars of the point that Sir Owen Dixon's jurisprudence has been the subject of varying interpretations.

51 Geoff Lindsay, 'Book Review of E W Thomas, The ludicinl Process: Renlism, Pragnntisttt, Prnctical Reasoning and
Principles' Q006)27 Australian Bar Reaiew 245,245.

s2 Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional Interpretation' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds),
The High Court nt the Crossroads: Essøys in Constitutional Law QOOO) 224,232-ZZB.
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also referred to the Gleeson Court as having a 'varying regard for consequentialist

considerations when shaping doctrine.'s3

The fourth and final reason for considering pragmatic perspective is that there has been some

tendenry for Australian jurisprudence to follow the trends set by United States jurisprudence,

with the debate concerning 'originalism' being the most recent relevant example.sa

Put briefly,legal pragmatism is an influential movement in United States jurisprudence. It

extends actoss a spectrum of political opinion; and legal pragmatism is a perspective, which in

the future, may be the subject of further debate by Australian jurists. Legal pragmatism may

also provide a unique opportunity for a consideration of the conceptual framework provided by

recent philosophical and jurisprudential writings from overseas jurisdictions.

III Dertu¡NG AND Drstrt¡cutsHtNc PnRcunrlsvl

The inherent flexibility in a pragmatic approach can result in pragmatism being viewed as

being reconcilable with almost any form of constitutional interpretation.ss As one critic of

pragmatism has commented, pragmatism may be regarded as being either hopelessly vague or

as consisting mainly of platitudes with which no reasonable Person can disagree.s6

s3 justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legnl Method in New Zenland: Essnys and

Commentaries (2001) 229. See also ]ustice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the

High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Public Law Ret¡iew 234,249-50.

54 See, eg, ]ustice Antonin ftalia 'The role of a constitutional court in a democratic society' (1995) 2ludicinl Reoiatt

141; Justice Michael Kirby, 'Constitutional Interpretation and Original Intenü A Form of Ancestor Worship?'
(2O([) 24 Melbourne lJniaersity Lnw Rwiew 1; Dan Meagher, 'New day Rising? Non-originalism, Justice Kirby and

Section 80 of the Constitution' (2fl}2) 24 Sydney Løw Reoiao 141; Mirko Bagaric,'Originalism: why some things

should never change, or at least not too quickly' (2000) 19 LJniaersity of Tnsmania Law Reuieu) 173; lelfuey
Goldsworthy'Interpreting the Constitution in its Second Century' eO00) 24 Melbourne Uniaersity Law Rsoicw 677;

Jeremy Kirk'Constitutional Interpretation and a Theory of Evolutional Originalism' (1999) 27 Fedetnl Law Reoiew

3?3; Jelfrey Goldsworthy, 'Originalism in constitutional interpretatron' (1997) 25 Federal Løw Reaieu; 1'; Greg

Craven, 'Original intent and the Australian Constitution: coming soon to a court near you?' (1990) 1 Public Lm¡

Reuiew 166. See generally, Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Austrnlinn Constitutional Law t Theory (3'a ed,

2OO2)326f1.

55 See, for example, Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and Economics Movemenf (lÐQ 8a The

Georgetown Laut I ournal 2077, 2072.

56 See Richard Rorty, 'The Banality of Pragmatism and the Poetry of justicd $99o) æ Southem Caliþrnian Law

Reaieu 18\'1,,1811; Larry Alexander, 'Incomplete Theorizing: A Review Essay of Cass R. Sunstein's Legal Rensoning

and Politicnl Conflict (199n 72 Notre Dame Law Reuiew 531,534. See also, Steven Smith, Tfte Pursuit of Pragmøtisrt

(L990) 100 YaIe Law 1ournaI 409,424444.
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Furthermore, the diverse range of views that may be associated with pragmatism suggests that

it may not be particularly helpful to simply describe an approach as being pragmatic. The

difficulties associated with the use of the term'pragmatism' should be recognised. However,

the following discussion will suggest that notwithstanding these criticisms and definitional

issues, some of the fundamental tenets presented by philosophical pragmatism and legal

pragmatism may be identified and defined. It is however important to recognise at the start of

this discussion that although pragmatism advocates a practical and empirical approach, the

arguments that support the adoption of this approach form part of a wider theoretical

perspective.sz For this reason the acceptance of a pragmatic perspective may involve the

acceptance of a particular theoretical position.ss Put simply, although pragmatism is a practical

approach which is often contrasted with 'theoretical reasoning'; pragmatism may also be

associated with a particular theoretical perspective.se For example, Sunstein argues that the

adoption of an essentially pragmatic approach to legal decision making requires the acceptance

of at least one theorized position, namely the theory which seeks to justiff the use of pragmatic

reasoning.60

The discussion of contemporary pragmatic thought presented below will begin by defining a

pragmatic approach to constitutional interpretation and distinguishing this approach from the

other approaches to constitutional interpretation that have been considered in this thesis. The

foundational knowledge provided in this discussion will then be developed further in the

following section, which considers the work of two specific writers associated with the use of

pragmatic thought in a legal context. In addition, the descriptive analysis of pragmatism

presented below, will provide a basis for engaging with the criticisms that have been made of

legal pragmatism.

57 See Julius Stone, 'From Principles to Principles' (1981) Law Quarterly Reoiao 224,253. This point is even accepted
by Sunstein, see Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Hørcnrd Law Reaiew !733,7777-
72. See also P S Atiyaþ 'From Principles to Pragmatism; Changes in the Function of the Judicial Process and the
Law' (7978) also appearing in (1980) lsun La'w Reaiew 1249; P S Atiyah, Prngmatism and Theory in English Lnw
$egn.

s8 lbid.

se lbid.

60 Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haruard Law Reaiew 1733,1771-72.
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lV Tue CerurneLTENETs oF PnRcvltlc APPRoAcHES

The three forms of thinking often associated with pragmatism are usually termed,

conceptualism, instrumentalism and perspectivism.6l When initially encountering these

concepts it would appear that rather than clarifying the meaning of pragmatism, these terms

merely result in the conceptually nebulous concept of 'pragmatism' being identified with three

equally complicated concepts. However, whilst it may not be possible to exhaustiaely dehne

pragmatism, it is argued that it is possible to illuminate the meaning athibutable to the three

terms centrally associated with pragmatism. Furthermore, it is suggested that this approach

provides a conceptual understanding of the general philosophical approach associated with

pragmatism, and assists in the identification of the relevance of legal pragmatism to

constitutional interpretation.

A Conceptualism

The first central idea associated with pragmatism is the view that all knowledge is contextual.

Thus, for pragmatic legal theorists law is 'constituted of practices-contextual, sifuated, rooted

in custom and shared experiences.'62 This is the idea often identified with Justice Holmes'

famous statement that, '[t]he prophecies of what the courts will do in fact, and nothing more

pretentious, are what I mean by the Law.'63 Justice Holmes' perspective is generally regarded as

consistent with the philosophical approach put forward by pragmatic thinkers such as John

Deweyú and William James,6s although it should be noted that the precise extent to which

ei Steven Smith, 'The Pursuit of Pragmatisrn (1990) 100 Yale Law lournal409, 4O9; Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism

and the Law and Economics Movemenf (1996) U The Georgetoum Løw lournal2071., 2074.

62 Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 47 Stanford Law Reuiew 787, 805.

or Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 'The Path of Law' (1894 1.0 Haroatd Law Review 457,461'.

u John Dewey'Logical Method and Law' (1924)70 CornellLøw Quørterly17.
65 William lanes, Pragmatism: A New Name for Some OId Wøys of Thinking (1907); William Janes, The Menning of

Truth: A Sequel to'Pragmatism' (L9@).
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philosophical pragmatism may have influenced Justice Holmes is a matter of continuing

debate.66

The philosophy of pragmatism, 'directed the quest for understanding away from a

metaphysical search for truth to an understanding of truth grounded only in experience and

practical relations.'67 As William James describes this:

Pragmatism represents a perfectþ familiar attitude in philosophy, the empiricist attitude,

but it represents it, as it seems to me, both in a more radical and in a less objectionable form

than it has ever yet assumed. A pragmatist turns his back resolutely and once for all upon a

lot of inveterate habits dear to professional philosophers. He turns away from abstraction

and insufficiency, from verbal solutions, from bad a priori reasons, from fixed principles,

closed systems, and pretended absolutes and origins. He turns towards concreteness and

adequacy, towards facts, towards action and towards power. That means the empiricist

temper regnant and the rationalist temper sincerely given up. It means the open air and

possibilities of nature, as against dogma, artificiality, and the pretence of finality in truth.6s

In this way, philosophical pragmatism places greater importance upon the prøctical than the

absolute. Consistently with philosophical pragmatism, inlaw, a pragmatic outlook is often

identified with an approach that requires judicial decision-making to be viewed in the context

of a particular factual situation that calls for resolution.

The idea that all knowledge is contextual, and statements that suggest that all law must be

understood as related to a particular factual context may seem unremarkable, however for

pragmatists, this in an important point. Pragmatic theories usually state that the contextual

perspective of pragmatism, distinguishes pragmatism from the assumptions that underlie more

66 See, for example, Catherine Wells Hantzis, 'Legal lnnovation within the Wider Intellectual Tradition: The
Pragmatism of Oliver Wendell Holmes, jr' (1988) 82 Northwestem llniaersity Law Reaiew 541; Thomas Grey,
'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41 Stanford Lnw Reuiew 787; Paftick I Kelley, 'Was Holnes a Pragmatist?
Reflections on a New Twist to an Old Argumenf (7990) 14 Southem lllinois Llniaersity Law lournal 427; MrDA
Freeman, Lloyd's lntroduction to lurisprudence (7th ed, 2001) 800, footnote 5; Paul L Gregg, 'The Pragmatism of Mr
Justice Holmes" , $9a! 31. Tlrc Georgetowm Law loumal262,262.

67 Margaret Davies, Asking tlrc Law Question (2"a ed, 2002) 143.
68 William James, Pragmatisn: A Naa Name for Some OIdWays of Thinking (1907) 51.
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formulistic modes of legal thinking.6e It is relevant to note at this point that legal reasoning

generally, and particularly that reasoning which concerns Australian constifutional law, tends

to be connected with factual controversies.T0 The distinction that is drawn between the

contextualism of pragmatism and the formalism that characterises some other methods of legal

reasoning, is often exemplified through a consideration of the manner in which a contexfual

understanding of knowledge rejects the correspondence theory of truth.71

The correspondence theory of truth suggests that there is some external standard by which the

validity of a particular view may be assessed, thus for'correspondence theories' a view is valid

if it'corresponds' with the external standard. For example, in Chapter 4 it was suggested that

nafural law theories generally assert a number of inalienable principles, and allow for the

validity of any particular law to be determined in accordance with whether it is consistent with

or 'cotresponds' to these natural law principles.T2 In this way, natural law approaches are

generally distinguishable from the'contextualism' of pragmatism as they may be regarded as

being based upon the correspondence theory of truth.73

It may also be argued that legalism, which generally asserts that there is a finite body of legal

knowledge and that the validity of legal enactrnents or judicial decisions may be determined in

accordance with whether they fall within or are consistent with this body of legal knowledge, is

also based upon and accepts the correspondence theory of truth. Legalism generally, or at least

the least narrow version of this doctrine, usually asserts that the validity of a judicial decision

See Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and Economics Movemenf (1996) U The Georgetown Løw

lournal 2071,2075. See also, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (D F Pears & B F McGuinness
1961 trans) see especially pages L15 and 177, paragraphs, 5.5571-5.62'1., and 5.641[First German edition Logisch-

philosophis che Abhandlung ptbtished 19211.

ln re ludiciary anil Naoigation Acts (1927) 29 CLR 257; Mellþnt a Attorney-Genernl (Queensland) (7991) 173 CLR289;
DPP t¡ B (1998) 794 CLR 566; Croome o Tasmania (1994 191. CLR 119; Truth About Motorwøys Pty Ltd o Macquarie

lnftastructure lnaestment Management Ltd Q000) 200 CLR 591.

Richard Rorty, Consequences of Pragmatism (1982) xxxvü; Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and
Economics Movemenf (1996) U The Georgetown Law loumal 2O7'1., 2O75-6; Hilary Putram, Pragmntism: An Open

Question (199qe.
See Cicero De Re Publica, bk III, xxi. , Iex injusta non est law ('an unjust law is not law'): quoted by Margaret Davies,
Asking the Lm¡ Question (lna ed 2OO2) 72. See also John Finnis, Naturnl Law and Nntural Rights,29O,351ff; Bryan
Horrigan, 'Natural Law' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to

the High Court of Australin (2001) 500, 500.

See further, Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and Economics Movement' (1996) UThe Georgetown

Lmn loumal2071.,2074.
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may be'righf or'wtong' according to whether it corresponds with accepted legal doctrine.Ta In

this way, the general approach of legalism diverges from the contextualism of a pragmatic

approach.

The divergence of pragmatism from the correspondence theory of truth has also been

emphasised by United States writers, such as Thomas Grey, to distinguish pragmatism from the

legal science movement.Ts In contrast to the reliance that pragmatists saw natural law,zt

legalism,TT and legal science perspectivesTs as placing upon the correspondence theory of truth,

pragmatists put forward an alternative perspective which views the knowledge of facts,

theories and values as being interdependent.Te In many ways/ the rejection of formalism, and

the rejection of the idea that there is an extemal standard by which the validity of law may be

assessed, remains a central point of pragmatic theories.so That said, legal pragmatists do not

universally reject the idea that some laws could be based upon theoretical or conceptual

positions; however pragmatism does tend to reject the idea that a particular formal theoretical

position could explain law generally.al

74 Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Austrnlinn ConstittLtionnl Lnw €t Theory (4th ed, 2006) 328. See also, Sir
Owen Dixon, 'Concerning Judicial Method' in Sir Owen Dixon, lesting Pilnte (7965)155.

7s In the United States the legal science movement is most often associated with the work of Christopher Columbus
Langdell. Christopher Columbus Langdell was the Dean of Harvard Law School and in Anglo-American
jurisprudence is the most prominent figure associated with the legal science approach. Langdell advocated a
legal science method of studying law, which emphasised the empirical analysis of decided cases: Of the
distinction between the legal science movement and pragmatism Thomas Grey writes:

While conceptualism was universal during the classical period of Anglo-American legal thought adherence
to the Langdellian notion of legal science was not. Not only Holmes, but Gray, Nicholas St. John Green,
Thayer, and Wigmore, and in the next generation Arthur Corbin-were critics of (or at least deviants from)
Langdellianism. They did not accept Langdell's insistence that legal thought could and should be
autonomous and universally formal as well as conceptually ordered. They did not aspire to make common
law reasoning exact and deductive by excluding considerations of justice and social policy. Conceptual
system-building had a significant but subordinate place in the law for them; they treated principles,
categories, and taxonomies as instruments for use in the process of legal ioquity rather than its end result:
see Thomas Grey, 'HoLnes and Legal Pragmatism'(1989) 41 StanfordLnw Rniew787,825.

See also Catherine Wells,'Situated Decisionmaking' (1990) 63 Southern CalþmiaLaw Reoiew1728, especially 1729-
30. See further, Eugene Wambaugh, 'Professor Langdell - A View of His Careel (7906) Haroard Law Reaiew 1,
Margaret Davies, Asking the Lnw Question (2"d ed, 2C[.2) l%Íf .

76 See further Paul Gregg, 'The Pragmatism of Mr Justice Holnes' (1943) 3l The Georgetown Law lournal262,262.
n See, for example, E. W. Thomas, who writes that,'legal doctrines that inhibit the courts adopting a functional and

practical bent are incompatible with a pragmatic approach. Indeed, legal pragmatism is the very converse of a
doctrinaire approach. It is or tends to be stifled by the dogmatism congenital to doctrinaire legalism': see further,
E.W. Thomas, The ludicial Process: RealisnL Pragmatisru, Prncticnl Rensoning nnd Principles (2005) 308.

78 See further, Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41 Stanford Latt Ret)isro 787, 825. See also
Catherine Wells, 'Situated Decisionmaking' (1990) 63 Southern Cnliþrnia Law Reaieu¡ 1728, especially 7729-30.

7e Hilary Puhram, Pragmatisttt: An Open Question (7995)14.
80 Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisrl (1989) 41 Stanford Law Reaiew 787, 815.
81 lbid,825.
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The contextual understanding of knowledge, which is implicit in a pragmatic perspective,

would appear to distinguish the approach of pragmatism from the approach of other legal

theories that seek to assert abstract transcendent principles to explain law generally.s2 One

writer explains the pragmatic rejection of foundationalism as being a rejection of, 'the age-old

philosopher's claim that knowledge might be grounded in a set of fundamental and indubitable

beliefs'.83 Yet, another writer presents this perspective, stating that:

Being essentially functional and practical, legal pragmatism is irreversibly hostile to

unrealistic and abstract theories and ritualistic doctrine alike. Theories which do not accord

with reality cannot be reconciled with pragmatism. They will simply get in the way.84

On this basis, it may be suggested that the contextual understanding of knowledge put forward

by pragmatism, rejects the correspondence theory of truth, which generally asserts abstract

principles, and seeks to explain law by an essentially formal process of reasoning from these

principles. The contextual aspect of pragmatic reasoning may also distinguish pragmatism

from other more formal modes of reasoning such as natural law theories and legalism.

However, whilst the distinction of pragmatism from nafural law or legalistic reasoning would

appear to be apparent at a theoretical level, it may be suggested that there is some difficulty

identifying this distinction in actual judicial decisions. Put simply, it may be argued that the

jurisprudence of Sir Owen Dixon, Justice Toohey and Sir William Deane do not represent a

form of foundationalism, such as that which pragmatists often associate with legal theories.ss

For example, the influence of legalism may be identified in the jurisprudence of Sir Owen

Dixon, and nafural law concepts would appear to have influenced the jurisprudence of Justices

Deane and Toohey. However, none of these Justices rely solely upon grand abstract

transcendent principles. Dixonian legalism would clearly fall short of adopting wholeheartedly

the correspondence theory of trutl6;s0 and the approach of Justices Deane and Toohey did not

82 Margaret Davies, Asking the Løro Question (2na ed, 2OO2)298.

83 See Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisrf (1989) 41 Stanford Law Reoian 787'799.

84 E.W. Thomas, The ludiciøl Process: Realism, Pragmatism, Practical Reasoning and Principles (2005) 308.

8s lbid.

86 Chapter 2 noted that some aspects of Sir Owen Dixon's reasoning suggested that the validity of legal enactments

or judicial decision might be determined by the extent to which they conform with or correspond to a pre-existing
corpus of legal knowledge. It will however be recalled that the analysis presented in Chapter 2 emphasised that
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necessarily depend entirely upon the conformity or correspondence of any law with inalienable

natural law principles.aT

B Instrumentalìsm

The second fundamental tenet of pragmaüc thought is the idea that all thought or inquiry is

instrumental.ss This idea is connected with the rejection of foundationalism and the view that

all knowledge is contextual. By instrumental, pragmatists mean that knowledge derives from

practice.se As Thomas Grey expresses this; '[r]eflective, deliberative, even contemplative

thinking originates in the practical need to solve real problems.'eo Thus for pragmatic writers

knowledge develops in a practical context. Ludwig Wittgenstein has also expressed a similar

view. For Wittgenstein all theory derives in some way from action or experiences of the

world.el As Wittgenstein states, 'no course of action could be determined by a rule, because

every course of action can be made out to accord with the ntLe.'e2 Theory itself, for

Wittgenstein, cannot produce action.e3 This emphasis on the instrumental nafure of thought

often leads pragmatists, having rejected the idea of external abstract standards, to argue that a

Sir Owen Dixon acknowledged that the'corpus of legal knowledge' to which he referred may either'exist' or be a
'pre-supposition'. The ascription of this suppositional status to the corpus of legal knowledge suggests that his
Honour's position would fall short of adopting wholeheartedly the correspondence theory of tmth: see Chapter 2
above. See more generally, Philip Ayres, 'Owen Dixon's Causation lectu¡e: Radical Scepticism' (20ß) n
Austrnlian Law Joumal 692; }i4ark Lunney, 'Causation, Science and Sir Owen Dixon' (2004) Austrnlinn lournal of
Legnl History 205.

87 It was suggested in Chapter 4 that the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey was consistent with natural law
concepts, rather than representing the unmediated application of inalienable natural law principles. Their
Honours' jurisprudence does not suggests that the validity of law is determinable by virtue of its correspondence
with some definable principles. It follows their Honours' position can not be equated with the manner in which
pragmatists generally portray judicial approaches based upon natural law principles.

88 SeeThomasGrey,'HolmesandLegalPragmatism'(7989)41 StanfordLawReuiæu787,797,8O5.
8e Ibid,797,822.
m lbid,802.
e1 See Ludwig Wiügensteir¡ Trnctatus Logico-Philosophicus (D F Pears & B F McGuinness 1961 trans) see especially

pages 115 and 117, paragraphs, 5.5571.-5.621,, and 5.641[First German edition Logisch-pltilosophische Abhnndlung
published 1921]. See also, Michael J Detmold, 'Intention: Meaning in Relation' in Ngaire Naffine, Rosemary
Owens and John Williams (eds), Intention in Lnw and Philosophy (2001) 187,191.

e2 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosoplúcal lrutestigations, Part I, Section 198 (G E M Anscombe, trans, 1968 3'd ed) 80e. See
further, Dennis Patterson, Lmu and Truth (7996) 13. See also Michael Dehnold, The Australinn Comrnonwealth: A
Fundnmental Annlysis of its Constihttion (1985) 5.

e3 See Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractnfus Logico-Philosophicus (D F Pears & B F McGuinness 1961 trans) see especially
pages 1L5 and 1\7, paragraphs, 5.5577-5.621,, and 5.641[First German edition Logisch-pltilosophische Abhandlung
published 1921]. See also, Michael J Detmold, 'Intention: Meaning in Relation' in Ngaire Naffine, Rosemary
Owens and John Williams (eds), Intention in Lnw and Philosophy (2001) 187, 191.
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better approach is to look at the consequences of a decision as the measure of its value. Thus for

a pragmatisg the meaning of a proposition is often seen to lie in its consequences.e4

One of the functions of the instrumental aspect of pragmatism that is often emphasised by legal

pragmatism is the marìner in which a pragmatic approach may efficiently reconcile a judicial

decision with both previous decisions and future needs.es To achieve this goal pragmatic

approaches tend to emphasise the need to have regard to the practical implications of decisions

upon fufure actions. This form of 'future orientated instrumentalism' may be seen to have

originated in the writings of Justice Holmes which emphasised that to identify law it was

necessary to look at both'what it has been', and also 'what it tends to become'.e6 This for

Holmes J made it necessary for the jurist to 'alternatively consult history and existing theories of

legislation.'rz

The pragmatic thesis that knowledge is contextual often leads pragmatic legal writers to

emphasise the social nature of law.s8 The combination of this perspective with the instrumental

nafure of knowledge and law, which views law as developing in response to particular practical

problems, can often lead pragmatic writers to emphasise the social purpose of law in a manner

similar to that put forward by realist thought. For example, Justice Thomas of the Supreme

Court of New Zealand writes of pragmatism that:

I regard pragmatism as being essentially functional. The law is viewed as a social institution

in its social setting and vested with the social purpose of serving socieÇ and furthering the

interests and goals of society.ee

s4 See William James, Pragnatism: A New Name for Some Old Wa11s of Thinking (1907) 200-L; Thomas Grey, 'Holmes

and Legal Pragmatism' (19S9) 41 Stønford Lmt Reaiew 787,797,798; Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the

Law and Economics Movemenf (1996) U The Georgetown Løw I ournal 207'l', 2078.

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Common Law (7881) 7.

e6 lbid.
e7 Ibid.

e8 For exanple, Thomas Grey associates the idea that thought occurs in a social context with the Aristotelian thesis

that human beings are social animals: see Thomas Grey, 'Hobnes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41. Stønford Lau:

Review 787,802 footnote 58.

ss E.W. Thomas, The ludiciøl Process: Reølism, Pragmatisrn, Practical Reasoning anil Pinciples (2005) 308. See also

Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisrrf (1989) 41 Stanford Lrw Reaieu) 787,805'
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One American writer has also expressed a similar idea, stating that:

..law is, considered by pragmatists to be instrumental, it is essentially'a means for achieving

socially desired ends, and available to be adapted to their service.'1OO

Despite the similarity of these ideas with those presented by realist writers, a closer comparison

of realism and pragmatism reveals some significant differences.

It will be recalled that Chapter 3 considered the manner in which the sociological and realist

influenced jurisprudence of the Mason Court had regard to the social purpose of law and the

practical effect of its decisions. The decision of the Mason Court in Capitøl Duplicøtors Pty Ltd a

Australian Capital Territory (No 2)lol provides but one example of this realist-based perspective,

which, it may be argued exhibits some similarity to a pragmatic approach. In that case, the

Court based its decision to follow the existing line of authorities on the practical significance

that the overturning of the existing authorities would have had upon the States who had

ordered their affairs in accordance with the legal position set down by previous decisions.1o2

Thus, in a similar matìner to that suggested by pragmatists, the practical consequences of a

decision were a relevant consideration for the realist-based jurisprudence of the Mason eourt.

\Âtrhilst a consideration of practical consequences and the social context of a decision may be

relevant considerations for both realist and pragmatic perspectives, a fundamental difference

will be identified between these two approaches. In Chapter 3, it was contended that realists

generally acknowledge and consider the specific social aim of legal principles. For example, it

was argued that the realist based jurisprudence of the Mason Court, acknowledged that the

judiciary in deciding constitutional issues played a fundamental role in balancing the interests

of the individual with the interests of the State. In addition, the Mason Court also generally

100 Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisnl (1989) 41. Stanford Law Reoiew ZBZ, BOS.

101 (79%)178 CLR 561.

702 Capital Duplicators Pty Ltd a Australian Cnpital Territory @o 2) (19%) 178 CLR 561,, 593 (Mason CJ, Brennan, Deane
and McHugh J).
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aimed to identify the principles relied upon in drawing a balance between these interests.1o3

\¡Vhilst pragmatism may acknowledge the social purpose of law, and advocate a methodology

that has regard to the consequences of judicial decisions; in contrast to most realist-based

theories, the pragmatist does not generally identify a specific social Purpose. As William James

wrote of pragmatism, 'it does not stand for any special results. It is method only.'ro+ Judge

Posner presents a similar perspective, by acknowledging that'pragmatism will not tell us what

is best./1os Judge Posner argues that if a judge is a pragmatist then the 'decision-making process

will be guided by the goal of making the choice that will produce the best results'.106 However,

Judge Posner sees his theory as'leave[ing] open the criteria for the "best results"'.107

l4trhilst pragmatism does not generally specify specific moral or political aims to guide decision

making, pragmatism often emphasises the importance of decision-making, being'efficienf or

'effective', or producing a'consensqs./L08 As Posner writes:

Pragmatism will not tell us what is best, but provided there is a fair degree of consensus

among the judges, as I think there still is in this counb:¡r, it can help judges seek the best

results unhampered by philosophical doubts. 10e

In this way, Posner argues that the 'future-orientated instrumentalism', which is implicit in

pragmatic approaches, enables pragmatic approaches to produce a methodology that achieves

action that is more efficient.11o For pragmatic decision makers disagreement on philosophical

questions do not generally prevent the achieving of a consensus. In contrast to most realist

perspectives, pragmatists do not generally rely upon a particular political or philosophical

perspective to justify the exercise of a particular judicial discretion or choice. Pragmatists

103 See, for examplq Sir Anthony Mason,'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the

Australian and United States Experience' (1986) 'l'6 Federal Løw Reoiew t' 28.

104 William |ames, Pragmntism: A Nan Name for Some OldWays of Thinking (1907) 57.

10s judge Richard Posner'Pragmatic Adjudicatiorl (1996) 18 Carilozo Lmo RetsiewL,16.

106 Ibid,8.
707 lbid,1.6.

108 John Dewey, 'Logical Method and Law' (1924) 10 Cornell Lata Quarterly 17, 79; Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely

Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Law Reaiew 1733,7735; fudge Richard Posner, Oaercoming Lnw (1995)

395; Judge Richard Posner'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1Ð6) 78 Cardozo Løw Ret¡iew1,16.

10e judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 78 Cardozo Løw Reoiero 1, 16. See also Catherine Wells,

'situated Decisionmakin g' (1990) 63 Southern Caliþmiø Law Reuiau 1728, 1745 .

110 See, for example, Judge Richard Poster, Oaercoming Law (1995) 12.
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generally take the position that decisions should notbe based tponpolitical or philosophicat beliefs

where it is possible to reach a decision based upon an assessment of the relevant practical

considerqho,xs.lll AltlÌough this approach may initially seem similar to legalism, the difference is

that pragmatists think that these beliefs should be excluded, whereas some legalists go further

and deny that political or philosophical views impact upon decision makers. In law, this type of

pragmatic reasoning is often identified in judicial decisions which purport to be based upon the

'facts of the case.'112

C Perspeclivism

The combination of the contextual nature of knowledge, and the idea that knowledge is

instrumental in the sense that it is viewed as developing to serve a specific purpose, has been

viewed as combining to present the third central feature of pragmatism which is termed

'perspectivism.' Pragmatic philosophy is regarded as representing a kind of 'perspectivism'

because it does not seek to deny the existence of an objective reality but rather seeks to establish

that knowledge is connected with a particular view of reality.us As Thomas Grey describes

this:

A corollary of pragmatism, derived from the tenets that thought is always both situated and

instrumental, is a kind of perspectivism ... The pragmatist recognizes that the best account

of a phenomenon (such as law) from one angle, for one purpose, at one time, might not

serve as well from another perspective, rooted in another temporal context, and aimed at

different goals. In its mature versior¡ as Dewey stated iÇ pragmatism rejects the assumption

111 See, for example, Judge Richard Posner, The Problems of lurisprudence (tclcn) P+5; Judge Richard Posner 'Legal
Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights'
(1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Laus Reoiew 433, M7, M9; Cass Sunstein,'Incompletely Theorized Agreemènts'
(1995) 108 Hnroard Law Reaiew 1733,173742.

772 Cass Sunsteir¡ 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Harcnrd Law Ret¡iew 1733,1741,.
113 See, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (D F Pears & B F McGuinness 196L trans) paragraphs

5.6331'-5.@'l', page717 [First German edition Logisch-philosophische Abhandlung publishedl92l'J. See futher, Hilary
Putnam, Pragmatism: An Open Question (7995) 64,68ff; Catherine Wells, 'Situated Decisionmakin{ (1990) 63
Southern Calþmia Law Reoiew 1728, 1728-9, 1745-6. See also Bryan Horrigan, 'Paradigm Shifts in Interpretation:
Reframing Legal and Constitutional Reasoning' in Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting
Constitutions: Theories, Principles nnd Institutions Q996) 31,36.
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that there must exist a comprehensive and final account of "reality" that, if attained, would

bring the process of scientific and philosophical inquiry to a close. A pragmatic legal

theorist will embed questions about law in a context and address them for a purpose/ and so

may reach different and apparentþ inconsistent answers as context and purpose v4ry.114

Like many pragmatic theorists Wittgenstein has also argued that all knowledge of action or

experience of the world will be shaped to the point of perceptiodlS and consequentþ, all theory

will be similarly shaped. It follows from this, as it was suggested above, that theory and the

practical sense of pragmatism are necessarily conne.¡sd.rr6 This philosophical outlook

influences legal pragmatists to reject the idea of grand theory, and to reject formalism. Instead,

pragmatists generally emphasise the utility of relying upon practical reasoning.

Put briefly, it may be said that the manner in which the three central ideas of contextualism,

instrumentalism and perspectivism are developed by pragmatists demonstrates a diversity of

opinion.117 This diversity suggests that there is some flexibility in the meaning athibuted to

pragmatism; however, it may be argued that, the three central tenets of pragmatic thinking,

which have been considered in the above discussion, may usually be associated with most

forms of pragmatism. An understanding of these concepts is relevant to the analysis presented

in this thesis as the identification of these three tenets of pragmatic thought facilitates the

identification of pragmatic approaches to judicial decision making.

174 Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41 Stanford Law Reuiew 787, 8M-5.

11s See, Ludwig Wittgensteþ Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (D F Pears & B F McGuinness 1961 trans) paragraphs

5.6331-5.ø1,, page 117 [First German edition Logisch-philosophische Abhandlung published 1927]. See generally,

Michael J Debnold,'Intention: Meaning in Relation' in Ngaire Naffine, Rosemary Owens and john Williams (eds),

Intention in Law and Philosophy (2007)187,191-6.

776 See, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (D F Pears & B F McGuinness 1.961 trans) paragraphs

5.6331,-5.Ø1, page717 [First Gemran edition Logisch-philosophischc Abhandlungprbbshed.l92l.l.

717 See Margaret Radin, 'The Pragmatism and the Feminist' (1990) 6,3 Southem Califomin Løw Reaiew 1699, 1705;

Catherine Wells Hantzis,'Legal lnnovation within the Wider Intellectual Tradition: The Pragmatism of Oliver
Wendell Holmes, J1 (1938) 82 Northwestern lJnioersity Law Reaiew 541,, 543:. lrtdge Richard Posnet Frontiers of Legal

Theory (2N1) 95:147. See also Judge Richard Posner, 'What has Pragmatism to Offer Law? (1Ð0) 63 Southern

CaliþrniaLtw Reoiew 1653; fudge Richard Posner'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up:

The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicøgo Løw Reaian 433; ludge
Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo LRn Rniew 1; fudge Richard Posner, The problems of
jurisprudence (1990); Judge Richard Posner, Ooercoming Lmo (1995); fudge Richard Posner, The Problemøtics of Moral

and Legal Theory Q99); Judge Richard Posner, Frontiers of Legal Theory (20O1); Judge Richard Posne\ Law,

Pragmatism, and Democrncy (2003).
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In additiorç knowledge of these concepts enables pragmatic thinking to be distinguished from

other approaches to judicial decision-making that were considered in previous Chapters of this

thesis. The distinction of pragmatism from other modes of thought will assist in the analysis of

constitutional decisions presented in Part II of this thesis. It is however informative to consider

at this stage the mannet in which pragmatic thought has been developed inalegøl context, and

for this reason the following analysis will focus on the work of two influential writers on legal

pragmatism.

IV Lece¡- PRacvnrtsM AND lrs PnopoNENTs

So as to consider in more detail the form of legal methodology generally put forward by

pragmatic writers, and to provide some necessary parameters on the discussion undertaken in

this thesis, the analysis presented in this section will not aim to cover all the ideas that may be

associated with contemporary legal pragmatic though! assuming that such an undertaking was

even possible. Rather, the work of two writers that Sir Anthony Mason has identified as

offering progressive interpretive theories of constitutionai interpretation wiil be considered.lls

The first of these is Judge Posner of the United States Court of Appeals. The second is

American legal writer Professor Cass Sunstein. These two exponents of pragmatism have been

selected because the ideas of both writers have been associated with pragmatic thought in the

United States.ue In additiory the work of these legal scholars has been considered in some way

in Australian legal writings.rzo

118 See Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles
Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitutions: Theoies, Principles and lnstitutions Q996) 13, 19-20 and
21,-22.

17e See Thomas Cotter, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Law and Economics Movemenf (1996) U TIrc Georgetmtn Lcw
lournal 2071,2071.,2074 footnote 12. See generally volume 1S(1) of the Cnrdozo Law Reaiew (1996) entitled 'The
Revival of Pragmatism', and volume 63(6) of the Soutlærn Caliþrniø Lazo Reoian (1990) entitled'symposium on the
Renaissance of Pragmatism in American Legal Thoughf.

120 See McGinty t¡ Westem Austrølinn (1996) 186 CLR 140, 231-232 (McHugh D; Adrienne Stone, 'Incomplete
Theorizing in the High Courf (1998) 26 Federal Law Reaiew 195. See also, Sir Anthony MasorL 'The Interpretation
of a Constitution in a Modem Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), lnterpreting
Constitutions: Theories, Principles ønd Institutions (1996) 13,19-20 and 21-22.
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A Judge Richard Posner

Judge Richard Posner of the United States Court of Appeals associates himself with pragmatism

on the basis that he is 'interested in pragmatism as a disposition to ground poliry judgments on

facts and consequences rather than on conceptualisms and generalities.'121 For fudge Posner

pragmatic reasoning represents one of three different approaches to legal interpretation.l22

Judge Posner refers to these three types of reasoning as 'bottom-up', 'top-down and practical or

pragmatic styles.lu Posner views his pragmatic approach as 'locating a ground for judicial

action in instinct rather than in analysis' which, for Posner, means that his approach acfually

'transcends both top-down and bottom-up teasoning.'124

Judge Posner distinguishes pragmatic reasoning from both bottom-up and top-down methods

of judicial adjudication, and is critical of the form of reasoning that these other two approaches

represent. As discussed in Chapter 2, Judge Posner identifies bottom-up reasoning in an

approach which starts with the words of the statute, or with a case or group of cases, and then

reasons from this basis using accepted legalistic techniques, such as, expounding the 'plain

meaning' of the words in questiory12s ¿nd reasoning by analogy.tz0 Judge Posner is critical of

tlre idea that the words of the statute and previous cases can be used as art exclusiae reference

source for future decisions.127 Posner argues that such an approach would unjustifiably exclude

other legitimate sources of informatior¡12s such as judges deeply held commitnents.l2e Judge

Posner, like many other contemporary legal theorists, acknowledges that the judicial

interpretation of statutes involves the creation of meaning as much as the discovery of meaning,

127 fudge Richard Posner, The Problematics of Moral ønd Legal Theory (1Ð9) 227.

722 fudge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniuersity of Chicago Laus Reoiew 433, 433, also appearing in Judge
Richard Posner, Oaercoming Løu¡ 1995, 171,-197. See generally Joshua Getzler, 'Pragmatism and the End of
Ideology' Q99n 17 Oxford lournal of Legøl Studies 525,532.

123 Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992)59 Uniaersity of Chicago Law Rniew 433,433.

724 lbid.
72s lbid.
726 lbid.
127 lbid,435.
12Ã lbid.
72e fudge Richard Posner, The Problems of lurisprudence (1990) 124-125.
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and he accepts the utility of judicial decision makers relying upon a wide range of materials.l3o

For these reasons Judge Posner distinguishes his approach from bottom-up reasoning.

Judge Posner is also critical of judicial decision-making that is based upon broad theoretical top-

down approaches to constitutional interpretation. Posner bases this criticism in part upon the

view that there is a large range of different theories about constitutional interpretation, and

there is no legitimate basis for distinguishing between these various theories.131 Posner argues,

that for this reason, top down theories cannot provide a guide to judicial decision making.132 In

addition, Posner sees top down approaches to judicial decision making as producing instability

in constitutional docf ine.133

In additiory he criticises top down theories on the basis that these theories fail to take into

consideration judges deeply held views. Because of this, Judge Posner argues tha! '[a]

comprehensive theory of constitutional law is apt to step on the toes of many deeply held

commitrnents without being supportable by decisive arguments.'7u It should, however, be kept

in mind that Judge Posner's arguments are made in the context of United States constitutional

law that may in comparison to Australian law focus more closely upon issues which bring to

the fore the defining commitments of individuais.l3s It is in this American context that Judge

Posner argues that the influence of judges' strong emotional commitrnents means that'instinct

can be a surer guide to action than half-baked intellectualising'.r30 That said, the form of

pragmatism put forward by Judge Posner does not propose that the influence of these deeply

held commitrnents be unrestrained.l3T Judge Posner seeks to accord a role to judicial beliefs

only where these beliefs reflect a consideration of competing facfual issues rather than a wider

130 ]udge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Lnw Retieut 433,435.

131 Ibid,445.
732 Ibid,445.
133 lbid.
1u lbid, 446. See also Judge Richard Posner, Frontiers of Legal Theory (2001).
13s See, for example, Roe t; Wade 410 US 713 (1973). See also Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements'

(1995) 108 Haraard Lau¡ Reuiew 1733,1737.

736 ]udge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional RJghts' (1992) 59 Uniuersity of Clùcago Laut Reuiew 433,447, M9.

137 lbid,446. See also Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudicatiorl (1996) 18 Cardozo Law Reaieu)'!..
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theoretical position.r3s Judge Posner argues that according a role for judicial belief in this

manner leads in the United States context to a clause-by-clause approach to constifutional

interpretation.l3e

In seeking to further define what is meant by a pragmatic approach to judging, Judge Posner

states he can accept the following definition;

a pragmatic judge always tries to do the best he can do for the present and the future,

unchecked by any felt duty to secule consistency in principle with what other officials have

done in the past.lao

This definition seeks to distinguish a pragmatic approach from that of a positivist judge, as

Posner argues, 'the positivist starts with and gives more weight to the authorities, whilst the

pragmatist starts with and gives more weight to the facts.'141 For Posner a positivist faced with

inconsistent lines of authority may seek to 'find a result in the present case that would promote

or cohere with the best interpretation of the legal background as a whole.'742 In contrasg Judge

Posner sees a pragmatic judge as having'different priorities'.la3 For Judge Posner the pragmatic

judge:

[w]ants to come up with the best decision having in mind present and future needs, and so

does not regard the maintenance of consistency with past decisions as an end in itself but

only as a mearìs for bringing about the best results in the present case.14

It should however be noted that this emphasis on the facts does not lead Judge Posner to

advocate a position that accords precedent no role. Nor, as it will be discussed below, does

138 fudge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (7992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Løw Reoiew 433, 447, 449.

13e lbid, 446. See also Cass Sunstein, One Cnse at ø Time: Judicial Minimalism on the Suprenre Court (1999); Daniel A.
Faber, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Constitution' (1988) 72 Minnesota Lmp Reoieut L331,1342-3.

7N fudge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudicationl (1996) 18 Cardozo Law Reaiew 1,4.
147 lbid, 8. See also Daniel Faber, 'The Inevitability of Practical Reason: Statutes, Formalism, and the Rule of Law'

(19y2) 45 Vanderbilt Lm¡ Reaiew 533,53Ç7.
142 Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Løut Reuieut 1.,5.

743 lbid, S.

744 lbid.
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Judge Posner seek to ignore accepted judicial method. Judge Posner, consistently with the

position that is often taken by pragmatic writers, acfually advocates the maintenance of

continuity with past decisions, and a close adherence to a legal method that values the doctrine

of precedent.las However, Posner seeks to justify adherence to precedent on pragmatic

grounds. This may be contrasted with a legalistic perspective that views the adherence to

precedent as an essential and binding part of the judicial role, which may provide legitimary to

judicial decisions.las Amongst the reasons that Judge Posner uses to emphasise the practical

utility of precedents are tlre following:

Past decisions may be viewed as 'repositories of knowledge', artd should be

considered on this basis even if the decision in question'had no authoritative

significance'.1a7

Past decisions should be followed because 'a decision that destabilized the law

by departing too abruptly from precedent might have, on balance, bad

results'.148 This includes an acknowledgement by Judge Posner that a judge

may have in some circumstances to balance the need to render 'substantive

justice in the case under consideration' with the need to 'maintain the law's

certainty and predict abilily .' t+o

Past decisions may also need to be considered because 'it is often difficult to

determine the purpose and scope of a rule without tracing the rule to its

origins.'1so

145 See Steven SmitlU Tfte Pursuit of Pragmøtisttr (1990) 100 Yale Law loumal 4t9, 412. See also, for example, Daniel
Faber, 'Legal Pragmatism and the Constitution' (1988) 72 Minnesota Lmu Reaiew 1337, 1344-46; Robin West,
Liberalism Rediscoaered: A Prngmntic Defnition of the Liberal Vision (1985) 46 Uniaersity of Pittsburgh Lnto Reoiew 673,
680; Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisrl (1989) 41 Stanford Law Reuizw 787, 798-800; Judge Richard
Posner'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Lnw Reuiao7,5.

146 See Chapter 2 above.
147 |udge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cnrilozo Løtn Reuiao'|.,5.

1ß lbid.
74e lbid.
1s0 lbid.
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In addition to supporting compliance with the doctrine of precedent, Judge Posner stresses that

even a pragmatic judge should follow accepted legal method and comply with the settled rules

of law as ignoring such rules may give rise to a Judicial tyranny'.rsr One example given by

Judge Posner of the effect of ignoring these rules is that federal judges could be given arç

'uncanalized discretion to intervene in political disputes', which would be undemocraüc.1s2 The

role that Judge Posner accords to judicial choice is however limited to choices which are

justified upon an assessment of the facts.1s3 Consistent with the instrumentalism of most

pragmatic approaches for Judge Posner an assessment of the facts includes 'not only what is

best for the present case' but also the 'implications for other cases/.1s4 Judge Posner further

confines the role for judicial choice by viewing judges as a'different kind of rule maker from a

legislator'.rss

Judge Posner's approach to judicial interpretation as discussed advocates a role for precedentlsó

and compliance with the settled rules of law and legal method.lsT This means that the

methodology that he supports is not diametrically opposed to that of orthodox legalistic

methods. Although Posner seeks to justify the approach that he puts forward on pragmatic

grounds, ultimately, like legalism, the methods of decision-making that Posner advocates are

fundamentally conservative. The divergence of his approach from traditional legalistic

methods primarily centres on issues such as the'binding' nature of precedents, or the scope of

matters that may inform constifutional interpretation.

1s1 Ibid,17.
7s2 lbid.
1s3 ]udge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Løw Rnieu 433,447-9.

154 fudge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudicatiorf (1996) 18 Cardozo Law Reoiew 1,, 16. See also Justice Oliver
Holmes, The Common Law (J881) 1; William James, Pragmatism: A New Name for Sone Olil Ways of Thinking $n7)
200-1; E.W. Thomas, The ludicial Proæss: Realisnr, Pragmatism, Practical Reøsoning ønd Principles (2005) 308; Thomas
Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisnl (1989) 41. Stanford Law Rcuiew 787,805.

1s5 fudge Posner distinguishes judicial rule making from a legislative function primarily on the basis that '[a]n
appellate judge has to decide in particular cases whether to apply an old rule unmodified, modify and apply the
old rule, or create and apply a new rule': |udge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudicatiorf (1996) 1.8 Cørdozo Lmn

ReoiewL,8.
7s6 lbid,5.
157 fudge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Løut Reoiew 1.,17.
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It may be suggested that Judge Posner makes a significant contribution to legal pragmatism by

presenting and defining a pragmatic approach to judging.1s8 An understanding of the

alternative pragmatic approach offered by Judge Posner enables a greater appreciation of the

role that consequentialist arguments may play in constitutional adjudication. Posner also offers

three related views in support of the pragmatic approach he advocates. These are:

The assertion that, 'most judges can handle facts better than they can handle

tlìeories/.1se

2. The preference for a pragmatic approach to the alternatives of either a top down

or bottom up approach,rso ot the basis that it is only this approach that accords a

role for judges deeply held commitrnents.

The view that judicial decisions when they are guided by pragmatic reasoning

that accords with the deeply held judicial commitrnents produces the 'best

results'.

It may, however, be suggested that in comparison to the position presented by Professor Cass

Sunstein, who seeks to provide a theorised defence of pragmatism,lol Posner does not provide

detailed arguments in support of the adoption of a pragmatic approach. The following

discussion will aim to consider Professor Sunstein's approach and to analyse the numerous

arguments that Sunstein offers in support of a largely pragmatic form of reasoning.

1s8 See Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Lmn Reaieu 1, 4-8. However, such
definitions have not escaped criticism, see, for example, Steven Smith,'The Pursuit of Pragmatism' (1990) 100 Yale
Law lournal 409,428.

1se Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniuersity of Chicago LaTD Reoiew 433,449.

160 lbid,447.
167 See, Suzanna Sherry, New York Times Book Reuiru: Lnw and Order, New York Times, 8 September, (1996) 17. See

further, Cass Sunsteir¡ Legal Reasoning ønd Politicnl Conflict (1996).
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B Professor Cass Sunstein

In United States jurisprudence, Professor Cass Sunstein has become a prominent advocate in

the movement away from legal reasoning based upon broad theoretical principles, with many

of Sunstein s ideas advocating limits upon the use of theoretical arguments.162 Although in

general Sunstein's position is also associated with the revival of the 'law as process' school of

thoughg the non-theoretical approach that Sunstein puts forward may be linked to

pragmatism.lo3 Sunstein identifies several types of agreements that may be reached in the

absence of theory, however in the context of judicial decision making the most relevant type of

agreements are those that are 'incompletely theorized'.ro+ In particular, Sunstein argues that

legal systems that function well generally allow for agreements to be reached on'particular

outcomes and low-level principles', even in the absence of a complete account or commitment

to the underlying theories or principles that may justify the conclusion reached.l6s Sunstein sees

this form of reasoning as a central and desirable strategy for producing judicial agreements in a

pluralist society.166 Thus, rather than judges reasoning deductively from broad theoretical

principles, Sunstein advocates an approach to judicial decision-making that produces

'incompletely theorized agreements'.767 In the context of Australian decisions, Sunstein's

writings on'incompletely theorized agreements' have been considered primariþ in relation the

High Courfs implied freedom of political communication cases.lffi However, Sunsteir{s

writings on'incompleteþ theorized agreements' *uy also have a more general relevance to the

'non-theoretical' approach to constitutional interpretation which may be identified with the

approach taken by some members of the Gleeson Court'16'e

762 See Cass Sunstei¡r,'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1Ð5) 108 Haroard Løw Reoiew1733, Cass Sunstein, Legnl

Reøsoning anil Political Conflict (1996), see particularþ 35-61.

163 Edward Rubþ 'Legal Reasoning, Legal Process and the judiciary as an Institution' (7997) 85 California Ltw Reoiew

265i Suzanna Sherry, New York Times Book Reoiew: Lmt¡ and Order, New York Times, 8 Septerrber, (1996) 17;

Thomas Cotter, 'te[a nragmatism and the Law and Economics Movemenf (19%) M The Geotgetmtn Lmo loumøl
2071,2074 footnote 12.

764 Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' QÐ5) lOB Haroaril Law Reuiew 1733' 1739-1740.

765 lbid,1735 particularþ footnote 8.

166 tbid,1735,1769.
762 Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict (1996), see particularþ, 35-61.

1ó8 See Adrienne Stone, 'Incomplete Theorizing in the High Courf (1998) 26 Federal Løw Reaiew 195,2O2.

76s See further Chapters 6 and 10 below'
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Incompletely theorized agreements, for Sunsteiry generally involve agreements on particular

outcomes, accompanied by agreements on the low-level principles that account for them. This

approach, sunstein ¿ìrgues, is particularly relevant to judicial decisions as:

In law, the point of agreement is often highly particularized - absolutely as well as

relatively - in the sense that it involves a specific outcome and a set of reasons that typicatly

do not venture far from the case at hand.uO

However, judicial decisions do not just involve a determination of a given facfual controversy;

they also provide reasons for the decisions reached. Sunstein allows for this by recognising that

'reasons are by definition more abstract than the outcome for which they account.'171 Sunstein

also acknowledges that any systemisation of the decisions in any number of cases, which is an

inevitable part of the judicial process, also leads to abstraction.lT2 Wfúlst Sunstein accepts that

there may be a degree of abstraction involved in judicial decision making, Sunstein argues that

incompletely theorized agreements might still be reached, provided that'the relevant actors

seek to stay at the lowest level of abstraction necessary for the decision of the ç¿sg.'173 For

Sunstein, orthodox legal reasoning techniques, such as reasoning by analogy, mãy be confined

to a very low level of theorization.lT4 Consistently with this perspective, Sunstein sees most

judicial decisions as being'incompletely theorized' on the basis that they involve the reaching

of a decision or agreement in a particular case, in the absence of a complete account of the

underlying theories or principles that justify the conclusion reached..

Sunsteifs work is also directed to establishing why there are significant benefits that may be

associated with judicial reasoning that avoids ambitious theoretical statements. In this regard

Sunstein's arguments go beyond suggesting that judges should take a 'non-theoretical' stance

because they may not be able to resolve theoretical issues satisfactorily.rzs The following

770 Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Hnraard Law Reaiaa 1723,1741..
177 1bid,1737.

122 lbid,1Z69.
773 1bid,1737.

774 tbid,1741.-42.

775 Adrienne Stone, 'Incomplete Theorizing in the High Courf (1998) 26 Federal Law RcûierD 1r9S,2O1
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discussion will focus on the four major theoretical justifications that Sunstein puts forward in

favour of the use of an'incompletely theorized' approach to judicial decision-making.tz6

I High-level Theoretical Arguments and the Complex Nature of Human Reløtions

l¡Vhat is perhaps the most fundamental argument that Sunstein puts forward in support of

incompletely theorized agreements, is based upon the view that high-level theoretical

arguments cannot incorporate the complicated nafure of human morality. Sunstein, like a

number of other pragmatic writers, argues that despite the complexity of human relations,

many theories seek to reduce human morality to a single value.177 Sunstein suggests that

human morality cannot be represented in such a way, and it is unrealistic to make such a

demand of the law.178 For example, Sunstein argues that'any simple general theory of a large

area of law - free speech, contracts, property - is likely to be too crude to fit with the best

understandings of the multiple values that are at stake in that atea.'r7e This leads to what is

perhaps the strongest justification that Sunstein offers for the use of incompletely theorized

agreements. Consistently with the contextualism found in most pragmatic writings, Sunstein

suggests that:

A completely theorized judgment would, of course, have many virtues if it were correct. But

at any particular moment in time, this is an unlikely prospect for human beings, including

judges, in constitutional law or elsewhere. 180

The reasonable nature of this criticism-which Sunstein directs at completely theorized

reasoning, is apparent. FIowever, the critical analysis of pragmatism presented later in this

176 1bid,173!1738.
r77 Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and Politicøl Conflict (1996) 43. See also William N. Eskridge, jnr and Phillip P.

Frickey, 'Statutory Interpretation as Practical Reasoning' $990) 42 Stanford Law Rniew 3ZL, 348; Daniel Faber,

'LegaiPragmatism and the Constitution' (1988) 72 Minnesotn Lmt Reoiew 1331, 1348 ; Daniel A. Faber and Phillip
P. Frickey, 'Practical Reason and the First Amendmenf (1987) M Uniaersity of Calþrnia Los Angeles Law Reuieu)

1615,1639-4011;Thomas Grey,'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41 Stanford Løw Reuiew787,797.

va Cass Sunstein, Legal Rensoning and PoliticøL Conflict (7996) 43; Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisnf
(1989) 41 Stanford Law Reuiew 787 , 801.

77e Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Law Reaiew 7733,1748.

180 Lbid,1749.
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Chapter will suggest that it is important to question whether a rejection of the idea that

judgments may be based on'completely theorized' principles, necessarily leads to adopting the

approach that Sunstein advocates.181

2 The Benefits of Consensus

In addition to enabling agreements to be reached that do not rely on general principles,

Sunstein sees 'incompletely theorized agreements' as allowing for the role that judges play as

members of an institution.ls2 Sunstein argues that, in the United States legal system, it is

generally of primary importance that judges are able to reach a consensus in a particular case-

even if they disagree on the fundamental principles, which support that decision. Like Judge

Posner, Professor Sunstein argues that to allow a consensus to be reached on a particular

outcome, it is necessary to adopt a reasoning process that does not challenge the 'most basic or

defining commitrnents' of any person.ls3 This approach may also promote a wider consensus/

as Sunstein argues:

when the authoritative rationale for the result is disconnected from abstract theories of the

right or the good, the losers can submit to legal obligations even if reluctantly without being

forced to tenounce their deepest ideals.le

For Sunstein, incompletely theorized agreements, in these ways,'serve the crucial function of

reducing the political cost of enduring disagreemsnfts./18s It is apparent that Sunsteiry in

considering the institutional role of judges, places primary importance upon the need for a

consesus to be reachgd.rs6 FI6\ ¡ever, it will be argued later in this Chapter that 'incompletely

theorized' agreements may only be one of many ways in which a consensus may be reached.

181 See the discussion in Section V below, which considers the criticism of pragmatism.
782 Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Høn¡ard Lnw Reaiew 1793, 1762.
183 lbid, Cass Sunsteiru Legnl Reasoning and Political Conftict (1996) 41,.

184 Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Høroard Law Reuian 1733,1248.
18s \bid,1748.
186 Lbid,1735.
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Furthermore, the high value that Sunstein places upon an agreement being reached will be

questioned.lsT

3 Precedents and Incompletely Theorized Agreements

The third fundamental argument that Sunstein presents in support of incompletely theorized

agreements is based upon the benefits that Sunstein associates with the role that incompletely

theorized agreements accord to precedents.lss [s Sunstein recognises 'it is far easier for judges

to decide cases if they can take much law as settled./l8e Adherence to the doctrine of precedent,

for Sunstein means that it is 'unnecessary' for a court to 'create the law anew each time./1eO

Sunstein argues that the lower level of theorisation involved in incompletely theorized

agreements allows 'past judgments to be treated as given.'1e1 Sunstein sees incompletely

theorized agreements as allowing judges to follow precedents even if they question the

theoretical basis or first principles upon which the previous decision is based.le2 In addition,

Sunstein argues that incompletely theorized agreements are to be preferred as by justifying

outcomes on'narrow grounds that involve mote modest and more reliable principles' they are

'less likely to create problems for unforeseeable fufure cases./1e3 Sunstein points out that the

more particularised and less theorized decisions are, the more readily they may be

distinguished from previous decisions.le¿ As Sunstein explains:

If we understand the holding to be the narrowest possible basis for the decision, a

subsequent court is able to offer sufficientþ narrow reasorìs for the outcome in the previous

187 See the discussion in Section V below, which considers the criticism of pragmatism.

1BB Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict (199Q 39aO; Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized

Agreements' (1995) 108 Haraatd Law Reoiew 1733' 1735,1750.

1Ee lbid,1749.
1eo lbid,\749,\767.
1el \bid,7749.
7e2 \bid,1735,1750.
7e3 lbid,7755.
1et íbid,1735,1749.
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case - that is, reasons that ensure that the outcome in the previous case does not apply to a

case that is genuinely different.les

On this basis, Sunstein concludes that incompletely theorized agreements may make better

precedents, as they can be productive of legal 'coherence'.re6 Jhg role that Sunstein accords to

precedents is a significant aspect of his work, as 'stability' and 'predictability' are, as Sunstein

recognises, important values in the law.le7 In general, Sunstein's approach supports the

following of past decisions in all cases where the facts are sufficiently analogous, and this for

Sunstein does not necessarily require the evaluation of wider pragmatic issues.les This

approach leads Sunstein to an approach whictu like that of most other legal pragmatists,

accords a role to precedents, advocates the use of reasoning by analory, and supports an

incremental and minimølist approach to judicial decision-making.rr For example, Sunstein

defends judicial minimalism, which he, in part, describes in the following way:

A minimalist court settles the case before it, but it leaves many things undecided. It is alert

to the existence of reasonable disagreement in a heterogeneous society. It knows that there

is much that it does not know; it is intensely aware of its own limitations. It seeks to decide

cases on narrow grounds. It avoids clear rules and final resolutions. ... To the extent that it

car¡ it seeks to provide rulings that can attract support from people with diverse theoretical

s6m[rlttrrs¡fs.200

Sunstein in a work published in7999, identified this approach with the United States Supreme

Court. In particular, he wrote tha!

Observers, including academic observers, tend to think that the Supreme Court should have

some kind of "theory." But as a general rule, those involved in constitutional law tend to be

cautious about theoretical claims. For this reasorL much academic work in constitutional

1es Lbid,1755.
1e6 lbid,1750.
7e7 lbid,175\.
1e8 [bid,1755. See, however, fudge Richard Posner, 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (7996) 18 Cardozo Lma Reaiew 7,5.
\e Cass Sunsteir¡ One Case at aTinrc: ludicial Minfunlism on the Supreme Court (1999). See also Daniel A. Faber, 'Legal

Pragmatism and the Constitution' (1988) 72 Minnesotø Lnw Reoiew 1221'1349.
2æ Cass Sunstein, One Case at n Time: ludiciøI Minimalism on the Supreme Court (1999) rx-x.
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law has been out of touch with the actual process of constitutional interpretation, especially

in the last two decades. The judicial mind naturally gravitates away from abstractions and

toward close encounters with particular cases. Even in constitutional law, judges tend to use

abstractions only to the extent necessary to resolve a controversy.

The current Supreme Court embraces minimalism. Indeed, judicial minimalism has been

the most striking feature of American law in the 1990s. The largest struggles on the

Supreme Court have been over when to speak and when to remain silent and the opposing

camps among the justices contest exactþ that issue, with the minimalists generally

prevailing.2ol

In this way, Sunstein associates the United States Supreme Court of the late 1,990s with judicial

minimalism. The discussion in Chapter 10 will consider further the tendency of the current

Gleeson High Court to seek in constitutional cases to decide the minimum possible.

4 High Level Theory, Socìøl Reþrm ønd the Judicial Role

The final key theoretical basis upon which Sunstein seeks to defend the use of incompletely

theorized agreements echoes the concerns expressed in the late 19h century, by AV Dicey about

British constitutionalism.2o2 For Sunstein,'fundamental principles are best developed politically

rather than judicially.'zoz Sunstein argues that high-level theory is better suited to the

democratic arms of govemment. Sunstein attempts to take this argument further by suggesting

that incompletely theorized agreements support the ideal of the rule of law to the extent that

they constitute 'an effort to limit the exercise of judicial discretion.'204 However, the idea that

incompletely theorized agreements act as a fetter upon the discretion of judges will be

questioned below. The more persuasive argument that Sunstein puts forward remains that

2o7 lbid, xi-xid.

2cr2 AV Dicey, Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution (10ù' ed, 1959).

203 Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Lnw Reuieø 1733,1770, see also 1751-54

2M lbid,1757.
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based upon the different institutional role of judges.2os Sunstein argues that the 'American

system' is one of 'deliberative democracy in which the judges play a partial ¡els./206 A

consequence of this Sunstein argues is that highJevel theory may require high-level social

reform that judges cannot adequately implement.2}7 For Sunstein, courts also have a limited

capacity to enforce solutions and consequently the theoretical solutions that courts offer,

may produce unfortunate systemic effects, that are not visible to them at the time of decision

and that may be impossible for them to correct thereafter.20s

For these reasons, Sunstein atgues that'the development of large-scale theories of the right and

the good is most fundamentally a democratic task, not a judici¿l ens.'2oe

In addition to the four key theoretical arguments that Sunstein offers in support of incompletely

theorized agreements, Sunstein also articulates several practical considerations that support this

approach. Incompletely theorized agreements Sunstein argues allow for the practical

constraints imposed on courts, including the 'limited time and capacily' that courts have to

devote to theoretical issl¡ss.21O Fundamentally, Sunstein sees incompletely theorized

agreements as promoting eff.ciency in the judicial process as they allow for diverse opinions on

theoretical issues that may occur on the bench to be brought together in a judgment that

expresses agreement on the practical outcome in a particul¿r g¿ss.2ll

The practical considerations together with the more theoretical arguments that Sunstein makes,

consistently with the approach taken by most pragmatic writings, whilst it does not advocate

2os Edward Rubirç 'Legal Reasoning, Legal Process and the Judiciary as an Institutiorf (199n 85 CaliþrniaLml Reaiew
265.

206 Cass Sunstein, 'lncompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Hnraard Lmo Reuiew 1739,1763.
2u7 Lbid,1751.
208 lbid,7752. Posner has also cast doubt on the ability of United States legislatures to respond in this way to judicial

decisions: see Judge Richard Posner'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996)18 Cardozo Law Ret¿iew1,,18. The ioncern that
Sunstein highlights has meri! however in considering this argument in an Australian context, it may be argued
that Australian legislatures have shown a capacity to respond to what may be regarded as judicially .."ãtin"
decisions, consider, for example, the legislative responses to decisions such as Minister for Immigration nnil Ethnic
Affairs o Teoh (1995) 183 CLR 273 and. Mabo a Queensland (No 2) (1992) 17S CLR 1.

2w Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 10S Haraard Law Reoian 1733,176i.
210 lbid,7735,\749.
277 Cass Sunsteir¡ Legnl Rensoning and Political Conflict (1996) 39-40.
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the complete rejection of all theoretical reasoning it at the least suggests that grand-theories

should be avoided.212 The arguments put forward by Sunstein seek to apply and promote the

application of a pragmatic perspective to legal reasoning. The reasonable nature of some of the

points made by Sunstein makes aspects of Sunstein's arguments appear compelling; however,

several criticisms may be made of judicial decision-making that is essentially pragmatic. It is

these criticisms that will form the focus of the following discussion.

V CnrlclsMs oF PRecrumstø

Perhaps the most fundamental defining feature of pragmatism generally and legal pragmatism

in particular, is the preference that pragmatic writers have for putting forward a functional and

practical approach to knowledge and law that describes the law not as a set of tules, but as an

activity or function.213 More specifically the argument put forward by writers in support of a

pragmatic approach often centres on a rejection of the validity of more abstract theories tfrat are

said to assert transcendent foundational principles to explain law generally.2la This attitude

represents the preference for a 'contextual' understanding of truth, over the 'correspondence

theory of trufh./2ls However, for critics of pragmatism this depiction of legal theory is often

viewed as being an attack on'straw men/.216 For this reason/ the first of the tfuee criticisms of

pragmatism that this section will analyse is the critique of pragmatism's account of legal theory.

The second criticism of pragmatism that will be considered concerns the manner in which

pragmatism fails to incorporate some of the benefits that attach to theoretical reasoning. The

third criticism of pragmatism discussed below, focuses on the extent to which despite the claims

272 See, e& fudge Richard Posner, Oaercoming Law (7995),7,19, 426-27; Thomas Grey, 'Hear the Other Side: Wallace

StevensandPragmatistLegalTheory'([99D)63SouthernCaliþrniøLawReoiew1569'1569.
2r3 See Dennis M Patterson, 'Law's Pragmatism: Law as Practice and Narrative' (1990') 76 Virginin Lno Reaiew 937,

940.
214 Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41' Stanford Law Reoiew 787, 797, 799, 825. See also

Catherine Wells, 'situated Decisionmaking' $9qÐ 63 Southern Caliþrnia Law Retsiew 1728, especially 1729-30;

Margaret Dav ies, Asking the Lwa Question (2a ed, 20O2) 298; E.W. Thomas , The Iudicial Process: Reølism, Pragnrøtism,

Prøctical Reasoning and Principles (2005) 308.

27s lbid.
276 See Steven Smith, 'The Pursuit of Pragmatisnrl (1990) 100 Yale Løut lournal 409, 428. See also Robert S. Summers,

'Judge Richard Posnels furisprudence' (1991) 89 Michigan Løw Reoiew 1302,1306.16.
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of perspectivism put forward by pragmatic theories, the application of a pragmatic approach

may fail to recognise the ideological nature of legal reasoning.

A The Depiction of Legal Theoríes by Pragmatíc Writers

Critics of pragmatism argue that most contemporary legal theories do not represent the

formalism that pragmatic writers criticise.217 The extent to which pragmatic writers fail to

recognise that not all theoretical reasoning is based on abstract transcendent principles, may

create difficulties for aspects of the pragmatic perspective. For example, United States scholar,

Steven Smith writes that,

..by defining his own pragmatic position by reference to a straw man formalism that no one

acfually advocates, Posner renders his prescriptions indistinct and useless.218

In support of this general contention it may be argued that the analysis of High Court reasoning

presented in previous Chapters demonstrated that theoretical perspectives can serve as a guide

to judicial reasoning, and judicial approaches based upon a particular theoretical perspective do

not necessarily suggest that specific fixed principles will direct the solution of all legat issues

that may arise. It may therefore be questioned whether pragmatism's depiction of legal theories

as stating fixed principles that seek to explain law generally, fairly represents the diversity of

judicial reasoning that may be based upon theoretical assumptions. For example in Chapter 2,

it was suggested that legalism might be viewed as putting forward a formal system of legal

rules. On a legalistic accounÇ the validity of a judicial decision may be determined by

analysing the 'correspondence' of the decision with an accepted body of legal knowledge.

Howevet, the discussion in Chapter 2 suggested that even Sir Owen Dixon the perceived

leading exponent of this legalistic approach in Australia,2re acknovyledged the role of judicial

217 lbid.

218 Steven Smith, 'The Pursuit of Pragmatism' (1990) lffi YaIe Law lwrnnl4O9,42B.
21e See further, Allan C Hutchinson, 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in all the Wrong Places' (2003) Monnsh

Uniaersity Lnw Reuiew 85, 89. Hutchinson in response to |ustice Heydon's article, '|udicial activism and the death
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choice, and accepted that the 'corpus of legal knowledge' upon which his Honour's

jurisprudence was based may be a supposition. In these ways, Dixonian legalism diverges from

the 'foundationalism' that pragmatists criticise. Similar remarks may be made of nafural law

reasoning. Natural law principles may be held up as being abstract, universal and transcendent

doctrines.zo However, as Chapter 4 discussed an examination of judicial decisions associated

with this approach, such as the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey, is not accurately

characterised as the deductive application of these principles. Rather, as Chapter 4 suggested,

the reasoning of Justices Deane and Toohey is more accurately viewed as involving a Process

that analyses and balances a number of complex issues, in a manner that is informed by natural

law principles.

The failure to acknowledge that theoretical reasoning does not always seek to represent

transcendent principles, in addition to being problematic for the malìner in which some

pragmatists define pragmatic reasoning, also has implications for the arguments offered by

Sunstein in favour of incompletely theorized agreements'. As Sunstein points ouf it may be

problematic to suggest that any theory can codify or reduce to static principles the complex

nafure of human relations and the law. However, not all legal or social theories seek to engage

in such a reductive analysis of law and human relations, and it is only when this form of

principles are postulated as a definitive theory that Sunstein's objection is legitimate. Put

simply, the objection that Sunstein makes to the use of theories cannot be made of all theories or

forms of theoretical reasoning. Sunsteir{s arguments like those of most pragmatists tend only

to apply to ambitious theories that assert abstract transcendent principles.zl The discussion

presented in this thesis has suggested that it is difficult to identify in Australian jurisprudence

the use of theories that 'seek to isolate a static underlying reason which explains law

generally'.n2 It may therefore be said that the objections raised by Sunstein to the use of

of the rule of lar,y' (2N3) 23 Australian Bar Reuieu L10, states: 'If Mason and Murphy are the villa¡5 of the piece,

then former Chief ]ustice of Australia Sir Owen Dixon is undoubtedly the saint and saviour of Heydon's

campaign to festore the rightful majesty of the common law tradition.': see Allan C HutchinsorL 'Heydon' Seek:

Looking for Law in all the Wrong Places' (2003) Monash LJniaersity Law Reaiant S5, 89. See generally, David Ritter,
'The Myth of Sir Owen Dixon' (2ffi5) Austrølian Ioumøl of Legal History 249.

22o See, for example, Aristotle The Ethics, Book 5, vi,1734b8-24, [translation by I A K Thomson fust published 1953]

189; fohn Finnis, N¿turøl Law ønil Nntutal Rights (198Q 2a'

227 ThomasGrey,'HolmesandLegalPragmatism'(1989)41 StanfordLawReuiewTST,S].S;MargaretDavies,Askingthe
Løw Question (2"d ed, 2W2)298.

222 Margaret Davies, Asking the Laut Question (2na ed, 2002) 67 .
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theories in legal reasoning do not provide a basis for rejecting the use of all forms of theoretical

reasoning in favour of an 'incompletely theorized' approacþ and the objections made by

Sunstein do not attach to the use made of theoretical reasoning by members of the Australian

High Court. The point being that legal reasoning is a flexible and complex process,z¡ in which

legal theories and theoretical reasoning can play an important role which goes beyond the

deductive application of a static set of broad theoretical principles.

B The BeneJits of Theoretical Reøsoníng

The second basis upon which pragmatism may be criticised centres on the argument that

incompletely theorized or pragmatic approaches do not reproduce the significant benefits that

may atbach to more theorized forms of reasoning. One of the benefits associated with legal

reasoning from a particular theoretical standpoint is that it is said to provide a guide to judicial

decision-making and to produce consistenry in the law.za However, Sunstein argues that

incompletely theorized agreements make good precedents, as they do not create problems for

future courts.zs Posner makes a similar point about judicial decisions based upon practical or

pragmatic grounds.26 FIowever, whilst such pragmatic approaches might provide a practical

solution in one particular case, even if there exists an underlying theoretical conflict, this form

of reasoning is unlikely to provide a strong basis for the development of the law. A court faced

with the next practical problem cannot be guided by principles or the deductive reasoning

process set out in the written judgment of the previous case. The point that this criticism

emphasises is that, whilst, as Sunstein suggests, incompletely theorized agreements may not

create problematic precedents, they will also not provide persuasive precedents. As Adrienne

Stone points ouÇ

223 See, for example, the analysis of legal reasoning offered by Julius Stone in fulius Stone, Legal System nnd Lauryers'
Reasonings $964) 30/' See also, Justice K S Jacobs, 'Comment: The Successor Books to "The Province and
Function olLaw"' (196n 5 Sydney Lnw Ret;iew 425.

224 Justice Keith Mason, 'What is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasoning?' Q\M) 78 Australinn Lcrw loumal174, 582.
22s Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroørd Law Reaiao 1733,1755.
226 Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cnrdozo Law Reuiao 1,, 4; Judge Richard Posner 'Legal

Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights'
(1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Løw Reaiew 433, 447.
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[w]here a court plays a very significant role in determining the shape of the law, a clear

statemen! at a relatively high level of abstraction, of the courfs underlying concern might

be necessary to give lower courts, legislators and litigants an idea of the likely direction of

t]¡relaw.z7

It may also be argued that incompletely theorized agreements, and pragmatic approaches

generally, as they lack the guidance provided by abstract principles are likely to produce

inconsistencies, with a collection of incompletely theorized agreements expressing divergent

views of the law. As Thomas Grey recognises the contexfual perspective of pragmatism means

that pragmatic legal answers relate to a particular context and a particular purPose, and thus

different and inconsistent answefs may be reached,'as context and purposevary.'228

In additiory it may be argued that pragmatism generally and incompletely theorized

agreements in particular, provide a very naÍtow basis for any decision, and consequently these

pragmatic approaches not only fail to provide guidance to future decision makers, they also fail

to represent a diversity of opinion. Pragmatic reasoning usually has as its aim the achievement

of a consensus and as Larry Alexander points out reasoning that takes this perspective does not

recognise the value of disagreement.22e Alexander argues that incompletely theorized

agreements acfually say nothing, other than that a consensus was reached in a particular case'230

For Alexander what is important from a legal perspective is how disagreements may be

resolved, which involves more than articulating whether an agreement was reached in any

particular ç¿sg.231 The utility of a consensus is not always endorsed as the most important

value, for example, in an Australian contex! Sir Harry Gibbs has suggested that in almost all

cases, 'it is not wise to have only one judgment in an appellate court dealing with an important

question on law'.232 On reason cited for this conclusion in that'sometimes a joint judgment may

lead to compromise, or to the omission of something that might have been useful to state, but

227 Adrienne Stone,'Incomplete Theorizing in the High Court' (1998)26 Fedetal Law Reaiew195,799'

22a Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisd (1989) 41 Stanford Law Reaieta 787 , 805 '

22s Larry Alexander, 'Incomplete Theorizing: A Review Essay of Cass R. Sunstein's Legal Reasoning and Political

Conflic( (199n72Notre Dame Løw Ret¡ieto 531,534.

23o lbid.

237 lbid.
232 See Sir Harry Gibbs, 'judgment writing' (1993) 67 Austrulian Lmt loutnnl 494,501..
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that does not command universal agreement.'233 An important function of disagreements, and

the presentation of divergent reasoning processes, is to contribute to the testing and evaluation

of ideas, a point that Sunsteiry in part, appears to concede. e

In response to the arguments made by critics of pragmatism based upon the benefits of

theoretical reasoning Sunstein and other pragmatic writers seek to emphasis the manner in

which pragmatism does accord some role to theories in judicial decision making. Sunsteiry for

example, recognises that disagreements can have the virtue of testing ideas, and Sunstein

accepts that reference to broader principles is useful to evaluate judgments and to eliminate

inconsistencies.æs On this basis, Sunstein accepts that the benefits of incompletely theorized

agreements may be parltal.236 However, Sunstein seeks to avoid the objection that incompletely

theorized agreements result in a loss of the benefits of theoretical reasoning in two ways.

Firstly, Sunstein suggests that incompletely theorized agreements may lead, over time, to the

development of more abstract ideas, and possibly to a 'higtrly refined and coherent set of

principles.'æz As Sunstein states, incompletely theorized agreements may be viewed as 'an

early step towards something wider and deeper.'238 The second manner, by which Sunstein

seeks to avoid the argument that incompletely theorized agreements do not reproduce the

benefits of theoretical reasoning, is by not advocating the use of incompletely theorized

agreements in all cases. Instead, Sunstein makes the more modest point that there should be a

presumption, rather than a taboo against the use of highly theorized arguments.ue Sunstein

declines to endorse'what might be called a strong version of the argument offered' namely'a

claim that incompletely theorized agreements are always the appropriate approach to law and

233 lbid,501_2.

2u Cass Sunstein, 'lncompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haronrd Law ReaierD 1733, \769; Larry Alexander,
'Incomplete Theorizing: A Review Essay of Cass R. Sunstein's Legnl Reasoning and Politicnl Conflicl (t454 ZZ tttotre
Dame Law Reaiew 537,534-5.

235 Cass Sunstein , Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict (1996,) 51.
2j6 Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Lnw Rwiew 7739,1745,1749.
237 1bid,1765.
238 Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict (1996),51,. This perspective is consistent with the manner in

which Sunstein advocates the incremental development of constitutional law and a minimalist approach: see Cass
Sunstein, Legal Reasoning nnil Politicnl Conflict (1996), Chapter 8; Cass Sunstein, One Cnse at a Time: Judiciat
Minimølism on the Supreme Court (1999) ix-x.

23e Cass Sunstein, Legal Rensoning and Political Conflict (1996), atpp 5G57; Cass Sunsteþ'Incompletely Theorized
Agreements' (1995) 108 Harunrd. Law Rez¿iew 1733, 1750, 1267.
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that more ambitious theory is always illegitimate in law./240 Sunstein acknowledges that law

may sometimes reflect thinking that is more ambiti6s5.241 For Sunstein:

If a good abstraction is available and if diverse judges can be persuaded that the abstraction

is good, there should be no taboo against its judicial acceptance. The claims on behalf of

incompletely theorized agreements are presumptive rather than conclusive'242

Sunstein also recognises the benefits of more fully theorized decisions in some cases. As he

states:

If an agreement is more fully theorized, it may provide greater notice to affected parties, at

least if the fuller theorization yields rule-like judgments about a wide range of cases.

Moreover, fuller theorization - in the form of wider and deeper ioqui.y into the grounds

for legal judgment - may be valuable or even necessary to prevent inconsistency, bias or

self-interest. We should be wary of judicial outcomes based on grounds that have not been

stated publicly. If judges on a panel actually agreed on a genelal theory, and if they are

truly committed to it, they should say so (even if ... th"y should usually be reluctant to

commit).243

On this basis, Sunstein supports fuller theorization where it does not prevent an agreement

being reached, and where it is necessary to provide a degree of transparency in the decision

making process. This approach would appear to be in line with the general, thougþ often

unrecognised, attitude taken by pragmatists towards theory. This attitude, is, put simply, that

reliance upon theory or theoretical reasoning, is acceptable if it is useful and does not denigrate

from the achieving of a consensus. As one writer explains this:

2Æ Cass Sunstein, 'lncompleteþ Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haruøtd Law Review 1733,1767

241 hbid,1765.

242 lbid,!764.
243 \bid,1735,1750-1.
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All the major pragmatist figures accepted and asserted the importance of general principles

and systematic though! they insisted only that the test of abstractions must be their

usefulness for action and concrete it q..iry.2a

A similar perspective may be identified in the writings of Justice Flolmes, who whilst often

linked with pragmatism has also been viewed as a "'generaliser", a purveyor of " grand.

theory"' .24s Influential pragmatic philosopher John Dewey also wrote of legal thought that:

[L]ogical systematisation with a view to the utmost generality and consistency of

propositions is indispensable but is not ultimate. It is an instrumentality, not an end. It is a

means of improving, facilitating, clarifying the inquiry that leads up to concrete decisions;

primarily that particular inquiry which has just been engaged in, but secondarily, and of

greater ultimate importance, other inquiries directed at making other decisions in similar

fields. And here at least I may fall back for confirmation upon the special theme of law. It is

most important that rules of law should form as coherent generalized logical systems as

possible. But these logical systemizations of law in any field, whether of crime, contracts, or

torts, with their reduction of a multitude of decisions to a few general principles that are

logically consistent with one another while it may be an end in itself for a particular studen!

is clearly in last resort subservient to the economical and effective reaching of decisions in

particular cases.

It follows that logic is ultimately an empirical and concrete discipline.zaa

Put plainly, it may be suggested that although pragmatists generally deny that theoretical

principles represent a form of objective or universal reasory they do not deny that theories may

be useful.247 The difficulty wittì the pragmatists' argument that theories may be used when they

represent a consensus or are useful; is that pragmatism generally provides little guidance as to

when theorisation may be appropriate. On this poin! as it has been suggested of pragmatism

244 Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41 stanford Lcno Reoiew 782, g24.

24s See M D A Freeman, Lloyd's tntroduction to Juisprudence (7u ed,2OO1) 678-79. See, for example, |ustice Oliver
Wendell Holmes,'The Path of Law' (1894 10 Hnruard Law Ret¡ieut 457,468.

246 John Dewey,'Logical Method and Law' (1924) 10 Comell Law euarterly 12, 79.
247 lbid. E. W. Thomas, The ludicial Process: Realism, Prøgmatism, Practical Reasoning and Principles (2005) 308.
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generally, that the criterion that pragmatism offers are too general, hopelessly vague,

indeterminate and subjective.2as fustice Kirby makes a similar criticism of the general

'flexibility' in the approach of the current High Court.zar It may therefore be suggested that

although pragmatic approaches seek to incorporate theoretical reasoning if it is useful to do

so,2s0 tlìe adoption of a pragmatic approach generally results in a loss of the benefits associated

with theoretical reasoning. One central benefit of theoretical reasoning is transparency, and the

loss of this value forms the basis of another criticism that has been made of pragmatism.

C Transparency und ldeologlt in Legøl Reøsoning

If transparenry is a fundamental value in constitutional interpretatiory a point that Sunstein

seems to at least partially acknowledge, then it would seem that it would always be necessary

for theoretical influences to be revealed. As Charles Sampford and Kim Preston point out:

once it is acknowledged that values and other elements external to the text do play a part in

judiciat interpretation, there is much to be said for acknowledging and recording them ... If

values are used by judges subtextually or subconsciously, the quality of decision-making is

likely to be far poorer for it. They will not be subject to advocacy, questioning, contrary

argument and ongoing development. They may not be even consciously thought through.

Failure to articulate and develop those values makes the decisions of the court less rather

than more comprehensible and predictable.2sl

Arguments based upon the value of transparenry in legal reasoning usually suggest that

articulating the relevance of the use of theoretical arguments may only assist law.Æz Adrienne

248 See Steven Smith, 'The Pursuit of Pragmatisrf (1990) 100 YnIe Lma loumal 4t9,424444.
24e *e Eastman a The Queen (2mo) 203 CLP. '1. 

, 44 (fitby D .

250 Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisnrl (1989) 41 Stanford Law Reoiew 787, 824.

257 Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitrttions: Theories, Principles nnd lnstittttions fl.996) 5.

See also Sir Anthony Mason,'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian
and United States Experience' (1986) 76 Federal Lau Reuieu) 1, 28; Cheryl Saunders, 'Interpreting the Constitution'
(2004) 15 Public Law Reuiew 2t39,292.

2s2 Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), lnterpreting Constitutians: Theories, Principles and Institutions (1996) 5.
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Stone has made a similar point directly in relation to incompletely theorized agreements. Stone

suggests that one of the most troubling features of incompletely theorized decision-making is

that it leaves the theoretical influences or motivations, unrevealled and unexamined.2s3 Sir

Anthony Mason and Sir Gerard Brennan have also made a similar criticism of legalism.2il On

the basis of these arguments it may be suggested that in general pragmatic approaches, rather

than supporting the rule of law by acting as a fetter on judicial discretion, as Sunstein suggests,

may actually allow greater judicial freedom by leaving theoretical motivations undisclosed and

unexamined, whenever decisions can be justified on pragmatic grounds.

The central idea that this criticism of pragmatism puts forward is that although the

perspectivism of pragmatism recognises that all judicial decision-making is the result of the

individual perspective of the decision maker-the actual application of a pragmatic method can

obscure this ideological position. For example, both Judge Posner and Sunstein allocate a role

to'deeply held commitrnents'; however, in general the position taken by both these writers, in

common with most pragmatic approaches, is that the'best results' can be obtained by focusing

on Pragmatic, factual and consequential arguments, and avoiding where possible the

articulation of the relevance of ideological grounds.2ss The difficult with this aspect of a

pragmatism, is that such an approach often understates the influence of any ideological values.

For example, Poser often emphasises the benefits of efficiency whilst also stating that

'pragmatism will not tell us what is besf.2s6 Although the ideological nature of pragmatic

reasoning is in a way recognised by Sunstein, in general, pragmatism often puts itself forward

as not advocating a particular ideological position.zsz Ye! values such as 'efficienry', and

consistency in judicial decisions are often accorded by pragmatists a stafus that is almost akin to

2s3 Adrienne Stone, 'Incomplete Theorizing in the High Court' (1998) 26 Fedeml Law Reuiew 195,198.
2u Sir Anthony Masorù 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 76 Federal Lnut Reaiew 1,,5.
255 Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unioersity of Chicago Løw Reaieu 433, 446-9; Cass Sunsteþ
'Incompleteþ Theorized Agreements' (L995) 108 Han¡ard Law Reaiew 7733,1748.

2s6 Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996,) 18 Cnrdozo Law Rsoieu)'1.,16.
257 lbid. See also William lames, Pragmntism: A New Nanrc for Sone Old Wqls of Thinking (1907) 51; Catherine Wells,

'Situated Decisionmaking' (1990) 63 Soutlrcm Cnliþmia Law Reuieu 1728, especidly 1728-9 and.7745-6; Jtdge
Richard Posner'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Law Rez¿iew1,L6.
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a universal good.258 In other words, it may be suggested that the difficulty with pragmatism is

that the ideological value of achieving a 'consensus' often underlies pragmatic reasoning, but

remains unarticulated by pragmatic writers.2se

The tendency of pragmatic approaches to advocate the avoidance of reliance upon theoretical

positions, and to be disinclined to openly state any ideological positions, is a considerable point

for pragmatic theories. It is argued that this approach signifies a substantial departure from the

position usually advocated by realists. As it will be recalled from Chapter 3, realists like

pragmatists, often counterpoise their position to that advocated by more formal legal theories

such as legalism. It was however, argued above that realist views generally diverge from

pragmatic outlooks. In contrast to pragmatism, realism seeks to acknowledge and specify the

particular role that theory plays in judicial decision-making.zao One of the fundamental

arguments put forward by realists is that if a specific theory, policy considerations or

ideological perspective is informing judicial reasoning, it should be stated openly.261 By way of

comparison, pragmatists whilst they generally acknowledge that theory plays a role in judicial

decision making, usually suggest that the stating of theoretical perspectives should be avoided

and be left unexpressed provided that a consensus can be reached on'pragmatic grounds'. In

other words if it is possible to reach a decision which can be justified on the basis of practical or

pragmatic considerations, and although the conclusion reached may be consistent with'deeply

held' principles or beliefs, these theoretical values should not be expressed, and the practical or

pragmatic grounds which favour the conclusion reached should instead be articulated.2ó2

Two criticisms may be made of pragmatism, which do not attach to realism. Firstly, as it was

discussed above, pragmatism by seeking to base judicial decision making on practical or

2s8 |udge Richard Posner, Ooerconúng Lcw (1995) 395. See also john Dewey, 'Logical Method and Lar,f' (7924) 10

Comell Lmt Quarterly 17, 19; Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict (19%) 3940.

És Cass Sunsteirç 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Harcørd Lmo Reoiew 1733,1735. See also William

lames, Prøgnratism: A Neta Name for Some OId Wøys of Thinking (7907) 51'; fudge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic

Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Løw ReoierÐ 7,16.
2û Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitutions: Theories, Principles and Institutions (1996) 5.

See also Sir Anthony Mason,'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian
and United States Experience' (198ó) 16 Fedetal Løw Reuiao 1,2u.

267 lbid.
262 fudge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 lJniaersity of Chicøgo Law Reoiew 433, 446-9; Cass Sunsteirç

'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haruard Law Reaiew 1733,1748.
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pragmatic considerations can obscure the influence of any theoretical or ideological position.zse

Secondly, pragmatic theories generally assume that ideological beliefs or the deeply held

commihnents of the judicial decision maker do not affect the manner in which facts are viewed.

The validity of this assumption may be questioned. Judge Posner, for example, sees himself as

interested in pragmatism as 'a disposition to ground policy judgments on facts and

consequences', however it may be argued that the manner in which facts are viewed by Judge

Posner actually represent the 'concepfualisms and generalities' of the top-down theories with

which Judge Posner is associated.z6a Take, for example Judge Posner's discussion of cases such

as Roe a Wade,26s which concerned abortiory and Griswold a Connecticut266 which raised the issue

of access to birth control. It may be suggested that Judge Posner addressed the factual issues

raised in these cases reflected the ideological position with which Posner is usually association,

namely a 'wealth maximisation' perspective, which reflects the values of standard economic

theory, and does not consider other normative values that may be of concern from different

perspectives.2íT Tlrre criticism which is made here of pragmatic adjudication generally and the

position of Judges Posnet, in particular,2'a i" an example of a more general point. The more

general idea, often recognised by realists, is that all judicial decision-making-including the

manner in which facfual arguments and practical considerations are evaluated-is ideological

in some way.26e There is some recognition of this idea in Posner wÍiling,27\ however there also

apPears to be an underlying belief that by basing judicial decisions upon an evaluation of more

263 Adrienne Stone, 'Incomplete Theorizing in the High Courf (1995) 26 Federnl Lnw Reaieu) 1195,198.
264 Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of

Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 lJniaersi\¡ of Chicago Lnu¡ Ret¡iaa 433,446. See also Judge Richard
Posnet, The Problematics of Mornl and Legal Tlæory (7999) 227. See further, Jay Feinmann, Practicnl Legal Studies nnd
Citical Legal Studies (1988) 87 Michigan Law Reuiew 724,727-31.

26s Roe o Wnde 410 US 113 (1973). See Judge Richard Posner, The Problernatics of Moral nnd Legal Theory (1999) 255;
judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Law Reaieur 433, 4J;O-5. See also Cass
Sunstein,'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Hnruard Law Reaiew1733,1737.

266 Griswold a Connecticut 381 US 479 (7965).

267 See Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 lJniaersi\1 of Clúcago Law Reaiew 433, 448; Judge Richard posner,
The Problemntics of MoraL and Legal Theory (1999) 255; Judge Richard Posner, Frontiers of Legat Theory (2O01); fudge
Richard Posner, Lnw, Pragmatisrn, nnd Democraq¡ (2003) 25-26.

268 See further, Jay Feinmann, Practicnl Legal Studies nnd Critical Legal Studies (1988) 37 Michigan Lazu Reaiew 724,727-
3L.

26e See Allan C Hutchinson, 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in all the Wrong Places' (2003) Monash LJnioersity Lnw
Reoiau 85.

270 Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 lJniaersity of Chicago Law Reaiew 433,449.
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pragmatic, or practical considerations, the disagreement which may stem from a divergence of

opinion on ideological grounds will somehow be avoided.

lV CoNcl-ustoN

\¡Vhile pragmatism and legal pragmatism in particular, is an influential movement in the United

States, there has however been little detailed examination of pragmatism in an Australian

context. The analysis presented in this thesis aims to fill this perceived gap in Australian

jurisprudence by considering the relevance of legal pragmatism from an Australian perspective.

The descriptive analysis and critical assessment of pragmatism, which has been presented in

this Chapter,lays the foundations for the analysis of the relevance of pragmatic concepts to the

approach of the Gleeson Court which will be considered in the following and subsequent

Chapters.

The analysis presented in this Chapter has aimed to provide a conceptual understanding of the

general philosophical approach associated with pragmatism by considering the three central

tenets that are associated with pragmatism, namely of conceptualism, instrumentalism and

perspectivism. In addition, the work of two influential contemporary legal pragmatists has

been analysed. Legal pragmatism has also been distinguished from other influential

approaches to constitutional interpretation in Australia. The analysis presented in this Chapter

has also sought to examine the criticisms of pragmatism as an understanding of these criticisms,

provides a foundation for the critical analysis presented in Part II of this thesis, concerning the

extent to which theoretical reasoning is employed by the High Court of Australia, in some

important constitutional cases concerning judicial Power.

The discussion of the criticisms that have been made of pragmatism focused on three central

arguments. The first criticism considerecl the pragmatic account of legal theory. It was

suggested that pragmatists generally distinguish the perspective that they offer which is based

upon a contextual understanding of knowledge from other methods of legal reasoning. The
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critism made of this account suggest that the application of legal theory does not generally

represent the formalism that is athibuted to it by pragmatism. The analysis presented in this

Chapter suggests that there is particular merit in this critique of pragmatism, when this

argument is considered from an Australian perspective.

The second criticism of pragmatism analysed above suggested that pragmatism fails to

incorporate the benefits that attach to theoretical reasoning. Theoretical reasoning has the

potential to produce compelling and persuasive precedents, as broad theoretical principles

provide a guide for future decision-makets, and thereby promote consistency in the law.277

Ultimately the arguments that pragmatists present place much importance on the production of

a consensus, and the wider ideological goal of 'efficiency'. There is no doubt that reaching a

consensus may be important and unanimous judgments often come as a welcome relief to any

reader of the law; however, if the price of such unanimity is the obscuring of any theoretical

reasoning, then it may be that to make such a trade-off is short sighted.

Although pragmatic approaches may produce agreements on the outcomes of particular cases,

they may also have a wider destabilising effect on judge made law. In contrasÇ theoretical

reasoning supports the integrity of the judicial process by providing a degree of transparency.

Theoretical reasoning also promotes the consistent development of the law by providing a

guide for future decisions. This is not to suggest that there is no role for theories that are

incomplete being represented in a judgment. In new and developing areas of law, many

theoretical positions may be incomplete.2T2 It may even be argued that all theories are

incomplete in some way.273 The fundamental point that the argument presented in this thesis

seeks to emphasise is not that theoretical reasoning from broad abstract principles is the only

method of judicial decision-making; rather it is the poin! often made by realists, thag if such

principles are influential, as to a certain extent they always will be,zz+ tÍ.nthe manner in which

277 Justice Keith Mason, '\4/hat is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasoning?' (2OC4) 7S Australian Lmo lournnl 574.
272 Adrienne Stone, 'Incomplete Theorizing in the High Courf (1998) 26 Federnl Løw Reaian 195.
273 Margaret Davies, for example, refers to the 'impossibility of legal closure': see Margaret Davies, Asking the Lmt

Question (2na ed, 2002) 100.

274 Allan C Hutchinson, 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in all the Wrong Places' (2003) Monash Llniaersity Lmo
Reoiew 85.
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they impact upon judicial decisions should be acknowledged.zzs It is only when the theoretical

basis of a decision is revealed that it may be 'subject to advocacy, questioning, contrary

argument and ongoing developmenf, and the '[f]ailure to articulate and develop t]rose values

makes the decisions of the court less rather than more comprehensible and predictabls'.zzo

The importance of articulating the theoretical foundations of judicial reasoning is particularly

apparent if it is accepted that all judicial decision making is ideological. For example, Sir

Anthony Mason has viewed the movement from legalism, as affording an oPPortunity for

judges to provide, 'objective and principled elaboratiorf, even if the precise scoPe of such

principles 'must be left for later examinatioí .277 This position would not immediately apPear

to at odds with a pragmatic perspective; however, the third criticism of pragmatism that was

analysed above suggested that the realist approach put forward by the Mason Court diverges

fundamentally from a pragmatic perspective. As Chapter 3 discussed one of the fundamental

aspects of the realist-influence approach of the Mason Court was the tendenry for that Court, if

a particular theory, policy considerations or ideological perspective informed judicial reasoning

to state so openly.278 In contras! the perspectivism of pragmatists whilst it suggests and

acknowledges that theory has the potential to play a role in judicial decision making, usually

also suggests that theoretical perspectives should be avoided if it is possible to base a judicial

decision upon practical or pragmatic considerations. Two difficulûes attach to this approacþ

which are not encountered by realist positions. The first difficulty is that pragmatic approaches

by seeking to base judicial decision-making on practical or pragmatic considerations can

obscure the influence of any theoretical or ideological position.2Te The second is that

pragmatism often fails to recognise that the manner in which facts are viewed, and evaluated, is

likely to represent particular ideological and theoretical beliefs.

27s Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitutions: Theories, Pinciples and Institutions (1996) 5'

See also Sir Anthony Mason,'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian

and United States Experiencd (1986) 1,6 Federal Løw Reoiew 1, 28; Cheryl Saunders, 'Interpreting the Constitutiorf
(2004) 15 Public Løw Reoiew 289,292.

276 Charles Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitr.rtions: Theoies, Principles and lnstitutions (1996) 5.

277 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and

United States Experience' (1986) 76 Federal Law Reuiew 1' 213.

278 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional lau/' (2002) 5 Constitutional Law and Policy

ReoiewA,B.
27e Adrienne Stone, 'Incomplete Theorizing in the High Court (1998) 26 Federal Laro Reuiew 195,198.
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The descriptive analysis and critical assessment of pragmatism provided in this Chapter can

assist a conceptual understanding of the approach taken to constitutional issues by the current

High Court. The following Chapter will consider the pragmatic aspects of the jurisprudence of

the Gleeson Court. The critical analysis of pragmatism, and the comparisons of pragmatism

with other often more theorized approaches to constitutional interpretation presented in this

Chapter, will provide a basis for the anaþsis presented in Part II of this thesis, which will

contrast and critically compare, in the context of influential constitutional decisions, the

approach of the current High Court with some of its' predecessors.

\
.t
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TnEORY, Pnrtt;NIA-f ISIvI AND TFtE

Gt-,EESON COIJR'f

I lrurRoDucrroN

The discussion presented in Chapter 5 analysed pragmatic approaches to constitutional

interpretation. This Chapter will examine the relationship between pragmatism and the

jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court. The discussion presented will also bring together the

analysis presented in Part I of this thesis concerning the relaüonship between the approach of

the Gleeson Court and the approaches of legalism, realism, nafural law reasoning and

pragmatism. The framework that this analysis provides will assist the critical jurisprudential

analysis presented in Part II of this thesis, which will focus upon the approaches taken by

differently constituted High Courts in some important constitutional cases.

ll PnRenrlrrsM AND THE G¡-eesoN CoURT

Upon being sworn in as Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia, Gleeson CJ made reference

to the responsibility of the judiciary for matters concerning the 'economy and efficiency' of the
199
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judicial process.l As the discussion in Chapter 5 demonstrated, these are two core values tlrat

underlie much pragmatic thinking. However, a consequence of the diverse and at times

nebulous marìner in which pragmatic thought is represented means that it may not be

particularly helpful to simply label the approach of the Gleeson Court as 'pragmatic'.

Pragmatism will not necessarily provide a set of principles that will assist an analysis of the

likely outcomes of particular cases.2 Pragmatism does, however, attempt to provide a

frameworþ which may assist an understanding of specific aspects ol or the general approach

of, a particular court. The following analysis will consider the manner in which particular

aspects of the approach of individual members of the Gleeson Court may be associated with

pragmatic ideas. The four concepts that will be discussed are:

1.. The idea that there is no 'over-arching' theory of constitutional interpretation.3

2. The idea that different constitutional issues require different approaches.a

The suggestion that regard should be had to practical or consequentialist

arguments.s

The idea that judicial decisions should be primarily based upon low level

theorizing.6

Swearing in of Chief justice Gleesor¡ 193 CLR xi, xü. See Bernard Lane, 'Gleeson Calls for Reorder in the Court',
The Austrnlian (Sydney) 23 May 1998, 4; Hans Van Leeuwen, 'Gleeson to Lead High Court on Efficienry Drive',
Financial Rniew (Sydney) 23 May 7998,6.

See further, Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41 Stanford Law Revian 787, 822.

McGinty a Western Australia (1996) 186 CLR L40, 231-2 (McHugh I); SGH Ltd a Commissioner of Taxation QOO2) 210
CLR 51, 75 (Gummow I); Judge Richard Posner'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up:
The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Law Reaisw 433; Cass
Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haronrd Lmn Rniew 1733.

Brownlee a The Queen e0m) 207 CLR 278,285 (Gleeson CJ, McHugh D; Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning
From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59
Uniaersi$ of Chicago Løw Reaiew 433; Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and Politicnl Conflict (1996\.

Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unioersity of Chicago Law Reuiew 433; judge Richard Posner
'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Law Reaieu)'J,.

See Cass Sunstein, 'Incompleteþ Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Lnw Reaiew 1733, Cass Sunstein, Legøl
Reasoning and Political Conflict (1996), see particularly 35-61.
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The following analysis will discuss the manner in which these four central ideas are associated

with members of the Gleeson Court. The consistency of these ideas with concepts found in a

pragmatic approach to constitutional interpretation will also be demonstrated.

A No Over-ørching Theory

The first element of pragmatic thought that can be identified in the jurisprudence of the current

Court is the idea that there is no guiding theory. Justice McHugh has, for example, questioned

the validity of 'top-dowrf approaches to constitutional interpretation. It will be recalled that in

McGinty o Western AustraliaT Judge Posner's references to 'bottom-up' reasoning as being the

'more hallowed type" were quoted with approval by Justice McHugh; and Justice McHugh

questioned the legitimacy of top-dowî or theoretical reasoning.e

Justice Gummow has also questioned the use of top-down approaches to constitutional

interpretation. Justice Gummow's judgment in McGinty identified the adoption of top-down

reasoning as being an issue.1o Furthermore, Justice Gummow in SGH Ltd u Commissioner of

T ax qtionlT stated that,

Questions of construction of the Constitution are not to be answered by the adoption and

application of any particular, all-embracing and revelatory theory or doctrine of

10

McGinty a Westem Australin (1996) 186 CLR 140, 230-232 (McHugh l), (' McGinl/'¡. As discussed above in Chapter
5, Section tV, sub-section A, Judge Posner distinguishes his approach from both bottom-up and top-down
methods.

Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (7992\ 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Law Reoiew 433,434.

McGinty o Western Australia (1996) 186 CLR 140, 232 (McHugh ).
Ibid, 297 (Gummow |. See also Re Minister for lmmigration and Multiculturnl Afføirs; Ex parte Lam in which fustices
McHugh and Gunmow comment that:

In Australia, the observance by decision-makers of the limits within which they are constrained by the

Constitution and by statues and subsidiary laws validily made is an aspect of the rule of law under the

Constitution. It may be said that the rule of law reflects values concernecl in general terms with abuse of
power by the executive and legislative branches of govemment. But it would be going much further to give
those values an immediate normative operation in applying to the Constitution: Re Minister for lmnúgration

ønd Multiculturnl Affairs; Ex parte Lan QCf3\ 214 CLR 7,72(McHugh and Gummow lf).
(2002)AO CLR 51.
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interpretation. Nor are they answered by the resolution of a perceived conflict between rival

theories, with the placing of the victorious theory upon a high ground occupied by the

modern, the enlightened and the elect.12

Justice Gummow has, in these ways, questioned the idea of an over-arching theory. It will

however be argued in Part II that it is possible to identify some theoretical foundations to

Gummow J's approach. In this regard, the approach of Gummow J can be contrasted with the

reasoning of most other members of the Gleeson Court in which it is difficult to identify a

theoretically-founded perspective. For example, Justice Dyson Heydor¡ in an extra-judicial

speech, given before His Honour's appointrnent to the High Court, also openly advocated

focusing on the immediate controversy and the avoidance of theoretical reasoning.r3

In the marìner outlined above, a number of members of the Gleeson Court have expressed the

idea that there is no over-arching theory of constifutional interpretation. The view that there

are no transcendent principles that explain law generally, as discussed in Chapter 5, is

fundamental to legal pragmatic writings. This idea can be traced to the philosophical

perspective of pragmatism that rejects the correspondence theory of truth and views knowledge

as based upon experience and empirical analysis.la

B The Diversity Approach

The second aspect of pragmatic thought that may be found in the jurisprudence of the Gleeson

Court which is related to the view that there is no over-arching theory, is the idea that different

approaches to constitutional interpretation c¿rn be applied. The idea that different

constitutional questions require different approaches has been expressed by Chief Justice

72 lbid, 75. (Gummow ). See also, McGinty o Western Australian (1996) 786 CLR 140, 291 (Gumrnow l). ft" also the
comments of Justice McHugh and Gummow in Re Minister for Inmigration nnd Multicultural Affairs; Ex parte Lam
(2003) 214 CLR 1, 23.

13 Justice Dyson Heydon, 'Judicial activism and the death of the rule of lary' (2003) 23 Austrnlian Bar Rcoietl 110.
74 See William Janres, Pragmatism: A New Name for Some OIdWays of Thinking (1907) 51; Margaret Davies, Asking the

Law Question (2na ed, 2A02) 143.
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Gleeson and Justice McHugh in Brownlee a The Queen ls In particular, their Honours suggested

that the regard had to the 'significance of the circumstances surrounding the framing of the

instrument will vary according to the nature of the probler¡.'re Gleeson CJ has also commented

extra-judicially thaÇ

There is no single problem of interpretation raised by the Commonwealth Constitution; and

there is no single solution. This is reflected in the approach of judges. It may be possible, by

observing the way in which a particular judge sets about resolving a sufficientþ large

number of different problems, to describe the judge's methodology by some succinct and

convenient formula; or it may not.17

This second element of pragmatic thought may also be identified in the approach of Justice

Gummow. In SGH Ltd a Commissioner of Tøxation,l8 which was referred to above, Justice

Gummow expressed the view that the interpretation of the scope of Commonwealth Power

under one of the heads of power in section 51 of the Constitution requires a different approach

than that taken to section  a(i). In particular, His Honour stated that:

The provisions of the Constitution, as an instrument of federal government, and the issues

which arise thereunder from time to time for judicial determination are too complex and

diverse for either of the above courses to be a satisfactory means of discharging the mandate

which the Constitution itself entrusts to the judicial power of the Commonwealth. Thus, it is

one thing to determine the validity of a law, said to be supported by one or more of the

heads of power in s 51 of the Constitution, by regard to the settled principles recentþ

outlined in the joint judgment of six Justices in Grain Pool of WA a The Commonweølth. It may

be another to construe the present scope of the term "a foreign power" in s a4(i) of the

Constitution.le

1s Brownlee a The Queen (2CfJ0) 2O7 CLR278, 285 (Gleeson Cl, McHugh ).
76 lbid.
77 Chief fustice Murray Gleeson, Foreword to Michael l4/hite QC and Aladin Rahemtula (eds), Queenslnnd ludges on

the High Court, (2003) rx.
18 (2002)A0 CLR 51.

1e lbid,75 (Gummow|.
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This view would appear to be consistent with a clause-by-clause approach to constitutional

interpretation that is advocated by legal pragmatists, such as Judge Posner.2o The idea that

different questions may require different approaches reflects the perspectivism of

pragmatism.2l As one pragmatic writer has expressed this idea, '[t]he pragmatist recognises

that the best account of a phenomenon (such as law) from one angle, for one purpose, at one

time, might not serve as well from another perspective, rooted in another temporal context, and

aimed at different goals.'zz This position taken by legøl pragmatists reflects the general

philosophy of pragmatic writers, which, like the position put forward by Wittgenstein, views

knowledge as being connected with a particular view of reality.zs

C Consequentialßm

The third approach to constitutional interpretation taken by members of the Gleeson Court,

which is also expressed in contemporary pragmatic writings, is the idea that regard should be

had to the practical consequences of a decision. As Leslie Zines makes clear, this is not a novel

concern and practical considerations have impacted in various ways upon much of the High

Courts constitutional jurisprudence.24 This element of the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court

has, however, received a significant amount of recognition in the academic literature.2s This is

20 See, for example, Judge Richard Posner'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The
Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unioersity of Clúcago Law Reoiew 433, 446; Cass
Sunstein, One cøse at a time: judicial minirnnlism on tlæ Suprenre Court (1Ð9); Daniel A. Faber, 'Legal Pragmatism
and the Constitution' (1988) 72 Minnesota Law Reuiew 133'1,1M3.

21 Thomas Grey, 'Holnes and Legal Pragmatisnf (1989) 41 Stnnford Law Reoiew 787, 8C4.

22 lbid,8M-5.
23 See, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (D F Pears & B F McGuinness 1961 trans) paragraphs

5.6331-5.Ø1, 117 [First German edition Logisch-philosophische Abhandlung published 19211; Hilary Putnam,
Pragmatism: An Open Question (199Ð e,68ff. See generally, Michael f Detrnold, 'Intention: Meaning in Relatiorf
in Ngaire Naffine, Rosemary Owens and John Williams (eds), lntention in Law and Philosoplry (2001) 157,191.-6.

24 Leslie Zines, The High Court and the Constitution, (4h ed1994 452.

25 Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood (ed), Legal Method in Neu) Zealand: Essays and
Cor¡mtentaries QOOI) 229. See also fustice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the
High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Public Løw Reaie¿o 2M, 249-50; Leslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional
lnterpretatiorf in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds), The High Court at tlæ Crossroads: Essqls in
Constitutional Law QOO0)224,229; Chris Bleby,'Judicial Policy in Constitutional lnterpretation: "Practicality" as a
Constitutional Concepf (unpublished paper delivered to the CLE Programme of the Law Society of South
Australia, 21 August 2002).
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not surprising as the idea that practical consequences are relevant has received a substantial,

albeit varying, amount of support from members of the Gleeson Court.

The High Court decision oÍ Re Gouernor Goulburn Correction Centre; Ex parte Eastman26 provides

an example of the Gleeson Courfs reference to practical considerations.2T In that case/ one

possible interpretation could have required the release of prisoners convicted in the Northem

Territory or the ACT.28 In taking an interpretation which avoided such a result Gleeson Cf,

McHugh and Callinan JJ held that the construction taken; 'is open on the language, and

produces a sensible result, which pays due regard to the practical considerations arising from

the varied nature and circumstances of the territories.'2e A similar emphasis on practical

considerations may also be identified in the approach taken by Chief Justice Gleeson and Justice

McHugh in Abebe a The Commoruuealth.so ln Abebe, Gleeson CJ and McHugh J commented that

the options put forward by the plaintiff in that case were 'so rigid and impractical that only the

clearest constifutional language could compel them'.31

The idea that regard should be had to practical considerations, expressed in Re Goaernor

Goulburn Correction Centre; Ex parte Enstman32 and Abebe a The Commonwealth,33 has however not

been consistently supported in all cases. For example, tn Re Wakim; Ex parte McNallf{ the

judgments of Chief Justice Gleeson,3s Justice McHugh,36 and the joint judgment of Justices

Gummow and Hayne,37 all cast doubt upon the validity of considering the wider practical

consequences of judicial decisions. Justice McHugh expressed this view in the following way:

26 (199)200CLR322.
27 lbid,332 (Gleeson Cf, McHugh and CallinanJJ).

28 See (1999) 200 CLR 322,328-9 (submissions).

2s (1999) 200 CLR322,332 (Gleeson CJ, McHugh and Callinan ID. See further, Tom Pauling and Sonia Brownhill,
'The Territories and Constitutional Change' (2OO7) 27 Adelaide Law Reaiew (forthcoming).

30 (1999)197 CLR 510,532.

31 lbid,532.(emphasisadded)
32 (199q2f/0CLR322
33 (1999)197 CLR510,532.
34 (19$r) 19S CLR 511 ('ReWakim'). See turther Chapter 10 below.

35 lbid,540.
36 lbid,548-549,569.
37 lbid,579-580,582.
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It would be very convenient and usually less expensive and time-consuming for litigants in

the federal courts if those courts could deal with all litigious issues arising between the

litigants, irrespective of whether those issues have any connection with federal law. From

the litiganfs point of view that is saying a great deal. But unfortunately, from a

constitutional point of view, it says nothing.3s

Justice Kirby did not support this approach. In rejecting the approach taken by the majority in

Re Wøkim, Justice Kirby sought to apply the approach taken by Gleeson CJ and McHugh J in

Abebe a The Commonweølth and in doing so Kirby J highlighted the fact that practical

considerations have not always been referred to in a consistent manner.3e In this regard it is

interesting to note that although some of the theorised arguments put forward by pragmatists

such as Sunstein respond to the criticisms made by Kirby I of the Gleeson CourÇ these

arguments are not generally utilised by members of the Gleeson Court.ao

In Chapter 5 it was suggested that the relevance of practical considerations to pragmatic judicial

decision-making reflects the 'fufure-orientated instrumentalism' of pragmatism,al which looks

to the immediate practical significance of the decision as well as to the potential empirical

implications.a2 It may be recalled that legal pragmatists such as Judge Posner suggested that it

was always preferable for judicial decisions to result from an analysis of the relevant pragmatic

considerations. In contrasÇ Sunstein only put forward a presumption against theoretical

reasoning. In this way it can be concluded that Sunstein's approach accords a mote limited role

to practical or consequential arguments, than that advocated by Judge Posner. The reason

being, that Sunstein's position allows for a greater degree of judicial choice as to when regard

should be had to practical considerations. It is argued that the approach put forward by the

Gleeson Court probably exhibits a greater resemblance to the approach put forward by Sunstein

38 Ibid,549.
3e lbid,600 (Ki.by D referring to Abebe a The Commonwenlth (7999) 197 CLR 510,532 (Gleeson CJ and McHugh f). See

aTso Enstmana The Queen (2000) 203 CLR L, 414 Kitby J)
40 See further, Chapter 5, section [V, sub-section B above.
at judge Richard Posner, Ooercoming Lnw (1995)72.
42 Judge Richard Posner, The Problens of luisprudence (199Q Pa-s; Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the

Top Down and F¡om the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 lJniaersity of
Chicago Lrut Reoiew 433, M7, ¡[49; Cass Sunstein, 'lncompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Hnronrd Law
Reaiao 1733,173742.
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than that of Posner, because the approach of the Gleeson Court, like that of Sunstein, carries

with it a degree of flexibility.+a

\¡Vhilst, as discussed above, similarities may be identified between the approach advocated by

pragmatic scholars, and the judicial approach of members of the Gleeson Court, the direct

influence of legal pragmatic writings upon the Gleeson Court is more difficult to identify. In

additiorv differences between the judicial approach of the Gleeson Court and the work of any

particular pragmatic writer may also be emphasised. For example, the Gleeson Court does not

appear to value the reaching of a consensus as highly as Sunstein does.4 It is therefore argued

that the approach of the Gleeson Court does not necessarily follow exactly the position taken by

any particular pragmatic writers, including Sunstein or Posner. However, the Gleeson Court

would appeat to have reference to practical considerations on a case-by-case basis, which is

consistent with the general emphasis that legal pragmatism places uPon consequentialist

arguments. Although the extent to which members of the Gleeson Court have regard to

practical considerations may vary, their Flonours general approach remains consistent with

legal pragmatism as not all legal pragmatists require that the emphasis placed upon practical

considerations must be the same in all cases.as Furthermore, it is suggested that the varying

regard that members of the Gleeson Court have for practical considerations is consistent with

the inherent flexibility that the perspectivism of pragmatism allows for.

The fourth pragmatic perspective that can be identified in the jurisprudence of the Gleeson

Court is the idea that if theoretical arguments are to be used they should be as 'incompletely

43 See further Justice Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003)

L4 Public Law Reoiew 2M.

u See Chapter 5, Section IV, sub-section B above. See also Andrew Lynch and George Willians,'The High Court on

Constitutional Law: The 2003 Statistics' (2004) 27 Uniaersity of New South Wales Law Report 88, 9T94-

4s Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatism' (1989) 41 Stanford Law Reoiew 787,8M-5.
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theorised' as possible.46 Althougtu as discussed above, members of the Gleeson Court have in

general sought to avoid theoretical arguments, when such reasoning is employed, the scope of a

theoretical reasoning process is restricted. Thus, to the extent that judgments of the Gleeson

Court have engaged in theoretical reasoning, this reasoning has tended to stay at a low level of

abstraction. Because of this approach, decisions of the Gleeson Court with limited theorizing

remain consistent with a pragmatic perspective. The following discussion will draw upon a

number of relevant cases to exemplify the three key ways in which it is suggested that

judgments of the Gleeson Court have tended to stay at a low level of abstraction. The use of

low level theorizing identified in the following examples will, however, be the subject of further

discussion in Part II which will present a more exhaustive discussion of some relevant case law.

The tendenry for the Gleeson Court to follow a doctrinal approach is the first manner in which

the Gleeson Court has tended to stay at a low level of abstraction. As it was discussed in

Chapter 2, decisions of the Gleeson Court have generally sought to follow established doctrines,

and to exhibit a reasoning process that is based upon previous authorities. For example, the

majority decision in Re Wakim is grounded in a legalistic manner upon the text of the

Constitution and previous decisions.aT All of the majority judges in Re Wøkim relied heavily

upon the decisions of In re ludiciary and Naaigation Actsal and R a Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers'

Society of Australia.+o It may be suggested at this point that although these decisions have

generally supported a strict view of the separation of powers doctrine, the reasoning process

recorded has not tended to address in broad theoretical terms the arguments that support this

view.

The second marìner in which it is argued that the Gleeson Court has tended to avoid theoretical

reasoning can found in decisions, which although they could have been widely theorised, are

confined to narrow grounds. In Chapter 9 and 10 this argument will be considered in the

context of a number of decisions, including a consideration in Chapter 9 of the decision of the

46 See Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 10S Haroard Law Reuiew1733, Cass Sunstein, Legal
Reasoning and Politicnl Conllict (1996), Z5-61.

47 See further Chapter 10.
,r8 (1921)29 CLR 257.
4e (1956)94 CLR 254.
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Brennan Court in Køble a Director of Public Prosecutions (NSt¡r.so The analysis of this decision

will suggest that although there is some theoretical reasoning engaged in by the High Court in

Kable tlrre reasoning put forward in this case has tended to stay at a low level of abstraction, and

in particular the conclusions reached in Køble are confined closely to the facts of the case. For

example, many judges tn Kable expressed concern about the ad hominem nature of the

legislatiorçs1 and the difficulties of preventative detention s2 however this uneasiness did not

appear to prompt any wide-ranging theoretical discussion. Ultimately, for the judges that

formed the majority, the Act was invalids3 on the basis that it purported to vest in the Supreme

Court a function that was incompatible with the exercise by that Court of the judicial power of

the Commonwealth.sa As it will be discussed in Chapter 9 this decision could have been more

widely expressed. A similar low-level of theorization may also be identified in the decisions of

the Gleeson Court in Baker o Rssand Fardon a Attorney-General (Queenslønd),s6 which will be

discussion in Chapter L0.

The third manner in which the level of theorizing engaged in by members of the Gleeson Court

has been limited may be identified in the approach of the Court to constitutional implications.

Although it was decided before the Gleeson era, the decision in Lange a Australian Btoadcøsting

CorporationsT which supported the implied freedom of political communication provides an

example of an approach that is consistent with that generally taken by the current Cowt. Lange

a Australiøn Broadcasting Corporationss raised the issue of whether a'constitutional defence' to an

so (1996)189 CLR 51.

st Kable a The Director of Public Prosecutions for the State of Nero South Wnles (7996) 189 CLR 51 ('Ktrble'), 103-707

(Gaudron I), 116-120 (McHugh D,13}1134 (Gummow l). Justice McHugh acknowledged that this was the nature

of the legislation statinp 'it is plain that the legislature and the executive govemment which introduced the Act

into the Parliament of New South Wales passed the Act for the purpose of ensuring that the appellant was kept in
prison.': ibid720.

s2 lbid,lO7 (Gaudron f), 120 (McHugh |, 134 (Gumnow ).
s3 Kable (çç16) 189 CLR 51, 98-99 (Toohey D, 1o7-1:OB (Gaudron l), 12a (McHugh D, 128, 144 (Gummow |; 68

(Brennan Cj dissenting), 87 (Dawson J dissenting)

s4 As such there existed a limitation on the powers of State courts 'vested with federal jurisdictiorl under Chapter

III of the Constitution: ibid,98 (Toohey l), 104-105 (Gaudron J), 109 (McHugh D,128''l.M (Gummow ).
ss (20M)223CLR513 (Bake/).
s6 (2}cø)2n CLR575 ('Fardon').

57 Lange a Australian Brondcasting Corporation (199n ß9 CLR 520.

58 lbid. See also Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional law' (2002) 5 Constitutional

Law and Policy Reuiew 2L.
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action for defamation was available.ss \Alhilst the unanimous court in Lønge developed a

defence based upon the freedom of communication that the Court held could be implied from

the Constitutiory the freedom was not absolute. The freedom was limited to what was

necessary for the effective operation of a system of representative and responsible government

provided for by the Constitution.60 Furthermore, the decision in Lange was tied closely to the

text of the Constifution, and the references made in that case to representative government

tended to be qualified by the words 'as provided by the Constitution'.o1 It is suggested that this

decision is consistent with the general approach of the Gleeson Court. As Professors Tony

Blackshield and George Williams state:

[g]one are the days when the Court under Sir Anthony Mason first implied a freedom of

political communication and even considered the idea of a guarantee of legal equality. Such

implications are now more likely to be narrowly construed, or indeed bypassed due to the

use of principles of statutory construction that enable the Court to avoid the need for

constitutional analysis at all.62

Put simply, it is suggested that the Gleeson Court has sought to ensure that, to the extent that

implications have been drawn, they are narrowly confined, and tied closely to the text of the

Constitution or the legislation in question.63

The brief analysis presented above indicates that by following a doctrinal approacfu basing

decisions on narrow grounds; and confining implications by reference to the text of the

Constifutiory members of the Gleeson Court have demonstrated a tendency to avoid theoretical

arguments. Furthermore, when engaging in these arguments, their honours have tended to

5e The defendant, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation asserted in their amended defence a 'constitutional
defence' claiming a freedom guaranteed by the Commonwealth Constitution to publish material, styled upon the
defence developed by Mason C|, Toohey and Gaudron JJ n Theophanous a Herald €t Weekly Ttutes Ltd (194) IS2
CLR 104: see Lnnge o Australian Broadcnsting Corporation (1997) 159 CLR 52O 521 (summary of case stated).

60 Lange a Austrnlian Broadcasting Corporntion (1994189CLR 520, 561.
61 lbid. See Leslie Ztnes,'Legalism, realism and judicial rhetoric in constitutional lau/ (2002) 5 Constitutional Law and

Policy Reoiew 21.
62 Tony Blackshield and George [,{illi¿¡1s, 'Preface to the Fourth Edition', Tony Blackshield and George Williams,

Australian Constitutional Law (4h ed, 2006) v.
63 See also Justice Keith Mason, 'What is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasoning?' em4) 7S Australian Law loumal

574.
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stay at the lowest level of abstraction possible. This approach is generally consistent with the

idea expressed by Sunstein that judicial decisions should involve 'a specific outcome and a set

of reasons that typically do not venture far from tfre case at hand'.6a

E Pragmatic Elements in the Approach of the Gleeson Court

It is concluded that four significant elements of the approach of the cutrent Court are consistent

with ideas presented by pragmatic writings. The first of these is the idea that there is no'over-

arching' theory of constitutional interpretation.os The second is the view that different

constitutional issues require different approaches.66 The third is the idea that regard should be

had to practical or consequentialist arguments.oT The fourth is the idea that judicial decisions

should be based primarily upon low level theorizing.aa These four ideas are also consistent

with the wider philosophical perspective of pragmatism. However, whilst it may be relatively

straightforward to identify four elements of a pragmatic approach in the general approach of

the Gleeson Court, the more difficult issue is whether this correlation means that pragmatic

adjudication or pragmatic modes of thought have influenced the approach taken by the Gleeson

Court.

One reason that it is difficult to identify influence is that, as the analysis in Part I of this thesis

has suggested, the Gleeson Court does not tend to write at length about the reasons for the

ø Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Hantard Law Reuisw1733,7747.

6s SGH Ltd a Comnùssioner of Taxation (2002) 210 CLR 51, 75 (Gummow D; Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning

From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59

lJniaersity of Chicøgo Lau¡ Reaiao 433; Cass Sunstein, 'lncompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haronrd Law

Reoieut 1733; Cass Sunsteirç Legal Reasoning nnd Political Conflict (1996),35-61'.

66 Brownlee a The Queen (2f]ffJ) 2O7 CLR 278,285 (Gleeson CJ, McHugh D; Iudge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning

From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59

lJnioersity of Chicago Law Reuiew 433; Cass Sunstern,LegalReasoning and Political Conflict (7Ð6).

67 See for example, Re Gooernor Goulbum Conection Centre; Ex parte Eastmnn (1999) 200 CLR 322,332 (Gleeson CJ,

McHugh and Callinan t). Se" also Judge Richard Posner'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the

Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Llniuersity of Chicago Laat Reuiew 433;

Judge Richard Posner 'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Catdozo Law Reoiew 1'.

68 See for example, Re Wakim; Ex parte McNally (1999) 195 CLR 511; Kable o The Directory of Public Proseantions for the

State of New South Wales Q996) 159 CLR 51. See further, Cass Sunstein, 'Incompleteþ Theorized Agreements'

(1995) 10S Høroard Lmo Reoiew 1733; Cass Sunstein, Legal Reøsoning and Political Conflict (7996),35-61'.
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adoption of any particular approach. As Justice Keith Mason has pointed out'judges tend not

to enunciate the theoretical underpinnings of their judicial worldview.'6e Although judges like

Justice Scalia of the United States Supreme Court, and Justice Kirby and to an extent Justice

McHugh of the Australian High Court have in their judgments and extra-judicially advocated

particular methods of interpretation, such approaches tend to be the exception rather than the

rule.7O In addition, as Sir Anthony Mason has noted, many recent members of the High Court

have 'been diffident about embracing a particular interpretive theory.'7r In a similar vein,

Justice Bradley Selway has referred to |ustices of the first Gleeson CourÇ other than Kirby and

McHugh JJ as the 'flexible five' due to their disinclination to 'be bound by any particular

approach to constitutional interpretation.'72

The analysis presented in Part I of this thesis has suggested that the Gleeson Court does not

tend to write at length about the reasons for the adoption of any particular approach, and

consequently the influence of any specific perspective or philosophy will be difficult to

determine. For example, there are at least tfuee possible explanations for the consistency, which

the analysis presented in this Chapter has shown, between aspects of the approach of the

Gleeson Court and elements of pragmatic thought. One alternative is that the regard had for

pragmatic ideas which is implicit in the approach of some members of the current Gleeson

Court, represents a non-theorised form of pragmatism. A second possibility is that the

approach of the current Court is more likely to fit within the general rubric of pragmatism, with

matters such as a regard for consequentalist considerations/ or adoption of incompletely

theorised' approach influencing judicial reasoning, only if more standard legalistic approaches

are not sufficient to resolve a particular issue.73 A third explanation would be that the

6e fustice Keith Mason, 'What is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasoning?' Q}CA) 78 Australian Lmt Journal574.
70 See for example the reasoning of Scalia J tn Printz o LIS 52'J. US 898 (1997); Justice Antonin Scalia, 'The Rule of Law

as a Law of Rules' (1989) 56 Unfuersity of Chicngo Lnta Reoiew 1.175; Justice Antonin Scalia, A Møtter of lnterpretation
- Federal Courts and the Løw (1997); Brøwnlee a The Queen (2001) 207 CLR 278, 321-322 (Kirby J); Justice Michael
Kirby 'Constitutional Interpretation and Original Intent: A Form of Ancestor Worship?' (20Cf) 24 Melbourne
Uniuersity Law Reaiew 1,; McGinty a Western Australian (1996) 186 CLR 140, 230-23L (McHugh l); Re Wnkim; Ex parte
McNnlly Q999) 198 CLR 511 549-551 (McHugh |; McHugh, 'The Judicial Method' (1999) 73 Australian Lnw loumal
37,46.

71 Sit Anthony Masory 'Constitutional Interpretation: Some Thoughts' (7998) 2O Adelaide Law Rniat¡ 49.
72 |ustice Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Pubtic

Law Ret¡iew2M,246.
73 See Re Wakim; Ex parte McNaUy (1999) 198 CLR 51L; Knble (1996) 1.B9 CLR 51.
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'flexible'7a methodolory of the Gleeson Cour9 rather than being indicative of a pragmatic

methodolo W or a non-theorised form of pragmatism, may represent an nd-hoc case by case

analysis that has resulted from the absence of any theoretical foundation being developed to

support and define the approach taken by the Court.

It is therefore concluded that there are difficulties that attach to any attempts to describe the

approach of the Gleeson Court as wholly pragmatic. Further, the above analysis has

demonstrated that to the extent that pragmatic thought is represented in the jurisprudence of

the Gleeson Court, it is only a non-theoretical lorm of pragmatism that is apparent. As such, it

may be suggested that this methodology is unlikely to have been influenced by the more

theorised position that is represented in legal pragmatism generally and the United States

movement in particular, however, categorical statements of influence aÍe difficult to justify. In

part, for this reason, the analysis presented in this thesis does not seek to equate the approach of

the Gleeson Court with legal pragmatism. Rather, the analysis presented in this thesis will

suggest that the approach of the Gleeson Court represents a non-theorised form of legalism,

together with some non-theoretical aspects of pragmatic thought.

In other words, although a conceptual understanding of pragmatism may further the current

understanding of the approach of the Gleeson Court, the similarities between pragmatism and

the approach of the Gleeson Court, needs to be considered together with an understanding of

the relationship between legalism and the approach of the Gleeson Court, which was

considered above in detail in Chapter 2. An understanding of the manner in which the Gleeson

Court has dealt with ideas presented by realism, natural law jurisprudence, and the approaches

taken during the Mason era is also informative. For this reason the following analysis will seek

to draw together the conclusions reached in this Chapter and previous Chapters about the

marìner in which the Gleeson Court has dealt with ideas associated with these differing

approaches to constifutional interpretation. This analysis provides a conceptual framework for

a consideration of the approach of the Gleeson Court, which the analysis presented in Part II

See justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2ffi3)

1,4 Public Law Reaieus 234.
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will examine further in the context of a number of important constitutional cases concerning

judicial power.

III ConclustoN To PART I: A CoNcEpruAL FRAMEwoRK FoR THE
AppnoRcH oF THE GLEEsoN Counr

Although there is a tendency for Western thoughf which is influenced by the philosophical

sense of modernism, to present most forms of knowledge as representing abstracf universal

principles,Ts a consequence of the diversity of ideas associated with constitutional issues is that

whilst an analysis from a theoretical perspective can be insightful, it is unlikely to reveal the

existence of absolute principles. For this reason the conclusions of the analysis presented in

Part I, tlrat are set out below, seek to provide a conceptual rather tfran a formulistic analysisTo of

the relationship between the approach of the Gleeson Court and the themes that are represented

by legalism, realism, natural law theories and pragmatism. A fundamental aim of this thesis is

to demonstrate that an understanding of the theoretical foundations or concepts used in

constitutional interpretation can further the current level of u-nderstancling about judicial

approaches either in general or in specific cases. It is argued that this approach does not require

the statement of a static set of all encompassing principles. Put simply, this analysis does not

suggest that a definitive set of principles describe the approach of the Gleeson Court, nor is it

suggested that any set of principles may be used as the basis for a deductive reasoning process

that will suggest that likely outcome of particular cases. Rather, the analysis seeks to provide a

conceptuøl framework that will extend the current level of understanding in Australian

jurisprudence, concerning the presumptions that may be relevant to the approach of the

Gleeson Court.

Part I of this thesis has analysed the manner in which members of the Gleeson Court have

considered four approaches to constitutional interpretation-which are broadly categorised as

7s Margaret Davies, Asking tlæ Lnw Question (2"a ed, 2Cf,2) 295.
76 See further Chapter 5, Section IV, sub-section A above.
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legalism, realism, nafural law theories and pragmatism. This analysis has provided a particular

perspective on the manner in which these concepts can be interpreted in the context of

Australian constitutional jurisprudence generally, and the approach of the Gleeson Court in

particular. The central conclusions that may be drawn from that analysis may be summarised

as follows:

Legalism is a significant influence on the Gleeson Court. The form of legalism

that appears to have the general support of most members of the Gleeson Court

is not a strict or confined legalistic approach. The form of legalism advocated

represents the methodology of Dixonian legalism in that it supports the law-

making role of judges, the making of constitutional implications, and the need to

accommodate social change. However, Dixonian legalism is based upon the

existence or pre-supposition of a corpus of legal knowledge, which is capable of

providing an external standard by which the validity of judicial decisions may

be determined. A similar theoretical foundation is noticeably absent from the

form of legalism associated with the Gleeson Court. It is difficult to identifli in

the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court any theoretical argument that would

support the claim that adherence to the methodology of legalism is capable of

providing legitimary to judicial decisions.

The jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court has in general rejected two identifiable

trends that are associated with legal realism and the Mason era. One realist

trend of the Mason era involved the according of less weight to precedents. This

approach has been abandoned in the doctrinal approach adopted by most

members of the Gleeson CourÇ which has a strong tendency to follow previous

authorities. The second realist tendency rejected by the Gleeson Court is the

idea that policy considerations could and should be discussed in judicial

decisions. The Gleeson Court has demonstrated some willingness to take a

purposive approach to constitutional issues and look at the 'purpose' of

legislative provisions, however as Chapter 3 discussed, this purposive analysis

is more confined than that which is associated with the jurisprudence of Sir
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Anthony Mason. Perhaps, most significantly, the Gleeson Court has tended not

to engage with realist criticisms of legalism.

3. There has been an overall rejection by the majority of the Gleeson Court of

approaches to constitutional interpretation that are based upon broacl

theoretical principles, and in particular the Gleeson Court has sought to distance

its approach from the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey, which as

Chapter 4 considered reflected in some ways the influence of a nafural law

perspective.

4. Four significant elements of the approach of the current Gleeson Court are

consistent with ideas presented by pragmatic writings. The first of these is the

idea that there is no 'over-arching' theory of constitutional interpretation.TT The

second is the view that different constitutional issues require different

approaches.Ts The third suggestion that has been identified is the idea that

regard should be had to practical or consequentialist arguments.zs The fourth is

the idea that judicial decisions should be primarily based upon low level

theorizing.sO However, the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court has not put

forward any significant theoretical arguments in support of the adoption of a

pragmatic approacþ and consequently it is difficult to assess whether the

consistency of the aspects of the approach of the Gleeson Court with

pragmatism is a result of a general presumption against theoretical reasoning, or

SGH Ltd o Contmissioner of Taxation (2002) 270 CLR 51, 75 (Gummow l); Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning
From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59
Uniaersity of Chicngo Law Reoiew 433; Cass Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haruard Law
Reaiew 1733; Cass Sunstein, Legal Rensoning and Political Conflict (1996),35-61,.

Brownlee o The Queen (2OW) 207 CLR 278,285 (Gleeson Cf, McHugh l); ludge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning
From the Top Down and From tJre Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59
Unioersity of Chicngo Lnw Reztiew 433; Cass Sunstein, Legnl Reasoning and Political Conflict (1996).

See for example, Re Gooemor Goulbum Cortection Centre; Ex parte Eastman (1999) 200 CLR 322,332 (Gleeson CJ,
McHugh and Callinan ID. ft" also |udge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the
Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (7992) 59 lJnioersity of Chicago Law Review 433;

Judge Richard Posner'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996)18 Cnrdozo Lnw Reoiewl.

See for example, Re Wakim; Ex parte McNally G999)198 CLR 5L1; Kable (996) 189 CLR 51. See also Cass Sunstein,
'lncompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Law Reaiew 1733; Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and
P oli ti c al C onJli c t (1Ð 6), 35 -61,.
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an ad-hoc tendency to have regard to practical or pragmatic considerations, or

some other undefined influence.

In summary it can be said that the methodology of the Gleeson Court generally rejects the idea

that constitutional interpretation can be guided by any over-arching, 'top-down' theoretical

approach. In additiorv the Court has specifically sought to distance the approach that it

engages in from concepts associated with nafural law reasoning. The concepts associated with

realism, and perhaps most significantly, the realist critiques of legalism, remain largely

unaddressed by the general approach of the Gleeson Court. The most central influences upon

the current Court would stem from legalism, however as the analysis presented in this Chapter

shows a number of pragmatic ideas are also relevant.

Although legalistic and pragmatic concepts are associated with the approach of the Gleeson

Cour! the tendenry of the Gleeson Court not to theorise about why a particular approach is

adopted makes it difficult to define the precise influence of legalism and pragmatism. It should

however be noted that the methodologies of legalism and pragmatism are not necessarily

inconsistent. Pragmatism generally, in moving away from the use of theory and 'extra-

constitutional' notions/ can come close to advocating a position which in some respects reflects

quite closely the 'traditional dogma' that sees constitutional interpretations as based almost

solely upon the constitutional text.81 For example, as Chapter 5 discussed Judge Richard Posner

advocates, on pragmatic grounds, a close adherence to orthodox legal methods. The

jurisprudence of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes has also been viewed as having regard to both

legalistic doctrinal reasoning and practical and pragmatic considerations. For example, Holmes

has been viewed as seeking a'practical balance' between'claims of habit on the one hand, and

those of taxonomic efficiency on the other.'82

The argument presented in Part I of this thesis provides a reasoned basis for the identification of

at least one significant trend that may be associated with the general approach of the Gleeson

81 Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford
and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constitutions: Theoies, Pinciples and Institutions (19%) 13, 13.

82 Thomas Grey, 'Holmes and Legal Pragmatisnl (1989) 41 Stanford Law Reuiao 787,823.
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Court. It suggests that the manner in which the Gleeson Court has approached the various

concepts of legalism, realism, nafural law reasoning and pragmatism, is consistent in one

fundamental respect what is noticeably absent from the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court is

any theoretical argument to support or justify the perspective that their Honours are taking to

constifutional issues. In other wotds, the Gleeson Court generally puts forward an orthodox

but largely un-theorized methodology.

The conceptual framework that has been summarised in this section is based upon the analysis

undertaken in Part I of this thesis concerning the manner in which the jurisprudence of

members of the Gleeson Court relates to four major approaches to constitutional interpretation.

The concepts put forward by each of these four approaches has been presented and critically

examined in previous Chapters. In Part II of this thesis some significant constitutional cases,

both from the Gleeson era and from previous differentþ constituted High Courts will be

examined. The examination of specific cases will enable the concepfual framework presented

above to be considered further. This form of analysis will also provide a basis for a critical

comparison of the approaches of the Dixon, Mason and Gleeson High Courts.
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Part II of this thesis will test the theoretical arguments developed in Part I against the approach

taken in particular cases. More specifically, the analysis presented in Part II will examine and

critically assess the manner in which differently constituted High Courts have interpreted the

provisions contained in Chapter III of the Constitution The focus of the Part will be upon the

movement that has occurred from the Dixon to Mason era, through the Brennan Court and to

the Gleeson era. One primary object of this analysis is to consider whether the differing

approaches taken to the interpretation of Chapter III are reflective of the diverse underlying

theoretical assumptions of legalism, realism, nafural law reasoning and pragmatism that were

considered in Part I of this thesis.

Before engaging in an analysis concerning judicial powet, it should be acknowledged that there

are various areas of constitutional law that could be considered in order to examine the
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influence of the theoretical constructs considered in Part I of this thesis. For example, the cases

concerning the implied freedom of political communication could equally have been a vehicle

to test the argument. Flowever, this area of law has been the subject of a greater amount of

academic analysis that considers the influence of different theoretical perspectives.l There are,

in addition, a number of reasons which commend a focus upon the manner in which judicial

power has been considered by differently constituted High Courts.

First a focus on judicial power provides some necessary parameters for the analysis presented

in this thesis. Constitutional law is diverse and it is not possible to consider within the scope of

this thesis even all areas of this discipline. Secondly, it may be argued that a consideration of

judicial power provides perhaps the best example of the contrasting influence that differing

theoretical constructs have had upon the approaches taken by differently constituted High

Courts, including the Dixon, Mason and Gleeson Courts.2 For example, the separation of

judicial power was considered by Sir Owen Dixon to be 'basal' to the whole legal system.3 In

the Mason era, the manner in which the High Court interpreted the constitutional provisions

See, for example, Justice Keith Mason, 'What is wrong with top-down legal reasonin g?' (2OOa) 78 Australian Law
lournal574, 574-577; Harley Wright 'sovereignty of the People - The New Constitutional Grundnorm?' (1gg9) 26
Federal Law Ret:liew 165; Anthony Dillon, 'A Turtle by any Other Name: The Legal Basis of the Australian
Constitution' 29 Federnl Law Rsoiew 241,; D A Smallbone 'Recent suggestions of an Implied "Bill of Rights" in the
Constitution, considered as part of a general trend in Constitutional Interpretation' (1993) 2I Federal Lnw Reuiew
254.

See for example, Huddnrt, Parker €¡ Co Pll Ltd o Moorelrcnd (1909) 8 CLR 330; Neu South Wnles o Conntonzuealth
('Wæat Case) (1915) 20 CLR 54; Waterside Workers' Federation of Austrnlia a I W Alexander Ltd ('Alexønder's Cnse)
(1918) 25 CLR 434; ln re The ludicinry Act 1903-1920 and In re the Naoigation Act 1912-L920 (1921) 29 CLR 2SZ , ( tn re
ludiciary and Nauigation Acts); R z¡ KirW; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australin (1956) 94 CLR 254 ( Boilermakers');
R a Trnde Practices Tribunal; Ex parte Tasmanian Breweries Pty Ltd (1970) 123 CLR 361; R a loske; Ex pnrte Australian
Building Construction Employees €t Builders' Labourers' Federation (1974) 13O CLR 87; Hilton o Wells (1985) 152 CLR
57; Harris o Caladine (1991) 172 CLR 84; Polyukooich a The Queen ('War Crimes Act Case') (1991) I72 CLR 501; C/ru
Klreng Lim o Minister for lmnigratíon, Local Gooernntent and Etlmic Affairs (1992) 176 CLR 1; Brady o Humøn Rights
and Equal Opportunity Commission (1995) 183 CLR245; Kable a Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW (7996) 1S9 aLR
51; Grollo o Palmer (1995) 184 CLR 348; Wilson o Minister for Aboiginal and Torres Strait Islnnder Affairs (L996) 189
CLRI'; Nicholas a The Queen (1998) 193 CLR173; Attomey-Genernl (Cth) a Breckler (1999) 197 CLR 83; Re Wakim; Ex
pnrte McNnlly (1999) 198 CLR 511; Luton a Lessels (2002) 210 CLR 333; Behrooz a Secretary of the Departurcnt of
Inmigration and Multicaltutal and lniligenous Alfairs (2OC4) 219 CLR 486; Baker a The Queen (2Cf,'4) 223 CLR 513;
Fardon a Attomey-General (Queensland) (20C4) 223 CLR 575; Al-Kateb a Godtoin (ÌOCA) n9 CLR 562. By way of
comparison although the implied freedom of political communication cases provide a good contemporary
example of the movement that has occurred in constitutional law, judicial recognition of an implied freedom of
political communication did not occur until the late 1.970s with the judgments of Justice Murphy. Furthermore,
this area of law was only considered by all members of the High Court during and after the Mason era: see for
example, Nøtionwide News Pty Ltd a Wills (7992) ln CLR 1; Australiøn Capital Teleaision a Conmonwentth (No 2)
(1994 7n CLR 106; Theophanws o Herald €e Weekly Times Ltd (1994) 182 CLR 1&; Stephens a West Australian
Newspapers Ltd (1994) 182 CLR 211; Lny a Victoria (1994 159 CLR 579; Lange o Austrnlian Broardcasting Corporation
$99n ß9 CLR 520; Roberts o Bass Q0f,2) 212 CLR '1.; Colemnn u Pou¡er (2OC4) 220 CLR 1; Mulholtand a Australian
Electornl Comt¡ússion (2OC4) 220 CLR 18L; APLA Ltd a Legnl Seraices Commission (NSt\4 (2005) 224 CLR 222.
See Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2O03)257 clúngDixon to Lord Simonds, üaftt,l2 February 1957 nCorrespondence
1955-1956, Owen Dixon, Personal Papers. See also R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of AustrøIia (1956) 94
CLR 254, 296 (Dixon Cj, McTieman, Fullagar and Kitto fl.
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concerning judicial power had fundamental implications for the interests of individuals.a

Furthermore, as a number of commentators have noted, the interpretation of Chapter III of the

Constitution and the protection of the integrity of the federal judiciary has been a primary

concern for the Gleeson Court.s The Chapters that comprise Part II of this thesis will focus upon

the consideration of judicial power by each of these tluee Courts. In particular this Chapter will

consider the manner in which this concept is approached by the Dixon Court. Chapter 8 will

consider the approach of the Mason Court. The analysis in Chapter 9 will focus upon the

Brennan era, the reason for this being that the Brennan Court played an important role in the

development of Chapter III jurisprudence between the Mason and Gleeson Courts. Finally,

Chapter 10 will examine the methodology of the Gleeson Court'

A third reason for focusing on judicial power is that this is an area of law in which a courfs

understanding of its role may be profoundly influential. A reason for this is that the exercise of

judicial power can have significant implications for individuals in their relationship with the

State. Importantly, in a constitutional contex! the judiciary can act as a mediator between

individuals and the State.o However, the extent to which a coutt will assume such a role is

likely to be affected by the courfs perception of its role,7 and there is much latitude for

See, for example, Polyukoaich o The Queen (War Cines Act Casd) (1991) 172 CLR 501; Chu Kheng Lim o Minister for
Inmigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affnits (1992)176 CLR 1.

Stephen Gageler, 'The High Court on Constitutional Law: the 2001 term' Q0O2) 25 Uniuersity of New South Wales

faú ¡ournallS+,201-203; ieslie Zines, 'The Present State of Constitutional Interpretation' in Geoffrey Lindell (ed),

Futu¡e Directions in Australian Constitutional Lnw (1c)94) 231-%7; Fiona I y'heeler, 'The Rise and Rise of Judicial
power under Chapter Itr of the Constitution: A Decade in Overview' (2000) 20 Austrnlian Bflr Reaisw 283; Iustice
Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of Constitutional Interpretation in the High Court of Australia' Q003) 14 Public

Law Reaiao mS, ZES. See also Katherine Gelber, 'High Court Review 2003: The Centenary \ea{ (2O04) 29

Australian lournøl of Political Science 331.; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, Realism and Judicial Rhetoric in Constitutional

Lau/ (2çp2) 5 Constitutional Løw and Poliq¡ Reuicw 21; Justice Paul Finn, 'Australia Compared' in Rick Bigwood

(ed), Legal Method in Neu¡ Zealand (2001) 221; Graeme Hill, 'The Demise of Cross-Vesting' (1999) 27 Federnl Løw

i<evieut 5E7,555; Haig Patapan, 'High Court Review 2001: Politics, Legalism and the Gleeson Cowt' (20f.2) 37

Austrølian Journal of Þotitícal Science 24L; Dan Meagher, 'Guided by voices? - Constitutional interpretation on the

Gleeson Court (2002) 7 Deakin Lazo Reaiew 261; Adrienne Stone, 'Constitutional interpretation' in Tony

Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to the High Court of Australia (2001)

139; Leslie Zines, 'Gleeson Court' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds)' The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Austrnlia Q0/JI)307.

Keith Mason, 'The Rule of Laly' in Paul Finn (ed) Essq¡s on Law and Gooemment; Volume 'L Pinciples nnd Values

(lgg1)11,4,119; TRS Allan, 'Legislative Supremacy and the Rule of Lary' (7985) M Cantbridge Lmn lournnlTll',125.

Sir Anthony Mason,'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modern Liberal Democracy' in Charles Sampford

and Kim Pieston (eds), Interpreting Constitutions: Theories, Principles and lnstihttions (19%) 13, 30.
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interpretation in this area of law, with judicial power itself being an 'elusive' and 'nebulous'

concept.s

So as to provide an understanding of the direction that the analysis presented in Part II of this

thesis will take, and in order to indicate the relevance of the discussion presented in this Part to

the matters considered in Part I of this thesis, the arguments presented in the following

Chapters will be outlined in a preliminary way in this introduction.

A Outline of Pørt II

I Chapter 7

The discussion presented in this Chapter will begin by considering some of the historical

influences that have impacted upon the understanding of judicial power that has developed in

Australian jurisprudence. This analysis will aim to illustrate the manner in which a number of

important theoretical arguments support a specific conception of judicial power, as well as the

notion that judicial power should be separated from other governmental functions. The

influence of these perspectives will then be examined in the context of a number of cases that

were foundational in the establishment of the Australian view of the separation of judiciat

power. The cases to be examined are, New south wales a commonwealth,o wøterside workers'

Federation of Australia a I W Alexander Ltd,to ¡n re The ludiciary Act 1903-1920 and In re the

Naaigation Act 1912-L92011 and R a Krby; Ex parte Boilermnkers' Society of Australia.rz It will be

e Polywkhooich a Cot¡tnrcnwealth (7991) 172 CLR sO'J., 532 (Mason CJ); Sarah Joseph and Melissa Castan, Federal
Constitutionnl Law: A Contenrporary View (200\ Pa; W Harrison Moore, The Constitution of tlæ Cortnronwenlth of
Austtalia (2"a ed, 1970) 323. See also R a Daoison (1954) 90 CLR 353, 366 (Dixon CJ and McTiernan J); R r¡ Trade
Practices Tribunal; Ex parte Tastnanian Breweies Pty Ltd (1970) 123 CLR 361, 394 (Windeyer J); Chu Kheng Lim a
Minister for Immigration (1992) 176 CLR 1, 66 (McHugh ); Nicholas a The Queen (1993) 193 CLR 173, 207 (Gãudron
l), 2s6 (Kirby ).

e Neto South Wnles a Commonwenlth (1915) 20 CLR 54 ('Wreat Case).
10 Waterside Workers' Federntion of Australiaa I W Alexnnder Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434 ('Alexnnder's Case).
11 ln re the ludiciary Act 1903-1920 and In re the Naaigation Act L91,2-1.920 í92f) 29 CLR 257 (ln re ludiciary nnd

Naaigation Acts).
't2 n o Kirby; Ex parte Boilemnkers' society of Australia (1956) 94 cLR 2s4 (' Boilermakers').
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argued that although the reasoning process presented by the judges in these cases demonstrates

the influence of a number of perspectives, the most significant influence upon the development

of the separation of powers doctrine in these cases is legølism. In particular, it will be argued

that apparent in the Boilermakers' decision is the distinctive influence of a Dixonian fottn of

legalism that was defined in Chapter 2.

2 Chapter I

The analysis presented in Chapter 8 of this thesis will consider the movement in constitutional

law that occurred following the decision in Boilermakers. In particular it will be suggested that

in a number of cases leading up to the Mason era, and in cases decided during the Mason era,

the High Court gave increased recognition to the idea that the doctrine of the separation of

judicial power may be more flexible than that described by the two limbs of the decision in

Boilermøkers. The second topic analysed in Chapter 8 will however concern the manner in

which the High Court during the Mason era developed the notion of the separation of judicial

power to provide particular protections to individuals.l3 It is argued that these developments

are reflective of the influence of realism and sociological jurisprudence. These theories, as

Chapter 3 considered, explicitly acknowledge the role that the Court plays in balancing the

interests of individuals with those of the State. In addition, in Chapter 8 it will be argued that in

some of Justice Deane's and fustice Toohey's judgments concerning judicial power, the

underlying influence of natural law principles are identifiable. Further, it will be argued that

judgments concerning judiciat power from the Mason era, in comparison to the High Courls

earlier jurisprudence concerning Chapter III, exhibit a greater tendenry to explicitly articulate

the broad theoretical principles upon which the decisions are based.

See for example, Potyukwich o The Queen (War Crimes Act Cøse') (1991) 172 CLR 501; Chu Kheng Lim o Minister fot
lmmigration, Local Gouernment ønd Ethnic Affairs (1992\ 176 CLR1, ('Chu Kheng Lim').
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3 Chapter 9

Chapter 9 will consider the manner in which judicial power was considered in the Brennan era.

More specifically, the analysis presented will suggest that during this time a flexible

understanding of the notion of judicial power continued to be expressed. It will be argued that

there were some changes in the methodology of the Court during this period, however, the

important constitutional protections that the Mason Court held Chapter III accorded to

individuals were maintained.l¿ This era also witressed an increase in the regard had for the

need to preserve the integrity of Chapter III Courts.

4 Chapter I0

In Chapter 10 in the context of cases concerning judicial power the approach of the Gleeson

Court will be counterpoised with both the more realist-orientated approach of the Mason era

and with the concept of Dixonian legalism.rs The analysis presented in Chapter 10 suggests that

whilst the approach of the Mason Court sought to conlront the challenges of

constitutionalism,l6 by acknowledging and addressing the role that the Court plays in balancing

the interests of the State and the interests of the individual, there has been some movement

away from this approach by the Gleeson Court. In particular, the Gleeson Court has moved. to

an aPProach that is concemed to protect the integrity of the federal judiciary. The discussion in

Chapter 10 concludes that the approach of the Gleeson Court to judicial power exhibits a non-

theoretical form of legalism together with a varying regard for the practical consequences of a

decision. It will be demonstrated that this approach of the Gleeson Court, is consistent with

aspects of both legalism and pragmatism, which were outlined in Chapter 6. It will be

1a See Kable a The Directory of Public Prosecutions for the Støte of Næu SouthWales (1996) 189 CLR 51 ('Kable').
15 The cases to be examined include; Re Wakim; Ex parte McNnlly (1999) 198 CLR 511 ('Re Wateinl); Al-Kateb a Goilwin

(2004) 219 CLR 562 ('Al-KateU); Baker a The Queen (2N4\ 223 CLR 513 ('Bake/); Fardon o Attorney-General
(Queensland) (20C4) 223 CLR 575 ('Fardon'); Forge a Australian Secaities and Inoestments Commission (2006) 22g ALR
28 (Forge').

16 Constitutionalism has been viewed as seeking whilst maintaining the State structure, to place some form of limits
on the power of the government: see MJ.C. Vile, Constihttionalism and the Separation of Powers (1962) 1. See
further, Tony Btackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Law't Theory (3'a ed, àOOZj Zf; nVt
Dworkins, Taking Rights Seiously (7977), ßOff;l }JEly, Democracy and Distrust: A TIrcory oj lu.AiAot n rir* lt}tO¡.
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demonstrated that in adopting this approach, as other commentators have noted, the Gleeson

Court exhibits a tendenry to decide matters on the narrowest available basis.17 As a result of

this approach the Gleeson Court has been inclined whenever possible to resolve questions on

the basis of a statutory construction of the legislation in question and thus avoid constitutional

questions.l8

It is not desirable, nor possible, to attempt to consider within the confines of the following

Chapters all High Court decisions concerning judicial power. The cases considered in this Part

have, however, been chosen over others for one or more of the following reasons. One reason is

that they are fundamental to the establishment and development of Australian perspectives

concerning judicial power. A second reason is that they provide a sound basis for examining

the differing approaches outlined in Part I of this thesis. Thirdly, these cases may exemplify the

general approach of a specific Court. These cases have of course been the subject of some

detailed academic analysis, however, in line with the general approach of Australian

jurisprudence this analysis has generally tended to focus upon the outcome of the cases.le It is,

however, perhaps more informative, to consider the type of matters that are concerning the

Court.2o In contrast to the usual approach taken in Australian jurisprudence, the discussion

presented in Part II of this thesis will draw from the cases an understanding of the form of

reasoning that has resulted in the High Court developing a particular view of judicial power.

By considering within this context the detailed conceptual framework presented in Part I of this

thesis, the fundamental influenc¿s upon the Courfs construction of constitutional jurisprudence

generally, and the High Courls development of the law concerning judicial power, in

particular, may be discerned.

77 See Tony Blackshield and George Williams, 'Preface to the Fourth Edition' Australian Constitutional Law and

Theory: Commentary and Materials (4tt' ed, 2006) v.

18 lbid.
1e See Chapter 5 Section II above. See also, Cheryl Saunders, 'Oration: Sir Daryl Dawson' (1998) 20 Adelaide Law

Reoiew 7-,7;BryanHorrigan, 'Paradigm Shifts in Interpretation: Reframing Legal and Constitutional Reasoning' in
Charlcs Sampford and Kim Preston (eds), Interpreting Constihttions: Tlrcories, Pinciples nn¡l Insfitutions (1996) 31,

34; fohn Williams, 'The Australian Constitution and the Challenge of Theory' in Charles Sampford and Tom

Round (eds), Beyond the Republic: Meeting the Global Challenges to Constitutionalisrn (20[1'¡ 119,179.

20 See Karl Llewellyn, 'Some Realism about Realism - Responding to Dean Pound' (1%1) M Hnroard Lnw Reuieu)

1nr.,1n4_42.
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Put simply, the discussion of judicial power presented in this thesis will demonstrate the

manner in which the High Court has at times tended to interpret the notion of judicial power in

a legalistic manner, rather than considering in detail the important theoretical and policy

arguments which support the separation of judicial power. In additiory the extent to which the

High Court has had regard to the practical and pragmatic consequences of the interpretation of

judicial power will be considered.

In order to fully understand the influence of different approaches to Chapter III jurisprudence,

the analysis presented in this Chapter will begin by briefly considering the historical influences

upon the development of the Australian notions concerning the separation of judicial power. It

is important to outline these historical influences as it will be argued in this and following

Chapters that the theoretical underpinnings of these matters have been instrumental in the

development of this area of law, even though the influence of particular historical and

theoretical constructs is something which receives a varying degree of express acknowledgment

by the High Court.

Il rne IrrrpoRrRNcE oF THE sepenlrroN oF Juorcr,ql powER

The Australian approach to the separation of judicial power may be unique to our constitutional

system. However, the origins of this doctrine, which have influenced its development in

Australia, are diverse, and Australian perspectives at times reflect influences that are shared

with other common law jurisdictions. The following discussion will briefly consider the

historical background to the development of the doctrine separation of judicial power. In doing

so, the important theoretical considerations that lie behind the separation of judicial powers

doctrine in Australia will be highlighted.
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The matters which have impacted upon the development of the separation of judicial power

may be divided into a number of categories.2l The first of these is the concept of the separation

of powers as it has developed in western constitutionalism.22 The second is the influence of the

idea of judicial independence.23 A third, and obvious influence is that associated with the

United States Constitutiory and in particular the United States Supreme Courfs decision in

Marbury o Madison.zq Other matters which are more distinctive in the Australian constitutional

system include the role that colonial courts played in declaring legislation invalid, and the

unique dual role of the High Court, which is both an arbiter of State and federal relations, as

well as the highest court of appeal in both State and federal matters.

A The Separøtion of Powers Doctrine

The division of power between the institutions of govetnment, as it has developed in westem

constitutionalism, checks the concentration of power that may be harmful to the freedom of the

individual.2s In particular, there has been sustained acknowledgment of the need for the

separation of judicial power so as to preserve the liberty of the individual and to protect

persons from arbitrary government power.26 The idea of the functional separation of the

powers of government has its origins in the writings of Aristotle, although as M.J.C. Vile has

pointed oug the work of Aristotle promotes the theory of mixed goverrunent rather than a

doctrine of separation of powers.27 That said, there is some commonality between the ideas of

zr Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Austtalian Federal

ludicial Systenr (2000) 3, 4-5.

22 lbid,4.
23 tbid,s.
24 Marbury a Madison 5 US 137 (1S03); Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona

Wheeler (eds), The Australinn Fedetal ludicial System (2000) 3, 5.

2s Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian Federal

ludiciat Systen Qú0) 3, 33; TRS Allan, 'Legislative Supremacy and the Rule of Law' (1985) 44 Cømbridge Law

lournøl 711., 725. See also Phillip Pettit 'Deliberative Democracy and the Case for Depoliticising Governmenf
(2001) 24 LJnioerisry Neø SouthWales Law lournal724.

26 Montesquieu, The Spirit of Løws (translated by Thomas Nuen! 1949)751', Sfu William Blackstone Commentaies,Yol
l, 269, Vl}JMoore, Thc Constitution of the Commonweølth of Australia (2"a ed, 1910) 322.

27 M.f.C. Vile, Constitutionalism ttnd the Separation of Powers (J%4 36. See furhteç Aristotle, The Politics, Book IV, ix

(Translated by TA Sinclair, 1962, Revised edition by T.Saunders ,79E2)261'-
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Aristotle and ideas that relate to the separation of powers, in that both approaches insist upon a

number of separate branches of government in order to avoid arbitrary rule.28

The idea that powers should be separated along functional lines, gained increased recognition

in the 18th century, in part through the work of French writer, Charles Louis de Secondaf Baron

De Montesquieu.2e As Montesquieu famously wrote:

[T]here is no liberty, if the judiciary power be not separated from the legislative and

executive. Were it joined with the legislative, the life and liberty of the subject would be

exposed to arbitrary contro| for the judge would be then the legislator. Were it joined to the

executive power/ the judge might behave with violence and oppression.

There would be the end of everything, were the same man or the same body, whether of the

nobles or of the people, to exercise those three powers, that of enacting laws, that of

executing the public resolutions, and of trying the causes of individuals.3o

Montesquieu was sceptical of the concentration of power in one person or institution for

'[p]olitical liberty is to be found only in moderate goverrunents; and even in these it is not

always found. It is there only when there is no abuse of power.'3t Montesquieu made the

remarkably timeless observation that'constant experience shows us that every man invested

with power is apt to abuse it and to carry his authority as far as it will go.'zz By seeking to

divide power, the potential for persons to be subjected to the arbitrary will of another is thought

to be reduced.33 The theory of the separation of powers put forward by Montesquieu, followed

28 M.J.C. Vile, Constitutionalism nnd the Separntion of Powers (7967) 36. See also, Aristotle, The Politics, Book IV, ix
(Translated by TA Sinclair, 1962, Revised edition by T.Saunders , 1992) 261; fohn Locke, Ttao Trentises of
Goaernment, (169Q Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"¿ ed, 1964 382; Pætl jackson, Patricia Leopold and O H
Phillips, O Hood Phillips and lackson: Constitutional anil Ailministrntiz¿e Law (8h ed, 2001) 10; Tony Blackshield and
George Williams, Australinn Constitutional Law €r Theory (3d ed, 2002) 6O3; Phillip Petti! 'Deliberative Democracy
and the Case for Depoliticising Governmenf (2Dl)24lJniaersity New SouthWales Law loumø1724.

2e Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Lnw €t Theory (3.a ed, 2002) 603.
30 Baron de Montesquieu, The Spü of Laws (translated by Thomas Nuen! 1949) 152. See also John Locke, Tøo

Treøtises of Gwernment, [1690, Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2nd ed, 1967) 382; Paul Jacksorç Patricia Leopold
and O H Phillip+ O Hood Phillips and lackson: Constitutional and Administrath¡e Law (8n ed, 2001) 10; Tony
Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Law €t Theory (3.d ed, 2002) 603.

31 Baron de Montesquiett, The Spirit of Laros (translated by Thomas Nugent, 7949) 151.
32 tbid,150.
33 M.J.C. Vile, Constih.ttionalism and the Separation of Pøters (196414.
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the attempts of Aristotle and also those of John Locke to divide the powers of govemments

and it is the ideas articulated by all of these writers as well as others, that may be viewed as

foundational to the notion of the separation of powers between tÍuee branches of government

referred to as the legislature, the executive and the judiciary.as

As noted above, Montesquieu expressed the general idea behind the separation of Powers as

being to prevent the subjection of individuals to the arbitrary powers of government. Put

simply, the separation of powers doctrine, by separating power, restricts the potential for such

power to be abused. In this way, there is an important connection between the separation of

powers and the rule of law. The idea of the rule of law has been identified in the writings of

Aristotle. Aristotle, saw the rule of law, as preferable to the tyranny of an individual.36

Aristotle's view of the rule of law has been seen as making the crucial distinction between the

rule of law and the rule of an arbitrary sovereign.3T A similar concept was later expressed by

Locke in terms of Parliament holding power in a relationship of trust with the governed.3s The

rule of law seeks not only to ensure that government acts in accordance with the law, which

would justify the application of any lawful enactrnen! but also to prevent the application of

arbitrary goverrunent power.3e In the words of the late L9th century British jurist AV Dicey, one

requirement of rule of law was, 'the absolute supremacy or predominance of regular law as

34 See Aristotle, The Politics, Book IV, ix (Translated by TA Sinclair, 1962, Revised edition by T.Saunders ,1992) 261;

John Locke, Two Treatises of Goaernment, [1690, Critical edition by Peter Laslett, Td ed, 1964 38Xt Parul Jackson,

Þatricia Leopold and O H Phillips, O Hood Phillips nnd lackson: Constitutional nnd Adntinistratiae Lmtt (8m ed, 2001)

10; Tony Búckshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Law t Theory (3'a ed, 2002) 603. See also

M,J.C. Vile Constitutionalism and the Sepatation of Powers (1967)36.

3s Paul Jackson, Patricia Leopold and O H Phillips, O Hood Phillips and lackson: Constitutioncú nnd Ailministratiae Law

(3tt'ed, 2001) 10; Gerard Carney,'separation of Powers in the Westminster System' (1994) 8 Legislatiae Studies 59'

60.

i6 Aristotle, The Politics, Book IV, ix $ranslated by TA Sinclair, 1962 Revised edition by T.Saunders ' 1992) 261.

37 lbid; M.J.C.Yle, Constitutionalism and the Separation of Powers (7967) 23; TRS Allan, 'Legislative Supremacy and

the Rule of Law' (19S5) 44 Cambidge Law loumal111,112; Keith Mason, 'The Rule of Lau/ in Paul Finn (ed) Essnys

on Løw and Gouemnent: Volume 7 Principles and Values (7995) 119. See also, John Locke, Two Trentises of

Gooemment, [1690, Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2"d ed,19642Í3511.

36 Scc also, John Locke, Two Treatises of Gøoemnent, Book II Chapter 11 F 690, Critical edition by Peter Laslett, 2'd ed,

ß6n 2BSff. See generally, Paul Finn, 'A Sovereign People, A Public Trusf in Paul Finn (ed) Essøys on Law nnd

Goaernment Volune 7 Pinciples and Vnlues (1995) 1.

3e TRS Allan, 'The Rule of Law as the Rule of Reason: Consent and Constitutionalism' (1999) 115 Løw Quartetly
Reoiew221.,22L.
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opposed to the influence of arbitrary power', and the exclusion of 'the existence of arbitrariness,

of prerogative, or even of wide discretionary authority on the part of government.'4O

A number of considerations, some of which directly relate to the separation of powers doctrine,

suggest that the separation of judicial power is necessary to preserve the rule of law. For

example, the judiciary serves the fundamental function of bringing citizens under the rule of

law through its constitutional function of interpreting and applying the law to individuals.al

Another example which may be cited is the separation of the judicial power from the exercise of

administrative and legislative powers,a2 which may be necessary to preserve the essential

function that the judiciary performs in protecting individuals from arbitrary government

power. Fundamentally, the judiciary may act as an important mediator between the citizen and

the State. These considerations indicate the importance of judicial power. They also suggest

that judicial power can and should be separated in some way from the legislative and executive

functions of governmen! as this form of separation supports the ideals that may be associated.

with the rule of law and constitutionalism.a3

B Judicial Independence

Obviously, the separation of judicial power is part of the general separation of powers doctrine.

However, it should be noted that historically judicial independence developed in British

'to AVDicey, IntroductiontotheStudyof tlæLawof theConstihttion(1.ted1885, 10rhed1959)202. WIlennings,TlrcLaw
and the Constittttion (5m ed, 1959); TRS Allan, Law, Liberty and lustiæ: The Legal Foundations of British Constitutional
Lmt (1993) 16.

41 TRS Allan, 'Legislative Supremacy and the Rule of Law' (1955) M Cambidge Lnw lournal111,124.
42 Montesquieu, The Spiú of Laws (translated by Thomas Nuent, New York: Hafner Press, 1.949) 752, Sir William

Blackstone Commentnries, Yol I, 269; WH Moore, The Constitution of the Cortmonwenlth of Australia (2.a ed, 1910)
327-2.

43 See further, Paul Jackson, Patricia Leopold and O H Phillips, O Hood Philtips and lackson: Constitutional nnd
Administratiae Law (8ú ed, 2001) 12. Most writings conceming the rule of law encompass in some way the
following two ideals, which were articulated by the International Congress of Jurists in 1959 (Internaiional
congress of jurists on The Rule of Law in A Free Society, New Delhi, lndia, january 5-10, 1959). The first ideal is
the implication that all power of the State should be derived from and exercised in accordance with the law. The
second ideal is the assumption that the law itself is based on a respect for the intrinsic value of persons: see
conclusions of the International Commission of furists of The Rule of Law in a Free Society, New Delhi 1959,
recorded in International Commission of Jurists, Executiae Action nnd the Rule of Law : A Report on the Proceedings of
the International Congress of luists, Rio De laneiro, Brnzit 1962 (Geneva 1965).
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common law jurisprudence independently of the doctrine of the separation of powers.s The

concept of judicial independence as it developed in the British legal system may be seen as

relevant to the development of the Australian view of the separation of judicial power.

In England, the justices of the Royal courts began to hold office in the Norman and Plantagenet

times.as They were, however, considered to be the King's servants.46 Up until and including

the time of the Stuarts, judicial office was held 'durante bene placito' , meaning during the

Crown's pleasure.aT Like other Crown servants, the King could dismiss at will the holders of

judicial office.as The influence of the Royal will was evident in judicial decisions during the

reign of James I and Charles I.ae The dismissal of Lord Coke from all offices under the Crown in

L6'1.6 canbe directly linked to his position as the only one of twelve justice to openly defy the

King.so Prior to Lord Coke's dismissal all twelve justices were summonsed by James I and

requested, at the King's application, to stay any ptoceedings before them. All justices except

Lord Coke acknowledged their duty to do so.s1

Political events were to hasten the independence of the judiciary that Lord Coke championed.

In the Bloodless revolution of 1688 Parliament resisted the King. As a result James II fled to

France and William III and Mary (1689-1702) were invited to accede to the throne of England in

return for which the Bill of Rights was passed in1-689.52 After the revolution in 1688 the judges

of superior courts were appointed'quømdiu se bene gesserint', meaning during good behaviour's3

44 Charles Howard Mcllwain, Constitutionalism: Ancient €¡ Moilern (Revised edition, 1947)1'41'42; Enid Campbell and

HP Lee, The Austrølian ludiciary (2001) 4S; O Hood Phillips, 'A Constitutional Myth: Separation of Powerc' (1977)

9l Law Quarterly Reoiew 11,, 13; Paul IacksorU Patricia Leopold and O H Phillip+ O Hood Phillips and lackson:

Constihttional anil Adninistratioe Law (8h ed, 2001) 10; Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian

opeskin and Fiona wheeler (eds), Tlæ Australian Federal ludicial system (2000) 3, 5.

4s paul Jackson, Patricia Leopold and O H Phillip+ O Hood Phillips and lackson: ConstitutionøI and Administratiae Lnw

(8tt'ed, 2001) 25.

46 lbid.
47 Enid Campbell and H P Lee, The Austrøliøn ludiciary (2001) L01.

,rs Paul JacksoÛ Patricia Leopold and O H Phillips, O Hood Phillips and lnckson: Constitutionnl and Administratiae Lnw

(8tt'ed, 2001) 25.

4e lbid.

s0 G Smith, A Constitutional nnd Legal History of England (1Ð0) 312.

51 lbid, See further, Sir Willian Holdsworth, A History of the English Løw Qra Ed, Reprinted 1966) Vol V, 43Q 431 esp.

n2.
s2 G Smith, A Constitutional and Legal History of England (1990) 366-70.

s3 12 &.7g Will IIl c 2, s 3. See furtheç Paul ]ackson, Patricia Leopold and O H Phillips, O Hood Phillips and lnckson:

Constitutional and Ailministratiae Lmo (8tt' ed, 2001) 25. Whilst judges could still be removed following the demise

of the monarch this was overcome by an Act of 17û 1 Geo lll, c 23 which provided that their commissions should
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In particular, tllre Act of Settlement 1701provided tha!'[j]udges commissions be made quømdiu se

bene gesseint, and their salaries be ascertained and established, but upon the address of both

Houses of Parliament it may be lawful to remove them.'S4 These requirements have continued

in the British system, and similar provisions have been established in Australia.ss Judicial

independence can therefore be seen to have originated independently from the idea of the

functional separation of the powers of governmen! although there is some commonality in the

influences upon both doctrines.s6

Although the term 'judicial independence' is often used, the positive aspects of this concept

may be difficult to exhaustively define and often judicial independence is defined in the

negative, for example, by the absence of external influence.sz Attempts to describe judicial

independence in positive terms usually emphasise that the central feature that the

independence of the judiciary protects is the impartiality of judging, or the perception thereof.ss

Impartiality of judging is viewed as essential to the resolution of disputes in society and thus

imperative for the maintenance of social cohesion.se It has been argued that in an adversarial

system, the perception of the impartiality of judging is obtained when opposing parties and the

continue notwithstanding the demise of the monarch: see Enid Campbell and H P Lee, The Australinn ludiciary
(2001) 3.

54 Ibid.
5s Paul Jackson, Patricia Leopold and O H Phillips, O Hood PhilLips and lackson: Constitutionnl and Administratiae Law

(8n ed, 2001) 25. In respect of federal judicial power in Australia see section 72 of the Constitution. tn respect of
State judicial power provisions for judicial independence and security of tenure are established by ordinary
legislation or through entrenched provisions in State Constitutions: see for example Part 9 o1 ttre Constitution Act
1-902 (NSW), although such provisions at a State level do not amount to an entrenched doctrine of the separation
of powers: see Køble r¡ Director of Public Prosecutions (NSW (1996) 189 CLR 51.. See further, Bradley Selway, The
Constitution of South Austrnlia (1997) 1081f; Forge a Australiøn Secuities and lnaestments Commission A Ors (ZOCiø) ZZO
ALR 223.

s¿ Whilst struggles between the King and the judiciary (and between Parliament and the Ki"g) i" the late 1600's are
often highlighted, power struggles existed between all three branches of government see Enid Canpbell and H p
Lee, The Austrnlian ludiciary Q}OI) 2; Enid Campbe[ 'Judges at the Bar of Parliamenf (1999) 18 Àustralinn Bar
ReaiewTS'1..

57 Stephen Parker, 'The Independence of the Judiciary' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian
Federal ludicial System (2000) 62,65.

s8 Sir Gerard Brennan, 'The State of the Judicature' (1998) 72 Australian Law lournal33. Enid Campbell and H p Lee,
Tlrc Australian ludiciary Q00\ a8-9; Stephen Parker, 'The Independence of the fudiciary' in B¡ian Opeskin and
Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Austrølian Federal ludicinl System (2OOO) 62,63; Sir Anthony Mason, 'A New Þerspective
on Separation of Powers' (1996) 82 Canbena Bulletin of Public Adrninistration 1, 6. Implicit in the legal coniept of
judicial impartiality is the distinction between actual and perceived impartiality: see further Stephen Parker,'The
Independence of the ludiciary' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona \Áy'heeler (eds), The Australian Federal ludicial System
(2OOO) 62,68-69; Michael Dehrold 'The Nature of judicial Powel (2001) 12 Public Law Repiew 125.

5e Stephen Parker, 'The Independence of the Judiciary' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian
Federal ludicial System QCIIO) 62,63.
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judge who adjudicates the dispute exist at equidistant points.60 The maintenance of equality in

the relationship between the parties and the judge is seen as being essential to ensure that the

unsuccessful litigant will accept the outcome of the litigation.6l This perception of impartiality

may be understood as having been breached if an unsuccessful litigant in any dispute views the

successful litigant to have benefited from having a closer relationship with the judge than that

enjoyed by the losing pafty.62

\¡Vhilst it is difficult to accurately and exhaustively define the positive aspects of judicial

independence and impartiality, as suggested above, judicial independence may also be

described in terms of a negative, namely the absence of external influence. In this manner/

impartiality may be seen in decision-making where;

a judge must be individually independent in the sense of being free of pressures which

would tend to influence a judge to reach a decision in a case other than that which is

indicated by intellect and conscience based on a genuine assessment of the evidence and an

honest application of the law.63

Judicial independence may mean'that no judge should have anything to hope or fear in respect

of anything which he or she may have done properly in the course of performing judicial

functions.'a It follows that'neither the parliament nor the executive nor anyone else, should be

able to bring pressure of any kind to bear upon a judge in the performance of judicial duties.'6s

These matters indicate that a central value protected by judicial independence is impartiality in

adjudication, and this among other things requires the independence of the judiciary from the

60 lbid,68.
67 See generally, Enid Campbell and H P Lee, The Austtalian ludiciary Q00\.
62 Stephen Parker, 'The Independence of the |udiciary' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Austrnlian

Federal Judicial System (2O0l)) 62,68.
63 Justice R E McGarvie, 'The Foundations of Judicial lndependence in a Modern Democrary' (1991) 1 lournal of

ludicial Administrntion 3, 6.

64 Sir Harry Gibbs, response to interviewer, in Garry Sturgess ancl Philip Chubb, þulging tltt World, Lmt and Politics

in the Worlil's Leading Courts (1988) 353. See also Barton I tn Waterside Workers' Federntion of Australia o I W
Alexønder Ltd (1918) 25 CLR4M,45L.

65 Sir Harry Gibbs, response to interviewer, in Garry Sturgess and Philip Chubb, ludging the World, Law and Politics

in theWorld's Leading Courts (1988)353.
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'contaminating' effect of the executive and the parliament.os The manner and extent of explicit

acknowledgment of these values by the Dixory Masory Brennan and Gleeson Courts, will be

examined in this and following Chapters.

C Marbury v Madison

Relevant to the development of the separation of powers doctrine in common law jurisdictions

such as Australia is the United States decision of Marbury a Madison.oz In Britain, the legislature

is supreme over any constifutional instruments or convenüons. Traditionally, the British courts

had no Power to declare that legislation is unconstitutional.os It is therefore not surprising that

following the establishment of the United States Constitution it was unclear as to whether it

was to be assumed that the judiciary had the power to declare legislation which was beyond the

constitutional powers of the legislature void.6e The position was, however, authoritatively

established by the much-cited decision of the United States Supreme Court in Mørbury a

Madison.To In that case, Chief Justice Marshall who delivered the judgment of the Court

emphasised the fundamental status of a written constitution stating:

Certainly all those who have framed written constitutions contemplate them as forming the

fundamental and paramount law of the nation, and consequently the theory of every such

government must be, that an act of the legislature, repugnant to the constitution, is void.7l

Of judicial power His Honour said:

66 George Winterton, 'The Separation of ludicial Power as an Implied Bill of Rights' in Geoff Lindell (ed), Future
Directions in Australinn Constitutional Law (994) 188; Enid Campbell and H P Lee, Tlrc Australian ludiciary (2001)
48-9; Stephen Parker, 'The lndependence of the Judiciary' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The
Australian Federal ludicinl System (2000) 62,63.

67 5 US (lCranch) 137 (1803).

68 Paul Jacksor¡ Patricia Leopold and O H Phillipc O Hood Phillips and lackson: Constitutional and Adtttinistrntiue Law
(8th ed, 2001) 22.

6e Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Austrnlian Constitutional Law €t Theory (3rd ed, 2OO2) 7.

70 5 US (LCranch) 137 (1803).

71 tbid,1n478.
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It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is.

Those who apply the law to particular cases, must of necessity expound and interpret that

rule. If two laws conflict with each other, the courts must decide on the operation of each . '.

the courts must either decide that case conformably to the law, disregarding the constitution;

or conformably to the constitution, disregarding the law; the court must determine which of

these conflicting rules governs the case. This is the very essence of judicial dtty.zz

For Chief Justice Marshall the fundamental status of the Constitution required the Court to

declare a law, repugnant to the Constifution, to be void.73 Famously, in Australia the principle

that Marbury a Madison established has been regarded as 'axiomatic'.74 At the time the

Australian Constitution was drafted little may have been known of the Mørbury a Mødison

decision.Ts However, as it will be discussed below, colonial courts were familiar with the

concept of invalidating legislation for want of power, and it is generally accepted that

Australian Courts have power to invalidate enactrnents that are unconstifutional.T6

D The Uniquely Australian Doctrine oÍthe Separation of Powers

The foregoing discussion has examined some of the origins of the separation of judicial power

doctrine including the concept of the separation of powers as it has developed in western

constitutionalism, the idea of judicial independence and the influence of the United States

decision of Marbury a MadisonTT. It is against this background that a number of other matters

72 Ibid.

73 lbid,178-180.
74 Australiøn Communist Par$ a Commonwenlth (195L) 83 CLR 1, 262 (Fullagar j). See also Commonwealth a Mswett

$ggn 19¡, CLR 471.,497 (Dawson ), 547 (Gummow and kby lJ; Brennan Cf and Gaudron J agreeing); Knrtinyai
a Cortntonwealth (HindmarshlslandBidge Case) (1988) 195 CLR 337,38'L (Gummow and HayneJ).

7s See j La Nauze, The Making of the Australian Constitution (1972) 234, and the letter from Edmund Barton to Andrew
Inglis Clarþ 14 February 1898 reproduced in john Williarns, The Australian Constitution; A Doumentary History

Q00s)u6,e41,.
76 Gavan Griffith and Geoffrey Kennett, 'Judicial Federalisrf in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The

Australian Federal ludicial Systett (2000) 38; Enid Campbell,'Unconstitutionality and its Consequences'in Geoff

Lindell (ed), Future Directions in Australian Constitutionnl Law (1994) 90. See also Tony Blackshield and George

Williams, Australian Constitutionøl Law t Theory (3'd ed, 2@,2) 7.

n 5 us 137 (1803).
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that are of particular significance to the development of the Australian view of the separation of

judicial powers doctrine may be considered. The first of these is the role that colonial courts

played in invalidating legislation for want of power.

The Supreme Courts of the Australian colonies were familiar with the concept of 'striking down

local enactrnents'.78 As Alex Castles has pointed out, from the mid 1850s the infamous

decisions of Justice Boothy of the South Australian Supreme Court challenged enactrnents of the

colonial legislature in a number of ways.Te For example, Justice Boothy found colonial laws

were invalid, if repugnancy with the laws of England was established.so Justice Boothy's erratic

actions led to the passing of the Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865 (UK).8t Whilst this legislation

furthered the political and constitutional development of colonial parliaments,s2 tþe courts

remained familiar with the concept of 'plenary power within limits',s: and with the notion of

courts having jurisdiction to declare repugnant colonial legislation invalid.aa

The accepted position that has been reached in Australian law is that where a statute is enacted

by the Parliament of the Commonwealth or by any State or Territory that exceeds the legislative

conferral of powers, the courts (and in particular the High Court) have the power to declare the

enactrnent to be unconstitutional and therefore invalid.ss This position is founded upon a

78 See Alex Castles, 'The Reception and Status of English Law in Australia' (1963) Adelaide Law Ret¡ieu 1,23. See
also, John Williams, ']ustice Boothby: A Disaster that Happened' in George Winterton (ed), State ConstitutionaL
Landmarks (2006) 21; Keven Booker, 'Plenary Within Limits: Powell o Apollo Candle' in George Winterton (ed), State
Cons ti tu ti on a I L an dm ar k s (2OO 6) 52.

7e As Alex Castles wrote, 'Three separate grounds were called in aid to test the validity of South Australian
legislation. Firstly, Boothy J sometimes claimed that the South Australian Parliament had exceeded its specific
Powers under its own Constitution a¡rd British statues which applied in the Province by paramount force.
Secondly, he argued that some Acts were void because the Govemor had failed to reserve the local legislation to
England to obtain Royal Assent. Thirdly, he often asserted that legislation was repugnant to the law oÌ England,
and should be struck down on this ground': see Alex Castles, 'The Reception and Status of English Lãw in
Australia' (1963) Adelaide Law Reoiew 1,, 234.

80 Ibid.

81 See John Williams, ']ustice Boothby: A Disaster that Happened' in George Winterton (ed), State Constitutional
Landmnrks (2006)21,n.

82 See further, Sir Gerard Brennar¡'The Privy Council and the Constitution' in HP Lee and George Winterton (eds)
Australian Constitutional Løndmarks (2003) 312 329.

83 See Keven Booker, 'Plenary Within Limits: Pcnuell a Apollo Candle' in George Winterton (ed), State Constitutionnl
Landmarks Q0[,6) 52,68.

84 See further, Nicholas Aroney, 'Thornas McCawley a The Kingi in George Winterton (ed), State Constitutional
Landmarks (2ffi6) 69,88; Jeffrey Goldswortþ, 'Australia: Devotion to Legalism' in Jeffrey Goldsworthy (ed),
Interpreting Constitutions: A Conryaratiae Study e0O6) 100 110.

8s Gavan Griffith and Geoffrey Kennett, 'Judicial Federalisnl in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The
Australian Federal ludicial System (2000) 38; Enid Campbell, 'Unconstitutionality and its Consequences' in Geoff
Lindell (ed), Future Directions in Australian Constitutional Law (1994'¡ 90; Tony Blackshield and George Williams,
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number of constitutional provisions, which will be discussed below. These constitutional

provisions have been viewed as having been drafted on the assumption that the High Court

would exercise the power of judicial review. As Jeffrey Goldsworthy writes:

The Constitution does not explicitly confer on the courts the power of judicial review, that is,

the power to restrain or remedy unconstitutional acts of the other branches of government.

But the framers clearly assumed that the courts would possess it. Courts throughout the

Empire had regularly invalidated colonial legislation inconsistent with local constitutions

and other Imperial legislation. Discussion in the Convention Debates reveals that the Power

was taken for granted.s6

Another matter that has impacted upon the development of the Australian concept of the

separation of judicial power, which falls within the broad framework of federalism, relates to

the role of the High Court. Tlrre Constitution accords the High Court the dual functions of a

court of appeal, and as an arbitrator of disputes between the States and the Commonwealth.sT

These functions, as the discussion in this Chapter and following Chapters will show, have given

the High Court a role in not only determining the limits of State and Commonwealth legislative

power, but also in a role in defining the nature and scope of State and federal judicial power.88

It may be suggested that a range of matters have combined to produce a doctrine of the

separation of powers that is unique to the Australian constitutional system. This doctrine of

separation of powers by virtue of the diverse influences underlying its development has the

capacity to incorporate many of the theoretical concepts that stand behind the historical

developments, which were discussed above. For example, the Australian doctrine of separation

of powers is capable of incorporating the important notion of restraint on the powers of

government. This notion underlies the doctrine of separation of powers as articulated by

Australian Constitutional Law €t Theory (3ra ed, 2C[2) 7; Residual Assco Group Limited a Spølains and Others (2000) 202

cLR629.
8ó Jeffrey Goldsworthy, 'Australia: Devotion to Legatism' in ieffrey Goldsworthy (ed), lnterpreting Constitutions: A

Comparøtbe StudV e0O6) 106, 110.

Bz See furtheç Sir Anthony Mason,'The Evolving Role and Function of the High Court in Brian Opeskin and Fiona

Wheeler (eds), The Australiøn Federat ludicial System (2000) 95, 102; Leslie Zines, Tlrc High Coutt and the Constitution

(4u ed,1997)180.
88 See further, R o Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Socieg of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 267-8 (Dixon C], McTiernan,

Fullagar and Kitto ID, and the following discussion of this case.
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Montesquieu, who followed attempts by Aristotle and Locke to divide the powers of

goverrunent. The Australian doctrine, following as it does from the British concept of judicial

independence, is also capable of upholding the importance of judicial impartiality in

adjudication. The influence of the United States decision in Marbury a Madison, the role that

colonial courts played in invalidating legislation, and the constitutional role of the High Court,

brings to Australian jurisprudence the idea of the legislature being subject to the law in the form

of the Constitution.

The following sections of this Chapter will consider the manner in which the High Court of

Australia in interpreting Chapter III has had regard to the important theoretical constructs that

concern the notion of judicial power outlined above. In particular, the analysis presented in

Part II of this thesis suggests that the extent to which reference is had by the Court to the

important theoretical constructs that underlie the doctrine of the separation of judicial power

may be reflective of the respective influence of the approaches described in Part I, namely,

legalism, realism, nafural law perspectives and pragmatism. For example, the case analysis

presented in this and following Chapters will consider the extent to which the High Court has

directly considered the theoretical arguments in favour of the separation of judicial power, and

used these theoretical constructs to support implications drawn from Chapter III. This

approach will be compared to a judicial methodology that has a greater tendency to proceed on

a case by case basis, and to adopt a more doctrinal approach that rests the notion of the

separation of powers almost entirely upon an implication drawn from the terms of the

Constifution. Before engaging in this analysis it is however important to consider the

constitutional provisions that concern the separation of judicial power.
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Ill AusrnRLtAN CorusrruT¡oNAl PRovl sloNs CoNcenN I NG

JuorcrlI- Powen

The Commonwealth Constitution vests legislative power in the Parliament, executive power in

the Executive Government and judicial power in the fudicature.se Chapters I, II and III of the

Constitution each concern one of these three branches of government. Despite the symmetrical

strucfure of these Chapters there is an asymmetry it the nafure of the separation of powers

established by the Constitution.eo In effect, the Westrninster system of government effects only

a partial separation of government powers and in the Australian legal system a system of

checks and balances has developed to ensure that whilst the practicalities of government are

assisted by the existence of some overlap between the branches of governmen! a degree of

separation remains.el Within this frameworþ significant arguments have been put forward in

favour of maintaining a degree of separation. Perhaps the most prevalent of these arguments is

that which suggests that whilst the Australian Constitution incorporates the concept of

responsible goverrunent, and thus establishes a significant overlap between the legislature and

the executive,e2 Chapter III does not expressly provide for a similar degree of collaboration

between the judicature and the other branches of government. The focus of the relevant

constifutional provisions is upon matters such as the appointrnent and removal of judges, the

vesting of judicial power in 'other courts' and the establishment of federal courts. The

following discussion will further demonstrate that the nature of these constitutional provisions

concerning judicial power has been influential in the development of an Australian doctrine

concerning the separation of judicial power which significantly limits any overlap between

judicial power and the other functions of government.

8e See Australian Constitution ss 1, 61 and77.
e0 Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona \¡Vheeler (eds), The Australian Fedetøl

ludicial System (2000) 3, 8.

s7 M.|.C. Vile, Constitutionølism ønd the Sepøration of Powers (1967) 2; Gerard Carney, 'Separation of Powers in the

Westnrinster Systenl (1994) I Legislatiae Studies 59' 60.

e2 See Australian Constitution s 64'
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Chapter III of the Constitution contains only ten sections. Perhaps most relevantly to the

separation of powers is section 71ss which provides that:

The judicial Power of the Commonwealth shall be vested in a Federal Supreme Court to be

called the High Court of Australia, and in such other federal courts as the Parliament

creates, and in such other courts as it invests with federal jurisdiction. The High Court shall

consist of a Chief Justice, and so many other fustices, not less than two, as the Parliament

prescribes.

Also of significance to judicial independence is section 72, which provides for judicial

appoinfunent tenure and remuneration. By virtue of section 79 the responsibility for the

number of judicial appointments lies with the Parliament.ea

In relation to the jurisdiction of Chapter III courts, sections 75 and 76 list the nine heads of

Power that are either vested in the High Court oï pursuant to which Parliament may made laws

conferring original jurisdiction on the High Court.es Section 77 confers on Parliament the power

to define the jurisdiction of federal courts other than the High Court, including the power to

invest any court of a State with federal jurisdiction. Section 73 concerns the appellate

jurisdiction of the High Court.eo

A degree of separation of judicial power may be implied from the terms of the Constitution, and.

Australian constitutional law has from the start generally accepted the basic proposition that

e3 See further, Wendy Lacey, 'Inherent Jurisdiction, Judicial Power and Implied Guarantees under Chapter III of the
Constitution' (2003) 31 Federal Lnw Reaiew 62.

e4 Although section 71 does mean that at least three judges will be appointed to the High Court. See further Forge a
Australian Secuities and lnaestments Conmission €t Ors Q006)229 ALR22g.

e5 See also, Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian
Federnl ludicial System (2000) 3, 9.

e6 Section 74 also provided for appeals to the Queen in Council however this section has been substantially affected
by legislative enactrnents. The Priay Council (Appeals fron the High Court) Act 1975 marked the end of áll federal
appeals to the Privy Council from the High Court save for the theoretical possibility of appeal upon the certificate
of the High Court. Non-federal appeals were removed by the Australia Acts 1986 (Cth) and pf). See generally,
Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Evolving Role and Function of the High Courf in Brian Opeskin and Fioni Wheeler
(eds), The Australinn Federal ludicial System (2@O) 99-102. Section 78 concerni proceedings against a
Commonwea-lth or State. Section 80 provides for trial by jury.
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judicial power should be separate from the political functions of government.sT That said, at

any given point in time there has rarely been a consensus of opinion about the exact form that

the separation of judicial power should take.e8

Atthough subtle differences may be identified in judicial opinions concerning the separation of

judicial power, opinion on this issue has generally moved between two fairly well defined

views rather than being spread across a spectrum of opinion. These views may be fairly simply

stated. One view of the separation of powers is usually termed a strict view of the separation of

powers.ee The strict view of the separation of judicial power under Chapter III of the

Constitution has resulted in the development of the following two principles:

(Ð Commonwealth judicial power may only be conferred on a Chapter III Court,

(that is a courts described within section 71 of the Constitution, namely the High

Cour! federal Courts created by the Commonwealth Parliament and State

courts invested with federal jurisdiction). Power incidental to federal judicial

power may also be conferred.loo

(iÐ Power, other than federal judicial power or power incidental to federal judicial

power/ cannot be conferred by the Commonwealth on any court described

within section 7'J, of the Constitution.1o1

s7 l^IH Moore, The Constitution of the Conmtonwealth of Australia (2na ed, 1910) 321-2. See further, fohn Finnis,
'separation of Powers in the Australian Constitution' (1967) 3 Adelaide Lmo Reaieu) 159, 17G779; Fiona \Áy'heeler,

'Original Intent and the Doctrine of the Separation of Power in Australia' (1996) 7 Public Law Ret¡iæo 96; Fiona
Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds), Australian Constitutional Lnnfunatks

(20s3)760,167.
e8 Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds), Austrnlian Constitutionttl

Landmørks (2003) 160, 1.61. See, for example, New SouthWales a Commonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54; ln re The ludicinry
Act 1.903-1.920 and In re the Nmigation Act 1912-7920 (1927) 29 CLR 257; R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Socie$ of
Australiø $956) 94 CLR 254; Re Wnkim; Ex pnrte McNally (1999) 198 CLR 511. See also, Cheryl Saunders, 'The

Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian Federal ludicial System (2000)3'36.

ss R o Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (7956) 94 CLR 254,296 (Dixon CI, McTieman, Fullagar and

KittoJ).
lm Power, which is incidental to the judicial power, may also be conferred on a Chapter III Court Pursuant to section

51(xxxix).
101 Leslie Zines, The High Court and the Constitution (4t ed' 1994 171,. Sarah Joseph and Melissa Castan, Federnl

Constitutional Lml: A Contemporary View (2001) 129.
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These principles, which represent aspects of the decision in R z Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers'

Society of Australialo2 are commonly referred to as the first and second limb of the separation of

Powers doctrine.1O3 The nature and degree of the separation of powers that these two principles

entail, has been ascribed to the'detailed and exhaustive' character of the provisions of Chapter

III.104 However, the provisions of Chapter III do not expressty prohibit any form of co-

operation between the judicature and the other branches of government. The principles are

'negative' implications drawn from what is said in Chapter III, combined with an assumption

that the Chapter is exhaustive.lOs As at least one commentator has pointed ou! there are

numerous provisions in the Constitution that indicate a more flexible and less exclusive view of

judicial power.106 Not surprisingly, the second limb of the doctrine of separation of powers has

been viewed as 'more controversial, and probably unnecessary.'1O7

In contrast to a strict view of the separation of judicial power, the advantages of a more relaxed

outlook on the separation of powers doctrine are at times stresssd.roa Jhis second view usually

adheres to the first limb of the doctrine. It does; however, tend to allow for the High Court and

other federal courts created by Parliament to exercise other functions including those of a

legislative or executive nature, provided that the exercise of such functions is not incompatible

with the exercise of the judicial function.loe In doing so, what may be referred to as a narrower

implication is drawn from Chapter III of the Constitution. The implication is more confined in

1'02 R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilemnkers' Socieg of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 296 (Dixon CJ, McTieman, Fullagar and
Kitto ll).

103 See Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Austrnlian Federnl

ludicial System (2000) 3, 11; Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds),
Australinn Constitutional Landnnrks (2003) 160, 160.

104 Attorney-General of the Comnnnwealth of Australia a The Queen $95n 95 CLR 529, 538.
10s R o Kirby; Ex pnrte Boilermnkers' Society of Australin ('Boilermnkers') (1956) 94 CLR 254, 270 (Dixon CJ, McTiernan,

Fullagar and Kitto JD; Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 540 (Gleeson CJ agreeing with Gummow and Hayne J0,546
(Gaudron f agreeing with Gummow and Hayne ID, 554-563 (McHugh j), 582 (Gummow and Hayne Jl, 626
(Callinan J agreeing with McHugh l), 596-618 (Ki.by I dissenting). See also Gould a Brown (1998) 193 CLR 346,
418-19 (McHugh\ aa8-9 (Gumnow).

10ó See Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), Tlu Attstrnlian Federal

ludicial System (2OOO) 3, 9-10. See further, George Winterton, Parliament, tlæ Executit¡e and the Gwemor-General
(1983) 62; George Winterton, 'The Separation of judicial Power as an lmplied Bill of Rights' in Geoff Lindell (ed),
Future Directions in Australian Constihttional Law (7994) 188.

707 George Winterton, 'The Separation of fudicial Power as an Implied Bill of Rights' in Geoff Lindell (ed), Future
Dbections in Australian Constitutional Ltnu (199a) 188. See also George Wintertor¡ Pnrliament, tlrc Executioe and the
Goaemor-General (1983) 61,-2; Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler
(eds), The AustrøIian Federal ludicinl System (2000) 3, 9.

108 See Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona lÁy'heeler (eds), The Australiøn Federal

ludicial System (20M) 3, 9.

10e See In re ludicinry and Nnaigation Acts $9n) 29 CLR257,276 (HiggnsI).
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that unlike the strict view of the separation of judicial powers which places a very wide

prohibition on the conferral of non-judicial powers on Chapter III Courts, the narrower

implication places only a partial prohibition on the conferral of such Powers.

\Â/hilst opinions may have fluctuated between the strict view of the separation of powers and

the idea of a narrower implicatioru it is clear that the weight of current judicial opinion quite -

clearly favours a very strict notion of the separation of judicial power.110 As suggested above,

Chapters 8, 9 and 10 will consider some of the more recent interpretations by the High Court

concerning the doctrine of the separation of judicial power. In the context of the contemporary

cases concerning Chapter III of the Constitution, the manner in which the idea that Chapter III

may confer some form of constitutional immunity upon citizens has been approached by the

Mason, Brennan and Gleeson Courts will be examined.

This Chapter, which considers the High Courfs earþ jurisprudence concerning Chapter III will

focus upon cases that have been instrumental in the establishment of the strict separation of

judicial power of the Commonwealth.lll It is timely to consider the methodology adopted in

cases. One reason for this is that a consideration of these early cases provides markers by which

the changes in this area of law may be assessed. Another reason is that this analysis facilitates

an understanding of the relevance, to the current High Cour! of the reasoning in decisions such

as In re ludiciary andBoilermakers.

The exclusive nature of Chapter III of the Constitution, on which the current doctrine of the

separation of power relies, was recognised by the High Court within two decades after

110 Fiona Wheeler, 'The Rise and Rise of Judicial Power under Chapter III of the Constitution: A Decade in Overview'

(2007'¡ 2O Australinn Bnr Reoiew 2133.

111 New South WøIes a Commonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54 (IMeat Cøse); Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia a I W
Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 4A(Alexander's Case).
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federation in cases such as New South Wales o Commonwealth, 7975ttz and the 1918 decision of

Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia a I W Alexander Ltd.113 It was, however, not until 1956

that the decision of the majority in R o Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Austrølia

unmistakably identified the double effect of the doctïine.114 Boilermakers'recognized the two

well known principles which form the basis of the current view of the separation of judicial

Power, limiting the conferral of federal judicial power on non-judicial bodies as well as limiting

the conferral of non-judicial power on federal judicial bodies.lls This section will examine two

major decisions that were influential in establishing the first limb of the Boilermakers' decision,

namely, New South Wøles o Commonwenlthll; arrd Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia a I W

Alexønder Ltd.1'17

A New South Vlales v The Commonwealth

The decision in Nea; SouthWales r¡ The Commonu)ealth77y concemed the powers of the Inter-State

Commission. The Inter-state Commission was established by t}re Inter-Støte Commission Act

1912 (CtJi.). The power to establish such a Commission was conferred by section 101 of the

Constitution.lle The tenure of members of the Commission was established in accordance with

section 103 of the Constitution, which in part provided that members held office for seven

years.120 The Commonwealth had vested the Inter-State Commission with a mixture of judicial

172 New South Wal.es o Commonwenlth (1915) 20 CLR 54 ('lNheat Cnse). See also Huildart Pnrker €t Co Pty Ltd o
Mootehead (1909) 8 CLR 330. See generally Leslie Zines, The High Court and the Constihttion (4h ed, 199414911.

113 Waterside Workers' Federation of Austrnliaa I W Alexander Ltd (1,918) 25 CLR 434 ('Alexnnder's Case).
174 R a Kirby; Ex pørte Boilermnkers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254 ( Boilermakers'). Dtxon Cf, McTieman,

Fullagar and Kitto IJ forming the majoriÇ in this case, Willians, Webb and Taylor fJ dissented.
11s R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilermnkers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 296 (Dixon CJ, McTieman, Fullagar and

Kitto |).
116 IMeøt Case (1915) 20 CLR 54.

177 Alexnnder's Case (7978) 25 CLR 434.
118 IMent Case (1915) 20 CLR 54.

77e Section L01 provides: 'There shall be an Inter-State Commissiory with such powers of adjudication and
administration as the Parliament deems necessary for the execution and maintenance, within the Commonwealth,
of the provisions of this Constitution relating to trade and commerce, and of all laws made thereunder.'

"I2o Section 103 provides: 'The members of the Inter-State Commission-
(i.) Shall be appointed by the Governor-General in Council:
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and non-judicial power.121 The Inter-State Commission exercised judicial power in declaring an

Act of the NSW Parliament, tflre Wheat Acquisition Act 19-J.4 (NSW), constitutionally invalid on

the grounds that it contravened section 92 of the Constitution. The Commission had issued an

order purporting to enjoin the State of New South Wales from taking certain action in

accordance with the provisions of the lNheøt Acquisition Act 19'14 (NSW¡.tz The validity of this

order was challenged.

Griffith CJ, Issacs and Powers JJ formed a majority in New South Wales a The Commonwealth,T23

and held that the terms of reference of the Inter-state Commission authorised the exercise of

quasi-judicial power, but not judicial power.124 The reasoning of the majority judgments relied

primarily on the meaning of the words of the Constitution. Their Honours emphasised that

section 71 provided an exhaustive description of the bodies that could be invested with the

judicial power of the Commonwealtlì.l2s These bodies included the High Court, other federal

Courts created by the Parliament, and other Courts (such as State Courts) that are invested with

federal jurisdiction.l2o For the majority, the provisions of section 103 in not providing for life

tenure of judges (as section 72 of the Constitution at that time required) meant that the

Commission could not be constituted in accordance with that section as a federal court.127

(ii.) Shall hold office for seven years, but may be removed within that tirne by the Governor-General in Council,

on an address from both Houses of the Parliament in the same session praying for such removal on the ground of

proved misbehaviour or incapacity:

(üi.) Shall receive such remuneration as the Parliament may fix; but such remuneration shall not be diminished

during their continuance in office.'
721 For example, Part V o1 the Inter-Stnte Commission Act was entitled 'Judicial Powers of the Commission', this

section in part provided that the Commission would be a court of record and may exercise its powers for the

hearing or determination of any complain! dispute or question, of for the adjudication of any matter. Functions

of an administrative nature where also conferred, for exarnple Pat III of the Act conferred powers of investigation:

see further, NxID SouthWales o Commonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54, 60 (Griffith CD.

122 See further, New SouthWaleso Commonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54,59 (Griffith Cl).

r23 (1915) 20 CLR 54.

124 lbid, 62 (Griffith CD, 94 (Isaacs f), 106 (Powers f agreeing with both Griffith CI and Isaacs ), 109-110 (Rich );
Barton and Gavan Duffy lJ dissented.

1E tbid,62 (Griffith C), 93 (Isaacs ), 16 (Powers J agreeing with both Griffith CJ and Isaacs ), 109 (Rich ). For the

dissenting judges, Chapter III did not grant exhaustive power: see ibid 70-1 (Barton J) and 103 (Gavan Duffy ).
Both dissenting judges emphasised the power of the Parliament to choose the nature of the power conferred upon

the Inter-State Commission: see Ne?ll South Wales a Commonweølth (915) 20 CLR 54, 70-1 (Barton ) and 104

(Gavan O"ffy D.
726 New South Wales o Commonweølth (1915) 20 CLR 54, 62 (Griffith CJ), 93-94 (Isaacs J), (Powers J at 106 agreeing with

both Griffith CJ and Isaacs ), 109-110 (Rich l).
727 lbid, 62 (Griffith Cl), 94 (Isaacs J), (IJowers J at 106 agreeing with both Griffith CI and Isaacs f), 109 (Rich ).

Griffith CJ went on to emphasise the administrative powers of the Inter-State Commission, holding that'the
functions of the Inter-State Commission contemplated by the Constitution are executive or administrative and the

powers of adjudication intended are such powers of determining questions of fact as may be necessary for the

þerformance of its executive or administrative functions, that is, such powers of adjudication as are incidental and
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Consequently, the Commission fell outside the three types of Courts that could be invested with

federal judicial power, namely the High Cour! federal Courts and the State Courts. It followecl,

so the majority reasoned, that the legislatiorç which purported to constitute the Inter-State

Commission as a Court was invalid and the Inter-State Commission had no power to issue the

challenged injunction.tzs

B Alexønder's Cøse

The same principle as discussed in the lNheøt Case was applied inWatersideWorkers' Federation of

Australiø o I W Alexander Ltd (Alexønder's Case)Jzs That case concerned the Commonwealth

Court of Conciliation and Arbitration. The Arbitration Court was established to deal with

industrial disputes by way of conciliation and arbitration. The Court was also given power to

enforce awards that were made as part of this process. In this mannet, the Arbitration Court

exercised what was held to be both judicial and non-judicial power.130 In the litigation giving

rise to Alexander's Cqse a summons issued by the Waterside Worker's Federation alleging breach

of an award by an employer, J W Alexander Ltd, was heard in the Arbitration Court by the then

President Justice Higgins, who was also a judge of the High Court. The employer challenged

the Arbitration Courf s jurisdiction in the High Court. The submission made on the employer's

behalf in the High Courf was that the Arbitration Court was invalidly constituted because of

the Presidenfs seven year term.131 In this manner the issue arose as to whether the President,

Higgins J, who was appointed for a seven year term, could validly discharge the arbitral

functions which included the making of awards, as well as the judicial function of enforcing

ancillary to those functions': Ibid 62 (GrtfhtJ:. Cf . Issacs J and Rich J expressed a similar view: see ibid 94 (Isaacs
f), 110 (Rich l).

128 lbid, 65 (Griffith C), 95 (Isaacs ), (Powers J at 106 agreeing with both Griffith CI and Isaacs ), 110 (Rich ). For a
more recent application of this principle see Brandy o Humnn Rights and Equat Opportunity Comnússion (1995) 183
cLR 245.

12e Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia a J W Alexander Ltd (1915) 25 CLR 4M ( Alexander's Case) .
130 See further, Alexander's Case (1918) 25 CLR 434, 463 (Issacs and Rich l). See also Alexander's Case (1918) 25 CLR

434, 442 (Griffith CJ) and 451-2 (Barton D.
131 Section 12(1) of the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act 7904 (Cth) provided that the President should be

a High Court ]ustice appointed by the Govemor-General. The removal provisions replicated those in s72 oI the
Constitution with the exception of the fact that removal was from a seven-year term. At the time section 72 of the
Constitution provided for judicial appointnents for life.
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awards. A majority of the High Court held that section 72 of the Constitution as it then stood

required life tenure for federal judges.132 By differently constituted majorities it was held that

the arbitral functions were validly conferred, but that the judicial functions were not.13s This

meant that in Alexander's Case f}re relevant award had validly been made by Higgins J as an

arbitrator but could not be validly enforced by him as a judge. The combined effect of the

judgments achieved a position by which the invalid conferral of judicial power was severed.ll

The decisionin Alexander's Case held only the exercise of the judiciat Power to be unenforceable,

and as a consequence, the more difficult practical effect of holding (as Barton I would have

done) both the conferral of judicial power and the arbitral power invalid was avoided.l3s

Although, the decision inAlexønder's Case averted an impractical outcome, the divided nature of

the judgments suggests that this was a forfuitous result rather than the outcome of any direct

concern for the practical consequences of the decision.136

-ts2 
Waterside Workers' Federntion of Australia o I W Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434, M8,457 (Griffith C), 468 (Isaacs

and Rich JD, 486 (Powers f; Higgins | @t a7\ and Gavan Dtffy I @t 475a79) dissented. Griffith CI held (at   8)

that the seven-yeat appointment should be read as meaning "assigned" and therefore His Honour held that the

challenged provision did not infringe the Constitutional requirement of section 72.

133 The conferral of arbitral functions was held to be valid by Griffith Cl (at449); Isaacs and Rich JJ (at 471); Higgins J

@t a7fl, Gavan Duffy | (at 479), Powers J (at aS6); Barton J being unable (as Griffith CJ was) to distinguish

between the arbitral and judicial functions dissented, (see His Honouls comments at 462). The conferral of

judicial funcrions was held to be invalid by Barton I @t 462), Isaacs and Rich JJ (at 471), Powers J (at 489) with
ãissenting opinions on the issue being given by Griffith Cl @t 449), Higgins J @t475), and Gavan Dufly J @t479).
Higgins uod Gurrut Dttf$ lJ, held that section 72 did not require life tenure and therefore dissented on the basis

that ttrey thought the whole Act was valid. Griffith CJ also dissented, although Griffith CJ thought that federal

¡udges áid t"qoit" life tenure, the Chief Justice held that Higgins J as a High Court judge could be validly
;assìgned' to the Arbitration Court for a shorter period, and thus held the Act to be valid. The Chief Justice (ike
Bartðn ) could not distinguish between the arbitral and judicial functions, and thought it wrong to do so.

134 Isaacs, Rich and Powers JJ held that the invalid conferral of judicial Powers was severable. On the invalidity of

the conferral of judicial powers they combined with Barton J, to fonn a majority. Barton J it will be recalled held

the conferral of both arbitral and judicial functions to be inseparable and held both to be invalidly conferred.

13s A similar point is made in relation to the decision in Boilemmkers by Cheryl Saunders in 'The Separation of
powers' ilBrian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian Federal fudicial System (2000) 3, 12. See a]so,

Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds), Australian Constitutional

Landmarks (2003) 160, 168. See further, Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Austrnlian Constitutionnl Law €¡

Theory (3,d ed.,2002) 61XÍ fot an outline of contextual developments following this decision, including the initial
legislãtive response to this decision, and the manner in which judicial and arbitral Powers were again combined

with that situation remaining largely unchallenged for 30 years until it was formally questioned in the litigation

giving rise to the decision n R a Kirby; Ex pnrte Boilermakers' Society of Austrnlia (1956) 94 CLR 254 ('Boilernøkers'):

1s6 The practical outcome of the decision in Alexander's Case definitely did not concur with Chief ]ustice Griffithls

idea of the function of the judiciary, in particular His Honour stated: 'I do not think that this Court can,

consistently with its previous decisions or with common sense dissect the Arbitration Act, and hold, contrary to

the plain interrtio¡ of Parliament, that the President, a single person, is validly appointed for some of its purposes

anðnot appointed for others. In my opinion, his appointrnent if bad in part is bad altogether. To hold otherwise

is to makã, not to declare, the law, and to declare a very different law from that enacted by the Parliamenf : see

Griffith CJ at 448.449. See further, Tony Blackshield and George Witliams, Austrølian Constihttionøl Lnut €t Theory

(3ra ed, 2OO2\ 612.
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Tl:re lNheat Case and the decision in Alexander's Case clearly established that Commonwealth

judicial power could not be validly conferred on a non-judicial body. The method of reasoning

employed in these cases relied predominantly on the text and structure of the Constitution and

tlle relevant legislation.tsz A cenfual concern of Alexander's Case was the nafure of any

distinction between the process of judging and the process of arbitrating.r:a In this contex!

reference was made to the importance of the judicial process. Justices Isaacs and Rich described

why life tenure was important to the doctrine of separation of judicial power, stating:

It is plain that the independence of the tribunal would be seriously weakened if the

Commonwealth Parliament could fix any less permanent tenure than for life, subject to

proved misbehaviour or incapacity.tae

Griffith CJ also referred to the judicial process emphasising that the necessity of rules for settled

communities, was apparent'[a]s soon as man emerged from the savage state./140 A process to

make provision for the enforcement of such rules was held, by Griffith CJ, to be necessary, and

'[i]n each case the right to do so was assumed by the community at large, and vested in some

person or authority representing that community.'tal l¿y¡givers and judges were seen to arise

as part of this Process. The distinction between such lawgivers and judges was viewed by

Griffith CJ to be something that developed'as civilisation advanced.'1az It may be suggested

that these comments are consistent with the theoretical concerns underlying the notion of

judicial independence as it developed in the British common law system. These views also

reflect ideas concerning the judicial process that were expressed ty lohn Locke.143

Whilst the comments made in these cases do not consider at length the theoretical importance

of the separation of judicial power, the judgments do reveal that the separation of judicial

137 See for example New SouthWales a Commonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54, 62 (Griffith Cl), 93 (Isaacs f), 109 (Rich l). See
also Waterside Workers' Federation of Australiø a I W Alexaniler Ltd (1978) 25 CLR 4M, 41;7-8 (Griffith CD, !SS-T)
Barton J, 468 (Isaacs and Rich J), a72-3 (I{iggns ) (in dissent) , 478 (Gavan Dufi I) (in dissent), 484-5 (Powers ).

138 See Alexander's Case (1978) 25 CLR 434, 442 (Griffith CJ) and 451-2 (Barton ). ftu also the definition of judicial
power given by Isaacs and Rich JJ at 463.

13e lbid, 469470 (Isaacs and Rich J|.
140 lbid,442 (criffith Cf).
141 lbid.
142 Ibid, 442 (Griffith Cl); see also Alexander's Case (1918) 25 CLR 434,451-2 (Barton ).
143 See further Chapter 4, Section II, sub-section A.
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power was regarded almost as axiomatic in 'advanced societies', rather than something for

which a case should be made. The assumption by early High Court judges that in advanced

societies judicial power will be separate, may account for the lack of emphasis in their Honour's

judgments on the importance of the separation of judicial power. The absence of any lengthy

articulation of the arguments which favour the separation of the judicial Process may also have

resulted from the dominance of the perception that the judges should merely declare the law.144

The judges in the INheat Case and Alexander's Cøse seek to explain their conclusions primarily as

an interpretation of the text of the Constitution. This approach fits neatly with the role of the

judge as an interpreter or declarer of the law, and reflects a form of legalism.ras It may,

however, be suggested at this point that behind these interpretations of the text of the

Constitution there may be discerned the influence of a particular theoretical perspective of

judicial power, with this understanding of judicial power reflecting the historical concern of the

British common law with judiciat independence. This approach differs significantly from a

realist perspective, which it would be expected would articulate many of the policy and

theoretical arguments, which support the separation of judicial Power. However, to make

decisions about the exclusive nature of judicial power based upon broad poliry considerations

envisages a much wider role for the judicial officer than that admitted by the declaratory theory

of law.

The discussion at the start of this Chapter emphasised the significant theoretical and historical

considerations that support the first limb of the doctrine of separation of powers. These matters

emphasise the importance of the judicial process as well as the importance of the separation of

this process. As one leading commentator has stated,

the policy arguments in favour of the principle of confining judicial power to the courts

relate ... both to the notion of freedom under the law and to the particular requirements of

a federal system. The principle itself has never been questioned by the High Court'146

tM See for example, Waterside Workcrs' Federation of Australia a I W Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434, 448-9 (Griffith Cf)

discussed above.

14s See further, Chapter 2 above.

746 Leslie Zines, The High Court ønd tlrc Constitution (4u ed,1994180.
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The analysis undertaken thus far of the early cases concerning Chapter III of the Constitution

shows that despite the broad ranging nature of the arguments that may be offered in support of

the separation of judicial power, the early jurisprudence of the High Court that established the

first limb of the doctrine of the separation of powers, as it is known in Australian law, are based

primarily on legalistic interpretations of the Constitution, and the notion of judicial

independence as expressed in the British common law system. The reliance placed upon these

factors may have reflected the prevailing judicial approach of the times. However, the

declaratory approach to judicial reasoning which is reflected to a degree in these judgments

would seem to insufficiently articulate the important theoretical principles and historical

considerations which favour the separation of judicial power. That said, as the following

discussion will show the decision in In re ludiciary ønd Naaigations Acts gave even less

expression to the theoretical precepts that support the separation of power.

V Ir.¡mrRl DevelopMENTs CoNcenNtNc rHE SEcoND Llve or
THE SEPARATIoN oF JUDICIAL PowERs DoGTRINE

The development of the second limb of the doctrine of the separation of judicial power has been

less straightforward than the development of the first. A foundational case in respect of this

second limb is In re the ludiciøry Act 1903-1920 and In re the Naaigation Act 1912-1920.147 The

decision inln re ludiciary ønd Naaigation Acts went some way towards establishing the principle

that non-judicial power could not be conferred on a Chapter III Courü however that conclusion

has been seen to be more obvious with the benefit of hindsight.t+a

The decision in In re ludiciary and Naaigøtion Acts may be conceptually difficult viewed from a

contemporary standpoint in that the majority decision proceeds on the assumption, that the

giving of an advisory opinion is an exercise of judicial power, although not an exercise of the

147 [n re The ludiciary Act 7903-L920 and In re tlæ Naaigntion Act 1912-1920 (1921) 29 CLR 257 ('ln re ludiciary and
Naoigntion Acts).

1'r8 Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian Federal

ludicial System (2000) 3, 12.
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judicial power of the Commonwealth.l4e Differing opinions on this issue have been, and

continue to be expressed.lso The majorily in Boilermakers clearly doubted that the giving of an

advisory opinion amounted. to an exercise of judicial power.1s1 F{owever, more recently, Chief

Justice Gleeson relied upon the decision inln re ludiciary andNøaigøtion Acts and did not express

any concern about the notion that the giving of an advisory opinion may be an exercise of

judicial power, although not the judicial power of the Commonwealtlì.ls2

The decisio n In re ludiciary ønd Naaigøtion Acts concerned the validity of Part XII of tl:re ludiciary

Act 1903-1920. Section 88 of that legislation sought to give the High Court jurisdiction to 'hear

and determine' any question referred to it by the Governor-General concerning the validity of

any enactrnent of the Commonwealth Parliament. Section 93 of the same statute made such a

determination 'final and conclusive and not subject to any appeal.' Knox CJ, Gavan Duffy'

Powers, Rich and Starke JJ delivered the majority judgment.lsa The majority held that the

challenged provisions of the ludiciary Acf required the Court to perform a judicial function and

it was not possible for the Court to do so unless it was an exercise of part of the judicial Power

of the Commonwealtlì.ls4 This distinction between judicial power and the judicial power of the

Commonwealth had been made in submissions. The preliminary objection to the validity of

Part XII of the ludiciøry Act1903-1920 was made by Owen Dixon, as he then was, who appeared

for the Attorney-General for the State of Victoria. Dixon put the submission that the legislation

was invalid on the basis that it sought to obtain a judicial decision from the High Court, which

74s In re ludiciary and Naaigation Acts (1927) 29 CLR257,264-6 (Knox CJ, Gavan Duffy, Powers, Rich and Starke l).
1s0 As fohn Williams states'at the 1929 Royal Commission into the Constitution Higgins f, Sir Robert Garran, the Bar

Council and the Law lnstitute of NSW presented evidence which favoured a constitutional amendment to allow

advisory opinions. Opposing such an amendment were Messers Owen Dixon and Inglis Clark Jnr, and the

Southern Lãw Society òi Tasmania': John Williams, 'Re-thinking Advisory Opinions' (1996) 7 Public Lmo Reaiew

205 referring to the Report of the Royttl Commission on the Constitufion (Commonwealth Government Printer, 1929)

25S. See also, for example, Re Wakim; Ex P McNalty (1999) 198 CLR 511, A1.-il4 (Gleeson Cf). Compare Norlh

Ganalanja Aboiginal Corporation a Queensland (1996) 185 CLR 595, 66G668 (Ki¡by l). See generally, Stephen

Crawshãw, 'fnõ Uign Court of Australia and Advisory Opinions' $9m 57 Australian Law løumal112; and John

Williams,'Re-thinking Advisory Opinions' (1996\7 Public Laut Reaiew 205; Helen lrving, 'Advisory Opinions, the

Rule of Law and the separation of Powers' (2004) 4 Macquañe Løut lownnlTOS.

1s1 In particular the distinction between judicial power and the judicial power of the Commonwealth nade in ln re

¡uiianry and Naoigation Acts was described by the majority rnBoilermakcrs (at274) as being'tenuous and unreal':

see Ro-KirW; Ex parte Boilermakers' Sociel¡ of Australia $956) 94 CLR 254,274 (Dixon Cf, McTiernan, Fullagar and

Kittof).
152 ReWakiry exp McNally (7999)198 CLR 511, 541'-5M (Gleeson Cf.
153 Higgins j dissented as His Honour had done in Alexanders Case'

1s4 In re ludiciary and Naaigøtion Acts', 264 (Knox CJ, Gavan Duffy, Powers, Rich and Starke |f .
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did not involve a 'matter' within the meaning of section 7l.rss It was contended that the

Commonwealth Parliament only had power to confer jurisdiction on the High Court to

determine 'matters', and that an abstract question of law was not a matter. As discussed below,

the issue arising inln re ludiciary and Nøaigation Acts was decided on this basis, and the concept

of a'mattet' is an important element in Australian constitutional law.1s6 It should however be

noted that the alternative submission was also pu! namely, that if the giving of an advisory

opinion was not an exercise of judicial power, then there was an implied prohibition in the

Constitution against conferring anything other than judicial powers upon the High Court.rsz

A The Reasoning of the Møjority in In re rudìciøry and Nøvigation Acts

The decision of the majority in In re ludiciary and Naaigation Acts proceeded on the assumption

that the legislation involved an exercise of judicial power. As a result of this assumption the

majority held that it was unnecessary for any opinion to be expressed as to whether Parliament

could impose on the High Court or on its members any, and if so wha! duties other than

judicial dudes.1s8 Having thus confined the basis of their Flonours' judgmen! the majority went

on to decide that there were limits on the judicial power of the Commonwealth. The decision

was reached on a narrow somewhat technical basis, namely thaÇ section 76 of the Constifution

provides that Parliament may confer jurisdiction on the High Court in respect of certain

'matters.' The majority in In re ludiciøry and Naaigntion Acts held that 'there can be no matter

within the meaning of the section unless there is some immediate righ! duty or liability to be

established by the determination of the Court.'lse In their Flonours' opinion, authority

rss In re ludiciary nnd Nauigation Acts (1927) 29 CLR 257, 258-259 (Owen Dixon, Counsel for the Attorney-General for
the State of Victoria, summary of oral submissions).

1só See Leslie Zines, Cowen nnd Zines: Federal lurisdiction in Austrnlia (3d editior¡ 2ClJl2) 15 11.

157 In re ludiciary and Nnaigation Acts (1927) 29 CLR 257, 258-259 (Owen Dixon, Counsel for the Attorney-General for
the State of Victoria, summary of oral submissions).

1s8 lbid, 24. It was not until 1956 that the decision in Boilermakers directþ addressed that issue. As, Chief justice
Gleeson has pointed out (see, Re Wnkin; ex p McNnlly (lggg) I}BCLR 511, 541.-5M (Gleeson C)) the law as it stood
at the time of the decision in In re ludiciary and NattigøtionAcfs did not necessarily require a conclusion that it was
impossible to impose a non-judicial function on the High Court. See also, The Commonwealth o Queensland (1975)
134 CLR 298,325 (jacobs J).

1se In re The ludiciary Act 1903-1920 and In re the Naaigation Act 1972-1,920 (19 ) 29 CLR 252,265 (Knox CJ, Gavan
Duffy, Powers, Rich and Starke J).
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supported the proposition that 'a mattet under the judicature provisions of the Constitution

must involve some right or privilege or protection given by law, or the preventiory redress or

punishment of some act inhibited by law.'too The majority held that Parliament 'cannot

authorise this Court to make a declaration of the law divorced from any attempt to administer

the law.'16r The challenged provisions of the ludiciary Act 1903-1-920 sou'ght to confer

jurisdiction on the Court to determine abstract questions of law. It followed, the majority

reasoned, that an advisory opinion did not concern a t¡na6s1'.762 This view was primarily

supported on the basis of the structure of the Constitution that, in respect of legislative,

executive and judicial power, 'first grants power and then delimits the scope of its operation./163

The majority in reference to the provisions of Chapter III also held that,

[t]his express statement of the matters in respect of which and the Courts by which the

judicial power of the Commonwealth may be exercised is, we think, clearly intended as a

delimitation of the whole of the original jurisdiction which may be exercised under the

judicial power of the Commonwealth, and as a necessary exclusion of any other exercise of

original jurisdiction. 1ø

As the above discussion shows the decision of the majority inln re ludiciary ønd Naaigøtion Acts

is based primarily upon the text and structure of the Constitution, with the decision ultimately

resting upon a narrow and technical reading of the word 'matter', with the wider principles

raised by the challenger's alternative submission not being addressed by the Court.

Ibid,264, referring to both New SouthWales a Commonrnealth (1915) 20 CLR 54 andWatetsideWorkers' Federøtion of

Australiø a I W Alexaniler Ltil (1918) 25 CLR 434.

In re ludiciary and Naoigation Acts (1921) 29 CLR 257' 265.

255

tbid,26ø.

tbid,zf.r.

tbid,267.

7æ
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B The Narrow Implícation and the Dissent of Higgíns J

Like the majority, Higgins J, in dissen! relied upon the text of the Constitution. However,

Higgins J pointed out that the conclusion of the majority rested on a negative implication-it

did not flow as a matter of logic from the provisions of the Constifution. In His Honour's

words:

It is said that this Court, as a Court, is forbidden by the Constitution to perform any

functions which are not within "the judicial power of the Commonwealth," and that the

function of determining the validity of an Act except between litigating parties is not within

that judicial power. I cannot accept either proposition. To say that Blackacre shall be vested

in A (and in A only) does not carry as a corollary that Whiteacre shall notbe vested in A; to

say that the judicial power of the Commonwealth shall be vested in the High Court (and

other Federal Courts and such other Courts as Parliament invests with Federal jurisdiction-

sec. 71' of the Constitution) does not imply that no other jurisdiction, or power, shall be

vested in the High Court or in the other Courts. This is surely obvious, on the mere form of

words.16s

Higgins J, as he had done in Alexander's Case, adopted a much more flexible view of the

separation of judicial power. For his FIonour, the separation of powers, effected by the

Australian Constitution left each arm of government 'interdependenf rather than

independent.l66 In support of this view, his Honour contrasted the position achieved by section

64, which incorporates the notion of responsible government into the federal system of

goverrunent, with the United States positio¡.167

Further, Justice Higgins, held that the challenged legislation involved an exercise of judicial

power. For Higgins J, the legislation fell within section 76 as 1t involved deciding a 'matter

765 lbid,277.
166 lbid, 276. Higgins J also referred (at 274-276) to the jurisdiction of the Canadian Courts to give an advisory

opinion, which may be subject to an appeal, and to the inclination of the United States Courts tò refuse requests
for advice from the Executive on abstract questions.

167 lbid,276(HigginsD.
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arising under the Constitutiory or involving its interpretation./168 In his Honour's view, it was

probable that the word'matter' connoted some form of legal proceeding, however, Higgins J

reasoned that it did not require that the Court determine some immediate right duty or

liability.ror That said, Justice Higgins went on to state in the alternative that even if the power

conferred. did not fall within section 76 of the Constitution, there was nothing in the

Constitution to prohibit the conferral by Parliament of executive Powers upon the High Court

provided the Court continued to act 'judicially.'tzo This aspect of Justice Higgins' judgment

which refers to the requirement that the Cour! exercising other functions, must act judicially, is

consistent with the idea that a narrower implication may be drawn.

C In re Judiciary and the Influence of Legølism

The reasoning of both the majority justices and the minority justice in In re ludiciary and

Naaigøtion Acfs, like the reasoning in the earlier cases of Nezn SouthWales u Commonzaealth and

Alexander's Case,rclied primarily on the text of the Constitudon.lTl Higgins J in dissent also

referred to overseas authority.172 Of the cases considered in this Chapter the majority in In re

ludiciary nnd Naaigation Acts places arguably the greatest emphasis upon the interpretation to be

made of the text of the Constitution. This may be illustrated by contrasting the approach of the

majority in that case with the comments made by the Privy Council in Attorney-General of the

Commonwealth of Australiø rs The Queen,173 (the appeal from the Boilermaker's decision). The Privy

Council inAttorney-Generala The Queen commented in relation to advisory opinions that

768 lbid, 276 (Higgins D.
76e lbid,274 (Higgins l).
77o lbid, 276(HigginsD.
rz1 See Nau South Wales a Commonweahh (1915) 20 CLR 54 and Waterside Workers' Federntion of Austrnlia o I W

Alexønder Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434.

172 See In re ludiciary nnd Naaigation Acts (1921) 29 CLR ?57,276 (Higgins l).
77s Attorney-General of the Commonwealth of Australia zt The Queen (1957) 95 CLId. 529, 541.
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it has by many been thought an unwise practice to try to anticipate judicial decisions extra-

judicially by obtaining the opinion or advice of the fudges, the reason being that it is

regarded as tending to sap thefu independence andimpartiality.lTa

This approach appears to reflect the influence of the notion of judicial independence which may

be traced to the historical developments in the British common law considered above. In

contrast to this positiory and to the comments in Wøterside Workers' Federation of Australia a I W

Alexønder Ltd,tzs the majority decision in In re ludiciøry ønd Naaigation Acts contains little direct

reference to the importance of judicial independence and impartiality. Rather, the majority in In

re ludiciøry andNaaigation Acts tend to focus, in a legalistic manner, upon the interpretation to be

made of the constitutional provisions contained in Chapter III of the Constitution. In addition,

the majority in In re ludiciary nnd Nauigation Acts do not address the alternative submission put

concerning the invalidity of the challenged legislation,Tzø nor did their Honours address the

nature of the arguments put forward in the dissenting judgments. It may therefore be

concluded that their Honours seem to base their decision on the narrowest possible basis. This

approach is consistent with a narrow form of legalism.

A consideration of both the majority and minority views in In re ludiciøry and Naaigation Acts,

together with views expressed in the earlier decisions of the lNheat Cøse and Alexander's Case,

clearly indicates that prior to Boilermakers Chapter III had been the subject of differing views.

The following section will analyse the manner in which the Boilermak¿rs' decisiory reinforced a

strict separation of judicial power that has remained influential in Australian constitutional law.

774 Attomey-General of the Commonu¡ealth of Australia o The Queen (7957) 95 CLR 529, S41(emphasis mine).
175 Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia a J W Alexander Ltd (Alexander's Case) (1918) 25 CLR 434, aa2 (Griffith Cl),

469-70 (Issacs and Rich J).
176 For example, addressing the validity of the challenged legislation their Honours commented that: '..To make such

a decla¡ation is clearly a judicial function, and such a function is not competent to this Court unless its exercise is
an exercise of part of the judicial power of the Commonwealth. If this be so, it is not within our prouince in this cnse
to inquire whether Pnrliament cnn impose on this Court or on its members any, and if so what, duties other than judicinl
duties, and we reftain from expressing any opinion on that question.' ln re the ludiciary Act L903-7920 and, ln re the
Naaigation Act L91'2-1920 (1927) 29 CLR 257,264 (Knox C|, Gavan Duffy, Powers Rich and Starke jf (emphasis
added).
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Borugnmtlte;RslAND THE TwO LluaS oF THE Seplner¡oN oF
JuolcllL PowERs DocrRlNE

VI

The litigation in R a Kirby; Ex pnrte Boilermakers' Society of AustraliaTTT atose out of a strike by

workers at a shipyard in Sydney. Members of the Boilermakers Society were employed at the

Sydney shipyard and had implemented bans in support of striking ironworkers. The Court of

Conciliation and Arbitration imposed orders on the Boilermakers Society. The purpose of those

ord.ers was to require the Society to comply with an award of the Arbitration Court that

prohibited the Society from placing bans, limitations or restrictions on the performance of work'

The litigation challenged the orders of the Arbitration Court, including an order that imposed a

f500 fine on the Boilermakers Society for contempt of the orders of that Court. The challenge

asserted that the legislation that purported to give the Arbitration Court Power to impose the

orders was constitutionally invalid. The constitutional invalidity was said to arise from the fact

that the Court was invested by statute with numerous incompatible powers. In particular,

functions and authorities of an administrative, arbitral, executive and legislative character were

conferred. on the Court, together with powers of a judicial character. It was said that such a

conferral was repugnant to the terms of Chapter III of the Constitution, and that any attempt to

confer powers in this manner was beyond the power of the legislature.lTs

The High Court by a majority (Dixon CJ, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto JJ; Williams, Webb and

Taylor JJ dissenting) accepted that some of the challenged provisions were constitutionally

invalid. The majority held that Chapter III of the Constitution did not permit Powers that were

foreign to the judicial power, being attached to the courts created by or under that Chapter for

the purposes of exercising Commonwealth judicial power.17e The High Court decision was the

subject of an unsuccessful appeal to the Privy Council.180 The decisioninBoilermakers therefore

7n R v Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Sociely of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254.

178 See the grounds of tlre order nisi: (1956) 94CLR254'255.
77e R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australiø (L956) 94 CLR 254, 289 (Dixon Cf, McTiernan, Fullagar and

KittoJ).
180 Attomey-General of the Commonwealth of Australia a The Queen (1954 95 CLR 521 538.
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authoritatively established the dual nature of the separation of judicial poweïs doctrine. In

particular, the majority held that:

Chap. III does not allow the exercise of a jurisdiction which of its very nature belongs to the

judicial power of the Commonwealth by a body established for purposes foreign to the

judicial Power, notwithstanding that it is organized as a court and in a manner which might

otherwise satisfy ss. 71 and 72, and that Chap. III does not allow a combination with judicial

power of functions which are not ancillary or incidental to its exercise but are foreign to it.181

ItVhilst the decision in Boilermakers is often cited for the above conclusions, the following

analysis will focus upon the reasoning process that led to the adoption of this strict view of the

separation of judicial power, and in doing so make a key contribution to the larger argument

presented in this thesis concerning approaches to constitutional interpretation.

A multitude of factors, including the political debate, which formed the background to the

actiory may have impacted upon the decision in Boilermakers.ls2 Sir Owen Dixon is widely

regarded as the author of the majority decision,las and it is clear, particularly in His Flonour's

extra-judicial writings, that Sir Owen Dixon had an underlying perception of the separation of

judicial power.l& On being sworn in as Chief Justice, Sir Owen Dixon emphasised the

importance of the maintenance of the status of the judiciary, and referred to the public

confusion created by the large number of jurisdictions that existed in Australia. In particular,

Sir Owen Dixon singled out the public misunderstanding of the distinction between the

181 R a Kirby; Ex pnrte Boilernnkers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 296 (Dixon CJ, McTieman, Fullagar and
KittoJ).

182 In this regard Boilermakers may be seen as 'one battle in a protracted war between employers and unions in the
1950s and 1.960s over enforcement of industrial awards': see Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermàkers Case' in H p Lee
and George winterton (eds), Australian Constitutional Landmarks (2oo3i)L60,161.

183 See Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon QO03) 257; Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George
Winterton (eds), Australian Constitutional Landmarks (2OOg) L6O, 766.

184 For example, Sir Owen Dixon is recorded as having expressed privately the view that the manner in which the
Arbitration Court was reconstituted, was: 'out of the frying pan and into the fire': D I Menzies, 'The Right
Honourable Sir Owen Dixon' (1973) 9 Melboume L)niuersi\1 Law Reoiew L, 3. The teaching of Sir William Harrison
Moore, whose work is quoted by the majority in Boilermakers, may also have been influential: see George
Winterton, 'Introduction to the 1997 Reprinf, in W.H. Moore, The Constihttion of the Commonwealth of Austrnlia e"a
ed, L910, reprinted 1997) xliv. See generally Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lée and George
Winterton (eds), Austrølian Constittttional Lnndmarks (2003) 160, 16Z.
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function of industrial tribunals and the administration of justice according to the 1aw.185 It may

be that, influential upon the Boilermakers' decisiory was a desire to insulate the federal judiciary

from the 'public dissatisfaction with the Arbitration Courf .186

The dual nafure of the separation of powers doctrine, which was to reinforce this distinction in

the Boilermaker's Case, had previously been referred to by Justice Dixon in Dignan's case.187 Sir

Owen Dixon also corresponded about f}lre Boilermakers' Cøse with Lord Simonds, who was to sit

on the appeal from the decision inBoilermakers. At the very least, the appropriateness of some

of the later correspondence between Sir Owen Dixon and Lord Simonds concerning Boilermalcers

could be questioned.lss The correspondence suggests that in February 1957 Dixon wrote to

Lord Simonds stating,

You will of course have gathered from what I wrote that I regard the doctrine concerning

judicial power on which the decision rests as almost basal to the system. I would not like to

say how long ago I formed that view, and I have always felt that any other doctrine involved

a misunderstanding of the whole instrument of government & one that might conceivably

lead to fatal consequences. That has become only too apparent here lately ... I blame myself

for not intervening from the Bench years ago & forcing the issue. I ought to have done so

twenty years ago.18e

The influence of these views provide some of the context to the Boilermakers decision and they

should be acknowledged and borne in mind when considering the following analysis which

185 'swearing In of Sir Owen Dixon as Chief Justicd (1952) S5 CLR xi" xvi. In particular his Honour, upon being

sworn inãs Chief Justice commented that, '[t]here is in Australia a large number of jurisdictions and a confusion

in the public mind as to the functions the jurisdictions possess. The character of the functions is misunderstood

and thã public do not maintain the distinction between the administration of justice according to law and the very

important functions of industrial tribunals''
186 See Linda Ktrk,'Boilermnkcrs Case' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds\, The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Australia (2Cf1) 65,65.

tB7 Victoian Steoedoing €tC,eneral Contracting Co Pty Ltd a Dignan (1931) 46 CLR73, 97-8'

lBB Phillip Ayres expresses the view that Dixon who had corresponded with Lord Simonds about the Boilemnkets

case earlieç 'had no qualns about writing to Simonds regarding the case because he considered 7t a7r inter se case

that would not come before the Board,': see Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) 257. lt is however difficult to see

how this view could attach to some of Dixon's correspondence with Lord Simmons which aPpears to have been

continued after Dixon was aware of Lord Simond's involvement in the case. See further, Laurence Maher, 'Owen

Dixon: Concerning his Political Method' (2003) 6 Constih.ttional Law nnd Policy Reaiew 33.

18e Dixon to Lord Simonds, draÍt,7zFebruary 7957 nCorrespondence 1955-1956, Owen Dixon, Personal Papers cited

by Philip Ayres, OwenDixon QO03)257.
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will focus primarily upon the reasoning expressed in the written reasons of the majority. The

written decision of the majority in Boilermakers will be analysed in terms of tfuee main

influences. The first influence is the interpretation to be given to the text of the Constitution.

The second influence is that of federalism. The third influence is the notion of judicial

independence.

A Boilermakers and Díxonian Legalism

The first influence, which was expressed to carry the greatest weight with the majority judges in

Boiletmakers., was the terms of the Constitution itself.leo The majority saw the text of the

Constifution and in particular the demarcation of powers affected by section 1, 61 and 71 as

supporting the view that governmental powers were, in the absence of any contrary provisiory

to be strictly divided between the three branches of government. As the majority stated:

If you knew nothing of the history of the separation of powers, if you made no comparison

of the American instrument of government with ours, if you were unaware of the

interpretation it had received before our Constifution was framed according to the same

plan, you would still feel the strength of the logical inferences from Chaps. I, II and III and

the form and contents of ss. 1., 61 arrd7lJer

For the majority, the existence of Chapter III and the nature of the provisions that it contained

made it clear that judicial power could only be exercised or conferred within the limits of ss7'1.-

80'1e2 The majority held that the exhaustive nature of the provisions of Chapter III, whilst they

established and affirmed the jurisdiction and powers of the Court, also carried. with them the

1e0 See R o Kirby; Ex pnrte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 272 (Dixon C], McTieman, Fullagar and
Kiftof).

le1 lbid, 275 (Dixon CJ, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto J|. A similar point is made in the Privy Council decision
where their Lordships state: 'but first and last, the question is one of construction and they doubt whether, had
Locke and Montesquieu never lived nor the Constitution of the United States ever been framed, a different
interpretation of the Constitution of the Commonwealth could validly have been reached': see Attorney-General of
the Commonwealth of Australia o The Queen (1954 95 CLR 529, 540.

7e2 R tt Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Austrnlia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 269 (Dixon CJ, McTieman, Fullagar and
Kitto Jl).
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negative implication that judicial power could not be conferred otherwise than in accordance

with those provisions.le3 The majority judges reasoned that the 'careful provisions for the

creation of a federal judicature' to exercise judicial power combined with the 'precise

specification of the content or subject matter of the power' would be incompatible with the

exercise of other powers by the institution of the judiciary.lea The response to this argument of

course is that articulated by Higgins J in In re ludiciøry and Naaigation Acts.Tes The majority in

Boilermøkers to further support their Honour's conclusion, referred to the absence in section 51

of any reference to the judiciary, save that with respect to the incidental Power in section

51(xxxix).tro

It may be argued that the reasoning style of the majority in Boilermakers is legalistic in that it

refers primarily to the text of the Constitution, and to cases that touch upon the issue of the

separation of powers. In particular, the judgment evinces considerable efforts to gather support

from precedents that are consistent with the majority view, and not surprisingly spends much

time distinguishing or seeking to limit the scope of cases, which arguably supported the

opposing view.1e7 However, in a manner which is reflective of what Chapter 2 of this thesis has

described as 'Dixonian legalism', the majority, having considered the relevant cases/

acknowledged the judicial law-making function of the Court which stems from the duty of the

Court to proceed according to law. res Jþi5 duty, for the majority, involved giving 'effect to the

Constitution according to the interpretation which on proPer consideration they are satisfied

that it bears.'1ee

1e3 lbid,27O (Dixon CJ, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto J|.
7% Ibid,272 (Dixon CJ, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto Jl)'
7s5 ln re The ludiciary Act 7903-1920 and ln re the Naoigntion Act 1.9L2-1'920 $921) 29 CLR 257, 271 (Higgins f, in

dissent).

7s6 \bid,269,275 (Dixon Cf, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto J|.
tv7 A typical example of this approach may be found in the majority's treatment of the judgment of Latham CI in R o

Feieial Court of Bønkruptcy; Ex parte Lowenstein (1938) 59 CLR 556, which is discussed further below: see R a Kitby;

Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Austratiø (956) 94 CLR 2A, 293-5 (Dixon Cj, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto l).
1 lbid,296 (Dixon CI, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto J|.
7ss lbid, 296. (Dixon CJ, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto J) The majority did acknowledge that matters such as

'judicial dicta, common assumptions tacitly made and acted upon, and the fact that the legislation has passed

unchallenged for a considerable period of time' may have created a presumption that the legislation should

prevail, 'rrrrtit tt 
" 

judicial mind reaches a clear conviction that consistently with the Constitution the validity of

tlre provisions impugned cannot be sustained': see R u Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Austrnlia (1956) 94

CLR 254, 296 (DixonCf, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto ID. Thi" presumption was however, in the view of the

majority, clearly rebutted.
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Whilst the text of the Constitution was supportive of the majority view, the reliance that the

majority judgment needed to place upon a negative implication has resulted in the necessity of

the second limb of the Boilermakers docfrine, being questioned. As Professor Cheryl Saunders

has stated:

[n]owhere does the Constitution say that courts may not exercise other powers properly

conferred on them or that judicial power may not be vested elsewhere. These are 'negative'

implications, drawn from the affirmative provisions of Chapter III, with the assistance of the

assumption that the chapter is exhaustive ... The implications are persuasive, but not

necessarily compelling. 2oo

Whilst doubt may be cast upon the strength of the argument put forward by the majority in

Boilermakers, it should be acknowledged that the majority opinion adamantly expresses the view

that the interpretation of the text of the Constitution, the judicial role of interpreting those

constifutional terms, and the relevant precedents all support the exclusive nature of the

separation of judicial power.2o1

It may be argued that noticeably absent from the majority judgment is any attempt to engage

with the arguments that suggest that a narrower implication could have been drawn. At the

time of the Boilermakers' decision the idea that the second limb of the doctrine does not involve a

total prohibition on the conferral of non-judicial powers, but merely a prohibition on non-

judicial Powers that were 'inconsistenf with the exercise of judicial power, had been put

forwatd.2o2 For example, Justice Williams, in his dissent in Boilermakers, drew a narrower

implication of this t u1r1¡s.203 The reluctance of the majority, to address this possibility may also

be identified in the manner in which Chief Justice Latham's comments in Lowenstein's Case, are

2m See Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), Ttæ Australinn Federal
ludicial System (2000) 3, 9 (references omitted). See also George Winterton, Parliament, the Executiae and the
Gooernor-General (1983) 62; George Winterton, 'The Separation of fudicial Power as an Implied Bill of Rights' in
Geoff Lindell (ed), Future Directions in Australian constihttional Lnw (1994) 1BB.

2o1 See R u Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 270 (Dixon CJ, McTieman, Fullagar and
Kittoll).

202 Such an implication had been suggested by Justice Higgins in dissent in In re ludiciary and Naoigation Act. see In re
ludiciary and Naaigation Act 7912-1920 (1921) 29 CLF. 257,276 (Higgins J). It is also possible that a similar view
underscored Chief ]ustice Latham's comments in Lou¡enstein's Case: see R a Federal Court of Bankruptcy; Ex parte
Lowenstein (1938) 59 CLR 55ó 576 (Latham Cl).

203 R o Kirby; Ex pnrte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254,31,4-15 (Williams f .
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û.eated.204 The approach of the majority in this regard may be contrasted to that taken by the

P.iry Council.

Although the Privy Council ultimately rejected the argument that a narrower implication

should be drawn, in so doing, the Privy Council directly confronted the arguments in favour of

such an approach.2os The Ptir.y Council, upholding the decision in Boilermakers, preferred to

adopt a total prohibition on the Commonwealth Parliament conferring non-judicial powers on a

Chapter III Court than to make a narrower implication.206 One reason given by the Privy

Council for rejecting the view that a narrower implication could be drawn was based upon the

indeterminacy in the nafure of the implication to be drawn.207 In particular, their Lordships

referred to the fact that the text of the Constitution did not support one particular version of the

narrower implicatiory and to the 'obvious difficulty of arriving at a sure conclusion if it is

sought by implication to read something into the Constitution which is not there./208 It is

interesting to note in this regard that the arguments put forward in favour of the drawing of a

narrower implication, had varied in terms of the nature of the implication to be drawn. More

204 Chief Justice Latham in ll a Federnl Court of Bankruptcy; Ex parte Lowensteirl stated: 'Thus, in my opinior¡ it is not

possible to rely upon any doctrine of absolute separation of powers, for the purpose of establishing a universal
proposition that no corut or person who discharges Federal judicial functions can lawfully discharge any other

function which has been entrusted to him by statute. This proposition, howeve¡, does not involve the further
proposition that any powers or dutiet of any description whatsoever, may be conferred or imposed upon Federal

cooitr o. Federal judges. If a power or duty were in its nature such as to be inconsistent with the co-existence of
judicial power, it might well be held that a statutory provision purporting to confer or impose such a power or

duty could not stand with the creation of the judicial tribunal or the appointrnent of a person to act as a member

of it': see R a Feileral Court of Bankruptcy; Ex pnrte Lowenstein (1938) 59 CLR 556' 56G567 (Latham C). This case

was distinguished by the majority judgment in Boilermakers. Lowenstein's Case had been said (in argument in
Boilemnkers) to support the proposition that'non-judicial powers could be attached to a federal courf, however

the majority in Boilermnkers regarded the decision in Lowenstein's Case as holding that 'there was no repugnancy

to the exercise of the judicial power and there could be no doubt of the matter being incidental to a proceeding

arising in bankruptcy': see R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Socie\¡ of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254,294 (Dixon CJ,

McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto [). The Boilermakers'majority did not go on to consider at length whether the

narrower implication, that is that non-judicial power could be conferred provided that it was not incompatible

with the exercise of judicial power, could be made in circumstances where such a powet was not supported by
the incidental power.

2o5 In this regard their Lordships referred to the comments of Evatt J rn Dignan's Case (1931) 46 CLR 73, the comments

of Latham CI in R o Federal Cwrt of Bankruptcy; Ex parte Lowenstein (1938) 59 CLR 556,56f.. Reference was also

made to the submissions put on behalf of the appellant: see Attorney-General of the Commonwealth of Australia a The

Queen (1957) 95 CLR 529,542.

206 lbid,543.
2u/ In particular their Lordships stated: 'It appears to their Lordships very difficult to determine the intended scope

of this exception but it would be reasonable to include within it any combination of functions in which a tribunal
might be botJr actor and judge. The fundamental principle which makes such a combination appear contrary to

natural justice is not remote from that which inspires the theory of separation of powers': see Attorney-General of
the Commonwealth of Australia a The Queen (1957) 95 CLR 529, 542.

2æ lbid,543.
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specifically, the Privy Council compared the nature of the implication put forward by the

appellants with that which had been drawn by Williams J in his dissenting judgment.2oe

Lord Simonds' correspondence to Sir Owen Dixon about t}re Boilermaker's Case makes it clear

there was some debate on the issues raised in Boilermake¡5.2ro fhs Privy Council's consideration

of the alternative arguments for the drawing of a narrower implication may have stemmed

from this discussion. It may, however, be argued that whatever the impetus for considering

these arguments, the reasoning of the Privy Council to the extent that it responds to the

suggestions that a narrower implication could be drawn from Chapter III of the Constifution, is

more compelling than the analysis presented by the majority of the High Court.

Ultimately it may be questioned whether the'strength of the logical inference' from the text of

the Constitution,zrr or some preconceived notion of the exclusive nature of the separation of

judicial power was influential in the outcome of the majority High Court decision in

Boilermakers. It is, however, clear that the reliance placed in the written decision of the majority

upon the interpretation to be made of the text of the Constitution, is in line with the method of

reasoning adopted in previous cases that considered Chapter III of the Constitution.2l2

2@ See Attomey-General of the Commonwealth of Australia a The Queen $95n 95 CLR 529, 542. Douglas Menzies QC
who put submissions on this point for the Commonwealth as appellant had submitted that'any power might be
joined to the judicial power which was not inconsistent with its exercise' however the Privy Council was of the
view that a different perspective had been expressed in the dissent in the High Court decision. In particular, the
Privy Council held that '[flar different test was the test suggested by Williams ]': see Attomey-General of the
Commonwealth of Australia a The Queen $95n 95 CLR 529, 50. Williams J had, in part expressed the view thal
'functions must not be functions which courts are not capable of performing consistentþ with the judicial process.
Purely administrative discretions governed by nothing but standards of convenience and general fairness could
not be imposed upon them': see R a Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 315
(Williams f, in dissent).

21o See Philip Ayres, Outen Dixon (2003) 257 cäng Lord Simonds to Dixon, 3 February 1957, n Corresponden ce I9S7-
1959, Owen Dixon, Personal Papers.

277 R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 275 (Dixon CJ, McTiernan, Fullagar and
Kittol).

212 See Nezu South Wales a Cornrnonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54, 88; Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia a I W
Alexnnder Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434, 447; In re The ludiciary Act 1903-1920 and, ln re the Nnuigation Act 1972-1920 (1921)
29 CLR 257,2Ø.
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B Boilermakers andAustralian Federølßm

The second influence on the majority decision in Boilermakers is that of federalism. The

Boilermakers litigation raised the issue of the competing influences of the British and United

States conceptions of the separations of powers doctrine. Federalism was a crucial determinate

in this debate. Douglas Menzies QC who appeared for the Commonwealth in lJrre Boiletmalcers

litigation submitted that the Constitution incorporated a separation of Powers based on British

constitutional practice, rather than the 'distortion' of that doctrine that had developed in the

United States.213 The majority made it clear that the incorporation of British concepts such as

ministerial responsibility meant that the Australian system was not based upon the American

theory of the separation of powers, particularly when regard was had to the position of the

legislature and the executive.2la That said the majority judgment did hold that despite the

indivisible nafure of the legislature and executive goverrunent, the Australian Constitution

effects a separation in respect of the 'legal powers' of each branch of government.2ls Again in

this respecÇ the views of Sir Owen Dixon are likely to have been influenü.a1.216 For example, Sir

Owen Dixon speaking extra-judicially on another occasion had expressed the view that

decisions such as Engineers inappropriately minimised the influence of the American model on

the Australian Constifu Ë1or..217

The majority judgment emphasised the federal nature of the Australian system by holding that

the federal form of government placed the judicature in a position that was unknown in a

unitary system of government.2ls The majorily in Boilermakers held that a federal constitution

2rs Ro Kirby; Ex parte Boilemtakers' Society of Australia Q956) 94 CLR 254,259.('Boilermakers')

214 lbid,275 (Dixon Cj, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto [).
275 lbid, 275 (Dixon Cj, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto J). In this respect, their Honouls line of reasoning is

analogous to that of the earlier cases which emphasise the marurer in which the Constitution grants power and

then defines the scope of its operation: see Wnterside Workers' Federation of Australia a I W Alexandet Ltd (1918) 25

CLR434, M7;lnreTheludiciaryActlg03-Lg20andlnretheNaaigøtionActL912-1920Q921)29CLR257,2ø.
zt6 See further Leslie Zines, 'Sir Owen Dixorfs Theory of Federalism' (1%5) 'L Federal Løto Reuiew 221; Philip Ayres,

Owen Dixon (20m) 86,. See also Chapter 2, Section IV.

272 See Sir Owen Dixon, 'Marshall and the Australian Constitutiorf in Si¡ Owen Dixon, lesting Pilate (1965) 166-79.

See also Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (2003) 254.

218 R o Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 267 (Dixon Cf, McTieman, Fullagar and

Kittofj).
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establishes goveffìrnents with defined powers and therefore it must be rigid.21e It was said by

the majority to follow that the ultimate responsibility for defining the limits of those powers lay

with the federal judiciary.no The majority judgment articulated the view that it could not be left

to the judicial power of the States to determine the 'ambit of federal power or the extent of the

residuary power of the States.'221' They went on to hold tha!

[t]he powers of the federal judicature must therefore be at once paramount and limited. The

organs to which federal power may be entrusted must be defined, the manner in which they

may be constituted must be prescribed and the content of their jurisdiction ascertained.22

In Boilermakers the majorities' view of Australian federalism, including their Honour's view of

the unique position of the federal judicature in a federal system was undoubtedly influential in

establishing a strict view of the separation of federal judicial power. 2æ It will be argued in

Chapter 10 that this line of reasoning was influential in the High Court decision inReWakim; Ex

parte McNaIIy.n+

C Judicíal Independence and the Boilermakers' doctrine

The third influence which may have impacted upon the majority decision inBoilermakers was a

concern for the independence of the judiciary. It has been widely accepted that this notion was

central to the outcome of the Boilermakers decision.22s As Sir Owen Dixon s comments make

21e lbid,267.
220 (bid,268,276.

221 lbid,267.
222 lbid,26g.
223 Ibid,267,2ZS_78.
224 Re Wakim; Ex parte McNnlly (1999) 198 CLR 511 ('Re Wakim'). See especially, Re Wakim (19W) 198 CLR 511, 5434

(Gleeson CJ), and 575 (Gummow and Hayne J]). However, Re Wakim maintains a distinction between State and
Federal judicial power, and does not pick up from Boilemnkers the idea that the distinction between judicial
power and judicial power of the Commonwealth is 'tenuous and unreaf : see R ¿' Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers'
so ciety of Australia (1956) 94 cLR 254, 27 4 (Dixon cj, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto j).

225 Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds), Australinn Constitutionnl
Landmarks (2003) 160, 168. See, for example, Leslie Zines, The High Court and the Constitution (4ù ed, 1997) 18/r;
Sarah foseph and Melissa Castan, Federal Constitutional Law: A Contemporary Vino (2001) 133.
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clear, his Honour regarded the separation of judicial power as being almost a 'basal'

assumption of the Australian legal system.26 The written reasons of the majority in

Boilermakers, however, contain little reference to the virtues of this doctrine, and, in particular,

the important impact that judicial independence has for the rule of law is not articulated at

length in the judgment. In contrast, the importance of these doctrines was more clearly

articulated in the Pri..y Council decisiory which otherwise adopted the reasoning of the High

Court majority. Their Lordships stated that,

in a federal system the absolute independence of the judiciary is the bulwark of the

constitution against encroachment whether by the legislature or by the executive. To vest in

the same body executive and judicial power is to remove a vital constitutionalsafegtard-D7

Dissimilarity with the Privy Council may also be identified in that the High Court judgment

does not refer to the importance of the judiciary in safeguarding the interests of the individual'

In contras! the Privy Council, having considered the problems associated with advisory

opinions, states that,

[m]ore serious objection may for the same reason be taken to vesting in them powers which

if exercised by another would be open to challenge on all the grounds that are available to a

citizen who thinks his rights have been infringed. For it is their own executive act which

they may be invited judicially to examine.zs

It may be suggested that the approach of the Ptir.y Council, whilst producing the same result as

the High Court decisiorL has a slightly different emphasis. Whereas the High Court focused

upon the separation of powers doctrine as described in the text of the Constitution and upon

notions of federalism, the Privy Council gave greater emphasis to notions of judicial

independence and impartiality. This difference is not surprising-the English legal system is

not a federal system and the notions of judicial independence and impartiality have a long and

226 See, for example, Dixon to Lord Simonds, draft, 12 February 11957 n Correspondence 1955-1956, Owen Dixon,

Personal Papers cited in Philip Ayres, Owen Dixon (20f.3) 257.

222 Attorney-Genernl of the Commonwealth of Australiao The Queen (195n 95 CLR 529, 540-1'

2 tbid,541..
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significant history in the English common law system, as the analysis at the start of this Chapter

suggested. In these respects, the Privy Council's approach is more widely theorised than the

reasoning of the High Court. It may be possible to explain the absence from the High Court

decision of any reference to the interests of individuals in terms of the institutional character of

the litigation. In the Boilermakers' Case, as in many industrial relations decisions, the parties

were collective bodies and the State. It is a matter for speculation as to whether, had the

litigation directþ brought the plight of an individual to the attention of the High Court the

focus of the judgment may have been any different. The High Courfs lack of focus on

individuals is likely to reflect not only the nature of the litigation before i! but also the

prevailing legal culture of the time-the judgment was given at a time when legalism and

positivism dominated the legal landscape.22e Furthermore, any legalistic interpretation of the

terms of the Australian Constitution is likely to emphasise the powers of institutions and their

relative authority rather than the interests of individuals. The reason for this being, that for the

most parf the terms of the Australian Constifution, are not concerned with individual rights.

D The Reinterpretatíon of the Boilermakers Decísíon

Tony Blackshield and George Williams have viewed the 'essential rationale' in Boilermakers as

being based upon 'the need to insulate from political interference the special judicial

responsibility for "the maintenance of the constitution"'.230 However, these commentators

suggest thaf

there has been a shift in recent years towards a different rationale: one that treats the courts

as the bulwarks or bastions of individual liberty and thereby implies that their role in

policing constitutional limits on government has as much to do with the protection of

22e See, fo¡ example, Wnterside Workers' Federation of Australin a I W Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 4M, MB-g (Griffith
cD.

230 See Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutionnl Law and Theory: Commentary and Materials (4tr,
ed, 2006) 660. See however, Zines critique of this reasoning in Leslie Zines, The High Court and ihe Constitution (4u
ed,1997)n2-13.
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individual freedom as with the federal distribution of powers. Nowadays it is on this basis,

rather than that of federalism, that the Boilermakers doctrine is most frequentþ upheld.23l

Justice Gaudroru speaking extra judicially, has viewed Boilermakers as protecting individual

rights and freedoms. In particular, her Honour has stated that,

Boilermøkers was one of the early cases in which constitutional freedoms and prohibitions

were implied because they were necessary for the maintenance of the body politic the

Constitution brought into existence. In Boilermakers, the implication was that no person

could be punished for breach of the law except at the hands of a separate and independent

judiciary.ts2

However, as Justice Gaudron points ouÇ the emphasis in the judgment was not upon the

individual but on the body politic which had been brought into existence by the Constitution.æ3

It may be argued that any implication that the Boilermakers' Case has for the individual is a

beneficial but largely unintended consequence of the decision as the litigation and the judgment

both focus upon institutions. \Â/hilst contemporary interpretations of Boilermakers may at times

focus upon the role of the courts in protecting individual freedoms,Ba it may be suggested that

such an approach does not express a new or particularly innovative idea. A reason for this is

that the ideals of judicial independence and impartiality were emphasised by the decision of the

Privy Council, which decided the appeal from the Boilermøkers decision.tss Furthermore, as ttre

forgoing analysis has demonstrated the idea of courts as the protectors of individual liberty has

a significant historical origin in common law legal systems.

See Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Lttw nnd Theory: Commentary and Materials (4tr'

ed,,200f,)660.

Justice Mary Gaudron, 'Some Reflections on the Boilermakers Casd (L995) 37 The lournal of lndustrial Relations 306,

309.

rbid.

See further, Tony Blackshield and George William+ Australinn Constitutional Lau anil Theory: Commentary and

Materials (4n ed, 2006) 660.

Attorney-Genernl of the commonwealth of Australin a The Queen (1954 95 CLR 529, 541
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E The Endíng of the Litigation ín Boilermakers

The outcome of the litigation in Boilermakers was to declare only the judicial functions of the

Court invalid. As a consequence, the practical difficulties associated with declaring both the

judicial and arbitral functions invalid, were avoided.236 As Fiona Wheeler has been pointed out

'[i]f the Courfs arbitral functions had been declared invalid, or the Court declared

unconstitutional as a whole, the legal and economic consequences would have been more

difficult for the legislature to remedy.'232 The result of the decision in Boilermakers was

overcome by amendments to rhe Conciliøtion and Arbitrntion Act 1904 (Cth) that divided the

former Court of Conciliation and Arbitration into the Conciliation and Arbitration Commissiorç

and the Commonwealth Industrial Court. Legislative provisions saved judicial orders, which

had been made by the previous Court of Conciliation and Arbitration, by deeming such orders

to be orders of the newly created Commonwealth Industïial Court.23s The outcome of the

decision in the Boilermakers Case achieved a practical result with the effect of the decision being

something that could be remedied by the legislature. Importantþ, however, the reasoning of

the majority did not articulate the influence that the practical outcome of the litigation had on

the reasoning process.

IV CoruclustoN

The reasoning in R a Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia is legalistic.23e The greatest

weight is placed in the judgment upon the interpretation to be made of the text of the

236 See Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian Federal

lutlicial System (2000) 3, L2; Fiona Wheelet 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds),
Austrnlian Constitutional Lnndmarks (2003) 160, 168.

237 Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds), Australian Constitutional
Landmnrks (2003) 160, 168.

n8 See generally Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Law t Theory (3'a ed, 2002) 616;
Justice Bob French, 'Federal Courts Created by Parliament' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), TIre
Australian Federal ludicial System (2000) 123, 133.

23e See Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australinn Federal

ludicial System (2OOO) 3, 11; Fiona l¡Vheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds),
Australinn Constitutional Landmarks (2003) 160, 160.
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Constitution.24o As such the reasoning process articulated inBoilermakers is generally consistent

with the foundational cases of New SouthWales z¡ Commonweølth,z+t WatersideWorkers' Federation

of Austrølia a I W Alexønder Ltd242 and In re The ludiciary Act L903-L920 and In re the Naaigøtion

Act 1.9L2-1,920,2+z in that all of these decisions would fall under the rubric of a legalistic

approach. However, the differences in the form of legalism adopted in particular cases, as the

analysis presented in this Chapter has demonstrated, may be reflective of the respective degree

of influence of two fundamentally differen! though not necessarily inconsistent approaches to

the interpretation of Chapter III. One approach is to seek to explain the exclusive nature of

judicial power primarily as a result of the interpretation of the text of the Constitution. The

second is to interpret the requirements of the separation of judicial power in a manner that is

informed by the relevant concepts that underlie this doctrine. The applicable concepts in this

regard include those considered at the start of this Chapter-the idea that the division of power

checks the concentration of power, the historical concept of judicial independence in British

coÍunon law jurisprudence, the United States decision of Mørbury a Madison, the role of

Australian colonial courts in declaring invalid ultrø aires legislatiorç and the unique role of the

High Court as both a constitutional court and a final court of appeal.

In this Chapter, in relation to the first limb of the separation of judicial Powers doctrine, the

cases examined were New South Wøles a Commonu¡ealth,zu and Waterside Workers' Federation of

Austrølia a I W Alexander Ltd.245 The combined effect of those decisions was to establish that

Commonwealth judicial power could not be conferred on a non-judicial body. It was argued

that the approach taken in each case was legalistic, and overwhelmingly the decisions

emphasised the need to interpret the text and structure of the Constitution and the relevant

legislation.zao That said, there are some clear references which may be identified in these

decisions to the underlying historical and theoretical assumptions which informed the

2N R a Kirby; Ex pørte Boilermakers' Society of Australiø (1956\ 94 CLR 254, 296 (Dixon CJ, McTieman, Fullagar and

Kitto J).
247 Neut SouthWales a Commonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54.

242 Watersiile workets' Federation of Australia a J w Alexander Ltd (1978) 25 CLR 434.

243 ln re The ludiciary Act 1903-L920 and In re the Nøigation Act 1912-1920 (1921) 29 CLR 257.

24 New SouthWaleso Commonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54.

24s Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia a I W Alexander Ltd (1978) 25 CLR 434.

246 See particularþ New SouthWøles o Commonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54 62 (Griffith C), 93 (Isaacs ), and 109 (Rich |.
See ãbo Watersiile Workers' Federation of Austrølia a I W Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 4M' M7-8 (Griffith CD' 455-7

(Barton f), 468 (Isaacs and Rich l), a72-3 (}Jiggns J, in dissent), 478 (Gavan O"fty I, in dissent); 4M-5 (Powers f).
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conclusions reached.247 Thus, whilst it may be argued that these early decisions reflect a fairly

narrow form of legalism, this form of legalism is based upon a number of assumptions about

the importance of the separation and independence of the judiciary, although these matters may

only be articulated to a limited degree. The minimal discussion of these assumptions might be

reflective of the prevailing legal culture at the time these cases were decided. In particular, the

narrow focus of the judgments in thelMeat Case and Alexander's Case could be explained on the

basis that the separation of judicial power was in some ways regarded as axiomatic and thus

not subject to judicial enunciation.z+8 Jþs emphasis on the text of the Constitution also fits well

with the judicial role envisaged by a declaratory theory of the law, which was propounded by

Chief Justice Griffith in Alexander's Case.24e

In relation to the second limb of the doctrine of the separation of judicial power two cases were

examined in this Chapter. The first was the foundational case of In re Thz ludiciary Act 1903-

1920 and In re the Naaigation Act 1912-1920.2s0 Tlrte second, somewhat more decisive case was R

u Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia.zst The foundations of the strict view of the

separation of powers doctrine as well as the argument for the drawing of a narrower

implication may be identified in the majority and minority judgments in In re ludiciary and

Nøaigøtion Acts.252 Flowever, t}re Boilermakers majorily firmly established a strict and exclusive

view of the separation of judicial power. 2s3 From the point of view of the larger argument

presented in this thesis, it is the reasoning processes that led to this conclusion being reached

that is important. The reasoning in In re Judiciary is particularly narrow in that a number of

theoretical arguments that could have been articulated in support of the majority view remain

247 For example, the comments of Justices Isaacs and Rich in Alexander's Cnse reflected a concern for the
independence of the judicial institution, and the comments of Chief Justice Griffith revealed some fundamental
assumptions about the necessity of a separate and independent judiciary: see, for example, Wnterside Workers'
Federation of Australin t; I W Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434, M2 (Griffith CD, 469-70 (Isaacs and Rich l). See also,
451-2 (Barton ).

248 See, for example, Waterside Workers' Federntion of Australia a I W Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434, 442 (Griffith Cl),
451-2 (Barton J).

24e Wnterside Workers' Federation of Australino I W Alexander Ltd (1975) 25 CLR 434,448-9 (Griffith Cl).
2s0 In re The ludiciary Act 7903-L920 and In re the Nnaigation Act 1912-1920 (1921) 29 CLR 257.
251 R o Kirby; Ex parte Boilermøkers' Society of Australia (1956) 94CLR254 (Boilermnkers').
2s2 See further, New South Wales o Contmonwealth (1915) 20 CLR 54, 62; Waterside Workers' Federation of Austratia a I W

Alexander Ltd (1918) 25 CLR 434.
2si Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian Federal

ludicial System QOOO) 3, 11; Fiona Wheeler, 'The Boilermakers Case' in H P Lee and George Winterton (eds),
Australian Constitutional Landmarks (2003) 160, 160.
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unexpressed. For example, as tÌre Privy Council later held, advisory opinions may be viewed as

having a detrimental affect upon judicial independence and impartiality.2sa

In contrast to the cases leading up to Boilermakers the reasoning of the majority in the

Boilermakers Case shows a significant increase in the attention accorded to the influence of

federalism. In addition it may be suggested that underlying the decision, and reflected

(although only to a limited degree) in the written reasons of the Boilermakers majority is a regard

for the doctrine of the separation of powers and the idea of judicial independence. There is,

however, some difficulty in being too categorical about the influence of these underlying

perceptions of judicial power. It is argued that, one teason for this is that if these factors where

influential in a significant way, it would seem that the judgment leaves much unsaid, and this

approach leaves much scope for debate on this issue. For example, one commentator has noted

of the Boilermakers Case,

[t]he Court did not attempt to review the deeper justification for the separation of powers in

political theory, nor the long history of the doctrine in the United States Constitution. The

prohibition against an admixture of functions was said by the majority to be supported by

the textual division of legislative, executive and judicial power in Chapters I, II and III of the

Constitution.zss

It may be suggested that the influence of an underlying theory concerning Chapter III of the

Constitution is more readily identifiable when the written reasons of the majority are read in

conjunction with some of Sir Owen Dixon's exha-judicial writings. As it was argued in Chapter

2, Dixonian legalism represented a legalistic methodology. However, tlds methodology is

supported by a number of fundamental theoretical assumptions, such as the existence of a

corpus of legal knowledge. The interpretive process put forward in Boilermakers may be

regarded as consistent with this approach in that the decision aPPears likely to be supported by

a belief in some fundamental assumptions such as the requirement for the independence of the

judiciary and the need for the separation of the judicial power. The majority decision in

2v Attornql-General of the Commonwealth of Austrnlin u The Queen (195n 95 CLR 529, 541.

2s5 Linda Kirk, 'Boilermakers Case' tn Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and Geotge Williams (eds), The Oxford

Companion to the High Court of Austrnlin Q0{J1) 65' 65.
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Boilermakers also expresses a particular view of the federal judicial system which accords the

High Court a significant role in defining both State and federal judicial powers.2s6

\A/hilst the relevance of theoretical constructs to t}te Boilermakers decision may be a matter of

debate, it is clear that the Boilermøkers decision establishes a strict view of the separation of the

judicial Power of the Commonwealth. The written reasons of the majority base this doctrine

almost entirely upon a negative implication, which is drawn from the text of the Constitution

and, as sucþ the strength of the majority conclusion has been questioned.2sT That said, whilst

the necessity of the strict form of the separation of powers may be questioned, as the analysis

presented at the start of this Chapter demonstrated, the concepts that informed the

development of the separation of judicial power have a sound historical origin in common law

jurisprudence.

The reasoning process adopted in Boilermakers wlll be contrasted in Chapter 8 with the

approach in a number of cases concerning judicial power that were decided in the Mason era.

In particular, it will be argued in Chapter 8, that unlike the approach in Boilermakers, a number

of cases decided by the Mason Court sought to explore some of the assumptions underlying

Chapter III of the Constitution in a different marìner. More specihcally, it will be argued that

during the Mason era when called upon to interpret Chapter III of the Constitution, the High

Court sought to acknowledge the role that the Court plays in balancing the interests of the

individual with those of the State.

In Chapter 10 the approach that the Gleeson Court has taken to considering issues relating to

judicial Power will be compared with the more realist-orientated approach of the Mason era.

Chapter 10 will also consider both the similarities and differences between the approach of the

Gleeson Court and the Dixonian form of legalism considered in this Chapter. More specihcally,

it will be argued that the cases considered in this Chapter have left a legary concerning the

2s6 See R ¿, Kirby; Ex parte Boilemnkers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254,269.
2s7 George Winterton, 'The Separation of fudicial Power as an Inplied Bill of Rights' in Geoff Lindell (ed), Future

Directions in Australian Constitutional Law (1994) 188. See also George Wintertoru Pnrlianent, the Executioe and the
Gs.,ernor-General (1983) 62; and, Cheryl Saunders,'The Separation of Powers'in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler
(eds), The Australian Federal ludicial System (2000) 3, 9.
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interpretation of Chapter III of the Constitution that resonates in the legalistic analysis

presented in contemporary decisions of the Gleeson Court concerning the judicial power of the

Commonwealtlt.

The difference, however, of the Gleeson Court from the approach taken in the cases considered

in this Chapter is that the existence or influence of any underlying theoretical assumptions is

more difficult to determine. Whereas the legalistic focus of many of the cases considered in this

Chapter may be explicable in terms of a declaratory theory of law, or a positivist perspective

that focuses on the power of institutions, or Sir Owen Dixon's fundamental assumptions

regarding judicial power, much of the contemporary jurisprudence lacks a similar theoretical

standpoint. The approach of the Gleeson Court says little of the Courls understanding of the

judicial role. Ultimately, as Chapter 10 will consider, these differences taise the question of

whether, unlike the approach of the High Court in the cases considered in this Chapter, the

current High Court is tied to a narrow legalistic methodology even though it may have cast

aside its ties to the theoretical basis that supports such an approach.
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I lNrRoDUcrtoN

The analysis presented in this Chapter will consider a number of High Court cases concerning

judicial power from the Mason era. One aim of this analysis is to further the current

understanding of the approach of the Mason Court by examining the extent to which its

judgments reflect some of the theoretical assumptions examined in Part I of this thesis. It will

be argued that the changes in Chapter III jurisprudence that have occurred in the Mason era

evince a movement away from the legalistic approach that was identified in the cases discussed

in Chapter 7. It will also be contended that the relevance of realism and sociological

jurisprudence to the Mason Courls approach is apparent. In particular, it will be argued that

consistently with these theoretical positions, a number of judgments from the Mason era

explicitly acknowledge the role that the Court plays in balancing the interests of the individual

with those of the State. In addition, the underlying influence of natural law principles, which

may be identified in some of Justice Deane's and Justice Toohey's judgments, will be discussed.

The first movement that will be briefly examined concerns the manner in which, in a number of

cases decided in and around the Mason era, the High Court gave increasing recognition to the

idea that the doctrine of the separation of judicial power may be more flexible than that
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described by the two limbs of the Boilermakers decision. In this context, the key changes in

decisions such as R a loske; Ex parte Australian Building Construction Employees and Builders'

Labourers' Federation,l Ra loske; Ex parte Shop Distibutiue and Allied Employees' Association,z Høris

a Cøladinû andHiltonaWells,a will be briefly discussed.

The second topic, which will be the subject of the largest proportion of analysis presented in

this Chapter, is the renewed focus of the Mason eïa upon the idea that the separation of judicial

power/ brought about by Chapter III of the Constitution, flay provide particular protections to

individuals.s The manner, in which the Mason Court, considered this idea will be examined in

detail in context of the decisions of Chu Kheng Lim u Minister for Immigration, Local Gooernment

and Ethnic Afføirs; and Polyukhwicha Commonrnealth.T

It should be noted at the outset of this analysis that cases examined below, which concem

judicial Power, cannot be considered in isolation from other cases, or other legal developments

from the Mason era. As mentioned previously, also of significance was the development and

expansion by the Mason Court of the implied freedom of political communication. In

particular, it should be recognised that the High Courfs contraction of the implied freedom of

political communication from the mid-to-late 1990s affected litigation concerning Chapter III of

the Constitution. However, the increasing trend in litigation following from the imptied

freedom of political communication cases, and particularly after the decision in Kable (which

will be examined in Chapter 9) was to look to Chapter III as the only viable source of new

implied constitutional rights.s This has contributed to what one commentator has noted as,

'[t]he move to centre stage of Ch III of the Constitution', which may be viewed as 'one of the

1 (1974) 130 CLR 87.

2 (1976) 135 CLR 194.

3 (7991)172CLR84.
4 (1985) 157 CLR 57.

s See for example, Polyukoaich o The Queen (1991) 172 CLR 501 ('War Cintes Act Case'); Chu Kheng Ltut a Minister for
Immigrøtion, Local Got¡ernntent and Ethnic Affnirs (1992) 176 CLR 1 ('Clra Kheng Lin/). As mentioned previously
these changes need to be seen in the context of other changes that occurred during the Mason era. For exmaple, it
is at times noted that less substantive legal changes were affected by the High Court during the Mason éra in
Australian constitutional law in comparison to the significant changes that were made to the common law in the
same period: see Justice Michael McHugh 'The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the High Court: 1989-20M' (The
Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 2ü)4).

6 (1992) 176CLR1.
? (1991) 172CLR50L.
8 See further Sarah foseph and Melissa Castan, Federøl Constitutional Law: A Contemporary View (2001) 124.
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defining features in the last decade of Australian constitutional law.'e In this way, although it

may be the Mason era which is readily identifiable with the trend in constitutional litigation

towards Chapter III issues, the Gleeson era has evidenced a greater proportion of cases raising

issues arising under Chapter III of the Constitution In par! for this reason, so as to better

understand the movement in the High Courfs jurisprudence, it is timely to refocus uPon some

central decisions from this Mason era, which concern this area of law.10

ll DouersAeourTne Bonenu,eI<ERs'DocrRlNE

As discussed in Chapter 7 of the decision of R a Kùy; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Austrølia

clearly established two principles concerning the separation of judicial Power. The first

principle is that Chapter III prohibits the exercise of Commonwealth judicial power by a non-

judicial body. The second is that Chapter III Courts may not exercise non-judicial power.ll

Although there are significant historical and theoretical considerations that support the

separation of judicial power,72 a rigid and strict version of the doctrine of the separation of

judicial power has been criticised on the basis that it produces some practical difficulties. In

particular, a strict form of the doctrine of the separation of judicial Power may require a degree

of institutional duplication.l3 It can also limit the capacity of the Commonwealth to establish

informal tribunals with effective dispute resolving capacities.la

s Fiona Wheeleç 'The Rise and Rise of ]udicial Power under Chapter III of the Constitution: A Decade in Overvieu/

(2000) 20 Australian Bar Reaiew 283,289. See also Stephen Gageler, 'The High Court on Constitutional Law: The

2001 Term' (2Cf|l2) lJnittersity of New SouthWales Lmo loumal l94' 207ff .

10 Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, Realism and fudicial Rhetoric in Constitutional Law' (2002) 5 Constih'ttional Lnw and Poliql

Review 21,26.

11 R o Kirby; Ex parte Boilermøkers' Society of Austratia (1956) 94 CLR 254, 296 (Dixon Cf, McTieman, Fullagar and

Kittof).
12 See further Chapter Z Section II.

13 Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australinn Federal

ludi cial Sy stem (20N) 34.

14 See further, Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Att s tralinn Constitutional Løw €t Theory ($'a ed, 2002) 627; Sarah

foseph and Melissa Castan, Feilernl ConstitutionalLaut: A Contemporary View Q001)1,29.
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The most oft cited criticism of the Boilermakers decision is the comments of Chief Justice Barwick

in R z loske; Ex parte Australian Building Construction Employees and Builders' Labourers'

Federation}s In that case the Chief Justice stated,

[t]he principal conclusion of the Boilermnkers' Cøse (1956) 94 CLR 25a; $957) 95 CLR 529;

(1957) AC 288 was urìnecessary, in my opinion, for the effective working of the Australian

Constitution or for the maintenance of the separation of the judicial power of the

Commonwealth or for the protection of the independence of courts exercising that power.

The decision leads to excessive subtlety and technicality in the operation of the Constitution

withouf in my opinior¡ any compensating benefit. But none the less and notwithstanding

the unprofitable inconveniences it entails it may be proper that it should continue to be

followed. On the other had, it may be thought so unsuited to the working of the

Constitution in the circumstances of the nation that there should now be a departure from

some or all of its conclusions.l6

In the same case Justice Mason said,

I agree also that a serious question arises as to the course which this Court should adopt in

relation to the princip[al] conclusion reached in R u Krby; ex parte Boilermakers' Society of

Australiø. Flowever, it is not a question which needs to be considered in order to resolve this

case.17

Ultimately, the High Court in R ¿' loske; Ex parte Austratian Buitding Construction Employees and

Builders' Løbourers' Federation did not re-examine the validity of the doctrine in Boilermakers,

with the Court deciding R u loske; Ex parte Austrøliøn Buitding Construction Employees and

Builders' Lnbourers' Federøtion on the basis that the relevant sections did not confer non-judicial

power.18 The idea expressed in this case, namely that too rigid a construction of Chapter III of

ts (1974) 130 CLR 87.

16 R u loske; Ex patte Austrnlian Building Construction Employees and Builders' Labourers' Federation (1974) 13O CLR BZ
90.

77 R a loske; Ex parte Australian Building Construction Employees and Builders' Labourers' Federation (1924) I3O CLR 8Z
102.

r8 R u loske; Ex patte Australian Building Construction Employees and Builders' Labourers' Federation (1924) 1rg} CLR 8Z
90 (Barwick C).
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the Constifution may lead to'unprofitable inconveniences'le was influential in a number of the

decisions of the High Court during the Mason era and also in Gould u Brown,2o which was the

first High Court case to examine the validity of the cross-vesting legislation.2l

In addition to the necessity of the strict delineation of judicial Power being questioned in R u

loske; Ex parte Australian Building Construction Employees ønd Builders' Labsurers' Federation, a

number of cases which followed on from Boilermakers altered the scope of the two limbs that

Boilermakers established. Professors Blackshield and Williams have suggested that it is, in parÇ

because of these developments that much discussion concerning the validity of the Boilermalcers

decision has been avoided. In particular, these commentators write that,

[o]ne reason for the absence of direct challenge to the Boilermøkers decision is that in practice,

it has frequently been circumvented. The definitions of what does and does not constitute

"judicial power" are sufficiently imprecise to allow a significant measure of pragmatic

flexibility.2

A number of exceptions to the principal conclusions in Boilermakers are now well established.

For example, the High Court decision of Harris a CøIadinets established thaÇ in certain

circumstances, judicial power might be delegated.2a The second limb of the doctrine in

Boilermakers was also found not to have been breached in R u loske; Ex parte Shop Disttibutiae ønd

Attied Employees' Associøtion.2s In that case, broad discretionary Powers had been conferred

upon the Industrial CourÇ to rectify or validate the actions of or approve schemes to reorganize

1e R a loskc; Ex parte Australian Building Construction Enryloyees and Builders' Labourers' Federation (1974) 130 CLR 8Z

90 (Barwick C|).
20 (1998) 193 CLR 346.

2r See Chapter 9.

22 Tony Blackshield and George Williams, 'Preface to the Fourth Edition' Australian Constittttionnl Law nnd Theory:

Commentøry nnil Materials (4u ed,2ffi6) 662.

23 (19911772 CLR 84.

24 ln Hañs a Caladine, a majority comprised of Mason CI, Deane, DawsorL Gaudron and McHugh II held that s 374

of ttre Fanúly Law Act L975 (Cth) was valid; Brennan and Toohey JJ dissented. The effect of the challenged

provisions was to authorize the Family Court registrar to exercise certain judicial functions, such as the making of

ionsent orders: sæ Hatis a Caladine (99L) 172 CLR 84. For a further discussion of the conditions under which
delegation of judicial functions may be valid, see Harris a Calødine (19q) 172 CLR 84, 95 (Mason CJ and Deane ).

25 (7976)735 CLR 194.
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trade unions, following a decision of the Industrial Court.26 A series of cases, including Hilton o

Wells,zz Grollo a Palmer,28 andWilson a Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islønder Affairs,2e

confirmed and outlined the scope of the 'persona designata' exception to the principle that the

Commonwealth may not confer non-judicial powers on Chapter III Courts.

From the point of view of the wider argument presented in this thesis, it is sufficient to note that

the reasoning process adopted in the cases which sought to ameliorate some of the effects of the

Boilermøkers principles demonstrated a movement from the legalism that characterised earlier

decisions. The majority decision in Harris a Calq.dinezo provides an example of an approach

which, in comparison to t}re Boilermakers decisiory promotes a less rigid understanding of the

constitutional requirements concerning the exercise of judicial power contained in Chapter III of

tl:le Constitution. }l4ason and Deane JJ inHarris a Caladine commented that,

[i]t makes little sense either as a matter of logic or policy to require that power be exercised

solely by federal judges to the exclusion of officers of a court when, in the case of invested

federal jurisdictioru the power may be exercised by officers of State Courts.31

The approach of the majority of the High Court in Hilton u Wells also allows for a more flexible

division of power.32 In that case, it was held that a person who exercises federal judicial power

may be validity appointed or assigned to perform non-judicial functions, provided that the

appointunent atüaches to the person individually, and the person appointed is assigned as an

individual p er sonø de si gnø.tø.

It is argued that these cases exemplify the flexibility of a realist approach. Whereas the legalistic

approaches discussed in Chapter 7, rclied heavily upon the text of tJrre Constituflon (with this

document being interpreted as strictly delimitating power between the three institutions of

26 (1976)135 CLR 194.

27 (1985) 157 CLR 57.

28 (199s) 184 CLR 348.

2e (1996) 189 CLR 1.

30 (1991)172CLR84.
31 (1991) 172CLR84,93.
32 See Hilton o Wells (1985) 157 CLR 57 , 72-3 (Gibbs CJ, Wilson and Dawson J).
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goverrunent in Chapters I-III), realism can allow for a greater scope for consideration of the

theory behind the separation of judicial power. It is therefore contended that realism can allows

for a broader consideration of the nature of any minimum requirements, which may be

necessary to maintain important notions such as judicial independence that lie behind the

separation of judicial power. Sir Anthony Mason speaking following his Honour's retirement

commented that,

[t]he great importance attaching to maintaining an independent judiciary and government

according to law explains the strong emphasis given to the separation of judicial power. The

separation of judicial power is not only protection against the exercise of arbitrary power/

but it also assists in maintaining the independence of the judiciary and contributes to public

confidence in the administration of justice.

Recognition of these two purposes as being the objects to be served by the separation of the

judicial power, coupled with the incompatibility tes! would provide a more convincing and

functional test than the reliance on the abstract classification test which Boilermakers

demands.33

As Sir Anthony Mason's comments demonstrate, a greater degree of latitude in the overlap

between the judicial power and other goverrunental powers may be allowed for on a realist

approacþ in comparison to the almost blanket prohibition that follows from a strict reading of

the Boilermakers decision. In this way, the Mason era evinced a significant movement away

from a doctrinal and legalistic approach to the interpretation of the provisions of Chapter III of

t}1e Constih.ttion. This trend, as the following discussion will consider, is also apparent in

another important movement in the High Courts Chapter III jurisprudence that occurred in that

Mason era. This is, namely, the manner in which the Mason Court considered the idea that

Chapter III may provide certain protections to individuak.aa

33 Sir Anthony Mason, 'A New Perspective on Separation of Powers' (1996) 82 Canbena Bulletin of Public

Administration 1, 6.

34 See generally Fiona Wheeler, 'The Rise and Rise of Judicial Power under Chapter III of the Constitution: A
Decaãe in Overview' (2000) 20 Australiøn Bar Reoieut 283, 286; Cheryl Saunders, 'The Separation of Powers' in

Brian Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), The Australian Federal ludicial System (2000) 11; Melissa Perry, 'Ch III and

the Powers of Non-fudicial Tribunals: Breckler and Beyond' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds), Tfte

High Court at the Crossroads: Essq¡s in Constitutional Løw (2OOO) 169.
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III JuorclRl PowER, THE lNplvlouAl. AND TneoRv rN
Coru srlrurtoNAl- INtenpnETATtoN

The remaining analysis in this Chapter will focus upon the manner in which the Mason era re-

emphasiseci the iciea that Chapter III may operate to afford certain protections to individuals.

The key cases that will be examined in detail in this context are Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for

Immigrøtion, Locøl Gooernment and Ethnic Affairszs and Polyukhoaich a Commonwealfh.¡o Whilst the

focus of the following analysis will be upon these significant cases, it should be noted that the

ideas expressed in CLtu Kheng Lim and Polyukhwich were not unique to the Mason era. As the

analysis presented in foregoing Chapters has demonstrated the idea of courts as protectors of

individual liberties has a long history in common law jurisprudence.3T In an Australian contex!

Harrison Moore expressed the view in 1910 tha!

[i]t may be accepted as a general rule that the separation of powers in the Constitution

imports within the range of Commonwealth action that the legality of any governmental

action, or the existence of any right, or the liability to any penalty, cannot be determined

elsewhere than in the Courts: that determination is a part of the judicial power of the

Commonwealth...

...The rule which assigns the judicial power of the Commonwealth to Courts is thus a

safeguard against arbitrary power more important than at first appears and importing

restrictions upon the power of Parliament more extensive than is at first realized.3s

In addition, prior to Chu Kheng Lim and Polyukhot:ich Justice Deane in Street a Queensland Bar

Associationse presented the view that the Constifution contained 'a significant number of express

and implied guarantees of rights and immunities,' with the most important of these being'the

3s (1992)776C.LRI.
36 (1991)172CLR501.
37 See particularly, Chapter Z Section II.
38 See W Harrison Moore, The Constittttion of the Commonwealth of Austrnlin Q"d edlrg]:}) 321-2.
3e Street a Queenslnnd Bar Association (1989) 16S CLR 461, 521 (Deane ); Tony Blackshield and George WilÌiams,

Australian Constih^ttional Law €t Theory (3ra ed, 2002) 7250.
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guarantee that the citizen can be subjected to the exercise of Commonwealth judicial Power

only by the "courts" designated by Ch III.'ao The underlying premise of these statements is that

Chapter III may be a source of individual rights, or immunities.al The relevance of this idea will

be considered further in the following case analysis. Importantly, any reliance upon this

premise usually involves recognition of the judiciary having a role to play in balancing the

interests of individuals with the interests of the State. A traditional conception of the role

preformed by the High Court in constitutional cases was that the High Court would be

primarily concerned with delimiting the governmental powers of the States and the

Commonwealth.a2 The following analysis will atgue that the decisions of Chu Kheng Lim and

Polyukhwich, exemplify a significant shift in focus from this orthodox view of the primary role

of the High Court in constitutional cases to an approach that considers the interests of

individuals as something which needs to be balanced with the powers of the State.

It is argued that in Chu Kheng Lim o Minister for Immigrøtion, Local Gooernment ønd Ethnic Affairs

the High Court considered that citizens may by virtue of the separation of judicial power enjoy

a constitutional immunity.+s In Chu l(heng Lim an argument alleging interference with the

judicial process was in part successful, however, a wider argument alleging the usurpation of

judicial power was rejected.

¡ro Street a Queenslønd Bar Association (1989) 168 CLR 461, 521. (Deane D; Tony Blackshield and George Williams,
Australian ConstitutionalLna €t Theory (3'd ed, 2OO2)1250'

47 See further, George Winterton,'The Separation of ]udicial Power as an Ûnplied Bill of Rights' in Geoff Lindell (ed)

Future Directions in Australian Constitutional Løw (1994) 185; Geoffrey Kennett'Individual Rights, The High Court
and the Constitution' Q994) 19 Melbourne lJniaersity Løw Reoiew 581, 581. See, for example, Polyukwich o The

eueen ('War Cimes Act Casd) (1991) 772 CLR 507; Chu Kheng Lim o Minister for lmmigration, Local Gooernment and

Ethnic Alfairs (1992)176 CLR L.

42 See further, Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Law ønd Theory: Commentary and

Materials (4m ed,2006) 660.

43 Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immigration, Local Gooernment and Ethnic Affairs Q992) 176 CLR 1, 29 (Brennan, Deane

and Dawsonf).
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A The Facts

In Chu Kheng Lim tJrre validity of the Migrøtion Amendment Act 1992 was challenged. That Act

sought to amend ffre Migration Act 1958, by adding a new Division 48, entitled 'Custody of

certain non-citizens'. The Act was aimed at certain 'designated persons' to whom Div 4B

applied. These persons were identified by section 54K of the Act to be persons who had'been

on a boat in the territorial sea of Australia after 19 November 1989 and before L December 1992' .

The relevant provisions sought to prevent the hearings of applications for the release of two

groups of people that had arrived in Australian territorial waters between the specified dates,

with the members of these groups also being plaintiffs in certain High Court proceedings. The

provisions were said to take effect from 6 May 1992, and the legislation in question also

required that after the commencement of the amendments a designated person must be kept in

custody until he or she either left Australia, or was given an entry permit. In addition s 54N

provided that, 'a designated person ... not in custody immediately after commencemenf was

liable to be detained without warrant. Section ilN(2) added that this applied even to 'a

designated person ... whose release was ordered by a courf . Section 54R provided, 'A court is

not to order the release from custody of a designated person'.

The legislative provisions in questiory including sections 54L, 54N and 54R of the Migrntion Act

L958, were challenged on the basis that they interfered with the judicial process itself. It was

said that Parliament sought to affect the relief obtainable in the applications by legislation

ostensibly directed at a class of aliens but described in a way so limited as effectively to be

directed specifically at the applicants.e The idea that judicial power may not be usurped by the

executive or legislative branches of government was said, by the challengers, to follow from the

Privy Council decision of Liyønnge a The Queen.as In that case Lord Pearce who delivered the

judgment of their Lordships stated, 'in their Lordships' view ... there exists a separate power

in the judicature which under the Constitution [of Ceylon] as it stands cannot be usurped or

44 Chu Kheng Lim o Minister for Intmigrntion, Locnl Goaernment and Etlmic Affairs (992) 176 CLR L, 4 (submissions of
counsel for the plaintiffs).

4s 1196711AC259.
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infringed by the executive or the legislature.'ao Applying this principle, the Privy Council in

Liyanage held the challenged legislation, which was directed to an identifiable group of persons,

to be unconstitutional.

B The Decßion

All members of the High Court in Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immigration, Local Gwernment

ønd Ethnic Afføirs agreed that sections 54L and 54N did not infringe Chapter III of the

Constitution,aT although Justice Gaudron expressed a qualification in her judgment concerning

the validity of sections 54t and 54N.48 This qualification in part required that the sections were

valid only to the extent that the meaning athibuted to'non-citizerf remained synonymous with

the constitutional meaning of alien.ae The High Court divided on the question of the validity of

section 54R. By a majority consisting of Brennary Deane, Dawson, and Gaudron JJ, section 54R

was held to be invalid. Mason CJ, Toohey and McHugh JJ dissented on this point.sO Although

there was a general agreement on the validity of sections 54r and 54N, as argued below there

are discernable differences in the manner in which these conclusions are reached.

46 l[967'1 1 AC 259,289. That case concerned the validity of legislation passed to redefine relevant offences and

penalties, to modi{y the laws of evidence, to provide for trial by three judges sitting without a jury and to validate

retrospectively the defendants' arrest without warrant and their detention before trial. The legislation was

'deemed .. to have come into operation on January 
'1,,7962' and was 'limited in its application to any offence

against the State alleged to have been committed on or about January 27,196/ . Specifically, the legislation was

aimed at persons alleged to have been involved in an attempted coup d'état on /7 lantary 1962. Eleven Persons
had been tried by the Supreme Court of Ceylon pursuarit to the legislation. In contrast to the Australian

Constitution, the Constitution of Ceylon contained no specific provision'vesting' judicial power, however the

Privy Council found in it sufficient indications of a concern for judicial independence, a¡d concluded that the

Constitution was intended to embody a separation of powers. See generally Tony Blackshield and George

Williams, Aus trnliøn Constitutional Løw €t Theory (3ra ed, 2002) 125311.

47 Chu Kteng Limo Minister for lmmigration, Locøl Gooemment and Ethnic Affairs $992)176CLR 1, L0 (Mason CD,32-

35, 38 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson Jl), 44-47,52 (Ioohey ), 53-54, 58 (Gaudron l), 74 (McHugh ).
'r8 lbid,5T54,58 (Gaudron).
4s Her Honouls conclusion conceming the validity of these sections was expressed in the following terms:

Sections 54r and 54ru are valid in so far as they apply to person who entered Australia unlawftrlly or whose

entry would have been unlawful but for executive intervention resulting in their Ptesence on Australian soil

in circumstances in which s.S8(8) of the Act deems them not to have entered the country and to children born

of such persont but only to the extent that "non-citizen" in s.54r of the Act is and remains synonymous with
the constitutional meaning of alien: ibid' 58.

so lbid, 351f (Brennan, Deane and Dawson J|, 53 (Gaudron J agreeing with the joint judgment); cf . 11'-14 (Mason CJ

dissenting), 50-51 (Ioohey J adopting the reasons of Mason Cf in dissent), 67-69 (Mlc}Jlugh J dissenting).
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The joint judgment of Justices Brennary Deane and Dawsorç with whom Justice Gaudron in a

separate judgment agreed, held that, 'the Constitution is structured upory and incorporates, the

doctrine of the separation of judicial from executive and legislative powers.'Sl Their Honours

also expressed the view that if the powers conferred upon the Executive, which was in essence a

non-examinable power to imprison, had been conferred with respect to citizens, such a

conferral would be inconsistent with the Constitutiorfs separation of judicial power from

executive and legislative power.s2 In forming these conclusions, the joint judgment points out

that one of the exclusively judicial functions of governmenÇ is the adjudging of criminal guilt

and the imposition of punishment following conviction. This is expressed in the following way,

[t]here are some functions which by reason of their nature or because of historical

considerations, have become established as essentially and exclusively judicial in character.

The most important of them is the adjudgment and punishment of criminal guilt under a

law of the Commonwealth. That function appertains exclusively to ... and 'could not be

excluded from' the judicial power of the Commonwealth ... That being so, Ch III of the

Constitution precludes the enactment, in purported pursuance of any of the sub-sections of s

51 of the Constitutiorç of any law purporting to vest any part of that function in the

Commonwealth Executive.ss

This view of punitive imprisonment as an exclusively judiciat power was influential in the joint

judgmenfs finding thaÇ

s1 Ibid,2ó (Brennan, Deane and Dawson [.
52 lbid,29 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson l). That this conclusion followed from the separation of judicial power is

evident in their Honours statement that:

Such a conferral upon the Executive of an essentially unexaminable power to imprison a citizen would .. . be
inconsistent with the Constitution's doctrine of the separation of judicial from executive and legislative
power and its exclusive vesting of judicial power in the courts: Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for lmmigration, Local
Goaernment nnd Ethnic Affairs (1992)176 CLR 1,29.

53 lbid, 1, 27 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ). McHugh ] also emphasised the relevance of historical practice in
defining judicial power, pointing out that the line between judicial and executive power will often be blurred:

The line between judicial power and executive power in particular is very blurred. Prescriptively separating
the three Powers has proved impossible . .. The application of analytical tests and descriptions does not
always determine the correct classification. Histo¡ical practice plays an important, sometimes decisive, part
in determining whether the exercise of a particular power is legislative, executive or judicial in character:
Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immigration, Local Gooernment and Ethnic Afairs (192) 176 CLR 1,, 67 .
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putting to one side the exceptional cases to which reference is made below, the involuntary

detention of a citizen in custody by the State is penal or punitive in character and, under our

system of government, exists only as an incident of the exclusively judicial function of

adjudging and punishing criminal guilt.t

In this manner, the idea is clearly represented that for citizenls imprisonment as a form of

punishment at the federal level may only be ordered, by a cour! exercising the judicial power of

the Commonwealth.ss This gave rise to a constitutional immunity, which was exPressed in the

following terms,

the citizens of this country enjoy, at least in times of peace, a constitutional immunity from

being imprisoned by Commonwealth authority except pursuant to an order by a court in the

exercise of the judicial power of the Commonwealth.s6

Whilst this constitutional protection was conferred on citizens, non-citizens did not enjoy a

similar immunity. The 'protectiorl afforded to the citizen by Chapter III of the Constitution

was held to be significantly diminished in respect of aliens.sT Their Honours Justices Brennary

Deane and Dawson (with Gaudron J agreeing) held that the separation of Powels was not

infringed by sections 54t and 54N of the Migration Act, as those provisions only applied to'non-

citizens' or 'aliens'.sa Although, as indicated above, Gaudron J's general agreement with the

joint judgment was subject to two requirements, including the requirement that the definition of

'non-citizerf remain 'synonymous with the constitutional meaning o1. "alieil".se The joint

judgment went on to hold that Parliament had power to confer upon the Executive pursuant to

section 51(xix) of the Constitution the authority to detain an alien in custody for the purposes of

expulsion or deportation. The authority to detain and deport an alien by the Executive was

s4 lud,27.
ss Ibid,27 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson f).
só lbid,2v29.
57 lbid,29 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson J|.
58 lbid,29-32.
se lbid,54.
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held to be an exercise of executive and not judicial power.60 Mason CJ expresses his

concurrence with this point in the following way:

[T]he legislative power conferred by s 51(xix) of the Constitution extends to conferring upon

the Executive authority to detain an alien in custody for the purposes of expulsion or

deportation and that such an authority constitutes an incident of executive power.61

A similar conclusion is also expressed in the separate judgments of Justices Toohey and

McHugh.0z Thus, there is a concurrence of all members of the Court on the validity of sections

54t and 54trt of the legislation with regard to its operation in respect of non- citizens. However,

only four of these judges also express the view that citizens enjoy a constifutional immunity.oa

Although Justices Toohey and McHugh did not go as far as the joint judgment both judges

impliedly recognised that there may be limitations arising from the separation of judicial

power.6a

The only part of the plaintiffs argument to succeed was the challenge to the validity of section

54n. That section provided that a courÇ'is not to order the release from custody of a designated

person.' Justices Brennary Deane and Dawson (with whom Justice Gaudron agreed) held that

section to be inconsistent with Chapter III as it sought to direct the courts as to the manner and

outcome of the exercise of their jurisdiction.es This general principle was expressed by the joint

judgment in the following way:

60 lbid,32 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson J).
61 lbid,10.
62 lbid, 4G47 (Toohey|, 6G67(McHughf.
63 lbid,28-29 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson fJ), 53 (Gaudron J agreeing).
64 fustice Toohey indicated that legislation in question did not breach any relevant limitation on ad hominem

legislation that may be derived from the separation of judicial power: see Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for
Inrmigration, Local Goaemment and Etlmic Affairs (992) 776 CLR 1, 50 (Ioohey ). fustice McHugh reached a
similar conclusion to that expressed by fustice Toohey, however Justice McHugh's conclusion was influenced by
the 'non-punitive' nature of the detention in question: see Chu Klæng Lirr (1992) 176 CLR 1, 50 (Toohey D,70-1
(McHugh ). Chief Justice Mason did not separately address the issue concerning the usurpation of or
interference with judicial power.

65 Ibid,36:37 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson j). See also Actors €¡ Announcers Equity Associntion o Fontana Fitms Pty
Ltd (7982) 150 CLR 1169,274 (Murphy l).
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A law of the parliament which purports to direcl in unqualified terms, that no court,

including this Court, shall order the release from custody of a person whom the Executive of

the Commonwealth has imprisoned purports to derogate from that direct vesting of judicial

power and to remove ultra vires acts of the Executive from the control of this Court. Such a

law manifestly exceeds the legislative powers of the Commonwealth and is invalid.66

I4trhilst the scope of this limitation was not exhaustively defined, the following was said:

[I]t is one thing for the Parliament, within the limits of the legislative powff conferred upon

it by the Constitution, to grant or withhold jurisdiction. It is a quite a different thing for the

Parliament to purport to direct the courts as to the manner and outcome of the exercise of

their jurisdiction. The former falls within the legislative power which the Constitution,

including Ch III itself, entrusts to the Parliament. The latter constitutes an impermissible

intrusion into the judicial power which Ch III vests exclusively in the courts which it

designates.6T

Mason C|, Toohey and McHugh JJ held that even section 54n was valid, however, they did so

on the basis that they thought the section could be read down in a manner that the other judges

thought it could not.68 In particular, Chief Justice Mason stated that a construction that involves

'superfluity' was to be preferred to one that'infringes the liberty of the individual'.6e

The manner in which the joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim is framed indicates that their

Flonours' focus is on the effect of the challenged legislation on the individual. In this way, the

idea that Chapter III may operate to confer upon the citizens a constitutional immunity, is

66 Chu Kheng Lint o Minister for Imrùgrøtion, Local Gooernntent and Etlmic Afairs (1992) 176 CLR 1, 36.

67 lbid,3G37.
68 tbid, 12-73 (Mason C), 51 (Toohey j adopting the reasons of Mason Cl), 67-69 (McHugh ).
6e lbid,72-13 (Mason C).
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developed. A distinction in this regard is clearly drawn between the case of the citizen and the

non-citizen. Ultimately the view expressed in the judgment of Justices Brennan, Deane ancl

Dawson rests on the fact that the legislation did not remove from the citizen the right not to be

subjected to punitive imprisonment by a Commonwealth authority, except by virtue of an order

of a Chapter III Court.

It is important to note, for the purposes of this thesis that, it would have been possible for a

similar conclusion to be reached by emphasising the role of the Court. The joint judgment

could have rested its conclusions on the basis that the integrity of a federal court as the

exclusive arbitrator of criminal guilt would in some way be diminished if its functions were

shared with the executive. There are certainly elements of this approach in the judgment. The

joint judgmenÇ for instance, states,

[s]uch a conferral upon the Executive of an essentially unexaminable power to imprison a

citizen would, for the reasons given above, be inconsistent with the Constitution's doctrine

of the separation of judicial from executive and legislative power and its exclusive vesting of

judicial power in the courts.To

A similar concern for the integrity of the Court also underlies the majorities' unease with

legislation that purports to direct the Court in the exercise of its judicial function, which was

considered in relation to the validity of section 54R.71 However, the joint judgment takes the

matter one step further to produce arguably a more individualist focus when it reveals its

concern that the legislation may 'diminish the protection which Ch III of the Constitution

provides, in the case of the citizen.'72 This focus on the individual is further reflected in the joint

judgmenfs emphasis on the principle, also expressed by Professor Dicey, tha!'[e]very citizen is

"ruled by the law, and by the law alone" and "may with us be punished for a breach of law, but

he can be punished for nothingêlss."'zs

70 lbid,29 (Brennarç Deane and Dawson J|).
71 lbid,36.
72 lbid,29 (emphasis added).
73 Ibid,27-28 (Brennan, Deane, Dawson J) citing AV Dicey, Introduction to the Study of the Laut of the Constitution (first

published 1885, 10th ed, 1959) 202.
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Importantly, from the point of view of the analysis presented in this thesis, the judges that

formed the majority in Chu Kheng Lim do not seem reluctant to engage in a theoretical form of

analysis. All members of the Court could clearly have confined their reasons to considering

only the case of non-citizens, and merely made the finding that at least as far as the detention

and custody of these persons went this was an exercise of executive power not judicial Power'

F{owever, the joint judgmenÇ with which Gaudron J substantially agreed, did not take this

approach.

The decisions of Mason CJ, Toohey and McHugh JJ were more confined than the joint

judgmen! in that these Justices considered only the position of non-citizens. More specifically,

although Toohey J may be generally regarded as advocating a highly theorised approacþ7a his

Flonour did not take a broad theoretical approach tn Chu Kheng Lim. Bolhfustices Toohey and

McHugh place a greater emphasis upon finding a practical solution to the immediate

controversy, and do not consider the wider theoretical implications of the dispute.Ts In

particular, the reasoning contained in the judgments of both these judges is confined to a

consideration of the position of the non-citizen and does not consider whether the citizen may

enjoy any immunity that flows from the constitutional separation of judicial power. Chief

Justice Mason did not address the issue of citizens in his judgment. The Chief Justice agreed

only with the conclusion reached by the joint judgmen! as it related to non-citizens. In

addition, his Honour expressed no view on the arguments concerning the usurpation of judicial

power.76

The theoretical aspect of the reasoning of the joint judgment in Chu Khcng Lim diverges from the

'incompletely theorised' approach advocated by American writer Cass Sunstein TT or the

concern of pragmatic writers generally to decide the minimum possible. It is argued that this

form of theoretical reasoning also demonstrates that their Flonours were not concerned to

follow the approach that Justice Heydon has advocated, and to decide only the absolute

74 See justice John 'l'oohey, 'A Govemment of Laws and Not of Men?' (19%) 4 Public Luw Reuiew L58.

7s lbid, So (Ioohey l), 70 (McHugh l).
76 l&id, 10.(Mason C).
77 Cass Sunstein, LegalReasoning and Political Conflict (1996)35-61.
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minimum possible.zs A less theorised approach in line with that advocated by Cass Sunstein

and others may have produced a wider consensus in the reasons expressed in the written

judgments of the Court concerning the validity of sections 54N and 54L of t}re Migration Act.

The actual decision in Chu Kheng Lim reveals an agreement by all members of the Court as to

the validity of these sections, on the basis that they applied to non-citizens.Ts Had all members

of the Court in Chu Kheng Lim limlted their finding to non-citizens, that is, confined their

reasoning to consider only the factual scenario before the Cour! a greater level of agreement in

relation to non-citizens could have been expressed. However, the members of the joint

judgment took a wider approach in reaching their Honour's conclusion.

It is argued that the general approach in Chu Kheng Lim in this way demonstrates a movement

from a confined form of legalism, towards an approach that interprets judicial power in a

manner which sees the Court playing a role in seeking to balance the interests of the individual

with those of the State. In so doing a number of the judgments in Chu Kheng Lim dernonstrate a

consistency with the general aims of realism and sociological jurisprudence. In Chapter 10 it

will be argued that recent decisions of the High Court have confined the scope of the

constitutional immunity that Chu Kheng Lim puts forward, and indicated a movement from the

general aims of realism and sociological jurisprudence.so

Although as discussed in Chapter 6 there is value in achieving a consensus, it is arguable that

limited statements about the validity of the legislation in its application to non-citizens would

have obscured the foundations of the joint judgment. The distinction between the citizen and

the non-citizen was clearly a matter of relevance to the joint judgmen! and it is therefore

important that this be included in the reasons for the decision. As this analysis shows, it is

possible to see in Chu Kheng Lim a pracical example of the maïìner in which a more theorised

approach avoids one of the central criticisms made ol prøgmøtistn in Chapter 5. In short, the joint

judgment provides a transparent account of the judicial reasoning process. The criticism made

za Justice Dyson Heydon to Quadrant Dinner, 30 October 2002, reported as'|udicial activism and the death of the
rule of lauz (2003) 47 Quadrant 9; 'Judicial activism and the death of the rule of lau/ (2OOg) 2Z Australian Bar
Reuiaollo.

7e Chu Kheng Littt a Minister for hrmigration, Local Goaemment and Ethnic Alfairs (1992) 176 CLR 1, 10 (Mason Cl), g2-
35, 38 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ),44-47,52 (roohey J), 53-54, 58 (Gaudron f), 74 (McHugh f .

80 See, for example, Al-Knteb o Godwin (2OC4) 219 CLR 562.
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of pragmatism in Chapter 5 was that narrow, pragmatic approaches do not make good

precedents, as they do not provide direction for future courts. A focus on finding only a

practical solution to the immediate controversy in Chu Kheng Lim wou.ld have obscured the

fundamental theoretical concerns of members of the joint judgment. The foundational concern

expressed related to both the integrity of the courts, and to the interests of citizens being

protected by these courts.

It is argued that the manner in which the joint judgment analysed the issue raised in Chu Kheng

Lim rcnders the decision of much greater value as a precedent, than would be the case had their

Flonours adopted a more pragmatic approach. In short, the judges that issued a joint judgment

in Chu Kheng Lim demonstrated a tendency to support theoretical reasoning, rather than merely

focusing on finding a pragmatic solution to the immediate controversy that the case presented,

and there are readily discernable benefits associated with this approach.

V PotYurcovICH vCaMMoNWEALTH

A second example of the idea that limits may be imposed upon Parliaments by virtue of the

vesting of judicial power in Chapter III Courts, may be found in the decision of Polyukhottichtt

Commonwealth.sl More specihcally, this case addressed the issue of whether the vesting of

judicial power in federal Courts by virtue of Chapter III of the Constitution could give rise to an

individual immunity. The High Court tnPolyukhwicha Commonwealth examined the validity of

amendments to the War Cimes Act7945 (Cth). Section 9(1) of theWar Crimes Act1945 (Cth) and

other relevant provisions, which were inserted by the War Crimes Amendment Act1988, in effect

provided that an Australian citizen or resident was guilty of an indictable offence if he or she

'committed a war crime' in Europe between 1 September 1939 and 8 }l4ay 1945. A majority of

the High Court, (Mason Cf, Dawson, Deane, McHugh, Gaudron JJ, Brennan J dissenting) held

Polyukhoaicho Commonwealth (1991)172CLR50\ ('Wat Cimes Act Cøse').
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that the legislation was within the external affairs power.82 Those judges that considered the

issue also held that the legislation fell outside of the Commonwealth's power with respect to

defence.s3 However also in question was whether the law was invalid by reason of its

retroactive operation. The challenged law in effect enacted that past conduct constituted a

criminal offence. This was said by the challenger to be invalid as it involved an attempt to

usurP the judicial power of the Commonwealth that was vested by the Constitution in Chapter

III Courts. Justices Deane and Gaudron held that the challenged legislation was invalid on the

basis that the legislation was incompatible with Chapter III of the Constitution. ]ustices Deane

and Gaudron therefore (like Brennan J) dissented, holding the legislation to be invalid.

It has generally been accepted that parliaments have power to pass retrospective legislation if

that intention is made unmistakeably clear. The 1915 High Court decision of R a Kdmønsa

supported this view. That position was maintained by the judgments of Mason CJ, Dawson

and McHugh JI, who held that the legislation was valid, and in doing so found that the

retroactive aspect of the legislation did not impermissibly interfere with or usurp judicial

power.8s They were joined by Justice Toohey to form a majority, upholding the validity of the

legislation.s6 However, Justice Toohey upheld the legislation on a much narrower basis. His

Honour held that the Act in its application to the information laid against the plaintiff was not

82 See Australian Constitution s Sl(xxix); War Crimes Act Case (1991) 172 CLR 501, 530 (Mason CD, 603 (Deane D, eL
6tl2 (Dawson J), 653, 659 (Toohey l), 696 (Gaudron J), 712 (McHugh |. Chief Justice Mason, Justices Deane,
Dawsorç Gaudron and McHugh held that the legislation was a law with respect to external affairs to the extent
that section 9 operated upon conduct which took place outside Australia and made that conduct a criminal
offence: see Australian Constitution s Sl(xxix). However, Justice McHugh held that with respect to the
retrospective operation of the legislation this was supported by section S1(xxxix): War Crimes Act Case (1991) 172
CLR 501, 71.5. Justice Toohey held that section 9 was a law with respect to external affairs because it was a law
with respect to a matter external to Australia that was of concern to Australia, in the sense that there existed a
national interest in some person, thing or matter: Wnr Crimes Act Case (1991) 172 CLR 501, 653. Justice Toohey
also held that section 9 was a law with respect to external affai¡s as it concerned the perceived commission of an
international crime subject to the universal jurisdiction with respect to war c¡imes or crimes against humanity as
those concepts were understood by international law of the relevant time: War Crines Act Cnse Q991) 172 CLR
50'1., 684, see also 659, 677. Brennan J concluded that the Act could not be characterised as a law with respect to
Australia's external affairs: Wnr Cimes Act Case (7991) 172 CLR sO'J., 592.

83 See Australian Constitution s 51(vi). The availability of this head of power was rejected by Brennan ], with whom
Toohey J agreed: War Cimes Act Case (1991) 172 CLR 501, 592-593 (Brennan ), 684 (Ioohey ). Justice Gaudron
also rejected the contention that the legislation was a law with respect to defence: War Crimes Act Case (1991) 172
CLR 501, 697 (Gaudron f).

84 Ra Kidrtøn (1915) 20 CLR 425.

8s SeeWar Crímes Act Case (1991)172CLR 501,531,536-554 (Mason CJ),641444 (Dawson J),717-722 especially 718,
721 (McHugh ).

8ó lbid,692.
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'retroactive in a way offensive to Chapter III of the Constitution.'s7 This finding was based

upon the existence of the offence of murder in Australian law, the universal condemnation of

murder in municipal laws generally, and the international condemnation of such conduct

reflected in laws with respect to war crimes and crimes against humanity. Relevantþ, Justice

Toohey found a'general correspondence' between the challenged legislation and international

law.s8 In contras! all three of the dissenting judges emphasised the disconformity of the Act

with the relevant international law.as Whilst Justice Toohey joined with the majority to find the

challenged legislation valid, His Honour indicated that'a law, which purports to make criminal

conduct which athacted no criminal sanction at the time it was done, may offend Ch III,

especially if the law excludes the ordinary indicia of judicial process.'so In this respect his

Honour's judgment is more in line with the position taken by Justices Deane and Gaudrory for

whom the retroactive aspect of the legislation was problematic'el

Justices Deane and Gaudron, in dissent, held that the retrospective aspect of the challenged

legislation rendered it invalid on the basis that it involved an impermissible interference with or

usurpation of judicial power.e2 Brennan J also dissented, and found the legislation to be invalid,

however Brennan J did so on the grounds that the Act was not within the Commonwealth

heads of power with respect to external affairs or defence.e3 The retrospective affect of the

legislation was of relevance to Justice Brennan reaching these conclusions, both in relation to

the availability of the external affairs power, and the defence power.ea In particular, his Honour

stated that he might have accepted that the law was valid as falling within the external affairs

87 lbid,692.
88 lbid,6w.
8e lbid,575-592, especially 576, 584 (Brennan |), 5% (Deane ), 700 (Gaudron ).
e0 lbid,689.
gt Ibid,63? see also 614ff (Deane ), 708, see also 6971f (Gaudron j).

s2 lbid,5g1,53G554 (Mason CI),641-644(Dawson),717-722,especially 778,727 (McHugh). Contra674l1, especialþ

632 (Deane | 697, especially 708 (Gaudron ).
s3 For Brennan |'s rejection of the availability of the external affairs power'. seeWar Crimes Act Case (1991) 772CLR

SOI, Sg2 (Brennan ). In relation to the rejection of the availability of the defence powet see: War Crimes Act Case

(7991.)772CLR 501, 592-5gg (Brennan |, 6M (Ioohey J, agreeing with Brennan ), a¡d,697 fiustice Gaudron).

e4 See |ustice Brennan's comments in relation to the extemal affairs power and the retrospective aspect of the

legislation: War Crirnes Act Case (1991) 172 CLR 501, 576, 584. See also His Honouls comments about the defence

power and the retrospective nature of the legislation:Wør Crimes Act Case (1Ð1)172CLR 501, 593.
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power, if it were not for the fact that the Act did not correspond with the relevant international

law, including its condemnation of retrospective criminal law.es

Even though Chief Justice Mason, and at least two other members of the majority, substantially

rejected the reasoning of the minority, (and particularly that of Justice Deane), these judges did

acknowledge that there might be some limitations on legislative power imptied from Chapter

III of the Constitution. Chief Justice Mason acknowledged that bills of attainder or other ex post

facto laws that adjudged persons guilty of a crime or imposed punishment upon them, could

amount to a trial by the legislature, and as such amount to an usurpation of judicial power.e6

The prohibition drawn by Mason CJ was based upon the institutional separation of powers

affected by the Constitution, and in particular the vesting of judicial power in Chapter III

courts.eT A similar line of reasoning is also expressed in the judgment of Justice Dawson.

However, Justice Dawson ties his Flonour's statements concerning any limitation on the power

of the Parliament deriving from Chapter III, more closely to the legislation the subject of the

challenge. In his judgmen! Justice Dawson indicates that the challenged legislation does not

prohibit any limitation that may derive from the separation of judicial power as it was not

aimed at'particular known individuals', arrd as such did not amount to a'trial by legislature.'rs

Justice McHugh addresses this issue somewhat briefly, however, his Honour does express the

view that the 'enactrnent of a Bill of Attainder or Bill of Pains and penalties would infringe the

provisions of Ch. III of the Constitution.'ee

The approach of Mason CJ, Dawson and McHugh JJ acknowledges the existence of limitations

drawn from Chapter III, however, their Honours also emphasised the sovereign powers of

parliament to pass retrospective criminal legislation. Particularly for Mason CJ and McHugh J

the power of Parliament is recognised as something that may need to be balanced with the

interests of the individual.loo The reasoning of Justices Deane and Toohey places a greater

es lbid, s7s-S92especially 576,sM(Brennan|.
e6 lbid,536-539.
e7 Ibid,536.
e8 lbid, 648-650, citing in particular lJnited Stntes u Brown (1965) 381 U.S., at p 442 and Linnnnge a The Queen U96n 1

4C259,289.
e War Crimes Act Case (1991) 172 CLR 5O'1,,72L.

1m lbid, 536-9 (Mason C0,721 (McHughf.
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emphasis upon the effect of the legislation on the individual.l0l Although the difference in

these approaches may be subtle, the following discussion will consider the manner in which

these differences may reflect of the underlying divide between the influence of realism and a

nafural law perspective on the Mason Court of this period.102

As noted, the dissenting judgments of Justices Deane and Gaudron found the legislation invalid

as infringing an implication drawn from Chapter III of the Constitution. In this respect these

judgments are consistent with the general approach of Justice Deane discussed in Chapter 4.

Flowever, whilst Justice Gaudron's judgment referred to the interests of individuals, consistent

with her Honour's approach in other cases, Gaudron J focused upon the effect of encroachment

by the legislature on the institutional role of the judiciary.103 These judgments, in drawing a

limitation from Chapter III, provide some scope for theoretical arguments and thus focus to a

greater degree on the individual. Justice Deane higtrlights that from the perspective of the

individual retroactive legislatiory is contrary to the fundamental tenets upon which the criminal

legal system is founded. In particular, his Honour states,

[t]he basic tenet of our penal jurisprudence is that every citizen is "ruled by the law, and by

the law alone". The citizen "may with us be punished for a breach of law, but he can be

punished for nothing else" (Dicey, Introduction to the Study of the Lazo of the Constitution,lÛh

ed (1959), p 202). Thus, more than two hundred years ago, Blackstone taught (see

Commentaries (1830), vol 1, pp 45-46) that it is of the nature of law that it be "a rule prescribeil'

and that, in the criminal area, an enactment which proscribes otherwise lawful conduct as

criminal will not be such a rule unless it applies only to future conduct'104

A similar concern was expressed in the majority judgment of Justice Toohey. His Honour in

rejecting the Commonwealth's contention that there was no constitutional prohibition against

101 tbid, ûg (Deane I), 689 (Ioohey |. Contrast War Crimes Act Case (1991) 172 CLR 501, 535ff (Mason CD, 6'1.311

(Dawson f), Zl7ff (McHugh f).
1s2 See further Chapters 3 and 4 above.

103 War Cimes Act Cøse (1991) 172 CLR 501, 70}i704 (Gaudron D. Se", for example, Chu Klung Lim o Minister fot
lmmigration, Local Got¡emment and Ethnic Affnirs (1992) 776 CLR 1, 57 (Gaudron D; and the subsequent cases, Kable

a DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51, 1O7 (Gaudron J); Nicholas a The Queen (1998) 193 CLR 173, 208-2C9 (Gaudron ); Re

Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511,546 (Gaudron J, agreeing with Gummow and Hayne JJ).

104 Wør Crimes Act Case (1991)172 CLR 501, 609'
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the Parliament enacting retroactive legislation, referred to the 'general abhorrence of retroactive

criminal law', reflected in numerous legislative provisions, judicial decisions and statements of

principle. Justice Toohey went on to state,

[a]ll these general objections to retroactively applied criminal liability have their source in a

fundamental notion of justice and fairness. They refer to the desire to ensure that

individuals are reasonably free to maintain control of their lives by choosing to avoid

conduct which will attract criminal sanction; a choice made impossible if conduct is assessed

by rules made in the future.los

These statements reflect an approach that places the individual at the centre of the interpretive

model. The approach is theoretical in that wide principled statements are made about the law

and, from these principles, some narrower conclusions are drawn and applied to the particular

controversy presented to the Court.

The manner in which Justice Deane ultimately frames the limitation derives from a theoretical

position regarding the separation of powers and a particular concern for the implications that

this separation of powers has for the individual.l06 A similar line of reasoning may also be

found in the judgments of Justices Toohey and Gaudron.1o7 That said, two reasons upon which

Justice Deane relies also reflect a concern for the integrity of the judicial power of the

Commonwealth. These reasons are put forward by Deane J to establish why the process

leading up to conviction prescribed by the challenged legislation is contrary to the separation of

powers embodied in Chapter IIL In particular, his Honour states:

lflirst, the legislature's interference in that process would go beyond the limits of the

legislative function under a constitution structured upon the separation of judicial and

legislative Powers in that it would involve a usurpation and partial exercise of what lies at

the heart of the exclusively judicial function in criminal matters, namely the determination

of whether the accused person has in fact done an act which constituted a criminal

1os lbid,689 (Toohey ).
106 lbid, 61111(Deane |.
107 lbid,689 (Toohey |), 703ff (Gaudron ).
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contravention of the then applicable law. Second, a courfs participation in that process

would also be inconsistent with the doctrine of the separation of powers in that it would

represent an abdication of the judicial function of determiniog in a criminal trial whether

past conduct had contravened the law in favour of the legislature's decrees that a past non-

criminal act is to be punished as a crime.108

In this way the reasoning of Deane J not only focuses upon the interests of the individual, it also

expresses a concern for the institutional integrity of the judiciary. Justice Gaudron in her

Honour's written reasons also refers to the institutional effect of legislative encroachment on the

judicial process, as does Justice Toohey.toe Justice Gaudron states,

[t]he usurpation of judicial power by a law which declares a person guilty of an offence

produces the consequence that the application of that law by a coutt would involve it in an

exercise repugnant to the judicial process. It is repugnant to the judicial process because the

determination of guilt or innocence is foreclosed by the law. The only issue is whether the

person concerned was a person declared guilty by the law. And all that involves is the

determination, as a matter of fact, whether some person is the person, or answers the

description (whatever form it takes) of the persons, declared guilty by the Act. It does not

involve, and indeed negates, that which is the essence of judicial power in a criminal

proceeding, namely, the determination of guilt or innocence by the application of the law to

the facts as found.11o

The judgments of Justices Toohey, Deane and Gaudron engage in what may also be termed a

broad theoretical approach to constitutional interpretation. There is also, and this is most

apparent in the judgments of Justices Toohey and Deane, ¿rn expressed concern for the effect of

the legislation on the individual. This is, however, combined with a concern for the integrity of

the judiciat process, which is expressed by atl three of these judges.

108 lbid,61.4 (Deane ]).
10e lbid,689 (Toohey |) 706 (Gaudron f)
110 Ibid,TM (Gaudron).
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In conclusion, it may be said that most members of the High Court in the War Crimes Act Case

engage in some form of principled and policy-oriented argument.111 The general approach

views the judicial role as being, not only to interpret the terms or words of Chapter III, but to

also consider and examine as part of this process the policy and philosophy behind the

separation of judicial power. All four of the majority judges indicate that there may be some

limitation on legislative power based upon the usurpation of judicial power. This limitation is

derived by their Honours from the separation of judicial power and in particular the vesting of

judicial power by the Constitution in Chapter III courts. This reasoning is based upon the broad

underlying principles that concern the separation of judicial power. The reasoning process also

demonstrates a concern for the integrity of Chapter III Courts. It should however be noted, that

whilst Mason CJ, Toohey J and McHugh J state the limitations that they draw in general terms,

Justice Dawson ties any statements in this regard very closely to the facts of the case before the

Coutt.112 In this respect, the judgment of ]ustice Dawson has a narrower focus. Justice Dawson

aPpears to be content to decide the minimum possible-merely making the point that if there

was a limitation on the power of parliament, it was not infringed by the legislation in

question.113 In contrast the matter is taken further in the dissenting judgments of Justices

Deane and Gaudron. Justices Deane and Gaudron also base the implication that their Flonours

make upon the separation of powers, however, tJreir Flonours hold that there is a much wider

prohibition on legislative power. This prohibition was held by their Honours to be infringed by

the legislation in question.lla

The issue of the scope of any limitation on the power of parliament that may derive from the

vesting of judicial power in the courts was clearly raised in the War Crimes Act Case and was not

merely peripheral or tangential to the decision. By addressing this issue in general terms, as, for

example, Mason CJ did, future courts and legislators are provided with at least some guidance

as to the scope of any prohibition on legislative power that derives from the vesting of judicial

111 It is more difficult to make such a conclusion about the judgment of justice Brennan as His Honour found the
legislation to be beyond the scope of any relevant head of Commonwealth power, and did not address the issue
of invalidity based upon the usurpation of judicial power. It is this later issue which provides a greater scope for
theoretical arguments concerning the nature of the separation of judicial power.

112 lbid,536-539 (Mason CD, 689 (Ioohey J), 721 (McHugh ).
113 lbid, 648-650(Dawson).
174 lbid, 614(Deane), 706 (Gaudron).
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power in the courts. This guidance would not have been provided if the legislation was held to

be valid on the grounds indicated by Dawson J, which really amounted to saying there may be

a prohibitiory but if there was it would not be infringed in this case.11s

The approach of Mason CJ, Dawson and McHugh JJ, emphasises the power of parliament to

pass retrospective criminal legislation. That said, both Mason CJ and McHugh J, expressly

indicate that there may be some limitation upon the power of the Parliament to pass legislation

that usurps the exercise of judicial power. In doing so their Honours indicate that the sovereign

powers of Parliament is considered to be something which should to be balanced with the need

to preserve the integrity of the judiciary, so as to preserve the institutional role of the judiciary

in safeguarding particular protections that are afforded to individuals.ll6 As this comparison

suggests, the approach of Mason CJ is consistent with the realisf s concern to reveal the reasons

for the decision reached. In this way, the approach of Mason CJ incorporates one of the benefits

associated with theoretical reasoning that was discussed in Chapters 3 and 5.

In comparison to the approach of Mason CJ and McHugh ), Justices Deane, Toohey and

Gaudron places an even greater emphasis upon the effect of the legislation on the individual.

The effect of the legislation upon the individual is viewed by their Honours as something that is

capable of indicating that the legislation is invalid.117 It is arguable that the different

approaches represented in these judgments reflect the underlying theoretical influences of

realist and natural law perspectives.lls An understanding of these perspectives can serve to

increase the level of understanding of the Courfs approach in an individual case, as well as

providing a guide to future developments of the law. It is difficult to see how the obscuring of

the influence of such viewpoints tfuough'incompletely theorized agreements' or through an

approach of deciding the minimum possible and not addressing 'difficult questions' as

advocated by some writers could adequately explain the reasons for the courfs decision, in any

11s Ibid,&8-{49 (Dawson j).
116 lbid,535Íf (Mason CI),ø3-@ (Dawson|,718 (McHughf).
717 Wør Crimes Act Cøse (1991)172CLR 501, 609 (Deane f, 689 (toohey |.
118 For comments which are indicative of the influence of the natural law perspective, see War Crimes Act Case (1991)

172 CLR 501, 609 (Deane ), 689 (Toohey ). For comments reflective of a greater regard for the need to consider

the irnplications of the legislation upon the individual, and the sovereign powers of parliament see War Crimes

Act Cøse (1991) 172CLR 501, 535ff (Mason CD' eT@ (Dawson |, 718 (McHugh J).
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particular case.11e As Toohey J points ou!'whether a court may declare a statute to be invalid

because it is unjust is a question that goes to the very heart of the relationship between the

courts and Parliament.'120 Although this issue is not directly addressed in the War Crimes Act

Cøse to the extent that the judgments in that case demonstrate a willingness to engage in some

form of theoretical or policy-orientated reasoning that seeks to address what are undoubtedly

difficult questions, they are to be commended. It is argued that the general willingness of the

Court to engage in and consider the policy and philosophy behind the separation of powers,

which is consistent with and supported by the historical origins of this doctrine, provides a

more comPelling basis for this doctrine than a textual implication drawn from the brief terms of

Chapter III.

In short at least two of the judgments in theWar Cimes Act Case focus upon the interests of the

individual. This is combined with a concern in nearly all of the judgments with the necessity of

maintaining the integrity of the judiciary. The manner in which the theoretical issues that

inform the judicial reasoning are articulated in tlrre War Cimes Act Cøse allows for a greater

understanding of the underlying foundation of their Honour's judicial perspectives. In

addition, it illuminates their Honour's reasons for reaching a particular outcome. As such, this

approach provides a guide for future decisions. In this way the form of judicial reasoning

presented in the War Cimes Acf provides an example of some of the benefits that the analysis

presented in Part I of this thesis associated with theoretical reasoning.

It is argued that the decisions of the Mason Court in Chu Kheng Lim and theWør Crimes Act Cøse

evince a tendency to expressly engage in some form of theoretical argument and to openly

acknowledge the marìner in which consideration is given to the underlying rationale behind the

separation of judicial powers doct'inel21 These movements are however general in nafure. It

should, again, be noted that constitutional law develops from different judgments addressing

1le Cass Sunstein, Legal Reasoning and Political ConJlict (9916) 35-67; |ustice Dyson Heydor¡ 'Judicial activism and the
death of the rule of lary' Q003) 23 Australian Bar Rniew 170.

720 War Cimes Act Case (1997) 172 CLR 501, 687. See generally, Bryan Horrigan, 'Is the High Court Crossing the
Rubicon? - A Framework for Balanced Debate' (1995) 6 Public Løw Reoiew 2M.

121 See, for example, Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for lmrúgration, Local Gooernment and Ethnic Affairs (1992) 176 CLR 7,
3G37 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ), 50 (Toohey |), 70 (McHugh |); War Crimes Act Case (1991) 772 CLR 501, 536
(Mason CD,61.4 (Deane),648-650 (Dawson),689 (Toohey),706 (Gaudronl),727 (McHughl).
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different practical controversies, rather than being directed to a singular uniform issue.

Furthermore, different judges may not adopt the same approach in all cases.122 It follows that

the changes in approach analysed in this Chapter will not necessarily bring about a radical

change in the outcome of cases. Significantly, many of the judgments from the Mason era (and

often in Sir Anthony Mason's judgments) the result of balancing the interests of the individual

with the powers of the legisløture brought about an outcome that emphasised the power of the

legislature to pass the legislation in question. The decision in Polyukor:ich provides an example

of a decision that, whilst considering the interests of the individuals, ultimately produced an

outcome that emphasised the sovereign powers of the Parliament. Two inferences may

however be drawn from the conclusion that Sir Anthony Mason engaged in a form of realism

that sought to balance the interests of the individual with those of the sovereign parliament.

These conclusions may be put forward even though the outcome of this balancing process at

times emphasised the powers of the sovereign parliament.

Firsg the type of realist based reasoning expressed by Chief Justice Mason diverges from the

jurisprudence of Justice Deane, which is more inclined to follow a natural law perspective and

see the need to protect the interests of the individual as something that will curtail the powers

of a sovereign Parliament. Whilst this difference may be identified, as suggested in Chapter 3

and 4 it should be acknowledged that fustice Deane may have been influential in drawing the

Mason Court away from legalism, with Sir Anthony Mason, (at least), ultimately moving

towards a realist position.rza

The second conclusion that may be drawn is that there has been a movement in the outcome of

constitutional cases which has occurred between the Mason era and the Gleeson era albeit that

this movement may not be as apparent as the methodologicøl change that has occurred in this

period. It is argued that a reason for this is that whilst Sir Anthony Mason sought to balance the

122 For example, Justice Dawson can be seen to adopt a more legalistic method of reasoning tn Polyullwaich a

Commomtèølth, albeit that this approach was applied in a way that had regard for both the implications of the

legislation upon the individual, and the sovereign powers of parliament. His Honour also fomred part of what
thã analysis presented in this Chapter has argued was a 'theoretical' approach taken by joint judgment in Chu

Kheng Lim a Minister for hrmigrøtion, Local Gooernment ønd Ethnic Affairs: see Chu Kheng Litrt (1992) 176 CLR 1, 29

(Brennan, Deane and Dawson |J), Polyukhooich a Commonweafth e997) 172 CLR 501, 648-650 (Dawson ).
See further Justice Michael Kirby, 'Sir Anthony Mason lecture 1996: A F Mason - From Tigwell to Teoh' (7996) 20

Melbourne Unioersity Løw Reaiew1087,1W4. See also Chapter 3, Section III above.
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interests of the individual with the interests of the sovereign Parliament, his Honour ultimately

often decided that parliament had the power to pass the legislation in question. As Chapter 10

will discuss, a factor that has impacted upon the degree of change from the Mason era is the

tendenry for the Gleeson Court to focus upon a legalistic interpretation of the power of the

sovereign Parliament. A result of this is that the outcome of cases from the Gleeson era, like a

number of Chief Justice Mason's decisions also, but for different reasons, emphasise the powers

of the sovereign parliament. This similarity in the outcome of cases may in part explain a

number of comments that have been made suggesting that the divergence between the Mason

and Gleeson eras has at times been over emphasised.l24 For example, Justice McHugh has

commented that

[a] number of controversial new propositions seeking to constitutionalise individual rights

were propounded by counsel in the Mason Cour! but none, other than the freedom of

political communication, succeeded. For example, in the Ch III cases, the majority of the

Court refused to invalidate the legislationin Polyukhoaick and Chu Kheng Lim on the basis of

a right to freedom from, respectively, retrospective criminal law or executive detention. Nor

would it accept the submission that rights to equality before the law or legal representation

could be derived from the Constitution in, respectively, Leeth and Dietrich.lx

As McHugh J indicates there are some similarities in the outcome of cases from both the Mason

and Gleeson eras. Howevet, accepting that there are instances of similarities in outcomes, it is

argued in tlris thesis there has been an identifiable change in both tfre methodology and tlrre

substance of the High Courfs Chapter III jurisprudence from the Mason to Gleeson eras.

124 See Justice Michael McHugtr, 'The Constitutional ]urisprudence of the High Court 1989-20M' (Ihe Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Cour! Sydney, 26 November 2OO4) 9; Leslie Zines,
'Gleeson Courf in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Companion to tlæ High
Court of Australia (2001) 307,308. See also, justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation
in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14 Public Law Rnietn 234; Leslie Zines, 'Legalism, realism and judicial
rhetoric in constitutionallau/ (2002) 5 Constitutional Law nnd Policy Reoiew A.
fustice Michael McHuglu 'The Constitutional furisprudence of the High Court: 1989-2004' (IL" Inaugural Sir
Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2OC4), g (references omitted).
See also Justice Michael McHugh, 'Does Chapter III of the Constitution protect substantive as well as procedural
rights?' (2cn1) 21, Australian Bar Reaieí'r 235.
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lV CorucuusroN: Tneonles AND Jup¡clRL PowER

In this Chapter it has been argued that the approaches to Chapter III taken in a number of cases

from the Mason era evince a tendenry to engage in a theoretical approach to judicial decision-

making. In particular the Mason Court demonstrates a tendenry, rather than drawing a strict

delineation between various goverrunent powers, to focus instead upon the need to maintain

the separation of judicial power only to the extent necessary to preserve the integrity of the

federal judiciary. This approach relies upon the essential rationale that informs the separation

of powers. It is suggested that this approach can support a flexible understanding of the

doctrine of the separation of judicial power and has enabled the development of a number of

exceptions to the Boilermøkers principles. As demonstrated at the start of this Chapter, a number

of cases associated with the Mason era exhibit a tendency to move from a strict notion of the

separation of judicial power to a more flexible understanding of that doctrine.

In addition to the development of a more flexible understanding of the separation of judicial

power tfuough exceptions to the Boilermakers principles, this Chapter has suggested that one of

the most significant developments from the jurisprudence of the Mason era concerning Chapter

III of the Constitution, was the growth of the idea that the legislature may not interfere with or

usurp the exercise of federal judicial power by Chapter III courts. This idea was presented in

some way by all of the judgments in Chu Kheng Lim and Polyukhwich a Commonwealth that

addressed this issue.126 Furthermore, the marìner in which this requirement was applied by

some of the judges in those cases supported the view that Chapter III can be the source of

individual rights or immunities.l2T

In the context of the current analysis what is particularly interesting about the decisions of Chu

Kheng Lim and t}re War Crimes Act Case is the marìner in which these issues wete addressed.

Chu Kheng Lim o Minister for lnrmigration, LocøI Gooernment and Ethnic Afføirs (L992) 176 CLR 1',3G37 (Brennan,

Deane and Dawson J), 50 (Toohey |), 70 (McHugh ) i War Cimes Act Case (1991) 772 CLR 501, 536 (Mason C), 614

(Deane D, (l;V65O (Dawson ), 689 (Toohey |, 706 (Gaudronf ,7A (McHugh f). In comparison, this issue is not
raised as directly in the approaches of Mason Cl n Chu Kheng Lim, and Brennan J in the Wør Crimes Act Case.

See Chu Kheng Lim o Minister for lmmigration, Local Gsoentntent and Ethnic Affairs (1992) 776 CLR 1', 28-29 (Brennan,

Deane and Dawsonfl); War Cimes Act Case (1991)172CLR501,609 (Deane ), 689 (Toohey J); 706 (Gaudron|.
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These cases demonstrate a focus upon the interests of the individual and a movement from the

approach in Boilermakers, whicl:. focused more directly upon the institution of the judiciary.

This, however, was not at the cost of an appreciation of the integrity of Chapter III Courts and

thc judicial process. This will perhaps inevitably be the case, one of the underlying rationales

for the separation of powers doctrine, as Chapter 7 discusses, is to enshrine in any legal system

the impartiality of the courts for the benefit of individuals who come before those courts.l2s

The analysis presented in this Chapter has exemplified that the jurisprudence of the Mason era

moved from a legalistic approach which seeks primarily to interpret the constitutional

provisions contained in Chapter III of the Constitution. In place of legalism, a more realist

based approach which seeks to interpret the provisions of Chapter III in a manner which

acknowledges the role that the Court plays in balancing the interests of the individual with the

interests of the State, may be identified with the Mason era. This is a theorised position.

As Part I established there are a number of benefits that may be associated with an approach

that sets out the fundamental principles upon which it is based.12e Not only do theoretically

based decisions have an increased value as precedents, the acfual judgments themselves by

engaging in theoretical reasoning are more persuasive and appear less arbitrary. The

expression in the judgments of the influence of theoretical considerations provides a degree of

lucidity, which provides for a more honest account of the reasoning process. Furthermore/ as a

discussion of some of the cases in this Chapter revealed, a more pragmatic approach focused on

the practical outcome of the immediate controversy can have the effect of obscuring

fundamental viewpoints and values that exert an influence on judicial decision-making.r3O

Despite the problems that may be associated with a failure to express the relevance of particular

policies or theoretical influences, the High Court has not moved in a direction that involves the

articulation of theoretical matters.

72ß See Section II, Chapter 7 above. See also Sarah |oseph and Melissa Castan, Federal Constitutional Lau: A
Contemporary View QffiI) 747.

12e See also, Justice Keith Mason, 'What is Wrong with Top-Down Legal Reasoning?' (20C4)75 Australian Lazl lournal
574,574; Allan Hutchinsorç 'Heydon' Seek: Looking for Law in all the Wrong Places' (2(X)3) Monash lJniaersity
Law ReL,iew 85.

130 See also the similar coÍunents made by Sir Anthony Mason about legalism: Sir Anthony Masor¡ 'The Role of a
Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and United States Experience' (1986) 16
Federal Law Reaiewl,5.
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The analysis presented in this thesis focuses in the context of Chapter III jurisprudence upon the

comparisons that may be made between the Dixon, Mason and Gleeson eras. However, in the

context of the High Courfs consideration of Chapter III of the Constitution the Brennan Court

has played as important intermediate role. Therefore, before turning to consider the Gleeson

Courf s Chapter III jurisprudence, Chapter 9 will examine the manner in which the Brennan era,

as well as developing new constitutional principles concerning Chapter III of the Constitution,

also saw the High Court move towards a more orthodox methodological position whilst

maintaining and consolidating the substantive principles developed in the Mason era.
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The focus of this thesis is upon the Dixon, Mason and Gleeson High Courts. Holvever, as

previously mentioned, the Brennan Court played an important role in the development of the

law between the Mason and Gleeson eÍas. The Brennan Court is, however, difficult to

categorise for two reasorìs. First, Sir Gerard Brennan was Chief Justice for a relatively short

period of time (2L April 1995-27 May 1998).1 Secondly, there was a significant change in the

membership of the Court during this time, such that'the continuity of membership implied in

the term "Brennan Court" was not present.'2 These factors, together with the difficulty inherent

in seeking to describe any High Court consisting of seven independent membets, render

problematic any attempt to classify the approach of the High Court during the Breruran era.

See David Jackson QC, 'Brennan Court', in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George Williams (eds), The

Oxford Conryanion to the High Court of Austtalia Q0fl) 68' 68-

lbid. As David Jackson QC writes: 'in addition to the new fustice, Gummow, appointed in consequence of

Mason's retiremenÇ three further appoinünents would be made during the life of the Brennan Court. They

would be brought about by the earþ retirement of Deane (to become Governor-General), Dawson and Toohey'

They were replãced by Kirby (appointed February 1996), Hayne (September 1997) and Callinan (February 1Ð8).'
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However, a number of significant decisions handed down in this period made a substantial

contribution to the Courfs jurisprudence concerning Chapter III of the Constitution. They were

influential in the general direction taken by the High Court in constitutional cases. For these

reasons, although it is difficult to be categorical about the Brennan Court, the analysis presented

in this Chapter will argue that particular trends may be identified with the Brennan Court. An

understanding of these trends contributes to and supports the wider argument presented in this

thesis concerning the movement in Australian constitutional law and methodology in the

context of Chapter III jurisprudence.

The fundamental argument that will be made in this Chapter is that the Brennan era saw a

return to a more orthodox methodology whilst maintaining and consolidating some of the

substantive developments of the Mason era. In this way, the Brennan Court may be seen to

represent an intermediate position between the Mason and Gleeson eras. It will further be

argued that there was a change in methodology that saw the Court as being less concerned with

articulating its role along realist lines. In particular, little expression is given by the Brennan

Court to the idea that the Court has a role to play in balancing the rights of the individual with

the rights of the State. As such this period help to loosen the methodological hold of the Mason

approach upon the High Court.

The Brennan era developed some significant constitutional principles. Fundamentally, these

principles were based upon the need to preserre the integrity of the federat judiciary. It will be

argued in this Chapter that the Brennan Court saw some significant changes in methodology,

without retreating from the substantive important constitutional principles recognised in the

Mason era.3 In additiory this period also saw the development of some substantive

constitutional principles that were based upon a concern for the integrity of the federal

judiciary. This concern for the judicial institution has, as Chapter 10 will show, become a

fundamental theme in the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court.

See 'Courts in the Firing Ltne' , The Age (Melbourne), 23 Nlay 1998, 9. See also, George Williams, 'Brennan's High
Times', The Sydney MomingHerald (Sydney) 2lMay1998,12.
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The first area of analysis presented in this Chapter will be those decisions that generally

continued to support a more flexible approach to the separation of powers doctrine. Like the

approach of the Mason CourÇ this approach departed further from the confined version this

doctrine implied from the Dixon Courfs decision inBoilermakers. In particular, Grollo u Palmer,a

and Wilson u Minister for Aboriginal ønd Torres Strait Islander Affairs,s confirmed and further

outlined the scope of the'persona designata' exception to the principle that the Commonwealth

may not confer non-judicial powers on Chapter III Courts.6 A further example of a flexible

understanding of the separation of powers doctrine may be seen in the statutory majority in

Gould zr Brown,T the effect of which was to uphold the validity of legislation that provided for

the cross-vesting of jurisdiction between State and federal Courts.

A second area of analysis in this Chapter will concern the decision of the High Court in Kable u

Director of Public Prosecutions.s The central themes that will be drawn from this case will

concern the manner in which this decision, whilst not undermining the substantive principles

that the Mason Court drew from Chapter III, evinced a change in focus. It will be argued that

while the Mason era saw the Court as interpreting Chapter III in a manner which saw the court

as playing a role in balancing the interests of the individual with those of the State (and being

concerned to protect the integrity of the federal courts so as to ensure that a federal Court can

perform this function in an independent and impartial way) - the emphasis tn Kable is upon the

need to preserve the institutionøl integrity of the Court Significantly, the decisions in Kable do not

generally focus at length upon the marìner in which the institutional integrity of the Court can

further the interests of the indiaidual. In this way, the Kable decision forms an important

background to both to the growth of Chapter III jurisprudence, and to the general approach of

the Gleeson Court, which will be considered in Chapter L0.

(199s) 184 CLR 348.

(1996) 18e CLR 1.

As mentioned in Chapter 8 this doctrine had been developed by the Gibbs Court in Hilton a Wells (1985) 157 CLR
57.

(1998) 193 CLR 346.

Kable o The Directory of Public Proseantions for the State of New South Wales (\996) 189 CLR 51. ('Kable').
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In Chapter I it was argued that implicit in the approach of the Mason Court was a more flexible

understanding of the notion of the separation of judicial power than that which was put

forward in Boilermakers.s More specihcally, it was concluded that this approach was in part

achieved by a change in the Courfs methodology which saw the Court considering to a greater

extent the underlying rationale for the separation of judicial powers. This approach enabled the

Court to focus on the nafure of the minimum requirements necessary to preserve judicial

independence, rather than relying upon broad prohibitions such as those which may be implied

from a strict reading of the Boilermakers principles. The following discussion will analyse this

trend in the context of a number of decisions of the Brennan Court, such as GroIIo a Palmer,l0

Wilson a Minister for Aboriginnl and Torres Strait Islander Affairs,ll and Gould a Brown.12

As is well known the High Court in Grollo a Palmer,l3 and Wilson a Minister for Aboiginøl ønd

Torres Strait Islander Affairs,la dealt with the 'persona designata' exception to the principle that

the Commonwealth may not confer non-judicial powers on Chapter III Courts.ls In Grollo a

Palmer, Chief Justice Brennan, and Justices Deane, Dawson, Toohey and Gummow formed a

majority, holding that the persona designata doctrine did not support the performance by a

federal judge of a non-judicial functiorç if that function was'incompatible' with the holding of

judicial office.16

e R a Krby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254 (' Boilermnkers').

10 (1995) 184 CLR348.
'n (1996) 189 CLR 1.

12 (1998) 193 CLR 346.

13 (1995) 184 CLR 348.

u (1996) 189 CLR 1.

15 See aTso Hilton a Wells (1985) 157 CLR 57 , 72-3 (Gibbs Cj, Wilson and Dawson |).
16 See Grollo a Palmer (7995) 184 CLR 348, 3&-5 (Brennan CJ, Deane, Dawson and Toohey JD, 386,398 (Gummow f).

Chief Justice Brennan, and Justices Deane, Dawson and Toohey handed down a joint majority judgment Justice
Gummow in a separate judgment joined with the majority, however, His Honour did so on the basis that the
challenged provisions could be interpreted so as not to apply in any case where they might conflict with a judicial
duty that flowed from Chapter III of the Constitution. Justice McHugh dissented on the basis that the function of
issuing warrants for telephone tapping was incompatible with judicial office: see ibid,379-84 (McHugh J).
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The principles established in Grollo u Palmer were developed further in the decision inWilson a

Minister for Aboriginal ønd Torres Strøit Islønder Affairs.tz Chief Justice Brennan, and Justices

Dawsory Toohey, McHugh, Gaudron and Gummow formed the majority in that case.18 Justice

Kirby dissented.le The effect of the majority decision in Wilson a Minister for Aboriginøl ønd

Torres Strait Islander Affairs was to establish a three stage test for incompatibility, which was set

out in the joint judgment. The questions that the joint judgment held needed to be determined

were first whether the function conferred upon a Chapter III judge is 'an integral part of, or is

closely connected with, the functions of the Legislafure or the Executive Governmenf .zo If there

was no close connection found then no question of incompatibility arose. The second question

to be determined was'whether the function is required to be preformed independently of any

instruction, advice or wish of the Legislature or the Executive Government other than a law or

an instrument made under a law.'21 This second question needed to be answered in the

affirmative; otherwise the separation had been breached. The third question which may arise

was framed in the following way:

If the function is one which must be preformed independently of any non-judicial

instructior¡ advice or wish, a further question arises: Is any discretion purportedly

possessed by the Ch III judge to be exercised on political grounds - that is, on grounds that

are not confined by factors expressly or impliedly prescribed by lawlzz

In this way, the general effect of the line of High Court cases concerning the personø designøta

exceptior¡ which culminated in the three stage test in Wilson a Minister for Aboriginal and Torres

Strait Islander Affairs, was to hold that in certain circumstances the exercise by a judge of non-

judicial powers would be valid. A significant requirement was that the power conferred upon a

17 Wilson o Minister for Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander Affairs (1996) 189 CLR L.

18 Wilson a Minister for Aboriginal and Tones Strnit Islnnder Affairs (1996) 189 CLR L, 17 (Brennan Cf, Dawson, Toohey,
McHugh and Gummow J), 26 (Gaudron f).

7e See ibid,50 (Kirby f . See further, Fiona Wheeler, 'Federal fudges as Holders of Non-Judicial Office' in Brian
Opeskin and Fiona Wheeler (eds), Thc Australian Federøl ludicial System (2O00) M6.

20 Wilson u Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslønder Affairs (1996) 189 CLR 1, 17 (Brennan CJ, Dawson, Toohey,
McHugh and GummowJl).

21 lbid.
22 lbid.
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Judge in the Judge's capacity as a'designated person' or'persona designata' rather than upon a

Judge in the Judge's capacity as a member of a Federal Court.æ

Of particular relevance to an analysis of the approach of the Brennan Court is a consideration of

the relevance of the public perception of the independence of the judiciary. As the discussion in

Chapter 7 suggested, a similar concern may also be implied from some of Sir Owen Dixon's

views concerning the Arbitration Court.2a In Wilson a Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander Affairs,2s Brennan CJ, Dawson, Toohey, McHugtu Gaudron and Gummow JJ

emphasised the importance of public confidence in the judiciary.z6 In particular, the joint

judgment held that,

[p]ublic confidence in the independence of the judiciary is achieved by a separation of the

judges from the persons exercising the political functions of government, no functions can

be conferred on a Ch III judge that would breach that separation. 27

In determining this issue, however, the majority emphasised that it was necessary to take a

purposive approach to interpretatiort

[c]onstitutional incompatibility has the effect of limiting legislative and executive power.

Where it has that effect, it is discovered on the face of the statute, or on the face of those

measures taken pursuant to a statute, that purports or purport to confer a non-judicial

function on a Ch III judge. That is not to say thøt constitutional incompatibility is ø matter of mere

form. The operation of the statute or of the measures taken pursuant to it is ascertained by

looking to the circumstances in which the purported function might be performed.28

23 See, for example, Hilton o Wells (1985) 157 CLR 57; GroIIo a Palmer (1995) 184 CLR M8; Wilson a Minister for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Affairs (1Ð6) 1 89 CLR 1 .

24 See 'Swearing In of Sir Owen Dixon as Chief justice' (1952) 85 CLR xi, xvi.
25 (1996) 189 CLR 1.

26 (1996) 189 CLR 1, 16 (Brennan CJ, Dawson, Toohey, McHugh and Gummow l|, 23 (Gaudron ).
27 (1996,) 189 CLR L, 16 (Brennan CJ, Dawson, Toohey, McHugh and Gummow J|).
28 lbid,1.6 (Brennan CJ, Dawson, Toohey, McHugh and GummowlJ) (emphasis added).
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The above analysis demonstrates that when compared to the cases analysed in Chapter 7, a

number of cases from the Brennan era, like decisions from the Mason era, in the context of cases

concerning the persona designatø exception to the Boilermakers principles adopt a more flexible

approach to the separation of judicial powers doctrine

Constitutional law is dynamic, and often it will be the case that although particular differences

may be emphasised between differently constituted High Courts there is a degree of continuity

between cases and similarities in approach may be cited. In this regard, it should be recognised

that there is also in the decision in Wilson u Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strøit Islander

Afføirszs some similarity with both the approach of the majority views in Boilermakers,3o and that

expressed by members of the Gleeson Court in Re Wakim; Ex pørte McNally.tt In particular, in

common with these decisions, the majority in Wilson a Minister for Aboiginal and Torres Strait

Islander Affairs expressed a concerrr for the maintenance of public confidence in the integity of

the judiciary.32 It is suggested that, in this way, there is both continuity and change between the

Mason, Brennan and Gleeson Courts.

It is argued that the decision of the High Court tn Gould T Broutn,33 also reflects the idea of the

Brennan era being a time of both continuity and change with the majority approach continuing to

adopt a flexible notion of the separation of powers. At the same time, a strong dissent, that was

ultimately to prevail, was issued, which emphasised the need to protect the integrity of the

federal judiciary. The majority decision in Gould u Brown can be viewed as reflective of the idea

that a rigid construction of Chapter III of the Constitution can produce 'unprofitable

inconveniences'.il In Gould a Brown the High Court was called upon to decide the validity of a

scheme established by legislation passed in1987 by the Commonwealth and each of the States.

The scheme provided for the cross vesting of jurisdiction between federal, State and Territory

2e (19%) 189 CLR 1.

30 See R o Krby; Ex pørte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (7956) 94 CLR 254, 296 (Dixon CJ, McTiernan, Fullagar and
Kittoff).

31 Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 540 (Gleeson CJ), 549 (McHugh f), 569 (Gummow and Hayne JJ) , 6A (Calltnan 621);

cf 610 (Kirby I in dissent).
32 (1996) 189 CLR L, 16 (Brennan CJ, Dawson, Toohey, McHugh and Gummow |f, 23 (Gaudron f).
33 (1998) 193 CLR 346.

u See R ¿' loske; Ex pørte Australian Building Construction Employees and Builders' Labourers' Federation (1974) 130 CLR
87,90.
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courts.3s Three of the six judges of the High Court who heard the appeal in Gould a Brcwn36

held that the impugned provisions, which conferred State jurisdiction on the Federal Court,

were valid.37 The Federal Court had also held that the provisions were valid. Being equally

divided in opiniory the decision appealed from was affirmed, by virtue of section 23(2)(a) of the

ludiciary Act 1903 (Cth).

Chief Justice Brennan and Justice Toohey expressed the view that the cross-vesting legislation

was valid in a joint judgment with Justice Kirby in a separate judgment also reaching this

conclusion. The joint judgment of Brennan CJ and Toohey J referred to the combined legislative

powers of the Commonwealth and State legislafures,3s placing particular emphasis upon the

power of the State legislatures and the absence of any constitutional impediment. More

specifically, their Honours commented thaf

provided the State law which purports to invest State jurisdiction in the federal court invests

only judicial power as that term is understood in the context of Ch III, and provided the

Commonwealth agrees to the investing, there is no constitutional inhibition against its

reception and exercise by the federal court.3e

Justice Kirby in a separate judgment came to the same conclusion. However, the reasoning of

Kirby J had a different emphasis. Specifically, the approach of Kirby J placed weight upon the

idea that the Constifution should be construed to meet contemporary Australian needs,ao the co-

operative intent of the Australian Constitution al the integrated system of State and Federal

3s In each jurisdiction, the short title of the relevant Act was the lurisdiction of Courts (Cross-aesting) Act 1987. The
legislation has been viewed as seeking to address the predicted difficulty of jurisdictional conflict and
competition which had emerged following the exercise by the Family Court and the Federal Court of their
substantial national jurisdictions: Gould zt Brown (7998) 193 CLR M6, 470 Ín 494 (fitby I).

36 (1998) 193 CLR346.
37 (1998) 193 CLR MO 386 (Brennan C) and Toohey D, 501 (Kirby D; cÍ 4\1(Gaudron ), 432 (McHugh J) and 464

(GummowJ).
38 lbid,374 (Brennan CJ and Toohey ).
3e lbid,386 (Brennan CJ and Toohey ).
,to IUd,426 (Kirby J)

41 tbid, an (krbyJ).
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Courts,a2 the combined powers of the State and federal legislafures,43 and the absence of any

constitutional prohibition on the investing of a federal court with State jurisdiction.e

Justices Gaudrorç McHugh and Gummow, in separate judgments, expressed the view that the

legislation was invalid.¿s These conclusions were based upon the view that State laws could not

validly confer jurisdiction on federal Courts, and that the Commonwealth could not consent to

such a legislative conferral.ao In particular, Justices Gaudron, McHugh and Gummow each

expressed the view that Chapter III of the Constitution exhaustiaely dehned both the nature of

the judicial power of the Commonwealth and the manner in which it could be vested.aT

Constitutional law is never settled for all time and, although the view of Justices Gaudron,

McHugh and Gummow, which is more closely aligned with the approach taken in Boilermakers

and re-emphasised the strict view of the separation of power did not prevail in Gould a Broz,on,

this view was to become influential.a8 In contrast, the majority view can be seen as consistent

with the flexible realist based jurisprudence of the Mason era, which as Chapter 8

demonstrated, emphasised the principles that the separation of powers supported, and focused

upon the minimum degree of separation required to preserve these values.

Chapter 8 argued that the movement from the strict view of the separation of judicial power

was a significant development of the Mason era. The analysis thus far presented in this Chapter

42 thd,479 (rcrby D.
43 tbid,4B0 (rcbyl).
M tbid,48ù1. (Ki.by D.
45 lbid,4W7,410 (Gaudron I),418-2'1,,431 (McHugh I),445-8,459-60 (Gummow f .

46 IWd, 470 (Gaudron f), 431 (McHugh D, 459-û (Gummow ).
47 lWd, 4ú-'1, (Gaudron), 418-21 (McHughl, 445-8 (GummowI).
,t8 See Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 540 (Gleeson CJ agreeing with Gummow and Hayne 10,il6 (Gaudron J

agreeing with Gummow and Hayne ff), 554L563 (McHugh ), 582 (Gummow and Hayne l), 626 (Callinan l
agreeing with McHugh J); 59G618 (Kirby J dissenting).
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has demonstrated that the changes in this area of Chapter III jurisprudence continued during

the Brennan era. Put simply, the understanding of the separation of powers doctrine put

forward by the Brennan Court was more flexible than that implied from a strict reading of the

Boilermakers decision. This approach evinces a degree of continuity between the Mason and the

Brennan Court. That said, some changes in focus may be identified between the Mason and the

Brennan Court. For example, the Brennan Courls jurisprudence diverges from the manner in

which decisions of the Mason Court expressly focused upon the role that the Court plays in

balancing the interests of the individual with the State. The Brennan Court moved to a position

which emphasised, as a primary concern, the need to protect fJ:re integrity of the federøI judiciary.

This emphasis demonstrates a degree of change from the realist and sociological jurisprudential

basis of the Mason Courfs approach. The regard had for the institution of the judiciary is also

consistent with a legalistic interpretation of the text of the Constitution The terms of the

Australian Constitution focus closely upon the institutions of government and contain

comparatively less reference to individual rights.+r As Chapter 10 will show, a concern for the

integrity of the federal judiciary is generally consistent with the approach of the Gleeson Court.

In this way, as the above analysis has suggested, the position of the Brennan Court between the

Mason and Gleeson eras was a time of both continuity and change.

\¡Vhilst there is a degree of continuity between the Mason and Brennan Courfs approach to

judicial power, there are also some other developments of the Brennan era that took Chapter III

jurisprudence in a previously unexplored direction. The most apparent example may be found

in the decision of Kable a Director of Public Prosecutionsso which will be discussed below. The

analysis of that case will argue that an underlying theme is a concern for the integrity of the

federal judiciary. The argument presented in this thesis will seek to show that although the

Gleeson Court has not tended to expand the principles put forward in Kable, the concern

expressed tn Kable for the integrity of the federal judiciary is a theme has become foundational

to much of the Gleeson Courf s jurisprudence concerning Chapter III.

4e See D A Smallbone, 'Recent Suggestions of an Implied "Bill of Rights" in the Constitution, Considered as Part of a
General Trend in Constitutional Interpretatiorf (1993) 21. Federal Lnw Reuiew 2il, 267.

s0 Kable a The Directory of Public Prosecutions for the State of New South Wales (1996) 789 CLR 51 ( Kable'\.
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IV TíEgtg V DIRECTOR OF PUBLTC PROSECUTIONS

Køble a Director of pubtic Prosecutionssl was decided during the time that Sir Gerard Breruran

presided, though his Honour together with Dawson J, dissented. In this section it will be

argued that the decision cannot be seen as the natural extension of the approach to Chapter III

taken during the Mason era. In particular, it will be argued that whilst the actual decision in

Kable may be based upon a particular theoretical perspective of the Australian federal structure,

it is not a decision that articulates broad theoretical principles that would afford protection to

individuals. The following discussion will demonstrate that the majority decision in Køble

declared invalid legislation that sought to confer functions that were incompatible with the

exercise of judicial power, in circumstances in which such legislation constifuted a breach of the

Kable,s interest in liberty and freedom from arbitrary detention.s2 However, it will also be

argued that a central concern for the court in that case may have been'the maintenance of the

public confidence in the independence of the judiciary, rather than the preservations of Kable's

rights per se.'s3 One fundamental argument that the following discussion makes is that whilst

Køble nay,like Re Wakim, be a landmark decision concerning the nature of the Australianfederal

system, the decision does not necessarily accord significant protection to indiaiduals-

The analysis of Kable in this Chapter will also identify the manner in which the High Court in

Kable, in seeking to confine the decision to the immediate controversy before the Court put

forward a limited approach. It will be suggested that, in this respec! tfrte Køble decision can be

seen as an early signal of the movement away from the more widely theorised methodology of

the Mason era.sa

51 lbid.

s2 See further, H P Lee, 'The Kable Case: A Guard-Dog that Barked But Once' in George Winterton (ed)' State

Constitutional Landmarks (2006) 390.

s3 Sarah Joseph and Melissa Castan, Federal Constitutional Løw: A Contempotary Vian (2007) ]a6. See further,

Slizabáth Éandley,'public Confidence in the Judiciary: A Red Herring for the Separation of Judicial Power' (1Ð8)

2O Sydney LM¡ Reoieu),183, 198.

s4 ke Bøker a The Queen (zilc/]) 223 CLR 513 (Baker); Fnrdon a Attomey-Generul (Queensland) 900) 23 CLR 575

(Fardon'); Forge a Austìatian' Secarities and Im¡estments Conmission Û Ors QN6'¡ 229 ALR223 ('Forge), and the

discussion of these cases in Chapter 10.
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In short in this Chapter it will be suggested that there are two central trends that were

significant in the Kable decision. The first trend that may be identified with the Kable decision is

the concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary. The second theme identified in t¡.e Kable

decision is an approach which seeks to decide the minimum possible and to tie any conclusions

reached very closely to the facts of the particular case.

A Ksble v Dírector of Publìc Prosecutions and the Integrity of the Federal Judiciøry

The decision in Kable a The Director of Pubtic Prosecutions concerned the validity of the

Community Protection Act 1994 (NSW). Section 5(1) of ttte Community Protection Act 1994 (NSW)

empowered the Supreme Court to make an order that'a specified person be detained in prison

for a specified period', if the Court was satisfied on reasonable grounds of two matters. The

first of these matters was that the person was more likely than not to commit a serious act of

violence; the second, that it was appropriate, for the protection of a particular persory or the

community generally, that the person be held in custody. The maximum period for detention

was six months (s5(2)), however, more than one application could be made in relation to the

same person (5(a)). Although many provisions of the Act were couched in terms of general

application, the result of amendments being made as the Act passed through the parliament

was that the Act applied only to one named individual, Gregory wayne Kable.ss

The High Court by a majority (Toohey, Gaudrory McHugh and Gummow II; Brennan CJ and

Dawson J dissenting)s6 found that the Act was invalid. For the judges that formed the majority

the Act was invalid on the basis that it purported to vest in the Supreme Court a function that

was incompatible with the exercise by that Court of the judicial power of the Commonwealth.sz

For a general discussion of the relevant factual background, including the political context in which the
amendments were made, see Sarah Joseph and Melissa Castan, Federnl Clnsühttionnl Law: A Contenrporary Viau
(2001)1'43; Tony Blackshield and George Williams, Australian Constitutional Law t Theory (3ra ed, 2002)128511.

\able a The Dircctory of Public Prosecutions for the State of New South Wnles (1996) 189 CLR 51. (' Købte'),98-99 (Toohey
J), 107-108 (Gaudron l), 124 (McHuCh D, 128, 1,44 (Gummow J); 68 (Brennan CJ dissenring¡, AZ pu*ro1 I
dissenting).

lbid,98 (Ioohey ), 104-105 (Gaudron J), 109 (McHugh D, 128, 144 (Gummow ).
324
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Justice Toohey limited his finding to the extent that he held that such incompatibility arose

because the Supreme Court was actually exercising judicial Power of the Commonwealth.ss For

fustices Gaudron, McHugh and Gummow the incompatibility arose on the basis that the

Supreme Court was a Court in which federal jurisdiction had also been or was capable of being

invested, under Chapter III of the Constitution.se In contrast, the dissenting judgments of

Brennan CJ and Dawson J found the Act to be valid on the basis that no separation of powers,

including that based upon Chapter III of the Constitution, bound the State legislature.60 Their

Flonours also found, as did two of the majority judges, that the New South Wales Constitution

did not embody a doctrine of the separation of legislative and judicial power.61

Justice McHugh gave the most detailed explanation of the manner in which the implication

limiting the powers that could be vested in the State Supreme Courts was drawn from the terms

of the Constitution. Central to the conclusion reached by Justice McHugh was the idea that the

Constifution, in respect of the exercise of federal judicial power, provided for an integrated

judicial system of federal and State courts. In his Honours words,

[u]nder the Constitution ... the State courts have a status and a role that extends beyond

their status and role as part of the State judicial systems. They are patt of an integrated

system of State and federal courts and organs for the exercise of federal judicial power as

well as State judicial power. Moreover, the Constitution contemplates no distinction

between the status of State courts invested with federal jurisdiction and those created as

federal courts. There are not two grades of federal judicial power. The terms of s 71 of the

Constitution equate the vesting of judicial power in the federal courts with the vesting of

federal judicial power in the State courts'62

sB See ibid,9F98 (Toohey ). For a critic of this aspect of fustice Toohey's judgment see George Zdenkowski,

'Community Protection Through Imprisonment Without Conviction: Pragmatism Versus Justice' (199n 3e)

Australian lotrrnal of Humøn Rights 8.

ss Kable (1996) 189 CLR 51, 103 (GaudrcnJ\,124 (McHugh l), 12G128,139 (Gummow ).
ñ lbid,6G68 (Brennan CD, 80-87 (Dawson ).
61 lbid,65 (Brennan CJ agreeing with the reasons of Dawson j), 78 (Dawsonl),92-94 (Ioohey ), 109 (McHugh J

agreeing with the reasons given by Brennan Cj and Dawson j).

62 lbid, L7+115. Justice McHugh also went on to refer to the terms of s77(rtt) of the Constitution as permitting 'the
parliament of the Commonwealth to invest any court of a State with federal jurisdiction in respect of all matters

that are or can be vested in the original jurisdiction of this Court or the federal courts.': ibid,115. His Honour also

referred to ss 78, 79 at 80 of the Constitution as drawing 'no distinction between the exercise of federal judicial

power by the State courts and its exercise by federal courts': ibid.
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A similar line of reasoning is evident in the judgments of at least two other of the majority

judges.63 The incompatibility doctrine derived by the majority inKable in this way concerns the

separation of judicial power, and is specifically based upon the fact that the Constitution

requires the continued existence of a system of State courts, which, with the federal courts,

forms part of an 'integrated court system' dealing with an 'integrated system of law' .e Justice

Dawsory however, unequivocally rejects this contention in his Ffonour's dissenting judgment.os

Justice Dawson refers to the constifutional provisions relating to State and federal courts. Of

the division affected by these provisions, his Honour states, 'it is difficult to conceive of a

clearer distinction.' 66

From the notion that there existed an integrated system of courts for the exercising of federal

jurisdiction, at least three of the majority judges reasoned that the constitutional limitations

derived from the separation of powers at a federal level had an impact on State courts that

could exercise federal jurisdiction.6T Justice McHugh expressed this in the following way:

Because the State courts are an integral and equal part of the judicial system set up by Ch III,

it follows that no State or federal parliament can legislate in a way that might undermine the

role of those courts as repositories of federal judicial power. Thus, neither the Parliament of

New South Wales nor the Parliament of the Commonwealth can invest functions in the

Supreme Court of New South Wales that are incompatible with the exercise of federal

judicial power.68

63 lbid, 102-103 (Gaudron f), 127-128,137-138 (Gummow |. Justice Gaudron in Knble states:

Neither the recognition in Ch III that State courts are the creature of the States nor its consequence tJrat, in the
resPects indicated, the Commonwealth must take State courts as it finds them detracts from what þ to my
mind, one of the clearest feature of our Constitutior¡ namely, that it provides for an integrated Australian
judicial system for the exercise of the judicial power of the Commonweal¡Jrr: ibid,102.

Her Honour also referred to Leetha The Commonwealth (1992) 174 CLR 455,489499: ibid,103.
64 Køble o DPP (1996) 189 cLR 51, 101-104 (Gaudron l), r1o-117 (McHugh l), 799-1,44 (Gummow ).
6s lbid,&2.
66 Ibid,&2.
67 Kable u DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51, 103 (Gaudron J), 11G118 (McHugh f), 143 (Gummow l). It will be recalled that

Justice Toohey's finding of incompatibility arose because the Supreme Court was actually exercising judicial
power of the Comnonwealth: ibid,95-96.

68 Knble z¡ DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51, 116 (McHugh ). See also justice Gaudron's statement that:

Once the notion that the Constitution permits of different grades or qualities of justice is rejected, the
consideration that State courts have a role and existence transcending their status as State courts directs the
conclusion that Ch III requires that the parliaments of the States not legislate to confer powers on State courts
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The exact nature of the constitutional limitation that operates at a State level was not

exhaustively defined by the majority judgments.sr It was, however, distinguished from the

limitations that operate at a federal level. More specifically, it is clear from the majority

judgments that the limitations do not extend to preventing at a State level, the conferring of

judicial powers on bodies other than courts, or to preventing the conferral of any power on

State courts that is not judicial power or incidental thereto.To Put simply, the majority

judgments in Kable do not precisely replicate at a State level the principles enunciated in

Boilermøkers' Case. As the discussion in Chapter 10 will argue, this distinction has been

maintained in Forge a Australian Securities ønd Inaestments Commission €t Ors.71

The implication at a State level was also expressed in Kable to be distinguishable from the

persona designata exception that operates at a federal level to prohibit the conferral on federal

judges, in their individual capacity, of functions that are inconsistent with the exercise of the

judicial power of the Commonwealth.T2 As Justice Gaudron explains inKable,

[t]he limitation on State legislative power is more closely confined and relates to the powers

or functions imposed on a State court, rather than its judges in their capacity as individuals,

and is concerned with powers or functions that are repugnant to or incompatible with the

exercise of the judicial power of the Commonwealth.T3

In commenting upon the scope of the limitatiorU the majority judges demonstrate that the focus

of their Honours' decision is on the institution of the judiciary. Implicit in the manner in which

the implication is being framed by the majority judges is the idea that the doctrine of the

separation of powers is a doctrine affecting institutions.Ta The majority judgments do not

expressly contemplate at length the manner in which such a separation can give rise to

which are repugnant to or incompatible with their exercise of the judicial power of the Commonwealth: ibid,

103.

6e See further, H P Lee, 'The Knble Case: A Guard-Dog that Barked But Once' in George Winterton (ed), State

Constitutional Landmarks (2006) 390, 39G9, 412.

70 Kable u DPP (7996) 189 CLR 51, 103 (Gaudron l), 116118 (McHugh J), 142 (Gummow f).
71 Forge a Australinn Seatrities and lnaestments Comnússion Ú Ors QC[l6\ 229 ALR223.

z2 See Kable o DPP (1996) 159 CLR 51, 103-104 (Gaudron D, 116¡118 (McHugh l). See, however, Enid Campbe[
'Constitutional Protection of State Courts and fudges' (797) 23 Monash Law Reuiau 397, 42L.

73 Kablea DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51, 1Ol'

74 Kableu DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51, 116 (McHugh). See also Nicftoløs a the Queen (998)7E3CLR173,220 (McHugh)'
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individual rights or immunities. In this regard it is distinct from the approach of the joint

judgment in Chu KLrcng Lim o Minister for Immigrøtion, Local Gooernment ønd Ethnic Affairs.zs

The institutional perspective taken of the separation of powers doctrine is reflected in the

marìner in which the limitation that tJrreKøble decision implied from Chapter III is framed.zo The

limitation derived is institutional in its focus. fustice McHugh saw the limitation as meaning

that '[i]n the case of State courts, ... th"y must be independent and appear to be independent of

their own State's legislature and executive goverrunent as well as the federal legislature and

goverrunent.'77 Such a limitation was for his Honour necessary to ensure'public confidence' in

the judiciary, and it is only in this respect that the perception of individual litigants became

relevant.T8 The limitation for Justice McHugh would prevent the conferral of any function on

the State Supreme Court that would result in the Court losing 'its identity as a cotrt.'7e His

Honour also made it clear, as did Justices Gaudron and Gummow that the limitation would

operate to prevent States from abolishing their Supreme Courts.so A concern for the integrity of

the institution of the judiciary is further reflected in Justice Gummow's judgmenf in that his

Honour refers to the much cited case of Misteretta in which the point was made tha!

[t]he legitimacy of the ]udicial Branch ultimately depends on its reputation for impartiality

and nonpartisanship. That reputation may not be borrowed by the political Branches to

cloak their work in the neutral colors of judicial action.81

Justice McHugh referred at length to the public perception of the institution of the judiciary as

well as making reference to the judicial process, whereas in comparison Justice Gaudron places

a greater and more singular emphasis upon the judicial process.s2 Although discernable

7s Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immigration, Local Gwemment and Ethnic Affairs (1992) 176 CLR 1, 29 (Brennan, Deane
and DawsonJ).

76 See, for example, Kable a DPP (7996) 789CLR 51, 116 (McHugh ).
n 1ud,116.
78 IUd,116-117.
7e lbid,117.
80 lbid,103 (Gaudron|, 117 (McHugh), 140 (Gummowf).
81 Mistrettø o United States (7989) 488 US 361 at 407 cited by Gummow J tn Kable o DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51, 133.
82 See Køble u DPP (1Ð6) 189 CLR 51,, 107 (Gaudron l), 122, 124 (McHugh l). The m¿ürner in which Justice Gaudron

addresses this issue is consistent with Her Honouls approach in otler cases: see, for example, Polywkhooich o
Commonwealth (1997) 172 CLR 501, 70T7M; Nicholas a The Queen (1998) 193 CLR 173, 208-209.
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differences may be identified in the ways in which the majority judges frame the implication

drawn from Chapter III, a common thread underlying the reasoning of these judges may be

recognized. This is a concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary. The integrity of the

federal judiciary may be seen as being supported either by public confidence in the institution

of the federal judiciary or by the integrity of the judicial process.s3

The majority judges explore further the scope of the constitutional limitation in their Honour's

consideration of the manner in which the Community Protection Act breached the limitation that

was found to exist at a State level. Again, the concerns of the majority judgments relate to the

affects of the challenged legislation upon the integrity of courts as institutions, rather than the

implications for the interests of the individual. This is evident in two related respects. First

whilst the ad hominem nature of the legislation was relevant to the majority finding in Kable,

their Honours did not limit the scope of the limitation that they drew from Chapter III on this

basis.e Secondlp whilst the majority alludes to the difficulties of preventative detentiory their

Flonour's primary concefft related to the involvement of the courts in this process.ss Justice

Gaudron distinguishing at length the process of incarceration for which the Community

Protection Acú provided from'proceeding otherwise know to the 1aw.'86 Her Honour went on to

state tha9

[t]he integrity of the courts depends on their acting in accordance with the judicial process

and, in no small measure, on the maintenance of public confidence in that Process. ... Public

confidence cannot be maintained in the courts and their criminal processes if, as postulated

by s 5(1), the courts are required to deprive persons of their liberty, not on the basis that they

have breached any law, but on the basis that an opinion is formed, by reference to material

which may or may not be admissible in legal proceedings, that on the balance of

probabilities, they may do so.87

83 Kablea DPP (1996) 189 CLR 57,107 (Gaudron), 122,724 (McHugh).
u Kable t¡ DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51., 103*¡107 (Gaudron ), 11G120 (McHugh ), 133-734 (Gummow l).
8s lbid,lO7 (Gaudron ), 120 (McHugh l), 13a (Gummow |.
86 tbid,106.
87 lbid,107.
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A similar concern was expressed by Justice Gummow regarding,'ttre incarceration of a citizen

by court order but not as punishment for a finding of criminal conduct.'ffi FIis Honour's

concern, however, was not directed specifically at the individual concerned but at the attempt

to have such a process, 'ratified by the reputation and authority of the Australian judiciary.'ae

Of greatest concern to the majority judges was the involvement of a court exercising federal

jurisdiction in a process that the majority found objectionable. This view is reflected in a

finding of invalidity that was clearly based on the potential of the legislation to 'compromise

the institutional imparttality of the Supreme Court.'eo Given the emphasis that the Kable decision

placed upon a particular view of Chapter III, it is not surprising that Justice McHugKs

judgment has been viewed as being 'difficult to reconcile'el with the view that 'it is not

legitimate to construe the Constifution by reference to political policies or theories'.e2

The Kable decision may be viewed as drawing an implication from the Constitution that was

fairly narrow in its scope. The limitation is expressed primarily in terms of what it is not. For

instance, the implication is distinguished from the wider implications that exist at a federal level

as a result of the Boilermnkers decision, and the persona designata exception. By defining the

limitation in this way the Court can avoid the more theoretical task of setting out the exact

nature of the limitation drawn from Chapter III. Whilst the majority did not expressly limit

their findings to the specific legislation considered in that case, it is difficulg on the basis of the

decision in Køble, to extend the doctrine much beyond what was said in that case. This view is

88 lbid,734.
8e lbid.

e0 lbid,127 (McHugh |)(emphasis mine). See also Knble a DPP (1996) 189 CLR 51106-107 (Gaudron |, 134 (Gummow
t).

sr Justice Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' Q003) 14 Public
Lmu ReaieØ2U,246.

e2 McGinty a Western Australia (1996) 186 CLR 14O, 232 (McHugh l).
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confirmed by the manner in which the Gleeson Court has interpreted Kable in subsequent

decisions.e3

In summary, it may be said that the decision in Kable a The Director of Public Prosecutions

emphasised the institutional character of the separation of the judicial power affected by

Chapter III of the Constitution.ea This may be compared to the approach of the joint judgment

in Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immigration, Locøl Gwernment and Ethnic Affairs.ss It may recalled

that the joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim focused on the institutional separation of powers,

however a further step was taken which acknowledged the Courfs concern that the legislation

may 'diminish the protection which Ch III of the Constitution provides, in the case of the

citizen.'e6 In contrast to the approach of the joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim, the majority

judgments in KøbIe do not focus at length upon the individual. That said, it should be

emphasised that the decision inKable did not narrow the constitutional protection recognised in

ChuKhengLim.

It may be concluded that Kable is a landmark decision concerning the structure of the judiciary

in the Australian federation. FIowever, despite the fact that a majority of the Court held invalid,

legislation which infringed the challenger's liberty, the decision cannot necessarily be regarded

as explicitly based upon a concern for the liberty of individuals.

The High Court under the leadership of Chief Justice Brennan moved away from the

characteristic approach of the Mason Court, which as Chapter 8 discussed, sought to balance

v3 See Baker a The Queen (2004) 23 CLR 513; Fnrdon a Attorney-Genernl (Queenshnd) (20M) 223 CLR 575; Forge a

Australian Securities and Inaestments Comttission fi Ors (2006)229 ALR223.

e4 Kable o DPP (19%) 189 CLR 51,, 70G107 (Gaudron D, 120-121. (McHugh D, 133-734 (Gummow D. ft" turther,
Wendy Lacey, 'Inherent Jurisdiction, Judicial Power and Implied Guarantees under Chapter III of the

Constitution' (2003) 31 F ederal Lmo Reoiew 57' 75.

ss See Chu Kheng Linr a Minister for Immigration, Local Gooernment ønd Ethnic Affairs (1992) 176 CLR 1, 29 (Brennan,

Deane and Dawsonl).
e6 lbid.
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the interests of the individual with those of the State. As a newspaper article concerning Sir

Gerard Brennan's retirement reportecl,

[a]n exciting and controversial phase of High Court history began to recede before the eyes

of Australia's most senior judges and lawyers yesterday, during the retirement ceremony for

the Chief ]ustice, Sir Gerard Brennan, on the eve of his 70th birthday. Sir Gerard, appointed

to the court in 1981, served in Sir Anthony Mason's activist courÇ which began speaking of

the Constitution as a compact with the people, and gave common law recognition to

Aboriginal land rights for the first time. Yesterday, Sir Anthony and two of his most activist

colleagues - Governor-General Sir William Deane and former Justice John Toohey, joined Sir

Gerard on the Bench. He was always the most consert¡atitse of the four, yet the retiring,

deeply private man was called upon as the new chief to publicly defend his court more

firmly than any other.eT

Not surprisingly, it was Sir Gerard Brennan who had observed in L990 in an administrative law

contexÇ that:

[T]he court needs to remember that the judicature is but one of three co-ordinate branches of

government and that the authority of the judicature is not derived from a superior capacity

to balance the interests of the community against the interests of an individual.es

The Brennan Court moved from a realist or sociological jurisprudential perspective of the

Courfs role, which can be implied from the Mason era. That said, the Brennan era did not

significantly confine either the scope of any constitutional principles developed by the Mason

Court concerning Chapter III, nor, did the Brennan era, see a retreat from the role of the Court

in establishing such principles. The combination of a more confined judicial approacþ together

with the support for and development of constitutional principles, can be seen to reflect of the

tensions that have been identified as underlying Sir Gerard Brennar{s jurisprudence. Belinda

Baker and Stephen Gageler write that,

e7 Margo Kingston, 'Public Farewell For a Very Private Man' , The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney) 22 Mray 1998, 4
(emphasis added).

e8 Attomey-Generalfor the State of New SouthWalesa Quin (190)170CLR7,37.
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[i]n many respects, Brennan embodied the tension that is at the heart of the judicial oath. He

believed that it was a primary function of law to protect minorities and the disadvantaged,

and his decisions struggled to achieve this result. Yet Brennan was also a strong adherent of

the rule of law, believing that a Justice was limited in his or her ability to engage in judicial

law-making. The tension between these imperatives characterised Brennarfs judgments

throughout his time as a fustice of the High Court.ee

Another potential influence upon the change in method, without any substantial change in

constitutional principles is the shifting membership of the Brennan Court. The arrival of

Gummow J is likely to have been significant. For example, the empirical significance of the

appointrnent of Gummow J following the retirement of Sir Anthony Mason upon the Gleeson

Court in constitutional cases has been noted.100 It is also relevant to observe that during the

Brennan era, Gummow J formed part of the minority in Gould u Brolrn, a decision which was

later reversed during the Gleeson era. Gummow J also in a number of decisions such as Kable

focused strongly on the need to preserve the integrity of the federal judiciary-a line of

argument which Chapter 10 will suggest has been influential in shaping the Gleeson Courfs

Chapter III jurisprudence. The Brennan CourÍs concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary

can also be viewed as a response to some of the criticisms that had been made of the perceived

activism of the Mason sv¿.101

Although the exact nature of the influences upon the Brennan era is not readily identifiable or

quantifiable, the analysis in this Chapter has identified some general trends in the approach of

the Brennan Court. In very broad terms the Breruran era put forward an approach that was

more confined than some of the broadly theorised methodologies put forward in the Mason era.

That said, the Brennan era did not substantially limit any of the constitutional protections

recognised by the Mason Court.102 There was also a degree of continuity between the

e Belinda Baker and Stephen Gageler, 'Brennan, (Francis) Gerard' in Tony Blackshield, Michael Coper and George

Williams (eds), Thc Oxford Companion to the High Coutt of Austrnlia (20/01) 66,66.

1m Andrew Lynch and George Willians, 'The High Court on Constitutional Law: The 2003 Statistics' (2004) //
lJnfuersity of New SouthWales Løt Report 88,93-94.

101 See further, 'Courts in the Firing Ltnd, The Age (Melbourne), 23 May 1998, 9, George Williams, 'Brennan's High

Times', The Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney) 2l May 1998' 77 .

102 Even though the unanimous decision in Lange t¡ Australian Broørdcøsting Corporntion (199n 789 CLR 520 adopted a

more limitãd formulation of the implied freedom of political communication, it ultimately upheld the existence of
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approaches of the Mason Court and the Brennan Court, in decisions such as Grollo a Palmer,lo3

Wilson a Minister for Aboiginal and Torres Strait Islandel Affairs,to+ and Gould T Broun.7ls The

jurisprudence from these cases, like that of the Mason era, seemed to allow for a greater degree

of flexibility in the interpretation of Chapter III, than that which would flow from a strict

interpretation of the principles set out inBoilermakers.

Significantl!, the methodology of the Brennan CourÇ and the increasing concern that the Court

expressed for the need to preserve the institutional integrity of the federal judiciary, can be seen

as an early signal to the shift from the realist based jurisprudence of the Mason era. Whilst the

Brennan era saw the High Court return to a more orthodox interpretive methodology, this was

not a static time for Chapter III jurisprudence. Although Brennan CJ together with Dawson f
dissented, the Brennan Court in decisions such as Kable was willing to establish new

constitutional principles.

The analysis presented in this Chapter has shown that the Brennan era saw some changes away

from the methodology and ideas associated with the realism of the Mason era. The Brennan

Court also developed some new ideas. This period did not, however, produce a significant

amount of change to the substantiae principles concerning Chapter III jurisprudence developed

by the Mason Court. This form of movement in constitutional law can be contrasted with the

analysis presented in the following Chapter which will establish that the Gleeson era has seen a

change in method and a retreat from some of the substøntiae constitutional principles of the

Mason era.

this freedom: see Belinda Baker and Stephen Gageler,'Brennan, (Francis) Gerard' in Tony Blackshield, Michael
Coper and George Williams (eds), The Oxford Cotttpanion to the High Court of Australiø QOOI) 66,68.

103 (1995) 184 CLR348.
104 (1996) 189 CLR 1.

10s Gould a Brown (1998) 193 CLR 346.
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The analysis presented in this Chapter will consider the approach of the Gleeson Court in cases

concerning the doctrine of the separation of judicial powers. More specifrcally, the following

discussion will demonstrate that the approach of the Gleeson Court in this area of law may be

analysed within the conceptual framework summarised in the conclusion to Part I. It will be

recalled that the analysis in Part I identified the primary characteristics of the Gleeson Courfs

approach as being consistent with the methodologies associated with legalism and pragmatism.

It will be argued that the manner in which these theories are applied supports the conclusion

that the Gleeson Court is a largely a-theoretical Court'

The essential movement examined in this Chapter concerrìs the extent to which the approach

taken to the interpretation of the separation of judicial power by the Gleeson Court has evinced

a retreat from the approach of the Mason Court. The degree to which the Gleeson Court may be
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returning to a Dixonian approach will also be examined. It has been argued throughout this

thesis that legalism is a significant influence on the Gleeson Court. F{owever, more specifically,

Chapter 2 argued that the form of legalism generally associated with the Gleeson Court can be

distinguished from Dixonian legalism. It was argued that unlike in the approach of Sir Owen

Dixon it is difficult to identify the theoretical assumptions that underpin the form of legalism

employed by a number of members of the Gleeson Court. In this Chapter by examining the

renewed emphasis that the current High Court has placed upon the Boilermakers decisiory the

difference and similarities between the approach of the Gleeson Court and the approach of the

Dixon Court will be demonstrated.

It was also argued in previous Chapters that the Gleeson Court may be seen to be moving away

from approaches associated with realism or natural law reasoning which are evident in

decisions of the Mason era, such as Polyukoaich a The Queenl and Chu Kheng Lim u Minister for

Immigration, Local Gwernment and Ethnic Affairs.2 It will be argued in this Chapter that the

Gleeson Court has interpreted these decisions in a manner that obviously distances the Gleeson

Court from both the principles and approach of the Mason Court. In this Chapter, it will be

further argued that the Gleeson Court has not viewed the judicial role along the lines of realism

or sociological jurisprudence, in that members of the Gleeson Court have not expressly been

concerned with the relationship between the individual and the State. Rather, the Gleeson

Court has adopted a more legalistic and pragmatic approach which focuses upon the institution

of the judiciary. In short, in the context of Chapter III decisions the Gleeson Court has tended to

take a doctrinal approacþ which focuses upon interpreting the text of the Constitution together

with a varying regard for practical considerations. This approach seeks wherever possible to

dispose of constifutional cases on the basis of principles of statutory construction.3

Some significant conclusions will be drawn from the comparative analysis presented in this

Chapter about the movement in Chapter III jurisprudence that has occurred from the Mason to

(1997)172 CLR 501('War Cimes ActCase').

(1992) 176 CLR 1 ( Chu Kheng Lim) .

Tony Blackshield and George Williarns, 'Preface to the Fourth Edition' Australian Constitutional Lnw and Theory:
Comnentary and Materials (4ù ed, 2006) v. See further, Steven Churches, "''lragic": the High Court decision in the
indefinite mandatory detention case of Al-Kateb' (2004) 26 Løw society Bulletin 3o.
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Gleeson eras. Firsg it will be concluded that the general approach of the Gleeson Court has

resulted in the incremental development of the High Courfs jurisprudence and has not

produced the broad principles which characterised the Mason era. Secondly, the legalistic focus

of the Gleeson Court upon the terms of Chapter III which focus on rJrre institution of the

judiciary, and the concern that the Gleeson Court has shown for the institutional integrity of the

judicial arm of goverrunent, does not reflect an attempt to balance the interests of the individual

with the powers of the State. This Chapter will conclude that the Gleeson Courfs Chapter III

jurisprudence has reduced the constitutional protections that decisions from the Mason era held

tJne Constitution afforded to individuals. In short, the change in method has brought about

substøntiue changes in the law.

The decisions that will form the focus of the analysis presented in this Chapter are, Re Wakim;

Ex pørte McNøIly,a Al-Kateb a Godwin,s Baker a R,6 Fardon a Attomey-General (Queenslønd),7 and

Forge u Australian Securities and Inaestments Commission €¡ Ors.8 Although there are a great

number of cases from the Gleeson era that have considered issues concerning Chapter III of the

Constitution, these cases have been chosen because they are each significant in some respec9 and

they represent in some way the general themes associated with the approach of the Gleeson

Court to Chapter III issues.

Two final points about the form that the analysis presented in this Chapter will take, should

also be mentioned in this introduction. First, it should be acknowledged that the decision in Re

Wakim was specifically included for examination in this Chapter because it is the most oft-cited

counter-example to any suggestion that the approach of the Gleeson Court is pragmatic. The

analysis put forward in this Chapter will suggest that despite the practical difficulties that

flowed from the ReWøkim decision, the approach of the majority in that case, remains consistent

with the general conceptual framework that this thesis associates with the Gleeson Court.

Secondly, it should be mentioned that the cases considered in this thesis could be considered

I (tee9) 198 CLR 511 (Re Wakim').

s (200a) 219 CLR 562 ( Al-Kateb).
ø Q0M)223 CLR573 (Bake/).
z (2oC4) 223 CLR 575 ('Førdon').

a (2006) 226 ALR223('Forgd).
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thematically. For example the decisions of Bøker a The Queen and Fardon a Attorney-General

(Queensland) raise most directly the principles established in the Kable decision, discussed in

Chapter 9. Howevet, the cases presented in Part II of this thesis are, for the most par!

considered in chronological order for the simple reason that this form of analysis most clearly

demonstrates the movement in Chapter III jurisprudence that has occurred.

II Re waxm; PRnclcAl.rry AND coNsrlrurroNAI- pRlr.¡crpre

The judgment R¿ Wakim; ex pafte McNnIIf followed from a number of proceedings which were

heard together by the High Court. These proceedings raised the issue of the validity of

legislative schemes, which providing for the cross vesting of jurisdiction between federal, State

and Territory courts. In very general terms, one cross-vesting scheme that was challenged

enabled participating courts to exercise jurisdiction with respect to civil matters within the

jurisdiction of other participating courts and also provided for matters to be transferred to

another court in the scheme.lo The Corporations Law cross vesting scheme was also challenged.

That legislative scheme had, in par! sought to confer jurisdiction on the Federal Court to

exercise powers under tlrre Corporøtions Law of a State.

The High Court in Re Wakim was called upon the decide a number of issues, however in the

context of the current analysis the key constitutional point raised in the proceedings concerned

whether State jurisdiction could vest in a Federal Court.11 Relevantly, the majority of the High

q Re Wakim; exparte McNally (1999)198 CLR 511 (ReWakim).
10 Transfer was possible where it was 'more appropriate' that the matter be heard by that other Court. See further,

Graeme Hill,'The Demise of cross-Vesting' (799)27 Federnl Løw Reaiew s47,s47-s48.
11 Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511. A number of other issueg such as issues relating to accrued jurisdiction, the

discretionary nature of particular remedies, and issues conceming the conferral of power by legislation of a
Territory, also arose. For example, in two of the High Court proceedings, Re Wnkfuï Ex parte McNatty and Re
Wakfuu Ex Parte Daroall the applicants sought prohibition directed to the Federal Court. In these proceéding the
High Court held that the general cross-vesting scheme did not validly confer jurisdiction on the Federal Court to
hear the common law claims against the Official Trustee's solicitors and barrister: see Re Wakirn (1999) 198 CLR
511, 582 (Gummow and Hayne JJ), with Gleeson CJ (at 540) and Gaudron J (at 546) agreeinp McHugh J (at 554-
563) with Callinan J agreeing (at 626); Kitby I (at 596-618) dissented. A majority of the High Court went on to find
that the Federal Court had jurisdiction to determine these claims as they came within that Court's accrued
jurisdiction: see Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 588 (Gummow and Hayne l) with Gleeson CJ (at 546,) and
Gaudron J (at 546) agreeing; McHugh J (at 563) agreeing in the o¡ders proposed; Callinan J @t 627-628) dissenting.
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Court, with Kirby J dissenting, held that that State jurisdiction could not vest in a federal

court.12 In very basic terms the essential effect of the decision in Re Wøkim was to limit conferral

of cross vesting of jurisdiction between State and federal courts by prohibiting the exercise by

federal courts of State jurisdiction.

The starkest divide and the one that ultimately split the Court in Re Wakitn concerned the

implications to be drawn from the text of the Constitution. As the following analysis

demonstrates, the majority reasoning in Re Wakim was dominated by a legalistic and doctrinal

approach that sought to base the conclusion reached upon the interpretation of the text of the

Constitution and the relevant precedents. As such, it will be argued that this decision

For Justices Gummow and Hayne the existence of a common substratum of facts led to the conclusion that the

proceedings raised a single justiciable controversy: see Re Wnkfut (1999) 198 CLR 511, 583-588. Their Honours

ãoubted that the exercise of accrued jurisdiction was discretionary: ibid 588. Justice McHugh was sceptical of

whether there was a single controversy, however he was not prepared to say on the materials before him that the

matter was outside the jurisdiction of the Federal Court: Re Waktu (\999) 198 CLR 511', 563,564. Justice Callinan

emphasised the separate nature of the proceedings and held that accrued jurisdiction was discretionary.

Applying the test of impression and practical judgment' propounded in Stack a Coast Securities (No 9) PA Ud
(1983) 154 CLR 261, 294, he held that there was not one justiciable controversy. (]ustices Gummow and Hayne

also referred to this authority, however their Honours did not understand the references to 'impression' and

'practical judgment' as stating a test to be applied). ln Re Brown; Ex pnrte Amønn the applicants challenged the

provisions of the corporations cross-vesting scheme that purported to enable the Federal Court to exercise Powers
under the Corporntions Law of aState. The High Court held that the Corporations Lazu cross-vesting scheme did not
validly confer jurisdiction on the Federal Court to exercise powers under the Corporations Lmn of a State. The

majority of the High Court prohibited further steps in the Federal Court under the order for winding up and

quashed the order for examination, on the application of Mr Amann, who has not been a Party to the proceedings

n Gould u Brown: see Re Wnkitt (1999) 198 CLR 511, 592 (Gummow and Hayne J), with Gleeson CJ (546) and

Gaudron J (at 5a6), McHugh J (at 56a) agreeing in the order for prohibition, and Callinan I (at 635) agreeing; Kirby

f dissenting (at 620). For justices Gummow and Hayne identity of parties was a necessary element for the

application of both issue estoppel and res judicata. Part of Mr Amann's application was therefore allowed. The

sãme majority, (Gummow and Hayne Jj, with Gleeson CI Gaudron, McHugh and Callinan Jj agreeing), declined

to grant certio¡ari to quash the winding up order, by refusing the extension of time required for such an

application. Justices Gummow and Hayne stated that a significant reason for doing so was that third parties

aãquired rights may well have been affected by such an order: Re Wakim (19W) 198 CLR 511, 592 (Gummow and

Hiyne J), see also 565 (McHugh D, 635 (Callinan J). fustice McHugh and Justice Callinan also referred to these

considerations. However, Justice McHugh was to later suggest in his remarkable judgment in Re Macks; Ex pnrte

Saint Q000) 2M CLR 758,221, that the Court was wrong to do so. The application for the ancillary orders, such as

the delivery and destruction of the examination tapes, was refused on the basis that the validity of use of these

materials may depend on matters that were not before the High Court: Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 592

(Gummow and Hayne J). Mr Gould's application for certiorari was also dismissed. The final matter of Spinks tt

Prentiæ concerned orders for examination made under the Corporations Løw (ACI). Once again, the jurisdiction of

the Federal Court was challenged. The matter had been before the Full Court of the Federal Court. The Full
Court held that s 51(1) of the Commonwealth Corporations Acf validly conferred jurisdiction on the Federal Court
with respect to civil matters arising under the Corporations Løw (ACT). The Full Court also found that it had

power to make the examination orders under sections 5968 and 597(9) of the Corporations Lazn (ACI) where there

ñad been a winding up. The applicants in the High Court sought special leave to appeal from the orders of the

Full Court of the Federal Court. The challenge was dismissed on the authority of Notthern Tenitory o GPAO

(7999) 196 CLR 553, with the High Court unanimously holding that the Commonwealth Corporations Acf validly
conferred power on the Federal Court to exercise powers under tlre Corporations Lmn o1 the ACT: see Re Wakim

(19Ð) 798 CLR 511, 596 (Gummow and Hayne JJ), 540 (Gleeson C] agreeing), 546 (Gaudron I agreeing), 565

(McHugh ), 619 (Kirby ), 636 (Callinan ).
Re Wakim (999) 195 CLR 511, 540 (Gleeson CJ agreeing with Gummow and Hayne II),il6 (Gaudron I agreeing

with Gummow and Hayne [D,5il-563 (McHugh |), 582 (Gummow and Hayne JJ), 626 (Callinan J agreeing with
McHugh ); 59ç618 6irby I dissenting).
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demonstrates a return to legalism. It will also be argued that implicit in the reasoning

expressed by the majority inReWakim there may be discerned a concern for the integrity of the

federal judiciary.

A Text ønd Polícy: Re l;l/økím, the Gleeson Court ønd Legalism

In Re Wqkim the importance of sections 7'1, 75, 76 and 77 of the Constitution were considered.

Section 77 provides that with respect to any of the matters mentioned in section 75 and76, the

Parliament may make laws:

(Ð Defining the jurisdiction of any federal court other than the High Court:

Defining the extent to which the jurisdiction of any federal court shall be

exclusive of that which belongs to or is invested in the courts of the States:

Investing any court of a State with federal jurisdiction.

(iÐ

(iiÐ

The combined effect of sections 75,76 and 77 is to empower the Federal Parliament to confer

jurisdiction on federal courts in respect of 'matters' which are defined in ss 75 and 76. The

divide between the majority and the minority in ReWakim reflects differing conceptions of these

constitutional provisions.l3 The six judges who formed the majority, Gleeson CJ, Gaudrorç

McHugtu Gummow, Hayne and Callinan JJ, held that Chapter III exhaustively defined the

original jurisdiction that could be conferred on federal courts. For Justice Kirby, who dissented,

Chapter III did not set out the totality of the jurisdiction that could be conferred on federal

courts.

The argument in favour of the validity of the legislative provisions which provided that the

Federal Court may exercise jurisdiction conferred on that Court by a law of a State, asserted that

Chapter III did not exhaustively define the jurisdiction that could be conferred on a Chapter III

See also Dung Lam, 'Wakim' Case Note, (2OOO) 22 Sydney Lmo Reuiew 155,'J.62.
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Court. The Parliament of a State, it was said, had power to vest jurisdiction to decide matters

arising under its laws in courts of other jurisdictions including the Federal Court. It was also

suggested that section 109 of the Constitution cotlld frustrate the exercise of this Power/ in the

absence of Commonwealth consent. Flowever, with Commonwealth agreement it was argued

that Chapter III did not prevent the vesting by State legislation of State judicial power in a

federal court.la

All of the majority judges in Re Wøkim relied upon the decisions oÍ In re ludiciary and Nøuigøtion

Actsls and R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Socie$ of Australia.l6 Even Justice Kirby in dissent

accepted that observations could be found in those cases, which appeared to stand against the

proposition that States may confer judicial power on a federal court.l7 The majority judges'

reliance inReWakim upon the text of t}re Constitution and precedent was coupled with a refusal

to consider wider policy considerations. It should, however, be acknowledged that in the

majority judgments there are some subtle differences regarding the manner in which Chapter

III was interpreted.

Chief Justice Gleeson agreed with the judgments of Justices Gummow and Hayne concerning

the vatidity of the cross-vesting legislation, as did Justice Gaudron.ls However, Chief Justice

Gleeson's judgment went on to provide reasons which emphasised the relevance of both the

text of the Constihttion and precedents. For Chief Justice Gleesory the primary issue in the

matters before the Court turned on'the meaning and effect of Chapter III of the Constitution.'le

His Honour viewed the decision of ln re ludiciary and Naaigation Acts as being inconsistent with

the argument put forward by those in favour of the validity of the cross-vesting provisions.20 In

74 See Gouldt¡ Brown (1998) 193 CLR 346,479481(Brennan CJ and Toohey D. See also Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511,

541(Gleeson C).
1s (19 )29 CLR 257.

16 (1956)94 CLR 254.

17 Re Wakim (lggg) 198 CLR 511, 607. That said, |ustice Kirby went on to point out these authorities did not address

the conferral of State jurisdiction as they were concerned with the limits of the judicial power of the

Commonwealth. His Honour also sought to distinguish these cases on the basis that they were decided in a
different constitutional era, before the creation of significant federal courts.

18 ReWaktut (1999) 198 CLR 511,540 (Gleeson C0,546 (Gaudronf).
7e tbid,540.
20 ln rc ludiciary and Naaigation Acts (19A) 29 CLR 257 . Fot Chief Justice Gleeson the argument of the proponents of

the legislation removed any limitation on States conferring, on the High Court, the Power to give advisory

opinions. For his Honour, such a result would'expose the fragility of the concept of delimitation regarded by the
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addition Gleeson CJ emphatically rejected the argument that the constitutional validity of the

legislation could be influenced by any view concerning the desirability of the legislation. In

particular, his Honour stated that, '[a]pproval of legislative policy is irrelevant to a judgment as

to constitutional validity; just as disapproval of the policy would be irrelevant.'2l

A similar emphasis on the text of the Constih.ttion and precedents may be found in the judgment

of Justice McHugh. Like the Chief Justice, Justice McHugh denied the relevance of the policy

considerations concerning the desirability of the cross-vesting legislation.z In addition, Justice

McHugh directly addressed the question of how the constitution should be interpreted, arguing

that'[t]he starting point for a principled interpretation of the Constitution is the search for the

intention of its makers.'23 This aspect of Justice McHugh s judgment may be contrasted to that

of Justice Kirby, who also addressed the issue concerning the relevance of the intentions of the

framers of the Constitution These diverging opinions gave rise to a debate in Australian

jurisprudence concerning the relevance of the intent of the framers of the Australian

Constitution and the manner in which f}te Constitution may be interpreted as a living

document.2a

majority in ln re ludiciary and Nnoigation Acts as underpinning the separation of powers': see Re Wnkim (1rgg9) 198
CLR 511, 543-5M (Gleeson C|).

21 lbid,540.
22 His Honour states:

It would be very convenient and usually less expensive and time-consuming for litigants in the federal
courts if those courts could deal with all litigious issues arising between the litigants, irrespective of whether
those issues have any connection with federal law. From the litiganfs point of view that is saying a great
deal. But unfortunately, from a constitutional point of view, it says nothin g: ibid 548.

Justice McHugh also held that'the judiciary has no power to amend or modernise the Constitution to give effect
to what the judges think is in the public interes(: ibid 549.

23 Ibid,551.
24 See Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 599-600. See also, for example, Eastman a The Queen (2000) 203 CLR 1, 44-51

(McHugh l), 80 (Kirby |); Brcu)nlee a The Qreen (2001) 207 CLR 278, 3L411 (Kirby |); AI-Kateb o Godwin n9 CLF. 562,
592ff (McHughD' 6221f (Kirby ). See turther, Cheryl Saunders, 'In the Shadow of Re Wakim' (1999) 17 Company
nnd Securities Lnw loumal 507,517¡ Justice Michael Kirþ,'Constitutional Interpretation and Original Intenü A
Form of Ancestor Worship?' (2C[lO) 24 Melbwrne Llnioersity Law Reoieto 1; Dan Meagher, 'New day Rising? Non-
originalism, |ustice Kirby and Section 80 of the Constitution' (2002) 24 Sydney Law Reoisw 141; Mirko Èagaric,
'Originalism: why some things should never change, or at least not too quickly' (2000) 19 Uniaersity of Tasmanin
Law Reaiew 173; Jercmy Kirk 'Constitutional interpretation and a theory of evolutional originalism' (Iggg) 2Z
Federal Lmt Reoiew 323; Jeffrey Goldsworthy, 'Originalism in constitutional interpretatron' (1997) 25 Federal Lmt
Reoiao 1; Greg Cravery 'Original intent and the Australian Constitution: coming soon to a court near you?' (1990)
1 Public Løw Reaiew 166. See generally, Justice Antonin Scalia, 'The role of a constitutional court in a democratic
society' (1995) 2 ludicial Reoiew 141; Tony Blackshield and George Wìlliams, Australian Constitutional Lnw û Theory
(3,a ed,20O2)32611.
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Justice McHugh relied upon what he saw as the exhaustive nature of the terms of Chapter III of

tl¡e Constitution and the decisions in Iz re ludiciary ønd Naaigation Acts and Boilermøkers to

support the view that Chapter III is an exhaustive delimitation of the original jurisdiction that

may be exercised under the judicial power of the Commonwealth.zs His Honour also doubted

that a State could invest a federal court with jurisdiction that the Parliament of the

Commonwealth, who created the court, could not invest in that court. In his Honour's view,

such courts would be 'curial vessels into which could be poured unlimited jurisdiction by any

polity except their creator.'26 By granting power to the Parliament of the Commonwealth to

create federal courts and by expressly stating the matters in respect of which the Parliament

may confer jurisdiction on those courts, his Honour reasoned that Chapter III of lhe Constitution

impliedly forbade the conferring of any other jurisdiction on those courts, by the

Commonwealth or the States.zT In this way, Justice McHugh concluded that both the State and

Commonwealth legislative provisions were invalid (in so far as they purported to give the

Federal Court jurisdiction to exercise State judicial power). The reasoning is legalistic in the

sense that his Honour's line of reasoning is expressly based uPon an interpretation of the text of

the Constitution artd the relevant established precedenlt.za Justice Callinan adopted a similar

approacþ and his Flonour's written reasons place perhaps the greatest emphasis of any

member of the majority, upon the terms of Chapter III of the Constitution.2e

The approach of Justices Gummow and Hayne differed slightly from that expressed in the

reasons of Gleeson CJ and McHugh J, in that their Honours sought to support their argument

by reasoning from fundamental principles. At the beginning of their Honours' joint judgment,

Justices Gummow and Hayne consider the authority of courts to decide a matter. Their

Honours conclude that this authority comes from the law of the polity of the courts concerned'

Gummow and Hayne JJ reject the notion that this authority could come from the legislature of

2s Re Wakittt (1999) 198 CLR 511, 554ff.

26 ReWakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 558.

27 tbid,558-5û.
2ß tbid,555-557.
2e lbid,625 (Callinan ).
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some ottrer polity.ao For Justices Gummow and Hayne, the classic statement in Huddart, Parker

t Co Pty Ltd a Moorehead was the starting point.31 In this respecÇ the judgment of Justices

Gummow and Hayne reflects the orthodox view of judicial decisions as the exercise of

sovereign power according to law. Further, relying on In re ludiciary and Naaigation Acts and

Boilermqkers', Justices Gummow and Hayne considered the role of the federal judicature ancl the

limited nature of judicial power.32 Following these cases, their Honours held thag in a federal

system the federal judicature had the ultimate responsibility for deciding upon the limits of the

respective Power of the governments. Thus, section 76 of the Constitution was an exclusive

source of the power to confer jurisdiction on the High Court.33 From this it followed that:

The jurisdiction that may be conferred on a federal court under s77 is limited to

the heads identified in ss 75 and76; and

2. No other polity can confer jurisdiction on a federal court.

Their Honours conclusion concerning the validity of the cross-vesting legislation is based, like

the other members of the majority, upon the constitutional provisions concerning judicial

power. However, it is apparent that underlying their Honours' reasoning is a specific

conception of federal judicial power. This conception not only incorporates the ideas expressed

in ss 75 and76, but also the notion that the authority of federal courts to decide a matter, must

come from the federal polity. This represents a more theorised approach than that apparent in

the reasoning of the other members of the majority. For Justices Gummow and Hayne, a

30 ReWakim (7999)198 CLR 511, 573. Fot a critical assessment of this view see Dennis Rose,'The Bizarre Destruction
of Cross-Vesting' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds), The High Court at the Crossronds: Essqls in
Con s ti tu ti on al L aw (2000) 186, 190.

31 Chief Justice Griffith tn Huddart, Pørker €t Co Pty Ltd ¡t Moorehead ¡efers to: 'the power which every sovereign
authority must of necessity have to decide controversies between its subjects, or between itself and its subjecis,
whether the rights relate to life, liberty or properly': see Huddørt, Parker €t Co Pty Ltd u Moorehead (1909) I CLR
33o, 357 (Griffith cf cited by Gummow and Hayne JJ in Re wakim (1999) 198 cLR 511, sz3.

32 Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 575 referring to In re ludiciøry and Naaigntion Acts (921) 94 CLR 254, 270 and R u
Kirby; Exparte Boilermakers' Society of Austrnlia (1956) 29 CLR 257,2&-267.

33 It will be recalled that the majority n R a Kirby; Ex pnrte Boilermakers' Society of Australinheld that'it cannot be left
to the judicial power of the States to deterrnine either the ambit of federal power or the extent of the residuary
power of the States.' The joint judgment reasoned that it followed thaç '[t]he powers of the federal judicature
must therefore be at once paramount and limited': R a Kirby; Ex pnrte Boilemtakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94
CLR 254, 268 (Dixon CJ, McTiernan, Fullagar and Kitto). See further Chapter 7 above.
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defined concept of federal judicial power led to the conclusion that legislation that purports to

confer State jurisdiction on a federal court is invalid.¡a

The decision of Justice Kirby differed not only in the conclusion that his Flonour reached

concerning the validity of the challenged legislation, but also in the method of reasoning that he

adopted. Justice Kirby was particularly critical of the construction of Chapter III taken by the

majority. He argued that the majority needlessly implied that Chapter III exhaustively defined

the original jurisdiction that could be conferred on federal courts.3s His Honour applied the

approach of Gleeson CJ and McHugh J in Abebe a The Commonwealth holding that,'[r]igid and

impractical outcomes are justified only by "the clearest constitutional language" which "compel

them"'.36 For Justice Kirby,

[a] negative implication will only arise where it is manifest from the language used in the

provisions within Chapter III or is logically or practically necessary for the preservation of

the integrity and structure of the Judicature envisaged in that Chapter.3T

In deciding the matters in Re Wakim, Jrtsl:ce Kirby argued thaÇ whilst in the case of the High

Court there may well be negative implications in Chapter III that would prevent any attempt to

confer State jurisdiction upon iÇ a similar implication did not aPply in respect of other federal

courts created by Parliament.

Accordingly, Justice Kirby held that State jurisdiction could be conferred on the Federal Court.

That said, like the statutory majority tn Gould a Brown, his Flonour held that the type of State

jurisdiction that could be conferred was limited.38 Justice Kirby held that any attempt to confer

upon a federal court jurisdiction incompatible with the constitutional character of that Court or

inconsistent with the functions accorded to that Court by the federal Parliament, would have no

34 Re Wakim (7999\ 798 CLR 511, 575, 582.

3s tbid,610 (rcirbyl).
36 lbid, 6W (Kirby D quoting from the joint judgment of Gleeson CJ and McHugh J n Abebe a The Commonwealth

(1999)1e7 CLR 510, 532.

37 Re Wakim (1999) 798 CLR 511, 601 (Kirby ) relying on Austrnlian Capital Teleoision Pty Ltd a The Commonwealth [No
2l (1992)177 CLR106,135 and, McGinty aWestem Australia (1996) 186 CLR 140,'l'æ-171,1.84-185, 231,284-286.

38 Re Wøkim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 617 (Ktby ) referring to Gould o Brown (1998) 1% CLR 340 386 (Brennan CJ and

Toohey ), 49G498 (Kitby D.
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constitutional effect.es In this respec! his Honour's judgment falls in line with the narrower

view of the implication to be drawn from Chapter III. The approach adopted by Justice Kirby

led to his dissenting view that the cross-vesting legislation was valid. In formulating this

opinion his Honour was willing to have regard to matters of 'constifutional authority, principle

and policy' including the 'benefits of the cross-vesting scheme' and the 'inconvenience' of 'a

rigid construction of Chapter III.'ao

The divide between the majority approach and that of Kirby J in Re Wakim is based upon the

inferences that may be drawn from the text of lfre Constitution. However, the manner in which

the text is interpreted also demonstrates a divergence over the use of poliry considerations. The

legalistic approach of the majority, as would be expected, does not refer at length to policy

arguments, whereas poliry considerations are openly acknowledged in Kirby J's dissent. As the

following discussion demonstrates a rejection of the use of policy arguments by the majority

may also be seen in the manner in which the majority addressed two issues raised in Re Wøkim

concerning the nature of the Australian federal system, and in doing so the majority approach

meets a core aim of legalism.

B Policy cons¡derot¡ons and the Nature of the Austrøliun Federal System

Dissimilar conceptions of the nature of Australian federalism underlie two central differences

between the majority and minority approaches in Re Wakim, namely, the idea of co-operative

federalism and the need for Commonwealth consent. In particular, the manner in which these

issues are addressed by the majority demonstrates a reluctance to allow the use of a particular

policy to inform judicial reasoning, or to articulate the particular perspective of Australian

federalism that is relevant to their Honours' reasoning.

3e ReWakim (19Ð) 198 CLR 511, 617 (Klrby D.
40 ReWaktut (1999)198CLR511, ffi-610 Kitbyl).
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I Co-operalive Federølßm

Tlrre Constitution provides for the continued existence of the Statesal and for the relations

between the States and the Commonwealth.a2 \ /hilst various references in the Constitution to

State and Federal interaction may be cited,a3 co-operation is not a major theme in the Australian

Constitution, and not surprisingly ffre Constitutionhas been described as'somewhat ambivalent

about the idea of intergovernmental cooperation''4

Whilst State and federal co-operation may not be a focus of the Constitution, prior to Re Wakim

there had been some judicial exploration of the doctrine of co-operative federalism in decisions

such as R u Duncan; Ex pafte Australiøn Iron ønd Steel Pty Ltd, albelt that that case concerned the

conferral of jurisdiction upon a Tribunal.as ln Duncan the Court upheld joint Commonwealth

and State legislation establishing the Coal Industry Tribunal and enabling the Tribunal to

perform both Commonwealth and State functions. a6 It was made clear in Duncan that it

mattered not that the object of the co-operative legislation could not be achieved by either polity

acting alone.a7 Gibbs CJ in Duncan held that there was no prohibition on the States and the

Commonwealth exercising their respective powers in a complementary way.48 Deane J referred

41 ss 106, 107 and 108.

42 See s S1(xxxüi), (xxxvii), (xxxviü), s77(n\' s97, s1'l'4, and s 120.

4i See Cheryl Saunders, 'In the Shadow of Re Wakim' (1999) 17 Conrpany and Securities Lnzo loumal 507, 513-51'4'

Section 1i8 requires that full faith and credit be given to the laws and judicial proceedings of every State. A State

may require Cbmmonwealth consent to undertake certain activities such as the raising of any naval or military
force, oi the imposing of tax on the property of the Commonwealth: s 114. Similarly, the Commonwealth may

require State consent to acquire State railways: s 51(xxxiü). See also s 51(xxxviü). The Commonwealth may use

State prisons (s 120) and State Courts (s Z(Ð) for federal purposes/ and the Commonwealth may exercise power

referred to it by the States (s 51(xxxvü))
44 Brian Opeskin, 'Commentary: A Valediction Forbidding Mourning' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams

(eds), The High Court at the Crossroads: Essq¡s in Constitutional Lnw (2000\ 216, T7. Brian Opeskin also makes the

interesting póiot tt ut when constitutions of more recent origin are compared to the Australian Constitution this

deficit in the Australian Constitution is apparent. He cites as an example the 1996 South African Constitution
which exhorts the three levels of government to 'cooperate with one another in mutual trust and good laith': ibid.

Cheryl Saunders makes a related point when she refers to 'the inconvenience oÍ Re Wakim' as 'part of the price

that Àustralians pay for an aging ConstitutiorL written for vastly different circumstances and adapted only with
partial success to cóntemporary circumstances by governments Parliaments and courts.': Cheryl Saunders, 'In the

Shadow of Re Wakim' (1999) 17 Company and Securíties Lmt loumal 507, 517 '

4s R o Duncnn; Ex parte Austrølian lron and Steet Pty Ltd (1953) 158 CLR 533. See also Deputy Federal Comntissioner of

Taxation (NSW) a WR Moran Pty Ltd $%9) 6l CLR 735, 774-6 (Starke}.
46 (1983) 158 CLR533.
47 See R o Duncan; Ex parte Australian lron and Steel Pty Ltd (1983) 158 CLR 533, 552-553 (Gibbs C), 579-580 (Brennan

) 589, (Deane D. Se" also Deputy Federal Commissioner of Taxation (NSW) t¡ WR Moran Pty Ltd (1939) 61' CLR 735,

774 -6 (Starke).
48 R a Duncan; Ex parte Australian lron and Steel Pty Ltd (1983) 158 CLR 533, 552 (Gibbs C)'
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to co-operation as being 'a positive objective of the Constitution.'ae Any potential for the

development of this doctrine, following from the decision in Duncan, was severely diminished

by the majority judgments in Re Wakim. Most pointedly, co-operative federalism was referred

to by Justice McHugh in Re Wakin as being 'not a constitutional term ... þutl ... a political

slogan.'50

The judgments in Re Wakim reflect a clear distinction in their respective approaches to the

interpretation of co-operative schemes.sl Gleeson CJ, like McHugh J, emphasised that co-

operative federalism would not answer any prohibition that may be drawn from Chapter III,

nor could it supply a source of constitutional authority.s2 Justices Gummow and Hayne took a

similar line, holding that'no amount of co-operation can supply power where none exists.'s3

Justice McHugh expanded on that argument by pointing to section 92 as anexample of matters

upon which no amount of co-operation would give the States or the Commonwealth powers to

legislate (although section 92is of course a limitation on power, not a grant).sn In the end, Chief

Justice Gleeson may be seen to articulate the majority view in his statement that Duncøn

established not much more than the fact that 'federalism and co-operation are not

inconsistent.'ss

Justice Kirby's view of the Australian federation may be compared, not only to the judgment of

the majority in Re Wakim, but also to that of Chief Justice Brennan and Justice Toohey in Gould a

Brown. As discussed in Chapter 9, in Gould a Broum Brennan CJ and Toohey placed particular

emphasis upon the plenary nature of the State parliaments.sc Justice Kirby diverged from this

4e Ibid,589.
50 Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 556.

51 lbid, 545 (Glesson Cl), 556 (McHugh |, 577 (Gumrnow and Hayne J) ; cf , 610 (Kirby ).
52 lbid,545.
s3 tbid,5n.
u lbid,556. His Honour referred to Menzies KC who put the submission rn lames a The Commonwealth [19361 AC

578, 595 (submissions) that as a result of the operation of section 92,'¡Jrre totality of legislative power in Australia
[proves] to be less than the totality of power in other civilised countries.' To avoid this result Menzies KC
submitted unsuccessfully that the Judicial Comrnittee should hold that s 92 did not bind the Commonwealth.

ss Re Wnkim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 545.

s6 The judgment of Chief Justice Brennan and Justice Toohey rn Gould z¡ Brcxln envisaged a federation in which the
co-operative capacities of the Commonwealth and States extended to all matters relevant to self-government. ln
particular, Chief Justice Brennan and Justice Toohey emphasised the plenary nature of the State parliaments
following the passing of thre Austrnlia Acts: see Gould r¡ Brown (1998) 193 CLR 346, 972-373, 97G377 (-Brennan CJ
and Toohey J).
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perspective in placing less emphasis on State powers, preferring to stress the importance of

having regard to the combined powers of the State and Federal parliaments.sT Justice Kirby in

ReWøkimreferred to the benefits of co-operatiory emphasising the totality of the Powers held by

the respective polities. ss His Honour commented that'it is not as if the polities constituting the

Australian Commonwealth are, in relation to each other, foreign states. All of them are parts of

an integrated federal nation which the Constifution itself summoned forth.'se In a mannet

which contrasted with the majority approacþ and particularly the reasoning of McHugh J,60

Justice Kirby emphasised the benefits of the co-operative schemes, and the former powers of the

Imperial Parliament to implement such a scheme.61

2 Commonwealth Consent

A second aspect ol ReWakim that reveals a particular perspective of the Australian federation,

as well as demonstrating a reluctance to engage with what may be characterised as poliry

arguments is the approach of the majority judges to the issue of Commonwealth consent. The

proponents of the cross-vesting legislation conceded that unless Commonwealth consent was

given, section 109 of the Constitution would invalidate the attempted vesting of State judicial

power in federal courts. That is, the State law would be inconsistent with the Commonwealth

legislative scheme.

s7 Re Wnkim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 61.0; see Nicholas Aroney, 'The Constitutional Demise of the Cross-vesting Schemd

(1999) 7 Insoluency Lnzo I oumal 116, 1191f .

s8 ReWakim (1999)798 CLR 511,610.

5e tbid, 601.

60 For example, Justice McHugh accepted that federalism could mean that there was a reduction in the totality of

powers at ailubl". McHugh I cited Professor Dicey's view that, 'f]ederal government means weak government.':

iUia SSçSSZ (McHugh ), citing AV Dicey, Introduction to the Study of the Law of tlæ Constitution (hrst published

1885, 10th ed, 1959) 171. The approach taken by fustice McHugh, which may be identified in some respects in
other majority judgments, by focusing on the respective powers of each level of government in a federation, and

by accep'ting that federalism may me¿ìn a reduction in the totality of available powers, further emphasises the

unique iole that the federal judiciary plays in determining the scope of these powers. See also Justice McHugh's

comments in Nicholas a The Queen (1998) 193 CLI(173' 226.

tt Ibid, ó10. In particular, Kirby ] commented that,

[i]t would require the most compelling of arguments of constitutional authority, principle and poliry to
persuade me that the combined Parliaments of the Commonwealth of Australia cannot, after nearþ a

ãe.,tory of federatioru do together (with all the travail that such a course involved) what the Imperial
Parliament might readily have done in 1901 on a relatively straight forward machinery matter of this kind:
ReWakim (1999)198 CLR 511, 610'
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Chief Justice Gleeson held that there was no constitutional source of power for the

Commonwealth legislatiory which purported to give the Commonwealth power to consent to

the conferral of State jurisdiction.62 In forming this conclusior¡ his Honour reasoned that the

exercise of the judicial power of the States did not assist in the execution of the principal poweÍ,

namely the exercise of Commonwealth judicial power.63 Justice McHugh, with whom Justice

Callinan agreed, denied that Commonwealth consent was required.oa For fustices Gummow

and Hayne, Commonwealth consent only became an issue if it had some operative effect in the

sense of conferring, or assisting in the conferring of an authority to decide a matter.65 In the

event that the legislation had such an effecf their Honours denied that it could be supported by

the incidental powers.66

Justice Kirby held that the consent of the Commonwealth was necessary for a number of

reasons.6T Justice Kirby readily found a source of power for the Commonwealth legislation in

the express and implied incidental powers, including the implied nationhood power.6s Of

relevance to Kirby J's conclusion was the idea that the cross vesting legislation reduced the

likelihood of the commencement of proceedings in an inappropriate jurisdiction. This line of

reasoning was most emphatically rejected by Justices Gummow and Hayne, who stated tha!

[c]haracterising a set of circumstances as having an Australian rather than a local flavour or

as a desirable response to the complexity of a modern national society is to use perceived

62 Re Wnkint (1999)198 CLR 511, 545-546.

63 tbid,546.
64 Re Wakim (1999) 798 CLR 511, 561-2 (McHugh ).
6s lbid,578.
66 tbid,580.
67 Firstly, it was necessary to overcome any assumption that the jurisdiction of a federal court would be only that

conferred upon it by the legislature of the polity creating it. Consent was also necessary because of the
implications in terms of expenditure of funds and deployment of judges that the conferral of State jurisdiction on
the Federal Court would have: ibid,61'1.

68 See section 71 and section S1(xxxix) o1 the Constitution. For kby I whilst it would not be within the incidental
powers for the Commonwealth to confer on the Federal Court jurisdiction in addition to that specifically and
expressly provided for by the Constitution, it was within the incidental powers for the Federal Parliament to
consent to the conferral of such jurisdiction by another legislature: ibid 614. Justice Kirby also expressed the view
that the implied nationhood power, which his Honour saw as one aspect of the incidental power, was ¿rn
additional source of constitutional authonly : ibid, 61,4-616.
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convenience as a criterion of constitutional validity instead of legal analysis and the

application of accepted constitutional doctrine.6e

This passage reflects not only their Honour's views of Justice Kirby's interpretation of the

implied nationhood power; it also reinforces their approach as one that eschews policy

considerations.

It may be concluded at this point that the majority judges inReWøkim do not expressly employ

what might be called policy arguments, and cast doubt upon whether it is appropriate to use

arguments of this nature.7o This is so, even though as the analysis in Chapter 7 demonstrated,

there are significant policy considerations that support the separation of judicial power, both in

terms of supporting the rule of law and enhancing and protecting individual liberty through its

division and restraint of power. Regard for the important considerations behind the doctrine of

the separation of powers could have bolstered the majority reasoning and rendered the

argument of the majority more compelling.zt It would also have enabled the majority to meet

head on the important policy considerations, referred to by Justice Kirby, which called for the

Court not to strike down useful legislation which supported the value of co-operation between

State and Federal Parliaments.T2 Although the majority was less ready to point to poliry

considerations than Justice Kirby, it is evident that, for the majority, the need to preserve the

integrity of the federal judiciary was a real concern.z3 It is only in an examination of this issue

that there can be any greater appreciation of the majority decision in Re Wakim. As argued

throughout this Chapter, a fundamental theme of the Gleeson Courf s Chapter III jurisprudence

is a concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary.

6e lbid,587-582 (Gummow and Hayne J).
70 Re Wakim (:r99g) LgS CLR 511, 540 (Gleeson CD,549 (McHugh f), 569 (Gummow and Hayne Jl), cf 610 (Kirby I in

dissent).
71 See Cheryl Saunders, 'In the Shadow of Re Wakim' (1999) 17 Cønpany and Securities Law loutnal507, 570. See also

Brian Opeskin, 'Commentary: A Valediction Forbidding Mourning' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams
(eds), The High Court at the Crossroads: Essays in Constitutional Løw (2OffJ) 21'6' 47.

72 ReWakim (1999)198CLR511, ñ'l',610 (KirbyD.
73 Ibid, 540 (Gleeson CD, 562-563 (McHugh j), 569 (Gummow and Hayne J).
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C Re lløkim and the Integrily of the Federal Judicíary

Fundamental to the reasoning of the majority judges in Re Wakim was the assumption that the

integrity of the federal judiciary was protected by the maintenance of a strict view of the

separation of judicial power. The corollary of this perspective is that the drawing of a narrower

implication and the allowing of cross-vesting in some way impinged upon the exercise of

federal judicial power.Ta It may be argued that these perspectives stem from the view expressed

by a number of majority judges, that the cross-vesting legislation had a negatiae impact upon the

exercise of federal judicial pou)er. For example, Justice McHugh held that the conferral of State

jurisdiction may make the exercise of State jurisdiction more effective, however, it did not assist,

and may even hamper, the exercise of federal jurisdiction.zs

Justices Gummow and Hayne also expressed a similar perspective, viewing the cross-vesting

legislation as supplementing the power the Commonwealth given by the Constitution, not as

complementing it.zs These comments reveal that underlying the majority decision (which refers

predominantly to the force of the text of t}:re Constitution and to precedents) is a particular view

as to the operational effect of the cross-vesting legislation. More specifically, it is a perspective

that views the cross vesting of jurisdiction as having a detrimental effect on the integrity of the

federal fitdiciary.zz

74 Brian Opeskin, 'Commentary: A Valediction Forbidding Mourning' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams
(eds), The High Court at tlæ Crossroads: Ess41s in Constitutional Law (2CtrJ) n6, 219. Opeskin views majority
judgments in Re Wakirt as suggesting that that Chapter III Courts ought to be immunised from the burden of
adjudicating State matters because of the need to preserve them for their constitutional task of exercising federal
jurisdiction. He defends this concern, arguing that the need for Commonwealth consent does not protect Federal
Courts from this burden. Federal courts he suggests need to be protected from incursions by the Federal
Parliament as well as from the States. He points out that'[t]he Constitution is replete with express and implied
prohibitions on federal power, the function of which is to protect individuals and institutions from the tyranny of
the majority expressed through elected federal representatives': Brian Opeskin, 'Commentary: A Valediction
Forbidding Mourning' in Adrienne Stone and George Williams (eds), Tlæ High Court nt the Crossronds: Essays in
ConstitutionalLøwQOÙO)21.6,219. Cf.DungLan,'WakinL CaseNote, (20W)22SydneyLawReoietD155,170.

7s Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 5\1, 562 (McHugh l).
76 lbid,587 (Gummow and Hayne fJ).
77 lbid, 546 (Gleeson CJ),562-563 (McHugh f), 581 (Gummow and Hayne |l).
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D Trends emergingfrom the decísìon in Re Wakìm

In the context of the wider argument presented in this thesis concerning approaches to

constitutional interpretation, the decision in Re Wakim is important because it appears to stand

at odds with any suggestion that the Gleeson Court adopts a pragmatic approach to

constitutional interpretation. Indeed, media reports following the R¿ Wakim decision ran under

the headline of 'Principle triumphs over pragmatism in High Court ruling'.zs Only Kirby f, in

dissent, looked beyond the immediate controversy presented to the Court and considered the

wider practical implications that the judgment will have. Flowever, it is important to highlight

that the argument presented in this thesis does not suggest that the approach of the Gleeson

Court is wholly pragmatic. Rather, it has been argued that the general approach of the Gleeson

Court has a strong tendency to engage in legalistic interpretations of the text of the constitutiorv

and also demonstrates a varying regard for practical or pragmatic considerations.

The approach of the majority in Re Wøkim to the interpretation of Chapter III of the Constih'ttion

is legalistic. The majority judges largely reject policy based arguments. In general, their

Honours tend to rely on the text and established precedents rather than considering the

fundamental principles underlying previous decisions. There is, however, some contrast

between the form of legalism that is apparent in the approach taken in the written reasons of

Chief Justice Gleeson, and Justices McHugh and Callinan, and that of Justices Gummow and

Hayne.Te For example, the majority in Boilermakers viewed the position of the federal judiciary

in a federal system to be unique.8o This line of reasoning was carried through the decision in Re

Wøkim. It is, however, particularly apparent in the joint judgment of Justices Gummow and

See 'Principle triumphs over pragmatism in High Court ruling' Transcript of Australian Broadcasting

Commissiols,7.30 Report, 17 J:u;rre 1999. Transcript viewed on world wide web on 19 August 20[,6 at

http://www.abc.net.a'uf 7.30/stoúes/s29997.hfrl

Gaudron J adopted the reasoning of Gummow and Hayne IJ with the additional comments that Her Honour
provided largely relating to the relationship between Chapter III and section 122 o1 the Constihttion: see Re Wakim

(1999) 198 CLR517, 54G7.

R o Kirby; Er parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 29 CLR 257, 264-267. See also, In te luiliciary and

Nøaigation Acts (19A) 94 CLR 254,270.
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Hayne.81 Whilst McHugh and Callinan JJ are inclined to follow and apply t}te conclusions

expressed in Boilermakers, tlrre written reasons of Justices Gummow and Hayne exhibit a

willingness to consider lJrre reasoning process and underlying rationale presented in Boilermakers.

In particular, their Honours specifically consider the emphasis that the Boilermakers' decision

places upon the role of the federal judiciary in the Australian federal system. In this way, the

joint judgment of Justices Gummow and Hayne considers how the fundamental federal

principles underþing the decision inBoilermakers might be applied when seeking to determine

the validity of the cross-vesting legislation.

The High Court decision of Re Wakim has been seen to extend the second limb of the doctrine

expressed in Boilermakers, by holding that only judicial power of the Commonwealth could be

vested in federal courts. It followed that States could not confer State judicial power on federal

courts.82 That said, the debate concerning the implications that flowed from a federal system in

Re Wakim incorporated matters beyond those referred to in the Boilermøkers' Cøse. Thus, it is

difficult to see how the outcome in Re Wakim cou,ld be sufficiently explained as a legalistic

application of the decision in Boilermakers. The extent to which t}re Boilermakers' decision

necessarily required a particular result in Re Wakim is a matter of debate. It is, however, clear

that the approach inReWakim diverges from the perspective of the Mason era. As discussed in

Chapter 8, the High Court of the Mason era did not read strictly tlrre Boilermøkers' decisiory and

readily found exceptions which ameliorated the effect of this decision.

A concern to protect the integrity of the federal judiciary was clearly a central issue for the

majority judges in Re Wøkim., and one which may be seen to underlie the majority approach to

the issues of co-operative federalism and the requirement for Commonwealtfr consent to the

cross-vesting legislation. The majority judgments' approach to these issues in Re Wøkim has

been viewed as representing the Australian federation as one of divided sovereignties, with the

Commonwealth and the States each governing their strictly separated spheres.s3 Arguably the

81 Re Wnktu Q999) 198 CLR 571, 575 referring to In re ludiciary and Nnaigøtion Acts (1921) 94 CLR 254, 270 and R zr

Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 29 CLR257,264-267 (Dixon CJ, McTieman, Fullagar and
Kitto f).

82 Sarah Joseph and Melissa Castan, Federal Constitutional Law: A Contemporary View (2001)129,133.
ss See, for example, Nicholas Aroney, 'The Constitutional Demise of the Cross-vesting Scheme' (1999) 7 Insolaenq¡

Law 1ouma|176,131..
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majority judges' perception of federalism is better conceptualised, as a perspective that requires

a protection of the integrity of the federal judiciary, because of the important role that this

institution plays in the maintenance of the federation.sa This view consistent with the approach

that the majority judges have taken in other cases, that expressly provide for an integrated

judicial system, (such as KablQ.as In addition, it represents more closely the concerns that the

majority judges express about the manner in which the cross-vesting scheme operated.86

Relevantly, from the point of view of the analysis presented in this thesis it is argued that the

difficulty with defining the exact nature of Australian federalism adopted by the majority

judges is a consequence of the methodology adopted. The essentially legalistic and non-

theorised approach put forward does not articulate at length the theoretical foundation of the

decision in R¿ Wakim. This approach is consistent with two ideas that are presented in

pragmatic legal writings. The first is the idea that there is no over arching theory of

constitutional interpretation, the second is the view that that any theorisation should be limited

in scope.

In summary, it may be concluded from the above analysis that the approach of the majority in

Re Wakim is largely legalistic. Fundamentally, the decision places less emphasis upon

consequential arguments than that identified in other cases from the Gleeson era,87 with the

majority approach in ReWakim tending to rely upon text and precedents and to eschew policy

considerations, as well as generally avoiding theoretically based reasoning. That said, the joint

judgment of Justices Gummow and Hayne demonstrates a more theorised form of legalism

than that apparent in the written reasons of Chief Justice Gleesoru and Justices McHugh and

Callinan.

It may be said that the majorities' primary concern in Re Wakim was the need to preserve the

integrity of the federal judiciary. This concern is apparent in subsequent cases of the Gleeson

u lbid,55î557 (McHugh l), 575 (Gummow and Hayne J).
8s (7996) 189 CLR 51, 102-7A3 (Gaudron f), 114-115 (McHugh ), 127-128,137-138 (Gummow ).
86 Re Wakim (199q) 198 CLR 511, 546 (Gleeson CD, 562 (McHugh ), 581 (Gummow and Hayne JJ).

s7 See, for example, Re the Gouernor Goulburn Correctional Czntre and Another; ex parte Eastman (l99q 2A0 CLR 322;

Forge a Australian Securities and lnaestments Commission €t Ors Q006) 229 ALIR223.
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Court including, AI-Køteb a Godwin,88 Baker a R,8e Fardon a Attorney-General (Queensland)eo and

Forge u Australiøn Securities ønd Inaestments Commission t Orsel as the following discussion will

show.

III At-I{erse v GaDWTN Lleenry oF THE Nor.¡.crtzEN,
LecrsurrvE PowERs AND THE [NTEeRrry oFTHE Feoennl

JuolclRRy

The focus on the integrity of the federal judiciary is particularly significant in cases such as Al-

Kateb,ez Baker,es and Fqrdonea because the Court in each of these cases was called upon to

consider the constitutional validity of legislation that had significant implications for the liberty

of individuals. It is the first of these cases, namely Al-Køteb T Godwin,es which will form the

focus of the following discussion.

Al-Kateb is an interesting decision in the context of this thesis, which considers judicial

methodology. The reason for this is that the Al-Kateb decision demonstrates that the approach

of each member of the Court falls within the general rubric of legalism. However, perhaps

more significantly, it will be argued that this decision also reveals the individual tendencies or

focuses of particular Justices. Importantly, the individual approaches evident in AI-Kateb are

indicative of the usual approach of these judges. These individual tendencies are often more

difficult to discern and examine in circumstances where there are a number of joint judgments.

88 (2004)219 CLR 562.

8e (2004)223 CLR 513.

eo (2004)223 CLR 575.

st Qoo6)229 ALR2%.
e2 (2O04)A9 CLR s62.

e3 (2O0 )223 CLR 513.

(200 ) 223 CLR s75.

es (20M)279 CLR 562.
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The High Court decision of Al-Katebe6 concerned the validity of legislation which provided for

immigration detention in circumstances in which the length of this detention could not be

determined. Related issues also arose in Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs and

Indigenous Affairs a AI Khaføjie7 and Behrooz a Secretary, Department of Immigration and

Multiculturøl ønd Indigenous Affairs and Others.es The following analysis will, however, focus

upon the approach of the Court in Al-Køteb, as this decision best exemplifies many of the trends

in Chapter III jurisprudence that may be associated with individual members of the Gleeson

Court.

Al-KatebaGodutings concernedthevalidityof sections189,196 and189of the MigrationActl9SS

(Cth). The validity of these provisions arose from the circumstances of Ahmed Al-Kateb, who

was detained in immigration detention following his arrival in Australia by boat in December

2000. Al-Kateb's application for a protection visa was refused, and his subsequent appeals were

unsuccessful. Section 193(6) of the Migration Acf therefore required that Mr Al-Kateb, as an

'unlawful non-citizen', be removed from Australia'as soon as reasonably practicable'. Mr Al-

Kateb had indicated that he wished to be deported to Kuwait, or if that was not possible, to

Gaza. Mr Al-Kateb had been born in Kuwait to Palestinian parents. His birth in Kuwait did not

confer Kuwaiti citizenship, and, as there is no recognised Palestinian State, Mr Al-Kateb was in

effect a 'stateless Person', as that term is defined in the L954 Convention relating to the Status of

Stateless Persons.1oo Relevantly, that Convention defined a Stateless Person as being someone

'who is not considered as a national by any State under the operation of its law'.101 The

Commonwealth had sought unsuccessfully to remove Mr Al-Kateb to Egypt, Jordarç Kuwait

and Syria, as well as to Palestinian territories (which required the co-operation of Israel).

Mr Al-Kateb's application to the Federal Court for his release on the basis that he was being

unlawfully detained was unsuccessful. Flowever, following this decision Mr Al-Kateb was

e6 (2004)n9 CLR s62.
q7 

Qû0 \A9 CLR 664.

(2OC4) n9 CLR 486. See also Al Møsi o Minister for lmmigration and Multicaltural and Indigenous Afairs QW2) 192

ALR 609; affd (2003) 126 FCR 54 (Special leave retused to appeal to the High Court retused, 14 August 2003).

e eo04)n9 cLR562.
1m lbid,596 (Gummowf).
101 lbid,596(Gummow|).
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released by the consent of the parties, pending the determination of his High Court appeal. The

High Court,by a majority comprised of McHugh, Hayne, Callinan and Heydon JJ, dismissed

the appeal. In three separate judgments, Chief Justice Gleeson, and Justices Gummow and

Kirby dissented.

The majority judgments relied primarily upon a construction of the relevant legislation. The

minority decisions also considered at length the principles of statutory construction. However,

the minority decisions, and most particularly Justices Gummow and Kirby, gave a greater

emphasis to the impact of constifutional principles upon the process of stafutory construction.lo2

The appeal essentially raised two issues. The first issue involved a question of stafutory

constructiory namely, whether the challenged sections of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth)

purported to authorise the detention of an unlawful non-citizen in circumstances where there

was no real prospect of removing the person detained.lo3 The second issue concerned the

constitutional question of whether, if so construed, the Migration.Acf requirement of indefinite

detention was a valid exercise of Commonwealth legislative power.104

For the judges that formed the majority, both of these questions were answered in the

affirmative. The majority held that the relevant sections of the Migrøtion Act 1.958 authorised

the detention of unlawful non-citizens for an indefinite period when there was no real prospect

of removing the detained person. Secondly, the majority held that this was a lawful exercise of

legislative power.1Os However, what is most relevant to the discussion presented in this thesis is

the process by which tl'ris conclusion was reached.

102 See further, Steven Churches,"'Tragic": the High Court decision in the indefinite mandatory detention case of Al-
Kateb' (2004) 26 Law Society BulletinS0.

1û3 See, Al-Kateb a Godwin and Others (20C ) 219 CLR 562 580 (McHugh ).
104 lbid,580-1(McHugh l), although McHugh J framed this second question in the negative.
1os lbid, 580-1(McHughJ).
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A Principles of Støtutory Construction

For the judges that formed the majority, the wording of the challenged legislation was

sufficiently clear to indicate that the Parliament had intended to limit the freedoms of

individuals.loo McHugh J, lor example, referred to the legislative provisions as being

'unambiguous', as did Callinan J.107 For the majority justices, the language of the statute

indicated that detention was to continue even though the application of this principle to the

case of Mr Al-Kateb meant that it was not possible to say when removal would occur.108

Relevantly, for the majority, the legislation did not specify a period of detention, but rather

provided for detention until the occurrence of a specified event as Hayne J explained:

The present legislation, prescribing the period of detention as it does, may therefore be read

as providing for detention for the purposes of processing any visa application and removal.

But that does not decide the point of how long that detention may persist. It does not decide

when that purpose (of detention for removal) is spent. It does not decide that the time

during which a person may be detained is "a reasonable time". Here the period of detention

is governed by the requirement to effect removal "as soon as reasonably practicabls".loe

The majority judges held that as it was possible to say that removal may occur in the future, this

was sufficient to give the legislative provisions a valid operation and consequently detention

pending this possible future event remained 1awfu1.110 For McHugh I,'[a] law requiring the

detention of the alien takes its character from the purpose of the detention. As long as the

purpose of the detention is to make the alien available for deportation or to prevent the alien

from entering Australia or the Australian community, the detention is non-punidve./111 It is

argued that this approach can privilege form over substance. Hayne J expressed a similar view,

hotding that the legislation in question was supported by the legislative head of power with

10'6 lbid, s91.(McHughl), 638 (Haynef), 66L (Callinanl)'
7uz lbid.
1La tbid,587 (McHugh |), 639 (Hayne ), 658 (Callinan ), Heydon J (662, substaintially agreeing with Hayne f)
7æ tbid,638-9(Hayne).
110 lbid,581(McHugh f), 639 (Hayne ), 658 (Callinan l).
111 lbid,5u.
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respect to aliens and consequently a power to order detention for non-punitive purposes could

be conferred on the executive.llz Heydon J substantially agreed with the reasons of Hayne J,rrs

Justice Callinan went further than some other majority judges and suggested that executive

detention of non-citizens for punitive purposes/ or for reasons of general deterrence, may also

be permissible.ll4 The following discussion will argue that the majority approach significantly

narrowed the principles established in Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immigrøtion, Local

Gwernment and Ethnic Affairs.tls

The decision of Chu Kheng Lim, whidn was discussed in Chapter 8, accorded a significant

constitutional protection to citizens against imprisonment other than pursuant to the order of a

Chapter III Court.116' This protection was not conferred upon a non-citizen. All members of the

High Court in Chu Kheng Lim held that the authority to detain and deport an alien by the

Executive was an exercise of executive and not judicial power.lu That said, significantly the

joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim did not express the view that the power to detain aliens was

unlimited. In particular, the joint judgment held that laws authorising the administrative

detention of aliens will only be valid,

if the detention which they require and authorize is limited to what is reasonably capable of

being seen as necessary for the purposes of deportation or necessary to enable an application

for an entry permit to be made and considered. On the other hand, if the detention which

those sections require and authorize is not so limited, the authority which they purportedly

confer upon the Executive cannot properly be seen as an incident of the executive power to

exclude, admit and deport an alien. In that event, they will be of a punitive nature and

712 lbid,645 (Hayne J).

113 Ibid, 662 (Heydon f). Heydon J expressed his Honouls agreement with reasons given by Hayne J which
supported the finding that the appellanfs continued detention was lawful, and with the orders proposed by
Hayne I however this agreement was subject to the reservation by Heydon f of 'any decision about whether s 196
should be interpreted in a manner consistent with treaties to which Australia is a party but which have not been
incorporated into Australian law by statutory enactmenf : ibid 662-Z (Heydon ).

114 IUd,659 (Callinan )).
l1s (1992)176CLR7.
716 (1992)176 CLR 1, 28-9 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson Jl).
117 Chu Kheng Lim o Minister for lnmigrntion, Local Gotsernment and Ethnic Affairs (1992) 176 CLR 1, 10 (Mason CD, g2-

35, 38 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson |), 44-47,52 (Ioohey ), 53-54, 58 (Gãudron l),'74 (McHugh ).
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contravene Ch. III's insistence that the judicial power of the Commonwealth be vested

exclusively in the courts which it designates.lls

Gaudron J also referred in Chu Kheng Lim to the need for the laws to be 'appropriate and

adapted to regulating entry or facilitating departure as and when required'.11e For Hayne J the

primary issue that arose in Al-Køteb was not the nature of the limitations that could be derived

from the separation of powers, but rather a question of whether the law in question could be

characterised as one with respect to'aliens' and'immigration. Justice Hayne emphasised that

Chu Kheng Lim recognised that the detention of non-citizens could be valid for some

purposes.l2o Hayne J also held that he would not confine the scope of the heads of powers

raised in Al-Kateb to the extent that the joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim suggested. His Honour

indicated that the idea that there was only a limited class of cases in which executive detention

could be justified, was open to doubt.121 Hayne J reasoned that it followed from having

identified the law in question as a law with respect to aliens, and from finding that detention

was for the purposes of effecting removal, that this purpose continued until it became

reasonably practicable to remove the non-citizen. As sucþ for Hayne J the law did not breach

Chapter III. Callinan J expressed a similar view, emphasising the relevant issue as being the

'purpose' of the detention.lz

Justice McHugh rejected the argument that the legislation was beyond Powet as it breached the

separation of powers mandated by Chapter III. Significantly, McHugh J reached this conclusion

by a fundamentally legalistic technique of narrowly construing the 'ratio' of the joint judgment

in Chu Klrcng Lim.lts Although Justice McHugh did not seek to overrule or disapprove of the

majority position in Chu Kheng Lim, l|l4cHrugh J relied upon comments that his Honour had

made in that case. In particular, McHugh J rn Al-Kateb held that his Honour's judgment tn Chu

Kheng Lim sttpported the view that 'a law requiring detention of aliens for the purpose of

deportation or processing of applications would not cease to be one with respect to aliens even

118 176CLRL,33 (Brennan, Deane and DawsonJf.
17e lbid,57 (Gaudron ).
12o AI-Kateb u Gotuain and Others (2W4) 219 CLR 562, 6416 (Hayne |.
127 lbid, &8 (Hayne|).
122 lbid,6ñ(Callinanl).
123 tbid, 58't-3(McHughl).
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if the detention went beyond what was necessary to effect those objects.'r24 It is argued that

such a view was a minority view in Chu Kheng Lim, witlr. much greater weight being given by

the Court in Chu Kheng Lim to the idea expressed in the joint judgment that the power with

respect to aliens was more confined.l2s It is therefore difficult to reconcile the reliance by

McHugh J upon his Honour's earlier views n Che Kheng Lim as being consistent with accepted

le galistic techniques.

The approach of both McHugh and Hayne JJ, it is argued, significantly confines the principles

set out in Chu Kheng Lim. For tltis reason, their Honour's approach is perhaps more accurately

described as a 're-interpretatiorl of the earlier decision of the Mason Court in Chu Kheng Lim.126

The majority approach in Al-Køteb demonstrates a fundamental movement from the approach

of the joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim whidn emphasises the interests of the individuals, with

McHuglv Hayne, Callinan and Heydon JJ in Al-Kateb focusing upon the powers of the

Iegislature.tzz It is also significant that the judges forming the majority in Al-Kateb do not

consider at length the need to preserve the integrity of the federal judiciary. As the following

discussion will show it is the dissenting judgment of Justice Gummow that has the greatest

regard to the High Courfs role in protecting the integrity of the federal judiciary. This

perspective is consistent with the view that Gummow J has expressed in other cases, and it is a

position which usually draws more support from other members of the Gleeson High Court. tza

In contrast to the majorities' focus on Commonwealth legislative heads of power, a central issue

for the dissenting judges was the purpose of the detention, which, in the case of At-Køteb

purported to be for deportation.r2e For the dissenters, the detention was not authorised if it

could not be said to be being implemented for the relevant purpose. Thus, in the case of Mr A1-

724 See Al-Kateb a Goilwin and Others (2ffi4) 279 CLR 562 583 (McHugh ) citing, Chu Kheng Lim 176 CLR 1, 65-66
(McHugh).

12s See Chu Kheng Lim 176 CLR '1.,, 37, 33 (Brennan, Deane and Dawson J), 52 (Gaudron J).
126 (1992)176CLRI.
127 Al-Kateb a Godwin ønd Others (2004) 219 CLR 5ó2, 581 (McHugh J), 639 (Hayne l), 658 (Callinan |).
128 See, for example, Gould a Brøun (1998) 193 CLR U6, 4r'.5-8 (Gummow f, in dissent); Al-Kateb z¿ Godutin 219 CLR

562, 673 (Gummow f, in dissent); Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 51L, 546 (Gleeson CJ), 546 (Gaudron ], agreeing with
Gummow and Hayne lD;562 (McHugh f, 581 (Gummow and Hayne J), 626 (Callinan j, agreeing with McHugh
J); Baker a R (20M) 223 CLF. 513, 522 (Gleeson CD, 534 (McHugh, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon ID, 573 (Callinan );
Fardon a Attomey-General for tlæ State of Queensland (2OC ) 223 CLR 575, 586 (Gleeson CD, 598 (McHugh f), 612
(Gummow |), 647-8 (Haynel, agreeing with Gummow |), 658 (Callinan and Heydon J).

12e Ibid, 573 (Gleeson CD, û7-8 (Gummow J), 615-6 (Kirby ).
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Kateb, continued detention beyond the point at which it became apparent that deportation was

not possible was unconstitutional.13O

The dissenting judgment of Gleeson CJ, like the majority judgments, rested upon principles of

statutory construction. However, for Gleeson CJ the principles of stafutory construction led to a

different result. According to the Chief Justice, the provisions in question provided for

detention until the happening of a specified event namely, removal or the grant of a visa, and

the provisions required the removal to be effected'as soon as reasonably practicable'.t3t For

Gleeson CJ, the circumstances of Mr Al-Kateb, namely a situation in which removal could not

occur, raised the issue of whether detention should be suspended or indefnite. Chief fustice

Gleeson held that a construction that viewed detention as being suspended was to be preferred,

as detention was mandatory not discretionary. His Honour's decision in this regard was

influenced by the effect of the legislation, which was to interfere with personal 1iberty.132 As

Gleeson CJ commented,

[c]ourts do not impute to the legislature an intention to abrogate or curtail certain human

rights or freedoms (of which personal liberty is the most basic) unless such an intention is

clearly manifested by unambiguous language, which indicates that the legislature has

directed its attention to the rights or freedoms in question, and has consciously decided

upon abrogation or curtailment.l33

Relevantly for Chief Justice Gleeson, the Act did not specifically provide for detention for an

indefinite period. Further it did not distinguish between detainees. This meant that the

operation of the Act would result in some detainees being held for a finite period and for a

limited purpose (namely to effect deportation) ut d others, such as Mr Al-Kateb, would be

indefinitely detained.ls As Gleeson CJ commented,

130 Ibid,58O (Gleeson CJ), 61'4 (Gummow ), 630 (Kirby ).
131 lbid,573 (Gleeson Cj). See s198 Migration Act L958 (Cth).

132 lbid,574-5,577-8 (Gleeson C).
133 lbid,577 (Gleeson C).
7u lbid,575 (Gleeson Cf .
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[t]he Act does not in terms provide for a person to be kept in administrative detention

permanently, or indefinitely. A scheme of mandatory detention, operating regardless of the

personal characteristics of the detainee, when the detention is for a limited purpose, and of

finite duration, is one thing. It may take on a different aspect when the detention is

indefinite, and possibly for 1ife.13s

For Gleeson CJ the Act was not precise enough to support the power to detain for an indefinite

period. It is apparent that the approach of Gleeson CJ places a significant emphasis upon

principles of statutory construction. However, this approach has the potential to reduce the

protections afforded by Chu Kheng Lim. Tlrre reasoning of Gleeson CJ leaves open the issue of

whether, had the legislature made that intent clear, executive detention for an indefinite period

may be lawful. That said, it should be acknowledged that Gleeson CJ regarded as a relevant

consideration the non-punitive character of the ¿"1"t1¡i6¡.r36

For Gummow J, the purpose of the legislative provision was to make available to the appellant

the option of removal from Australia as soon as reasonably practicable, and this did not

authorise such a delay that the detention of the appellant had the appearance of being for an

unlimited dme.137 For Gummow J, like Gleeson CJ, it was important to avoid a construction

that infringed liberty. As his Honour stated,

[i]n considering these provisions, it is important to eschew, if a construction doing so is

reasonably opery a reading of the legislation which recognises a power to keep a detainee in

custody for an unlimited time. That reluctance is evident in the construction given the

legislation tn CaIu¡eIl. Rather, temporal limits are linked to the purposive nature of the

detention requirement in the legislation.læ

Gummow J reasoned that it followed that the legislative provisions validly provided for the

'detention of the appellant to facilitate his availability to removal from Australia but not with

13s lbid.
736 lbid, 573 (Gleeson C).
137 lbid, 608(Gummowf).
138 lbid, 607 (Gummow). Seealso6L2 (GummowJ).
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such delay that his detention has the appearance of being for an unlimited ¡¡tns./13e Thus,

Gummow I reached the same conclusion as Gleeson CJ on the question of statutory

construction. F{owever, unlike Gleeson CJ, Justice Gummow, (as did Kirby J)140 also addressed

the constifutional issue concerning the nature of any individual protection that could flow from

Chapter III.1a1

B The Constitatíonøl Issue and Al-Køteb

The approach of Gummow J to the constitutional issue concerning the scope of the legislative

powers to detain non-citizens, may be contrasted to that of the majority, which construed these

constifutional powers widely. In the context of the analysis presented in this thesis, it is argued

that Gummow J took a more theorised approacþ and had a greater regard for the interests of

individuals. Gummow J held that,

[t]he continued viability of the purpose of deportation or expulsion cannot be treated by the

legislature as a matter purely for the opinion of the executive government. The reason is

that it cannot be for the executive government to determine the placing from time to time of

that boundary line which marks off a category of deprivation of liberty from the reach of Ch

III. The location of that boundary line itself is a question arising under the Constitution or

involving its interpretation, hence the present significance of the Communist Party Case.742

For Gummow J, the issue of the validity of detention was not necessarily delineated in the terms

set out tn Chu Kheng Lim wlichdistinguished between punitive and non-punitive detention. As

Gummow J commented,'there is often no clear line between purely punitive and purely non-

13e lbid,608 (Gummowf.
740 kby I also expressed a view on the constitutional issue, although his Honour agreed with the manner in which

Gummow I construed the legislation and was of the view that the issues arising could be determined primarily on

the basis of the statutory construction of the legislation in question: see ibid,6'a (Kitby l).
747 lbid, 609ff (Gummowl).
142 lbid,673(Gummowf).
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punitive detention./143 His Honour reasoned that this distinction could not be the basis for

invoking the 'Ch III limitations respecting administrative detentiott'.7M The core issue arising

for Gummow J was the deprivation of an individual's liberty.t+s filtf¡ssgh Gummow J did not

accept in their entirety the manner in which any limitations respecting administrative detention

were framed in Chu Kheng Lim,tns Honour gave a strong indication that the Court has a role in

determining the scope of any constitutional immunity from deprivation of liberty, by holding

that this role cannot be removed by the legislature from the Court.146

A consideration of the ideals behind the separation of judicial power and the common law

concern for judicial independence may also be found in the judgment of Kirby J. Kirby J took a

similar approach to Gummow J in that his Honour agreed with Gummow J that the issues

arising could be decided primarily on the basis of the statutory construction of the legislation in

question.laT That said, Kirby J also agreed with Gummow J that Chapter III impacted upon

legislative power. In particular, his Honour stated tha! '[i]ndefinite detention at the will of the

Executive, and according to its opinions actions and judgments, is alien to Australia's

constifutional arrangemsnfs.'148 Kirby J, like Gummow J, considered the need to preserve the

integrity of the federal judiciary and, in particular, his Honour held that the Court'should reject

Executive assertions of self-defining and self-fulfilling powers.'1¿s Kirby J viewed the

conclusions reached by Gummow J as being further supported by 'considerations of

international law and the common law presumption in favour of personal liberty.'rso

743 lbid,611(Gummowf.
744 lbid,612(Gummowf.
14s lbid, 611-2(Gummowf). See also ibid,Klrby I 615-7
746 lbid,610 (Gummowf),615 (Kirby ).
747 lbid,614KirbyD.
1,a bid,61s6itbyJ).
74e lbid,676 Ki.by l).
1so lhd,616Kirbyl).
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C Al-Kateb ønd Constitutìonal Movement

The judges that formed the majority in Al-I(øteb, namely Justices McHugh, Hayne, Callinan and

Heydorç relied primarily upon an orthodox common law methodology and accepted principles

of statutory construction. Althougtu the extent to which McHugh J's reliance upon his

Flonour's earlier dissenting judgment in Chu Kheng Lim reflects an accepted application of the

doctrine of precedent may be questioned. This aspect of McHugh f's judgment aside, the

majority approach is consistent with an incremental common law approach in that it confines

rather than overrules previous decisions. This approach decides the minimum possible

necessary to dispose of the case, and does not go on to consider the constifutional questions.

This tendency can also be identified in the approach of Gleeson CJ, however, the form of

legalism employed by Gleeson CJ would appear to be somewhat wider than that of the

majority. As Steven Churches points out, the majority approach in relation to issues of

stafutory construction is removed from the context including the constitutional setting, in

which the issues arose. In contrasÇ the minority judges exhibit a greater understanding of the

relevance of this contextual background.lsl

Although the form of legalism employed by Gleeson CJ is wider in scope than the legalism of

the majority judges, Gleeson CJ, in line with the majority approacþ has a strong tendency to

seek to dispose of the issues raised primarily by the application of principles of statutory

construction.ls2 In this regard, the reasoning of Gummow J concerning the constifutional issue

raised tn Al-Køteb is clearly distinct from the approach of the majority justices, and from the

dissent of Gleeson CJ. The approach of Gummow J again demonstrates a concem to protect the

integrity of the federal judiciary. However, atypically, Gummow J does not in Al-Kateb draw a

significant amount of support for this perspective from his Honour's judicial colleagues, with

only Kirþ J lending some support to the perspective of Gummow J. This is unusual in that in

other cases such as ReWøkim, Fardon and Forge, Gummow J expressed a similar concern for the

1s1 See further, Steven Churches, "'Tragic": the High Court decision in the indefinite mandatory detention case of Al-
Kateb' (2004) 26 Lmt Society Bulletin 3O, 33.

752 Tony Blackshield and George Williams, 'Preface to the Fourth Edition' Australian Constitutional Løw ønil Theory:

Commentary and Materials (4n ed, 2006) v.
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integrity of the federal judiciary, and his Honour's approach was either part of a joint judgment

or was supported by at least one other member of the Court. Whereas for Gummow J a

foundational principle was the need to preserve the integrity of the federal judiciary, the

starting point for the majority reasoning in Al-Kateb was a consideration of the scope of

legislative powers.ls3 Justice Kirby, consistent with his Honour's usual approacþ had a regard

to a wider range of matters, including considerations of international law.

It is argued that the approaches of Gummow J and Kirby J are to be preferred on the grounds

that these judgments give greater recognition to the role that courts play in determining and

protecting any constitutional immunity that individuals may have from being deprived of their

liberty by the other branches of government. This approach is consistent with the concerns of

realism and sociological jurisprudence in that it recognises that the courts have a role to play in

balancing the interests of the individual with those of the State. The approach of Gummow J is

also to be favoured over that of the majority judges on the basis that it recognises a more

sophisticated form of constitutionalism than the comparatively more simplistic focus of the

majority, which does not move much beyond a consideration of legislative powers. The

recognition of the more complex structure of the Australian federal system, that the analysis

above suggests underlies the reasoning of Gummow J, has the advantage of giving greater

recognition to the terms and structure of the Constitution, which divides the institutions of

goverrunent. In addition, it is more closely aligned with the significant constitutional role that

common law systems historically and traditionally accord to the courts, which have the primary

responsibility for the maintenance of the ideals of judicial independence.lr

In addition to providing a good example of the typical approaches of individual judges, the

decision 1n Al-Kateb also demonstrates the movement of the High Court from the Chapter III

jurisprudence of the Mason era. In Al-Kateb, a foundational premise for the reasoning of a

number of the majority justices was that the individuals in questions, namely, non-citizens,

have limited rights of liberty in Australia. As Hayne J expressed this, '[t]he premise for the

1s3 See, for example, Al-Knteb t¡ Godwin and Others eO[,q 219 CLR 562 595 (McHugh l), 63945 (Hayne D, 658-9
(Callinan ), Heydon J (662, substantially agreeing with Hayne ).

154 See further, Chapter 7.
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debate is that the non-citizen does not have permission to be at liberty in the community.'lss

justice McHugh also expressed a similar view.1s6' The majority judges did not focus upon the

impact of indefinite detention of non-citizens upon the Australian federal system, either in

terms of the protection of the federal judicial system, or the protection of the interests of

individual. Rather, the majority emphasised Commonwealth legislative powers. In doing so

their Honours moved away from the approach that dominated the Mason era. As argued in

Chapter 8 the Mason Court was concerned with the interests of individuals, and with the role of

courts in balancing these individual interests with the powers of the State.

The following discussion will demonstrate that the form of legalism identified in Al-Kateb was

developed further by the Gleeson Court in two cases, namely, Baker a The Queen and Førdon u

Attorney-General (Queenslønd). In particular, the analysis will argue that although the

inclinations of individual judges are less apparent in these two cases than in the number of

separate judgments delivered in Al-Køteb, the issues that were of concern to individual justices

in Al-Kateb may also be identified in Baker a The Queen and Førdon a Attornq-General

(Queensland). The most apparent issue that gained a greater degree of consensus in Baker a The

Queen and Førdon a Attorney-General (Queenslønd) was the concern expressed for the integrity of

the federal judiciary.

lV Lreenry oF THE C¡rlzeru AND THE Feoen^al JuDtclARy: Tne
GIeesoN CoURT AND THE GI-EESON COURT AND Tl¡.E T{ABLE

Pnrrucrptes

A concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary, was expressed in the decisions of Baker a The

Queen and Fardon a Attorney-General (Queensland), however this concern, did not, for the

majority, require the legislation challenged in these cases to be invalidated. In Baker a The Queen

artd Fardon a Attorney-Generøl (Queenslønd), the challengers sought to rely upon the principles

1ss Al-Kateb zt Godtoin and Others (2C04) A9 CLR 562, &7 (Hayne l).
1s6 lbid,595 (McHugh).
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established by the Kable decision to invalidate State legislation. The decision in Kqble may be

seen as a catalyst for the increase in litigation concerning Chapter III of the Constitution.

The decisions of Baker o The Queen and Fardon a Attorney-Generql (Queensland) are significant

because they further demonstrate the Gleeson Courfs retreat from the idea that gained

currency in the Mason era. That is, namely, the idea that the separation of judicial power

affected by Chapter III of the Constihttion may give rise to individual immunities. Although,

the Gleeson Court in Baker a The Queen and Fardon a Attorney-General (Queensland) has

continued to recognise that the separation of judicial power may give rise to some limitations

on the functions that Parliaments may confer on courts, there has been a shift in focus. This

movement has been away from the idea of Chapter III as protectrng indiaiduøl rights, and

towards the notion that Chapter III is concerned with protecting the integrity of the judiciary, and

most significantly the federal judiciary. The approach of the majority in Baker a R1s7 and Fqrdon a

Attomey-General (Queensland)ls8 indicates that the Gleeson Court will not expand the potential

trajectory of the Kable decision. The potential scope of the Kable decision is apparent in Kirby J's

dissenting judgments in Bøker and Fardon In other words, the Gleeson Court has not

interpreted Lhe Kable principles to expand the protections that Chapter III affords to individuals.

A fundamental point that the following analysis makes is that the decisions inBaker ?, Rlse and

Fardon a Attorney-General (Queensland)160 corÌfirm that the Kable decision is unlikely to be

interpreted to offer protections to individuals. Rather, the High Court decision of Knble like the

Re Wakim decision will be a landmark decision concerning the nature of Australian federalism.

The following discussion, in addition to examining this shift in focus, will also consider the

influence of legalism in the general approach of the Gleeson Court inBaker 'o R161 and Fardon rs

Attorney-Generøl (Queensland).tsz It will be argued that the majority judgments are focused upon

finding a solution that is limited to the facts before the Court, and in this way the majority

generally adopts an essentially a-theoretical approach.

1s7 (2004)223 CLR 513.

1s8 (200 )223CLR575.
1se (2o0 )223CLR513.
160 (200 )223CLR575.
161 (2004)223CLR513.
162 (200 )223 CLR 575.
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The following discussion will consider firstly with comparative brevity the decision in Baker as

the decision of Fardon a The Queen, which will be discussed later in this section also addresses a

number of the key issues raised in Baker a Queut. The focus of the following analysis will be

upon drawing from these decisions the key issues that have significance for the argument

presented in this thesis.

A Baker v The Queen: Institutíonal and Indivídaal Constìtutíonal Protections

The decision in Baker u The Queen concerned a 1997 amendment to s 134 of the Sentencing Act

19S9 (NSW), which in effect provided that persons who had been the subject of a'non-telease

recommendatiorú would be required to serve at least 20 years before they could apply for the

setting of a minimum non-parole term. Stated briefly, the constitutional challenge to these

provisions questioned the selective nature of the provisions and the involvement of the

Supreme Court in a process said to involve imprisonment by legislative decree. These

arguments were largely rejected by the judges that formed the majority, with the validity of the

challenged amendments to the Sentencing Act 7989 (NSW being upheld by Gleeson, McHugh,

Gummow, Hayne, Callinan and HeydonJJ. Justice Kirby was the sole dissenter.

In the context of the wider argument presented in this thesis, the central point that it is argued

is to be drawn from the approach of the majority justices inBaker, is that the idea that Courts as

the protectors of individuals liberties, is not a perspective that is emphasised by a majority of

members of the Gleeson Court.

In R u Baker Gleeson CJ held that the challenged legislation did not amount to indefinite

imprisonment by legislative decree.163 In addition, Chief Justice Gleeson, in rejecting the

submission put forward by the challenger, drew a clear distinction between issues of legislatiae

poticy andlegislatioe power. Gleeson CJ sought to distinguish political arguments concerning the

1ó3 Bakeru R (2004) 223CLR513,í22(GleesonCf.
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desirability of the legislation from legal arguments concerning the validity of the legislation in

quesüon.r6a His Honour acknowledged that the policy of singling out offenders the subject of

non-release recommendations for'special, and disadvantageous, treatrnenf could be viewed as

being unreasonable because others may have escaped such recommendations based upon the

'inclination of a particular sentencing judge'.r6s However, for Chief Justice Gleeson any

perceived unreasonableness of the challenged legislation did not indicate that the legislation

was beyond power.16e In deciding that the Parliament had power to pass the legislation in

question, Gleeson CJ emphasised that the legislation was not arbitrary. For Gleeson CJ, it was

open to the Parliament to discriminate between persons receiving life sentences by according a

special regime for the most serious offenders that received 'non-release' recommendations.l6T

Gleeson CJ held that the provisions were not devoid of conten! and referred to a number of

matters that the Supreme Court could legitimately consider in making a determination as to

special circumstances. The reasons of Chief Justice Gleeson also emphasise the principle of

statutory construction that legislation was to be read where possible as being within power.168

The judgment in which Justices McHugh, Gummow, Hayne and Heydon joined, expressed

similar concerns. For example, the joint judgment emphasised that'the doctrine in Kable is

expressed to be protective of t}te institutional integriþr of the State courts as recipients and

potential recipients of federal jurisdiction./16e The joint judgment held that there was nothing

repugnant to the exercise of judicial power in the criterion set by the Parliament which specified

the particular circumstances in which the legislation would operate.17o In so holding the joint

judgment supported the view that the legislation in question would have been valid even if it

McHugh, Gummow, Hayne and Callinanll).
76e Baker a R (2004) 223 CLR 513, 5M (McHugh, Gummow, Hayne and Heydon f).
770 lbid.

764 lbid,525.
16s lbid,521.
766 lbid, S21.Z.
767 lbid,522.
168 See ibid, 523-4, referring to Residual Assco Group Ltd u Spaluins (zOC[) 202 CLR 629, 644 (Gleeson CJ, Gaudron,
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operated at a federal leve1.171 |ustice Callinan, in separate reasons, also rejected the submissions

put by the challengers.lT2

The views of the majority centre upon the institutionøl protections afforded to the federal

judiciary which is supported by Chapter III of tllte Constitution and the precedent set by Kable,

whereas Kirby J focuses upon the indiaidual character of the protection that his Honour derives

from the Kable decision. Kirby J was particularly critical of the narrow interpretation that his

Honour felt ttre majority had given to the Kable decision. His Honour reasoned that'[h]aving

propounded this implication of the Constitution, this Court should not now unduly narrow its

operation.'173 His Honour noted that the limited application given to the Kable decision in effect

treated 'Kable as a constitutional guard-dog that would bark but oîce.'174 In contrast to the

narrow form of legalism evident in the majority approach, Justice Kirby held that to apply the

principle inKable it was necessary to take a theoretical approach. As his Flonour stated,

[t]o apply Kable, it is essential to have a theory about the operation of courts in the integrated

judicature of the Australian Commonwealth. In particular, as relevant to the present case, it

is necessary to have a conception of the operation of a Supreme Court of a state, whose

continued existence is expressly provided for in, and so guaranteed by, the Constitution.lTs

Justice Kirby readily identified the repugnance of the legislation with the principles established

iî Kable.776 Fundamentally, Kirby J's views are best expressed in his Honour's statement that

the implication drawn fuom Køble exists, 'not for the protection of the judiciary, as such, but for

the protection of all people in the Commonwsa,lth.'tzz

17r Ibid,5u-5.
172 lbid, 573 (Callinan |). In particular, his Honour held (at 573) that the appeal failed because the appellant had not

established that the Supreme Court in making a determination pursuant to the challenged legislation was not
exercising judicial power, and his Honour went on to say, '[i]n deciding the application in the present case the
court was undertaking an orthodox and conventional judicial exercise': iWd,574.

t7s lbid, SM.
174 lbid,535.
17s tbid,536(KirbyD.
176 lbid,546ff.
1n bid, 1$(emphasisadded).
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The approach of Justice Kirby may be preferred on the basis that it is consistent with both the

historical role of the Courts as the protectors of individual liberties,178 and it is also in line with

earlier decisions of the High Court such as Chu Kheng Liffi.\7e It is, however, debatable whether

the decision in Kable necessarily supports an implication of the form that Kirby J suggests, as

opposed to an implication based upon a desire to protect the integrity of the federal judiciary.

Further, it can be questioned whether the approach of Kirby J gives sufficient recognition to the

distinction between State and federal Courts. This latter issue, which concerns the manner in

which tte KøbIe decision drew a distinction between State and federal Courts, was examined in

greater detail in the decision of Førdon a Attorney-General (Queensland), which will be the focus

of the following analysis.

B Fardon v Attorney-Generøl (Queenslønd)

The majority decision inFørdon confirmed the idea put forwardinKable that a law which may

be invalid at a federal level because it breaches the separation of judicial power mandated by

Chapter III, may nonetheless be valid at a State level provided certain requirements are met.

The decision in Fardon concerned the validity of the Døngerous Prisoners (Sexual Offenders) Act

2003 (Qld). That legislation authorised the Supreme Court of Queensland to make 'interim

detention orders', 'supervision orders' or 'continuing detention orders' to provide for the

detention of 'prisoners'. The legislation for the purposes of making these orders defined a

'prisoner' as being'a prisoner detained in custody who is serving a period of imprisonment for

a serious sexual offence, whether the person was sentenced to the term or period of

imprisonment before or after the commencement of this secdon./l8o The six judges that formed

the majority inBøker (namely, Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Gummow, Hayne, Callinan and Heydon JJ)

also formed a majorily in Fardon. Their Honours upheld the validity of the challenged

178 See further, Chapter Z Section II, above.
77e See further, Chapter 8, Section IV, above.
180 The statutory provisions are set out in the joint judgment of Justices Callinan and Heydon; see Fardon a Attorney-

General for the State of Queensland (2004) 223 CLR 575, 650-2.
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legislation.181 Kirby J was again the sole dissenter.lsz That said, Gummow I expressed the view

that the same legislatior¡ if enacted at a federal level would have been invalid.183 Kirby J, in his

Flonour's dissenting judgment also supported this conclusion.l8a No finding on this issue was

made by the other members of tlhe Court.l8s

The following discussion argues that in the context of circumstances such as those raised in

Førdon and Baker, the Gleeson Court is unlikely to find that there is interference with the

institutional integrity of the State Court. The relevant circumstances in this regard are those in

which the primary implications that follow from the conferred powers are of significance, not

for the instih.ttion integrity of the Courts, but for the liberty of indiaiduals coming before those

Courts. This approach moves from the manner in which the realist influenced jurisprudence of

the Mason era viewed the court as having a role in determining the nature of the relationship

between the individual and goverrunental powers. In place of the realisls concern with

balancing competing interests, there may be discerned in the legalistic approach of the Gleeson

Courg a focus upon the institutional integrity of the judicial system. This movement is

particularly apparent in the manner in which a number of justices in Fqrdon approach the

constitutional protections put forward by the joint judgment in Chu KIæng Lim a Minister for

Immigration, Local Goaernment and Ethnic Affairs.tee

Chief Justice Gleeson upheld the validity of the legislation challenged in Fardon and found that

the relevant provisions did not compromise the institutional integrity of the Supreme Court by

seeking to confer a function on the Court that was inconsistent with the Courfs role as a

repository of federal jurisdiction.rsz In making this determination Chief Justice Gleeson

characterised the legislation as 'a general law authorising the preventive detention of a prisoner

18.1 See Fardon o Attorney-Cæneral for the State of Queenslanil (2004) ?23 CLR 575, 593 (Gleeson CD, 602 (McHugh ), 621

(Gummow f, Ø7 (Haynel, substantially agreeing with the reasons of Gummow J), 658 (Callinan and Heydon J).

tbid, Ø7 6i.by D.

lbid, 6081f , 614 (Gummow |.
tbid,631. (Kirby D.

More specifically, Gleeson C| found this issue unnecessary to decide: ibid, 59'1,. This issue was not directly
addressed by McHugh J. Hayne I @t €A7) explicitly declined to express a view on this issue. justices Callinan
and Heydon made no finding on this issue, however thei¡ Honours did (at 658) recognise a distinction between

State and federal Courts in this regard.

(1992)176CLR7.

Fardon o Attomey-General for the State of Queensland (2W4) 2% CLR 575, 592-3 (Gleeson CJ).
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in the interests of communitlr protection'.ras As such, his Honour held that the legislation

'authorises and empowers the Supreme Court to act in a manner which is consistent with its

judicial character.'l8e Of relevance to Gleeson CJ was the effect of the legislation upon the

judicial institution rather than the individual. As his Honour commented,

[i]t is the effect of the legislation upon the institutional integrity of the Supreme Court, rather

than its effect upon the personal liberty of the appellant that is said to conflict with the

requirements of the Constitution 1e0

His Honour went on to comment that,

[t]here are important issues that could be raised about the legislative policy of continuing

detention of offenders who have served their terms of irnprisonment, and who are regarded

as a danger to the community when released. Substantial questions of civil liberty arise.

This case, however, is not concerned with those wider issues. The outcome turns upon a

relatively narrow poinf concerning the nature and function which the Act confers upon the

Supreme Court. If it is concluded that the function is not repugnant to the institutional

integrity of that CourÇ the argument for invalidity fails.1e1

This approach is consistent with the perspective usually taken by Chief Justice Gleeson and

with the approach advocated by contemporary pragmatic writers. In particular, Gleeson CJ

tends wherever possible to reach a decision on the basis of a low level of theorisation. In

addition, the conclusion reached by Gleeson CJ can be seen to rest largely upon principles of

statutory construction, rather than broad constitutional principles.

Justice McHugh also found that the Act did not compromise the institutional integrity of the

Supreme Court of Queensland.le2 His Honour found that the function conferred on the

Supreme Court required the Court to determine whether there was 'an unacceptable risk that

188 lbid,592.
18e lbid.

1e0 lbid,586.
1er lbid,58G7 (Gleeson CJ)

1e2 lbid,199(McHugh).
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the prisoner will commit a serious sexual offence/.le3 For McHugh J, this standard was

'sufficiently precise to engage the exercise of State judicial powet.'7e4 Interestingly, McHugh J

commented that'Kable is a decision of very limited applicati6n.'1e5 McHugh J noted the

distinctions between the background to the Kable decision and the matters raised by the

challenged legislation. In particular, his Honour emphasised that the legislative scheme inKable

was designed to ensure that that'Mr Kable alone of all people in New South Wales, would be

kept in prison after his term of imprisonment had expired.'re6 In contrast the legislation

challenged in Fardon required the Court to adjudicate upon 'the claim by the Executive that a

prisoner is "a serious danger to the community" in accordance with the rules of evidence and

"to a high degree of probabiliß¡".'tsz Flowever, arguably this distinction drawn by Justice

McHugh is difficult to maintain. As argued in Chapter 9, although the fact that the legislation

tnKable was directed to one named individual was clearly a matter of concern for the Court, the

finding of invalidity in the Kable decision was based, not upon the effect of the legislation upon

a named individual. Rather, the legislation was held invalid because it sought to involve the

judiciary in a process that lacked the normal indicia of the judicial process.les

Justice Gummow in Fardon also upheld the validity of the function conferred by the challenged

legislation upon the State Supreme Court. His Honour reached this conclusion on the basis that

both the criteria of operation set by the challenged legislation, and the nature of the inquiry that

the Supreme Court was required to conduct pursuant to the challenged provisions, could be

distinguished from the functions that the legislation in Kable }rrad sought to confer upon the

Supreme Court.lee However, his Honour's approach differed from some of the other majority

judges in a number of significant respects. First, his Honour gave greater consideration than the

other majority justices to the effect of the challenged legislation upon individuals. In particular,

his Honour considered the consequences of detention of sometimes indefinite duration upon

lbid,597

602.

for example, Kable a The Directory of Public Prosecutions for the State of Nat South Wales (1996) 189 CLR 5'1.,107

(Gaudron |, 120 (McHugh ), 134 (Gummow ).
1e Fardon a Attomey-General for the State of Queenslnnd Q004) 223 CLR 575, 616-9 (Gurnmow ).
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individuals in circumstances where such detention is imposed otherwise than as a punitive

penalty imposed following conviction of a criminal offence.zoo Secondly, Gummow J addressed

the issue of whether the law in questiory if enacted at a federal level and directed to federal

courts, would be valid. On this point, Gummow J found that the challenged legislatiorç if it

operated in this manner at a federal level, would contravene the requirements of Chapter III of

the Constitution and be invalid.2O1 Although Kirby J delivered the sole dissenting judgment, his

Honour agreed with Gummow J on this point.202 Justice Gummow, in reaching this conclusion

about the validity of the legislation if it operated at a federal level, relied upon the decision of

Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immigration, Local Gooernment and Ethnic Affairs.zoz

For Gummow J, Chu Kheng Lim atpported the view that citizens generally enjoyed a

constitutional protection from executive detention other than as a form of punishment at the

federal level, in which case such detention could only be ordered by a court exercising the

judicial power of the Commonwealth.2o4 Justice Gummow in Fardon did not overturn this idea.

However, his Honour put forward an alternative formulation of this principle, stating that,

I would prefer a formulation of the principle derived from Ch III in terms that, the

"exceptional cases" aside, the involuntary detention of a citizen in custody by the State is

permissible only as a consequential step in the adjudication of criminal guilt of that citizen

for past u.¡s.205

Such a formulation is consistent with his Honour's approach in Al-Kateb. In both cases,

Gummow J indicates a willingness to consider the foundational principles upon which any

constitutional protection may rest. In particular, inFardon his Honour states,

[t]hat formulation also eschews the phrase "is penal or punitive in character". In doing so,

the formulation emphasises that the concern is with the deprivation of liberty without

2oo \bid,6724,619ff (Gummow f .

201 tbid,609ff,614.
202 lbid,631(ri¡byD.
203 (1992)176CLR7.
2M Fardon a Attomey-General for the State of Queensland (2W4) 223 CLR 575, 611 (Gummow f).
205 lbid,612.
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adjudication of guilt rather than with the further question whether the deprivation is for a

punitive purpose.2o6

This finding is significant as it suggests that Gummow J recognises that the federal judiciary has

a constitutional role in protecting the liberty of individuals, and that an encroachment on this

role by the other branches of government may undermine the integrity of the federal judiciary.

On this basis the approach of Gummow J is to be preferred over that of the other majority

judges in Førdon. FIowever, whilst Justice Gummow in Førdon has the greatest regard to the

nature of any constitutional protection that may arise from the decision of Chu Kheng Lim u

Minister for Immigration, Locnl Gwernment and Ethnic Afføirs,2o7 it should be noted that the

manner in which Justice Gummow interprets this case has the potential to significantly narrow

the protection that the joint judgment in Chu Kheng Lim afforded to citizens. In particular,

Gummow J commented that, 'the list of exceptions to which reference was made in Lim is not

closed.'208

Hayne J agreed with Gummow J subject to the exception that his Flonour refrained from

expressing any view as to whether federal legislation along the same lines as the challenged

legislation would be invalid.2oe In this manner, Hayne J, consistent with the approach generally

advocated by legal pragmatists, indicates a clear preference for deciding the minimum

necessary to dispose of the case before the Court. This approach is particularly apparent in the

approach of Hayne J inFardon, the reason being that, as Gummow J points out, addressing the

validity of the legislation if it operated at a federal level does not involve addressing a legal

fiction, but rather it addresses a supposition which could form the basis of a logical argument.210

Callinan and Heydon JJ in Fardon also found that the challenged legislation did not seek to

confer a power upon the Supreme Court that was incompatible with its role as a repository of

2M lhíd,612-3.
2o7 (1992)176 CLR 1.

2æ Fardon u Attorney-General for the State of Queensland (2Cf,4) t'ì3 CLR 575,613 (Gummow f).
2æ lbid,647-8(Hayne).
270 lbid, 61.4(Gummow).
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federal jurisdiction.zr Although their Honours did no! as Gummow J did, hold that the

legislation would be invalid if enacted at a federal level, their Flonours did indicate that they

would recognise a distinction between State and federal Courts in this regard.2L2

Kirby J dissented. In doing so, his Honour emphasised the unreliability of predictions of

criminal dangerousness, the Acts operation to deprive certain persons of the fundamental

human right of personal liberty, and the distinction of the process contemplated by the Act

from past and present notions of the judicial functions in Australia.213 In particular, his Honour

citing Chu Kheng Lim held that,

[a]s framed, the Act is invalid. It sets a very bad example, which, unless stopped in its

tracks, will expand to endanger freedoms protected by the Constitution. In this countr¡r,

judges do not impose punishment on people for their beliefs, however foolish or undesirable

they may be regarded, nor for future crimes that people fear but which those concerned

have not committed. In strictþ limited circumstances, the judiciary permits "executive

interference with the liberty of the individual" where "the purpose of the imprisonment is to

achieve some legitimate non-punitive object." Despite some attempts to give the Act that

appearance/ that is not the true meaning and effect of its terms. The appellanls continued

imprisonment is unlawful.z14

In this way, contrary to the approach taken by the majority judges in Fardon, Justice Kirby

upheld, rather than narrowed, the constifutional protection establishedinLim, and took a much

wider approach to the interpretation of the legislation in question.

277 lbid, 658 (Callinan and Heydon J).
212 lbid.
213 lbid, 62211, especially 68, 628and 631 KirbyD.
2t4 lbid, 6234(references omitted).
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C Førdon: Federal Structure and Indívidual Protectnns

In summary it is argued that the general approach of the majority judges in Fardon suggests that

the implication found inKable will continue to be significant for the structure of the Australian

federal system. In particular, it is likely that the High Court will continue to prohibit the

conferral on State Supreme Courts of functions that are incompatible with the exercise of federal

judicial power. That is, in the sense that the exercise of the functions that are sought to be

conferred interferes with the institutional integrity of the Court. However, the approach in

Fardon indicates that the Gleeson Court is unlikely to find that the institutional integrity of the

State Court is being interfered with in circumstances where the primary implications of the

exercise of the powers conferred are of significance, not for lJrre instihltional integi{ of the

Courts, but for the liberty of indiaiduqls coming before those Courts.2ls There is, of course, as

Justice Kirby points ouÇ some difficulty with this distinction. This distinction is problematic if

it is accepted that an encroachment upon the ability of the Courts to protect the liberty of

individuals necessarily, or in any particular case, undermines the institutional integrity of the

judicial institution. This type of argument is addressed in a substantial way in the judgment of

Gummow J. It is not addressed at length by the other members of the majority. In particular, a

number of the majority do not consider the implications of the legislation for the rights and

interests of individuals. Rather, underlying the approach of a number of the majority to the

issues raised in Fardon, there may be perceived an understanding of the judicial role as being

primarily to determine the scope of legislative powers.

As discussed above, the approaches of Gummow and Kirby JJ aside, the remaining members of

the Court have adopted a largely un-theorised approacþ which decides the minimum possible.

This methodology advocates a position that is consistent with the low-level theorising

advocated by legal pragmatists. It has been argued that the approach of Justice Gummow and

that of Ki"by J (in dissent), are exceptions to the prevailing perspectives which focus largely

upon the scope of legislative powers. There is, however, a distinction between these two

215 See also, H P Lee, 'The Kable Case: A Guard-Dog that Barked But Once' in George Winterton (ed\, State

Constitutionøl Landmørks (2006) 390.
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judges, in that Kirby J demonstrates a greater concern for the rights and interests of individuals

per se and the need of Courts to protect these rights. The emphasis in the judgment of

Gummow J is on the need to preserve the integrity of the federal judiciary so as to enable the

federal judiciary to perform its constitutional function of ascertaining the demarcation of

powers between the three institutions of government.

Implicit in the judgment of Gummow J is the idea that the judicial and constitutional role of the

federal court requires the federal judiciary to remain insulated from the performance of

executive functions. To the extent that the constitutional role of the.judiciary in protecting the

interests of individuals is accepted and acknowledged by Gummow and Kirby JJ, their Honours

approach is to be preferred to that of the other members of the Court, on the basis that it

recognises the more complex role that the judiciary plays in the Australian federation.

Furthermore, it is argued that the analysis of Gummow J, in considering the foundational

principles upon which any constitutional protection may res! provides a transparent account of

the judicial reasoning process which has the advantage of offering guidance to future Courts

and legislatures. The following discussion will consider further the differences between the

approaches of members of the Gleeson Court in the final case examined in the chapter, namely

Forge a Australian Securities and Inaestments Commission.2lí

\/Il Fonez vAUSTRALIAN SECURITIES AND l¡ttuzsrrøz¡,trs
Cotø*ttsstoN

The decision in Forge u Australian Securities and Inaestments Commission2lT raised the issue of the

validity of the appointrnent of acting judges to State Supreme Courts.218 This was one of two

issues that arose in the proceedings. The other issue that arose concerned the construction and

validity of the transitional provisions of Chapter 10 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). In

relation to this later issue the Court unanimously held that the provisions validly operated with

276 (2006)229ALR2æ.
217 lbid.
218 See generally, Enid Campbell and HP Lee, The Austrnlian ludiciary (2001) 86ff.
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the effect that the proceedings in question constituted a matter arising under a law made by the

parliament within the meaning of section 76(ä) of tJlre Constitution.2le Of particular relevance to

the current discussion, however, is the challenge to section 37 of the Supreme Court Act 1970

(NSW) which provided for the appointrnent of acting judges for a period not exceeding 12

months. This challenge raised the central issue of the interpretation of Chapter III of the

Constitution.

The question of the validity of the provisions that provided for the appointunent of acting

judges is particularly significant in the context of the current analysis. The reason being that

whilst the six judges that formed the majority, upheld the validity of these legislative

provisions, the reasons that their Honours provided, rested upon substantially different

origins.zo In particular, it will be argued that there is a divide between the approach taken to

this issue by Gleeson CJ, Callinan and Heydon J, and that taken by Gummow, Hayne and

Crennan JJ.

Chief Justice Gleeson gave separate reasons for reaching a conclusion as to the validity of

legislation providing for the appointrnent of acting judges.221 Callinan J agreed with the

reasoning of Gleeson CJ on the issue of the validity of the legislation appointing acting judges,

and provided some additional reasons.22 Heydon J in a separate judgment expressed a similar

line of reasoning to that employed by Gleeson CJ. Justice Heydon s approach diverges

significantly from the approach of the joint judgment of Gummow, Hayne and Crennan JJ.za

Justice Kirby was the sole dissenter in Forge. Kirby J hetd that the number of acting judicial

appointrnents made showed a clear trend affecting the integrity of the Court. In particular his

Honour held that, the number and type of acting appointrnents made under the challenged

27e (2006) 229 ALR 223,225 [4] (Gleeson CJ, agreeing with the reasons of Gummow, Hayne and Crennan fJ on this
issue), 251 [û3]ff (Gummow, Hayne and Crennan ID,290 [æ3] (Kirby D, 2% [232] (Callinan J, agreeing with the
reasons of Gummow, Hayne and Crennan I on this issue), 302 [278] Heydon f agreeing with the reasons of
Gummow, Hayne and CrennanJf on this issue).

22o See Forge (2006) 229 ALR 2%, 225 Í5)f1(Gleeson CI), 236 [50]ff (Gummow, Hayne and Crennan JD,2n Í23,8l1f
(Callinan D, 292 [2a4]ff (Heydon l); 256 [2a]ff (Kirby ], dissenting). Acknowledgment is also given to the
analysis of tJris case provided in the presentations entitled 'Forge a, SIC: Acting ]udges in State Courts' by justice
Torr Gray, Sashi Maharaj QC, and Dr Chris Bleby at the South Australian Chapter, Australian Association of
Constitutional Law meeting, Adelaide 16 October 2006.

227 lbid,225 [S]ff (Gleeson Cl).

222 lbid,2n [238]ff (Callinan].
223 tbid,292 [2aa]ff (Heydon l).
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legislation were 'such as to amount to an impermissible attempt to alter the character of the

Supreme Cotttt.'zL

In addressing the issue of the validity of legislation providing for the appointrnent of acting

judges, Gleeson CJ notes that'Australia has an integrated, but not unitary, court system'.22s

Gleeson CJ also made it clear that whilst section 72 of t}re Constitution applied to federal courts,

the requirements of section 72 did not directly attach to State Courts.zó That said; Gleeson CJ

went on to address the applicanfs argument which was based upon the decision in Kable a

Director of Public Prosecutions NSW.nz The applicant submitted that Kable established that,

since the Constitution established an integrated court system, and contemplates the exercise

of federal jurisdiction by state Supreme Courts, state legislation which purports to confer

upon such a court a function which substantially impairs its institutional integrity, and

which is therefore incompatible with its role as a repository of federal jurisdiction, is

invalid.2s

The challengers in Forge submitted that, by parity of reasoning, tJ":re Kable principle rendered the

challenged legislation invalid. Rejecting the suggestion that the applicanfs argument was

supported by the Kable decisiory Gleeson CJ held that '[i]f the conclusion for which the

applicants contend truly followed from the principle, then the principle would require

reconsideratfot't'.2e Gleeson CJ held that State Supreme Courts were required to follow and

answer the description of 'courts' defined in the Constitution, however his Honour reasoned that

to do this all that was required was that the State Supreme Courts meet the 'minimum

requirements of independence and impørtiality.'no For Gleeson CJ, although it was possible to

imagine extreme cases in which abuses of power could occur, the challenged legislation did not

224 lbid,256 l124lff. In reaching this conclusion his Honour also had a regard for international law and covenants
that addressed issues such as the need for impartiality in judicial adjudication and the requirements of security of
judicial tenure. See further, ibid,283 l2O4ÍÍ.

225 lbid,232 [36] (Gleeson C].
226 lbid, 233 [38] (Gleeson C]. See also ibid,295 [255] (Heydon ].
227 lbid,233l40l.
228 lbid.

22e tbid,2U[40].
2N lbid,234 [4L] (emphasis added).
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interfere with these minimum requirements. In comparison to the joint judgment the approach

of Gleeson CJ can be seen to be less interventionist upon the role of the Executive in appointing

judges. The general tenor of Gleeson CJ's comments, reflect the view that judicial appointrnents

are a matter for the Executive:

The responsibility for making decisions about judicial appointments, including numbers and

circumstances of appointments, rests with those who have the responsibility of paying the

salaries, and providing the necessary resources, of the appointees, and who have political

accountability for bad or unpopular decisions about appointments.23l

In this way, Gleeson CJ recognises a greater degree of latitude to the Executive in making such

an appointrnent. His Honour is less willing than the joint judgment to find a basis for

interfering with the exercise of this discretion by the Executive. This perspective is particularly

apparent in his Honour's comments which suggest that whilst criticisms may be made of the

particular circumstances of judicial appointrnent, it is difficult to identify thit as being a

justiciøble point.2:z

Consistent with the concerns of legal pragmatists, the approach that Gleeson CJ adopted was in

a number of ways mindful of the practical issues fhat the challenge raised. Firsf Gleeson Cf

referred in some detail to a number of practical considerations that led to the appointment of

acting judges as follows'233

Minimum standards of judicial independence are not developed in a vacuum. They take

account of considerations of history, and of the exigencies of government. There are sound

practical reasons why State goverrunents might need the flexibility provided by a power to

appoint acting judges.e

237 tbid,228Í19j.
232 lbid,235 [45]. See alsoibid,228I2Ol
233 tbid, 229-232 Í251-1321.
234 tbid, 2311321, 234f42I
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Secondly, Gleeson CJ was also mindful of the practical consequences that could follow from any

finding that the legislation was invalid. More specifically, Gleeson CJ commented tha!'[t]he

potential consequences for him [Forster AJ], and for other litigants, if the challenge succeeds

have not been explored'.23s These matters indicate tha! consistent with his Honour's usual

approach, considerations of practicality continue to inform the reasoning of Gleeson CJ.

Two central themes can be identified in the approach of Gleeson CJ. The first is a reluctance to

interfere with decisions of the executive that can be characterised as influenced by policy

considerations.236 The second trend is a regard for matters of practicability.nz These themes are

apparent even though in addressing the constifutional challenge in Forge, his Flonour's

reasoning is tied very closely to the facts of the immediate challenge. Gleeson CJ was content to

decide the minimum possible, and to hold back on seeking to set out exhaustive criteria by

which the validity of legislation that may raise similar issues could be determined. This

approach is consistent with the incremental development of the law that may be associated with

an orthodox common law technique, and is also reflective of the preferred approach of legal

pragmatists. However, the criticism that is generally levelled at this form of reasoning, and

which may be made of the Chief Justice's approach, is that it gives little guidance to individuals,

legislators and future courts.

Justice Callinan agreed with the approach of Gleeson CJ, and Heydon J followed a similar line

of reasoning, although his Honour indicated an even narrower approach in many respects. For

example, Heydon J gave the principles in Kable an even narrower construction than that given

by the judgment of Gleeson CJ and the joint judgment.æs His Honour also relied upon the

practice of appointing acting judges prior to federation to support'the conclusion that Ch III

contemplates the validity of State legislation permitting the appointnent of acting judges.'zse

Heydon J construed widely the powers of the Executive to appoint acting judges. For instance,

his Honour was critical of the defendanfs and the interveners' concession that there may be

22e 1261.

225 ln, %1. 1321, 234 f421.

29s Í2551(Heydon ).
3021274.

ns14255 lbid,
236 lbid,
237 lbid,
238 lbid,
23e lbid,
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some limits on the power of the Executive to appoint acting judges.z+o In taking this approach

Justice Heydon indicated a desire to decide the minimum possible and gave reasons which

were even more limited in their scope than those of the other majority judges. In particular, his

Honour held that in respect of the challenged legislation it was better to construe this legislation

broadly without finally deciding'what its true construction is/.241

Gummow, Hayne and Crennan JJ also upheld the validity of the challenged legislation. In so

doing their Honours recognised that the issue raised a fundamental question about the

operation of Chapter III. Justices Gummow, Hayne and Crennarç in addressing the issues

raised in Forge, held that the Attorney-General's power to appoint acting judges was not

unlimited.2a2 The joint judgment recognised that the High Court could have a role in holding

invalid particular judicial appointments made by the Executive.2a3 In particular, the joint

judgment held that:

Because Chapter III requires that there be a body fitting the description "the Supreme Court

of a StaE" , it is beyond the legislative power of a State to alter the constitution or character

of its Supreme Court that it ceases to meet the constitutional description.24

In reference to the principle established in Kable their Honours held as follows:

If the institutional integrity of a court is distorted, it is because the body no longer exhibits in

some relevant respect those defining characteristics which mark the court apart from other

decision-making bodies.zls

In this way the joint judgment took an approach that gave the judiciary a significantly wider

role in determining the validity of judicial appointrnents than that recognised by the other

judges that formed the majority. Of critical importance to an understanding of the perspective

2& rbid, 293 Í24n-1248).
241 tbid,293l249l.
242 lbid,2M-5 [78] (Gummow, Hayne and Crennan JI).
243 tbid,240-1[63], 251 801].
24 tbid,240163l.
24s lbid,24L163l.
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taken by the joint judgment is a consideration of the starting point of their Honours' reasoning.

The starting point for the determination of the joint judgment was the understanding of

Chapter III put forward in Boilermakers.246 That is the view that it is the role of the federal

judiciary to determine the limits of the powers of the three branches of government.24T Thfs

may be compared to the approach of Gleeson CJ which appears to take, as a starting point, the

view that the appointment of judicial officers is a matter for the Executive, and to consider the

historical role of appointing acting judges.z+s The joint judgment may also in this regard be

distinguished from the approach of Heydon J, who places an even greater focus than Gleeson

CJ upon the historical practice of appointing acting judges.zas

Whilst it will be argued that the reasons of the joint judgment were wider in their scope than

that of Gleeson CJ, Callinan and Heydon II, the joint judgment did not set out exhaustive

criteria or seek to set (even generally) well defined boundaries to indicate the validity of acting

judicial appointnents. In this way, the approach of the joint judgment can be distinguished

from the tendency of the Mason era, (and particularly the judgments of Deane J), to at times

state principles of general application. The joint judgment of Justices Gummow, Hayne and

Crennan did, however, provide some general comments that indicate the matters that may

support a future argument for the invalidity of a particular acting judicial appointrnent. In

particular, their Honours indicated that the Court must be principally comprised of permanent

judges.zso Their Honours also indicated that satisfaction of the constitutional description of the

'Supreme Court of a State' is not sufficiently met by the application of the apprehension of bias

principle. That said, their Honours went on to hold that this principle could have application in

particular cases.2s1 For instance, their Flonours indicated that the number of legal practitioners

appointed had the potential to distort the character of the Court (their Honours did not quantify

246 tbid,2ZBÍ561.
247 lbid.
2ß lbid,228 [19] (Gleeson C).
24e lbid,295 [256]ff (Heydon ]. In particular his Honour concludes that'the history of acting judges in the Colonies

before federation points to the conclusion that Ch III contemplates the validity of State legislation permitting the
appoinhnent of acting judges': see ibid,3O2V7n.

250 lbid,248 [89]-[90] (Gummow, Hayne and CrennanJ].
257 In particular, their Honours indicated the relevance of both the 'fact and the appearance of independence and

impartiality in identifying whether particular legislative steps distort the character of the court concerned': ibid
242 Í681 (Gumrnow, Hayne and Crennan J).
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the number of practitioner appointrnents required to have this effect).zsz Their Honours'

approach, in comparison to that of the other majority judges, also appeared less sympathetic to

arguments based upon the 'cosf to the Executive of any constifutional prohibition upon the

appointrnent of acting judges.zsa

In making these findings their Honours indicated that requirements that attach to inferior

courts may differ from those that attach to courts of record.2s \tVhat is, however, particularly

significant about the manner in which these issues were raised by the joint judgment was the

willingness to indicate and specify the fundamental principle that was informing their

Honours' judicial reasoning.

The net effect of the reasoning of the joint judgment was to hold that a number of substantive

matters would affect the institutional impartiality of the Court. For their Honours, 'the

institutional integrity of State Supreme Courts' was not inevitably compromised by the

appointrnent of acting judges.'zss This approach indicates that in general, quantitative criteria

alone will be unlikely to be a sufficient indicator of invalidity.2s6' As those alleging invalidity

had not sought to make any case separate from and additional to their basic proposition that

section 37 was wholly invalid, the argument failed because it had 'not demonstrated that s 37

was not validly engaged to appoint Forster AJ as an acting judge of the Supreme Court of New

South Wales' .257 The joint judgment leaves open the possibility that different factual situations

may call for the Court to find other acting judicial appointrnents invalid.

2s2 tbid,25opn.
2s3 lbid,248 [90]. Their Honours also commented thaÇ

Rather than pursue the illusion that some numerical boundary can be set, it is more ptofitable to give due

attention to the considerations that would have to inforrr any attempt to fix such a boundary: the fact and

appearance of judicial independence and impartiality: Forge (2ffi6) 229 ALR 223, 248 I90l (Gummow, Hayne

and Crennan J).
2s4 Forge (2a06) 229 ALR 2%, 245Í82) - 2461851(Gummow, Hayne and Crennan J).
2ss lbid,249l93l.
256 lbid,251l101l.
2s7 tbid,251l102l.
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A The Decision of Forge and the Divíde between the Approaches of Members of the
Gleeson Court

It can be concluded that the approach taken by members of the current High Court to the issues

raicorl in Fntoo ârê rêñrocôñfafir¡o nÉ Í}to -o-orol annr^o^1. --.l +*^-J. +Lra+ 1ra-'n tr ^^- -..^^;^+^J

with the Gleeson Court. The approaches of all of the majority judges are generally legalistic,

with Kirby J taking the widest approach. In addition, there is a significant divide between the

approach of Gleeson CJ, Callinan and Heydon JJ and that of Gummow CJ, Hayne and Crennan

Jl. The reasons of Gleeson CJ, Callinan and Heydon JJ focus upon the scope of legislative

powers and the historical practice of appointing acting judges, with Gleeson CJ expressing the

greatest degree of concern for the practical consequences of the challenger's submissions. In

comparison, the approach of Gummow, Hayne and Crennan JJ focuses in a more fundamental

way upon the need to preserve the integrity of the federal judiciary.

Discernable in the approach of all members of the majority, is a tendency to seek to limit the

scoPe of their Honours' reasoning to the immediate controversy before the Court. This

approach is the most apparent in tfre reasoning of Heydon J. Although the joint judgment of

Gummow, Hayne and Crennan JJ sets out some indicia of invalidity, their Honours do not

attempt to state broad principles of general application. Therefore, although their Honours can

be seen to adopt a more theorised form of legalism than that found in the reasoning of Gleeson

CJ, Callinan and Heydon JJ, even this approach would seem to stop short of establishing

general principles in the manner characteristic of the Mason era.

Vlll CoNcr-ustoN To Penr II

The arguments put forward in this Chapter, considered together with the analysis presented in

foregoing Chapters, present a critical and comparative perspective of the approaches of the

Dixory Mason and Gleeson Courts. The central conclusions made concerning the Dixon, Mason
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and Gleeson Courts are reviewed in the conclusion to this thesis. The fundamental point made

in this Chapter is that the change inmethodology that has occurred in Chapter III jurisprudence

from the Mason to Gleeson era has brought about some substantiae cl:ranges in the law. Other

themes may also be identified. A significant theme has been the concern that members of the

Gleeson Court have shown for the integrity of the federal judiciary. The analysis presented in

this Chapter has also enabled the approach of individual judges to be examined.

Turning first to the methodological changes, the following points may be stated. The approach

and methodology of the Gleeson Court has significantly shifted from the approach of the

Mason Court. The general methodology of the Gleeson Court is legalistic. There is a significant

emphasis placed upon the terms of the Constitution and established precedents. In addition to

the influence of legalism, a number of elements that may be associated with pragmatic thought

may also be identified to varying degrees in decisions of the Gleeson Court.2ss For example, the

movement of the Gleeson Court away from the approach of the Mason era (which tended to

state broad general principles), may be viewed as being consistent with elements of pragmatic

legal thought. The idea that there is no'over-arching- theory may be seen in the reluctance of

the Gleeson Court to openly and consistently embrace any particular interpretive method. The

Gleeson Courfs inclination to have a varying regard for practical considerations has received a

varying degree of support from members of the Court. These considerations, as discussed in

Chapter 5, are consistent with the ideology of pragmatism.2se The analysis presented in this

Chapter demonstrates that Gleeson CJ expresses the most concern for practical considerations.

The idea that judicial decisions should be based primarily upon low level theorising may be

seen in the Gleeson Courfs tendenry to seek to base their Honour's reasoning, wherever

possible, upon principles of statutory construction.2ó0 The general tendency of the Court to tie

2s8 See further Conclusion to Part I, above.

25s See, for examplg Forge o Austrølian Seatities and lnoestments Commission t Ors Q006) 29 ALR2%, n2 (Gleeson

C). See also, Re Gü)emor Goulbum Correction Centre; Ex parte Eastman (1999) 2OO CLR 322,332 (Gleeson CJ,

McHugh and Callinan [); Judge Richard Posner'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up:
The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unioersi$ of Chicago Løw Reoiew 433; fudge
Richard Posner'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Løw ReoieutT.

2û See, for exanple, Al-Kateb o Godroin 219 CLR 562,58'1, (McHugh l), 638 (Hayne D, 661 (Callinan); 573 (Gleeson, in
dissent); Baker o R (2004) 223 CLR 573,5%4 (Gleeson C) referring to Residual Assco Group Ltd a Spabins (20fl0)

202 CLR 629, ø4 (Gleeson CJ, GaudrorL McHugh, Gummow, Hayne and Callinan JD. ft" also Cass Sunsteirç
'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haronrd Lma Reaiew 1733; Cass Sunsteiru Legal Reasoning and

P oli ti c al Confli c t (199 6'), 35 -61.
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any conclusions reached very closely to the facts of the case is also consistent with this aspect of

pragmatic thought.

The legalistic and pragmatic elements of the approach of the Gleeson Court may be contrasted

to the realist and natural law influenced jurisprudence of the Mason era, which saw the High

Court at times seeking to balance the interests of individuals with governmental powers. There

was also significant support on the High Court of the Mason era for the idea that the interests of

individuals may at times be of paramount importance. It has been argued that the Gleeson

Courfs legalistic focus on the text of the Constitution, which focuses upon the institutions of

governmenf has resulted in the Gleeson Court emphasising institutional powers rather than

individual interests. Stated in general terms, the change in method has resulted in some

substantiae changes.

The substnntiae changes in the law that have been identified in this Chapter are apparent in two

fundamental respects. First the cases considered in this Chapter show that there has been a

retreat from the idea that Chapter III may be a source of individual protections.2ol This

approach is, for example, apparent in AI-IGteb, Bøker and Fardon in the manner in which the

decisions of Chu KLung Lim and Kable are interpreted.26'2 Secondly, there has been a change in

the understanding of Australian federalism with the Court moving to a position which

emphasises that a strict separation of judicial power is necessary in order to protect the integrity

of the federal judiciary.z6¡ These two substantive changes in the law relate to the cenÍal theme

that may be identified in the Gleeson Courfs Chapter III jurisprudence, namely, a concern to

protect the integrity of the federal judiciary.

It has been argued that a concern for the integrity for the federal judiciary is most apparent in

the approach of Gummow J. Gummow J accords the federal judiciary a fundamental and

foundational role in the Australian federation, with his Honour's approach to the separation of

267 See, for example, AI-Kateb o Godutin and Others (20C4) n9 CLR 562 581-3 (McHugh ), Ø8 (Hayne l), 659 (Callinan
J); Bnker zr R (20M) 2æ CLR 513, 534 (McHuglu Gummow, Hayne, Heydon JJ); Fardon o Attomey-General for tlæ
State of Queensland (2004)'13 CLR 575, 586 (Gleeson C|, 598 (McHugh l), 658 (Callinan and Heydon }J).

262 lbid.

263 See, for example, Re Wakirn (1999) 198 CLR 511, 546 (Gleeson CD,562 (McHugh ), 581 (Gummow and Hayne JJ).
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judicial power resembling the reasoning of Sir Owen Dixon in decisions such as Boilermakers

and the Australian Communist Party a Commonwealth.264 A concern for the integrity of the federal

judiciary may also be seen to underlie his Honour's dissents in cases such as Goulda Brown and

Al-Kateb.265 Flowever, whilst a concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary is an issue

championed by Gummow J, there is at times wide support for this perspective from the Gleeson

bench. For example, this concern can be seen as a fundamental influence upon all members of

the majority in decisions such as Re Wakim, Baker and Førdon.266 It should also be recognised

that the influence of this perspective may at times be at the expense of considerations of

practicabiliq.2;T Whilst a concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary is a common theme

that may be identified in the judgments of Gummow ) and most other members of the Gleeson

Court, there are some unique differences in the approach of Gummow J.

A fundamental argument made in this Chapter is that the difference of the approach of

Gummow J indicates that whilst the approach of most members of the Gleeson Court falls

within the general rubric of legalism (with elements of a pragmatic approach also being

apparent), there are some fundamental differences in the forms of legalism adopted. Justice

Heydon clearly, as it would be expected,268 exhibits the narrowest and most confined form of

legalism. A form of legalistic analysis that is limited in scope has also been advocated and

applied by McHugh¡,2le and it is an approach that often draws the support of Callinan J.zzo

264 R a Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 29 CLR 257; Australian Contmunist Parll a Commonwealth

('Comntunist Party Cnse') (1951) 83 CLR 1. See, for example, Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 575 (Gummow and
Hayne Jf; Al-Kateb a Godwin 219 CLR 562, 613 (Gummow J, in dissent). See further, Justice W M C Gummow,
'The Constitution: (lltimate foundation of Australian law?' (2005) 79 Australian Law Joumal1.67,177-81.

265 See, Gould a Brût)n (1998) 193 CLR 346, 445-8 (Gummow J, in dissent); Al-Kateb o Godwin 219 CLR 562, 613

(Gummow f, in dissent).

266 Re Wnkim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 546 (Gleeson CD, il6 (Gaudron J, agreeing with Gummow and Hayne JD; 562

(McHugh f), 581 (Gummow and Hayne ID, 626 (Callinan J, agreeing with McHugh J); Baker a R (2N4) 223 CLR
573, 522 (Gleeson CI), 534 (McHugtr, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon f), 573 (Callinan J); Fardon a Attomey-C'eneral for
the State of Queensland (20C ) 223 CLR 575, 586 (Gleeson CD, 598 (McHugh ), 612 (Gumnow j, although as argued
above Gummow J also in this case had a significant regard for the liberty of the individual), 647-8 (Hayne f,
agreeing with GummowJ),658 (Callinan and Heydonl).

267 See Re Wakim (199E) 198 CLR 511. See further, Chris Bleby, 'fudicial PolÇ in Constitutional Interpretation:
"PtactkaTily" as a Constitutional Concept' (unpublished paper delivered to the CLE Programme of the Law
Society of South Australia, 2'1. August2@2).

268 fustice Dyson Heydon to Quadrant Dinner, 30 October 2002, reported as'Judicial activism and the death of the
nrle of law' QClJl3) 47 Quadrant 9;'Judicial activism and the death of the rule of law, (2003) 23 Australian Bar Reoiew

110. See also, for example, Al-Kateb o Godutin 219 CLR 562, 62-3 (Hayne J); Forge a Australian Securities nnd

lnaestments Commission t Ors (2OM)229 ALR223,293 [2a9] (Heydonl).
26e See, for example, Re Wakim (799) 198 CLR 511, 548-9 (McHugh J), Al-Kateb a Godwin 219 CLR 562- 584 (McHugh

D.
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Hayne J may also, at times, be viewed as adopting this approach particularly when his Honour

issues separate reasons.271 Gleeson CJ takes a somewhat wider approach than Heydon I but

demonstrates a clear tendency to focus on questions of statutory construction and to seek to

decide the minimum possible.272 Tl:rlrs, in general, a tendency to avoid theoretical reasoning

and to not engage at length in any discussion of the judicial role may be identified in the

reasoning of Gleeson CJ, McHugh, Callinan and Heydon fJ, and sometimes Hayne J. The low-

level of theorisation that is implicit in the approach of these Justices is reflected in the reliance

placed upon the principles of stafutory construction or the process of characterisation of a

legislative head of power. These approaches are also, at times, employed in conjunction with a

regard to considerations of practicability, with this latter influence being particularly apparent

in the approach of Gleeson CJ.zze

In contrast to the form of legalism generally put forward by Gleeson CJ, McHuglu Heydon and

Callinan JJ, the form of legalism put forward by Gummow J is more generally theorised than

the approach of other fitdges.zz+ The approach of Gummow J in Al-Kateb and in the approach of

the joint judgment in Forge, exemplify this type of reasoning.27s It has been argued that there

are grounds for the more theorised form of legalism (associated with Gummo* D being

preferred over the more confined form of legalism identified in the approach of most other

members of the Gleeson Court (apart from Kirby f . In particular, it has been argued that Justice

Gummow often articulates the foundational principles upon which his Honour relies. The

written judgments of Justice Gummow also tend to specify the manner in which the core or

fundamental principles are applied by his Honour to the matter before the Court. It has been

argued that, in this way, the approach of Gummow J often provides a more transparent account

of the judicial reasoning process, which usually provides a compelling argument in favour of

270 See, for example, Al-Kateb o Goilwin 219 CLR 562, 659 (Callinan I); Forge a Australian Seanrities and Inoestnents
Commission €t Ors Q006) 229 ALR223, 2% lT,Sl (Callinan j).

271 See, for example, Al-Kateb a Godwin 219 CLR 562, Ø5 (Hayne ).
272 See, for example, AI-Kateb a Godwin 219 CLR 562- 573 (Gleeson Cf, in dissent); Forge o Australian Securities and

Inoestments Comtission t Ors (2O06)229 ALR223,229I261Í[ (Gleeson Cj).
273 See, for example, Forge o Australinn Securities nnd lnaestrnents Commission €t Ors (2006) 229 ALR 2%, 225 14

(Gleeson C).
274 See, for example, Re Wakim (1999) 198 CLR 511, 575 (Gumrnow and Hayne J) , Al-Kateb o Godwin 219 CLR 562, û9

ff (Gummow f); Fardono Attorney-General for the State of Queensland (2OO4) 2% CLR575,61,4 (Gummow f).
275 See, Al-Køteb a Godttin 219 CLR 562,609 ff (Gummow J), Forge o Austrnlian Secuities and lnoestments Commission €t

Ors (2006) 229 ALR223, 238 1561ff (Gummow, Hayne and Crennan JJ).
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the conclusions reached. As sucþ his Flonour's judgments have a greater value as precedents

as they provide better guidance to other judges and legislators. Put generally, Gummow J's

expression of logical principled reasoning that rests upon specified foundational principles

resembles athibutes of both the Dixon and Mason Courts. That said, Gummow J does not go as

far as some decisions of the Mason era, in that his Honour does not generally seek to set out

exhaustive criterion, or principles of general application.

The legalistic approach of Gummow J, based upon the identification of and the reasoning from

fundamental principles, is an approach which was also advocated and put forward by Gaudron

J.276 It is an approach with which Hayne J sometimes joins.zzz It is too early to say, but there is

some initial indication that this approach will be supported by Crennan J.278 These comments

should, however, be qualified, by noting that when Hayne J delivers separate reasons the

approach represented in such reasoning usually bears a greater resemblance to the approach of

Gleeson CJ than it does to that of Gummow J.27e

The general connotation that may be drawn from these tendencies is that a judicial approach

which seeks either to avoid theoretical reasoning altogether, or if engaging in such reasoning to

do so a low level of abstraction and to decide the minimum possible, has wide support on the

Gleeson Court. The most apparent exception to this approach may be found in the

jurisprudence of Kirby J, with his Honour demonstrating an inclination to at times rely upon

broad constitutional principles.2sO In this respecf Kirby J takes a wider approach that often

incorporates matters that are outside of the scope of the orthodox view of legalism.ær

276 See, for example, Chu Kheng Lim a Minister for Immígration, Local Gwerwnent nnd Ethnic Affairs (1992) 176 CLR 1, 57

(Gaudron ); Polyukhooich t¡ Commonwealth (799L) 772 CLR 501,7ß-7M (Gaudron D; Kable o DPP (1996\ 189 CLR
57, 107 (Gaudron J); Nicholas (1998) 1% CLR L73, 208-2t9 (Gaudron l); Re Wakim (199) 198 CLR 511, 546

(Gaudron J, agreeing with Gummow and Hayne J). See further, Cheryl Saunders, 'Interpreting the Constitutiorf
(2004) 15 Public Lmu ReaietD,289; Justice Susan Kenny, 'Concepts of judicial responsibility: tJre contribution of the
"one of severf" (2004) 15 Public Løw Reaieu),283; Adrienne Stone, 'fustice Gaudron and constitutional rightl
(2004) 15 Public Løw Reuiew, 297.

2n See, for example, Re Wakim í99g) 198 CLR 511, 575 (Gummow and Hayne II); Forge a Australian Securities and

Ircestments Commission t Ors Q006) 229 ALR 223 , %8 ÍÍqff (Gummow, Hayne and Crennan |l) .

z/8 ke Forge o Australian Secuñties and lnaestments Commission t Ors (2ffi6) 229 ALR 28, 238 [56]ff (Gummow,
Hayne and Crennan J).

27e See, for exanple, Al-Køteb a Godtain 219 CLR 562 Ø5 (Hayne ).
2N See, for example, Al-Kateb o Goilwin 219 CLR 56?- 615 (Kirby I in dissent); Forge a Australian Secarities and

Inoestments Comr¡tission t Ors (2006) 229 ALR2%, 256 Í724lff , especially 2t33 I2O7Y[ (Kirby I, in dissent).

28r lbid.
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As this Chapter has demonstrated a number of important conclusions may be drawn from an

analysis of the Gleeson Courfs Chapter III jurisprudence. They include the shift to legalism,

the retreat from the idea of Chapter III as a source of individual constitutional protections, the

re-emphasis upon the strict view of the separation of judicial power and the Gleeson Courfs

concern for the integrity of the federal judiciary.
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I think the Court høs shorcn an eoer-grotoing tendency to decide cases upon the minor premises ønd not to

concern itself uith general propositions but to go to the precise facts ønd circumstønces

The profession has neuer, I think, been suffciently solid in the presentøtion of a policy or a aiao, but

possibly thøt lies in the hønds of those toho prøctise it øt present. Sitting here, I cøn only søy thøt as I aiew

it, the tradition of the Imo is a trust, entrusted to the hønds of the lnoyers of the day for the beneft of the

luture as well øs for the beneft of the present.

Sfu Owen Dixon, 7,, Møy, 7952,1

This thesis has analysed the issue raised by Sir Owen Dixon in the above quotation. That is, the

extent to which theoretical reasoning, as opposed to a narrow debate based upon the facts of the

case can be of relevance to Australian constifutional jurisprudence. The theoretical perspectives

of bgalism, realism, and pragmatismhave been analysed in Part I. Ideas associated with natural

law theories were also considered with comparative brevity.2 The analysis throughout this

thesis has primarily considered the judicial approaches of the Dixory Mason and Gleeson eras/

with the Brennan era also being briefly discussed. Part II of thesis offered a more diffuse

analysis considering these theoretical assumptions in the context of the High Courfs

constitutional jurisprudence concerrung judicial power.

Sir Owen Dixon, Address upon the occasion of first presiding as Chief fustice at Melbourne on 7ù May, 1952 tn
Sir Owen Daon, lesting Piløte (1965)250,25'1..

See Chapter 4.
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Conclusion

At the start of this thesis, it was noted that debates about judicial method in Australian

jurisprudence have tended to take as their starting point the ideas associated with legalism.

Almost axiomatic in that discussion is the centrality of Sir Owen Dixon's statement that'[t]here

is no other safe guide to judicial decisions in great conflicts than a strict and complete legalism.'a

However, as Chapter 2 demonstrated Sir Owen Dixon's legalism is not a narrow version of this

doctrine, which is at times implied from his Honour's reference to 'strict and complete

legalism'. Rather, Sir Owen Dixon put forward a version of legalism that was based upon some

fundamental theoretical assumptions, including the assumption that a corpus of legal

knowledge existed or could be presupposed to exist. It was also argued that whilst the

approach of the Gleeson Court followed the methodology of legalism it was uncoupled from

the fundamental precepts of the Dixonian approach.

Legalism remains at the core of Australian jurisprudence, however, the analysis in this thesis,

questioned the tendenry for debates concerning judicial method to cling to the refetence or

'centre-poinf provided by Sir Owen Dixon's statement.a The reason for this, as Sir Anthony

Mason states, is that'[o]nce the inadequacy of the text as a touchstone is recognised, a variety of

theoreticøl approaches to constitutional interpretation begin to open up.'s As Chapter 3 explained

the Mason Court moved away from a legalistic approacþ and challenged some of the

fundamental assumptions of legalism. As a consequence the Mason era witressed a challenge

to Dixonian legalism. In place of a legalistic approach, the Mason era developed a theorised

form of jurisprudence, characterised by a tendency to state broad principles. Sir Anthony

Mason was the central advocate of this change, writing in 1986 that,

[t]he movement away from formal, legalistic interpretatiorç if it continues, should reinforce

our determination as judges to provide objective and principled elaboration in support of

our decisions. By objective and principled elaboration I mean reasons that deal fairly and

(1952) 85 CLR xi, xiv. See especially, Geoff Lindsay, 'Book Review of E W Thomas, The ludicial Process: Rerilisttt,
Pragmntism, Practical Reasoning nnd Principles' (2006) 27 Australian Bnr Reoiew 245, 247 footnote 7. See further,
Michael Coper, 'Concern About Judicial Method' (2006) 30 Melboume Uniaersity Law Reuiew 554, 557.

Geoff Lindsay, 'Book Review of E W Thomas, The ludicial Process: Renlism, Pragmatism, Practicnl Reasoning and
Principles' QOO6) 27 Austrølinn Bar Reoian 245,247 iootnote 7. See further, Michael Coper, 'Concern About Judicial
Method' Q0Æ,6) 3O Melbourne Uniaersil¡ Law Rniew 554, 557.

Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Interpretation of a Constitution in a Modem Liberal Democrary' in Charles Sampford
and Kim Preston (eds), lnterpreting Constitutions: Theoies, Principles and Institutions (1996) 13,13.
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impartialþ with the competing considerations, resting wherever possible on a principle of

appropriate generality, even though the full reach of the principle must be left for later

examination.ó

In Chapter 3, it was argued that the 'principles of appropriate generality', which are

characteristic of the Mason Courg are consistent with particular theoretical positions. Chapter 3

considered the relevance of realism and sociological jurisprudence, with nafural law reasoning

and the jurisprudence of Justices Deane and Toohey being analysed in Chapter 4.

In tlrese ways, it was argued in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 that underlying the jurisprudence of the

Dixon and Mason Courts were a number of theoretical assumptions. There has been much

debate in United States jurisprudence concerning the use of theorised forms of legal reasoning,

with the vast amount of literature devoted to legal pragmatism advocating a non-theorised

approach to judicial reasoning. This is a debate that Australian writers have not generally

engaged in. Legal pragmatism, and in particular the work of Judge Posner and Cass Sunstein

was analysed in Chapter 5. This analysis facilitated a consideration of the aduantages and

disadaøntøges of the use of theoretical perspectiaes in legal reasoning.

In Chapter 6 it was concluded that the Gleeson Court did not embrace the theoretical positions

implicit in the approaches of the Dixon and Mason Court. It was further argued that the

dominant influence upon the approach of the Gleeson Court has been a non-theorised form of

legalism, with a number of ideas associated with legal pragmatism also being of relevance. In

particular, the pragmatic ideas associated with the general approach of the Gleeson Court were:

1. The idea that there is no'over-arching' theory of constitutional interpretation.T

2. The idea that different constitutional issues require different approaches.s

Sir Anthony Mason, 'The Role of a Constitutional Court in a Federation: A Comparison of the Australian and
United States Experience' (1986) 'J.6 Federal Løw Reaiew7,28.

McGinty a Western Austrølin (1996) 186 CLR 140, 231-2 (McHugh l); SGH Ltd r¡ Commissioner of Taxation QW2) 270
CLR 51, 75 (Gummow D; Iudge Richard Posner'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up:
The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Unioersity of Chicago Lnw Reoiew 433; Cass
Sunstein, 'Incompletely Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Haroard Law Reaiew 1733.
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The suggestion that regard should be had to practical or consequentialist

arguments.e

The idea that judicial decisions should be primarily based upon low level

theorizing.lo

It has been argued that these pragmatic ideas are aligned in the Gleeson Courts' approach with

a faith in orthodox legalistic methodology. In particular, the Gleeson Court has a tendency to

view adherence to a legalistic methodology as providing legitimacy to judicial decisions. These

developments deny Brain Galligan's suggestion made 20 years ago, that certain attifudes

concerning, 'the public rhetoric and rationalizations of a neutral legalism' would probably

appear 'quaintly archaic to the next generation of lawyers.'1r These comments may have

predicted the further challenges to legalism that would be made by the realist based

jurisprudence of the Mason Court but they did not foresee the renewed relevance of legalism to

the Gleeson Court and the manner in which the Gleeson Court would respond to the

jurisprudence of the Mason era.

The conceptual framework presented in Part I of this thesis was analysed further in Part II in

the context of some significant constitutional cases concerning judicial power. The choice of

judicial power was deliberate as it best exemplifies judicial perceptions of the judicial role. In

Chapter 7 some of the fundamental historical and theoretical foundations supporting the

separation of judicial power and the manner in which legalistic interpretations of the text of the

Constihttion dominated the development of the Australian view of the separation of judicial

power, were considered. Particular attention was accorded to the influence of Dixonian

legalism in the Boilermakers' Case. It was demonstrated that this decision was based upon a

8 Brownlee a The Queen (2C[0) 207 CLR 278,285 (Gleeson CJ, McHugh D; Iudge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning
From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59
Unioersity of Chicago Law Reaiew 433; Cass Sunstein, Legnl Reasoning and Political Conflict (7996).

e Judge Richard Posner 'Legal Reasoning From the Top Down and From the Bottom Up: The Question of
Unenumerated Constitutional Rights' (1992) 59 Uniaersity of Chicago Løw Reaiew 433; Judge Richard Posner
'Pragmatic Adjudication' (1996) 18 Cardozo Law Reuiewl.

r0 See Cass Sunstein, 'Incompleteþ Theorized Agreements' (1995) 108 Hantard Law Reoiew 1733, Cass Sunstein, Legøl
Reasoning and Political ConJlict (1996), see particularþ 35-61.

11 Brian Galligan, Politics of the High Court: a Study of the ludicinl Branch of Gwernment in Australia (1987) 37.
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fundamentally theoretical perspective of the unique role of the federal judiciary in the

Australian federation.

The Mason Courfs approach was analysed further in Chapter 8, in the context of a number of

decisions concerning judicial power. It was argued, that implicit in the Mason Courf s Chapter

III jurisprudence, there could be discerned the relevance of ideas associated with realism and

nafural law theories. In particular, these cases demonstrated the Courfs concern for the

interests of the individual, with the Court acknowledging a conception of the judicial function,

which saw the Court having a role to play in the balancing of individual interests with the

interests of the State. In this way it was suggested that the approach of the Mason Court, whilst

diverging from and questioning some of the fundamental assumptions made by the Dixon era,

also articulated a theoretical perspective.

The analysis presented in Chapter 9 demonstrated that in the context of decision concerning

judicial power the Brennan era saw the development of some new ideas and a movement from

tJne methodology and ideas associated with the realism of the Mason era. This period did no9

however, produce a significant amount of change to the substantiae principles concerning

Chapter III jurisprudence developed by the Mason Court. This form of movement in

constitutional law can be contrasted with the analysis presented in Chapter 10. In that Chapter,

it was argued that the Gleeson era witnessed a change inmethod and a retreat from some of the

substantiae constitutional principles of the Mason era. The conclusion to Chapter 10 set out the

inferences reached conceming the differing approaches of individual members of this Court. It

suffices to say here that the judicial approaches of Justice Gummow and Justice Kirby, albeit in

different ways, diverge to the greatest extent from the governing perspective of the Gleeson

Court. In short, Chapter 10 demonstrated that whilst there was some divergence between

individual members of the Gleeson Court, the fundamental influences upon the Courfs

Chapter III jurisprudence was legalism, witJ":. a number of pragmatic concepts also being of

relevance.

The Gleeson Courfs reliance upon legalism is at times seen as a reaction to the activism of the

Mason era, and a return to a more confined approach that is associated with Sir Owen Dixon's
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legalism. However, as noted at the outse! suggestions of a change from judicial øctiaism to

judicial consensatism are not particularly informative.l2 Importantly, such broad-brush

comparisons do not indicate the nature of any movement in the foundations of the High Courf s

approach.

The last decade has witressed a fundamental change in the foundational assumptions that

underlie the High Courfs approach. This change indicates that the Gleeson Court is applying

its own interpretive method rather than simply returning to, or reacting to, the respective

approaches of the Dixon or Mason Courts. More specifically, three central conclusions can be

made about the approach of the Gleeson Court. These conclusions relate to the general or

dominant approach of the Gleeson Court considered as a whole.

The first conclusion is that a central theme of the Gleeson Courf s Chapter III jurisprudence is a

concern to protect the integrity of the federal judiciary. This contrasts with the approach taken

in the realist-influenced jurisprudence of the Mason era, which exhibited a tendency to seek to

balance the interests of the State with the interests of the individual. The fundamental

conclusion that was made in this regard is that, in addition to the change in methodology from

the realist based jurisprudence of the Mason era, the Gleeson Courf s Chapter III jurisprudence

has produced some substantizse changes in the law. The effect of these substantive changes has

been to reduce the constitutional protections that Chapter III had been understood in the Mason

era to provide to individuals.

The second conclusion is that the legalism of the Gleeson Court reflects much of the Dixonian

method, but it is not clearly linked with the key theoretical foundations of Sir Owen Dixon s

approach. In this way, whilst the general approach of the Gleeson Court exhibits the influence

of legalism, with a number of pragmatic constructs also being of relevance-there is little

theoretical justification offered to support the choice of these methods of reasoning. For

example, it was argued that it is difficult to find the Gleeson Court articulating any form of

See further, Michael Coper,'Concern About Judicial Method' (2006) 30 Melbourne Uniaersity Løw Ret¡iew 554,562-
3,570.
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support for the underlying theoretical arguments that Sir Owen Dixon put forward in support

of his Flonour's approach.

The critical comparative perspective presented in this thesis concerning the Dixon, Mason and

Gleeson Courts supports the third and perhaps the most fundamental conclusion; namely, that

the Gleeson Court puts forward a largely a-theoretical approach. That is to say, consistent with

the approach advocated by legal pragmatists, the jurisprudence of the Gleeson Court tends to

stay at a low level of abstraction. Furthermore, the Gleeson Court does not seek to put forward

a theoretical justification for the adoption of this methodology.

The fundamental conclusion is that, with nearly a decade of the Gleeson Courfs jurisprudence

to consider, a clear trend towards a largely ø-theoretical approach may be identified. This

conclusion negates the suggestions of a large degree of continuity between the Mason and

Gleeson eras.13

The criticisms that this thesis has made of the legalistic approach employed by the Gleeson

Court, is not fhat it is illegitimate. In fact, it has been suggested that legalism forms part of the

collective mindset of much of the legal profession and, as such, the approach taken is largely

representative of the dominant orthodoxy. Justice Bradley Selway, for example, has argued the

approach of the Gleeson Court is the proper approach in that:

The primacy of the constitutional text has been asserted and maintained. The approach is

fundamentally conservative and legalistic, based upon precedent and logical analysis. But

the approach is not rigid or "tied to the pasf'. Where it is clear that the Constitution needs to

develop then this has been achieved.la

Whilst the approach of the Gleeson Court may be commended on this basis, such praise does

not establish that the approach of the Gleeson Court is to be preferred over other approaches to

13 See further, Justice Michael McHugh, 'The Constitutional |urisprudence of the High Court 1989-2004' (The
Inaugural Sir Anthony Mason Lecture in Constitutional Law, Banco Court, Sydney, 26 November 2004)1,,14.

14 justice Bradley Selway, 'Methodologies of constitutional interpretation in the High Court of Australia' (2003) 14

Publi c Løw Reoiew ?34, 250.
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judicial reasoning. The analysis presented in this thesis has questioned the value of decisions

that are based on a low level of theorization or reasoning tied closely to the facts of the case. It

has been argued that decisions based upon these forms of reasoning do not necessarily provide

a transparent account of the judicial decision making process. Such decisions may also fail to

provide guidance to other individuals, judges and legislators. That said, perhaps the most

fundamental criticism that has been made of the adoption of a largely legalistic approach by the

Gleeson CourÇ is that little argument is provided in support of the choice of that method.

Rather, there is a tendenry for a number of members of the current Court to equate adherence

to legalism with legitimary. Legalism in these circumstances becomes akin to an article of faith.

Justice Oliver Wendall Holmes, writing in1897 commented that,

[i]t does not follow, because we all are compelled to take on faith at second hand most of the

rules on which we base our action and our thoughts, that each of us may not try to set some

corner of his world in the order of reason, or that all of us collectively should not aspire to

carry reason as far as it will go throughout the whole domain.ts

The aspiration expressed is a powerful one. It follows Justice F{olmes' later statement that'we

have too little theory in the law, rather than too much.'16 Fundamentally, this thesis has, to use

Justice Flolmes' terms, argued that there is too little theory about the law in approach of the

Gleeson Court. It has been demonstrated that the largely a-theoretical approach of the current

Court distinguishes the Gleeson Court from its two most revered predecessors, namely the

Dixon and Mason Courts. The Gleeson Court considered as a whole takes a justifiable position.

It has, however, been argued that to the extent that the general perspective and methodology of

the Gleeson Courf s is ø-theoretical, this approach is, with respect not to be preferred over other

more ttreorized forms of legal reasoning. More theorized forms of judicial reasoning, such as

that exemplified by the jurisprudence of the Mason era, offer a more transparent account of the

judicial reasoning process. In addition" such approaches tend to provide a theoretical

justification for the choice of judicial method that is applied.

rs fustice Oliver Wendell Holme+ 'The Path of Law' (1897) 10 Han¡ard Law Reoiew 457 , 468 (emphasis added).

16 tbid,476.
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